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ABSTRACT

This document is divided into two main sections--the Work Plan and the addenda. The

Work Plan describes the regulatory history and physical setting of Operable Unit 4-12, previous
sampling activities, and data. It also identifies a preliminary conceptual model, preliminary

remedial action alternatives, and preliminary applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements.

In addition, the Work Plan discusses data gaps and data quality objectives for proposed remedial

investigation activities. Also included are tasks identified t'or the remedial investigation/feasibility

study (RIFFS) and a schedule of RI/FS activities. The addenda include details of the proposed

field activities (Field Sampling Plan), anticipated quality assurance activities (Quality Assurance

Project Plan), policies and procedures to protect RI/FS workers and the environment during field

investigations (Health and Safety Plan), and policies, procedures, and activities that the

Department of Energy will use to involve the public in the decision-making process concerning

CFA La_adfiils II and III RI/FS activities (Community Relations Plan).
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PREFACE

Central Facilities Area Landfills II and III at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) have been identified as Operable Unit 4-12 and are being investigated pursuant to the

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA);

the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986; the National Oil and Hazardous

Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (40 CFR 300) (EPA 1990a); and applicable Department

of Energy orders, directives, and policies. To assist in remedial investigation/feasibility study
(RI/FS) planning, the following documents have been prepared.

Document Title Purpose

RI/FS Work Plan (seven sections) Describes operable unit based on existing

knowledge, ldcntifics data necessary for risk

assessment and remedial planning and

identifies data quality objectives.
Conceptualizes proposed RI/FS data
collection activities.

RI Sampling and Analysis Plan (two parts):

Part I--Field Sampling Plan Describes in detail proposed field activities to

fill data gaps identified in the Work Plan.

Part II--Quality Assurance Project Plan Describes quality assurance protocols to be

implemented in the field and laboratory

during data collection, analysis, and reporting.

Hcalth and Safcty Plan Describes activities to bc implemented and

protocols to bc followed during RI/1:7S
activities to protect the health and safety of
RI/FS workcrs.

Community Relations Plan Describes INEL activities to be implemented
to ensure compliance with public invc_lvcmcnt

requirements ot" CERCLA.
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

The remedial investigation/feasibility study (RI/FS) Work Plan for Operable Unit (OU) 4-12:

Central Facilities Area (CFA) Landfills II and III at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(INEL) was prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy Idaho Field Office (DOE-ID). This

document presents the initial evaluation of existing data and background information for the CFA
landfills and defines tile scope and objectives of the RI/FS activities proposed for implementation
at the site. The Work Plan and addenda document the RI/FS scoping process, identify site

investigations and feasibility studies, assign responsibilities for RI/FS activities, and present the
RI/FS schedule.

Subsequent to listing the INEL on the National Priority List (NPL) and with the

development of a Federal Facility Agreement/Consent Order, DOE, EPA, and the State of Idaho

decided that CFA Landfills II and III should be remediated through the Comprehensive

Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)-driven RI/FS process.

CFA Landfills II and III arc considered CERCLA landfills that are primarily composed of
cafeteria, office, and construction waste, and to a lesser extent hazardous waste.

The INEL is located approximately 42 mi (68 kin) west of Idaho Falls, Idaho, and occupies

890 miz (2,305 km 2) of the northwestern portion of the Eastern Snake River Plain. The CFA
landfills arc located in the south-central portion of the INEL, approximately 0.5 mi (0.8 km) north

of CFA proper. CFA Landfill II, in use from 1970 until 1982, was a fill operation in the
southwestern portion of an abandoned gravel pit. The perimeter of the landfill encompasses

14 acres (6 hectares) with a maximum depth of approximately 15 ft (5 m) in the southern end; the

north end of the landfill is not quite as deep. At present, the landfill is covered with generally

coarse soil materials and revegetated with crested wheatgrass, and is level with the surrounding

ground surface.

Landfill III was opened in October of 1982 when operations at CFA Landfill II were

terminated. In 1984. the cut and fill operation on the east was terminated and designated as the
inactive portion of Landfill III. The operation was moved to the west where it is designated the

active portion of the landfill and is currently operational but is not considered part of the OU

being investigated under this RI/FS. The active portion of Landfill III will be investigated under

appropriate regulatory programs for active landfills or under the final WAG 4 comprehensive

RI/FS, OU 4-13. The dimensions of the inactive ix)rticm c)l"Landfill III arc 200 ft (61 m) wide by

2,4()() ft (732 m) long and 12 ft (4 m) deep. The individual trenches were cut 24 ft (7 m) wide,

12 ft (4 m) decp, and about 2,41)()ft (732 m) hmg. The waste was spread in the trenches and

compacted into layers no more than 2 ft (().6 m) thick, with each layer covered with at least 6 in.

(15 cm) of soil. A final layer of cover material, compacted to a uniform depth of 2 ft (0.6 m), was
placed over the entire surface of each filled trench. The cover consists of coarse soil materials

that have been reseeded with crested whcatgrass.

Contaminants detected to date at the CFA landfills have included relatively low

concentrations of organics in the shallow scullgas, organics including methane in soil gas collected

at depth from boreholes, semivolatilc and \'t_l_ttileorganics in the soil, and chromium and tritium

in the groundwater from both upgradient and downgradient wells. The source of this

groundwater contamination is most likely duc to past waste dispc_,,,alpractices at two upgradient



facilities--the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant and the Test Reactor Area, not the CFA landfills.

Additionally, the dedicated sampling pumps in the landfill monitoring wells, which are

manufactured, in part, with high chromium stainless steel, are also considered a possible but

perhaps minor contributing source of the particulate chromium. This hypothesis will be evaluated

by removing the dedicated sampling pumps from both upgradient and downgradient wells and by

collecting groundwater for metals analysis.

Containment has been identified as the most likely response action at these landfills because

(a) 'hese CERCLA landfills are primarily composed of cafeteria, office, and construction waste,

ano to a lesser extent hazardous wastes; and (b) the volume and heterogeneity of the waste within

these landfills will make treatment impractical. Therefore, site characterization strategies have

been limited to focus on the data required to evaluate containment and to determine if

unacceptable risks exist to human health and the environment.

The specific objectives of the CFA Landfills II and III RI include:

• Perform a topographic survey of Landfill III to (a) identify topographic anomalies,

(b) document erosional features, and (c) determine the adequacy of the existing landfill

cover tbr controlling erosion from surface runon/runoff.

° Perform geophysical surveys to (a) determine the perimeter boundary of CFA

Landfill III and the boundaries of the trenches within the landfill, (b) determine the

depth and t_pography of undcrlying basalt (both landfills), (c) define areas containing

high concentrations of metal (Landfill III), and (d) determine overburden cover
thickness (Landfill III).

° Perform surface soil sampling of the Landfill II and III cover soils for volatile organic,

semivolatilc organic, and mctai analyses to (a) determine the distribution and

concentration of potential contamination in surface soils, (b) determine if the surficial

soils should be included in source control actions for the landfills, and (c) characterize
direct exposure risks.

° Perform subsurface soil sampling at Landfill II and, if present, free liquid/icachate

sampling within the landfill for volatile org;tnic, semivolatile organic, and metals
analyses to (a) determine the nature and concentration of leachable contaminants,

(b) determine the nature and concentration of contaminants in any leachatc or frec

liquid that may be present, (c) provide input for fate and transport modeling, and

(d) reduce the uncertainty associated with available source term in! mation. The nccd

fc_rsubsurface soil sampling at Landfill III will bc evaluated based _,,, the surface soil

and soil gas sampling results from Landfill III.

• Perform a covcr investigation at Landfill III to (a) determine the permeability of the

existing cover, (b) determine the thickness of the cover, (c) evaluatc potential for

infiltration, and (d) evaluate the physical properties of the geologic unit governing the

transport of contaminants. To accomplish these cover investigation objectives, soil will

bc collected t'rom the landfill cover to measurc porosity, capillary pressure/moisture

cc_ntent relationships, hydraulic conductivity, moisture content, and particle size.



• Perform a soil gas survey at both landfills to (a) identify areas within the landfill

containing high concentrations of explosive or toxic landfill gas to perform an

assessment of human health risks due to air toxics and explosive hazards, (b) evaluate

the feasibility of gas collection and treatment, (c) evaluate remedial actions, and

(d) estimate concentrations of selected volatile organics being emitted to the

atmosphere to characterize direct exposure risks. These objectives will be accomplished

by collecting shallow soil gas samples, collecting soil gas samples from the existing

instrumented boreholes, and collecting gas emissions from the landfill surface with a

surface flux chamber and analyzing the samples for volatile organics.

,, Perform a groundwater investigation to (a) determine the distribution and

concentration of potential contaminants in the aquifer to characterize ingestion

exposure risks, (b) determine groundwater flow direction and rate, (c) measure depth
to water, and (d) correct measured depth to water for potential borehole deviation

effects and confirm up and downgradient locations of existing monitor wells. These

objectives will be accomplished by removing the existing pumps from the wells and

collecting groundwater samples for volatile organics, metals, and common anions

analyses, by taking water level measurements, and performing boreholc deviation

logging.

Identified preliminary remedial activities for CFA Landfills II and III include no action,

access restriction, containment, surface controls (grading the landfill surface), passive collection of
landfill gas, leachate collection/monitoring and treatment, groundwater monitoring, and potential

"hot-spot" removal. Selection of remedial alternatives will consider all ARARs and practicable

technologies for landfills.

The tasks to be carried out as part of the RI/FS for the CFA landfills are the following:

• Projcct planning

• Community relations

• Field investigations

• Sample analysis and data validation
• Risk assessment

• Treatability studies (if necessary)

• Preparation of a remedial investigation report

• Development, screening, and detailed analysis of altcrnativcs

• Preparation of a feasibility study report

• Preparation of thc Proposed Plan and Record of Decision.
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Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study
Work Plan and Addenda
for Operable Unit 4-12:

Central Facilities Area Landfills II and I!1
at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

1. INTRODUCTION

This scction discusses the organization and scope of the Central Facilities Area (CFA)

Landfills II and III Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) Work Plan and presents the

regulatory history of Operable Unit (OU) 4-12.

The Work Plan is organized into seven sections:

1. Introducticm--provides the scope of the Work Phm and addenda, and reviews the

regulatory history of OU 4-1'2.

2. Site Background and Physical Setting--describes OU 4-12 based on existing site data.

3. Initial Evaluation--summarizes previous sampling activities and data, presents a

preliminary conceptual model, identifies preliminary remedial action alternatives, and

identifies preliminary applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs).

4. Work Plan Rationale-.discusses data gaps and describes site-specific objectives and data
quality objectives tk)r proposed remedial investigation activities.

i

5. RI/FS Tasks-...<tescribes tasks identified liar the RI/FS.

6. Schedule--provides a schedule of RI/FS activities.

7. References--lists references cited in the above sections.

Documents (addenda) prepared and included with the Work Plan are as follows:

• Remedial Investigation Sampling and Analysis Plan--is comprised of a Field Sampling

Plan, which describes proposed field activities, and a Quality Assurance Project Plan
(QAPjP), which describes anticipated quality assurance (QA) activities.

• Health and Safety Plan--describes policies and procedures to protect RI/FS workers and

the environment during field investigations.

• Community Relations Plan Supplement-describes policies, procedures, and activities

that the Department of Energy (DOE) will use to involve the public in the decision-
making process concerning CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS activities.

1-1



1.1 Work Plan Scope

The overall goals of the RIFFS for OU 4-12: CFA Landfills II and III are to complete a field

program at the site for collecting data required to determine if unacceptable risks exist to
current/future human health and the environment, and to develop and evaluate remedial action

alternatives that arc most practicable for landfill sites, if unacceptable risks exist. In connection
with the RI/FS, this Work Plan was prepared to do the following:

• Document the RI/FS process

• Describe OU 4-12 on the basis of existing information

• Identify additional data needed to make decisions required by the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA)

• Identify site investigations needed to obtain additional data

• Identify fate and transport modeling and the baseline risk assessment methodologies

• Identify responsibilities for RI/FS activities

• Present the RI/FS schedule.

The DOE [which manages the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) and is the

lead agency], the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the Idaho Department of Health

and Welfare (IDHW) initiated the RI/FS pursuant to CERCLA, Section 120 and the Federal
Facility Agreement/Consent Order (FFA/CO). The RI/FS process is shown in Figure 1-1. The

final product of this study will be a single, integrated set of documents, which includes a remedial

investigation report and a feasibility study.

1.2 Operable Unit 4-12 Regulatory History

CFA Landfills II and III were initially govcrncd by hazardous waste regulations promulgated

under the Resource Conservation and Rccovcry Act (RCRA). This act requires all land disposal

units operational after 1980 to have a groundwater monitoring system to detect potential releases

of hazardous constituents into the environment, according to requirements of Code of Federal

Regulations (CFR) 40 CFR 265.90, Subpart F. CFA Landfills II and III were identified in the
Conscnt Order and Compliance Agreement (COCA) (EPA 1987a) for remedial action under

RCRA. While under COCA provisions, groundwater monitoring and closure plans were

developed and a facility investigation was initiated.

On July 14, 1989, EPA proposed placing the INEL on the National Priorities List (NPL) of

the National Contingency Plan (NCP) (54 FR 2982()) (EPA 1990a). This was done using Hazard

Ranking Systcm (HRS) procedures found in the NCP. The INEL's score was 51.91. Data that

support listing the INEL as an NPL site are t'cmnd in the Federal Facilities Docket, EPA

Headquarters, Washington, D.C. As a federal facility, the INEL is eligible for the NPL pursuant
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to the NCP by 40 CFR 300.66(c)(2). After considering public input during a 60-day comment

period following the proposed INEL listing, EPA issued a final rule listing the INEL Site. The
rule was published in the Federal Register, November 21, 1989.

Subsequent to listing the INEL on the NPL and with the development of the FFA/CO

(effective date December 9, 1991), DOE, EPA, and IDHW decided that CFA Landfills II and III

should be remediated through the CERCLA-driven RI/FS process. CFA Landfills II and III are

considered CERCLA landfills that are primarily composed of cafeteria, office, and construction
wastes, and to a lesser extent hazard_us wastes. The FFA/CO establishes the procedural

framework and schedule lbr developing, prioritizing, implementing, and monitoring response
actions at the INEL in accordance with CERCLA, RCRA, and the Idaho Hazardous Waste

Management Act. OU 4-12 as defined here, includes all of Landfill II, the inactive portion of
Landfill III, and the various media associated with each landfill. The active portion of Landfill III

and inactive Landfill I are not considered part of OU 4-12; therefore, they will not be assessed in
this RI/FS. Landfill I has been addressed as a Track 2 investigation under the FFA,/CO, and the

active portion of Landfill III will be addressed under appropriate regulatory programs for active
landfills or under the l'inal WAG 4 comprehensive RI/FS, OU 4-13.
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2. SITE BACKGROUND AND PHYSICAL SETTING

The INEL is located approximately 42 mi (68 km) west of Idaho Falls, Idaho, and occupies

890 mi 2 (2,305 km2) of the northwestern portion of the Eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP)

(Figure 2-1). Although the INEL is operated by DOE primarily for nuclear reactor research, it

also supports other government-sponsored projects such as energy, defense, and environmental

and ecological research.

The CFA is located in the south-central portion of the INEL (Figure 2-2). The original

facilities at CFA were built in the 1940s and 1950s to house Naval Gunnery Range personnel.
The facilities have been modified over the years to fit the changing needs of the INEL and now

provide four major types of functional space: craft, office, service, and laboratory.

CFA Landfills II and III are located approximately 0.5 mi (0.8 kin) north of CFA proper

(Figure 2-3). CFA Landfill II was opened in 1970 to dispose of INEL construction, cafeteria, and

office wastes. To a lesser extent, hazardous wastes such as waste oil, solvents, and paint were also
disposed of at the landfill. After the closure of Landfill II in September 1982, Landfill III was

opened to handle the same types of waste.

Landfill II was operational from 1970 to September 1982 and was used as the primary
hmdfill for the disposal of cafeteria, office, and construction waste for the INEL during this

period. The perimetcr of Landfill II encompasses approximately 14 acres (6 hectares), and the

maximum depth of the landfill is approximately 15 ft (5 m) (ICF Technology, Inc. 1989). The

existing cover material on Landfill II, ranging in thickness from 6 in. (15 cm) to over 3 ft (0.9 m),

is gently undulating due to differential settling of the waste unit and maintains a sparse stand of

crested wheatgrass. Much of the cover material is desert pavement consisting of gravel with
interstitial sand and silt fines. The western, southern, and southeastern boundaries of the cover

are relatively flush with the adjacent ground surface. On the north and northeastern boundaries,

the cover material slopes north and east down into the floor of the existing gravel pit. The

elevation across the hmdfill surt'ace ranges from 4,927 (1,501 m) to 4,934 ft (1,503 m), with a

gentle downward slope to the northeast (Figure 2-4).

Landt'ill III opened in October of 1982 (when the operations at CFA Landfill II were

terminated) and was operational until December 4, 1984. Landfill III consists of a series of north-

south trending trenches and is located approximately 0.5 mi ({).8 kin) west of the Lincoln
Boulevard and Portland Avenue intersection and just north of Portland Avenue. The landfill

perimeter boundary is known from a surveyed grid depicted cm blueprint maps of the area, but is
not marked in the field. Based on this information, thc area of Landfill III is considered to be

approximatcly 11 acres (5 hectares). At the time of closure, the cover surface was compacted to a

unil'orm depth of 2 ft (0.6 m) and is generally tlush with the adjacent ground surface. No further

cover maintenance has been perR_rmed since closure of the landfill. The existing cover on

Landfill III, at an average elevation of 4,940 ft (1,505 m), is also gently undulating due to

differential settling of the waste unit and maintains a sparse stand of crested wheatgrass. A

spatial survey of the landfill cover thickness and its topography has not been performed.
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2.1 Site EnvironmentalConditions

The following sections describe the regional and site-specific environmental conditions,

including meteorology, geology, surface water, vadose zone, groundwater, ecology, and

archaeology.

2.1.1 Meteorology

Meteorological data has been collected from a U.S. Weather Bureau station located at CFA

since 1949. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) maintains a full

range of hourly and daily climatological observations at this station. NOAA publishes these data

annually and in summary reports specific for the climatography of the INEL. Data recorded at
CFA is summarized below and includes air temperature, atmospheric humidity, precipitation, wind

speed, and atmospheric pressure (Clawson et al. 1989).

The monthly average air temperature at CFA for the period January 1950 through

December 1988 ranged from 16.1°F (-9°C) in January to 68.0°F (20°C) in July. The highest

maximum air temperature recorded at CFA during this period was 101°F (38°C), while the coldest

minimum was -47°F (-44°C). On average, 42% of the days in a year contain a freeze/thaw cycle,

where the maximum air temperature exceeds 32°F (0°C) and the minimum air temperature is at or
below 32°F (0°C). Inversion conditions (warmer air temperature with increasing altitude) and

lapse conditions (cooler air temperature with increasing altitude) occur approximately 46% and

54% of the time, respectively.

The average hourly relative humidity from the six-year period of record from 1956 to 1961

was calculated using wet bulb temperatures recorded at CFA. The highest relative humidity is

observed in the winter, with the average midday relative humidity at about 55%. ?he lowest is

observed in the summer, when the midday average is approximately 18%. An absolute maximum

relative humidity value of 100% was observed in every month of the year except July and the
lowest observed was 4% in July and August. This is indicative of the very dry summers

experienced at the INEL.

Another measure of atmospheric humidity is pan evaporation. While these types of

measurements have not been made at the INEL, an estimate of pan evaporation rates was

calculated using regression analysis from Class-A pan evaporation data obtained from stations in

southeastern Idaho (Clawson et al. 1989). Results of the an_iysis suggest that total pan

evaporation at CFA is approximately 43 in. (109 cm) per year, with a range of approximately

40 to 46 in. (102 to 117 cm). Consumptive use (evapotranspiration) by sparse native vegetation

found at the CFA landfills ranges from 6 to 9 in. (15 to 23 cm) per year (Wood et al. 1989b).

Precipitation has been mcasured at CFA since 1950. The average total monthly and annual

precipitation for the period of record, January 1950 to December 1988, is shown in Table 2-1.

During the summer, most precipitation is in the form of rain showers or thunderstorms. In the

spring and fall, there are periods of rain or snow: during thc winter, most precipitation is in the

form of snow. The majority of precipitation occurs in May and June, with an average

precipitation for each of these months of 1.2 in. (3 cm). The annual average total precipitation is
8.71 in. (22 cm). Precipitation amounts in excess of 1 in. (2.54 cm) per day have been recorded
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Table 2.1. Average, highest, and lowest total monthly and annual precipitation at CFA from

January 1950 to December 1988.a
I

Average Highest Lowest

Month (in.) (in.) (in.)

January 0.69 2.56 0.00

February 0.64 2.40 0.00

March 0.60 1.44 0.07

April 0.73 2.50 0.00

May 1.20 4.42 0.07

June 1.18 3.89 0.02

July 0.53 2.29 0.00

August 0.57 3.27 0.00

September 0.63 3.52 0.00

October 0.52 1.67 0.00

November 0.68 1.74 0.00

December 0.75 3.43 0.02

Annual 8.71 14.40 4.50

a. Clawson et al. 1989.

eight times at CFA, with the maximum being 1.64 in. (4 cm). The maximum observed hourly
precipitation observed at CFA is 0.54 in. (1.37 cm).

The predominant flow direction of wind across the ESRP is from the southwest to northeast.

Prefrontal winds are almost always from the southwest, although nocturnal drainage winds are

generally from the northeast. The wind at CFA is distinctly channeled and occurs most frequently

from the west-southwest. Little wind originates in the southeast or northwest, and the frequency

of calm periods is greatest in the winter and lowest in the spring. Average wind speed at the 20-ft

(6-m) level at CFA ranged from 5.1 mph (8.2 kph) in December to 9.3 mph (15 kph) in March
and April for the period 1950 through 1964. The highest hourly average wind speed recorded for

CFA at the 20-ft (6-m) level was 67 mph (108 kph), and the maximum instantaneous gust at the
same level was 78 mph (125.5 kph).
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Atmospheric pressure data have been recorded nearly continuously at CFA since February

of 1950. The data indicate that the average pressure at the station is 25.06 in. (63.7 cm) of

mercury. The monthly average atmospheric pressure ranges from 24.98 in. (63.45 cm) (April) to

25.13 in. (63.83 cm) (December). The extreme lowest and highest atmospheric pressures ever

recorded were 24.26 and 25.69 in. (61.62 and 65.25 cm), respectively.

2.1.2 Geology

CFA Landfills II and III are located on the ESRP, a low-lying volcanic region of basalt lava

beds within the rugged, basin and range mountains of southern Idaho (Eaton 1982; Malde 1991;

and Hackett and Smith 1992) (see Figure 2-5). Extension of the earth's crust produced normal

faults and uplift of the basin and range mountains that surround the ESRP. Although it is

surrounded by a parabolic region of mountain uplift and historical seismicity, as shown by many

small earthquakes, and by large earthquakes in 1959 (Hebgen Lake, Montana) and 1983 (Borah
Peak, Idaho) (Anders et al. 1989), the ESRP and its margins are relatively aseismic.

The CFA hmdfills are located on Big Lost River alluvial deposits (Figure 2-6), consisting of

sands, gravels, silts, and clays. The characteristics of surficial sediments near the CFA landfills,

including their mineralogical compositions, cation-exchange and sorption capacities, and grain-size

characteristics are summarized in Ansley et al. (1988). In some places, the surficial sediments are
composed of two layers: an upper, relatively coarse layer of sands and gravels 10 to 40 ft (3 to

12 m) thick, and a lower, clay-rich laycr [0 to 8 ft (0 to 2.4 m) thick] above bedrock. Table 2-2

indicates where clay was observed during drilling of shallow boreholes. Complete borehole logs

are included in Appendix D.

Geologic cross sections through the CFA landfills arezt (Figure 2-7) show a number of basalt

lava flows and thin sedimentary interbcds in the vadose zonc. Basalt lava-flow groups, separated

by sedimentary interbeds, arc composed of numerous basalt lava tlows that erupted from one or

more vents. From bottom to top, each lava flow is typically composed of a basal zone of highly

permeable rubble; a lower vesicular zone; a dense, massive, and jointed central zone; an upper
vesicular zone; and a cap of slabby lava crust. Interbedded sediments are largely composed of

fine-grained silts of colian origin and clays, silts, sands, and relatively uncommon gravels deposited
by streams such as the Big Lost River. Subsurface sedimentary interbeds are lithologically similar

to surficial sediments, and past dcpositional proccsscs and systems are thercfore inferred to havc

been similar to those of recent times. Table 2-3 indicates where interbed clay was observed

during drilling of monitoring wells around Landfills II and III. Complete wcll logs arc included in

Appendix D. Interbeds may be important in protecting the aquifer from contamination, especially

when clays are the dominant fraction. Such intcrbcds will impede the downward migration of

water and contaminants to the water table by virtue of their very low permeability and high

adsorptive capacity. However, many (_t"the intcrbeds shown in Figure 2-7 and observed in the

wells at the landfills arc thin and discontinuous, confounding subsurface correlations between
drillholes.
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Table 2-2. Depths of clay in surficial sediments observed in shallow boreholes at Landfills II
and III.

Depth interval of

clay layer b

Landfill Borehole a (ft bis) Material

II LF2-1 20-23 Fine sandy clay, with trace of silt

23-27 Clay

LF2-2 25-31 Clay

III LF3-2 I7-2(I Silty fine sand with clay and gravels

20-25 Clay

LF3-4 0-5 Silty clay with gravels and pebbles

a. See Figures 3-1 and 3.2 for borehole locations.

b. Depths are approximate.
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Table 2-3. Depths of clay in sedimentary interbeds observed in monitoring wells at Landfills II
and III.

Depth interval of

Monitoring clay layer b

Landfill well a (fl bls) Material

II LF2-08 185-200 Clay

372-385 Sandy, clayey silt

LF2-09 45.-65 Sand, clay

370-385 Silt and clay

625--645 Silt and clay

LF2-10 50-.65 Clay with trace of silt and sand

148-149 Clay

LF2-12A 195-197 Clay, sandy

III LF3- 08 150-167 Silt/clay

185-200 Silt/clay

LF3-10 55-70 Sand, cinders changing to sand with 25% clay

90-97 Sand with 20% clay

150-190 Sand with 0-3% clay
240-250 Sand with 21)-30% clay

LF3-11 405-415 Sand with silt and clay

LF3-11A 128-135 Clay, silty with basalt

190-192 Clay/silt

352-362 Sand, clay

410-420 Sand with clay and silt

USGS-85 55-65 Clay

95-100 Clay and basalt

145-165 Basalt and clay

170-2(X) Basalt and clay

298-302 Clay

345-355 Clay

515-520 Broken basalt and clay

612-622 Clay

a. See Figure 5-6 for well locations.

b. Depths are approximate.
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2.1.3 Hydrology

This section describes the regional and site-specific surface water, vadose zone, and
groundwater hydrology.

2.1.3.1 Surface Water. Surface water on the INEL consists mainly of three streams

draining intermountain valleys to the north and northwest of the Site: the Big l.x)st River, the

Little Lost River, and Birch Creek (Figure 2-8). The INEL lies within the Pioneer Basin, a

closed topographic depression into which these three streams drain. Streamflows are often

depleted before reaching the INEL by irrigation diversions, hydropower diversions, and infiltration

losses along the channel bed. When water does flow onto the INEL, it either evaporates or

infiltrates into the ground because the Pioneer Basin is a closed topographic depression (i.e., it
has no outlet).

Streamflows t'rc_mthe Little Lt_st River ,,,_._Birch Creek very seldom reach the INEL and

would have no effect on the CFA landl'ills. The Little Lost River drains the slopes of the Lemhi
and Lost River ranges. Water in the Little Lost River is diverted for irrigation north of Howe,

Idaho, and does not flow onto the INEL. Birch Creek originates from springs below Gilmore
Summit in the Beaverhcad Mountains and fic_ws in a southeasterly direction onto the Snake River

Plain. The water in thc creek is diverted nc_rth cff the INEL for irrigation and hydropowcr

purposes. In the winter mc_nths when the water is not used for irrigation, flows are returned to a

man-made channcl on the INEL, 4 mi (6.4 kin) north of Test Area North, where it recharges the

Snake Rivcr Plain Aquifer by infiltration.

The Big Lost River is the majc)r surface water l'cature on the INEL. Its waters are

impounded and regulated by Mackay Dana, locatcd approximately 4 mi (6.4 km) northwest of

Mackay, Idaho,. The Big Least River flows from the dam southeastward through the Big l_x_st

River valley, past Arcc_ and onto the ESRP. Strcamflows arc often depicted before reaching the

INEL by irrigation diversions and infiltration losses along the river. When flow in the Big Lost
River actually reaches the INEL, it is either diverted at the INEL Diversion Dam (see Figure 2-8)

or flows northward across the INEL in a shallow, gravel-filled channel to its terminus at the l.x)st

River sinks where its l]ow is lost to)ew_pt_ration and inl'iltrati_n. Gates placed on two large,
corrugated steel culverts, which are 6 ft (1.8 m) in diameter, cc)ntrol t']c_w;less than 900 ft3/scc

(25.5 m3/scc) of flow is permitted through the diversion dam, downsl, .tin onto the INEL (Lamkc

1969). All [low c_l"the Big Lost River that enters onto the INEL is recharged to the subsurface

except l'c_revaporatic_n losses. Recharge effects from the Big Lost River can he very pronounced

in the Snake River Plain Aquil'cr and in perched water beneath the river. Due to the prolonged
drought conditit_ns in southeastern Itlahc_ cwer the last t'ive yc_rs and increased irrigation demands
for the water upstream, the Big Lost River has not flowed c_ntt) the INEI_. since 1986.

The Big Lost River is approximately 1.5 mi (2.4 kin) northwest o1"the CFA landl'ilis at its

nearest point. The distance of the CFA landfills to the Big Least River channel, local topography
between the CFA landfills and the channel, infiltraticm rates c_l'the surface alluvium and basalt,

and intermittent tc_nc_nexistent flc)ws in the Big L¢)st River ch_nnel all suggest that the Big Lost

l<lver would nc_t have any effect c)n the landfills. There is nc_ pc)tential impact of the landt'ills on
the Big Lost River either, as runoff t'rc_mthe cower c)t' the landfills infiltrates the desert floc)r with
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no discharge to the Big Lost River. Groundwater at the landfills is at a depth of approximately

480 ft (146 m) below the landfill surface and does not discharge to the Big Lost River.

Other sources of surface water on the INEL consist of precipitation in the form of rain or

snow and the subsequent melting of the snow. Precipitation on the INEL is light, and there is

little runoff, even locally, except during heavy rainstorms or rapid snow melting (Nace et al. 1956).
The average annual precipitation at CFA is 8.71 in. (22.12 cm) (Clawson et al. 1989). The

cvapotranspiration rates are relatively high (greater than 80% of the available water); therefore,
very little water is available to infil,:-ate the surface soil cover of the landfills or to provide

significant runon/runoff (Anderson .:t al. 1987).

Water that can result in ponding conditions at the INEL may be experienced with the

simultaneous occurrence of melting snow and spring rains, Snowmelt runoff on the INEL occurs

in January, February, and March, while runoff from the surrounding mountains generally occurs in

May or June. The onset of a prolonged l'recze usually takes place in late Ncwcmber, lastinc hree

months or more. and ending in late February or early March. If the ground is frozen when

snowmelt occurs, ponding c:ffwater may result because the infiltration capacity of the soil is greatly
reduced.

2,7.3.2 Vadose Zone. The w_dosc zone is that portion of the sub:_urface ,!_at extends from

the land surface down through the subsurface tc_the water table. The vados¢ zone at Landfills II

and III is approximately 480 ft (146 m) thick and is composed of surface sediments, horizontal

basalt flows, and intcrbeddcd sediments (Figure 2-7). The surface sediments are composed

primarily of sands and gravels that fire poorly sorted and contain very few fine-grained materials.

In sc_me places, a clay-rich layer [0 to 8 ft (0 to 2.4 m) thick] exists above the bedrock. Thick

sequences of interfingering basalt flows comprise the bulk of the vadosc zone. Considerable

variation occurs in the characteristics c_f the hasalts. The basalts may bc fine or coarse-grained,

vesicular or ncmvesicular, fractured or jointed. Some fractures find vesicles may be filled with

sedimentary material _._rsecondar3' calcite. Considerable variaticm also occurs among the
sedimentary interbcds lbund among the basalt flc_ws. Some interbeds are continuous beneath the
area cff the landfills, while others arc thin and discontinuous. These interbcds ccmsist of sands,

silts, and clays. They may be complected duc tc_c_riginal dcpositicm and subsequent overburden

pressures. Interbeds with relatively high clay c_mtent may pnwidc some measure of defense

against possible migrating ieachatc from the landfills. Additionally, there arc Meal pockets or

lenses of sand, silt, and clay within the I_wa lqows that were deposited in topographic lows during

peric_ds of minimal vc_lcanic activity. Since the average annual precipitatit_n is relatively low

18.71 in. (22.12 cm)] and the evapotranspiratic_n rates may be as much as 80-100% t_t"the

precipitatit_n, the potential infiltration rates arc expected tc_bc low, less than 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) per
year (Andcrscm ct al. 1991).

2.1.3.3 Groundwater. The Snake River Plain Aquifer is one c_t'the largest and most

productive groundwater resources in the United States. The aquifer is listed as a Class I aquifer,

and EPA has recently designated it as a sc_lc sc_urce aquil'cr. The Snake River Plain Aquifer is

defined as the series of saturated basalt Ilc_wsand interlavered pyroclastic and sedimentary

na_tterials that underlie the ESRP. The Snatkc River Plain Aquifer is approximately 200 mi
(322 kin! long, 4() to 60 mi (64 to 97 kin) v,'idc, and covers _tn area of 9,600 mi e (24,853 km2). It
extends from Bliss, Idaho, on the st_uthwest to nc;tr Astatc_n, Ic.lahc_,nc_rtheast cff the INEL.
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Aquifer boundaries are formed by contacts with less permeable rocks at the margins of the plain
(Mundorff et al. 1964).

Permeability of the aquifer is controlled by the distribution of highly fractured basalt flow
tops and interflow zones with some additional permeability contributed by vesicles and

intergranular pore spaces. The variety and degree of inlerconnected water-bearing zones

complicates the direction of groundwater movement locally throughout the aquifer (Barraclough

et al. 1981). Although a single lava flow may not be a good aquifer, a series of flows may include
several excellent water-bearing zones. If the sequence of basalt flows beneath the Snake River

Plain is considered to constitute a single aquifer, it is one of the world's most productive
(Mundorff et ai. 1964).

Robertson et al. (1974) estimated that as much as 2 billion acre-ft of water may be in

storage in the aquifer, of which about 500 million acre-ft are recoverable. The aquifer discharges

about 7.6 million acre-ft of water annually to springs and rivers. Pumpage from the aquifer for
irrigation totals about 1.9 million acre-ft annually (Hackett et al. 1986). Groundwater, withdrawn

from wells and springs, supplies 100% of the drinking water consumed within the ESRP.

Recharge to the aquifer occurs mostly through infiltration of irrigation water (5.1 million

acre-ft) and from valley underflow (1.5 million acre-ft) from the 35,000 mi 2 (90,610 km2) of

recharge area in the surrounding mountains to the north and northeast of the plain (Hackett
et al. 1986). Recharge from river seepage amounts to about 1.3 million acre-ft, and direct

recharge from precipitation falling on the plain is estimated at 0.8 million acre-ft/year (Hackett
et al. 1986).

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has maintained a groundwater monitoring

network at the INEL to characterize the occurrence, movcment, and quality of water and to

delineate the movement of facility-related wastes in the Snake River Plain Aquifer since 1949.

This network consists of a series of wells from which periodic water-level and water-quality data
are obtained. Data from the monitoring network are on file at the USGS's INEL Project Office.

While under COCA prcwisions, nine groundwater monitoring wells were installed upgradient
and downgradient from the CFA landfills. These nine wells, the two CFA production wells, and

an adctitional 17 USGS wells will be monitored for water quality and/or water levels during the

CFA Landfills II and IIl RI/FS (scc Table 5-1 and Figure 5-6).

The regional flow beneath the INEL is south-southwest, although the local direction ot'

, groundwater tqow may be affected by recharge from streams, surface water spreading areas, and
inhomogeneities in the aquifer. Across the southern INEL, the average gradient of the water

table is approximately 2 ft/mi or 0.00038 ft/ft (Lewis and Goldstein 1982). Depth to water varies

from about 200 ft (61 m) in the northeast corner of the INEL to 1,000 ft (3(15 m) in the southeast

corner. The depth to water at the CFA landfills varies from about 476 ft (145 m) at LF2-8 to just
over 486 ft (148 m) at LF3-8 (Wood et al. 1989a and 1989b). Water table contours R)r the Snake

River Plain Aquifer below the INEL arc depicted in Figure 2-9.

Aquifer tests have been conducted on wclls completed in the Snake River Plain Aquifer to
determine the wells' suitability ti)r water supply and to suppc)rt regional studies conducted by the
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Figure 2-9. Water table map for the Snake River Plain Aquifer below the ZNEL (Source:
Environmental Restoration Information System, May 1989).
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USGS (Mundorff et al. 1964; Wood 1989; and Ackerman 1991). Data from those tests have been

compiled and were used to estimate the transmissivity of the aquifer at the CFA landfills.
Ackerman's transmissivity calculations range from a low of 10 ftZ/day in USGS-114 to a high of

760,000 ft2/day in CPP-4, with a median value of 56,000 ft2/day at USGS-82. This is much lower

than the 270,000 to 400,000 ft2/day transmissivity Robertson et al. (1974) estimated for the

regional aquifer at the INEL. Perhaps this is due to the short open interval in the wells rather

than a local decrease in transmissivity. None of the wells tested fully penetrate the aquifer;

therefore, the transmissivity of the local aquifer in the vicinity of CFA may be somewhat higher.

The results of the aquifer tests demonstrate that the aquifer is not homogeneous and isotropic,

and that there is considerable variation in the transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity at CFA

(Table 2-4).

Aquifer storativity has not been calculated for wells in the vicinity of the CFA landfills.

Robertson et al. (1974) estimated that the regional aquifer underlying the INEL has a storativity
between 0.01 and 0.06.

Figure 2-10 is a local water table map of the CFA-ICPP area for August 1992. It is

apparent from Figure 2-10 that at a small scale and small contour interval the water table surface
of the Snake River Plain aquifer is much more complicated than it appears on the regional water

table map (Figure 2-9). Low hydraulic heads have been observed consistently in the past in

several wells south of the ICPP, suggesting they are constant, not temporal, phenomena.

Determining the cause of the hydraulic head variations and estimating the direction and rate of

groundwater flow in the Snake River Plain aquifer at the local scale is made difficult by the

complexity of the subsurface geology and its interactions with the groundwater.

A relatively simple explanation for the observed variations in hydraulic head may be related

to deviations in well plumbness and trueness. Well plumbness is a measure of how close to
vertical a well is, and well trueness is a measure of how closely the well approximates a straight

line. Deviations in either plumbncss or trueness increase the depth to water as measured in the
well, because the well does not follow an exact vertical line from land surface to the water table.

A deviation of only 5 degrccs in well plumbncss will add nearly 2 ft (0.6 m) to the length of a well

drilled to a geologic horizon 480 ft (146 m) bls.

The problem of interpreting observed water level measurements is further complicated by
the lack of sufficient well control at local scales and by the various interpretations that can be

made of the data. For example, the elevation contours shown in Figure 2-10 arc just one

interpretation of the measured water level data. Other ccmfigurations of elevation contours may

be just as valid and may lead to different conclusions rcg_rding the direction and rate of

groundwater flow.

Local complexities in the hydrolc_gy and gct_logy, however, appcar to be overshadowed by
larger..scale, regional effects. Aquifer contaminant plumes c_riginating at ICPP have been

monitored over time and mapped by the USGS (Pittman ct al. 1988). These observations

represent, essentially, the monitoring of large-scale tracer tests. The contaminants have been
observed to move from the ICPP to CFA and beyond. The sh_pc and distribution of the plumes

suggest that the groundwater moves dcwcn the maximum gradient of the regional water table. The
direction of groundwater llow in the CFA-ICPP _rca is in a south sc_uth-westcrly direction.
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Table 2-4. Transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity values for wells in the CFA area, based on

pumping test evaluations, a

Completion Hydraulic
Well zone Transmissivity conductivity

name (ft bls) Date of test (ftZ/day) (ft/day)

CFA-2 521-651 2/27/51 170 1.1
661-681

CPP- 1 459.9-485.9 8/12/81 73,000 970
527.4-576.8

CPP-2 458.3-483.3 8/14/81 160,000 2200
551.1-600.25

CPP-3 412-452 9/27/51 760,000 7400
490-593

USGS-37 507-571.5 7/7/87 16,000 250

U SGS-40 456-678.8 7/28/87 87,000 390

USGS-43 450.5-675.8 7/29/87 80,000 360

USGS-51 475-659 6/26/87 2,900 16

USGS-57 477-732 6/24/87 28,000 110

USGS-76 457-718 6/10/87 190,000 750

U SGS-82 469-561 6/26/87 56,000 610

USGS- 111 440-600 5/20/87 22 0.16

USGS- 112 432-563 5/26/87 64,000 670

USGS- 113 445-564 6/1/87 190,000 2000

USGS- 114 440-564 5/21/87 10 0.10

USGS- 115 440-581 5/22/87 32 0.26

U SGS- 116 400-580 5/29/87 150 1.18

a. Ackcrman 1991.
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Groundwater flow velocity in the vicinity of the CFA landfills has been calculated using
contaminants as tracers. Barraclough et al. (1967) used a peak tritium discharge to the ICPP

disposal well in December 1961 to calculate groundwater flow rates south of ICPP. Based on the

arrival of this peak at USGS-85, just north of Landfill III, Barraclough et al. (1967) calculated an

average groundwater flow rate of about 11 ft/day (3.4 m/day) between the ICPP disposal well and

USGS-85. Because of apparent problems associated with well plumbness and trueness, the

direction of groundwater flow and gradient cannot be accurately determined; consequently, the

rate of flow cannot be calculated using Darcy's law.

There is an apparent decrease in head across the sedimentary interbed from 630 to 675 ft

(192 to 206 m). The average difference in water levels across the intcrbed is 2.34 ft (0.7 m), as

measured in wells LF2-8 and LF2-9, when compared with LF2-10. A 2.34-ft (0.7-m) difference is
about what would be expected if LF2-8 and LF2-9 are nearly plumb and true, and if LF2-10
deviates about 5 degrees from vertical.

Water in the Snake River Plain Aquifer shows a chemical composition reflecting the source
area of the recharge (Robertson et al. 1974). Recharge from the north and northwest is derived

from clastic and carbonate sedimcnta_ rocks and is, therefore, a calcium bicarbonate-type water.
Recharge from the east is derived from silicious volcanic rocks and is somewhat higher in sodium,

fluoride, and silica. Groundwater at the CFA landfills is of the calcium bicarbonate-type

indicative of recharge from the north and northwest.

Documented instances of groundwater degradation at the INEL have occurred from past
waste disposal practices. For example, radionuclide and chemical constituents detected in the

Snake River Plain Aquifer include tritium, strontium-90, cobalt-60, cesium-137, plutonium-238,
plutonium-239, plutonium-240 (undivided), americium-241, total chromium, sodium, chloride, and

nitrate (Orr and Cecil 1991). Locally, a tritium plume and elevated total chromium have been

detected in the groundwater collected from monitoring wells upgradient and downgradient from

the CFA landfills. The source of this groundwater contamination is probably due to past waste

disposal practices at ICPP and TRA, two facilities upgradicnt of the CFA landfills. From 1952 to

1988, about 30,900 Ci of tritium contained in waste water from ICPP and TRA operations, was
disposed to wells and infiltration ponds at these facilities (Mann and Cecil 1990). From 1952 to

1964, an estimated 11,000 kilograms c_fchromium were contained in wastcwatcr disposed to an

unlined infiltration pond at TRA and from 1965 to 1972, an estimated 14,100 kilograms of

chromium were contained in wastewater injected directly into the Snake River Plain aquifer

through a disposal well (Mann and Knobel 1988). Continued monitoring and remediation of this
groundwater contaminaticm will be addressed in the INEL Site-wide RI/FS and is outside the

scope of this operable unit.

The sources of drinking water tor site employees at CFA ccmsists of two production wells
(CFA-I and CFA-2), both downgradicnt of the CFA landfills. Water from these wells meets

Federal drinking water standards based on groundwater quality results for March 1993. Tritium

was detccted in CFA-1 at 16,700 pCi/ml and in CFA-2 at 15,700 pCi/ml. Trichloroethylene was

detected at 0.6 and 1.0 i.t_L in CFA-1 and CFA-2, respectively. The drinking water standards for

tritium and trichloroethylene are 2_ ._)0()pCi/ml and 5 _L, respectively. The groundwater at the

CFA landfills is not used as a public drinking water source.
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2.1.4 Ecology

The INEL is located in a sagebrush ecosystem of the kind commonly found in the cold

desert region of the Great Basin. The sagebrush ecosystem is characterized by shrubs with an

understory of perennial grasses and forbs (Anderson et al. 1978). The INEL includes over 20

vegetation communities and almost 400 plant species. All plant species at the INEL have been
compiled in a computer data system (Floyd and Anderson 1983), and additional plant summaries

are available for the Site (Cholcwa and Henderson 1983; Floyd and Anderson 1983; Marlette and
Anderson 1983; Arthur ct al. 1983; McBride et al. 1978; and Shumar 1983).

The INEL also supports a diverse population ot" birds, mammals, amphibians, and reptiles.

These fauna have been extensively studied, and the reader is referred to available documents for

detailed results of this research (Connclly 1982; Connelly and Ball 1983; Craig et al. 1979, 1983;
Gates 1983; Gleason 1978; Groves and Keller 1983; Haltbrd and Markham 1983; Johnson and

Anderson 1983; Markham 1987; McBride ct al. 1978; Peterson and Best 1983; Reynolds _ind
Rose 1978; Stal"fc_rdand Barr 1983; Stafford 1984; Stoddart 1983; Wilde and Keller 1978; Arthur

et al. 1983). In a 1985-1986 breeding bird survey, it was found that a greater species diversity

and density of birds was observed near INEL l'=_cilitiesthan is typically found in and around the
INEL Site due to the presence of lawns, deciduous trees, and ponds that attract waterfowl,

sht)rcbird species, and other birds (Markham 1987).

The bald eagle (Haliaeetus leuc¢_ceph_)lus) and the peregrine falcon (Faico percgrinus) are

the only animals observed on the INEL that are classified by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as

endangered (FWS 1992). Bald eagles winter on or near the INEL. The peregrine falcon has
been c)bserved infrequently in the nor'horn porti_n of the INEL. The ferruginous hawk (Buteo

regalis), long-billed curlew (Numenius americ_inus), and Townscnd's big-eared bat (Piecotus
townsendi) are candidate species for the list of threatened and endangered species that appear on

the INEL (FWS 1992). The merlin (Falco c¢flumbarius), which is considered a rare breeding and

year-rt_und resident species (Reynt_lds ct ai. 1986), is listed as a species of special concern in

ldah¢_ (Moseicy and Groves 1990). In addition, the plant species Oxythcca (Qxytheca dendroidca

Nutt.), f¢_und at CFA and t¢_the northeast (Ch¢_lewa and Henderson 1984), is currently listed by
the State of Idaho as imperiled (Mc_seley and Groves 1990). There arc no known species listed

by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (50 CFR 17.11, 17.12) as endangered or threatened that

reside year-round on the INEL, and no knc_wn critical habitats exist (Reyn¢)lds ct al. 1986; FWS

1992).

2.1.5 Archaeology

"Fhc borrow pit area n¢_rtheast of CFA was surveyed t't_r cultural resources in July 1985

(Reed ctal. 1987). The su_,ev c{wcred 34()acres (138 hectares) in the western portion of

Section 31, T3N R3(IE, the sc_uthcast quarter of Section 36, T3N, R29, and the northeast quarter
of Secti_n 1, T2N R29E, Butte County. The area is bounded {_a the west by Lincoln Blvd., on

the north and cast bv a dirt road, and t_n the south by the CFA substation. Gcwernment railroad

tracks dissect the eastern half c_lthe ;_rea. The unexcavatcd portieres were surveyed in 5()-t't

(15-m) transects, and the intcrit_rs of the pits and the exposed wall pml'iles were spot-checked fc_r

archaeok_gical materi_lls. Nc_cultural resources were encountered in the course of the survey, and

/ archaeolt_gical clearance c_l'the _rca was rcccmamended.

l
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I
2.2 Waste Description

Tins section summarizes the waste disposal practices at OU 4-12: CFA Landfills II and III

and provides information on the types and volume of waste disposed to these landfills. Waste at
OU 4-12 consists of wastes disposed to Landfill II from 1970 to 1982 and to Landfill III from

1982 to 1984. The waste description has been determined from the Industrial Nonradioactive

Waste Management Information System (INWMIS), formerly referred to as the Industrial Waste

Management Information System (IWMIS), interviews with knowledgeable individuals, reports,

and other information related to waste disposal at Landfills II and III.

2.2.1 Waste Disposal Practices

Landfill II was operational t'rom September 1970 to September 1982. It occupies the

southwest corner of an existing gravel pit that was opened up in the early 1950s (Figure 2-11).

Waste disposal began in September of 1970 in the far southwes', corner of the pit. It was
standard practice for a single operator to be assigned to the landfill during the day to receive and

log in waste. Waste from INEL facilities or subcontractors was placed in the landfill randomly or

in "low spots," and was then compacted by a D-8 Caterpillar tractor into layers or cells that were

12 to 24 in. (30 to 61 cm) thick. The compacted waste was covered with at least 6 to 8 in. (15 to

20 cm) of coarse soil material (sandy gravel) at the end of the day. Material for the intermediate

cover was scraped from the bottona of the pit and from a previcmsly unexcavatcd area north of

the landfill. After the landfill operation ceased, overburden material, previously stockpiled during

the opening of the pit, was used for cover material. Cover material thickness ranges from 6 in.

(15 cm) to over 3 ft (0.9 m) and consists predominantly of sand and gravel, with measured

saturated hydraulic conductivities ranging from 0.002 to 0.0025 cm/sec. (Miller et al. 1990). Total

thickness of the waste is 12 to 15 ft (3.7 to 4.6 m) in the south and slightly thinner toward the

north. The landfill was filled from thc bottom of the pit up to the present elevation and covers

approximately 14 acres (6 hectares). Since waste was deposited randomly in low spots, it is

impossible to estimate where specific wastes were deposited based on the known dates of disposal
recorded in the INWMIS.

Landfill III opened in Octc_ber 1982 after Landfill II was closed, and operated as a cut-and-

fill trench until Deccmbcr 1984. The trenches, trending north-south, were cut 24 ft (7 m) wide,

12 ft (4 m) deep, and 2,4()()ft (732 m) long (Figure 2-12). A series of six trcnches are defined as

the closed part of Landfill III, an area c)t"approximately 11 acres (5 hectares), with all areas west

of these trenches defined as the still _tctive portion of the landfill. Waste disposal in the closed

part of Landfill III ceased in December 1984. Waste was placed in trenches as they were
excavated. The eastern-most trench was the first to be excavated and was started from the south
end. All c)thcr trenches in the landfill were excavated in the same manner.

Solid nonradioactive waste disposed to the CFA landfills was generated by the following

facilities: Auxiliary Reactor Area (ARA), CFA, ICPP, Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR) II,

Naval Reactor Facility (NRF), Special Power Excursion Reactor Test (SPERT), Tcst Area North

(TAN), and TRA. Scflid waste was collected from the t'acilitics in 4-yd 3, 6-yd3, or 8-vd 3 dumpster

containers. Apprc_ximately I(1(1cc_nt_iners were distributed thrc_ughout these facilities usually in

h_cations designated l_r nonradi_mctivc waste. The dumpstcrs were usually collected weekly and
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transported to the CFA landfill for waste disposal. Waste from the cafeterias at ICPP, NRF, and

TRA was collected two to three times per week. Cafeteria waste would have been collected in i
4-yd 3 dumpster containers. Demolition and constructicm wastes were dispc_sed to the landfill

directly by subcontractors responsible for thc project. Records shc_w no indication of wastes being

segregated within the landfills.

Prior to disposal of any waste material at the CFA landfills, the waste must be screened by a

Radiologicai Control Technician tbr beta- and gamma-emitting radionuclides and for alpha-

emitting radionuclidcs to determine if the waste material is abcwc radioactive background levels.

Radioactive background is usually 100 counts per minute (cpm) beta/gamma at the INEL, but will

vary among individual site facilities. If the waste material is less than 100 cpm beta/gamma over

established background, the waste material is considered nonradioactive and may be disposed of at .
the CFA landfill. If screening of the waste material results in _!reading over 100 cpm over

background, the waste may not bc disposed of _lt the CFA landfill. DOE-ID form 130,

"Ncmradioactive S¢_lidWaste Log," must be filled out by the individual responsible for disposal of

the waste and a record maintained attesting to the fulfillment of the CFA landfill dispersal

requirement c_t'less than 100 cpm above b_ckground, prior tc_waste disposal. Interviews with

fc_rmer landfill personnel employed during 1970 tc_ 1984 indicate waste generation, collection and

dispc)s_llwas perfc_rmed as stetted _lbcwe during this period. There was little change in the process
described abcwc until Landfill III was abandoned in 1984.

2.2.2 Types and Volumes of Waste

Inl'ormaticm regarding waste disposal at Landfills II and III was originally steered in the

Industrial Waste Management Informaticm System (IWMIS), which is a computerized data base

that was st_rted in 1971. The IWMIS data base was based on w_lstc summary reports lbr INEL
l'acilities theft dispc_scd waste to the landfills. The summary reports were based on information

from DOE-ID form 130, "Ncmradic_activc Solid Waste Log," completed by gcneratc_rs c_t"the waste

or landfill operatc_rs. The original fc_rmsno longer exist in the INEL records storage because the

retention time on this type ¢_tdocument was likely 3 years, and the lbrms may not have been

submitted for permanent stt_r_lge.

The am¢_unts c_rvc_lumes c_fw_lste were cstim_ted at the time cff ctispc_s_l, ;ind the

inl'c_rm_ltic_nw_tsentered ¢_nthe tc_rms, which were c¢_llccted by l_lndl'ill perscmnel until the end of
the m¢_nth. The bc_ttc_mcc_pyw:_s then sent tc_the l'_cility represent;_tivc where the waste was

gcncr_tccl. The f_cility summ_rics wcrc cc_llccted and entered in the IWMIS dat_ h_se. The

hc_tt¢_ml'¢_rmswere dilTicult t¢_I"e;_dvehich resulted in some l¢_stint'c_rmaticm. The c_riginal data in
IWMIS represents mt_nthly tt_t_ls l'rt_m each INEL f_cility ctispt_sing waste to the landfills.

The dat_ base w_s upgraded _lnd its nt_mc was ch_ngcd t¢_ INWMIS in 1991 t¢_incorporate

greater detzlil l'c_rfuture dispc_s_l rcc¢_rds _tnd tc_serve as the c_l'l'icialrecord for all types ot"

nc_nr_t!it_lc_gic_lw_ste stored or dispt_scd _t the INEL. INWMIS incc_rporated data from IWMIS
but thronged the c_rg_niz_tit_n c_l"d_lt_ in ccrt_tin w_ste categc_ries. The INWMIS dat_ base

prcwides _tdescriptic_n ¢_t"the w_ste, the st_urce _re_ theft the w_tste ct_mc t'rom, the date the waste

v,,_s _ccepted, the type c_t'w_tstc, _xltl the vc_lumc c_l"the w_stc _ccepted. The predc_minant waste
types exatexing the l_ndl'ills were c¢_nstructit_n, ¢_t'l'icc,_tnd c;_l'ctcri_ waste. Review t_f the INWMIS

d_t_ h_sc indic_tcs theft the m;_j¢_rtypes t_f w;_ste _ccepted _t the landfills include trash, c_ffcteria
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garbage, wood and scrap lumber, masonry concrete, scrap metal, weeds and grass, dirt and gravel,
asphalt, and asbestos. "Other" landfill wastes include waste oil, solvents, chemicals, and paint.

Table 2-5 lists the nine original waste categories tabulated under the IWMIS and the revised

waste categories currently in use under the INWMIS. Where appropriate, original IWMIS data

were shifted to the proper category now listed in the INWMIS. IWMIS data, which were
originally collected in English units, were converted to metric units in INWMIS. The INWMIS

data base (column 2 of Table 2-5) will be used as the main source of information regarding waste

disposal at Landfills II and III. Tables 2-6 and 2-7 show, by waste category, the amounts and

types of wastes thought to be disnosed to the landfills. The inlbrmation in Tables 2-6 and 2-7 is

from the INWMIS data base a_ from information gathered from facility records and interviews.

A detailed description of waste disposed to Landfill II by category was made in 1970

(Commander, 1971). As part of this study, a waste collection survey was conducted from
September 20 to November 7, 1970, which described characteristics of wastes in INWMIS

Category l-trash and w,, 's ccplngs, and Category 2-cafeteria garbage. The description given to trash

and sweepings was, "A mixture of highly combustible waste such as paper, cardboard cartons,

wood boxes, and tloor sweepings from commercial and industrial activities. The mixture contains

up to 10% by weight of plastic bags, coated paper, laminated paper, treated corrugated cardboard,

oily rags, and plastic or rubber scraps. This type of waste contains 10% moisture and 5%

noncombustible sol tas... The description given to cafeteria garbage was, "Garbage such as animal
and vegetable wastes from restaurants, hotels, hospitals, markets and similar installations. This

type of waste contains up to 70% moisture and up to 5% noncombustible solids..." Categories 1

and 2 in INWMIS represent 73% of the total waste disposed to Landfill II and 85% of the total
solid waste disposed to Landfill III.

Additional information on chemical wastes disposed to the landfills was gathered from
reports or interviews and is presented below in greater detail.

Boron Solutions. There are three entries in the data base that indicate boron soluticms

were disposcd in the landfill. These entries arc summarized below. ]

Date Volume LL_.] Source

01/31/72 1,760.16 NRF
1)2/29/72 567.80

05/31/72 5,621.17

T,_tai 7,949.13 (2,100 gall

According to NRF persc_nnel and available informatic_n, all waste shipments c_ut of the
facility to the landfill during this period were carefully monitored to ensure the waste was not

radiologically contaminated. Information related to the actual use of boron solutions at NRF is

classified. It is well known that boron has bccn used in the form of boric acid fc_rcriticality
control reactors. Assuming that a 40% boric acid solution was used at NRF, the amount of boric

acid potentially disposed to the landfill is estimated to bc 7,949 L x 0.40 = 3,179 L (840 gall.
The boron solutions could also have bcc:. disposed in the la_adl'iilbefore use in a reactor as in the

case c_l'a shipment of boric acid (219 kg) from ANL in April 1980.
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I

Tsble 2-5. Categories of waste from the IWMIS and INWMIS data bases.

-- , .......... _ ,-, _

IWMIS INWMIS

1. Trash (ft 3) 1. Trash and sweepings (m3)

2. Cafeteria garbage (ft 3) 2. Cafeteria garbage (m3)

3. Wood and scrap lumber (ft 3) 3. Wood and scrap lumber (m 3)

4. Masonry and concrete 4. Masonry and concrete (m 3)

5. Scrap metal 5. Scrap metal (m3)
6. Oil 6. Weeds, grass, and trees

7. Solvents 7. Dirt and gravel

8. Chemicals 8. Asphalt

Liquids (gill) 9. Asbest(_s
Solids (lb) 10. Other - must specify

9. Others 96. Oil (L)

Liquids (gill) 97. S_lvcnts (L)

Solids (ft 3) 98. Chemicals

Liquids (L)

Solids (kg)
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Table 2.6. Estimated waste description for CFA Landfill II.

Solid Solid Liquid

INWMIS volume amount volume

waste m3 kg L

category Type of waste Source (ft 3) (Ib) (gal)
-- _ -- , -- _

1. Trash - office trash, paper, . INEL facilities, dumpster 219,166

cardboard, plastic, containers (7,738,912)

gla_s, etc.

2. Cafeteria - used grease - CFA cafeteria, CF-662 30,986

garbage - soybeanoil - 11t,A, TAN, and ICPP satellite (1,094,138)

- vegetable oil cafeterias

- food waste

- up to 70% moisture

3. Wood, - wood and scrap . INEL facilities, construction and 14,585

scrap lumber lumber demolition subcontractors (515,007)

- scrap lumber - CFA receiving warehouse, CF-674

. CFA carpenter shop, CF-654

4. Masonry, - used masonry INEL facilities, construction and 13,484
concrete de molit ion su bcon tractors (476,130)

- used concrete

5. Scrap - scrap metal - INI:L facilities, construction and 5,470

metal demolition subcontractors (193,149)

- scrap metal from - CFA multicraft shops, CF-621, CF-

welding, pipe litting 622

- sheet rnctal - CFA n'lachinc shop CF-640

operations

- metal vehicle parts - CFA vehicle maintenance shop,

- wheels, mufflers, ('F-f165

bearings, vehicle
batteries, etc.

6. Weeds, - weeds, grass, and - ANL, NRF', TRA, ARA, CFA, 711

grass, trecs trees ICF'I', WMC (25,1116)
- grounds rnaintcnance waste

7. Dirt, - dirt, gravcl - NRI:, TRA, ARA, CFA, ICPI _', 4,906

gravel I_BF (173234)
- construction and dernolotiorl

subcontractors

8. Asphall - used asphalt - NRI:, TRA, ARA, CF'A, ICPI _, 1,231

PIII: (43,4(_)
- ctmstruction and demolition

SUboo r'lt tact ors

9. Asbcst()s - asbestos - ANI, NRF, TRA, CFA, Pltl:, 617

- asbestos coated "I'AN (21,681)
malcrl_il._ suctl as

pipes, ctc
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Table 2-6. (continued).
,,,,, -- ,,, ............

Solid Solid Liquid
INWMIS volume amount volume

waste m 3 kg L

category Type of waste Source (ft 3) (Ib) (gal)
-- __ -- _ -- __ -- -- -- , ,,,,,, ,, , -- __

10. Other as . asphalt, concrete, - ANL, NRF, TRA, CFA, ICPP, 31

specified grass, dirt, scxa, rcx:k PBF (1,095) ,
- construction and demolition

subcontractors

- Cans, bottles - CFA 1

(35)

- tar, buckets, plastic, - ANL 2

metal (70)

- barrels, crates, - ICPP 14

buckets (494)

- construction - ANL, NRF, TRA, PBF 2,443

materials, waste, (86,264)

- misc -TRA 9

(318)

- unknown - ARA, CFA, ICPP 203

(7,168)

Oil waste oil sludge - CFA vehicle maintenance shop 1,529

sump, CF.665 (404)

- NRF equipment 29,215

(7,718)

- waste oil - CFA vehicle maintenance shop,
C F'-665

Solvents - paint in c_lns - NRF operations 95

(25)

- paint thinner 401

(1_)

- solvents 208

(55)

Chemicals - chromate solutions - NRF water treatment systems, 0.35 24,681

secondary reactor cooling system (0.77) (6,520)

- boron Solutions - NRF" reactor ccx)ling systems 7,949

(2,100)

- morpholine - NRF solvents 359
i

(95/

- boric Acid - AN I. 219

(99)
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Table 2-6. (continued).

Solid Solid Liquid
INWMIS volume amount volume

waste m3 kg L

category Type of waste Source (ft3) (lb) (gal)

- chromium 3 - ANL 268

(591)

- zircalioy turnings - ANI 7
(16)

- calcium - CFA 73

hyperchlorate (161)

- mist chemicals - NRF 2,190

(4,828)

- methylene - NRF 23
dithiocynate (51)

. sodaash - NRF 4,128
(9,]0o)

- mercury - TAN 2
(4)

- resin - TRA, ion exchange resin 17,585
(38,733)
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Table 2.7. Estimated waste description for CFA Landfill III.

Solid Solid Liquid
INWMIS volume amount volume

waste m3 kg L

category Type of waste Source (It3) (lb) (gal)

1. Trash, office trash, paper, - INEL facilities, dumpster 39,613
sweepings cardboard, plastic, glass, containers (1,398,764)

etc

2. Cafeteria used grease - soybean - CFA cafeteria, CF-662 8,238
garbage oil, vegetable oil - TRA, TAN, and ICPP satellite (290,890)

cafeterias

food waste - organic - CFA cafeteria, CF-662
material with up to 70 % - TRA, TAN, and ICPP satellite
moisture cafeterias

3. Wood, wood and scrap lumber - INEL facilities, construction and 7,500
scrap lumber demolition subcontractors (264,830)

scrap lumber - CFA receiving warehouse, CF-
674

- CFA carpenter shop, CF-654

4. Masonry, used masonry - INEL facilities, construction and 4,802
concrete demolition subcontractors (169,562)

used concrete - INEL facilities, construction and
demolition subcontractors

5. Scrap scrap metal - INEL facilities, construe ion and 1,055
Metal demolition subcontractors (37,252)

scrap metal from - CFA multicraft shop, CF-621
welding, pipe fitting, and and 622
sheet metal operations - CFA machine shop, CF-640

metal vehicle parts such - CFA vehicle maintenance shop,
as wheels, mufllers, CF-665

bearings, vehicle
batteries, etc.

6. Weeds, - weeds, grass, and trees - INEI. facilities 352
grass, trees from larldscape (12,429)

maintenance operations

7. Dirt, - dirt and gravel from - INEI. facilities 1,204
gravel maintenance, (42,514)

construction and

demolition projects

8. Asphalt - waste asphalt from - INl.il. facilities 938
maintenancc, (33,121 )
construction and

den'lolition projects
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Table 2-7. (continued).

Solid Solid Liquid
INWMIS volume amount volume

waste m3 kg L

category Type of waste Source (ft 3) (Ib) (gal)

9. Asbestos - asbestos - INEL facilities 103

- asbestos coated (3,637)

materials such as pipes,
etc.

10. Other - - waste asphalt and - CFA 1,401

as specified gravel (49,470)

- sod, dirt, grass, weeds, - CFA, ICPP 111

gravel (3,919)

-dirt, rock - INEL facilities l l5

(4,060)

- outdated drugs - CFA dispensary, CF-603 1

(35)

- roofing material - CFA 4

(141)

- tires - CFA vehicle maintenance shop, 3
CF-665 (106)

- barrels - ICPP, PBF 157

(5,543)

- bucket boxes . ICPP 1

(35)

- misc - ICPP 13

(459)

Sump sludge - waste oil sludge - CFA vehicle maintenance shop 1,530

sump, CF-665 (404)

- used oil - CFA vehicle maintenance shop, 15

CF-665 (4)

- asphalt - WMC a 379

(lO0)

Outdated - outdated medications - CFA dispensary, CF-603 3

medications (7)

- st_ium nitrate - TRA 187

(412)

Paint - outdated paint in 1- tt_ - NRF 65

5-gal cans (17)

_. The _cronyn_ WMC was not d_.:!-_ncdin the waste inventory records.
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Chromate Solutions. There are three entries in the data base indicating chromates or

chromate solutions were disposed in Landfill II. These entries are summarized below.

Date Volume (L) Source

05/31/72 624.6 NRF
11/30/72 15,898.3

05/31/73 11,249.1

Total 17,771.7 (4,695 gal)

Chromate solutions and chromates were typically used in water treatment systems as a
corrosion inhibitor. The chromate solutions from NRF were likely used in secondary cooling

systems and cooling towers and were not radioactively contaminated. The chromate solution
would have been delivered to Landfill II as a liquid in 55-gal drums or as part of solid materials

used for spill cleanup. Spills at NRF were typically absorbed with kitty litter (diatomaceaous
earth) or rags and sealed in a 55-gai drum. The chromate solutions listed in INWMIS were likely
in a solid absorbed form. However, if we assume that all chromates disposed to the landfill were

liquid (17,771.7 L or 4,695 gal), with an assumed concentration of 14 ppm (the typical
concentration of chromate solutions used in water treatment system for the reactors in use at that
time), the total amount of chromium disposed to Landfill II is estimated to be 17,771

L x 14 mg/L = 248,794 mg (0.25 kg). Another entry in INWMIS indicates 268 kg (591 lb) was
disposed to Landfill II from Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). It is assumed that similar
cleanup, containerization and disposal methods were used for this disposal.

Morpholine. One entry in the data base indicates that 359.6 L (95 gal) of morpholine was
disposed in Landfill II on 07/31/71. Information related to the actual use of morpholine at NRF

is classified. Morpholine (C4H9NO) compounds are used as corrosion inhibitors, antioxidants,
plasticizers, viscosity improvers, insecticides, fungicides, local anesthetics, and antiseptics
(Merck 1989). Morpholine is also a solvent for resins, waxes, and dyes. According to NRF

personnel, morpholine was likely disposed because it had exceeded the recommended shelf life.

Sump Sludge. One entry in the data base indicates disposal of 1,529 L (404 gai) of sump

sludge to Landfill II in October 1982 from Central Facilities Area. The source of the sump
sludge was likely the sumps at the vehicle maintenance shop. The sump was periodically cleaned
and the sludge was disposed at the landfill. During 1970, 350 gal of Trichloroethylene (TCE) was

used at the CF-655 shop (Hogg, 1971). Trichloroethylene was used in a parts washer in the shop.
The overflow from this parts washer went to the sewage system via the sump. Other than the
350 gal of TCE used in 1970, no records exist indicating the quantity of TCE used over time or

how often the parts washer overflowed to the sewage system and the sump.

Waste Oil Sludge. Three entries in the data base shown below indicate disposal of waste
oil to Landfill II.

Date Volume (L) Source

(16/30/74 13,589.23 NRF

07/31/74 4,542.36

10/31/74 11,083.36

Total 29,214.72 (7,718 gal)
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The NRF facility summary of waste for 1974 indicates disposal of 7,788 gal of waste oils and

solvents. The source of the waste oils and solvents was likely equipment associated with

operations rather than vehicle waste oil because no vehicle servicing occurred at NRF during this

period.

Trichloroethylene (TCE). Although TCE was not listed as a known chemical disposed at

Landfill II, it is possible that it may have been. This is based on references cited in reports and
on interviews. A reference noted that 120 drums (6,600 gal) of TCE may have been disposed in

the landfill (ICF Technology 1989). Equipment operators also bclieve that TCE may haw. _een
disposed to the landfill. It is known that 1,325 L (350 gal) of TCE was used in the CFA shop

during 1970 in small cleaning processes and in a circulating-parts washer (Hogg 1971). The parts

washer overflowed to the CFA shop sump, which overflowed to the CFA sewer system.

Consequently, TCE may have been present in the sump sludge that was disposed to the landfill.

TCE was also disposed as spent solvent in small containers to the dumpsters during this period.

While the reference to 120 drums cannot be ccml'irmed, it can be assumed that TCE was disposed

in the landfills because it was used at the CFA shop and landfill personnel suggest possible

disposal.

The overall reliability of the above waste descriptions based on the INWMIS data base,

interviews, and reports is considered to be low to medium. Some of the uncertainty in the waste

descriptions is discussed below.

• The amounts and volumes of waste reported in INWMIS under all categories may be

as much as 3(1% low because many of the DOE ID-13() forms were impossible to read

and the information was not included in the facility summaries that were entered into

INWMIS. Because of lost or unreadable records, it may be that other waste types were

also disposed at the landfills.

• The total volume of waste reported in INWMIS is greater than the available space in
the landfills because the volumes of waste that were reported were estimated, not

weighed or measured to ensure accuracy. Also, waste was compacted and covered daily
with soil further reducing the t_tal v¢_lumc, which leads to further uncertainty. The
total volume of waste in INWMIS fc)r berth landfills indicate that these estimates were

14% higher than the available space in Landfill II and 8()¢_ higher than the available

space in Landfill III.

• The characteristics of wastes in the categc_ries labeled "trash and sweepings" and

"cal'eteria garbage" was taken from1a study of wastes disposed to the landfill in 1970. It
is uncertain whether the characteristics of these wastes remained constant from 1970 to

1984. Also, liquids disposed to dumpsters in small cc_ntainers, in some cases, may fall
under this category and wouM have been included in the total.

Although the reliability of the waste dcscr_ptk_ns may r_,,t bc vcq,' high, the waste

descriptions do indicate the general categc_ries of waste typlc,_lly disposed to these landfills.
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3. INITIAL EVALUATION

This section summarizes and evaluates the characterization activities conducted to date at

CFA Landfills II and III, presents a preliminary conceptual model for the site, discusses

preliminary public health and environmental impacts, presents preliminary remedial action

alternatives, and presents preliminary ARARs.

3.1 Summary and Evaluation of Previous Sampling Activities

Table 3-1 is a comprehensive list of sampling and characterization activities conducted at

CFA Landfills II and III from 1987 through 1991. The following sections discuss the results of

some of these sampling events with supporting data provided in Appendices A through E.

3.1.1 Soil Gas Sampling

Soil gas sampling of gas ports installed in boreholes (sec Figures 3-1 and 3-2) drilled in and

around Landfills II and III was conducted in May of 1988 (Tracer Research Corp. 1988). The

results of this sampling et'lbrt are presented in Table 3-2. The data indicate the presence of

trichloroethane (TCA) in Landfill III at a concentration of 16/zg/L at a depth of 11.5 ft (3.5 m)

and at concentrations of 1/zg/L or less at Landfill II. Trichloroethylene (TCE) was found at

Landfill II at concentrations of 6 and 12 #g/L at depths of 19 and 22 ft (5.8 and 6.7 m),

respectively. At Landfill III, TCE concentrations were 2 _g/L. Tetrachloroethylene (PCE) was

found in Landfill II at concentrations of 2 and 4 _g/L at depths of 19 and 22 ft (5.8 and 6.7 m),

respectively. Landfill III had a PCE concentration of 2/zg/L at a depth of 11.5 ft (3.5 m) bls.
Benzene was found in Landfill II at concentrations of 130 and 66/zg/L at depths of 19 and 22 ft

(5.8 and 6.7 rn), respectively, and was not detected at Landfill III. The contaminants carbon

tetrachloride and chloroform were found in some boreholes at concentrations well below 1 _g/L.

Methane, a common landfill gas, was found in both landfills with a maximum concentration of

40,()()0 _JL in Landfill II. This concentration of methane (6.1% by volume) is above the lower

explosive limit (LEL) of 5% by volume. This suggests a buildup of methane at concentrations

that could potentially pose an explosion hazard.

Once in the soil gas, volatile organic compounds tend to diffuse vertically and horizont,ally

through the soil to the ground surface where they dissipate into the atmosphere. The soil gas

contamination acts as a source and the above ground atmosphere acts as a sink, with a

concentration gradient between the two. The soil gas concentraticm gradient between the source

and ground surface is often affected by hydrologic and geologic anomalies in the vadose zone.
Since the soil gas was collected at a depth below the land surface it is important to determine

what concentration m_ty be found in the ambient air above the landfill, if the soil gas was to

migrate to the surface. Preliminary modeling of the potential migration of the maximum

concentration for each contaminant found in the soil gas at the landfills to the landfill surface,

using conservative assumptions and a box model, indicate that the ambient air concentration

would be below 1/xg/L for all cont_minants modeled (see Appendix A.2). The modeled ambient

air concentrations for each contaminant were compared to the threshold limit w_lue-time-weighted
average (TLV-TWA), which is the allowable airborne concentration of a material to which most

workers can be exposed during _tnorrn_! 8-hr workday or 40-hr workweek without adverse effects
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Table 3-1. Summary of characterization and sampling activities conducted at CFA Landfills II

and III from 1987 through 1991.

Activity Date

I. Drilling:

A. Drilling of 4 deep wells and completion of 2 as monitoring wells. Wells 1987-1988

LF2-8 and LF3-8 were completed (see End-of-Well reports,
Appendix D). Wells LF2-10 and LF2-9 were not completed. Augering
and installation of shallow instrumented boreholes and neutron access

tubes in and around Landfills II and III (LF2-1 through LF2-7 and

LF3-1 through LF3-7).

B. Completion of monitoring well LF 2-9 drilled in 1988. Drilling and 1989

installation of one additional monitoring well LF 2-11 upgradient of

Landfill II (see End-of-Well reports, Appendix D).

C. Drilling and completion of 4 deep monitoring wells around Landfills II 1990
and III (LF2-12, LF3-9, LF3-10, and LF3-11) (see End-of-Well reports,

Appendix D). Two boreholes were drilled and abandoned (LF2-12A
and LF3-11A).

II. Soil Gas Sampling:

A. Tracer Research Corporation (report): May 1988

Sampling of soil gas during drilling of deep wells (LF 2-8 and LF 2-9)

and from shallow boreholes (see I.A above) for dichloromethane,
trichloroethane, carbon tetrachloride, trichloroethene,

tetrachloroethene, methane, benzene, total hydrocarbon, and

chloroform. Samples from Landfills II and III (unvalidated - see
Table 3-2).

B. EG&G Idaho sampling of soil gas from shallow gas ports for methane Nov 1988
and 34 volatile organic constituents. Samples from Landfills II and III. Mar 1989

May 1989

C. ICF Technology Incorporated (report): Nov 1989

Shallow soil/gas sampling (<5 ft) on a regularly-spaced grid over
Landfill II lk_r 1,1-dichloroethene, trans-l,2-dichloroethene, chlorotbrm,

carbon tetrachloridc, 1,1,2-trichloroethane, 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane,

methylene chloride, 1,1-dichloroethane, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, 1,1,2-

trichloroethene, and 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethene (unvalidated -see

Appendix A).

IIl. Vadose Z, _n,: Moisture Monitoring:

Data from soil salinity sensors, heat dissipation blocks, and neutron probe 1988.1991
access tubes in Landfills II and III. Instruments read monthly.

3-2
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Table 3-I. (continued).

IV. Groundwater Sampling:

A. USGS sampling and data, RESL analyses (USGS 85, CFA-1, and 1962 to

CFA-2). present

B. USGS sampling and data, Denver analyses (unvalidated). 1962 to

present

C. Quarterly groundwater sampling from 8 deep wells for volatile organics, Feb 1990

semivolatile organics, ICP metals, pesticides, PCB's, nitrate, fluoride, May 1990
coliform bacteria, TOC, TOX, sulfate, chloride, herbicides, and Oct 1990

radioiogical constituents (validated - see Appendices C.1-C.5). Apr 1991
Jul 1991

V. Soil and Interbed Sampling:

A. Science Applications International Corp. (letter report): 1988

Soil sampling from land surface to the top of uppermost basalt in and

around Landfills II and III for volatile organics, semivolatile organics,
trace metals, pesticides, and PCBs (unvalidated - see Appendix B).

B. University of Idaho (report): Jun 1990

Surficial soil sampling over Landfill II for hydraulic and physical soil

properties,

C. Uppermost interbed sampling during drilling of 4 deep wells for 1991

hydraulic and mechanical properties (samples not analyzed).

VI. Drilling and Sampling Wastes:

A. Samples collected from drill cuttings and development water 1987-1990

accumulated during drilling of 4 deep wells around Landfills II and III.

Analyzed for TCLP metals, corrosivity, reactivity, ignitability, TCLP

volatile organics, TCLP semivolatilc organics, TCLP hcrbicidcs, TCLP

pesticides, and radiological contaminants.

VII. Geophysics:

A. ICF Technology Incorporated (report): Nov 1989

Geophysical surveys including time-domain electromagnetic induction

(TEM), ground pcnetrating radar (GPR), and tcrrain conductivity (EM)
were conducted across the surface of Landfill II.

B. US Geological Survey: 1988-1990

Downhole logging conducted on all deep monitoring wells including

gamma, gamma-gamma, caliper, borehole TV, and some neutron logs
(sec Appendix D).
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Table 3-2. Unvalidatcd soil gas sampling rcsuits for thc May 1988 sampling of borchole gas ports installed at Landfills II and III.

Total

Sample C112('i 2 TCA CC!4 TCE PCE CH 4 Benzene CHCI 3 l_jdroe.

Sample depth Date _g/l) rd.tg/1) (/xg/1) (/.tg/l) (/,tg/l) (/xg/I) (/_.g/i) {/a.g/1) (kLg/l)

1.1:412-0! 27 fi 5-13 < 0.07 ;_ (1.4 0.07 0,2 0.5 81 <0.03 0.05 0.8 i

1,1:412-02 31 ft 5-13 <1).07 1 <0.1.101)2 0.6 2 10 <0.03 0.02 1

! ,F-02-05 22 fl 5-13 <0.07 (i.5 <0.0002 12 4 40,000 66 <0.002 180

I]:4)2-06 19 ft 5-13 <0.07 ().t) <0.0002 6 2 14,000 130 0.2 200

I,!:4t3-04 11.5 ft 5-13 <7 lt_ <0.002 2 2 10 <0.07 NA b 6

a. The ._tmple value is less than the dctcclion limit.

b. N A- Not analyzed.
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as defined by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH 1990).
All ambient air concentrations were well below the TLV-TWA. The ambient air concentrations

were also below the general public screening value of 0.01 times the compound-specific
TLV-TWA, suggesting no adverse health effects to workers and the general public. The

downward migration of these VOCs to the groundwater will be evaluated during the RI.

Soil gas sampling of these boreholes for methane and VOCs was again conducted in

November of 1988, and March, May, and November of 1989 (see Appendix A). A preliminary
evaluation of the data indicates that methane gas was detected above the lower explosive limit in

the central and southern portion of Landfill II. Methane gas was also detected at Landfill III, but

all samples were well below the lower explosive limit. The data has not been validated and the
QA/QC procedures of sampling and analysis are not available. Therefore, conclusions with regard

to health risks for VOCs cannot be made because the reliability of the data is suspect. For

purposes of this work plan, the above data will be used only for project planning.

In 1989, ICF Technoic_gy Incorporated conducted a shallow soil gas survey [ <5 ft (< 1.5 m)]
across the surface of Landfill II and the surrounding area. Soil gas was sampled on 50-ft (15-m)

centers within the landfill boundary and on 100-ft (30-m) centers outside the landfill boundary for

a total of 179 regularly spaced sample locations. Samples were analyzed according to EPA

Method 601 on a gas chromatograph equipped with an electron capture detector (ECD), using

direct injection instead of purge and trap. Analytical results for the 11 chlorinated organics

analyzed in the survey are presented in Appendix A.1.

The data indicate the presence of some chlorinated organics, particularly chloroform, 1,1-

dichloroethane (1,1-DCA), 1,1,1-trichloroethane (1,1,1-TCA), tetrachloroethylene (PCE) in low

concentrations in the central and southwestern portion of the landfill. Chloroform was found in

the central portion of the landfill in the highest concentration (357/.tg/L). A chlorotbrm

concentration of 225 #g/L was also found in the southwest quadrant of the landfill with lower

concentrations found to the northwest. 1,1-DCA was found in the west central portion of the

landfill at a concentration of 82 #g/L and at lower concentrations southwestward. 1,1,I-TCA was

found at a maximum concentration ol" 67 _L with lower concentrations extending southeast-

northwest across the site. PCE was found at a maximum concentration of 111 #g/L in the
southwest with lower concentrations in the southeast corner ot" the landfill. It should be noted

that the field crew found that Level D protection was appmpriale during the entire sampling

phase and at no time encountered total organic vapor readings l'mm the landfill surface in excess

o1'5 ppm.

Preliminary fate and transport modeling of the migration of the maximum concentration of
contaminants Rmnd in the landfill to the land surface indicated umbient air concentrations well

below the compound specific TLV-TWA and the general public sate screening value of 0.01 timesI

the compound specific TLV-TWA (see Appendix A.2).

3.1.2 Soil Sampling

Eight soil samples were collected during the drilling of borcholes in 1987 at Landfills II

and III at depths varying from 1 to 23 ft (().3 to 7 m) (sec Figures 3-1 and 3-2 tbr borehole

locations). The statigraphic logs for these borcholcs can be found in Appendix D. It is important
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to note here that no leachate was encountered during this sampling investigation. The soil
samples were analyzed for semivolatiles, volatile organic compounds and metals. The summary
data tables are presented in Appendix B. The data has not been validated and the QA/QC

procedures of the sampling and analysis arc not available. Three of the four batches of samples

analyzed for semivolatiles exceeded the extraction holding times. The reliability of the data is

suspect and will be presented here as a limited investigation. Benzoic acid and 4-methylphenol
were the only semivolatile compounds found in the soil. A total of four volatile organic

compounds (acetone, 2-butanone, xylene, and methylene chloride) were positively identified in the
soil collected from the landfills. Table 3-3 summarizes the semivolatile and volatile organic

compounds found in the borehole soils. It is interesting to note that five of the above mentioned
compounds were found in one borehole (LF2-5) at a depth of 1 ft (0.3 m) below land surface.

Methylene chloride is present at low concentrations in both landfills, but was also found in
corresponding blank samples indicating sample contamination. However, some of the soil

concentrations do exceed ten times the maximum concentration detected in the blank sample.

Therefore, they should be considered positive results for methylene chloride in soils. The
inorganic data wcrc all within the common range expected for soils ot' this area (DOE 1992) (scc

Appendix E).

A risk-bascd scrccning of the soils' maximum volatile organic concentrations for each

contaminant found in the landfills was performed (see Table 3-4). The screening process
compared the maximum concentrations to risk-based concentrations based on standard default

cxposurc factors and the soil ingestion pathway (EPA 1991b), For soil, the default screening level

at which carcinogenic contaminants can be eliminated is less than or equal to 10.7 risk (based on

the soil ingestion pathway) and for noncarcinogens the screening concentration is less than or
cqual to 0.1 hazard quotient (EPA 1991b). The lower target risk of 1 × 10.7 is used in this

screening h_r soil because additional pathways (i.e., dermal and inhalation) which are not

accounted for in the calculations, could result in significantly higher exposure for some chemicals.
All contaminants were below the screening risk-based concentrations.

A preliminary evaluation of the fate and transport of these soil contaminants to the
groundwater was madc using the code GW SCREEN (Rood 1992). Scfil conccntrations found in

Landfills II and III wcrc modeled to the groundwater. The resulting groundwater concentrations

wcrc then compared to the risk-based groundwater concentrations tbr the water ingestion and

inhalation pathways. For groundwater, the default screening level at which carcinogenic

contaminants can bc eliminated is less than or equal to 1(}-6 risk and for noncarcinogens the
scrccning concentration is less than or equal to 0.1 hazard quotient (EPA 1991b). Results

indicate that ft_r all contaminants, with the cxccr,_cm of chromium (Landfills II and III) and

mcthyicnc chloride (Landfill III), modeled groundwater concentrations wcrc below the risk-based
concentration for the particular contaminant. In the case of chromium, soil ,:onccntrations were
for total chromium with no diflcrcntiation between chromium III and chrc_ ,urn VI; therefore, a

ccmservative assumption of 1()()% chr "qium VI was made tk3rthis preliminary data evaluation.

This evaluation suggests that methylene chloride and chromium may be contaminants of potential
concern in the soil.

Drill cuttings brought tc_the surface during the drilling operations were sampled and
analyzed for Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) RCRA hazardous constituents

for land disposal. All drilling wastes were found to be nonhazardous and in compliance with
RCRA requirements for land disposal.
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Table 3-3. Unvalidated shallow borehole soil sampling analytical results, with corresponding sample location. All units are in/_g/kg, a

4

Sample location LF2-1 LF2-3 LF2-5 LF2-6 LF3-2 LF3-4 LF3-6 LF3-7

Sample depth (his) h 17 ft 23 ft 1 ft 1 ft 12 ft 10 ft 17 ft 15 ft

Con taminan t Concentration

4-methyl phenol 110

(cresol)

Benzoic acid 90

Acetone 800

,._ 2-butanone 73

'_ (methyl ethyl ketone)

Xylene 4

Methylene chloride 8 12 60 17 4 10 73 6

(dichloroethane)

a. Summary data tables are provided in Appendix B.

b. bls = below land surface.



Table 3-4. Risk-based screening of carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic soil contaminants.

Noncarcinogen risk- Carcinogen risk-based
Maximum based concentration concentration

concentration (0.1 hazard quotient) (10 .7 screening value)

Contaminant (mg/kg) (mg/kg) (mg/kg)

4-methylphenol 0.110 1,000 NA

(cresol)

Benzoic acid 0.090 100,000 NA

Acetone 0.800 3,000 NA

2-butanone 0.073 1,000 NA

Xylene 0.004 50,000 NA

Methylene chloride 0.073 2,000 9

NA - Not applicable, the contaminant is not a carcinogen.

3.1.3 Vadose Zone Moisture Monitoring Data

During December 1987, a shallow drilling program was implemented at CFA Landfills II

and III. The objectives of the program included monitoring hydraulic behavior of the surficial

sediments to quantify the amounts and rates of water movement into and through the sediments.

Neutron moisture probe access tubes, heat dissipation sensors, and salinity sensors were installed
in the shallow boreholes at Landfills II and III. Data from these instruments were collected on

roughly a monthly basis from January 1988 to January 1991. Data from January 1988 to
September 1988 have been analyzed and the results are reported in Ansley et al. (1988).

Neutron moisture probes indirectly measure moisture content of soils by emitting fast
neutrons into the soil and counting the neutrons thermalized by collisions with hydrogen. The

counts are correlated to water content because the majority of hydrogen in most soils exists as

part of the water molecule. Table 3-5 identifies the boreholes at each landfill that were equipped
with neutron probe access tubes and their depth ot" installation. The borehole locations are

shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 for Landfills II and III, respectively. Analyses of the first nine

months of neutron probe data (Ansley et al. 1988) led to the conclusion that large changes in

moisture content occurred near the surface but little or no change occurred at depth Idepths
ranged from approximately 18 to 23 ft (5.5 to 7 m)]. There was no clear evidcnce of a massive,

deeply penetrating downward moving pulse of water. However, the report concluded that
evidence of downward migration of water was tound in data from a few of the neutron moisture
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Table 3.5. Boreholes used for neutron probe access tubes and access tube depths.

Depth

Landfill Borehole (ft)

II LF2-03 23.0

LF2-04 22.7

LF2-07 18.2

III LF3-03 18.7

LF3-05 22.5

probe holes. Net recharge entering the waste was estimated to be 0.22 in. (0.56 cm) or
approximately 6% of the 3.77 in. (9.58 cm) of precipitation falling between November 1987 and

September 1988.

Heat dissipation blocks are used to measure matric potential. Heat dissipation blocks are

operated by running a fixed electric current through a wire. The more moisture present, the

greater the heat capacity of the block and the lower the temperature change. The heat

dissipation blocks were calibrated in terms of matric potential because of the different water

holding characteristics of different sediments at a given matric potential. Table 3-6 identifies the

boreholes and depths where heat dissipation blocks were installed at each landfill. The borehole

locations are shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 for Landfills II and III, respectively. Large variability

in measured matric potentials made interpretations of the first nine months of data difficult

(Ansley et al., 1988) and no conclusions were reached regarding water movement based on this
data.

Salinity probes are used to measure the electrical conductance of soil water. Conductance is

proportional to the dissolved solids or salts in the water. Leachate from landfills is expected to be

much higher in dissolved solids than natural soils. Therefore, the salinity probes were used to

monitor for migration of Icachate from the landfill. Table 3-7 identifies the boreholes and depths
where salinity probes were installed at each landfill. The borehole locations are shown in

Figure 3-1 and 3-2 for Landfills II and III, respectively. An evaluation of the salinity probe data
indicated that the probes underwent a period of equilibration with the soil lasting until late

summer of 1988 (Anslcy et al. 1988). Subsequent readings were within the range of values typical

for saline desert soils. It was concluded that none of the probes indicated significant migration of
leachates with high dissolved solids.

Neutron probe, heat dissipation sensor, and salinity probe data from slightly more than two
additional years is stored in a database and remains unanalyzed. These data will be evaluated

during the RI to verily the conclusions of the 1988 report. Additional neutron moisture probe

data will also bc collected during the RI.
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Table 3-6. Locations and depths of heat dissipation blocks installed at Landfills II and III.

Depth

Landfill Borehole Instrument (ft)

II LF2-01 H0670 6.17

H1250 6.17

H1215 11.17

H1227 11.17

H0642 16.17

H1223 16.17

H0628 21.17
H1249 21.17

H0604 26.17

H0637 26.17

II LF2-02 H0633 6.00

H0643 6.00 i
H0770 12.00

H1219 12.00

H0775 18.00

H1234 18.00

H1221 24.00

H1236 24.00

H0690 30.00
H0766 30.00

II LF2-05 H06}37 20.58

H1222 20.58

II LF2-06 H0603 18.25

H1217 18.25

III LF3-02 H0646 4.58

H0777 4.58

H1235 8.58

H1252 8.58

H0645 14.67

H0773 14.67

H0610 18.67
H 1226 18.67

H0605 23.67

H 1229 23.67
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Table 3-6. (continued).

Depth

Landfill Borehole Instrument (ft)

III LF3-06 H0666 3.92
H0774 3.92

H1216 7.92

HI224 7.92

H0640 11.92

H1218 11.92

H0641 i5.92
H1220 15.92

Table 3-7. Locations and depths of salinity probes installed at Lmadfills 1I and III.

Depth

Landfill Borehole Instrument (ft)

II LF2-01 S1374 21.17

S1401 26.17

II LF2-02 S1364 24.00

SI406 30.00

II LF2-05 S1367 20.58

II LF2-06 S1361 18.25

III LF3-01 S 1399 11.83

SI398 16.83

III LF3-02 S 1992 18.67

S1397 23.67

III LF3-04 S 1396 6.00

S1402 10.92

III LF3-06 S1400 11.92

S1393 15.92

III LF3-07 S1989 6.42

S1395 11.50
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3.1.4 Groundwater Sampling

Groundwater samples were collected by EG&G Idaho Geosciences personnel from

monitoring wells located around CFA Landfills II and III quarterly from February 1990 through

July 1991. Appendices C.1-C.5 contain the results tables for the validated groundwater data
collected from these wells. The volatile organic compound 1,1,1-trichloroethane was detected in

both upgradient and downgradient wells at concentrations of <1 lzg/L. Monitoring of these wells

by others have also detected 1,1,1-trichloroethane in these same wells at concentrations below

<1 tzg/L (Barrash and Marts 1991). The screeni: concentration for 1,1,1-trichloroethane, a

noncarcinogen, is 200 I.tg/L. Other volatile organics were detected in the groundwater but were

also detected in the trip and field blanks. No semivolatile compounds were detected in the

groundwater samples. Tritium and chromium were both found in the groundwater at
concentrations above their respective maximum contaminant levels (MCI_.s).

Tritium, which has an MCL of 20 pCi/mL, was found in both upgradient and d',wngradient
wells at concentrations ranging from 39 to 48 pCi/mL. However, the CFA landfills a_c not

considered the sourcc of the tritium. A tritium plume has developed in the Snake River Plain

Aquifer since the 1950s from the disposal of liquid wastes at the INEL. The principal sources of

tritium in the aquifer have been from the injection of liquid wastes in the di.,,posal well at ICPP

and the discharge of wastewatcr to the infiltration ponds at ICPP and TRA; both facilities are

upgradicnt of the landfills (Orr and Cecil 1991). Groundwater contamination from ICPP and
TRA will be addressed in the IN; Site-wide (WAG 10) RI/FS and/or other operable unit RIs

being conducted at the INEL and will not be discussed further in this RI/FS.

Total chromium in unfiltered samples (dissolved and particulate fractions) was found in both

the upgradient and downgradicnt wells above the MCL of 50/zg/L. Chromium concentrations for
filtered samples (dissolved fraction) werc generally below thc MCL. ICPP and TRA, which are

both upgradient from the CFA landfills, have discharged chromium to injcction wells and

infiltration ponds. The past disposal practices at these facilities have resulted in elevated

chromium concentrations in the aquifer (Orr and Cecil 1991). In addition, the dedicated sampling

pumps (Hydrostar model) in the landfill mc_nitoring wells are considered to also be a minor

contributing source of the particulate chromium. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that

these pumps arc constructed partly with high chromium stainless steel and that the filtered sample

concentrations are much lower than the unfiltered sample ccmccntraticms.

3.1.5 Geophysical Surveys

Several geophysical surveys ere conducted on Landfill II by ICF Technology Inc., in 1989
as an i'-",(wative research dcmon,_ration to confirm the subsurface lithologW and depth of

consoli_,tted rock, characterize the vertical and horizontal extent of the landfill body and the

location of buried metal objects. The survey methods used included: an electromagnetic induction

(terrain conductivity) survey to locate buried metal, ground penetrating radar (GPR) to further
characterize th, -netal areas found, and time-domain electromagnetic induction (TEM) to

determine substa_race stratigraphy.

The terrain conductivity (EM) survey identified the boundaries of thc landfill and the

locations of buried metal objects. Metal was tk_und widely distributed throughout the landfill, with
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no significant areas free of metal. No additional information concerning metal was obtained from

the GPR survey. The TEM survey was a research effort that resulted in inconclusive results.

The depth to basalt was not conclusively defined by this survey method. In summary the

geophysical surveys performed at CFA Landfill II identified the landfill boundaries and detected

buried metal throughout the entire landfill.

3.2 Preliminary Conceptual Site Model

The preliminary conceptual model for CFA Landfills II and III is presented in Figure 3-3.

The identification of the specific sources, pathways, and receptors for the model are based on an

evaluation of past disposal practices, a review of the waste inventory at the landfills, and the

results of soil gas sampling, soil moisture monitoring, geophysical data, chemical analytical data for
soil from the cover and waste, and groundwater sampling. This model will be refined as additional

information is obtained about the site during the remedial investigation phase of the project.

3.3 Preliminary Public Health and Environmental Impacts

There havc been no known releases from the landfill site that would pose a threat to INEL

workers or the public. The landfills are located within the INEL on federally owned land that has

been withdrawn from public use by DOE. Public access to the INEL is limited to two federal

highways and three state highways. Other roads within the INEL boundary are restricted to use

by INEL personnel and visitors on official business. No resident populations are located within

the INEL Site boundary and the nearest towns are Atomic City and Arco, 7 mi (11 kin) southeast

and 17.5 mi (28 km) west of CFA, respectively. There are no immediate public health concerns
from the landfills.

Groundwater sampling has shown no known contamination of the groundwater that can be

directly attributable to the landfills. Production wells at CFA are used for drinking water by

INEL workers and visitors. There is no use of the water by the general public as the INEL is a

controlled site with limited access. The water from the CFA production wells is tested regularly

and meets Federal drinking water standards based on March 1993 data.

The cxisting soil and vegetative cover for the landfills protect the INEL workers and visitors

from direct contact with the underlying waste and contaminated soil. Subsurface soil sampling for

chemical analytical data at the landfills has not indicated any contamination that would pose a
threat to workers or the public.

Soil gas sampling has indicated the presence of methane, a common by-product of landfills,
and some volatile organics at low concentrations. Preliminary fate and transport modeling of

thcsc soil gas vapors to the landfill surface indicate that concentrations are well bclow TLV-TWA.

Methane gas was found at Landfill II above the lower explosive limit and this poses a potential

explosion hazard.
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Figure 3-3. Preliminary conceptual mod_-I fi'_r CFA Landfills II and III.



3.4 Preliminary Remedial Action Alternatives

The number of practical remedial actions available for municipal landfills is limited. They

are based on previous experience, engineering judgement, and the NCP expectations.

Containment technologies are generally appropriate for waste that poses a relatively low, long-
term threat or where treatment is impractical. Remedial action alternatives for landfill sites are

generally limited to source control by capping and possibly removal or treatment of "hot spots,"
groundwater extraction and treatment, and landfill-gas control. As required by the NCP, the no-
action alternative is included and involves no additional activities, thereby providing a baseline for

evaluating other alternatives. Most of the remedial action alternatives applicable to the CFA

landfills, including the no action alternative, can and would include groundwater monitoring.

Preliminary remedial action alternatives considered for the CFA landfills include:

• No action.

• Access restriction--intended to prevent or reduce exposure to on-site contamination.

This may bc accomplished through fencing to physically limit access to the landfill site,
by signs posted to warn trespassers of potential hazards, and through deed restrictions

to notify any potential purchaser of the landfill property that the land was used for
waste disposal and the land use must bc restricted in order to ensure the integrity of

the waste containment system.

• Containment--containment rct'crs to technologies that isolate the landfill contents and

mitigate offsite migration through the use of engineering controls. A landfill cover or

cap which may consist of a native soil cover, single barrier (i.e., clay), or composite

barrier (i.e., clay plus flexible membrane liner) may be considered.

• Hot-spot removal--removal of contaminated soils that represent discrete accessible

locations within the landfill where a waste type or mixture of wastes present a principal
threat to human health or the environment.

• Surface controls-_,_urface control technologies arc designed to control and direct site

runoff and to prevent ol't_itc surface water from running onto the site. Examples of

surface controls include: grading the landfill surl'acc cover, which modifies topography
in order to promote positive drainage and control the flow of surface water; and the

establishment of vegetation to stabilize the soil surface of the landfill site and promote

evapotranspiration.

• Passive collection of landl'ill gas--to direct subsurface l'low to points of controlled

release through the use of high-permeability systems.

• Leachate collection/monitoring and treatment--to minimize or eliminate the migration

of ieachate to the groundwater system.

• Groundwater monitoring--to detect potential future releases to the groundwater.
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3.5 PreliminaryApplicable or Rei,:vant
and Appropriate Requirements

This section identifies the preliminary list of applicable or relevant and appropriate
requirements (ARARs) based on Federal and State-of-Idaho requirements. These ARARs will

be refined throughout the RI/FS process at CFA.

The "applicable" requirements are defined as

"Standards, standards of control, and other substantive environmental protection

requirements, criteria, or limitations promulgated under federal :_r state law that

specifically address a hazardous substance, pollutant, contaminant, remedial action,
location, or other circumstance tit a CERCLA site."

"Relevant and appropriate" requirements are defined as

"Standards, standards of control, and other substantive environmental protection

requirements, criteria, c)r limitations promulgated under federal or state law that, while
nc_t"applicable" to a hazardous substance, pollutant, contaminant, remedial action,

location, or other circumstance at a CERCLA site, address problems or situations
sufficiently similar to those encountered at the CERCLA site such that their use is well

suited to the particular site."

The determination that a requirement is relevant and appropriate is a two-step process:

(a) determine il"a requirement is relevant and (b) determine if a requirement is appropriate. In

general, this involves a comparison of a number o1'site-specific factors, including the

characteristics of the propc_sed remedial action, the hazardous substances present at the site, or

the physical circumstances ot' the site, with the requirements in the statutory or regulatory

requirement (EPA 1988b and EPA 1989d). In some cases, a requirement may be relevant, but

not appropriate, given site-sp_ tic circumstances; such a requirement wcmld not be an ARAR tk)r
the site. In some cases it is possible for only part of a requirement to be considered relevant and

appropriate.

In addition to ARARs, agencies are to identify advisories or guidance that may be

considered during the evaluatic_n of prc)p_sed remedial actions. The guidance or advisories are

identified as "To Be Ccmsidercd (TBC)." The TBC, although not an ARAR, may be used in

establishing a cleanup standard when one dc)es not exist [40CFR3(J0.4(J0(gj(3)J.

There are three types of ARARs to be identified: chemical-specific, location-specific, and
action-specific. Chemical-specific ARARs are established chemical standards under State or

Federal law, such as drinking water standards. Location-specific ARARs are requirements specific

to the geographical or physical setting of the site. Action-specific ARARs tire technology- or
activity-based requirements under State or Federal law and depend on the proposed remedial
alternatives.
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The potential ARARs specific to CFA Landfills II and III that have been identified thus far

in the RI/FS process are included in this section. As additional information becomes known

concerning the nature and extent of contamination, ARARs will be further refined. There are

generally four phases of the RI/FS process during which ARARs are identified and evaluated:

scoping, site characterization, development of remedial alternatives, and design of alternatives.

Chemical-specific requirements are usually technology- or risk-based numerical limitations or

methodologies that, when applied to site-specific conditions, result in the establishment of
acceptable chemical concentrations. If a chemical has more than one requirement (whether State
or Federal), the most stringent requirement generally is the identified ARAR. Table 3-8 is a

preliminary list of the chemical-specific ARARs identified for CFA Landfills II and III.

Location-specific ARARs are restrictions that determine the conduct or type of activities

that may occur in special locations. The special location category includes the 100-year

floodplain, archaeologically or historically significant areas, wetlands, and seismically active areas.

Table 3-9 identifies the preliminary location-specific ARARs identified for the CFA Landfills II
and III.

Action-specific ARARs are usually technology- or activity-based requirements or limitations

on actions taken with respect to hazardous substances. These requirements typically define
acceptable treatment, storage, and disposal procedures for hazardous substances during the

implemcntation of the response action. The requirements generally set perlbrmance or design

standards tbr specific activities such as managing hazardous wastes at municipal landfill sites.

Potential action-specific ARARs anticipated for landfill sites are shown in Table 3-10.

A category of to-be-considered guidance has also been initially identified for CFA

Landfills II and III. This category identifies criteria, advisories, guidance, or policies that do not

meet the definition of ARARs but may assist in determining what is protective. TBCs for the
CFA include:

• EPA guidance documents [e.g., A Guide to Delisting RCRA Waste for Superfund

Remedial Responses (OSWER, 9347.3-09FS, Scptcmbcr 1990)]

° DOE orders

• Executive orders

• Proposed state air standards andA_r guidances

• Safe Drinking Water Act; Final Determination (EPA) of Sole Source Designation for

the Eastern Snake Rivcr Aquifer, Southcrn Idaho (56 FR 5(_34)

, Proposed standards under the Safe Drinking Water Act

• Conducting Remedial Investigations/Feasibility Studies for CERCLA Municipal Landfill
Sites (EPA/540/P-91/001 )
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Table 3.8. Preliminary chemical.specific ARARs for CFA-Landfills II and lIl.

Statute Regulation
_ ,,,,1,,,,__ -- -- __

Safe Drinking Water Act 40 CFR 141, "National Primary Drinking Water
Standards"

40 CFR 141, "Maximum Contaminant Level
Goals"

40 CFR 143, "National Secondary Drinking
Water Standards"

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 40 CFR 264, "Maximum Concentration Limits"
(IDAPA § 16.01.5008)

Emergency Planning and Community 40 CFR 355, "Emergency Planning and
Right-to-Know Act of 1986 Notification under CERCLA"

Clean Air Act 40 CFR Part 50, "National Primary and
Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards"

• State-of-Idaho Water Quality Plan (Idaho Ground Water Quality Plan (IDHW
et al. 1991).

Specific DOE and executive orders that will be considered are listed in Table 3-11.

Potential State ARARs must also be considered for the CFA landfills. In general, in order
for a State requirement to be considered an ARAR, it must:

° Be promulgated (be legally enforceable and of general applicability)
• Be identified to EPA in a timely manner
° Be more stringent than Federal requirements.

Even if the State standard meets these conditions, it may bc waived if it is found not to have
been applied uniformly and consistently throughout the State. See Table 3-12 for a list of
preliminary State ARARs.

I
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Table 3.9. Preliminary location-specific ARARs for CFA-Landfills II and III.
_ -- __ -- _ -- , _-- __ -- _ _-- ,,,, - , , _-- __ _ -- _ ,,,,, _ , , J_ ,,

Statute Regulation

Clean Air Act 40 CFR Part 53, "Prevention of Significant
Deterioration

Archaeological Resources Protection Act 36 CFR Part 7, "Protection of Archeological
Resources"

36 CFR Part 296, "Protection of Archeological
Resources; Uniform Regulations

Preservation of American Antiquities Act 43 CFR Part 3, "Preservation of American
Antiquities"

National Historic Preservation Act 36 CFR Part 800

National Archeological and Historic 36 CFR Part 296, "Protection of Archeological
Preservation Act Resources"

Archaeological Resource 36 CFR Part 7, "Protection of Archaeological
Protection Act Resources"

Migratory Bird Treaty Act 50 CFR Part 20, "Migratory Bird Protection"

Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 50 CFR Part 22, "Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act"

Endangered Species Act 50 CFR Part 17, "Endangered and Threatened
Wildlife and Plants"

50 CFR Part 225, "Federal/State Cooperation in
the Conservation ot"Endangered and Threatened
Species"

50 CFR Part 226, "Designated Critical Habitat"

50 CFR Part 402, "Interagency Cooperation"
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Table 3-10. Preliminary action-specific ARARs for CFA-Landfills II and III,
-- ,,.,,,, .,. -- ,, ,,.,, ,., ,,, __ -, -- ,

Statute Regulation
- ,, -- ,, ,, _ , , ,,,,,,,

Resource Conservation and Recovery 40 CFR Part 257, "Criteria for Classification of Solid
Act Waste Disposal Facilities and Practices"

40 CFR Part 258, "Criteria for Municipal Solid Waste
Landfills"

Clean Air Act 40 CFR Part 50, "National Primary and Secondary
Ambient Air Quality Standards"

40 CFR Part 61, "National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants"

40 CFR Part 200, "Standards for Performance for New
Stationary Sources"

Clean Water Act 40 CFR Part 230, "Guidelines tbr Specification of
Disposal Sites for Dredged or Fill Material"

Atomic Energy Act and Energy 10 CFR Part 61, Subpart D, "Technical Requirements for
Reorganization Act Land Disposal Facilities
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Table 3-I 1. DOE and executive orders to be considered.

DOE Orders
_ __ _

5480.1B Environment, Safety, and Health Program for DOE
Operations

5480.4 Environmental Protection, Safety, and Health Protection
Standards

5400.5 Radiation Protection of the Public and Environment

5482.1B Environment, Safety, and Health Appraisal Program

5480.10 Contractor Industrial Hygiene Program

Executive Orders

11989 Off-Road Vehicles cm Public Lands

11991 and 11514 Protection and Enhancement of Environmental Quality

11543 Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment

12088 Federal Compliance with Pollution Control Standards

12316 Response to Environmental Damage

12342 Environmental Safeguards on Activities tk_rAnimal Damage
and Control on Federal Lands

12580 Superfund Implementation
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Table 3-12. Preliminary state ARARs for CFA-Landfilis II and III.

Potential State ARARs Citation

Environmental Protection and Health Act (EPHA) Idaho Code §39-101 through 119

Hazardous Waste Management Act of 1983 Idaho Code §39-4401 to 4432

Protection of Natural Resources Idaho Code §67-5801 through 5804

Toxic Substances, Air Quality IDAPA §16.0i.1011, 01

Air Pollution Permits to Construct and Operating Permits IDAPA §16.01.1012

Visible Emissions IDAPA §16.01.1201

Portable Equipment IDAPA §1.601.1013

Fugitive Dust IDAPA §16.01, 1251 to 1253

New Source Performance Standards IDAPA §16.01.1951

Antidegradation Poli_.'y IDAPA §16.01.2051

Short Term Activity Exemption IDAPA §16.01.2301

Subsurface Waste Disposal Facility IDAPA 316.01.2460

Hazardous Waste Management System: Gencral IDAPA 316.01.5004

Identification and Listing of Hazardous Wastcs IDAPA §16.01.5005

Land Disposal Restrictions IDAP,.\ _16.01.5011

Idaho Solid Waslc Management Regulations IDAPA §16.01.6004, 01

Standards for Owners and Operators of Hazardous Wastc IDAPA § 16.01.50(18

Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facilitics
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4. WORK PLAN RATIONALE

Containment has been identified as the most likely response action at these landfills because

(a) these CERCLA landfills are primarily composed of cafeteria, office, and construction wastes

and to a lesser extent hazardous wastes; and (b) the volume and heterogeneity of the waste within

these landfills will make treatment impractical. Therefore, the site characterization strategies have
been limited to focus on the data required to evaluate alternatives that are most practicable for

CERCLA landfill sites (i.e., containment) and to determine if unacceptable risks exist to human
health and the environment.

Existing data for Landfill II, as discussed in Section 3.1, consists of topographic data, soil
cover thickness data, cover soils physical and hydraulic properties data, geophysical data (terrain

conductivity, ground penetrating radar, time-domain electromagnetic induction), shallow soil gas

[<5 ft (1.5 m) at 179 locations], and borehole soil gas data, limited subsurface soil chemical data,
vadose zone moisture monitoring data, and groundwatci" quality data from both upgradient and

downgradient wells. Data gaps are (a) the nature and concentration of organic and metals
contamination in surface soils, (b) the nature and concentration of methane and volatile organics

in shallow soil gas, instrumented borehole soil gas, and landfill emissions, (c) the nature and
concentration of contaminants in subsurface soil and, if present, leachate contamination, (d) an

evaluation of existing moisture monitoring data, (e) the source of particulate chromium in the
groundwater, which will be evaluated by removing the dedicated sampling pumps from both

upgradient and downgradient wells and by collecting groundwater for total metals and Cr 6+

analysis and other parameters, (f) the groundwater flow regime at CFA, and (g) depth and
topography of underlying basalt.

Existing data for Landfill IIl, also discussed in Section 3.1, includes instrumented borehole

soil gas data, subsurface soil chemical data, vadose zone moisture monitoring data, and

groundwater quality data from both upgradient and downgradient wells. Data gaps are

(a) topographic data to identify topographic anomalies, document erosional features, and

determine the adequacy of the existing cover for controlling erosion from surface runon/runoff,
(b) geophysical data to determine the perimeter boundary of the landfill, the boundaries of the

trenches within the landfill, the depth and topography of the underlying basalt, and the depth of

the overburden cover material, and to define areas containing high concentrations of metal,
(c) the nature and concentration of organic and metals contamination in surface soils, (d) the

nature and concentration of methane and volatile organics in shallow soil gas, instrumented

borchole soil gas, and landfill emissions, (e) an evaluation of existing moisture monitoring data, (f)
the source of particulate chromium in the groundwater, which will be evaluated by removing the

dedicated sampling pumps from both upgradient and downgradient wells and by collecting

groundwater for total metals and Cr6+ analysis and other parameters, and (g) the groundwater

flow regime at CFA.

The following sections discuss the overall and site-specific objectives for the RI/FS of CFA

Landfills II and III and the data quality objectives to ensure data of known and appropriate

quality are obtained.
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4.1 Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study Objectives

The overall goals of this RI/FS are to:

• Complete a field program for collecting data to quantify the presence and magnitude of
contamination in surface and subsurface soils, landfill gas, and the groundwater.

• Determine if unacceptable risks exist to human health and the environment.

• Develop and evaluate remedial action alternatives if unacceptable risks are identified.

The specific objectives of the CFA Landfills II and III RI and the necessary actions to
accomplish these objectives are shown in Table 4-1.

4.2 Data Quality Objectives

The data to be collected during the RI will be used for site characterization, risk assessment,

evaluation of alternatives, engineering design of alternatives, and worker health and safety. The
following briefly summarizes each general purpose category:

• Site characterization (SC) - Data will need to be acquired from surface and subsurface
soil, landfill gas, and groundwater to supplement existing information so that the nature

and magnitude of contamination at the CFA landfills can be further defined.

• Risk Assessment (RA) - Data will need to be acquired in order to evaluate the threat

posed by contaminants at Landfills II and III to the local human population and
environment. Samples collected from surface and subsurface soil, soil gas surveys and

groundwater sampling tasks will be used to characterize direct exposure risks to
potential receptors. These data will also be required for the fate and transport

modeling to support the risk assessment.

• Evaluation of remedial action alternatives (ERAA) - Data will be required to evaluate

various remedial technologies that may be implemented at the site. Data may include

physical, chemical, and/or hydrogeologic data, which will be obtained during various
laboratory and field studies.

• Engineering design of alternatives (EDA) - Data may need to be collected to support
design of selected remedial alternatives. Data may include physical, chemical and/or

hydrogeological data obtained during various laboratory and field studies.

• Worker health and safety (WHS) - Data are required to establish the level of protec-
tion needed for investigators or workers at the CFA landfill sites during RI/FS field

investigations and to determine if there is a concern for the population in the vicinity

of the site. Data collection will focus on exposure levels for contaminants of concern.
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Table 4-1. Remedial investigation objectives for CFA Landfills II and III.

Activity Objective Action

Topographic survey Identify topographic Topographic survey
(Landfill III only) anomalies

Document erosional features

Determine the adequacy of

the existing landfill cover for
controlling erosion from
surface runon/runoff

Geophysical survey Determine the perimeter Terrain conductivity and

(Landfills II and III) boundary of the landfill and magnetics
the boundaries of the

trenches within the landfill

(Landfill III)
Seismic refraction

Determine the depth and
topography of the underlying

basalt (both landfills)
Terrain conductivity and

Define areas containing high magnetics
concentrations of metal

(Landfill III) Ground penetrating radar

Map depth of overburden

cover material (Landfill III)

Surficiai soil sampling Determine the presence and Sample surface soils and
(Landfills II and III) concentration of analyze for VOCs, SVOCs,

contamination in surface soils and metals, including cyanide
at Landfill II

Determine if the surficiai soils

should be included in the

source control actions for the
landfill

Characterize direct exposure
risks
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Table 4-I. (continued).

Activity Objective Action

Cover investigation Evaluate the physical Collect data on hydraulic

(Landfill III only) properties of the geologic conductivity, porosity, soil

unit governing transport of moisture content, particle
contaminants and evaluate size, density, cover thickness,

potential for infiltration capillary pressure-moisture
content relationship

Collect data on soil

characteristics to determine if
onsite soil can be used as fill
material and to determine

placement of a potential
cover

Evaluate existing cover to
determine physical soil

properties and thickness

Determine extent of Vegetation survey

vegetation cover, any
vegetative stress, and erosion

Soil gas survey Identify areas within the Collect soil gas samples from

(Landfills II and III) landfill containing high the cover, instrumented

concentrations of explosive or boreholes, and landfill surface
toxic landfill gas to perform emissions
an assessment of human

health risks due to air toxics

and explosive hazards

Evaluate the feasibility of gas Obtain flow-related data using
collection and treatment a surface flux chamber,

estimate emission rates, and

perform air modeling

Evaluate remedial actions

Estimate concentrations of Collect and analyze ambient

selected VOCs being emitted air samples with a surface flux

to the atmosphere to charact- chamber

erize direct exposure risks
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Table 4-1. (continued).

Activity Objective Action

Potential for leachate Estimate potential movement Perform water balance

(Landfills II and III) of water through landfills calculations on landfills

Evaluate existing moisture
monitoring data and collect

neutron probe moisture data

Subsurface soil sampling Determine nature and Sample subsurface soils and

(Landfill II only) a concentration of contaminants landfill material for VOCs,
in and below the landfill SVOCs, and metals including

cyanide

Provide data for modeling

migration of contaminants
from the landfill

Determine presence and Sample ieachate for VOCs,
nature of ieachate SVOCs, and metals, if

present. Inspect toe of slope
for seepage and sample for
VOCs, SVOCs, and metals

including cyanide, if leachate
is present.

Groundwater Investigation Determine source of Remove existing pumps from

(Landfills II and III) chromium contamination and Landfill wells and collect

the potential for other site- groundwater samples and
related contamination of the analyze for VOCs, metals

aquifer including cyanide, and
common anions

Characterize ingestion

exposure risks

Determine depth to Take water level

groundwater, groundwater measurements
flow direction and rate

Correct measured depth to Borehole deviation logging
water for potential borehole
deviation effects

a. The need for subsurface soil sampling at Landfill III will be evaluated by DOE, EPA, and

IDHW based on the results of surface soil sampling and the soil gas survey at Landfill III.
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In order to achieve the established DQOs, the various tasks of the RI/FS will require

different levels of data quality. The assignment of analytical levels to the various data types are
based on the intended use of the data and the QA/QC protocols available for the test methods

being considered. Analytical levels applicable to the data needs at the CFA landfills are defined

in Table 4-2. The types of soil, groundwater, and landfill gas samples to be collected for a
sufficient representation of the conditions at the site; the chemicals of concern for which the

samples are to be analyzed; and the methods and analytical levels are summarized in Table 4-3.

Additional data input requirements and the RI task or source of the input data for modeling tasks

are discussed in Section 5. Statements pertaining to the precision, accuracy, representativeness,

completeness, and comparability parameters for these methods can be found in the QAPjP.

Table 4-2. Analytical levels a

Level I Analyses done by on-site instrumentation primarily used for monitoring air for

health and safety purposes (e.g., organic vapor monitoring instruments). Limited

quantitative information can be gathered along with limited qualitative

information (e.g., presence of volatile organics, not which compound is present).

Level II Analyses done by field instrumentation or in a mobile laboratory that provides

qualitative as well as quantitative results (e.g., portable x-ray fluorescence or gas

chromatograph). Data from these analyses can be used for site characterization
and monitoring during remedial activities.

Level III ,,Mlalyses done by any approved laboratory procedure [i.e., approved by American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), EPA, the ER Independent Review

Committee (ER IRC), the USGS, etc.]. Data from these analyses can be used to

confirm analyses performed by Level II techniques, evaluate engineering design,
etc.

Level IV Chemical analyses done by any EPA-approved method or any radiological

analyses by methods as specified by the Radiological Statement of Work. The

laboratory deliverables consist of an EPA Contract Laboratory Program (CLP)

type data package or the data package for radiological analyses specified by the
Statement of Work for radiological analyses.

Level V Analyses done by modified approved methods. The EPA Special Analytical

Services and ER IRC-approved methods for experimental analyses in unusual
matrices are examples of Level V support. These data are also used for decisions

requiring the highest level of confidence in the data.

a. EG&G Idaho, Environmental Restoration.
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Table 4-3. Data quality objectives summary for CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS.

Ana_

Activity Objective Measurement Analytical Method level

Topographic SC---identify topographic anomalies, Topographic survey NA II
Survey document erosional features

ERAA--determine if existing cover can be

used for capping

EDA-determine existing cover
characteristics

Geophysical SC--landfill boundary, depth to basalt, Terrain conductivity and magnetics SOP II

Survey depth of cover, determine areas of high Ground penetrating radar SOP 11
concentration of metals Seismic refraction SOP II

RA---support fate and transport modeling

._ Surface Soil SC---determine nature of contamination in Semivolatile organics CLP IV
...! Sampling soils Volatile organics CLP IV

Metals (plus cyanide for Landfill II) CLP IV

RA---characterize direct exposure risks

(incidental soil ingestion)

ERAA---determine if surface soils may be

included in final cover design

Cover EDA---determine existing cover Particle size ASTM D-422 M

Investigation characteristics Gravimetric water content ASTM D-2216 M
Hydraulic conductivity ASTM D-2434 HI

SC---cover thickness Capillary pressure/moisture coment ASTM D-2325 M
In situ density ASTM D-2922 II

RA---support fate and transport modeling Moisture content ASTM D-3017/SOP II
of contamination through geologic unit

ERAA---support HELP code modeling for
cover alternatives



Table 4-3. (continued).

Ana_nical

Activity Objective Measurement Analytical Method level

Soil gas survey SC---nature and extent of contamination Borehole gas-VOCs, methane EPA 601 III
Surface soil gas-VOCs, methane EPA 601 III

RA----evaluate human health risks due to Surface flux-chamber-VOCs, methane EPA TO-14 III

air toxics and explosive hazards and

characterize direct exposure

ERAA--treatment of landfill gas

Potential for SC--estimate potential movement of water Water balarice calculations NA IIa

Leachate through landfills Existing moisture data NA IIa
Neutron probe moisture monitoring SOP II

ERAA---determine if existing cover is

adequate for maximizing

evapotranspiration
oo

Subsurface Soil SC--nature and concentration of VOCs CLP IV

and Leachate contaminants SVOCs CLP IV

Sampling Metals and cyanide CLP IV

RA--support fate and transport modeling

Groundwater SC---identify extent and type of VOCs EPA 524.2 IV

Investigation contamination, determine groundwater Metals CLP IV
flow direction and rate Common anions EPA 300 IV

Alkalinity EPA 310.1 IV

RA---assess risks due to ingestion Cr6+ SW 846-7195 IV
pH, conductivity, temperature SOP I
Water level SOP I

Borehole deviation logging SOP I

Cyanide CLP IV

a. Based on previously collected data from neutron probe, salinity, and heat dissipation blocks.

SOP - Standard operating procedure (see Appendix B of the Field Sampling Plan)

Not applicable



5. RI/FS TASKS

This section presents the tasks that will be carried out as part of this RI/FS. The RI/FS

tasks identified by the EPA in "Guidance for Conducting Remedial Investigations and Feasibility.
Studies under CERCLA" provide consistent reporting and allow more effective monitoring of

RI/FS projects (EPA 1988a). The tasks to be carried out as part of the RI/FS for the CFA

Landfills II and III site are the following:

1. Project Planning
2. Community relations

3. Field investigations

4. Sample analysis and data validation
5. Data evaluation

6. Contaminant fate and transport modeling
7. Risk assessment

8. Treatability studies (if necessary)
9. RI report

10. Feasibility study (including alternative identification, screening, and detailed analysis)
11. Feasibility study report
12. Proposed Plan and Record of Decision.

A more detailed description of each of the RI/FS tasks is provided in the following sections.

5.1 Project Planning

The project planning process, of which this Work Plan is a part, involves efforts to initiate

the RI/FS. Included in this task are limited field investigation activities, existing data evaluation,

development of the Work Plan, obtaining approvals for the Work Plan, budget and schedule

preparation, preparation of the sampling and analysis plan, preparation of the health and safety
plan, project management and agency coordination, and meetings between the EPA, the DOE,
and the IDHW.

Development of the RI/FS Work Plan includes formulation of DQOs, identification of the

necessary RI/FS tasks, and preparation of budgets and schedules for implementing the RI/FS
tasks. Results of the existing data evaluation, with the exception of the vadose zone moisture

monitoring data that will be evaluated during the RI, are presented in Section 3.

A sampling and analysis plan has been prepared in conjunction with this Work Plan and
includes a Field Sampling Plan (FSP) and a Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPjP), which are

included as addenda to this document. The FSP defines sampling locations, collection procedures,

and the equipment necessary tbr sampling and testing. The QAPjP specifies the analytical

procedures and the methods for analytical choices and data reduction, validation, and reporting.

The guiding Data Management Plan (DMP) tbr this RI/FS will be the Data Management Plan for

the EG&G ldaho Envh'onmental Restoration Department (EG&G Idaho, 1992). The health and

safety plan was prepared from historical information, OSHA regulations, and INEL health and
safety policies, and is also provided as an addendum to this Work Plan.
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The guiding project management plan (PMP) for the Operable Unit 4-12 RI/FS will be the

Implementing Pro©'am Management Plan for the EG&G Idaho Environmental Restoration

Department (EG&G Idaho, 1991).

5.2 Community Relations

Community relations ensure that the community understands the actions taken during the

remedial response activities and has the opportunity to provide input on the RI/FS program. A
programmatic community relations plan (CRP) has been prepared and is attached as an
addendum to this Work Plan. The CRP will guide the actions taken to ensure appropriate public

involvement in agency decision making.

5.3 Field Investigations

This section addresses the planned field investigations and data development activities that

were identified through the scoping process to fill data needs identified in Section 4. These

activities can be grouped into the following subtasks:

• Topographic survey (Landfill III)
• Geophysical survey (Landfills II and III)

• Soil gas surveys (Landfills II and III)

• Surface soil sampling (Landfills II and III)
• Cover characterization (Landfill III)
• Water level measurements and borehole deviation surveys (Landfills II and III)

• Groundwater sampling (Landfills II and III)
• Subsurface soil sampling (Landfill II).

All sample locations will be staked and surveyed. The following text outlines these activities

with specific details provided in the FSP.

5.3.1 Topographic Survey of Landfill III

A topographic map of Landfill III will be prepared to (a) identify topographic anomalies,

(b) document erosional features, and (c) determine the adequacy of existing landfill cover for
controlling erosion from surface runon/runoff. The field survey will use the sample locations from

the shallow soil gas investigation (Section 5.3.3.1) as the initial survey grid. Horizontal control for

the survey will be class 3 [distance accurate to 0.007 ft (0.002 m)], and the vertical control will be

3rd order [0.05 ft (0.015 m)]. If this survey grid does not provide adequate horizontal and vertical

control to compile a topographic map with 1 ft contour intervals at a scale of 1 in. (2.54 cm)

equals 100 ft (30.6 m), then additional survey points will be necessary to further define the

topography of the site. Locations for additional survey points will be determined in the field
based on the surveyor's judgement. A topographic map covering the 11 acres (4 hectares) of the

site and immediate surrounding area will be prepared consisting of contour intervals not to exceed
1 ft (0.3 m) and with a scale of 1 in. (2.54 cm) equal' 100 ft (30.6 m). A map of the surface-

water drainage system in this area will also be prer ,red.
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5.3.2 Geophysical Survey of Landfills II and III

A combination of geophysical surveys will be performed at Landfill III. The objectives of

the surveys are to (a) determine the perimeter boundary of Landfill III and the boundaries of the

trenches in the landfill, (b) determine the depth and topography of the underlying basalt,

(c) define areas containing high concentrations of metal, and (d) determine overburden cover

thickness. The depth and topography of the underlying basalt at Landfill II will also be
determined.

Data from the geophysical surveys will be used to generate maps showing the landfill
boundaries, topography of the basalt surface, the distribution of electrically conductive bodies, the

distribution of buried magnetic material, and overburden cover thickness. This data will be used
to confirm the historical landfill boundaries, as input data to the fate and transport modeling

studies, and for comparison to soil gas and soil contaminant data.

Seismic refraction methods will be used to determine the thickness of surficial sediments and

the general topography of the underlying basalt at Landfills I1 and III. At Landfill III, data will
be collected on profiles across the short dimension of the landfill and will provide depth estimates

every 16.4 ft (5 m) along each profile with 98 ft (30 m) between profiles (Figure 5-1a). For
Landfill II, data will be collected to provide depth estimates every 16.4 ft (5 m) along each profile

with 100 ft (30.6 m) between profiles (Figure 5-2). Induced electromagnetic measurements will

be used to map concentrations of conductive materials such as steel drums, scrap metal, and areas
of elevated soil moisture at Landfill III. These measurements will be made on a regular grid of 3

ft (1 m) by 13 ft (4 m) over the entire landfill area (Figure 5-1b). Magnetic field measurements
will be used to map the distribution of buried ferrous objects at Landfill III. These measurements
will be made on a regular grid of 1.6 ft (0.5 m) by 3 ft (1 m) over the entire survey area

(Figure 5-1c). These sampling grids should allow for the clear definition of the landfill area and

the individual trenches making up Landfill III. Ground penetrating radar will be used to
determine the overburden cover thickness at Landfill III. Additionally, several random boreholes

will be augered through the cover material to confirm the results of the ground penetrating radar.

5.3.3 Soil Gas Sampling

A combination of soil gas sampling techniques will be used at the landfills to (a) identify
areas within the landfill containing high concentrations of explosive or toxic landfill gas to perform
an assessment of human health risks due to air toxics and explosive hazards, (b) evaluate the

feasibility of gas collection and treatment, (c) evaluate remedial actions, and (d) estimate
concentrations of selected VOCs being emitted to the atmosphere to characterize direct exposure

risks by inhalation. This will be accomplished through a shallow soil gas survey, soil gas collection
from the instrumented boreholes, and by sampling with a surface-flux chamber.

5.3.3.1 Shallow Soil Gas Survey. Landfill II and IlL The objectives of the shallow soil

gas survey at Landfills II and III are to (a) define potential source areas for volatile organics,

(b) determine the concentration and distribution of methane, and (c) delineate vapor phase
contaminant migration. The results of this survey and existing data obtained from the 1989

shallow soil gas survey at Landfill II will be used to provide information for contaminant fate and

transport modeling in support of a qualitative baseline risk assessment for the inhalation pathway.
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A regularly spaced sampling grid on 100-ft (30.6-m) centers will be used over an area

completely enclosing landfill III and along the perimeter of the landfill (Figure 5-3). The
regularly spaced grid and the grid size used for the soil gas sampling is based on the nature of the

landfill with regularly spaced trenches and no known hot spots (EPA 1991a). A regularly spaced
sampling grid on 100-ft (30.6-m) centers will also be used over an area completely enclosing

Landfill II (Figure 5-4) (EPA 1991a).

To collect the soil gas samples, a 0.5 to 1-in. (1.27 to 2.54-cm) hole will be driven to a depth

of approximately 4 ft (1.29 m) using a drive rod or electric hammer drill. A stainless steel probe
will be inserted to the full depth of the hole and sealed off from the atmosphere. A sample of in-

situ soil gas will be withdrawn through the probe to purge ambient air from the sampling system.

A second sample of soil gas will then be withdrawn through the probe and trapped in a pre-

evacuated glass vial at two atmospheres of pressure. The self-sealing vial will then be detached
from the sampling system, packaged, and sent for laboratory analysis. All samples collected will

be analyzed according to EPA Method 601 using either an electron capture detector or a flame
ionization detector. Details of the sampling program and QA/QC samples and procedures are

provided in the FSP.

5.3.3.2 Borehole Soil Gas Survey. A total of nine shallow boreholes instrumented with

gas ports have been installed in Landfills II and III (Figure 5-5). In May 1988, soil gas samples
were collected from these boreholes and several volatile organics were detected at low to

moderate concentrations. Methane was detected in several boreholes above the lower explosive

limit in Landfill II. During the RI, borehole soil gas samples will be collected from these existing

instrumented boreholes to (a) determine the concentration of vapor phase volatile organics and
methane in the subsurface soils, (b) evaluate the feasibility of gas collection and treatment, and

(c) evaluate potential remedial actions. All samples will be collected and analyzed as described
tbr the shallow soil gas survey. Data collected will be used for fate and transport modeling and
the baseline risk assessment.

5.3.3.3 Surface Flux Chamber Sampling. VOC emission rates from the surface of

Landfills II and III will be determined using an emission flux chamber (EPA 1986). The chamber

is placed on the soil surface and air of known purity is swept through the chamber at a known,

constant rate. Air samples are collected at the exit of the chamber and VOC concentrations are
determined by gas chromatography. The VOC emission rate is calculated as:

QC i

Ei = "-X-
where

Ei = emission rate of compound i, _g/m2-s

Ci = concentration of compound i in exhaust gas, i_g/m3
Q = volumetric air flow rate, m3/s

A = chamber surface area, m2
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A minimum of eight sampling locations per landfill will be selected to determine the VOC

emission rate measurements for each landfill. Sampling locations will be selected based on any
hot spots identified during the shallow soil gas survey. If the shallow soil gas data are not

available at the time of sampling or hot spots are not identified, sample locations will be randomly

selected. All samples collected will be analyzed according to EPA method TO-14 (EPA 1988c).
Details of the sampling program and QA/QC samples and procedures are provided in the FSP.

5.3.4 Surface Soil Sampling

Surface soil will be collected from each landfill for analysis of volatile organics, semivolatile
organics, and metals. This data will be collected to (a) determine the distribution and

concentration of potential contamination in surface soils, (b) determine if the surficial soils should

be included in the source control actions for the landfills, and (c) characterize direct exposure
risks for the landfills. At least one sample per acre will be collected for analysis. The actual

sampling locations will correspond to randomly selected grid points from among the points that

were established for the shallow soil gas survey. Before sampling is initiated, the soils exposed at
the surface will be examined visually by a soil scientist for evidence of staining, signs of vegetation

stress, and differences in soil type to aid in sample site selection. The geophysical surveys may

also provide data on anomalies or zones of surficial soil that warrant investigation. The results

from soil gas collected in FY-88 from the instrumented boreholes and from the shallow soil gas
survey performed on CFA Landfill II in FY-89 will also be used to select sample sites.

Samples for CLP metals (including cyanide for Landfill II samples) will be collected from the

0 to 6-in. (0 to 15-cm) depth to characterize direct exposure risks. Samples for volatile organics
and semivolatile organics will be collected from the 18 to 24-in. (46 to 61-cm) depth because

these compounds tend to volatilize from the soil at shallower depths. Surface soil samples will be

collected using stainless steel trowels or shovels, hand augers, or soil sampling Shelby tubes.

5.3.5 Cover Characterization of Landfill ill

Because the existing soil cover may be used as a component of the final cover system,

further investigation of the cover material is warranted. The objectives of the landfill cover
characterization are to (a) determine the permeability of the existing cover, (b) determine the

thickness of the cover, (c) evaluate the physical properties of the geologic unit governing the

transport of contaminants, (d) evaluate potential for infiltration, and (e) evaluate remedial
alternatives. The cover material on Landfill II was investigated in 1989 (Miller et ai. 1990).

The tasks associated with the Landfill III cover characterization are summarized below, with

detailed descriptions of the activities presented in the Field Sampling Plan.

5.3.5.1 Field Measurements of the Soil Cover. At least one sample per acre for a total
of 12 sampling sites will be selected across CFA Landfill III (EPA 1991a). Actual sampling sites
will be the same as those identified for the surface soil sampling (Section 5.3.4). The physical and

hydraulic properties of the soil cover across the landfill will be determined. Field measurements
of the soil cover from each of the selected sites will include the following:
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• ln-situ density and moisture content using a nuclear density gauge (neutron
dcnsometer) following ASTM D-2922 and ASTM D-3017. Measurements will be taken

at 4- and 8-in. (10- and 20-cm) depths. Additionally, the moisture content of the soil

cover and the landfill soils will be monitored over time using a neutron probe moisture

gauge ff_llowing SOP. Probe measurements will be made using the existing neutron

probe access tubes at Landfill III (LF3-03 and LF3-05). Similar measurements will be
made at Landfill II in neutron probe access tubes LF2-03, LF2-04, and LF2-07. The

toe slope of Landfill II will also be examined weekly (beginning in May) for the
presence of leachates. If ieachate is present, samples will be collected for volatile
organic, semivolatile organic, and metals (including cyanide) analysis.

• If the geophysical survey using ground penetrating radar was unsuccessful in
determining the cover thickness, cover thickness will be determined using gasoline-

powered and/or hand augers. Augering will continue until either waste is encountered
or the auger cannot be advanced due to hole conditions. The borehole and soil

cuttings will be surveyed periodically by an Industrial Hygienist using field screening
instruments. Wastes encountered will not be removed from the borehole and each

hole will be back filled with a mixture of native soil and bentonite. Cover material

thickness at each site will be recorded with the results presented graphically in a plan

view map of Landfill III.

5.3.5.2 Collection of Soft Samples for Laboratory Analysis. Soil samples will be
collected for subsequent laboratory testing for (a) moisture content, (b) particle size analysis, and
(c) hydraulic testing. Eight sample sites will be chosen randomly from among those selected for

surface soil sampling (see Section 5.3.4) to represent the various types of cover material
encountcred at the landfill. Undisturbed soil samples will be collected for the hydraulic properties
tests.

Samples for gravimetric moisture content and particle size analysis will be collected at

approximately l-It (0.3-m) depth increments using a 3.5-in. (9-cm) bucket auger. At each l-It
(0.3-m) increment, the sample volume will be mixed and a subsample collected for gravimetric

water content analysis in accordance with ASTM D-2216. The remaining sample will be collected

for particle size analysis according to ASTM D-422.

Undisturbed soil samples will also be collected using thin-walled tubes in accordance with

ASTM D-1587. Samples will be collected after removing the upper 3 to 4 in. (8 to 10 cm) of dry

cohesionless soil from the sample site by driving the sampler a minimum of 8 in. (20 cm) into the
ground. Upon retrieval, the samples will be sealed and shipped to the laboratory for analysis of

saturated hydraulic conductivity using constant-head permeability techniques (ASTM D-2434),

capillary pressure-moisture content relationships according to ASTM D-2325, and porosity.

5.3.5.3 In.situ Drainage Tests. To estimate the total in-situ water holding capacity of the
cover materials at Landfill III, in-situ drainage tests will be conducted. The goal is to provide an

upper limit on the amount of water stored in the soil after saturation and a subsequent drainage
period. These tests will be performed at the same sites chosen for collection of samples for

laboratory analysis of soil physical and hydraulic properties (see Section 5.3.5.2). Each test will be

performed by adding a volume of water sufficient to wet the cover material to approximately 1 to
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2 fl (0.3 to 0.6 m). Two to three days will be allowed for gravitational drainage. Samples will be
obtained using a bucket auger, with samples collected at 1-ft (0.3-m) increments through the
wetted depth. Samples will be packaged and shipped to the laboratory for gravimetric water

content analysis according to ASTM D-2216.

5.3.6 Water Level Measurements and Borehole Deviation Logging

The regional groundwater flow at CFA is in a south-to-southwest direction. However,

regional flow may be affected by infiltration from percolation ponds and aquifer heterogeneities.
These effects could have a direct bearing on the direction and rate of contaminant migration.

Thus, it is important to understand the groundwater flow system at CFA. Monthly water level
measurements will be collected from available wells (Table 5-1 and Figure 5-6), within

approximately a 1-mi (1.6-km) radius of the CFA landfills. Monthly water level measurements will

begin in May 1993 and continue through December 1993.

A second-order survey of all wells on the INEL is being conducted to establish a common
datum for INEL wells. The wells identified in Table 5-1 will be included in this survey to ensure

that all wells used in this investigation refcrence the same datum.

Borehole deviation logs will be run by the USGS on the landfill wells (LF designator), and if

possible, the USGS wells identified in Table 5-1. Prior to conducting deviation surveys, the
dedicated sampling pumps installed in the wells will be removed. Information obtained from the

logging effort will be used to correct the measured depth to water for borehole deviation effects.

5.3.7 Groundwater Sampling

The objectives of groundwater sampling at CFA Landfills II and III are to (a) determine

whether or not the particulate chromium in the up and down gradient wells near the landfills is
from the sampling pumps (Hydrostar model), (b) provide verification of existing water quality
data, which indicates that the landfills are not a source of groundwater contamination, and

(c) characterize ingestion exposure risks.

Three rounds of groundwater samples will be collected and analyzed from a network of 10

monitoring wells located both upgradient and downgradient from CFA Landfills II and III and

from two production wells used for drinking water at CFA (see Table 5-2 and Figure 5-6). The

first sampling event will take place in the May-June time frame, with the second and third events

targeted for July and October, respectively. The results of each sampling event will be evaluated
by DOE, EPA, and IDHW in order to determine the scope and/or need of each subsequent

event. Analytical results from the first two rounds of sampling will be used in the baseline risk
assessment, and the results from the third sampling event will be used for confirmation.

Prior to sampling, the dedicated Hydrostar sampling pumps will be removed from the wells
and each well purged using a portable submersible pump until the pH, temperature, and

conductivity of the purge water has stabilized as defined in the FSP. The production wells will be

purged and sampled using the existing production well pumps. Samples from the production wells
will be collected from an existing sample port.
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Table 5-1. Wells to be measured on a monthly basis for water level data.

LF 2-08 USGS-020 USGS-082

LF 2-09 USGS-034 USGS-085

LF 2-10 USGS-035 USGS-111

LF 2-11 USGS-036 USGS-112
LF 2-12 USGS-037 USGS-113

LF 3-08 USGS-038 USGS- 114
LF 3-09 USGS-039 USGS- 115

LF 3-10 USGS-057 USGS-116

LF 3-11 USGS-077

Table 5-2. Existing aquifer wells to be sampled.

Landfill II Downgradient - LF 2-8, LF 2-9, LF 2-10, LF 2-12
Upgradient - LF 2-11

Landfill III Downgradient - LF 3-8, LF 3-9, LF 3-10

Upgradient - USGS-85, LF 3-11

Production Wells: CFA-1, CFA-2

Groundwater samples will be collected for analysis of volatile organics (EPA 524.2), CLP

metals, Cr 6+ (SW 846-7195), cyanide, nitrates, sulfates, chloride, fluoride, and alkalinity. Samples
collected for metals and Cr6+ analysis will include both filtered and unfiltered samples. A sample

from each well will also be collected for analysis of gamma radiological activity to determine
offsite shipping requirements. The analyses to be performed and the desired analytical support

level are presented in the FSP and in Table 5-1 of the QAPjP.

5.3.8 Subsurface Soil Sampling of Landfill II

Subsurface soil samples will be collected for analysis of volatile organics, semivolatile

organics, and metals (including cyanide). The data will be collected to (a) determine the nature
and concentration of leachable contaminants within and below the waste unit, and (b) determine

if leachate is present in or below the landfill. The analytical results will be used as input to fate

and transport modeling and to reduce the uncertainty associated with the source term information

for Landfill II. The need for subsurface soil sampling at Landfill III will be evaluated by DOE,
EPA, and IDHW based on surface soil and soil gas results from Landfill III.

Seven auger holes will be drilled and continuously sampled (with a split-spoon sampler) from

land surface to the top of basalt (Figure 5-7). Borehole sites were selected primarily from the

results of the 1989 shallow soil gas survey and also to provide spatial coverage across the landfill.
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A minimum of two samples per borehole will be submitted for analysis: one from within the waste
unit and one from below the waste unit.

If leachate is encountered during subsurface soil sampling at Landfill II, the ieachate will be

sampled for the same analytes as the soil samples and these boreholes will also be completed as
leachate monitoring wells.

A detailed discussion of field screening, soil and ieachate sampling, and leachate well

installation is provided in the FSP.

Four site comparison samples will be submitted along with the subsurface soil samples for
semivolatile organic and metals analysis. The site comparison samples are soils that were spiked

with semivolatile and metal analytes in April 1992 by the EPA. The data from these analyses will
be used to evaluate analytical precision and accuracy.

5.4 Sample Analysis and Data Validation

This task involves efforts relating to the analysis and validation of samples, including the

development of sample management and QC procedures. The methods and protocols that will be
used in the analysis of samples collected from the CFA landfills are described in the SAP, an
addendum to this Work Plan.

Data from samples collected from the CFA landfills will be validated using the EG&G Idaho
ER Sample Management Office's Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) (12.1.1 - 12.1.5). The

process of validating data is also discussed in the ER Program Directive (PD) 2.4. Once data are
validated through this process, it will be transferred to the ER Data Management System

described in the DMP. Quality-assured data or results shall be submitted to EPA and IDHW as
they become available but no later than 120 days after collection.

5.5 Data Evaluation

Data evaluation will consist of reduction, tabulation, and evaluation of the data from the RI.

Data evaluation will begin after data validation has been completed. The objectives of data

evaluation are to (a) assess the need for additional sampling, and (b) perform data interpretation.

Data evaluation to assess the need for additional sampling will be performed for the

following field investigation tasks: surface and subsurface soil sampling, soil gas surveys, and

groundwater sampling. Once data are provided by the interim reports for these field
investigations, another scoping session may be held to evaluate adequacy of the data for meeting

RI/FS data needs (i.e., remedial selection, risk assessment, and remedial design data needs).
Validated data will be evaluated to determine if quantity and quality are sufficient to meet the

objectives discussed in Section 4 and the precision, accuracy, representativeness, completeness,

and comparability (PARCC) goals identified in the QAPjP.

The data interpretation process will involve the reduction of data into maps, tables, graphs,

and figures, and the use of subsurface fate and transport models to acquire a better understanding
of the nature and extent of contamination at the site.
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5.6 Contaminant Fate and Transport Modeling

Hydrologic modeling will be used to evaluate landfill cover performance and for the
development of remedial alternatives, and contaminant fate and transport modeling will be used

to support the baseline risk assessment, both of which are discussed in greater detail in the

following subsections.

5.6.1 Modeling of Landfill Cover Performance

The efficiency of the landfill covers will be evaluated using EPA's computer model HELP
(Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance). HELP is a quasi-two dimensional hydrologic

model of vertical water movement through the landfill cover. The model accounts for the effects

of surface water runoff, evapotranspiration, soil moisture storage, and lateral flow through
drainage layers to predict the rate of water infiltration through the cover. The HELP code will

be used to determine the adequacy of the existing landfill covers under the no-action alternative
and to evaluate potential new landfill cover designs.

HELP code data input requirements include (a) 10 years of daily precipitation data and the
mean monthly temperature for this period (these data will be obtained from the NOAA CFA

weather station), (b) the evaporative zone depth, which will be obtained from the literature, and

(c) the soil characteristics (i.e., thickness, porosity, soil/water content, etc.), which will be obtained

from field investigations conducted under this RI. HELP code default parameters will also be
used.

5.6.2 Contaminant Transport Modeling

This section describes the approach for modeling potential contaminant migration at CFA

Landfills II and III. In general, modeling contaminant migration for use in the baseline risk

assessment will be based on existing waste inventory inlbrmation, empirical data, and soil gas data
collected from the landfill cover, shallow boreholes, and surface flux chamber, and surface and

subsurface soil contaminant concentration data. The basic strategy will be to employ simple

modeling methods based on the above data to obtain a quantitative understanding of the risk

posed by migration of contaminants at the CFA landfills. The modeling will be done using

different approaches for the various modes of transport occurring at the landfills. For this study,
effort will be focused on (a) contaminants that leach from the landfill and migrate with the

natural water flow in the vadose zone and groundwater systems, (b) gas phase contaminants that

migrate to land surface and are released into the atmosphere, (c) gas phase contaminants that
migrate downward through the vadose zone and enter the aquifer, and (d) liquid phase

contaminant migration to the aquifer (if necessary). When liquid, gas or dissolved phase
contamination reaches the aquifer it is assumed to be moved and dispersed by the flow of

groundwater. Gas phase contaminants released to the atmosphere are subject to wind and

atmospheric dispersion. Specific details regarding models and approaches will be addressed in a
technical memorandum which will be available in August 1993.

5.6.2.1 Fate and Transport of Leachable Contaminants. The level of modeling
necessary to predict the movement of the leachable compounds is limited by the amount and
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quality of available data. Subsurface flow and transport is difficult to simulate even with the most

sophisticated models and appropriate amounts of data. Information concerning the initial
inventory of contaminants and their spatial variability appears to be incomplete and may not be

available or reliable. Therefore, leachate release and transport will be simulated with the
computer code GWSCREEN (Rood 1992). This approach will effectively and conservatively

represent contaminant migration from the landfills for the baseline risk assessment. The analytical
results of surface and subsurface soil sampling (and leachates if present) collected during this RI

and from existing waste inventory records will be used to support this modeling effort. Standard

default parameters for GWSCREEN will be used to describe the aquifer and vadose zone.

5.6.2.2 /:ate and Transport of Gas Phase Contaminants. Gas phase contaminants can

migrate upward from the landfill and be released into the atmosphere or can migrate downward
through the vadose zone and enter the groundwater. Vadose zone transport of gas phase

contaminants can occur by molecular diffusion, mechanical dispersion, and advection. Sorption
onto the porous solid and vapor-liquid partitioning can also affect the transport. The vapor or gas

phase will move predominantly by diffusion in the absence of significant pressure gradients. The
migration rate depends on chemical specific properties and the geologic environment.

As a first approach to modeling gas phase contaminant migration at the CFA landfills, each

pathway can be evaluated using a steady-state analytic model. Contaminant fluxes or emissions
from the vadose zone to the air can be predicted using soil gas data and diffusion analysis, or may

be derived from flux chambers, which measure the emission rate. An analysis for receptors in the

proximity of the landfill can be done using a simple box model. A box model assumes gas

emissions from the soil are in equilibrium with mechanisms transporting contaminants away from
the landfill area and are completely mixed in a control volume above the emission area. If

necessary, a more complete analysis for atmospheric transport ot"gas phase contaminants can be

done with an EPA-approved atmospheric dispersion model such as CAP-88 (EPA 1989c) or

GENII (Napier et al. 1988). These models are generally used for receptors located downwind of
the emission area. After the preliminary modeling is completed, DOE, EPA, and IDHW will
evaluate the need for a more complete analysis of atmosphere transport using models such as
CAP-88 or GEN II.

Transport of gas phase contaminants in the vadose zone to the aquifer can be modeled using

a diffusion analysis similar to that proposed for the air pathway. This steady-state analysis

assumes a source capable of maintaining current soil gas concentration levels in the landfill.

These concentrations will be determined from soil gas samples collected from shallow soils and

boreholes during the RI. Compounds in the gas phase will move predominantly by gas diffusion,

especially deeper in the vadose zone where pressure changes due to gas generation and
atmospheric pumping are not important. The rate of migration will depend on the vertical

concentration gradient, chemical specific properties, and the geologic environment. If the
gradient as determined from the shallow soil gas and borehole samples is indicative of significant

downward movement, then vadose zone transport of gas phase contaminants will be further
examined using conservative parameter estimates and the method described. Once the gas phase

contaminants reach the aquifer, the same type of box model proposed for atmospheric transport

in close proximity to the landfill would be used. Groundwater transport to downgradient

receptors would be done using the same model used for saturated groundwater transport of the
leachate. If groundwater concentrations using this method are deemed significant, then a more
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complete examination of parameters would be appropriate before the results are included in the
risk assessment.

5.6.2.3 Fate and Transport of Liquid Phase Contaminants. Some contaminants at the
landfills may have been disposed in solution or as separate nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPLs).

Movement of contaminants disposed in solution will be governed by the same processes that
control movement of leachate. However, the rate of movement in the vadose zone could be

different depending on the amount of solution, disposal location, and the container failure rate.
The passage of contaminated solution through the surrounding sediments may result in the loss of

contaminants from the soil water to the sediments by sorption. Release of the sorbed
contaminants is then controlled by leaching. Modeling NAPL transport is not planned for this RI.

However, if during subsurface soil sampling, NAPL is encountered, the need for fate and

transport modeling of separate phase contaminants will be evaluated by DOE, EPA, and IDHW.

5.7 Risk Assessment

A baseline risk assessment (BRA) will be conducted for the CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS

and will, in addition to the ARARs, aid in the decision-making process for developing remediation

goals for the landfills. The BRA is initiated to help determine whether the contaminants of

concern at the site pose a current or potential future risk to human health and the environment

and are significant enough to warrant remedial action. Because options for remedial action at

municipal landfill sites are limited, it may be possible to streamline or limit the scope of the BRA
(EPA 1991a). This may be achieved by (a) using the conceptual site model and RI-generated
data to perform a qualitative risk assessment that identifies the contaminants of concern in the
affected media, their concentrations, and their hazardous properties that may pose a risk through

the various routes of exposure, and (b) identifying pathways that are an obvious threat to human

health or the environment by comparing RI-derived contaminant concentration levels to standards

that are potential chemical-specific ARARs for the action. Ultimately, it will be necessary to
demonstrate that the final remedy, once implemented, will in fact address all pathways and
contaminants of concern.

The BRA is comprised of a human health evaluation and an environmental evaluation. The

CFA Landfills II and III BRA will follow guidance provided in EPA's Risk Assessment Guidance

For Superfund, Volume I: Human Health Evaluation Manual (RAGS HHEM) (EPA 1989a) and
Volume II: Environmental Evaluation Manual (EEM) (EPA 1989b). Supplemental guidance

prepared specifically tbr EPA Region 10 will also be followed (EPA 1991b) as will guidance on
risk assessments for municipal landfills (EPA 1991a).

5.7.1 Human Health Evaluation

The goal of the human health evaluation is to provide a framework for developing the risk
information necessary to assist in making decisions regarding remedial actions at the site. The

evaluation will involve a BRA to determine the potential adverse health effects (both current and

future) caused by the contaminants of concern at the site under the no-action alternative. A
preliminary conceptual model for CFA Landfills II and III is presented in Figure 3-3. The

identification of sources, pathways, and receptors for the model are based on an evaluation of
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past disposal practices, a review of the waste inventory at the landfills, and an evaluation of past

sampling activities. This model will be refined based on additional data collected and evaluated
during the remedial investigation phase.

The BRA involves a four-step process consisting of data collection and evaluation, exposure

assessment, toxicity assessment, and risk characterization.

5.7.1.1 Data Collection and Evaluation. This step involves gathering and analyzing site

data relevant to the human health evaluation and identifying the contaminants at the site that are

the focus of the risk assessment process. Existing data for the CFA landfill are summarized in
Section 3 and the appendices of this Work Plan. Additional data proposed for collection and

analysis during the RI include groundwater, surface soil, subsurface soil and soil gas and will also
be evaluated for use in the BRA for evaluating the exposure concentrations from the ingestion of

groundwater, dermal contact, incidental ingestion of soil, and inhalation pathways, as well as

explosion hazards. The first two rounds of groundwater sampling data will be used to support the

BRA and fate and transport modeling. Due to the tight schedule of receiving validated data for
use in the BRA, the third round of groundwater sampling data will be used as historical

confirmation of previous data collected and discussed in the uncertainty section of the BRA.
QAJQC measures for data collected during this RI in support of the BRA are presented in the

QAPjP, an addendum to this Work Plan.

The BRA will be evaluated based on the 1988 through 1991 data that qualifies for a

quantitative risk assessment and the proposed data to be collected in 1993. A preliminary list of
contaminants of concern and their chemical-specific ARARs and risk-based concentrations will be

determined based on a review of the existing data and the 1993 RI data. A screening of this

preliminary contaminant list will be made to focus the BRA on important chemicals. The data
will be evaluated against analytical methods used, quantitation limits, qualified and coded data,

sample blank contamination, natural background elements, essential nutrients, e,nd risk-based

concentrations in a systematic manner in accordance with EPA guidance (EPA ,'989a and EPA

1991b).

5. 7.1.2 Exposure Assessment. Am exposure assessment will be conducted to estimate the

magnitude of actual and/or potential human exposures, the frequency and duration of these

exposures, and the pathways by which humans at or in the vicinity of the CFA landfill site ,-naybe

exposed. Exposure estimates will be made for both current and future land-use assumptions. The

exposure assessment will involve analyzing contaminants of concern, identifying exposed
populations, identifying all potential pathways of exposure, estimating exposure point

concentrations for specific pathways based on environmental monitoring data and fate and
transport modeling, and estimating contaminant intakes for specific pathways. The result of the

exposure assessment will be the determination of pathway-specific intakes for current and future

exposures to the contaminants of concern.

The exposure assessment will refine the conceptual model presented in Section 3.2.2 based

on an extensive review of the existing site data and the 1993 RI tasks. Figure 3-3 outlines the

potential contaminated media, exposure pathways, and human receptors. The current industrial
scenario will evaluate the ingestion of groundwater pumped from CFA Production Wells #1 and
2, inhalation of volatiles from the use of this water, incidental soil ingestion, dermal contact,
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inhalation of dust, and the inhalation of vapors emanating from the landfill surface to INEL

workers. The future residential scenario will evaluate the ingestion of groundwater, inhalation of

volatiles from the use of the water, incidental soil ingestion, dermal contact, and inhalation of
volatiles and dust. The calculation of risks will be for both the average and the reasonable

maximum exposure as defined in the RAGS HHEM. Fate and transport modeling will be used to

determine future concentrations at the source and the operable unit boundary. The potential for

explosion hazard will also be evaluated by comparing methane soil gas data to the lower explosive
limit for methane.

5.7.1.3 Toxicity Assessment. Toxicity assessment summarizes the critical toxicity
information for a chemical and will be conducted prior to the risk charr_cterization process.

Toxicity information together with the exposure assessment results are used to characterize risks.

The toxicity information consists of values that describe the degree of toxicity of a chemical.

The primary source of data for reference doses and cancer slope factors will be the

Integrated Risk Information System maintained by EPA. Secondary sources include the Health

Effects Assessment Summary. Tables (EPA 1990b), Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease

Control Toxicological Profiles, EPA water quality criteria documents, and EPA health advisories.
For chemicals not listed in EPA guidance, toxicity information is also available through the

Environmental Criteria and Assessment Office (ECAO). The ECAO will be contacted if
insufficient information exists in EPA's guidance documeots or data bases.

5.7.1.4 Risk Characterization. The final step in the overall risk assessment process is to

integrate the results of the exposure assessment and the toxicity assessment in an estimate of risk

to humans from the site. The toxicity and exposure assessments are summarized and integrated

into quantitative expressions of risk. Noncarcinogenic effects are characterized by comparing

projected intakes of substances to toxicity values. The carcinogenic effects or probability that an
individual will develop cancer over a lifetime of exposure are estimated from projected intakes

and chemical-specific dose-response relationships.

5.7.2 Environmental Evaluation

AS part of the risk assessment process, the impacts of the no-action alternative on the
natural environment needs to be evaluated. This evaluation, referred to as an ecological risk

assessment (ERA), will be a qualitative assessment of the actual or potential effects of the landfill

on plants and animals other than people and domesticated species (EPA 1989b). The ERA will

follow guidance provided in the RAGS EEM (EPA 1989b). A detailed evaluation of possible
environmental impacts associated with operable units in WAG 4 will be addressed in the WAG 4

comprehensive RI/FS or the WAG-10 Site-wide RI/F'S.

5.7.3 Uncertainty Analysis in the Risk Assessment Process

The risk assessment process is an inexact science, complete with uncertainties and

limitations. Many uncertainties exist in the determination of factors related to risk such as toxicity
values, cancer incidence rates, and exposure scenarios. These inherent uncertainties associated

with the risk assessment process will be discussed qualitatively in the RI report in accordance with

the HHEM. This discussion will provide the decision maker with the necessary information to
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make an informed decision concerning the need for action and remedy selection to reduce risks at
the site.

5.8 Treatability Studies

Treatability studies are not currently planned for the CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS. The

preliminary evaluation of existing data presented in Section 3 has not indicated any contaminants
or areas within the landfill that would require special treatment processes. The preliminary
remedial action alternatives identified in Section 4 of this Work Plan do not indicate the need for

any laboratory, bench, or pilot scale treatability studies. However, should further site character-

ization indicate the need for laboratory studies, a test plan for the studies will be prepared and
presented to the EPA and the IDHW for review and approval. The test plan will identify the

types and goals of the studies, the level of effort needed, a schedule for completion, and the data

management guidelines. A report summarizing the testing program and its results would be
prepared and presented in the final FS report.

5.9 RI Report

A report summarizing RI activities and findings will be prepared and submitted to DOE,

EPA, and the IDHW lbr review and comment. Additionally, interim reports may be produced as
a result of activities planned for the RI. These reports are intended to facilitate preliminary

interpretations of data and timely dissemination of data, and would be intbrmational in nature.

These include preliminary interpretations of each of the/bliowing investigation tasks:

• Deviation logging and water level measurements

• Geophysical surveys

• Soil gas surveys
• Surface and subsurface sampling

• Groundwater sampling
• Identification of contaminants of concern

• Exposure assessment.

The RI report will be prepared in accordance with the current RI/FS Guidance (EPA

1988a).

5.10 Feasibility Study

The feasibility study (i-"S) consists of the development of alternatives, a screening of
alternatives, and a detailed analysis of alternatives. Based on a review of practical remedial

technologies for municipal landfll sites and the actual characteristics of the CFA Landfills II and

III, a range of alternatives will be developed.

5.10.1 Development of Alternatives

Alternatives for remediation are developed by assembling combinations of technologies, and

the media to which they would be applied, into alternatives that address contamination on a site-
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wide basis for the Operable Unit. Because many landfill sites share similar characteristics, they
lend themselves to remediation by similar technologies. The EPA has established a number of

expectations as to the types of remedial alternatives that should be developed during the detailed

analysis stage, and these are listed ir_ the NCP. For landfill sites, it is expected that:

• The principal threats posed by a site will be treated wherever practical, such as in the

case of remediation of areas of highly toxic or mobile material that pose potential

principal threats.

• Engineering controls (such as containment) will be used for waste that poses a

relatively low long-term threat or where treatment is impractical.

• A combination of methods will be used as appropriate to achieve protection of human
health and the environment. An example of combined methods for municipal landfill

sites would be treatment of hot spots in conjunction with containment (capping) of the
landfill contents.

• Institutional controls, such as deed restrictions, may be used to supplement engineering

controls, as appropriate, to prevent exposure to hazardous wastes.

• Innovative technologies will be considered when such technologies offer the potential
for superior treatment performance or lower costs for performance similar to that of

demonstrated technologies.

• Groundwater will be returned to beneficial uses whenever practical, within a reasonable
time, given the particular circumstances of the site.

In developing the remedial action alternatives, remedial action objectives need to be

identified. The primary remedial action objectives for remediating landfill sites include:

• Preventing direct contact with the landfill contents

• Reducing contaminant leaching to groundwater
• Controlling surface water runoff and erosion

° Remediating hot spots

• Collecting and treating contaminated groundwater and leachate

• Controlling and treating landfill gas
• Remediating contaminated surface water and sediments

• Remediating contaminated wetland areas.

5.10.2 Screening of Alternatives

Based on the above remedial action objectives for CERCLA landfill sites and EPA
expectations outlined in the NCP, the following points should be considered in order to

streamline the development of remedial action alternatives:
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• Generally, the most practical remedial alternative for landfills is containment (capping).

Depending on site characteristics, containment could range from a soil cover to a multi-

component impermeable cap.

• Treatment of soils and wastes may be practical for hot spots. Consolidation of hot spot

materials under landfill cap is a potential alternative in cases when treatment is not
practical or necessary.

• Extraction and treatment ot"contaminated groundwater and leachate may be required

to control offsite migration of wastes. Additionally, extraction and treatment of
leachate from landfill contents may be required. Collection and treatment may be

necessary indefinitely because of continued contaminant loadings fiom the landfill.

• Constructing an active hind fill gas collection and treatment system should be considered

where (a) existing or planned homes or buildings may be adversely affected through

either explosion or inhalation hazards, (b) final use of the site includes allowing public

access, (c) the landfill produces excessive odors, or (d) it is necessary to comply with
ARARs. Most landfills will require at least a passive gas collection system (venting) to

prevent buildup of pressure below the cap and to prevent damage to vegetative cover.

The EPA has made available a list of technologies practical tbr use at CERCLA landfills
based on a review of selected remedies in the records of decision (RODs) the EPA has signed

through FY 1989. The feasibility study will consider these and other potentially appropriate

technologies that will satisfy remedial objectives and ARARs tbr the landfill sites.

5.10.3 Detailed Analysis of Alternatives

During detailed analysis, the potential remedial action alternatives identified for the landfill

sites that are carried through the initial screening process are further refined, as appropriate, and
analyzed in detail with respect to the nine evaluation criteria. The evaluation criteria have been

divided into three groups based on the function of the criteria during the remedy selection. The

three groups include the threshold criteria, the balancing criteria, and the modifying criteria.

The threshold criteria relate to statutory requirements that each alternative must satisfy in

order to be eligible for selection. These include:

• Overall protection of human health and the environment

• Compliance with ARARs, including chemical-specific, location-specific, and action-

specific ARARs.

The balancing criteria are the technical criteria that are considered during the detailed
analysis. These include:

• Long-term effectiveness and permanence
• Reduction ot' toxicity, mobility, or volume through treatment
• Short-term effectiveness
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• Implementability
• Cost.

The modifying criteria are formally assessed after the public comment period. However,
state or community views are considered during the feasibility study to the extent they are known.

The modifying criteria are as follows:

• State/support agency acceptance

• Community acceptance.

Developing remedial alternatives based on NCP expectations and focusing on alternatives

successfully implemented at other landfill sites will help to direct the alternatives selection effort.

This Work Plan outlines the necessary information required to develop remedial alternatives that

will mitigate current and potential threats to human health and the environment at the CFA
Landfills II and III.

5.11 Feasibility Study Report

Following completion of the detailed analysis of alternatives, a draft FS report will be
prepared. The report will summarize FS activities and RI site characterization results and will be

prepared in accordance with RI/FS guidance (EPA 1988a). The FS report will contain the

following elements:

• Objectives of remedial response

• Actions of general response

• Analysis of ARARs
• Description of potential remedial technologies and development of alternatives

• Description of screening methodology
• Results of screening evaluations

° Description of the detailed alternative evaluation process
• Results of the detailed alternatiive analysis

° Summary and comparison of alternatives.

The analysis of individual alternatives will include information on

° Assumptions made during the analysis
° Implementation requirements

• Compliance with ARARs

• Risk-based exposure scenarios tbr alternatives
• Quantities of material to be treated

• Concentrations of constituents to be treated per unit volume

• Time requirements

• Sizing requirements
• Cost.

The analysis of individual alternatives will be presented in a tabular format combined with a
narrative discussion.
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Information on environmental impacts will be prepared as necessary to supplement the
information contained in the RI and FS reports. If at any time during the RI/FS it is determined

that the remedial alternatives being considered will have significant impacts, additional

information will be added to the RI/FS as necessary to comply with requirements for

environmental analysis that is consistent with DOE policy.

5.12 Proposed Plan and Record of Decision

The RI/FS process culminates with the Proposed Plan and the ROD. The Proposed Plan

will summarize the intbrmation presented in the RI/FS Report for the remedial alternatives that

were evaluated. The Proposed Plan will describe the preferred alternative selected by DOE,
EPA, and IDHW lbr the CFA Landfills II and III remedial action, so that the plan can be sent

out for public review. Public comments will be considered by the DOE, the EPA, and the IDHW

before selection of the final remedy, and the official response to the public comments and a

detailed description of the selected alternative will be presented in the ROD. Other public
involvement activities are detailed in the site-specific RI/FS Community Relations Plan, attached
as an addendum to this Work Plan.

At the INEL, draft RODs will be prepared for signature by the DOE, the EPA, and the
IDHW. Following finalization of the ROD, the DOE will initiate remedial design, remedial

action, monitoring during remedial actions as required, and post-remedial action operations and
maintenancc (if the selected remedy requires operations and maintenance) in accordance with the

remedial design/remedial action proccss.
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6. SCHEDULE

Table 6-1 below is the working schedule for the Operable Unit 4-12 RI/FS. The schedule
shows the planned dates for all FFA/CO deliverables, review periods, and field activities.

Table 6-1. Summary working schedule for the Operable Unit 4-12 RI/FS.

1. DOE submits draft RI/FS Scope of Work a to EPA/IDHW: August 31, 1992

2. DOE submits draft RI/FS Work Plana to EPA/IDHW: January 29, 1993

3. EPA/IDHW completes review of draft RI/FS Work Plan: March 15, 1993

4. DOE submits draft final RI/FS Work Plan to EPA/IDHW: May 1993

5. RI/FS Work Plan becomes final: July 1993

6. RI/FS tasks planning and mobilization for field work: January to March 1993

7. 14-day notice to EPA/IDHW of field activities: March 1993

8. Groundwater sampling

Sample collection - first round: June 1993

Analysis and validation - first round: June to July 1993

Transmit groundwater data to EPA/IDHW - first round: July 1993

Sample collection - second round: July 1993

Analysis and validation - second round: July to September 1993

Transmit groundwater data to EPA/IDHW - second round: September 1993

Sample collection - third round: October 1993

Analysis and validation - third round: October to December 1993

Transmit groundwater data to EPA/IDHW - third round: December 1993

9. Topographic survey and map: May to June 1993

10. Geophysical survey and data evaluation: May to July 1993

11. Soil cover investigation

Field investigation: July 1993

Analysis and validation of physical samples: July to September 1993

Transmit soil cover data to EPA/IDHW by: October 1993

12. Soil gas survey

Sample collection: June to August 1993

Analysis and validation: July to September 1993

Transmit soil gas survey data to EPA/IDHW by: October 1993
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Table 6-1. (continued).

13. Subsurface investigation

Sample collection: August 1993

Analysis and validation: August to September 1993

Transmit data to EPA/IDHW: October 1993

14. Water level measurements (monthly) beginning: May 1993

15. Neutron probe moisture measurements (monthly) beginning: June 1993

16. Inspection/sampling of Landfill II toe slope (weekly) beginning: May 1993

17. Perform fate and transport modeling--risk assessment: September to December 1993

18. Prepare/review RI report with risk assessment: December 1993 to May 1994

19. DOE submits draft RI report b to EPA/IDHW: May 19, 1994

20. EPA/IDHW completes review of draft RI report: July 5, 1994

21. DOE submits draft RI/FS report a to EPA/IDHW: August 24, 1994

22. EPA/IDHW completes review of draft RI/FS: October 7, 1994

23. DOE submits draft final RI/FS to EPA/IDHW: November 25, 1994

24. RI/FS report becomes final: December 26, 1994

25. DOE submits draft Proposed Plan b to EPA/IDHW: January 4, 1995

26. EPA/IDHW completes review of draft Proposed Plan: February 2, 1995

27. Public comment period: April to May 1995

28. DOE submits draft ROD" to EPA./IDHW: July 11, 1995

a. Primary documents per FFA/CO.

b. Secondary documents per FFA/CO.
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Appendix A.1

Shallow Soil Gas Survey Results
for CFA Landfill II

I

This appendix contains a complete table of the analytical results for the soil gas analyses
conducted at CFA Landfill II and a map of soil gas sample locations.
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Appendix A.2

Model Description and Approach
for Estimating Air Concentrations

A vapor emission model was combined with a simple box model to yield an estimate of
atmospheric concentrations of VOC vapors at a receptor location near the source. This was done
by performing a mass balance on a control volume (box) of air immediately above a contaminated
area. Mass (contaminant) enters the volume uniformly from below at the soil-atmosphere
interface and is completely mixed before exiting the volume by means of an ambient wind. This
general process is shown in Figure A.2-1. Mass influx to the volume occurs by vapor emission
from the soil surface. This emission is the product of upward transport of vapor phase
contaminants through the surface soils. The wind direction is assumed to perpendicular to the
width (W) of the box and parallel to the ground.

A number of models have been developed for estimating emission rates from covered
landfills (EPA, 1990a). The Farmer model (Farmer et al., 1978; Farmer et al., 1980) was used
because it represents the most conservative of the diffusion dominated models. Diffusion is
believed to be the primary subsurface transport process; however, i_ is possible that advection due
to changes in barometric pressure could be important. The Farmer model is based on Fick's First
Law of steady diffusion and assumes that vapor emission rates are limited by diffusion of vapors
upward through the surface soil cover to a plane surface of constant concentration. The Farmer
equation also makes use of the Millington (1959) formulation of the diffusion coefficient to
account for the air-filled soil porosity being less than the total porosity due to the presence of
moisture. The air-filled porosity can be determined from knowledge of the total porosity and
either the moisture content or degree of water saturation.

_ ____ Control Volume = LxWxH_

H
Wind and

Wind In ... " i : ::i /_/_::_: !._/ _ VaporsOut

LandSurface/ _ / L I:_:_ii:_;./W

i i I I iU0w"r"°'u'°n°'v',x"
Figure A.2-1. Diagram of control volume and the general mass flows.
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The Farmer equation is:

c,) (A.2-I)

where

Ej = emission rate of component i (mg/s)

A, = exposed area = LxW (m2)

Di = vapor diffusion coefficient of component i in air (m2/s)

0a = air filled porosity (m3/m3)

0t = total porosity (m3/m3)

Cj = concentration of i at the bottom of the soil layer (mg/m3)

Cs = concentration of i at soil surface (mg/m3)

z = depth of the soil layer (m).

Ci is not necessarily the concentration at the bottom of the soil layer but the concentration at
some known depth. For Landfill II, concentrations from soil-gas surveys (ICF Technology Inc.
1989 and Tracer Research Corp., 1988) were used where gas samples were taken at various
depths. The rate at which mass exits the control volume shown in Figure A.2-1 due to wind can
be expressed as follows:

Um,%C o (A.2-2)

where

um = the mean wind speed through the region (m/s)

A w = the area perpendicular to the wind direction = IVxH (m2)

Cia = the mean air concentration of component i (rag/m3).

In a steady condition, the mass flow rate into the volume, E i, is equal to the mass flow rate
out (Equation A.2-1 = Equation A.2-2).
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From this the mean air concentration of component i can be estimated. This is expressed in
Equation A.2-4 where the dimensions of the different areas,At and _ have been entered.

[*]°:3](ciq)- L (:L2-4)
j z .

The equationcanbesimplifiedbyassuminga conservativescenariowherethesoilis

assumedcompletelydry(_a--"_t)andtheconcentrationatthesoilsurface(Cs)equalszero.
Completelydrysoilmeansthereisnomoisturetoblockavailableporespacetovaportransport.
A surfaceconcentrationofzeroimpliesaconcentrationboundarylayerofzerothicknessandthus
theconcentrationgradientordrivingforcefordiffusionisamaximum.Theseassumptionsresult
inthefollowingexpression.

4/3CD_¢; _Z, (A.2-5)
Cia Um I H

Notice the air concentration does not depend on the width of the source area. This is because
the wind direction is perpendicular to the width and there is no dispersion. Therefore, any
increase in width would only add to the total amount of VOC.s entering the atmosphere while not
increasing the concentration.

Several parameters are necessary to solve for the air concentration as expressed in
Equations A.2-4 and A.2-5. Except for the diffusion coefficient in air, all are site specific and

need to measured or estimated. Ci, Opt, and z were determined from measurements while L, H,

and um were conservatively estimated. Table A.2-1 contains a summary of the parameters used in
the calculations and the references. The calculations were performed for chloroform, methylene
chloride, and benzene.

The effective length of the source, L, was determined from inspection of recent soil-gas
survey results (ICF Technology Inc., 1989). Results from the soil-gas survey indicate there are
high concentration areas or "hot spots" located above certain areas. Only the highest
concentrations were used in the calculations.

The emission rate for an entire landfill is a complicated function of the emission area. This
area and rate would be difficult to determine and was considered beyond the scope of a
preliminary screening analysis. This analysis chose rather to focus on the most highly
concentrated area and build conservatism into the analysis by assuming the highest concentration
measured was spread over an area, or length in this case, larger than indicated in the soil-gas
survey results (see Appendix A). The length, L, of the contaminated area was estimated to be
greater than the distance across an average "hot spot" as determined by visual examination of the
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Table A.2-1. Parameters for calculating mean air concentrations.

Parameter Value Reference

Di 8.3 x 10"6m2/s chloroform Lugg, 1968
1.0 x 10-5 m2/s methylene CI
9.3 x 10.6 m2/s benzene

_t 0.42 Schroeder et al., 1988

Ci 357 mg/m 3 chloroform (II) ICF Technology, Inc., 1989
130 mg/m 3 benzene (II) Tracer Research Corp., 1988
6 mg/m 3 trichloroethylene Tracer Research Corp., 1988
111 mg/m 3 tetrachloroethylene ICF Technology, Inc., 1989
82 mg/m3 1, 1 dichloroethane ICF Technology, Inc., 1989
60 rag/m3 1, 1, 1 trichloroethane ICF Technology, Inc., 1989

z 1.2 m chloroform (II) ICF Technology, Inc., 1989
5.8 m benzene (II) Tracer Research Corp., 1988
6.7 m trichloroethylene Tracer Research Corp., 1988
1.2 m tetrachloroethyl_ne ICF Technology, Inc., 1989
1.2 m 1, 1 dichloroethane ICF Technology, Inc., 1989
1.2 m 1, 1, 1 trichloroethane ICF Technology, Inc., 1989

L 100 m ICF Technology, Inc., 1989

H 1.5 m This study, which estimated approximate
average breathing height

urn 2 m/s Memorandum from G.E. Start, 1989

(II) Landfill II.
(III) Landfill III.

soil-gas survey contour plots (ICF Technology Inc., 1989). By using this approach, it was felt that
the maximum air concentration at the landfill could be conservatively estimated without having to

consider all emission sources and does not depend on the wind direction or orientation of the
landfill.

Concentration Results

Air concentrations for the contaminants calculated using Equation A.2-5 are presented in
Table A.2-2. These concentrations were compared with the Time Weighted Average--Threshold
Limit Values (TWA-TLVs) (American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, 1990)
and found to be less than 1/100 of the TWA/TLV which is the comparison generally used for

public exposures.
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Table A.2-2. Comparison of estimated air concentrations to TWA-TLVs.

Calculated air 0.01 Times
concentration TWA-TLV TWA-TLV

Contaminant (mg/m3) (mg/m3) (mg/m 3)

Chloroform 0.104 49 0.49

Benzene 0.009 32 0.32

Trichloroethylene 0.0007 269 2.69

Tetrachloroethylene 0.0309 339 3.39

1, 1-Dichloroethane 0.0263 810 8.10

1, 2, 1-Trichloroethane 0.0166 1910 19.10

Discussion of Uncertainties

The effect of varying parameters other than porosity can easily be determined because of the
linear relationship between concentration and all other parameters. For example, doubling the

source length (L), or soil-gas concentration (C i), would double the air concentration. Although
not calculated, this could then double the risk estimate and/or hazard quotient. On the other

hand, doubling the wind speed (um ), or the height of the mixing region (H) would cut the air
concentration estimate in half because it is inversely proportional to those parameters.

The calculated contaminant air concentrations for the contaminants detected should be

interpreted with caution due to the depth at which some of the samples were taken. This analysis
assumes a linear gradient between the measurement at depth and the surface. It is possible that
for deeper measurements, the gradient could reverse as it approaches the surface. This means
the concentration would be a maximum at a shallower depth than where the measurement was

taken. If this were the case, a steeper concentration gradient would exist and increase the flux
into the control volume. This situation however is not likely to significantly increase air
concentrations above current estimates.

The length of the source is expected to remain comparable if not decrease. The wind speed
can and will change as atmospheric conditions change. That is why the parameter was
conservatively estimated to simulate relatively stagnant conditions. The height of the mixing
region was also conservatively estimated. Therefore, this analysis should yield a fairly accurate
estimate of air concentrations that a receptor around the landfill could be exposed to in a worst-
case scenario.

The primary limitations of this analysis include: (1) a diffusion dominated emission rate, and
(2) not directly accounting for emissions from other areas. It is possible that barometric pumping
could enhance the emission rate on days of low barometric pressure, but it could also inhibit it on
high pressure days and over time the effects would likely average out. As for emissions from

4 other areas it is believed that contributions from other sources to the air loading at a receptor
location near the landfill or anywhere else would be small (because of dilution/dispersion effects)
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yet not negligible. If the other areas were accounted for and a more realistic estimate of the total
source area is included, the conservative parameter estimates that went into this analysis should
be relaxed to more realistic values.

In summary, this fate and transport modeling of soil gas concentrations found at depth at the
landfills suggest the resultant ambient air concentrations for all contaminants were well below the
compound-specific TWA-TLVs for workers and well below 0.01 times the compound-specific
TWA-TLV for public receptors.
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n  G I daho
"Providing research and development services to the government"

INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

Date' April 1, 198g

To: S.L. Ansley

From: W.F. Bauer _L_)___

Subject: REPORTOF RESULTSFOR METHANEANALYSISOF SOIL GASES wfb-Og-B9

Followingare the resultsof the analysesfor methanein the soil gas
samplesthat were submittedto us on March 6, 1989and March 8, 1989. All
analyseswere performedon a Perkin-ElmerSigma 2B gas chromatograph.The
chromatographiccolumnwas a six footstainlesssteelcolumnpackedwith
5 Angstrommolecularsieve._ Detectionwas via a flame Ionizationdetector.
Calibrationwas performedby repeatedinjectionsof differentvolumesof a
methane standardscertifiedto within2%. All samplesand standardswere
reducedto atmosphericpressurepriorto injection. Concentration
calculationswere performedvia a standardcurve of volumemethane injected
or concentrationin ppm v/v versusdetectorresponse. Detectionlimitswere
determinedas 3 times the standarddeviationof the y-intercept. Sample
dilutionsor concentrationswere donewhere necessaryby simply injecting
smalleror largervolumesof the sampleas necessary.

Becauseof the uncertaintiesdue to sampling,transport,variationsin
laboratorytemperatureand pressure,and the difficultiesof accurately
injectingdifferingvolumesof a gas, the the resultsshouldbe considered
to have an uncertaintyof ±20%. ActualstandarddeviationsestimatedFrom
the regressioncurve were at or less than ±5% and standarddeviations
estimatedfrom injectingvaryingvolumesof the samesamplewere on the
order of ±15%.

The concentrationsin the mg/m3 unitswere calculatedusing correctionsto
the molar volumewith the laboratorytemperatureand pressure. The
correctedmolar volumewas approximately28.8 I/mole.
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S. L. Ansley
April 11, 1989
WFB-05-89
Page 2

Methane Methane
....Sample Analy@!sDate P_P____CY/___._ mQ/m3

LaboratoryAir 3-7-89 5 3

99.18 ppm standard 3-7-89 95 46

MLF202MAR89 3-7-89 8 4

MLF201MAR89 3-7-89 169 82

MLF206MAR89 3-7-89 13000 6300

MLF203MAR89 _ 3-7-89 57000 28000

MLF208MAR89 3-7-89 6 3

LaboratoryAir 3-10-89 <10 <5

99.18 ppm Standard 3-10-89 90 44

MLF3x7MAR89 3-10-89 31 15

MLF304MAR89 3-10-89 <10 <S

MLF307MAR89 3-10-89 <10 <5

MLF306MAR89 3-10-89 97 47

MLF301MAR89 3-10-89 <10 <5

MLF302MAR89 3-10-89 19 9

If you have any questionsor requireany additionaldata for these
analyses,callme at 6-1180or 6-0484and I will be happy to supplythem
for you.

wfb

cc: C. A. Allen
J. W. Owens
W. A. Propp _J_
Central Files
W. F. Bauer File (2)
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EG G ,da.o
"Providing research and development services to the government"

INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

Date: June I, 1989

To: S.L. Ansley

From: W.F. BauerLC)t_1_

Subject: REPORTOF RESULTSFOR METHANEANALYSISOF SOIL GASES wfb-09-89

Attachedare the resultsof the analysesfor methanein the soil gas
samplesthat were submittedto us on 5-23-89. All analyseswere performed
on a Perkin-ElmerSigma I gas chromatograph.The chromatographiccolumn
was a 6 foot stainlesssteelcolumnpackedwith 5 Angstrommolecularsieve
held at approximately50°C. The carriergas was heliumflowingat 40
mL/min and detectionwas via a flame ionizationdetector. Calibrationwas
performedby repeatedinjectionsof differentvolumesof methanegas
standardscertifiedby Sc6tt SpecialtyGases to within2_. All samplesand
standardswere reducedto atmosphericpressureprior to injection.
Concentrationcalculationswere performedvia a standardcurve of volume
methane injectedversusdetectorresponse. Detectionlimitswere
determinedas 3 times the standarddeviationof the y-interceptof this
curve. Sampledilutionsor concentrationswere donewhere necessaryby
simply injectingsmalleror largervolumesof the sampleas necessary.

The concentrationsin the mg/m3 units were calculatedusing corrections
to the molar volumewith the laboratrytemperatureand pressure. The
correctedmolar volumewas approximately28.8 I/mole.

If you have any questionsor requireany additionaldata for these
analyses,call me at 6-1180or 6-0484and I will be happy to supplythem
for you.

ph

Attachment:
As Stated

cc" W. A. Propp_p--i_J. W Owens
C. A. Allen
CentralFiles
W. F. Bauer Ltr File (2)
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Attachment
June 1, 1989
WFB-09-89
Page 1 of 1

Analysis Methane Methane
SAMPLE Date na ppm (v/v) mg/m_ % RSD % Error

--

105 ppm standard 5-24-89 3 106 59 1.8b 0.6

LaboratoryAir 5-24-89 2 2.4 1.3 12.8c

MLF20TMAY89 5-24-89 I < 0.8 < 0.4

MLF307MAYS9 5-24-89 i 20.7 11.5 2.6d

MLF306MAY89 5-24-89 I 8.5 4.7 6.5d

MLF308MAY89 5-24-89 I 107.3 59.5 0.5d

MLF201MAYS9 5-24-89 I 8.8 4.9 6.3d

MLF202MAY89 5-24c89 i 6.2 3.4 9.0d

MLF304MAY89 5-24-89 i 1,2 0.7 45.7d

MLF311MAY89 5-24-89 I 1.1 0,6 52.5d

MLF301MAY89 5-24-89 i 2.2 1.2 25.4d

1.066 % CH4 5-25-89 3 10620 5920 1.0b -0.4

MLF206MAY892 5-25-89 2 5530 3080 2.4c

MLF207MAY89 5-25-89 3 97000 54300 1.2b

MLF206MAY893 5-25-89 I 22360 12480 0.2d

MLF206MAY891 5-25-89 2 18480 10310 0.Ic

0.9888%CH4 5-25-89 I 9830 5480 0.2d -0.6

aThe numberof replicateinjections.
bThe reportedmean concentrationand the percentRSD were calculatedfrom

replicateinjectionsof the samesample.

CThe percentRSD is actuallyan RPD from calculatedfrom duplicate

measurementsas is the reportedmean concentration.

dThe percentRSD valuesare estimatedfrom the errorspresent in the

analyticalcurve and are determinedby the linearregression.
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, .o
"Providing research and development services to the government"

INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

Date: June 27, 1989

To: S.L. Ansley

From: W.F. Bauer Uc/)C_

Subject: REVIEWOF VOLATILEORGANICDATA FROMSOIL GAS SAMPLESWFB-11-89

Listedbelow are severalcommentsbased_iponour reviewof the data
suppliedby EG&G EnvironmentalChemistryfor the analysisof volatile
hydrocarbonsin soil gas. In general,the analysesand data appearto be
reasonable. The data were from samplescollectedat the end of November
1988 and in March of 1989. Data were reviewedusing the "guidelines"
within the ContractComplianceScreening(CCS)proceduresfor Volatile
OrganicAnalysis (VOA)publishedby the EPA. The CCS proceduresand the
requirementsthereinmay not necessarilybest fit all aspectsof these
analyseseither becauseof the modificationsto the procedureor becauseof
the scope of the work (andlevel of reporting)actuallycontractedfor.

I) Based upon our experience,we can say that the precisionAND accuracy
of gas (gas-tight)syringestends to vary, sometimesdramatically,from
syringeto syringe. This placessome doubt upon the use of
quantitativedata derivedfrom samplesthatwere taken and stored in a
number of differentsyringes. This doubt increaseswith the lengthof
time that the sample is storedin the syringe. Some samplesfrom
Landfill3 that were taken in March 1989were held for up to 6 days.
These analyseswere performedusing a modifiedversionof EPA Method
624 which statesa holdingtime of 7 days for aqueousVOA samples.
Alternatesamplingproceduresshouldbe pursued.

2) No initialcalibrationdata were available. This data was apparently
not asked for or requiredby the scope of work. For future reference,
this data shouldbe requestedfor each new calibrationwith a summary
form (FormVl) in each data packagecoveredby that calibration. This
data is useful in data reviewfor assessingthe qualityof the
calibrationand thus the data for the samplesand continuing
calibrations(standards)associatedwith it. Other useful forms which,
since they were not required,were missingwere the methodblank
summary (Form IV),the surrogaterecoveryform (Form II) and the case
narrative(ROAwill suffice).

3) No raw or summarizeddata other than the reportof analysis(ROA)was
presentfor samplesLF301NOV88thru LF307NOV88. All of these samples
were collectedon 11/28/88and run on 11/29/89.
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S. L. Ansley
June 27, 1989
WFB-11-89
Page 2 of 2

4) The columnof numbersfor the sampleLF206NOV88on the DecemberROA
shouldbe labeledwith the sampleid of LF205NOV88and visa versa.

5) The ROA does not reflectan estimatedconcentration(flaggedB,J) of
methylenechlorideat 3.7 mg/m° for sample LF201NOV88FB.

6) The ROA does not reflectan e:}timatedconcentration(flaggedJ) of
tetrachloroetheneat 1.0 mg/m° for sampleLF201NOV88FB.

7) A method blankwas run for the samplesanalyzedon 12/01/88but not
with the samplesrun on 11/29/88puttingtheir resultseven further
into doubt. All positiveresultsfor this day shouldbe flaggedas
estimatedsincethey may be arguedto be noncompliantby CCS
procedures. If it is assumedthat the 12/01/88methodblank is valid
for the day in question,then all positivehits for acetone,
2-butanone,and methylenechlorideshouldalso be flaggedwith a B.

8) Sample LF2-O8MAR89is missingthe volatileorganicsanalysissheet
(Form I).

9) The percentdifference(%D)calculatedfor the relativeresponsefactor
(RRF) for ethylbenzeneduringthe continuingcalibrationof 3/6/89 at
13:28 is 42.21%which is far outsideof the allowablerange of 25%D.
No sampleswith this continuingcalibrationcontainhits of
ethylbenzene, but all samplescould be possiblybe regardedas
noncompliantby strictadherenceto the CCS procedures.

10) The ROA for the March samplescontainstwo typingerrors:

* The tolueneconcentrationfor LF3-O4MAR89shouldread 0.2 mg/m3.
* The method blank on page4 reportsthe acetoneconcentrationof

0.41 ppm insteadof 0.83ppm.

11) p-Dioxanewas also noted in the method blank and in severalof the
samplesfor the Novemberseriesof samples. This compoundwas not
listedon the report forms for any of the analyses. This raisesa
questionof the source and importanceof this compound.

ph

cc: D. L. Miller_-_
J. W. Owens
L. J. Peterson-Wright
CentralFiles
W. F. Bauer File
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EG&G Idaho, Environmental Chemistry, ROA

EG&G Idaho, Inc.

Environmenta[ Chemistry

P,O. Box 1625, MS 4123

Idaho Fat[s, ID 83415

This report of analysis (ROA) presents the analytical results for the analyses you requested. Sample identification,

samp(ing information, and Laboratory analysis information are listed in a column for each sample. Analytical results

are listed by analytical parameter below the sample identification information. Acronyms and abbreviations used are

defined at the end of the report. A Letter and/or Letter number flag immediately to the right of a parameter, method,

PQL and units, result, or any other entry indicates an amplifying comment also provided at the end of the report.

The analytical data (analysis data sheets, chromatograms, mass spectra, quantitation reports) are enclosed.

REPORT OF ANALYSIS

Prepared for: Report Identification:

ROA Number: 65
Shannon L. Ansley Date: 03/20/89
EG&G Idaho, Inc. Charge No.: 3RIF04030

P.O. Box 1625, MS 2212

Idaho Falls, ID 83415 Page: 1
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EG&G Idaho, Environmental Chemistry, ROA

Page 2 Sampling Site: CFA-LF2 CFA-LF2 CFA-LF2 CFA-LF2

Sample Type: 25-mt 25-ml 25-ml 25-m[

soil gas soil gas soil gas soil gas
Customer Sample ID: LF2-O7MAR89 LF2-OaMAR89 LF2-OIMAR89

Sampling Date: 03/06/89 03/06/89 03/06/89

Sampling Time: 11:38 11:50 12:03

Date Received: 03/06/89 03/06/89 03/06/89

Lab Sample ID: Method Blk 9MIA0341 9MXA0342 9MIA0343

Date Extracted: 03/06/89 03/06/89 03/06/89 03/06/89

Date Analyzed: 03/06/89 03/06/89 03/06/89 03/06/89
Comments: Lab BLank

Parameter Method POL and Units Result Result Result Result
.---.-.=. ......... ............... ..... .... ......... ...... ....... .....

Volatile Organic Compounds CommentA3 CommentN1

Acetone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 1.0 nKj/m3 J 40 m<j/m3B,E2 8.0 mg/m3 B NA

0.83 ppm 0.41 ppm J 17 ppm B,E2 3.3 ppm B NA

2-Butanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 nxj/m3 2.0 n_j/m3 BPOL BPQL NA

0.67ppm 0.67ppm BPQL BPOL MA

Chloroethane EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/rr_ BPQL BPQL BPQL MA

0.74 ppm BPQL BPQL BPQL MA

1,1-Oichloroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPOL BPQL BPQL NA

0.24 ppm BPOL BPQL BPOL NA

+ 1,2-Oichtoroethene (Total) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL NA

0.25 ppm BPQL BPQL BPQL NA

Methylene chloride EPA-624 M2 1.0 n_j/m] BPOL BPQL BPQL NA

0.28 ppm BPQL BPQL BPQL NA

Tetrachloroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 nxj/n_ BPQL BPOL BPOL NA

0.14 ppm BPQL BPOL BPOL NA

Toluene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPOL BPOL BPQL NA

0.26 ppm BPQL BPQL BPQL NA

1,1,1-Trichtoroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 0.20 mg/m3 J BPQL NA

0.18 ppm BPQL 0.04 ppm j BPQL NA

Trichloroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPOL BPQL NA

0.18 ppm 8POL BPOL BPQL NA

1,1,2-Trichtoro-1,2,2- EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 T3 BPQL BPOL 3.0 mg/m3 B2,J2 NA

trifLuoroethane 0.3-0.5 ppm T3 BPQL BPQL 0.4 ppm B2,J2 NA

Others - Tentatively EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 T3 See results See results See results NA
Identified Compounds on attached on attached on attached NA

Form IE Form IE Form IE

(VOA-TIC) (VOA-TiC) (VOA-TIC)

Others - Comment A3 EPA 624 M2 see Table 3 BPQL BPOL BPOL BPOL
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EG&G Idaho, Environmental Chemistry, ROA

3 Samp{ing Site: CFA-LF2 CFA-LF2 CFA-LF2 CFA-LF2

Sample Type: 25-ml 25-mt 25-mL 25-mr
soil gas soil gas soil gas soil gas

Customer Sample |D: LF2-O2MAR89 LF2-O6MAR89 LF2-O5MAR89

Sampling Date: 03/06/89 03/06/89 03/06/89

Sampling Time: 12:25 12:45 12:58
Date Received: 03/06/89 03/06/89 03/06/89

Lab Sample 10: Method Blk 9MIA0344 9M[A0345 9MIA0346

Date Extracted: 03/06/89 03/06/89 03/06/89 03/06/89

Date Analyzed: 03/06/89 03/06/89 03/06/89 03/06/89
Remarks: Lab BLank

Parameter Method POL and Units Result Result Result Result
. .... o==. o-. ..... . o.. .... ..o.°..° . .... .... o.-.--°-- °°. .... .. ..o.....-

Volatile Organic Compounds CommentA] Comment N1

Acetone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 1.0 mg/m3 J 4.0 mg/m3 B BPQL NA

0.83 ppm 0.41 ppm J 1.7 ppm B BPQL NA

2-8utanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 2.0 m<j/m3 BPQL 1.0 rng/liL_B,J NA

0.67 ppm 0.67 ppm BPQL 0.33 pl::cn B,J NA

ChLoroethane EPA-624 M2 _ 2.0 mg/m3 BPOL BPQL 4.0 mg/m3 NA
0.74 ppm BPQL BPQL 1.5 ppm NA

1,1-Dichloroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL 4.0 mcj/m] NA
0.24 ppm BPQL BPQL 0.97 ppm NA

1,2-Oichloroethene (Total) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL 38 mg/m3 NA
0.25 p_m aPOL BPQL 9.4 ppm NA

Methylene chloride EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL 2.0 mg/m3 NA
0.28 ppm BPQL BPQL 0.57 ppm NA

Tetrachtoroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPOL BPQL 2.0 mcj/m3 NA
0.14 ppm BPQL BPQL 0.29 ppm NA

Toluene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL 0.50 mcj/m3 J NA

0.26 ppm BPOL BPQL 0.13 ppm J HA

1,1,1-TrichLoroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL NA
0.18 ppm BPOL BPQL BPQL NA

Trich[oroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL 3.0 mg/m3 NA
0.18 ppm BPQL BPQL 0.54 pf_ NA

1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2- EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 T3 BPOL BPQL 34 mg/m3 B2,J2 NA
tr_fluoroethane 0.3-0.5 ppm T3 8POL BPQL 4.3 ppm B2,J2 NA

Others - Tentatively EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 T3 BPOL See results See results NA
on attached on attached HA

Identified Compounds
Form |E Form ;E
(VOA-T[C) (VOA-T|C)

Others - Comment A3 EPA 626 M2 see Table 3 BPOL BPQL BPQL BPOL
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Page 4 Sampling Site: CFA-LF3 CFA-LF3 CFA-LF3 CFA-LF3

Sample Type: 25-ml lO-mt 25-ml 25-m¢

soil gas soil gas soil gas soil gas

Customer Sample [O: LF3-OIMAR89 LF3-O2MAR89 LF3-O4MAR89

Sampling Date: 03/08/89 03/08/89 03/08/89

Sampling Time: 09:32 09:58 10:05

Date Received: 03108/89 03108/89 03108189

Lab Sample ID: Method Blk 9MIA0360 9MIA0361 9MIA0362
Date Extracted: 03/14/89 03/14/89 03/14/89 03/14/89

Date Analyzed: 03/14/89 03/14/89 03/14/89 03/14/69
Remarks: Lab BLank

Parameter Method PQL and Units Result Result Result Result
-... .... . ......... ...=........... ..=... ....... ..... .... .......... ....

Volatile Organic Compounds CommentA3

Acetone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 2.0 mg/m3 J BPQL D4 BPQL BPQL

0.B3 ppm 0.41 ppm J BPOL D4 BPQL BPQL

2-Butanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL D4 BPQL BPQL

0,67 ppm 0.67 ppm BPQL D4 BPQL BPQL

Chloroethane EPA-624 M2 _ 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL D4 BPQL BPOL

0.74 ppm BPOL BPQL D4 BPQL BPOL

1,1-Dich[oroethane EPA-624 M2 1,0 mg/m3 BPQL BPOL D4 BPQL BPQL

0.24 ppm BPQL BPQL D4 BPQL BPOL

1,2-Dichloroethene (Total) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL D4 BPQL BPOL

0.25 ppm BPQL BPQL D4 BPQL BPQL

Methylene chloride EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 D.50 mg/llZ]J 9.0 mg/m3 B 4.0 mg/m3 B 2.0 mg/m3 B

0.28 ppm 0,14 ppm J 2.5 ppm B 1.1 ppm B 0,57 ppm B

tetrachloroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPqL D4 BPQL BPOL

0.14 ppm BPOL BPQL D4 BPOL BPOL

Toluene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPqL D4 BPQL 2.0 mg/m3

0.26 ppm BPOL BPQL D4 BPQL 0.52 ppm

1,1,1-Trichloroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL D4 BPOL 5.0 mg/m3

0.18 ppm BPOL BPQL D4 8POL 1.1 ppm

Trich[oroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPOL BPQL D4 BPOL 0.30 mg/m3 J

0.18 ppm 8POL BPOL D4 gPOL 0.05 ppm J

1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2- EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 T3 BPQL 190 mg/m3 B2,J2 15 mg/m3 B2,J2 64 mg/m3 B2,J2

triftuoroethane 0.3-0.5 ppm T3 BPQL 24 ppm B2,J2 1.9 ppm B2,J2 8.1 ppm B2,J2

Others - Tentatively EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 T3 See results See results See results See results

identified Compounds on attached on attached on attached on attached
Form IE Form [E Form IE Form IE

(VOA-TIC) (VOA-TIC) (VOA-T]C) (VOA-TIC)

Others - Comment A3 EPA 624 M2 see Table 3 BPQL BPQL D4 8POL BPQL
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EG&G Idaho, Environmental Chemistry, ROA

5 Sampling Site: CFA-LF3 CFA-LF3 CFA-LF3 CFA-LF3

Sample Type: 25-ml 21.5- ml 25-ml IO-ml
soil gas soil gas soil gas soil gas

Customer Sample ID: LF3-O6MAR89 LF3-OTMAR89 LF3-X?MAR89

Sampling Date: 03/08/89 03/08/89 03/08/89

Sampling Time: 10:28 I0:44 10:47
Date Received: 03/08/89 03/08/89 03/08/89

Lab Sample XD: Method Blk 9MIA0363 9MIA0364 9MIA0365

Date Extracted: 03114189 03/14/89 03114/89 03/14/89

Date Analyzed: 03114/89 03/14189 03/14189 03/14/89

Remarks: Lab Blank

Parameter Method PQL and Units Result Result Result Result
...°.°.°. o----=--- . ..... .°.o..°.- .°.-.-.°- °°------- .--- ..............

Volatile Organic Compounds Comment A3

Acetone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL D4 BPQL BPQL D4
0.83 ppm 0.83 ppm BPQL 04 BPQL 8POE D4

2-Butanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL D4 BPQL BPQL D4
0.67 ppm 0.67 ppm BPQL D4 BPQL BPQL D4

BPQL D4
Chloroethane EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL D4 BPQL

0.74 ppm BPQL BPQL D4 BPQL BPQL 04

1,1-Oichloroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL 04 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL D4
0.24 ppm BPQL BPQL D4 0.24 ppm BPOL 04

,2-Oichloroethene (Total) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL D4 BPQL BPQL D4
0.25 ppm BPQL BPQL D4 BPOL BPQL D4

Methylene chloride EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 0.50 mg/m J 2.0 mg/m3 4.0 mg/m3 3.0 mcj/m3
0.28 ppm 0.14 ppm J 0.57 ppm 1.1 ppm 0.57 ppm

Tetrachloroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL 04 BPQL BPQL D4
0.14 ppm BPQL BPQL D4 BPQL BPOL 04 I

Toluene EPA-624 M2 1.0 m<j/m3 BPOL 0.40 mg/m3 J 0.60 mg/m3 J BPQL D4
0.26 ppm BPOL 0.10 ppm J 0.16 pf_ J BPOL 04

1,1,1-Trichloroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 2.0 mg/m3 5.0 mcj/m3 BPOL 04
0.18 ppm BPQL 0.43 ppm 1.1 ppm BPQL D4

Trichtoroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL D4 0.40 mg/m3 J BPQL 04
0.18 ppm BPOL BPQL D4 0.07 ppm J BPQL D4

1,1,2-Trichtoro-1,2,2- EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 T3 BPOL 72 mg/m3 B2,J2 34mcj/m3B2,J2 190mg/m3 B2,J2
trifluoroethane 0.3-0.5 ppm T3 BPQL 9.1 ppm B2,J2 4.3 ppm B2,J2 24 ppm B2,J2

Others - Tentatively EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 T3 See results BPOL D4 BPQL BPOL D4

Identified Compounds on attached
Form IE

(VOA-T%C)

Others - Comment A3 EPA 624 M2 see Table 3 BPQL BPQL D4 BPQL BPQL D4
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Page 6 Sampling Site: CFA-LF3 CFA-LF3

Sample Type: 25-mr 25-ml
soil gas soil gas

Customer Sample I0: LF3-OSMAR89
Sampling Oate: 03/08/89

Sampling Time: 11:08
Date Received: 03/08/89

Lab Sample ID: Method Blk 9MIA0366

Date Extracted: 03/14/89 03/14/89

Date Analyzed: 03/14/89 03/14/89
Remarks: Lab Blank

Parameter Method PQL and Units Result Result
=.-.°.... ...°..=.. ... .... ..°°o°°. o°°°°°°°o ...°==o°o

Volatile Organic Compounds Comment A3

Acetone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL

0.83 ppm 0.83 ppm BPQL

2-Butanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL

0.67 ppm 0.67 ppm BPQL

Chloroethane EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL

0.74 ppm BPQL BPQL

1,1-Dichloroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL

0.24 ppm BPQL BPQL

1,2-Dichloroethene (Total) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m.] BPQL BPQL

0.25 ppm BPQL BPOL

Methylene chloride EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 0.50 mg/m3 J 4.0 mg/m3

0.28 ppm 0.14 ppm J 1.1 ppm

Tetrachloroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL

0.14 ppm BPQL BPQL

Toluene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 6PQL

0.26 ppm BPQL BPQL

1,1,1-Trichloroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL

0.18 ppm BPQL BPQL

Trichtoroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPOL

0.18 ppm BPQL BPQL

1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2- EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m.3 T3 BPQL 24 mg/m3 B2,J2

trifluoroethane 0.3-0.5 ppm T3 BPQL 3.0 ppm B2,J2

Others ° Tentatively EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 r3 See results See results

Identified Compounds on attached on attached
Form IE Form [E

(VOA-TIC) (VOA-TIC)

Others - Comment A3 EPA 624 M2 see Table 3 BPQL BPQL
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Legend:

BPQL = Below practical quantitation level. See POL definition for further explanation of practical quantitation level.

NA = Not analyzed.

POL = Pract|cat quantitat_on level. This is the lowest concentration reliably measurable (i.e., 33% maximum

uncertainty in precision and accuracy at the one standard deviation confidence level) for normal samples
during routine laboratory operations.

Comments:

A3 Target volatile organic compounds and their practical quantitation levels (PQLs) are provided in Table 3.

The instrument was calibrated to quantitatively measure these cc_>ounds, therefore compounds reported as

below PaL (BPQL) are unlikely to have been present above their PQLs.

S The presence of this compound in the associated laboratory method blank indicates the anatyte found in the
sample may be partially or completely a result of laboratory contamination.

BE This compound is a suspected laboratory contaminant. The presence of this compound in the sample may be
partially or completely a result of laboratory contamination.

D4 The sample analyzed was not a full 25 mr; therefore, the normal laboratory PaLs could not be achieved.
The normal POLs are those listed in the POL and units column and in Table 3. The elevated PaLs can be

determined by multiplying the POL for a Z5 mt sample by 25 then dividing by the actual sample volume;

The specific multiplication factors (MF) are as follows: for sample LF3-O1MAR89 MF = 25/10 = 2.5, for
sample LF3-O6MAR89 MF = 25/21.5 = 1.2, and for sample LF]-X7MAR89 MF = 25/10 = 2.5.

E2 The concentration reported for this sample exceeded the calibration range of the instrument and shoud be
considered an estimated concentration. The sample _te_¢_pletely consumed during the analysis so reanalysis

was not possible. The most likely result of this analytical difficulty is that the reported concentration
underestimates the actual concentration.

J Indicates estimated value. The concentration is below the PaL, but the compound was detected in the sample.

J2 Indicates estimated value. These volatile organic compounds are not target compounds (i.e., tentatively
identified compounds), and consequently the instrument is not calibrated to quantitatively measure their

abundances. An estimated calibration factor is assumed to quantify these compounds, therefore the reported
concentrations are estimated.

.M2 ...... A modification of EPA Method 624 was used since the method is designed for water samples. The PQLs

listed aPp-i-yto avotume Of 25 mL. The results are reported, in units of. ,_/m._. and ppm. The ppm unit is

on a volume compound per volume air basis and is determined by multiplying the veight Of COnN:)oundper .......
volume of air concentration by 24.0 L (volume of 1.0 mole of gas at normal local temperature and pressure)

and dividing by the compound's molecular weight (g/mole). Variations in temperature or pressure could

introduce up to 25_ uncertainty in the values reported in ppm units.
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Page 8

N1 This sampte was tost during anatysis before it was posstbte to obtain any reportabte anatyticat resu[ts.

The initiat anatysis attempt consumed art of the sampte so reanatys{s was not possibte.

T3 Tentativety identified compounds, These volatite organic compounds are not target compounds, and

consequently the instrument is not cattbrated to quantttativety measure their abundances, The estimated

practicat quantitation tevet for these compouncls is 2.0 to 4.0 mcj/m3 for gas samptes.

Qua[ i ty Assurance Coordinator
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E616Idaho, inc.
EnvironmentalChemLstr7Unit

;a_l_3. _et_odsentlt_vlt_es 1or aoiltile organic coipoundsby purge
;nd trap 5C,'R$analysis

;_,0 mLhxr Sieptes

Pr_cklcal OulntitltionLlve]l

Compound (iqlm3) {ppm)

_cetone 2.0 0.93
_en:ene l,O 0.31
8raiodichlorosethane l.O 0.15
Bromoforl t.O 0.094
Broiolethane :.0 0.51
:-Butanone 2.0 O.b7
C_rbondisulfide [.0 0.32
Carbontetrach)or_de t.O 0.16
Chlorohenzene l.O 0.21
Chloroethane 2.0 0.74
Chloroforl t.O 0._0
Chloromethane 2.0 1.0
Oibrosochloroeethane [.0 O.LI
ltl-Oichloroetha_e l.O 0.24
t,2-Oichloroethane t.O 0.24
l_l-Dichloroethene 1.0 0.24
[,2-OichloroeLhene(total) 1.0 0.24
t,2-Oich|oropropane 1,0 0.19
cis-l,3-Oichloropropene l.O 0.22
trans-l,3-Dichloropropene 1.0 0.22
Ethylbenzene t.O 0.22
2-He=/none 2.0 0.48
eet_leee chloride l.O 0.28
4-Methyl-2-pentanone 2.0 0.48
Styrene 1.0 0.23
l,I,2_2-Tetrachloroethane l.O 0.14
Tetrachloroethene 1,0 0.14
Toluene 1.0 0.2b
l,l,l-Trichloroethane l.O 0.18
t,l,2-Trtchloroethane l.O 0.18
Trichloroethene 1.0 0,18

Vinyl acetate 2.0 0.56
Vinyl chloride 2.0 0,77
lylenes (total) 1.0 0.077

I Prtctical qu_ntitatioA level is the lo,mst cemcentrationreliably
leisurible (i.e., _3Xeasieumuncertainty in precision andaccuracy
it the me standarddeviation confidencelevel) for normil ,eldes
during routine laboratory operations.

Revision01123189
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VOLAT=LZ CRGA_I_CS A_IALY$_S DATA SH._ZT
TEHTAT=';EL'/ :DEHTZFIED COM.P_.'HDS i i

La_ Na=e: _ ,......... C_n_rac _-: ..... I_ , ..... _1

L_ C_e: Case No.: SAS No.: $DG No.:
-- i L III I i _ IL -- ,IlL " Z 7 ----

, i

.Ma_r!x: (soil/vat.r) Lab $azpl. ID:

•L4vel : Cloy/cod) _ Oatl Ricilv.d: ,i, , --

% Moisture: not dec..,, _ Da_e Analyzed: _ _

Column: (pack/cap) -_----. Dilu_ion Factor: ......

Nu_J_er TZCs found: _ CONC_TION UNITS:
(ug/L or ug/Kg)_Lj_ ?

-- l III , , , I , ' 7: ,I_ i 1, i i iii i l,,, ii , , i ,i1,,, ,, i,1 ,

I I
C.AS_,_:_ C_M_U_O NA_Z I RT I ZST. C_NC. q

J_Jo-;<.,_,_,', ........ ,.,d,_Z/_ <?'__I _/,-r,'_"_:_-_'-_'-_'-_'-_'_2...d>,q ....

3. I
"- iii i ' iii ii I [ i I I I III j iii ii I ii i iii IIIll I --- IIJ I -- -- -- --
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EG&G idaho, Environmental Chemistry, ROA

EG&GIdaho, inc.
Environmental Chemistry

P.O. Box 1625, MS 4123

Idaho Falls, ID 83415

This report of anatys(s (ROA) presents the analytical results for the analyses you requested. Sample identification,

sampling information, and laboratory analysis information are listed in a column for each sample. Analytical results

are listed by analytical paranweter below the sample identification inforn_tion. Acronyms and abbreviations used are
defined at the erw:l of the report. A letter and/or letter nun_oer flag imn_cliately to the right of a parameter, method,

POL and units, result, or any other entry indicates an amplifying comment also provided at the end of the report. J

REPORTOF ANALYSIS

Prepared for: Report Identification:

ROA aun_)er: 110

Shannon Anstey Date: 6/_I/_'_

EG&G Idaho, Inc. Charge No.: 3RIF04030

P.O. Box 1625, MS 2107
Idaho Falls, IO 83415 Page: 1
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EG&G Idaho, Environmental Chemistry, ROA

Page 2 CFA I! CFA i! CFA II

Sampling Site: Landfill Landfill Landfill
Sample Type= 25 mL 25 mL 1 mL

Soil gas Soil gas Soil gas

Customer Sample |D: LF201MAY89 LF202MAY89 LF206MAY89

Sampling Date: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89

Sampling Time: 10:49 11:04 11:17
Date Received: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89

Lab Sample ID: Method Blk 9MIA0896 9MIA0897 9MIA0898
Date Extracted: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89

Date Analyzed: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89
Comments: Lab Blank

parameter Method PQL and Units Result Result Result Result

volatile Organic Compounds Comment A3

Acetone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 0.6 mg/m3 J BPQL 3.0 mg/m3 B 21.0 mg/rn3 B,D5,J

0.83 ppm 0.25 ppm J 1.24 ppm B 8.67 ppm B,D5,J

2-Butanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 1.3 mg/m3 J 1.3 mg/m3 B,J 1.2 mg/m3 B,J 34.0 mg/m3 B,DS,J

0.67 ppm 0.43 ppm J 0.43 ppm B,J 0.40 ppm B,J 11.3 ppm B,D5,J

Chloroethane EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL < 50.0 mg/m3 D5,J
0.74 ppm < 18.6 ppm D5,J

1,1-Dichloroethane EPA-624 ME 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 0.3 mg/m3 J 1.0 mg/m3 J < 25.0 mg/m3 DS,J
0.24 ppm 0.07 ppm J 0.24 ppm J < 6.07 ppm DS,J

1,1-Oichloroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL < 25.0 mg/m3 DS,J
0.24 ppm < 6.07 ppm DS,J

1,2 Dichtoroethene (total) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL < 25.0 mg/m3 DS,J
0.25 ppm < 6.07 ppm D5,J

1,2-Dichloropropane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL < 25.0 mg/m3 DS,J
0.21 ppm < 5.31 ppm D5,J

Ethylbenzene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL < 25.0 mg/m3 D5,J
0.23 ppm < 6.07 ppm DS,J

Methylene chloride EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 0.8 mg/m] J 1.0 mg/m3 B,J 1.2 mg/m] B 29.0 mg/m] B,D5
0.28 ppm 0.2 ppm J 0.28 ppm B,J 0.34 ppm B 8.19 ppm B,D5

4-Methyl-2-pentanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL < 50.0 mg/m3 DS,J
0.48 ppm < 18.6 ppm O5,J

Tetrachloroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mglm3 BPQL 0.3 mg/m3 J 1.1 mg/m3 J < 25.0 mg/m3 OS,J

0.14 ppm 0.04 ppm J 0.16 ppm J < 6.07 ppm DS,J

Toluene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL < 25.0 mg/m3 DS,J

0.26 ppm < 6.07 ppm DS,J

1,1,1-Trichloroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 0.5 mg/m3 J 1.0 mg/m3 < 25.0 mg/m3 DS,J
0.18 ppm 0.09 ppm J 0.16 ppm < 6.07 ppm DS,J
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EG&GIdaho, Environmental Chemistry, ROA

3

SampLing Site: Landf t t t Landft t t Landft t t

SampLe Type: 25 mL 25 mL 1 mL
SoiL gas Soft gas soil gas

Customer SampLe IO: LF201HAY89 LF202HAY89 LFZO6HAY89

SampLfng Date: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89

Sampting Time: 10:49 11:04 11 : 17
Date Received: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89

Lab SampLe ID: Method Btk 9MIA0896 9MIA0897 9NIA0898
Date Extracted: 05/22189 05122189 05/22/89 05122189

Date AnaLyzed: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89
comments: Lab Blank

Parameter Hethod PQL and Uni ts Resut t Result Resut t Resut t

I

VoLatiLe Organic Compounds Comment A3

Trfchloroethene EPAo624 142 1.0 rag/m3 BPQL 0.1 mg/m3 J 0.6 rag/m3 J < 25.0 rag/m3 DS,J

0.18 pp_n 0.02 ppm d 0.11 plom J < 4.56 ppnt D5,J

Vinyl Chloride EPA-624 M2 _ 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL < 50.0 mg/n_3 DS,J
0.77 ppm < 19.2 ppm D5,J

XyLenes (totaL) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL < 25.0 rag/m3 DS,J

0.22 ppm < 5.65 ppm D5,J

TentativeLy identified Compounds Co_¢nent T3

C6 CycLic hydrocarbon EPA-624 N2 2.0-4.0 rag/m3 T3 BPQL J2 BPQL J2 3.4 rag/m3 J2 100 rag/m3 D5,J2
0.6-1.1 ppm 1.0 ppm J2 30 ppm DS,J2

Hexane EPA-624 N2 2.0-4.0 rag/m3 T3 2.0 rag/m3 J2 6.0 rag/m3 B,J2 3.8 rag/m3 B,J2 950 rag/m3 B,D5,J2

0.6-1.1 ppm 0.6 I:H0m J2 1.7 ppm B,J2 1.1 ppm B,J2 264 ppm B,D5,J2

Tr|chLorofLuoromethane EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 rag/m3 T3 BPQL J2 7.0 mcj/m3 J2 38.0 mg/m] < 50-100 rag/m3 D5,J2

0.3-0.7 ppm 1.2 ppm J2 6.6 ppm < 8.7-18 ppm D5,J2

TrichLorotriftuoroethane EPA-624 H2 2.0-4.0 rag/m3 T3 BPQL J2 3.0 rag/m3 J2 BPQL J < 50-100 rag/m3 DS,J2

0.3-0.5 ppm 0.4 ppm J2 < 6.4-13 _ DS,J2

Others - Comment A3 EPA-624 M2 see Table 3 BPQL J2 BPQL J2 6PQL J2 < 50-100 rag/m3 DS,J2
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Page 4 CFA !! CFA I! CFA l!

Sampt tng Site: Landf i t t Landf | LL Landf f t t

Sample Type: 25 mL 25 mL 25 mL
Soil gas Soil gas Soil gas

Customer Sample !D = LF205MAY891 LF205MAY892 LF205MAY893

Sampt ing Date: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89

Sampling Time: 11:37 11:39 11:41
Date Recei ved: 05122189 05/22/89 05/22/89

Lab Sample ID: Method ark 9MIA0899 9HIA0900 9HIA0901
Date Extracted: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89

Date Analyzed: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89
Remarks: Lab Blank

Parameter Method PQL and Units Result Resut t Resu[t Result

Votati [e Organic Compounds Comment A3

Acetone EPA-624 M2 2.0 rag/m3 0.6 rag/m3 J 6.1 rag/m3 B 4.0 rag/m3 B 4.5 rag/m3 B

0.83 ppm 0.25 ppm J 2.5 ppm a 1.6 ppm B 1.9 ppm B

2-Butanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 rag/m3 1.3 rag/m3 J 1.3 rag/m3 8,J 1.4 rag/m] B 2.0 rag/m3 B

0.67 ppm 0.43 ppm J 0.43 ppm B,J 0.47 ppm B 0.67 ppm B

Chtoroethane EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL 5.1 mg/m3 4.3 mg/m3 4.7 mg/m3

0.74 ppm 1.9 ppm 1.6 _ 1.8 ppm

1,1-DichLoroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 20.0 mg/m3 18.0 mg/m3 20.0 mg/m3

0.24 ppm 4.8 ppm 4.4 ppm 4.8 ppm

1,1-Dichtoroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 m_Im3 BPQL 1,0 mg/m3 J 1.0 mglm3 J 1,0 mg/m3 J

0.25 ppm 0.25 ppm J 0.25 ppm J 0.25 ppm J

1,2 Oich[oroethene (total) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 5.0 mg/m3 4.4 mg/m3 5.0 mg/m3

0.25 ppm 1.2 ppm 1.1 ppm 1.2 ppm

1,2-Dichtoropropane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 6.0 mg/m3 5.4 nxj/m3 5.3 mg/m3

0.21 ppm 1.3 ppm 1.1 ppm 1.1 ppm

Ethytbenzene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 2.1 mg/m3 2.3 mg/m3 3.0 mg/m3

0.23 ppm 0.47 ppm 0.52 ppm 0.68 ppm

MethyLene chloride EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 0.8 mg/m] J 55.0 mg/m5 B,E1 50.0 mg/m] B,E1 53.0 mg/m3 B,E1

0.28 ppm 0.23 ppm J 15.5 ppm B,E1 14.1 pp_ B,E1 15.0 ppm B,E1

4-Methyt-2-pentanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL 11.0 mg/m3

0.48 ppm 2.64 ppm

Tetrachtoroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 4.3 mg/m3 4.3 mg/m3 5.0 mg/m3

0,14 ppm 0.62 ppm 0.62 ppm 0.72 ppm

Toluene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 12,0 mg/m3 13.0 mglm3 16.0 mg/m3

0.26 ppm 3.1 ppm 3.4 ppm 4.2

1,1,1-Trichtoroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL BPQL

0.18 ppm
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5 CFA I! CFA II CFA II

Sampling Site: Landfi[l Landfill Landfill

Sample Type: 25 mL 25 mL 25 mL

Soil gas Soil gas Soil gas

Customer Sample ID: LZO5MAY891 LF205MAY892 LF205MAY893
Sampling Date: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05122189

Sampling Time: 11:37 11:39 1i:41
Date Received: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89

Lab Sample ID: Method Blk 9MIA0899 9MIA0900 9MIA0901
Date Extracted: 05122189 05122/89 05/22189 05/22/89

Date Analyzed: 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89 05/22/89
Comments: Lab Blank

Parameter Method POL and Units Result Result Result Result
......... ..... ..... .............. ......... ......... -....-... .........

Volatile Organic Compounds Comment A3

Trtchtoroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 15.0 mg/m3 14.0 mg/m3 15.0 mg/m3

0.18 ppm 2.7 ppm 2.6 I:_ 2.7

Vinyl Chloride EPA-624 M2 2.0 rag/m3 BPQL 13.0 rag/m3 12.0 rag/m3 8.0 n)g/m3

0.77 ppm 4.99 ppm 4.6 Ppm 3.1 ppm

Xylenes (total) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL 17.0 mg/m3 16.0 mg/m3 21.0 mg/m3
0.22 ppm 3.84 ppm 3.61 ppm 4.74 ppm

Tentatively Identified Compounds Comment T3

C6 Cyclic hydrocarbon EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 T3 BPQL J2 BPQL J2 BPQL J2 BPQL J2

0.6-1.1 ppm

Hexane EPA-624 M2 2,0-4.0 mg/m3 T3 2.0 mg/m3 J2 19.0 mg/m3 B,J2 BPQL J2 BPQL J2

0,6-1.1 ppm 0.6 ppm J2 5.29 ppm B,J2

Trichlorofluoromethane EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 T3 BPQL J2 37.0 mg/m3 J2 33.0 mgln_ J2 38.0 mglm] J2

0.3-0.7 ppm 6.5 ppm J2 5.8 ppm J2 6,6 ppm J2

Trichlorotrifluoroethane EPA-624 M2 2.0-4,0 mg/m3 T3 BPQL J2 BPQL J2 BPQL J2 8PQL J2

0.3-0.5 ppm

Others - Comment A3 EPA-624 M2 see Table 3 8PQL See results See results See results
on attached on attached on attached
Form VOA-TIC Form VOA-TIC Form VOA-TIC

for sample for sample for sample
9MIA0899 9MIA0900 9MIA0901
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Page 6

Sampling Site: LandfiLl

Sample Type: 22 mL
Soil gas

Customer SampLe ID: LF208MAY89

SampLing Date: 05/22/89

SampLing Time: 11:49
Date Received: 05/22/89

Lab SampLe ]D: Method BLk 9MXA0902
Date Extracted: 05/22/89 05/22/89

Date AnaLyzed: 05/22/89 05/22/89
Remarks: Lab Blank

Parameter Method PQL and Units Result Result
......... .... . ................... .... ........ . .....

Volatile Organic Compounds CommentA3

Acetone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 0.6 m<j/m3 J 0.8 mg/m3 B,D5,J2

0.83 ppm 0.25 ppm J 0.33 ppm B,D5,J2

2-Butanone EPA-624 M2 f 2.0 mg/m3 1.3 mg/m3 J 2.0 mg/m3 B,D5,J2

0.67ppm 0.43 0.43 J 0.67 ppm B,D5,J2

Chtoroethane EPA-624 H2 2.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 2.3 mg/m3 D5,J

0.74 pptn < 0.86 ppm D5,J

1,1-Dich[oroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.1 mg/m3 DS,J

0,24 ppm < 0.42 ppm DS,J

1,1-Dichloroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.1 mg/m3 DS,J

0.24 ppm < 0.41 ppm DS,J

1,2 Dich|oroethene (total) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.1 mg/m3 D5,J

0.25 ppm < 0.41 ppm D5,J

1,2-Dichloropropane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 8PQL < 1.1 mg/m3 DS,J
0.19ppm < 0.23 ppm DS,J

Ethylbenzene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.1 mg/m3 DS,J
0.23 ppm < 0.25 ppm D5,J

MethyLene chloride EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 0.8 mg/m3 J 1.0 mg/m3 B,D5

0.28 ppm 0.23 ppm J 0.28 ppm B,D5

4-Methyt-2-pentanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m] BPQL < 2.3 mg/m3 DS,J
0.48 ppm < 0.55 ppmDS,J

Tetrachloroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.1 mg/m3 D5,J

0.14 ppm < 0.16 ppm O5,J

ToLuene EPA-OZ4 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.1 mg/m3 D5,J

0.26 ppm < 0.29 ppm DS,J

1,1,1-TrichLGroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mglm3 BPQL < 1.1 mg/m3 D5,J

0.18ppm < 0.20 ppm D5,J
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7' CFA I I

SampLing Site: Landfi t t

Sample Type: 22 mL

Soil gas

Customer Sample [D: LF208HAY89

SampLing Date: 05/22/89

SampLing Time: 11:49
Date Received: 05/22/89

Lab SampLe ID: Method Btk 9MIA0902
Date Extracted: 05/22/89 05/22/89

Date Analyzed: 05/22/89 05/22/89
Comments: Lab BLank

Parameter Method POL and Units ResuLt ResuLt
°..°.°.°. ....°. ..... ....°..°...°° .. .... ° .... . ......

VoLatiLe Organic Compounds Comment A3

Trichtoroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 rag/m3 BPQL < 1.1 mg/m D5,J

0.18 ppm < 0.20 ppm D5,J

Vinyl Chloride EPA-624 M2 2.0 rag/m3 BPQL < 2.3 mg/m D5,J

0.77 ppm < 0.88 ppm D5,J

Xytenes (total) EPA-624 /42 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.1 mg/m D5,J

0.077 _ < 0.25 ppm D5,J

ivety Identified Compounds Comment T3

C6 Cyclic hydrocarbon EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 rag/m3T3 BPQL J2 < 2.3-4.6 rag/m3 D5,J2

0.6-1.1 ppm < 0.7-1.3 ppm 05,J2

Hexane EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 rag/m3T3 2.0 rag/m3J2 34.0 rag/m3 B,DS,J2

0.6-1.1 ppm 0.6 ppm J2 9.5 ppm B,DS,J2

Trichlorofluoromethane EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 T3 BPQL J2 < 2.3-4.6 mg/m3 DS,J2

0.3-0.7 ppm < 0.4-0.8 ppm D5,J2

TrichlorotrifLuoroethane EPA-624 M2 2.0-4.0 nKj/nt]T3 BPQL J2 < 2.3-4.6 mg/m3 05,J2

0.3-0.5 ppm < 0.3-0.6 ppm D5,J2

Others - Comment A3 EPA-624 M2 see Table 3 BPQL J2 < 2.0-4.0 mg/m3 DS,J2
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Legend:

BPQL = Below practical quantitation level. See POL definition for further explanation of practical quantitation level.

PQL = Practical quantitation level. This is the lowest concentration reliably measurable (i.e., 33% maximum

uncertainty in precision and accuracy at the one standard deviation confidence Level) for normal san_les

during routine laboratory operations.

Comments:

A] Target volatile organic compounds and their practical quantitation levels (POLs) are provided in Table 3.
The instrument was calibrated to quantitatively n_asure these compourwds, therefore conN0ounds reported as

Ioetow POL (BPQL) are unlikely to have been present above their PQLs,

B The presence of this element/concx)und in the associated laboratory method blank indicates the analyte found
in the sang,re my be partially or c_tetely a result of laboratory contamination.

D5 The sanMote analyzed was not a full 25 mL; therefore, the normal Laboratory POLs could not be achieved.
The rmrnual PQLs are those listed in the POL arw:l units column arw:l in Table 3. The elevated PQLs can be

determined by multiplying the PQL for a 25 mL san_)le by 25 then dividing by the actual sample volume;

The specific multiplication factors (MF) are as follows: for san_ole LF206MAY89 MF = 25/1 = 25.0 and
for sanxote LF208MAY89 MF = 25/22 _ 1.1.

E1 The concentration reported for this sample exceeded the calibration range of the instrument and should be
considered an estimated concentration. The most likely result of this analytical difficulty is that the

reported concentration underestimates the actual concentration.

J Indicates estimated value. The concentration is below the PQL, but the ccwnpourwdwas detected in the sanM_le.

J2 Indicates estimated value. These volatile organic compounds are not target compounds (i.e., tentatively

identified conxoounds), and consequently the instrument is not calibrated to quantitatively measure their
aburwdances. An estimated calibration factor is assun_=cl to quantify these coni>ounds, therefore the reported
concentrations are estimated.

M2 A nx)dification of EPA Method 624 was used since the method is designed for water sanMoLes. The PQLs

tistecl apply to a volume of 25 mL. The results are reported in units of mg/m3 and ppm. The pp(n unit is
on a volume concx)und per volume air basis and is determined by multiplying the weight of COnMOOUndper

volume of air concentration by 24.0 L (votun_ of 1.0 mole of gas at normal local tenq_erature and pressure)

and dividing by the conix)und's molecular weight (g/n_le). Variations in tefnperature or pressure could

introduce up to 25% uncertainty in the values repc ted in ppm units.

T3 Tentatively identified compounds. These volatile organic conlx}unds are not target concx_unds, and
consequently the instrument is not calibrated to quantitatively measure their abundances. The estimated

practical quantitation level for these conxoounds is 2.0 to 4.0 n_j/m3 for gas san_oles.

Bennett, Pfi'.O.' _'¢harc_ J). Murp_/
Oual i ty Assurance Coordinator Organic _rechnicaF-'l.eader
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EG&G Idaho, Environmental Chemistry, ROA
=

EG&Gidaho, Inc.

Environmental Chemistry
P.O. Box 1625, MS /,123

Idaho Farts, ID 83415

This report of anatysis (ROA) presents the anatyticat resutts for the analyses you requested. Sampte identification,

sampting information, and Laboratory anatysis information are tisted in a column for each sample. AnaLyticaL results

are tisted by anatyticat parameter betow the sampte identification information. Acronyms and abbreviations used are

defined at the end of the report. A fetter and/or fetter number flag immediatety to the right of a parameter, method,
PQL and units, result, or any other entry indicates an amplifying coneent also provided at the end of the report.

REPORTOF ANALYSIS

Prepared for: Report Identi fication:

ROA Number: 109

Shannon Anstey Date: (,,/,_ _'/_"
EG&G Idaho, Inc. Charge No.: 3RIF04031

P.O. Box 1625, I<S 2107

Idaho FaLLs, ID 83/,15 Page: 1
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Page 2 Sampling Site: Landfill Landfill

Sample Type: 2mL 25 mL
soil gas soil gas

Customer Sample ID: LF302MAY89 LF304MAY89

Sampling Date: 05/23/89 05/23/89
Date Received: 05/23/89 05/23/89

Lab Sample ID: Method Blk 9MIA0954 9MIAO955
Date Extracted: 05/24/89 05/24/89 05/24/89

Date Analyzed: 05/24/89 05/24/89 05/24/89

Remarks: Lab BLank Analytical
Problem

Parameter Method PQL and Units Result Result Result
......... °° .... ... ° ............... ..... ........ .... °°.. .....

Volatile Organic Compounds Comment A3

Acetone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 0.5 mg/m3 J 5.0 mg/m3 B,D5,J NR N1

0.83 ppm 0.21 ppm J 2.1 ppm B,D5,J

Benzene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 12.5 mg/m3 O5,J NR N1

0.31 _ < 3.9 ppm D5,J

2-Butanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 2.0 mg/m3 J 17.0 mg/m3 B,DS,J NR NI

0.67 ppm 0.67 ppm J 5.7 ppm B,DS,J

Chtorobenzene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 12.5 mg/m3 D5,J NR NI

0.21 ppm < 2.7 ppm DS,J

1,1-Dichloroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 12.5 mg/m3 D5,J NR N1

0.24 ppm < 3.0 ppm DS,J

2-Hexanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 0.6 mg/m3 J < 25.0 mg/m3 D5,J NR N1

0.48 ppm 0.14 ppm J < 6.0 ppm D5,J

Methylene chloride EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 0.1 mg/m3 J 2.0 mg/m3 B,DS,J NR NI

0.28 ppm 0.03 ppm J 0.02 ppm B,DS,J

Tetrachloroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 12.5 mg/m3 D5,J NR NI

0.14 ppm < 1.8 ppm D5,J

Toluene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 12.5 mg/m3 D5,J NR NI

0.26 ppm < 3.3 ppm D5,J

1,1,1-Trichloroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 12.5 mg/m3 D5,J NR N1

0.18 ppm < 2.2 ppm D5,J

TrichLoroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 12.5 mg/m3 D5,J NR NI

0.18 ppm < 2.3 ppm D5,J

Xylene (total) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 12.5 mg/m] D5,J NR NI

0.077 ppm < 0.94 ppm D5,J

Others - Comment A] EPA 624 M2 see Table 3 BPQL BPQL D5 NR NI
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• 3 CFA Ill CFA 111 CFA JII

Sampling Site: Landfill Landfill Landfill

Sample Type: 25 mL 25 mL 25 mL
soil gas soil gas LFsoit gas

Customer Sample ID: LF306MAY89 LF307HAY89 LF309MAY89

Sampling Date: 05/23/89 05/23/89 05/23/89
Date Received: 05123189 05123/89 05125189

Lab Sample ID: Method Blk 9MIAO956 9MIA0957 9MIA0958
Date Extracted: 05/24/89 05/24/89 05124/89 05124189

Date Analyzed: 05/24/89 05/24/89 05/24/89 05124/89
Remarks: Lab Blank

Parameter Method PQL and Units Result Result Result Result
_........ ...-...-- ............... ..-...--- .......-. ......-.. .........

VolatiLe Organic Compounds Comment A3

Acetone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 0.5 mg/m3 J 0.7 mg/m3 B,J 2.0 mg/m3 B,J 1.0 mglm3 B,J

0.83 ppm 0.21 ppm J 0.29 ppm B,J 0.83 ppm B,J 0.41 ppm B,J

Benzene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL 11.0 mcj/m3

0.31 ppm 3.4 ppm

2-Butanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 rag/m3 2.0 rag/m3 J 2.0 rag/m3 B,J 2.0 rag/m3 B,J 1.0 rag/m3 B,J

0.67 ppm 0.67 ppm J 0.67 ppm B,J 0.67 ppm B,J 0.33 ppm B,J

Chlorobenzene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL 2,0 mg/m3

0.21 ppm 0.42 ppm

1,1-Dichloroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL 4.0 mg/m3 BPQL
0.24 ppm 0.96 pPm

2-Hexanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 0.6 mg/m3 J BPQL BPQL BPQL

0.48 ppm 0.14 ppm J

Methylene chloride EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 0.1 mg/m3 J 0.3 mg/m3 B,J 0.4 mg/m3 B,J 0.6 mg/m3 B,J
0.28 ppm 0.03 ppm J 0.08 ppm B,J 0.11 ppm B,J 0.17 ppm B,J

Tetrachtoroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL BPQL

0.14 ppm

Toluene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL BPQL 5.0 mg/m3

0.26 ppm 1.3 ppm

1,1,1-Trichloroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL 18.0 mg/m3 BPQL
0.18 ppm 3.2 ppm

Trichtoroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL 1.0 mcj/m3 0.2 mg/m] J

0.18 ppm 0.18 ppm 0.04 ppm J

XyLene (tot&t) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL BPQL 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL
0.077 ppm 0.08 ppm

Others - Comment A3 EPA 624 M2 see Table 3 BPQL BP_L BPQL BPQL
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Page 4 Sampling Site: Landfill

Sample Type: 14.5 mL

soil gas
Customer Sample ID: LF310MAYB9

SampLiltg Date: 05121189

Date Received: 05/23/89

Lab Sample ID: Method BLk 9MIA0959
Date Extracted: 05/24/E.' 05/24189

Date Analyzed: 05/24/89 05/24/89
Remarks: Lab BLank

Parameter Method PGL and Units Result Result
-...-.... ......... ............... ......... ..-....-.

Volatile Organic Compounds Co_TnentA1

Acetone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 0.5 mg/m3 J 0.9 mg/m3 B,DS,J

0.83 ppm 0.21 ppm J 0.4 ppm B,D5,J

Benzene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.72 mg/m3 D5,J

0.31 ppm < 0.53 ppm D5,J

2-Butanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 2.0 mg/m3 J 2.4 mg/m3 B,DS,J

0.67 ppm 0.67 ppm J 0.80 ppm B,D5,J

Chlorobenzene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/n_ BPQL < 1.72 mg/m3 DS,J

0.21 ppm < 0.37 ppm D5,J

1,1-Dichtoroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.72 mg/m3 D5,J

0.24 ppm < 0.42 ppm D5,J

2-Hexanone EPA-624 M2 2.0 mg/m3 0.6 mg/m3 J < 3.4 mg/m3 D5,J

0.48 ppm 0.14 ppm J < 0.B1 ppm D5,J

Methylene ch|oride EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 0.1 mg/m3 J 0.4 mg/m3 B,D5,J

0.28 ppm 0.03 ppm J 0.11 ppm B,DS,J

Tetrachtoroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.72 mg/m3 DS,J

0.14 ppm < 0.25 ppm D5,J

Toluene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.72 mg/m3 D5,J

0.26 ppm < 0.45 ppm DS,J

1,1,1-Trichtoroethane EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.72 mg/m3 D5,J

0.18 ppm < 0.31 ppm DS,J

Trichtoroethene EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.72 mg/m3 D5,J

0.18 ppm < 0.31 ppm DS,J

Xylene (total) EPA-624 M2 1.0 mg/m3 BPQL < 1.72 mg/m3 DS,J

0.077 ppm < 0.13 ppm DS,J

Others - Comment A3 EPA 624 M2 see Table 3 BPQL BPQL D5
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Legend:

BPQL = Below practical quantitation level. See PQL definition for further explanation of practical quantitation level.

POL = Practical quantitation level. This is the lowest concentration reliably measurable (i.e., 33%maximum
uncertainty in precision and accuracy at the one standard deviation confidence level) for normal samples

during routine laboratory operations,

Comments:

A3 Target volatile organic compounds and their practical quantitation levels (PQLs) are provided in Table 3.

The instrument was calibrated to quantitatively measure these compounds, therefore compounds reported as

below PQL (BPQL) are unlikely to have been present above their PQLs.

B The presence of this element/compound in the associated laboratory method blank indicates the analyte found
in the sample may be partially or completely a result of laboratory contamination.

D5 The sample analyzed was not a full 25.0 ml; therefore, the normal laboratory PQLs could not be achieved.
The normal POLs are those listed in the PQL and units column and in Table 3. The elevated PQLs can be

determined by multiplying the PQL for a 25.0 ml sample by 25.0 then dividing by the actual sample volume;
The specific multiplication factors (HF) are as follows: for sample 9MIA0954 HF = 25.0 / 2.0 =12.5 and

for sample 9HIA0959 MF= 25.0 / 14.5 = 1.72. A result below the PQL is identified bY < XX where the XX
value is the POL.

J Indicates estimated value. The concentration is below the POL, but the compound was detected in the sample.

H2 A modification of EPA Method 624 was used since the method is designed for water samples. The PQLs

listed apply to a volume of 25 mL, The results are reported in units of mg/n_] and ppm. The ppm unit is

on a volume compound per volume air basis and is determined by multiplying the weight of compound per
volume of air concentration by 24.0 L (volume of 1.0 mole of gas at normal Local temperature and pressure)

and dividing by the compound's molecular weight (g/mole). Variations in temperature or pressure could

introduce up to 25% uncertainty in the values reported in ppm units.

N1 This sample was lost during analysis before it was possible to obtain any reportable analytical results.
The initial analysis attempt consumed art of the sample so reanalysis was not possible.

oua l i ty Assurance Coordi nator Organi c TechHi_aL L_er
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Environmt_taiCht, tst_ Unit

Tablw3. _eth_dsensxtivztZes for volatile orq_ic cDmpounas_y _ur;e
_d trap B:IMS_alysis

Z_.O nL Azr S_.pLes

PracticalQ,IntitationLevell
Conpound (aging) (OPal

Acetane 2.0 0.93
Ben:erie 1.0 0._1
9romodichloranethane I. 0 O.l:
Bromoforn i.O 0.094
Broionethane 2.0 0._1
2-OuLanone 2.0 0._7

C_rbondLsuLfLde _: L,O 0 _"
Carbontatrachloride 1,0 0.16
Ch!orobenzene 1.0 0.21
Chloroethane 2.0 0,74
Chloroforj t.O 0.:0
Chloroaethane 2.0 1.0
OibroJochioroaetMne l.O O.LL
L, l-OichLoroetha_e 1.0 0.24
L,2-OLchloroethane 1.0 0.24
I t1-0ichloroethene I, 0 0,24
L,2-Oichioroethene(total) 1.0 0,2_
1,2-Oichloropropane 1.0 0.17
cis-l,3-Oi_hloroprnpene 1.0 0.22
trios- ! ,3-0ichloropropene 1.0 0.22
ELhyibenzene LO 0.22
_-Hexannne 2.0 O.49
HethTlenechloride L.O 0,29
4-fiethyi-2- Pent;n_ne 2.0 O._8
Styrene i.O 0.23

.... 1,1,2,2-Tetrachlnr_ethanm 1,0 -- 0.1_ .......... '-
Tetrachloroethene 1.0 O.L4
Toluene - 1.0 0.26
1,L,t-Trichl _roeth_ne 1.0 O.18
l,l,2-Trichlnroeth_ne 1.0 0.19
TrichloroetJ_, L.O O.19

Vinyl acetate 2.0 0.56
Vinyl chloride 2.0 0.77
lyienes (total) 1.0 0,077

e

S Practical qua_titatioa level is t_ lo,_st ¢oncentratio_ reliably
a,easurable(i.e.,_ eazi_ uncertainty it,precision andaccuraw
at the o_e standarddeviationconfidence_"_el) far normalsaJpies
durinq routine laboratory operations.
- -- -- ,, ,, , ,,u :-- , i ,_-- _ -- .....

Revision0L12_189 .......
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Analytical Results for Subsurface Soil Samples
at Landfills II and III
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Release of the data =on_ained in this bzrd=opy has been

authorized by the I.aboracory Manager or his designee, as
verified by the following signature.

" Tho=_8 ._. Cuiten, Jr
Division Manager 2/27188
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INEL LANDFILL CFA II and III FACILITIES
LABORATORY/FIELD SAMPLING

Lab Field Sample Sampling Sample
Sample Nos. Samples Depth Date Media

87346010 FBI 12/08/87 Water

g7346011 LF 3-6-FB 12/11/87 Water

87346012 Equip. Blank 1 12/10/87 Water

87346013 LF 3-7 15 ft 12/10/87 Soil

87346014 LF 3-6 17 ft 12/11/87 Soil

87350026 LF 3-4-FB 12/12/87 Water

87350027 LF 3-4 10 ft 12/12/87 Soil

87350028 LF 3-2-FB 12/14/87 Water

87350029 LF 3-2S 12 ft 12/14/87 Soil

87352018 LF 2-1 17 ft 12/16/87 Soil

87352019 LF 2-1 -FB 12/15/87 Water

87352020 LF 2-3S 23 ft 12/17/87 Soil

87352021 LF 2-3-FB 12/17/87 Water

87352022 Equip. Blank 2 I2/15/87 Water

87362001 LF 2-5-FB 12/21/87 Water

87362002 LF 2-5 1 ft 12/21/87 Soil

87362003 LF 2-6 1 ft 12/21/87 Soil

87362004 Equip. Blank 3 12/21/87 Water
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NOTES FOR ORGANICS RESULTS

U -- indicates compound was analyzed for but not detected.

J -- indicates an estimated value. This flag is used when estimating the concentration of
tentatively identified compounds or when a compound is identified but the
concentration is less than the sample quantitation limit.

B -- analyte found in the associated blank as well as in the sample.

D -- identifies all compounds identified in an analysis at a secondary dilution factor.

NOTES FOR INORGANICS RESULTS

U -- indicates compound was analyzed for but not detected.

B -- indicates the reported value is less than the Contract Required Detection Limit
(CRDL) but greater than the Instrument Detection Limit (IDL).

E -- indicates a value estimated or not reported due to the presence of interference.

S -- indicates value determined by Method of Standard Addition.

M -- indicates duplicate injection precision not met.

N -- indicates matrix spike sample recovery is not within control limits.

W -- indicates post-digestion spike for furnace AA analysis is out of control limits (85-115%)
while sample absorbance is less than 50% of spike absorbance.

* -- indicates duplicate analysis is not within control limits.

+ -- indicates that the correlation coefficient for Method of Standard Addition is less than
0.995.
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PRELIMINARY UNVALIDATED RESULTS
VOLATILE ORGANICS ABOVE DETECTION LIM1TS

LANDFILL #2

Concentration

Analyte Sample ID (ppb) Qualifier

2-Butanone LF2-5 73

Acetone LF2-5 800 B

Methylene chloride LF2-1 8 B

Methylene chloride LF2-3s 12 B

Methylene chloride LF2-5 60 B

Methylene chloride LF2-6 17 B

EQUIPMENT AND FIELD BLANK EVALUATION
VOLATILE ORGANICS

LANDFILL #2

Concentration

Analyte Sample ID (ppb) Qualifier

Methylene chloride Equipblk2 6 B

Chloroform Equipblk3 3 J

Methylene chloride LF2-1-FB 3 B

Methylene chloride LF2-3-FB 4 B

Chloroform LF2-3-FB 3 J

Methylene chloride LF2-5-FB 1 B

Chloroform LF2-5-FB 3 J
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PRELIMINARY UNVALIDATED RESULTS
VOLATILE ORGANICS ABOVE DETECTION LIMITS

LANDHLL #3

Concentration

Analyte Sample ID (ppb) Qualifier

Methylene chloride LF3-2s 4 B

Methylene chloride LF3-4 10 B

Methylene chloride LF3-6 73 B

Methylene chloride LF3-7 6 B

Xylene LF3-4 4 J

EQUIPMENT AND FIELD BLANK EVALUATION
VOLATILE ORGANICS

LANDFILL #3

Concentration

Analyte Sample ID (ppb) Qualifier

Acetone Equipblkl 10 B

Methylene chloride LF3-2-FB 2 B
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PRELIMINARY UNVALIDATED RESULTS
SEMIVOLATILE ORGANICS ABOVE DETECTION LIMITS

I.,ANDFILL #2 & 3

Concentration

Analyte Sample ID (ppb) Qualifier

4-Methylphenol LF2-5 110 J

Benzoic acid LF2-5 90 J

EQUIPMENT AND FIELD BLANK EVALUATION
SEMIVOLATILE ORGANICS

LANDFILL #2 & 3

Concentration

Analyte Sample ID (ppb) Qualifier

Bis (2-ethylhexyl)phthalate Equipblk3 40 B

Bis (2-ethylhexyl)phthalate LF3-2-FB 15

Bis (2-ethylhexyl)phthalate LF3-4-FB 25

Bis (2-ethylhexyl)phthalate LF3-6-FB 20

Di-n-octylphthalate LF3-2-FB 120
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PRELIMINARY UNVALIDATED RESULTS

INORGANICS ABOVE DETECTION LIMITS
LANDFILL #2

Concentration

Sample ID Analyte (ppm) Qualifier

LF2-1 Aluminum 18000

LY2-Bs Aluminum 25000

LF2-5 Aluminum 31000

LF2-6 Aluminum 23000

LF2-1 Antimony 12 W

LF2-3s Antimony 12 W

LF2-5 Antimony 12 W

LF2-6 Antimony 12 W
LF2-1 Arsenic 6

LF2-3s Arsenic 16

LF2-5 Arsenic 24

LF2-6 Arsenic 25

LF2-1 Barium 200

LF2-3s Barium 220

LF2-5 Barium 340

LF2-6 Barium 130

LF2-1 Beryllium 1

LF2-3s Beryllium 1

LF2-5 Beryllium 1

LF2-6 Beryllium 1
LF2-1 Cadmium 2

LF2-1 Calcium 55000

LF2-3s Calcium 19000

LF2-5 Calcium 11000

LF2-6 Calcium 23000

LF2-1 Chromium 25

LF2-3s Chromium 25

LF2-5 Chromium 33

LF2-6 Chromium 28

LF2-1 Cobalt 7 J

LF2-5 Cobalt 22

LF2-6 Cobalt 28

I_'2-1 Copper 24

LF2-3s Copper 24

LF2-5 Copper 46

LF2.6 Copper 56
LF2-1 Iron 17000

LF2-3s Iron 26000

LF2-5 Iron 47000
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PRELIMINARY UNVALIDATED RESULTS

INORGANICS ABOVE DETECTION LIMITS

LANDFILL #2 (CONT.)

Concentration

Sample ID Analyte (ppm) Qualifier

LF2..6 Iron 46000

LF2-1 Lead 14

LF2-3s Lead 19

" LF2-5 Lead 16

LF2-6 Lead 12

LF2-1 Magnesium 8500

LF2-3s Magnesium 8900.00

LF2-5 Magnesium 12000.00

LF2.6 Magnesium 15000.00

LF'2-1 Manganese 190.00

LF2-3s Mangane,,_e 750.00

LF2.5 Manganese 840.00

LF2-6 Manganese 830.00

LF2-1 Mercury 0.02 J
LF2.3s Nickel 26.00

LF2-5 Nickel 28.00

LF2-6 Nickel 26.00

LF2-1 Potassium 7700.00

LF2.3s Potassium 5600.00

LF2-5 Potassium 5100.00

LF'2-6 Potassium 3900.00

LF2-1 Selenium 3.00 S

LF2-3s Selenium 3.00 S

LF2-5 Selenium 1.00 W

LF2.6 Selenium 1.00 W

LF2-1 Silver 0.10 J

LF2-1 Vanadium 45.00

LF2-3s Vanadium 30.00

LF2-5 Vanadium 67.00

LF2-6 Vanadium 81.00

LF2.1 Zinc 100.00

LF2-3s Zinc 40.00

IX'2-5 Zinc 32.00

LF2-6 Zinc 31.00
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EQUIPMENT AND FIELD BLANK EVALUATION
INORGANICS

LANDFILL #2

Concentration

Sample ID Analyte (ppm) Qualifier
__ ,,, __

Equipblkl Selenium 5.00 W

Equipblk2 Selenium 5.00 W

Equipblk3 Selenium 5.00 W
FB.1 Selenium 5.00

LF2-1-FB Selenium 5.00 W

LF2-3-FB Selenium 5.00 W

LF'2-S-FB Selenium 5.00 W

LF2-3-FB Calcium 9500.00
-- ,.H _ ,
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PRELIMINARY UNVALIDATED RESULTS

INORGANICS ABOVE DETECTION LIMITS
LANDFILL #3

-- ,,,,,

Concentration

Sampl,"ID Analyte (ppm) Qualifier

LF3-2s Aluminum 380O

LF3-4 Aluminum 1700

LF3.6 Aluminum 4700

LF3-7 Aluminum 4000

LF3-2s Antimony 12 W

LF3-4 Antimony 12 W

LF3.6 Antimony 12 W

LF3-7 Antimony 12 W
LF3-2s Arsenic 11

LF3-4 Arsenic 16

LF3-6 Arsenic 12

LF3-7 Arsenic 8

LF3-2s Barium 49

LF3-6 Barium 53

LF3-2.s Calcium 37000

LF3-4 Calcium 65000

LF3-6 Calcium 9500

LF3-7 Calcium 19000

LF3-2s Chromium 12

LF3..4 Chromium 7

LF3-6 Chromium 10

LF3-7 Chromium 11

LF3-2s Copper 2O

LF3..4 Copper 12

LF3-6 Copper 24

LF3 -7 Copper 20

LF3 -2s Iron 9400

LF3-4 Iron 5100

LF3-6 Iron 13000

LF3-7 Iron 7500

LF3-2s Lead 8

LF3-4 Lead 3

LF3-6 Lead 6

LF3-7 Lead 7

LF3-2s Magnesium 3300

LF3-4 Magnesium 1800

LF3-6 Magnesium 3300

LF3-7 Magnesium 3900

LF3-_ Manganese 140

LF3-4 Manganese 57
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PRELIMINARY UNVALIDATED RESULTS

INORGANICS ABOVE DETECTION LIMITS

LANDFILL #3 (CONT.)

__-- ,. ,..,,, ,,,,, __

-- -- -Concentration

Sample ID Analyte (ppm) Qualifier

LF3.6 Manganese 140

LF3.7 Manganese 150

LF3-2s Nickel 11

IX3-6 Nickel 12

LF3-7 Nickel 13

LF3-2-FB Selenium 5.00 W

LF3..4-FB Selenium 5.00 W

IX3-6-FB Selenium 5.00 W
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EQUIPMENT AND FIELD BLANK EVACUATION
INORGANICS
LANDFILL #3

Concentration

Sample ID Analyte (ppm) Qualifier

I5"3-2-FB Selenium 5.00 W

LF3.4-FB Selenium 5.00 W

LF3-6-FB Selenium 5.00 W
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PRELIMINARY UNVALIDATED RESULTS
PESTICIDES ABOVE DETECTION LIMITS

LANDFILL #2 AND 3

Concentration

Sample ID Analym (ppb) Qualifier

No detects
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Appendix C.1

Validated Groundwater Quality Data
for CFA Landfills II and III

February 1990
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DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS

Organic Analysis Data Flags

A Indicates that a tentatively identified compound is a suspected aldol-condensation
product.

B Used when the analyte is found in the associated blank as well as in the sample.

C Applies to pesticide results where the identification has been confirmed by GC/MS.

D - Identifies all compounds identified in an analysis at a secondary dilution factor.

E - Identifies compounds which have concentrations that exceed the calibration range
of the GC/MS instrument for that specific analysis.

J - Indicates as estimated value.

U - Indicates compound was analyzed for but not detected.

Organic Validation Data Qualifiers

J - The analyte was positively identified in the sample, but the associated numerical
value may not be an accurate representation of the amount actually present in the
environmental sample. The data should be seriously considered for decision making
and are usable for many purposes.

N - Presumptive evidence of the presence of the material.

NJ Presumptive evidence of the presence of the material at an estimated quantity.

R The data are unusable (may or may not be present). Resampling and reanalysis is
necessary for verification.

U The material was analyzed for but was not detected. The associated numerical
value is the sample quantitation limit.

UJ The material was analyzed for, but was not detected. The sample quantitation limit
is an estimated quantity.

Reference: Environmental Restoration Department, Sample Management Office Standard

Operating Procedures 12.1.4 and 12.1.5 (EG&G Idaho).
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DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS

In__q.qr_anicAnalysis Data Flags

B Value is less than the CRDL, but greater than the IDL.

E - Value is estimated because of the presence of interference.

N - Spiked sample recovery not within control limits.

NR - Analyte was not required to be analyzed.

S Value was determined by the method of standard additions (MSA).

U Analyte was analyzed for but not detected.

W Post digestion spike for Furnace AA analysis is out of control limits (85% to 115%),
while sample abst, rbance is less than 50% of spike absorbance.

• Duplicate analysis not within control limits.

Methods

A Flame AA.

CV Manual Cold Vapor AA.

F - Furnace AA.

NR - Not run, analyte not required to be analyzed.

P - Inductively Coupled Plasma - Atomic Emission Spectrometry.

I_norganic Validation Data Qualifier_

J - The analyte was analyzed for and was positively identified, but the associated
numerical value may not be consistent with the amount actually present in the
environmental sample.

R The data are unusable.

U The material was analyzed for, but was not detected above the level of the
associated value. The associated value is either the sample quantitation limit or the

sample detection limit.

LIJ The material was analyzed for, but was not detected. The associated value is an
estimate and may not accurately reflect the instrument detection limit in the sample
matrix.
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CFA Landfit[s 11 and 11! FY89 WeLLs - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I! AND ![I FY89 MELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANICDATA Page 1 of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOgN GRADMELL DOgN GRADgELL DOgN GRAD MELL DOgN GRAD MELL UPGRADIENT MELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAOIO1A CFAO201A CFAO301A CFAO302A CFAO401A
MEDIA GROUNDMATER _ROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAOIO1A CFAOIO1A CFAOIO1A CFAOIO1A CFAOIO1A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 8.0 9.1 9.1 9.1 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7
Temperature (C) 10.4 10.3 10.4 10.4 10.1

TARGET COMPOUNDS
1,1,1 -Tr i cht oroethane ...... 1 ......
1,2-Dibromo-3-chLoropropane 0.5 UR 0.5 UR 0.5 UR 0.5 UR 0.5 UR

Di [ut ion Factor 1. OOO 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Total (Allowed) Hold Time 14(14)d 15(14)ci* 15(14)d* 15(14)d* 14(14)d

n
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CFA Landfills !I and Ill FY89 geLLs - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I! AND Ill FY89 WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANICDATA (Continued) Page 2 of 2

AREA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAO402A
MEDI A GROUNDMATER
UN1TS u9/L
SDG NUMBER CFAOIO1A

FIELD HEASURENENTS
pH
Conductivity (uS)
Temperature (C)

TARGET COMPOUNDS
1,1,1-Trich[oroethane ---
1,2-Oibrom-3-chloropropane 0.5 UR

Dilution Factor 1.000
Total (Allowed) Hold Time 14(14)d
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CFA Landfills [! and [[[ FY89 Metts - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS ll AND I]I FY89 MELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC FIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCAT[ON ASTM TYPE[[ H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-F]ELD BLANK
SANPLE NUMBER CFAOgO1A
MEDI A MATER
UNI TS ug/L
SDG NUNBER CFAOIOIA

TARGET COHPOUNDS
Chtorofom 3
1,2-Dibromo-3-chtoropropane 0.5 UR

Dilution Factor 1.000
Total (klto_ed) Hold Time 15(14)d*
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CFA Landfills I! and Ill FY89 Melts - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FYBgMELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANICTRIP BLANK OATA Page 1 of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION QC QC QC QC QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-TR]P BLANK O0-TR]P BLANK O0-TRIP BLANK O0-TRIP BLANK 00-TRIP BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAO501A CFAO601A CFAOTO1A CFAO801A CFAO80EA
MEDIA MATER MATER MATER MATER MATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA0101A CFA0101A CFAOlO1A CFAO101A CFAO101A

TARGET COHPOUNDS
Nethy[ene Ch[oride --- 9 4 ......
Chloroform ............ 3
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane 0.5 UR 0.5 UR 0.5 UR 0.5 UR 0.5 UR

Pi[u¢ion Fac¢or 1.000 1.000 1.600 1.000 1.000
Total (Atloued) Hold Time 15(14)d* 15(14)d* 15(14)d* 15(14)d* 14(14)d

9-11-92
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CFA LandfiLls I| and Ill F_89 Mells- 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDF[LLS II AND [[! FYB9 MELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC ]RIP BLANKDATA (Continued) Page 2 of 2

AREA CFA CFA
LOCAT[ON QC OC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-TR[P BLANK O0-TR]P BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAOSO3A CFAOSO4A
REDI A WATER MAIER
UN! TS ug/L ug/L
SDG IIURBER CFAOIO1A CFAOIO1A

TARGET COMPOUNDS
MethyLene Chloride ......
ChLoroform 3 3
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane 0.5 UR 0.5 UR

DiLution Factor 1.000 1.000
Total (ALLowed) HoLd Time 14(14)d 14(14)d
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CFA landfills [I and II! FY89 t,/e(ls - 1st Ouarter February 1990 SS,A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS [I AND [I[ FY89 MeLts - SEMIVOLATiLE APPENDIX IX ORGANICDATA Page 1 of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9
TYPE OF LOCA]ION DOWNGRAD tJELL DOt,IN GRADt_ELL DOb/NGRADWELL DOUN GRAD 14ELL DOIJNGRADUELL
SAMPLE NUNBER CFAOIOID CFAOIO1DRE EFAO201D CFAO301D CFA0302D
MEDIA GROUNDI,/ATER GROUND14ATER GROUND14ATER GROUNDklATER GROUNDUATER
UN]TS ug/L ug/L u9/L ugtL ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAOIO1D CFA0101D CFAO101D CFAO101D CFA0101D

FIELD MEASUREHENZS
pit 8.0 8.0 9.1 9.1 9.1
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) _0._ 10._ 10.3 10.4 10.4

lARGE] COMPOUNDS

None Detected

('_ Ditution Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

"-_ Extraction (Aitowed) Hold Time 17(7)d* 17(7)d* 16(7)d* 18(7)d* 18(7)d*
Analytical (Attowed) Hotd lime 5(40)d 7(40)d 4(40)d 4(40)d 4(40)d
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CFA Landfi[ts 11 and 111FY89 Wet[s - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND ||! F_B9 gekks - SEHI_OLAllLE APPEND|X IX ORGAKIC DM_ (Continued) Page 2 of 2

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCAl]OH UPGRADIEHI WELL UPGRADIEHT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAO401D CFAO402D
HEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAOIOID CFAOIOID

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 10.1 10.1

TARGET CORPOUHDS

None Detected

Dilution Factor 1.000 1.000
.(_ Extraction (kLtowed_ _oLd li_ 18(7)d* 17(7)d*

Analytica[ (Attowed) Hotd Time 5(40)d 7(40)d
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CFA LandfiLLs II and III FY89 WeLLs - 1st Quarter February 1990 SgA Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS 11 AND 11I FY89 WeLts - SEMIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANIC FIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA QC +
LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
TXPE GF LOCA_tOH ASXR _XPEtl H_O
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO901D

MEDIA WATER 1
U_15 ug/L

SDG NUMBER CFAOIO|D (

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH
Conductivity (uS)
Temperature (C)

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

DiLution Factor 1.000
0 Extraction (ALLowed) HoLd Time 18(7)d*
_-, AnaLyticaL (ALLowed) HoLd Time 4(40)d
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CFA Landfills 11 and Ill FY89 Uetls - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - INORGANIC DATA Page 1 of 1

i

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAOIO1H CFAOEO1H CFAO301H CFAO3OEH CFAO4OIH CFAO4OEH
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAOIO1H CFAOIO1H CFAOIO1H CFAOIOIH CFAOIO1H CFAOIO1H

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 8.0 9.1 9.1 9.1 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 10.4 10.9 10.3 10.3 10.1 10.1

ANALYTES
Arsenic ..................
Barium 80.0 B 147 B 129 B 130 B 121B 121B
Cadmium ..................
Chromium 312 206 293 307 379 358

_., Iron 5080 1100 4190 4370 5410 4500

Lead 2.3 B ...............

Manganese 44.0 16.0 33.0 36.0 66.0 66.0
Mercury ..................
Selenium ...............
Silver ..................

Sodium 38100 35700 36200 37400 42000 42300

Total (Allowed) Hold Timea 17(180)d 17(180)d 17(180)d 17(180)d 17(180)d 17(180)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Timeb 14(26)d 14(26)d 15(26)d 14(26)d 14(26)d 14(26)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time c 17(180)d 17(180)d 17(180)d 17(180)d 17(180)d 17(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS
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CFA Landfitts !I and !!1 FY89 Wetts - 1st Ouarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - INORGANIC FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION ASTM TYPEII H20
TYPE OF LOCATION DO-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFAOgO1H
MED]A WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAOIOIH

ANALYTES
Arsenic -'"
Barium ---
Cadmium ---
Chromium ---
Iron 7_.0 B

Lead ---
Manganese ---

Mercury ---
•I_ Setenium ---

Si[ver ---

Sodium 340 B

Total (Attowed) Hotd Timea 17(180)d
Total (ALLowed) HoLd Timeb 15(26)d
Totat (Attowed) Hotd Time c 17(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS
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CFA Landfills lI and Iil FY89 Wells - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document • Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I! AND Ill FY89 UELLS - NON-METALSDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOtJNGRAD UELL DOtJNGRAD WELL DOtJNGRAD WELL DOWN GRAD WELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAOI01 CFA0201 CFA0301 CFA0302 CFA0401 CFA0402
MEDIA GROUND UATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER

UNITS ug/l ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/l ug/l
SDG NUMBER CFA0101 CFA0101 CFA0101 CFA0101 CFA0101 CFAOI01

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 8.0 9.1 9.1 9.1 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 10.4 10.3 10.3 10.3 10.1 10.1

ANALYTES
Ch tor ide 43000 98700 97200 96900 106000 105000
Ftuoride 269 226 215 204 226 237
Nitrate 4360 J 4810 J 4910 J 4920 J 4850 J 4900 J

SuIfate 26000 18000 36000 34000 20000 26000

I,_ TOC 1000 UJ 1000 UJ 1000 UJ 1000 UJ 1000 J 1000 UJ
U1

TOX 55.5 J 38.9 J 20.8 J 195 J 43.0 J 10.5 J

Total (At lowed) Hold time a 21(28)d 22(28)d 22(28)d 22(28)d 21(28)d 21(28)d
Total (At[owed) Hold Timeb 33(28)d* 34(28)d* 34(28)d* 34(28)d* 33(28)0"* 33(28)d_
Total (Atlowed) Hold Timec 12(28)d 13(28)d 13(28)d 13(28)d 12(28)d 12(28)d
Total (Attowed) Hold Timed 22(28)d 23(28)d 23(28)d 23(28)d 22(28)d 22(28)d
Total (At towed) Hold Time e 12(28)d 13(28)d 13(28)d 13(28)d 12(28)d 12(28)d
Total (At towed) Hold Time f 6(7)d 7(7)d 7(7)d 7(7)d 6(7)d 6(7)d

a. Chloride - Method 9251
b. Fluoride - Method 340.3
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. Sulfate - Nethod 9036
e. TOC - Method 9060

f. TOX - Method 9020
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CFA LandfiLLs II and Iii FY89 WeLts - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document * Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS IT AND !II FY89 WELLS - NON-METALSFIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

i
AREA CFA
LOCATION ASTM TYPEI! H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFA0901
MEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA0101

ANALYTES
ChLoride 1400
FLuoride ---
Nitrate 23.8 J
SuLfate ---
TOC 1000 UJ

TOX 30.8

C3
;..= Total (ALlowed) HoLd Timea 22(28)d
!
__L Total (Allowed) HoLd Timeb 34(28)d*

Total (Allowed) HoLd Timec 13(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Timed 23(28)d
Total (Allowed) HoLd Timee 13(28)d
Total (ALlowed) HoLd Timef 7(7)d

a. ChLoride - Method 9251
b. FLuoride - Method 340.3
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. SuLfate - Method 9036
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020
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CFA Landfills il and 1II FY89 Welts - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS lI AND III FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX IX DATA Page 1 of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADUELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRAD WELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAOIO1G CFAOIO1GDL CFAO201G CFAO201GDL CFAO301G CFAO301GDL
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER
UNITS ug/t ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/t ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAOIOIG CFAOIOIG CFAOIOIG CFAOIOIG CFAOIOIG CFAOIOIG

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 8.0 8.0 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 10.4 10.4 10.3 10.3 10.3 10.3

TARGET COMPOUNDS
ganmB-BXC (Lindane) 0.04 UX 0.40 UD 0.04 UX 1 UD 0.04 UX 0.40 UD
Endrin --- 0.60 UD 0.06 UX 1.50 UD --- 0.60 UD
Methoxychtor --- 18 UD 1.80 UX 45 UD --- 18 UD

Toxaphene --- 24 UD 2.40 UX 60 UD --- 24 UD
Aroctor-1016 0.50 UX 5 UD 0.50 UX 13 UD 0.50 UX 5 UD

",,,I Aroctor-1221 0.50 UX 5 UD 0.50 UX 13 UD 0.50 UX 5 UD
Aroctor-1232 0.50 UX 5 UD 0.50 UX 13 UD 0.50 UX 5 UD
Aroctor-1242 --- 6.50 UD 0.65 UX 16 UD --- 6.50 UD
Aroctor-1248 --- 5 UD 0.50 UX 13 UD --- 5 UD
Aroclor-1254 --- 10 lid 1 UX 25 UO --- 10 UD

Di tution Factor 1.0 10.0 1.0 25.0 1.0 10.0
Extraction (At|owed) Hold Time 4(7)d 4(7)d 5(7)d 5(7)d 5(7)d 5(7)d
Ana|ytica| (A{ lowed) Hold Tinw_ 22(40)d 22(40)d 23(40)d 23(40)d 23(40)d 22(40)d
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CFA Landfills II and llI FY89 Welts - Ist Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX IX DATA (Continued) Page 2 of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWN GRAD WELL DOWN GRAD WELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAO302G CFAO302GDL CFAO4OIG CFAO4OIGDL CFAO402G CFAO402GDL
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAOIO1G CFAOIO1G CFAOIO1G CFAOIO1G CFAOIO1G CFAOIO1G

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 9.1 9.1 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 10.3 10.3 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1

TARGET COMPOUNDS
gamma-BHC (Lindane) 0.04 UX 0.40 LID 0.04 UX 0.40 UD 0.04 UX 1 UD
Endrin --- 0.60 UD --- 0.60 UD --- 1.50 UD
Methoxychtor --- 18 UD --- 18 UD --- 45 UD

0 Toxaphene --- 24 UD --- 24 UD --- 60 UD
• Aroclor-1016 0.50 UX 5 UD 0.50 UX 5 UD 0.50 UX 13 UD

_-" 0.50 UX 5 UD 0.50 UX 13 UD
O0 Aroctor-1221 0.50 UX 5 UD

Aroclor-1232 0.50 UX 5 UD 0.50 UX 5 UD 0.50 UX 13 UD
Aroctor-1242 0.65 UX 6.50 UD --- 6.50 UD 0.65 UX 16 UD
Aroclor-1248 --- 5 UD --- 5 UD --- 13 UD
Aroc[or-1254 --- 10 UD 10 UD --- 25 UD

Dilution Factor 1.0 10.0 1.0 10.0 1.0 25.0
Extraction (Allowed) Hold Time 5(7)d 5(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d

Analytical (At lowed) Hold Time 23(40)d 23(40)d 22(40)d 22(40)d 22(40)d 22(40)d
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CFA Landfitts !! and !I] FY89 Wet[s - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS ]l AND !il FY89 gELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX IX FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION ASTM TYPEI] H20 ASTM TYPEI] H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-F[ELD BLANK O0-F[ELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAO901G CFAO901GDL
MEDIA WATER WATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAOIO1G CFAOIO1G

TARGET COMPOUNDS
gamma-BHC (Lindane) 0.04 UX 0.40 UD
Endrin --- 0.60 LID
Methoxychtor --- 18UD
Toxaphene --- 24 UD
Aroctor-1016 0.50 UX 5 UD

Aroctor-1221 0.50 UX 5 UD
Aroctor-1232 0.50 UX 5 UD
Aroctor-1242 --- 6.50 UD !
Aroc[or-1248 --- 5 UD

, Aroc[or-1254 --- 10 UD

Ditution Factor 1.0 10.0
Extraction (Attowed) Ho[d Time 5(7)d 5(7)d
AnaLytica| (AtLowed) Ho[d Time 23(40)d 23(40)d
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CFA Landfitts II and Ill FY89 Wetts- 1st Ouarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND If| FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEHERBICIDE APPENDIX IX DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL UPGRADIENTWELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAOIO1Z CFAO201Z CFAO301Z CFAO302Z CFAO401Z CFAO402Z
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAOIO1Z CFAOIOIZ CFAOIOIZ CFAOIOIZ CFAOIO1Z CFAOIO1Z

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 8.0 9.1 9.1 9.1 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 10.4 10.3 10.3 10.3 10.1 10.1

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

Di rut ion Factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Extraction (At towed) Hotd Time 4(7)d 5(7)d 5(7)d 5(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d

Anatyticat (Attowed) Hotd Time 15(40)d 15(40)d 15(40)d 15(40)d 15(40)d 15(40)d
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CFA Landfi[[s II and llI FY89 We[Is - 13t Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFIllS II AND III FY89 WEllS - ORGANOCHLORINE HERBICIDE APPENDIX IX FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of I

AREA CFA

LOCATION ASTM TYPEII H20

TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK

SAMPLE NUMBER CFAO9OIZ

MEDIA WATER

UNITS ug/L

SDG NUMBER CFAOIOIZ

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

D_[ution Factor 1.0

Extraction (Allowed) Hold Time 5(7)d

Analytical (ALLowed) Hotd lime 15(40)d
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CFA Landfit[s ]! and [II FY89 Wetts- 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document • Method Vatidation Lever C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR GAHMA-EMITTING RADIONUCLIDES Page 1 of 1

Date: 03105/90

Lab Name: EGGRML Case No.:

Report No.: STCSO0990 SDG No.: CFA01012

I

Fietd Lab Sampte! Anal Sampte Sampte Anat Sampte Sanpte Detector !
Sanpte No. Location Sarnpte ID Matrix! Type Vatue Error Units Date Date Size Yietd ID DQF ASL j

i

CFA01012 03-LF3-8 A6020790041 WATER GAMMA NO pCi/mL 02/07/90 02/07/90 500.0000 0.0 RML A6 PG-13 .....

CFA02012 02-LF2-8 A5020690051 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mL02/06/90 02/06/90 540.0000 0.0 RML A5 PG-1

RML1',,3
bO CFA03012 02-LF2-9 A6020690052 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mLl02/06/90 02/06/901 540.0000 0.0 A6 PG-13

CFA03022 i02-LF2-9 A6020890038 iWATER IGAMMA ND i____._02/08/90 02/06/90 530.0000 0.0 RML A6 PG-13.__

CFA04012 02-LF2-11 A5020790040 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mL 02/07/90 02/07/90 520.0000 0.0 RML A5 PG-I

CFA04022 02-LF2-11 A5020890037 WATER GAMMA ND ipCi/mL 02/08/90 02/07/90 520.0000 0.0 RML A5 PG-I

CFA09012 00-FIELD BLANK A5020990035 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mL!02/09/90i02/06/90 540.0000 0.0 RML A5 PG-I
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CFA Landfi[|s II and II] FY89 ge[ts - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document - Hethod Vatidation Lever C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR GROSSALPHA Page 1 of 1

Date: 03/21/90

Lab Name: EGGRML Case No.:

Report No.: STCSO0_O SDG No.: CFA01012

FieLd Lab ISampte Anal Sampte Sampte Anal Sample Sample Detector
SampLe No. Location Sample [D Matrix Type Value Error Units Date Date Size iYietd ID DQF ASL

!CFA01011 i03-LF3-8 G WATER ALPHA 5.00E-03 2.00E-03 _.i/mL 02/28/90 02/07/90 NP 0.0

.(_ CFA01011 I03-LF3-8 G WATER ALPHA O.OOE-03 3.00E-03 pCi/mL _ 02/07/(_ NP O.O
,,;-,
tJ CFA02011 02-LF2-8 B WATER ALPHA 4.00E-03 3.00E-03 pCi/mL _ 02/06/90 NP O.O

CFA03011 02-LF2-9 F WATER ALPHA 2.00E-03 2.00E-03 pCi/mL 02/26/90 02/06/90 NP O.O

CFA03011 02-LF2-9 F WATER ALPHA 4.00E-03 2.00E-03 pCi/ml.i02/28/90 02/06/90 NP O.O

CFA03021 02-LF2-9 E WATER ALPHA 2.00E-03 3.00E-03 pCi/mL 02/26/90102/06/90 NP 0.0

CFA04011 02-LF2-11 C WATER ALPHA 9.00E-03 i4.OOE-03 pCi/mL 02/26/90 02/07/90 NP 0.0

CFA04021 02-LF2-11 D WATER ALPHA O.OOE-04 2.00E-(]4 IpCi/mL 02/26/90 02/07/90 NP 0.0! ____

CFA04021 02-LF2-11 ID !UATER ALPHA 1.40E-03 2.00E-03 pCi/mL!02/28/9002/07/90 NP 0.0

CFA09011 iO0-FIELD BLANK A WATER ALPHA 9.00E-04 6.00E-04 pCi/mL!02126/90iO2/06/90 NP 0.0

NP - Information Not Provided by Laboratory
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CFA Landfitts I[ and I[! FY89 Welts - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document • Method Validation Level C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND lI! FY89 WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR GROSSBETA Page 1 of 1

Date: 03121/90

Lab Name: EGGRNL Case No.:

Report No.: ST-CS-O09-90 SDG No.: CFA01012

Field Lab Sample Anal Sample Sample Anal Sample Sample Detector
Sample No. Location Sample ID Matrix Type Value Error Units Date Date Size Yield !D I_F ASL

i

CFA01011 I03-LF3-8 G WATER BETA 1.10E-02 I0.20E-02 ipCilmL02/28190 02107/90 NP 0.0

CFA01011 03-LF3-8 iG WATER BETA 1.20E-02 0.20E-02 pCilmLL03119/90i02107190 NP O.O

.I_ CFAO2011 02-LF2-8 B UATER BETA 9.00E-03 2.00E-03 pCi/nd.02[26/90 02106190 NP 0.0

CFA03011 02-LF2-9 F WATER BETA 2.20E-02 0.30E-02 nCi/mL 02/26/90 02/06/90 NP 0.0

CFA03011 02-LF2-9 F WATER BETA 2.00E-02 0.30E-02 pCi/nd.02/28/9002/06/90 NP 0.0

CFA03021 02-LF2-9 E IWATER BETA 7.00E-03 2.00E-03 pCi/mL 02/26/90 02/06/90 NPi 0.0

CFA04011 02-LF2-11 C WATER BETA 1.50E-02 0.30E-02 pCi/mLi02/26/9002/07/90 NP 0.0

CFA04021 02-LF2-11 D WATER BETA 2.30E-02 0.30E-02 pCi/ml_02/26/90i02/07/91) NP O.O ....

CFA04021 02-LF2-11 D WATER BETA 1.40E-02 0.20E-02 pCi/ml_ 02/28/90 02/07/90 NP 0.0

CFA09011 O0-FIELD BLANK A UATER BETA 1.40E-03 1.00E-03 pCi/mL 02/26/90102/06/90 NP 0.0 ....

NP - Information Not Provided by Laboratory
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CFA Landfills [! and III FY89 getts - 1st Quarter February 1990 S&A Data Document • Method Validation Level C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR TRITIUM Page 1 of 1

Date: 03116190

Lab Name: EGGRML Case No.:

Report No.: STCSO0990 SDG No.: CFA01012

Field I Lab Sample _ Anal Sample Sample I Anal Sample Sample Detector

Sample No. Location I Sample ID Matrix Type Value Error IUnits Date Date Size Yield ID DQF ASL

CFA01015 03-LF3-8 7 WATER TRITIUM 4.20E+01 0.14E+01 :£i/mLi02/23/90 02/06/90 10.0000 0.0 ____

CFAO2015 02-LF2-8 2 WATER TRITIUM 4.20E+01 O.14E+01 :)Ci/mL 02/23/90 02/06/90! 10.0000 O.O __ __

¢._ !CFA03015 02-LF2-9 16 WATER TRITIUM 4.40E+01 0.15E+01 pCi/mL 02/23/90 02/06/90 10.0000 0.01

CFA03025 02-LF2-9 5 WATER TRITIUM 4.40E+01 0.15E+01 pCi/mLi02/23/90 02/06/90 10.0000 0.0

CFA04015 02-LF2-11 3 WATER TRITIUM 4.80E+01 0.20E+01 pCi/mL 02/23/90 02/07/90 lO.OOO0 0.0

CFA04015 02-LF2-11 3 WATER TRITIUM 4.80E+01 O.20E+01 pCi/mLiO2/26/90]02/07/90 10.0000 0.0

CFA04025 02-LF2-11 4 WATER TRITIUM i4.70E+01 0.20E+01 pCi/mL 02/23/90 02/07[90 10.0000 0.0

CFA09015 IO0-FIELD BLANK 1 WATER TRITIUM 1.20E-01 O.8OE-01 pCilmL 02/23/90 02/06/90 10.0000 0.0 ....

1 L
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Validated Groundwater Quality Data
for CFA Landfills II and III
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DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS

_OrganicAnalysis Data Flags

A - Indicates that a tentatively identified compound is a suspected aldol-condensation
product.

B - Used when the analyte is found in the associated blank as well as in the sample.

C - Applies to pesticide results where the identification has been confirmed by GC/MS.

D - Identifies all compounds identified in an analysis at a secondary dilution factor.

E - Identifies compounds which have concentrations that exceed the calibration range
of the GC/MS instrument for that specific analysis.

.I - Indicates as estimated value.

U Indicates compound was analyzed for but not detected.

Organic Validation Data Qualifiers

J The analyte was positively identified in the sample, but the associated numerical
value may not be an accurate representation of the amount actually present in the
environmental sample. The data should be seriously considered for decision making
and are usable for many purposes.

N - Presumptive evidence of the presence of the material.

NJ - Presumptive evidence of the presence of the material at an estimated quantity.

R - The data are unusable (may or may not be present). Resampling and reanalysis is
necessary for verification.

U - The material was analyzed for but was not detected. The associated numerical
value is the sample quantitation limit.

UJ - The material was analyzed for, but was not detected. The sample quantitation limit
is an estimated quantity.

Reference: Environmental Restoration Department, Sample Management Office Standard
Operating Procedures 12.1.4 and 12.1.5 (EG&G Idaho).
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DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS

Inorganic Analysis Data Flags

B - Value is less than the CRDL, but greater than the IDL.

E - Value is estimated because of the presence of interference.

N Spiked sample recovery not within control limits.

NR - Analyte was not required to be analyzed.

S - Value was determined by the method of standard additions (MSA).

U - Analyte was analyzed for but not detected.

I

W - Post digestion spike for Furnace AA analysis is out of control limits (85% to 115%), i
while sample absorbance is less than 50% of spike absorbance.

• - Duplicate analysis not within control limits.

Methods

A - FlameAA.

CV - Manual Cold Vapor AA.

F - Furnace AA.

NR - Not run, analyte not required to be analyzed.

P - Inductively Coupled Plasma - Atomic Emission Spectrometry.

Inorganic Validation Data Qualifiers

J - The analyte was analyzed for and was positively identified, but the associated
numerical value may not be consistent with the amount actually present in the
environmental sample.

R - The data are unusable.

13 - The material was analyzed for, but was not detected above the level of the
associated value. The associated value is either the sample quantitation limit or the
sample detection limit.

13J - The material was analyzed for, but was not detected. The associated value is an
estimate and may not accurately reflect the instrument detection limit in the sample
matrix.
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CFA LandfiLLs II and Ill FY89 WeLts - 2nd Quarter Nay 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I! AND Ill FY89 WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANICDATA Page 1 of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION O]-LF]-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SANPLE NUNBER CFAIOO1A CFA1101A CFA1201A CFA1202A CFA1]O1A
NEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUND_ATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ucj/L . ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIOO1A CFAIOO1A CFAIOO1A CFAIOOIA CFAIOO1A

FIELD NEASURENENTS
pH 8.2 8.8 9.1 9.1 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6
Temperature (C) 12.5 12.0 12.1 12.1 11.0

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Nethyterm ChLoride ......... 0.2 J ---
ChLoroform --- 0.5 0.2 J 0.2 J ---
1,1,1 -Trichtoroethane 0.5 J 0.6 0.6 0.6 5
ToLuene --- 0.5 .........

(-) D i tut i on Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 !

Total (ALLowed) HoLd Time 8(14)d 8(14)d 7(14)d 8(14)d 8(14)d i
Ui
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CFA Landfills II and II! FY89 Welts - 2nd Quarter May 1990 S_ Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANICDATA (Continued) Page 2 of 2

AREA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT MELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA1302A
MEDIA GROONDWATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIOO1A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.6
Temperature (C) 11.0

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Methytene Chtoride ---
Chtoroform ---
1,1,1-Trichtoroethane 0.5
Totuene ---

Ditution Factor 1.000
i_ Totat (Attowed) Hotd Time 8(14)d
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CFA Landfills l[ and Ill FY89 IJetts - 2nd Quarter May 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS ]I AND Ill FY89 WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC FIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION ASTM TYPE]] H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA1801A
MEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIOOIA

TARGET COMPOUNDS
None detected.

Dilution Factor 1.000
Total (Allowed) Hold Time 7(14)d
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CFA Landfills I! and !II FY89 Welts - 2nd Quarter Nay 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 t_ELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANICTRIP BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION QC QC QC QC OC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-TRIP BLANK O0-TRIP BLANK O0-TR|P BLANK O0-TRIP BLANK O0-TR[P BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA1401A CFA1501A CFA1601A CFA1701A CFA17A1A
MED|A MATER WATER WATER WATER WATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIOO1A CFAIOO1A CFAIOO1A CFAIOO1A CFAlOO1A

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Chtoromethane ...... 13 ......
Methylene Chloride ......... 0.5 ---
Chloroform 0.4 J 0.4 J 3 3 0.5 J
Bromodichtoromethane ...... 0.4 J 0.4 J ---
Toluene ...... 0.2 J 0.3 J ---

Xylene (total) ...... 0.2 J 0.2 J ---
1,3,5-Trimethytbenzene ......... 0.1J ---
1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene ...... 0.1 J 0.2 J ---

0 Dilution Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Total (ALLowed) Hold Time 9(14)d 9(14)d 8(14)d 8(14)d 8(14)d6o
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CFA Landfills il and Ill FY89 Wells - 2nd Ouarter Nay 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I! AND Ill FY89 WELLS - SEMIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANICDATA Page 1 of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL DOgN GRAD WELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAIOOID CFAlIO1D CFA1201D CFA1202D CFA1301D
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIOO1D CFAIOO1D CFAIOO1D CFAIOO1D CFAIOO1D

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 8.2 8.8 9.1 9.1 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6
Temperature (C) 12.5 12.0 12.1 12.1 11.0

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

Dilution Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Extraction (ALLowed) Hotd Time 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 3(7)d

(,-) Anatyticat (At towed) Hotd Time 14(40)d 14(40)d 14(40)d 14(40)d 11(40)d
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CFA Landfills II and Ill FY89 Wells - 2nd Quarter Hay 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS !! AND 111 FY89 WELLS - SEMIVOLATILE APPENDIX iX ORGANICDATA (Continued) Page 2 of 2

AREA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA1302D
MEDIA GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIOO1D

FIELD MEASUREMENTS i
pH 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.6
Temperature (C) 11.0

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

Ditution Factor 1.000
Extraction (Allowed) Hotd Time ](7)d

(-_ Anatytica[ (Attowed) Hold Time 14(40)d

9-14-92



CFA LandfiLLs II and 111FY89 WeLls - 2nd Ouarter Hay 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS lI AND Ill FY89 I_ELLS - SEHIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANIC FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATJON ASTH TYPE]] H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA_BOl_
MEDIA WATER
UNITS u9/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIOO1D

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

DiLution Factor 1.000
Extraction (ALLowed) HoLd Time 4(7)d
AnaLyticaL (ALLowed) HoLd _ime 1_(40)d

9-14-92
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CFA landfi[ls I! and Ill FY89 We|Is - 2rid Quarter May 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS l[ AND Ill FY89 UELLS - INORGANIC DATA Psge 1 of Z

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9
TYPE OF LOCATION DOMNGRADWELL DOMNGRAD MELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DO_ GRADWELL DOMN GItAD MELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAIOOIH CFAIOOIM CFA1101H CFA1101M CFA1201H CFA1201M
MEDIA GROUNDMATER GROUNDMAIER GROUNDMAIER GROUNDMATER GROUNDI,_TER GROUNDMATER
UMITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SOG NUMBER CFAIOO1H CFAlOO1M CFAIOO1H CFAIOO1M CFAIOO1H CFAIOO1M

F[ELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 8.2 8.2 8.8 8.8 9.1 9.1
Concluctivi ty (uS) 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5
Temperature (C) 12.5 12.5 12.0 12.0 12.1 12.1

ANALYTES
Arsenic 1.1 B 1.4 B 1.3 l --- 1.3 B ---
Barium 86.0 B 82.0 B 142 B 101 B 152 B 83.0 B

0 Cadmium --- 1.0 U_JJ 1.0 LMJJ 1.0 U_JJ 1.0 UUUJ 1.0 U_JJ
_j Chromium 589 NJ 10.0 UUJ 285 NJ 14.0 J 263 NJ 567 J
' I ton 11900 200 U 1540 160 U 4700 230 U

t_

Lead 1.4 B 1.0 B 11.2 .........
Manganese 217 ZOO 153 Z14 15/+ 213
Mercury O. 10 B ...............
Selenium 2.0 UI,FJJ 2.0 UI_J 2.0 Ut_J 2.8 BMJ 2.0 IJ_UJ ---
_i tver 7.0 UNUJ 7.0 UUJ 7.0 UNUJ 7.0 UUJ 7.0 LINUJ 7.0 UUJ

Sodium 36300 EJ 36400 EJ 35800 EJ 35700 EJ 37600 EJ 35900 EJ

Total (Allowed) Hold Time a 7(180)d 7(180)d 8(180)d 8(180)d 7(180]d 7(180)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Timeb 6(26)d 6(26)d 7(26)d 7(26)d 6(26)d 6(26)d
Total (At towed) Hold Time c 7(180)d 7(180)d 8(180)d 8(180)d 7(180)d 7(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS

9-11-92



CFA Landfills [l and Ill FY89 Wel[s- 2nd Ouarter Nay 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FX89 MELLS - INORGANIC D&_A (Continued) Page 2 of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11 O2-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL UPGRADIENTWELL UP--lENT MELL UP_IEldT WELL UPGRADIEMTWELL
SAMPLE NUt4BER CFA1202H CFA120214 CFA1301H CFA1301R CFA1302H CFA1302M
HEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDMATER
UN!TS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUHBER CFA1001H CFA1001H CFAIOO1H CFAIOO1H CFAIOO1H CFAlOOlIR

F1ELD HEASUREMENTS

pH 9.1 9.1 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 O.S 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Te_rature (C) 12.1 12.1 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0

ANALYTES
Arsenic ...... 1.1 B ...... 1.0 BW
Barium 153 B 109 B 121 B 123 g 123 B 120 B

('_ Cadmium 1.0 UUUJ 1.0 UMJJ 1.0 tJ_KJJ 1.0 _J 1.0 LIWUJ 1.0 IJ_UJ
Chromium 241 NJ 10.0 UUJ 216 NJ 10.0 UUJ 192 MJ 10.0 UUJ

_-" 4900 150 U 17200 250 U 14700 140 UL_ Iron

Lead ............... 1.8 B
Manganese 166 199 226 228 215 .._162
Mercury ...............
Selenium 2.0 _J 2.0 Ll_J 2.0 UMUJ 2.0 UMUJ Z.O tlk_J 2.0 UMUJ
Silver 7.0 UNUJ 7.0 UUJ 7.0 UNUJ 7.0 UUJ 7.0 UMJJ 7.0 UUJ

Sodium 38400 EJ 39800 EJ 41000 EJ 41300 EJ 41600 EJ k1100 EJ

Total (Allowed) Hold Timea 7(180)d 7(180)d 6(180)d 6(180)d 6(180)d 6(180)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Timeb 6(26)d 6(26)d 5(26)d 5(26)d 5(26)d 5(26)d
Total (klloued) Hold Time c 7(180)d 7(180)d 6(180)d 6(180)d 6(180)d 6(180}d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS

9-11-92



CFA Landfills I] and I]I FY89 gel[s - 2nd Quarter May 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS ll AND If! FY89 i/ELLS - INORGAN,!C FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA QC QC
LOCATION ASTM TYPE[] H20 ASTM TYPE][ H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA1801H CFA1801M
MEDIA MATER MATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIOO1H CFAIOO1M

ANALYTES
Arsenic ......
Barium 33.0 B 5.0 B
Cadmium ......
Chromium 10.0 UNUJ 10.0 UIJJ
Iron 40.0 BU 180 O

Lead 3.2 1.6 B

('_ Manganese 122 233

Mercury ......
_-, Selenium --- 2.0U_J
¢= Silver 7.0 UNUJ 7.0 tJUJ

Sodium 256 UJ 256EJ

Total (Allowed) Ho[d Time a 8(180)d 8(180)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time b 7(26)d 7(26)d
Total (AL[owed) Hold Timec 8(180)d 8(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS

9-11-92



CFA Landfills lI and II[ FY89 Wells - 2nd Quarter May 1990 S&A Data Document • Method Va|idation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I] AND Ill FY89 WELLS - NON-METALSDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRADWELL DCA,/NGRAD WELL DOWNGRAD WELL DCHJNGRADWELL UPGRADIENTWELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAIO01 CFA1101 CFA1201 CFA1202 CFA1301 CFA1302
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS uglL uglL ug/L uglL ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIO01 CFAIO01 CFAlOO1 CFAIO01 CFAIO01 CFAIO01

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 8.2 8.8 9.1 9.I 7.6 7.6
Concluctivity (uS) 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6

Temperature (C) 12.5 12.0 12.1 12.1 11.0 11.0

ANALYTES
Cht or i de 66200 80500 80700 78900 86200 86400
F I uor ide 246 210 234 210 222 234
Ni trate A4/,O 5330 5580 5960 5540 5820

._ Su[ fa t e 34000 25000 28000 32000 32000 32000
t_ 10C 1000 UJ 1000 UJ 1000 UJ 1000 UJ 1000 UJ 1000 UJ

TOX 12.8 J 129 J 25.7 J 95.7 J 40.9 J 41.8 J

Total (At lowed) Hold Timea 16(28)d 17(28)d 16(28)d 16(28)d 15(28)d 15(28)d
Total (At lowed) Hold Time b 23(28)d 24(28)d 23(28)d 23(28)d 22(28)d 22(28)d
Total (At lowed) Hold Time c 6(28)d 7(28)d 6(28)d 6(28)d 5(28)d 5(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time d 12(28)d 13(28)d 12(28)d 12(28)d 11(28)d 11(28)d
Total (At towed) Hold Time e 20(28)d 21(28)d 20(28)d 20(28)d 19(28)d 19(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time f 6(7)d 7(7)d 6(7)d 6(7)d 5(7)d 5(7)d

a. Chloride - Methoc19251
b. Fluoride - Method340.3
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. Sulfate - Method 9036
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020
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CFA Landfills II and Ill FY89 Welts - 2nd Ouarter May 1990 S&A Data Document • Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS lI AND Ill FY89 WELLS - NON-METALS FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION ASTM TYPEII H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUHBER CFA1801
HEDIA WATER
UNllS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIO01

ANALYTES
Chloride ---
Fluoride 91.0
Nitrate ---
Sulfate ---
TOC 1000 UJ

TOX 5.0 UJ

t_ Total (Allowed) Hold Time a 17(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold lime b 24128)dlmL

O_ Total (Allowed) Hold Time c 7(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time d 13(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time e 21(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time f 7(7)d

a. Chloride - Hethod 9251
b. Fluoride - Hethod 340.3
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. Sulfate - Method 9036
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. IOX - Hethod 9020

9-22-92



CFA Landfitts I1 and Ill FY89 Welts - 2nd Quarter May 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS iI AND Ill FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX IX DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRAD WELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAIOO1G CFAllO1G CFA1201G CFA1202G CFA1301G CFA1302G
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIOO1G CFAIOO1G CFAIOOIG CFAIOO1G CFAIOO1G CFAIOOIG

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 8.2 8.8 9.1 9.1 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 12.5 12.0 12.1 12.1 11.0 11.0

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

0 Di tution Factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Extraction (At[owed) Ho|d Time 5(7)d 4(7)d 5(7)d 5(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d

"_ Ana[yticat (At[owed) Hotd Time 14(40)d 15(40)d 14(40)d 14(40)d 14(40)d 14(40)d
--4
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CFA Landfilts II and Ill FY89 getts - 2nd Quarter May 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS 1] AND Ill FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX IX FIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION ASTM TYPEII H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA1BO1G
MEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIOO1G

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

DiLution Factor 1.0
Extraction (ALLowed) Hotd Time 4(7)d
Anatyticat (Attowed) HoLd Time 15(40)d

9-11-92



CFA Landfills 11 and It! FY89 Welts - 2nd Quarter May 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS il AND Ill FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEHERBICIDE APPENDIX IX DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DO_/NGRAD _TELL DOI4NGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOUN GRADWELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAIOO1Z CFA1101Z CFAlZO1Z CFA1202Z CFA1301Z CFA1302Z
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIOO1Z CFAIOO1Z CFAIOO1Z CFAIOOIZ CFAIOOIZ CFAIOO1Z

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 8.2 8.8 9.1 9.1 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 12.5 12.0 12.1 12.1 11.0 11.0

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

Dilution Factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Extraction (Allowed) Hold Time 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d

0 Analytical (At lowed) Hold Time 9(40)d 9(40)d 9(40)d 9(40)d 9(40)d 9(40)d

9-14-92
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CFA Landfi[ts II and II1FY89 We[Is - 2nd Quarter Hay 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS |I AND ill FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEHERBICIDE APPENDIX IX FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION ASTM TYPEI1 H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFA1801Z
MEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAIOOIZ

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

Ditution Factor 1.0
Extraction (A[towed) Hotd Time 4(7)d
Analytical (Attowed) Hotd Time 9(40)d

9-14-92
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CFA LandfiLLs I! and ]]I FY89 WeLLs - 2nd Quarter May 1990 SBA Data Document • Method VaLidation Level C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR GAMMA-EMITTING RADIONUCLIDES Page 1 of 1

Date: 05/29/90

Lab Name: EGGRML Case No.:

Report No.: STCS02690 SDG No.: CFAlO012

FieLd Lab SampLe! Anal SampLe SampLe Anal SampLe SampLe Detector
SampLe No. Location SampLe ID Matrix Type VaLue Error Units Date Date Size Yietdl ID DQF ASL i

CFA10012 03-LF3-8 A6053090032 UATER GAMMA ND pCi/mL 05/30/90 05/30190 540.0000 0.0 RML A6

",_ CFAl1012 02-LF2-8 A5053090031 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mL 05130190!05129190 540.0000 0.0 RML AS

CFA12012 02-LF2-9 C5053090033 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mLl05/30/90 05/30/90 540.0000 O.ORML C5

CFA12022 02-LF2-9 A5060190034 WATER GAMMA ND ]:)Ci/mL 06/01/90 05/30/90 540.0000 0.0 RML AS ....

CFA13012 02-LF2-11 A6060190035 WATER GAMMA ND :)Ci/mL 06/01/90 05/31/90 540.0000 0.0 RML A6

CFA13022 02-LF2-11 C5053190005 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mLi05/31/90 05/31/90 540.0000 0.0 RML C5

CFA18012 O0-F]ELD BLANK C5060190036 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mL 06/01/90 05/29/90 540.0000 0.0 RML C5

9-20-92



CFA LandfiLls IX and III FY89 WeLLs - 2nd Quarter May 1990 S&A Data Document • Method VaLidation Level C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR GROSSALPHA Page 1 of 1

Date: 05/29/90

Lab Name: EGGRML Case No.:

Report No.: CFAIO011 SDG No.: CFA10011

FieLd Lab Sample Anal SampLe SampLe Anal SampLe Sample Detector
SampLe No. Location SampLe ID Matrix Type VaLue Error Units Date Date Size YieLd ID DOF ASL

CFA10011 03-LF3-8 B UATER ALPHA -2.00E-03 3.00E-03 pCi/mL_07/03_9005/30/90 NP 0.0

CFAl1011 _02-LF2-8 D WATER ALPHA ,O.OOE-03 4.00E-03 pCi/mL!07/03--/9005/29/90 NP 0.0
tJ

_0 CFA12011 02-LF2-9 A WATER ALPHA -2.00E-03 3.00E-03 I_i/mL07/03_90 05/30/90 NP 0.0

CFA12021 02-LF2-9 C WATER ALPHA -2.00E-03 3.00E-03 pCi/mL 07/03/90 05/30/90! NP ! 0.0

CFA13011 02-LF2-11 G WATER ALPHA -2.OOE-O3!2.OOE-03 pCi/mL 07/03/90 05/31/90 NP 0.0

iCFA13021 02-LF2-11 F WATER ALPHA O.OOE-03 4.00E-03 pCi/mL 07/03/90 05/31/90 NP 0.0

CFA18011 O0-FIELD BLANK E iWATER ALPHA O.OOE-03 2.00E-03 pCi/mL 07103/90105/29/90 NP 0.0
I

I

NP - Information Not Provided by Laboratory

9-20-92



CFA Landfitts ]! and Ill FY89 Wetts - 2nd Quarter May 1990 S&A Data Document • Method Vatidation Levet C

TABLE o . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR GROSSBETA Page 1 of 1

Date: 05/29/90

Lab Name: EGGRML Case No.:

Report No.: CFA10011 SDG No.: CFA10011

Fietd Lab Sampte] Anat San_ote Sampte Anat Sample Sampte Detector

Sampte No. Location Sampte [D Matrix! Type Vatue Error ;Units Date Date Size Yietd ID DQFiASL

CFA10011 03-LF3-8 B WATER BETA 1.90E-02 0.50E-02 pCi/mL!07/03/90+05/30/90 NP 0.0

•,_ CFA11011 02-LF2-8 D WATER BETA 1.30E-02 0.50E-02 pCi/mL 07/03/90 05/29/90 NP 0.0

'_ CFA12011 02-LF2-9 A WATER BETA 2.80E-02 0.60E-02 pCi/mL 07/03/90 05/30/90 NP . 0.0

CFA12021 02-LF2-9 C [WATER BETA 12.10E-02 i0.60E-02 _Ci/mL!07/03/90+05/30/90! NP 0.0

CFA13011 02-LF2-11 G WATER BETA 1.40E-02 0.40E-02 pCi/mL 07[03/90 05/31/90 NP 0.0!
CFA13021 02-LF2-11 F WATER BETA 4.10E-02 0.90E-02 ipCi/mL 07/03/90 05/31/90 NP O.O

CFA18011 O0-FIELD BLANK E WATER BETA 8.00E-03 4.00E-03 pCi/mL 07/03/90 05/29[90 NP 0.0

NP - Information Not Provided by Laboratory

9-20-92



CFA LandfiLls II and III FY89 Wells - 2nd Quarter May 1990 S&A Data Document • Method Validation Level C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND llI FY89 WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR TRITIUM Page 1 of 1

Date: 05/29/90

Lab Name: EGGRML Case No.:

Report No.: CFA10015 SDG No.: CFAIO015

.....

FieLd Lab Sample Anal SampLe San_3te Anal Sample Sample Detector
Sample No. Location Sample ID Matrix Type Value Error Units Date Date Size YieLd ID DQF ASL

CFA10015 03-LF3-8 2 WATER TRITIUM 4.10E+01 0.16E+01 pCi/mL 06/01/90 05/29190 10.0000 0.0

CFAl1015 I02-LF2-8 4 WATER TRITIUM 3.90E+01 0.16E+01 pCi/mL 06/01/90 05/30/90 10.0000 0.0

j_ CFA12015 02-LF2-9 13 WATER TRITIUM i4.40E+01 0.17£+01 pCi/mL 06/01/90!05/30/90 10.0000 0.0

CFA12025 02-LF2-9 1 WATER TRITIUM 4.20E+01 0.17E+01 pCi/ml 06/01/90 05/30/90 ! 10.0000 0.0

CFA13015 02-LF2-11 7 WATER TRITIUM 4.60E+01 0.20E+01 i_i/mL 06/01/90 05/29/90 10.0000 0.01

CFA13025 02-LF2-11 6 WATER TRITIUM 4.80E+01 0.20E+01 pCi/_ 06/01/90 05/31/90 10.0000 0.0 ....

CFA18015 O0-FIELD BLANK 5 WATER TRITIUM -9.00E-03 7.00E+01 pCi/mL 06/01/90 05/31/90 10.0000 0.0 ____

9-20-92



Appendix C.3

Validated Groundwater Quality Data
for CFA Landfills II and III

October 1990
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I iii

DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS

Organic Analysis Data Fla_s- I

A - Indicates that a tentatively identified compound is a suspected aldol-condensation
product.

B - Used when the analyte is found in the associated blank as well as in the sample.

C - Applies to pesticide results where the identification has been confirmed by GC/MS.

D - Identifies all compounds identified in an analysis at a secondary dilution factor.

E - Identifies compounds which have concentrations that exceed the calibration range
of the GC/MS instrument for that specific analysis.

J - Indicates as estimated value.

U - Indicates compound was analyzed for but not detected.

Organic Validation Data Qualifiers

J - The analyte was positively identified in the sample, but the associated numerical
value may not be an accurate representation of the amount actually present in the
environmental sample. The data should be seriously considered for decision making
and are usable for many purposes.

N - Presumptive evidence of the presence of the material.

NJ - Presumptive evidence of the presence of the material at an estimated quantity.

R - The data are unusable (may or may not be present). Resampling and reanalysis is
necessary for verification.

U - The material was analyzed for but was not detected. The associated numerical
value is the sample quantitation limit.

UJ - The material was analyzed for, but was not detected. The sample quantitation limit
is an estimated quantity.

Reference: Environmental Restoration Department, Sample Management Office Standard

Operating Procedures 12.1.4 and 12.1.5 (EG&G Idaho).
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DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS

.Inorganic Analysis Data Flags

B - Value is less than the CRDL, but greater than the IDL.

E - Value is estimated because of the presence of interference.

N - Spiked sample recovery not within control limits.

NR - Analyte was not required to be analyzed.

S - Value was determined by the method of standard additions (MSA).

U - Analyte was analyzed for but not detected.

W - Post digestion spike for Furnace AA analysis is out of control limits (85% to 115%),
while sample absorbance is less than 50% of spike absorbance.

• Duplicate analysis not within control limits.

Methods

A Flame AA.

CV - Manual Cold Vapor AA.

F Furnace AA.

NR - Not run, analyte not required to be analyzed.

P - Inductively Coupled Plasma - Atomic Emission Spectrometry.

.I.norganic Validation Data Qualifiers

J - The analyte was analyzed for and was positively identified, but the associated
numerical value may not be consistent with the amount actually present in the
environmental sample.

R - The data are unusable.

U - The material was analyzed for, but was not detected above the level of the
associated value. The associated value is either the sample quantitation limit or the
sample detection limit.

UJ - The material was analyzed for, but was not detected. The associated value is an
estimate and may not accurately reflect the instrument detection limit in the sample
matrix.
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CFA LandfiLLs ]I and If! FY89 WeLLs - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I! AND Ill FY89 WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANICDATA Page 1 of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOMNGRAD WELL DOMNGRADMELL DOMNGRADWELL DOMNGRAD WELL UPGRADIENT WELL !
SANPLE NUNBER CFA1901A CFA2OO1A CFA2101A CFA2102A CFA2201A
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUNBER CFA2001A CFA2001A CFA2001A CFA2001A CFA2001A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 8.4 9.1 8.9 8.9 8.0
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7
Temperature (C) 11.7 11.7 11.5 11.5 11.0

TARGET CONPOUNDS
Ch[oroform 0.1 J 0.6 0.2 J 0.3 J 0.3 J
1,1,1-Trichtoroethane 0.4 J 0.5 0.5 0.4 J 0.3 J
Benzene 0.3 J ............
Trichtoroethene --- 0.2 J .........
To[uene 0.1J 0.4 J --- 0.1J ---

O 1,2-Dibromo-3-chioropropane 0.5 UR 0.5 UR 0.5 UR 0.5 UR 0.5 URL_
Naphthalene --- 0.1J .........

Ditution Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Tota[ (Attoued) Hotd Time 11(14)d 12(14)d 13(14)d 11(14)d 11(14)d
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CFA Landfills II and Ill FY89 Welts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS ll AND Ill FY89 WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANICDATA (Continued) Page 2 of 2

AREA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA2202A
MEDIA GROUNDWATER
UNITS uglL
SDG NUMBER CFA2OO1A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pa 8.o
Conductivity (uS) 0.7
Temperature (C) 11.0

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Chtoroform - - -
1.1,1-Trichtoroethane 0.3 J
Benzene - - -
Tr i ch t oroet hene - - -
To tuene - - -

r3
1,2-Dibromo-3-chtoropropane 0.5 UR

CP_ Naphthalene - - -

Ditution Factor 1.000
Total (Atto_ed) Hold Time 10(14)d

9-11-92



CFA Landfills ]1 and Ill FY89 Welts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I1 AND ]]1 FY89 i/ELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC FIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA !
LOCATION ASTM TYPEI[ H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFA2701A
MEDIA MATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2OO1A

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Chloroform 13
Br_ichlor_thane 0.3 J

1,2-Oibrc_mo-3-ch[or_ropa_ 0.5 UR

Dilution Factor 1.000
Total (Allowed) Hold Time 12(14)d

9-11-92
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CFA LandfiLLs II and Iii FY89 MeLts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS 11 AND !!I FY89 BELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC TRIP BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION QC QC QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-TRIP BLANK O0"TRIP BLANK O0-TRIP BLAME
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA2301A CFA2401A CFA2SO1A
MEDIA MATER MATER MATER
UNITS uglL ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2OO1A CFA2OOIA CFA2OO1A

TARGET COMPOUNDS
ChLoroform 12 12 12
Benzene ...... 0.3 J
ToLuene ...... 0.1J
1,4-Dichtorobenzene ...... 0.1J
1,2-Dichtorobenzene ...... 0.1J

1,2-Dibromo-3-chtoropropane 0.5 UR 0.5 UR 0.5 UR
NaphthaLene ...... 0.1J

DiLution Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000
Total (Atto_ed) HoLd Time 10(14)d 12(14)d 11(14)d
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CFA LandfiLLs Ii and Ill FY89 WeLLs - ]rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS Ii AND !!I FY89 WELLS - SEMIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANIC DATA Page 1 of 4

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRAD WELL DOt_ GRAD WELL DCAJNGRADWELL DO_ GRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFA1901D CFA2OO1D CFA2OO1DRE CFA2101D CFA2102D
MEDIA GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OOIA CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A

FtELO MEIXSU_EMEt_'TS
pH 8.4 9.1 9.1 8.9 8.9
Conductivi ty (uS) 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.5 11.5

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Phenol 10 uJ 10 uJ 10 uJ 10 uJ 10 uJ
2-Chtoropheno[ 10 uJ 10 uJ 10 uJ 10 uJ 10 uJ
2-Methylpheno[ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
4-MethyLphenot 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
2-Nitropheno[ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ

2,4-DimethylphenoL 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
2,4-Dichlorophenol 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ

L_ Naphthalene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
4-Chtoro-]-methylphenoI 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
2-Methyinaphthatene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ

2,4,6-Trichtoropheno[ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
2,4,5-Trichlorophenol 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ
2-Ch[oronaphthatene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
Acenaphthytene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
Acena_thene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ

2,4-Oinitrophenol 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ
4-Nitropheno[ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ
Ftuorene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
4,6-Dinitro-2-methytphenot 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ
Pentachtorophenol 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ

Phenanthrene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
Anthracene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
Fluoranthene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
Pyrene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
Benzo(a)anthracene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ

Chrysene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
Benzo(b)fLuoranthene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
Benzo(k)ftuoranthene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 uJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
Benzo(a)pyrene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ

9-11-92
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CFA LandfiLLs l! and Ill FY89 WeLLs - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS |i AND Ill FY89 WELLS - SEHIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANICDATA Page 2 of 4

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-L_3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRAD WELL DC_N GRADWELL DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL DC)WNGRADWELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA1901D CFA2OO1D CFA2OOIDRE CFA2101D CFA2102D
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAZOOIA CFA2OO1A CFA2OOIA CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
Benzo(g,h,i)peryLene 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
3-Methy[pheno[ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
2,6-Dich[oropheno[ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ 10 UJ
1,3-Dinitrobenzene 20 UXJ 20 UXJ 20 UXJ 20 UXJ 20 UXJ

2,3,4,6-Tetrachtorophenot 10 UXJ 10 UXJ 10 UXJ 10 UXJ 10 UXJ
3-Hethylcholanthrene 10 UXJ 10 UXJ 10 UXJ 10 UXJ 10 UXJ

Dilution Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Extraction (AILowed) Hold Time 10(7)d* 12(7)d* 12(7)d* 10(7)d* 10(7)d*
Analytical (Allowed) Hold Time 39(40)d 13(40)d 39(40)d 44(40)d* 39(40)d

9-11-92
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CFA Landfitts II and !11FY89 Wefts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS lI AND II1FY89 UELLS - SEMIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANICDATA (Continued) Page 3 of 4

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENT_ELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA2201D CFA2202D
MEDIA GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 8.0 8.0
Conductivity (uS) 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 11.0 11.0

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Pheno[ 10 UR 10 UR
2-Chtoropheno[ 10 UR 10 UR
2-Methytpheno[ 10 UR 10 UR
4-Methy[pheno[ 10 UR 10 UR
2-Nitropheno[ 10 UR 10 UR

2,4-Dimethytpheno! 10 UR 10 UR
2,4-DichLorophenot 10 UR 10 UR
NaphthaLene 10 UR 10 UR

_,_ 4-Chtoro-3-methytphenot 10 UR 10 UR
' 2-Hethytnaphtha/ene 10 UR 10 UR

2,4,6-Trichtoropheno[ 10 UR 10 UR
2,4,5-Trichtoropheno[ 50 UR 50 UR
2-Ch[oronaphtha[ene 10 UR 10 UR
Acenaphthytene 10 UR 10 UR
Acenaphthene 10 UR 10 UR

2,4-Dinitropheno( 50 UR 50 UR
4-Nitropheno[ 50 UR 50 UR
Ftuorene 10 UR 10 UR
4,6-Dinitro-2-methyLphenot 50 UR 50 UR
Pentach[oropheno[ 50 UR 50 [JR

Phenanthrene 10 UR 10 UR
Anthracene 10 UR 10 UR
F(uoranthene 10 UR 10 UR
Pyrene 10 UR 10 UR
Benzo(a)anthracene 10 UR 10 UR

Chrysene 10 UR 10 UR
Benzo(b)f[uoranthene 10 UR 10 UR
Benzo(k)ftuoranthene 10 UR 10 UR
Benzo(a)pyrene 10 UR 10 UR
indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 10 UR 10 UR
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CFA Landfills i] and 111FY89 gells - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I! AND Ill FY89 gELLS - SEMIVOLAT|LE APPENDIX IX ORGANICDATA (Continued) Page 4 of 4

AREA CFA CFA
lOCATION 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF lOCATION UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA2201D CFA2202D
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 10 UR 10 UR
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 10 UR 10 UR
3-Methytphenot 10 UR 10 UR
2,6-Dichlorophenot 10 UR 10 UR
1,3-Dinitrobenzene 20 UXR 20 UXR

2,3,4,6-Tetrachlorophenol 10 UXR 10 UXR
3-Methylcholanthrene 10 UXR 10 UXR

Dilution Factor 1.000 1.000
Extraction (Allowed) Hold Time 13(7)d* 13(7)ci*
Analytical (Allowed) Hold Time 10(40)d 10(40)d

9-11-92
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CFA Landfills 11 and Ill FY89 Melts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND 111 F189 MELLS - SEMIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANIC FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION ASTM TYPEII H20
TYPE OF LOCATION 00-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFA270]D
MEDIA MATER
UNITS ug/L '
SDG NUMBER CFA2OOIA

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Phenol 10 UJ
2-Chtorophenot 10 UJ
2-Methytphenot 10 UJ
4-Methylphenol 10 UJ
2-Nitrophenot 10 UJ

2,4-Dimethytpheno[ 10 UJ
2,¢-Dichtorophenot 10 UJ
Naphthalene 10 UJ
4-Chtoro-3°methytphenoL 10 UJ
2-Methylnaphthatene 10 UJ

2,¢,6-Trichtorophenot 10 UJ
_'_ 2,4,5-Trichtorophenot 50 UJ

2-Chtoron_phthatene 10 UJI

_.- Acenaphthytene 10 UJ
Acenaphthene 10 UJ

2,4-Dinitrophenot 50 UJ
4-Nitrophenol 50 UJ
Ftuorene 10 UJ
4,6-Dinitro-2-methytphenot 50 UJ
Pentachlorophenol 50 UJ

Phenanthren¢ 10 UJ
Anthracene 10 UJ
Ftuoranthene 10 UJ
Pyrene 10 UJ
Benzo(a)anthracene 10 UJ

Chrysene 10 UJ
Benzo(b)ftuoranthene 10 UJ
Benzo(k)fLuoranthene 10 UJ
Benzo(a)pyrene 10 UJ
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 10 UJ

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 10 UJ
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 10 UJ
3-Methytphenol 10 UJ
2,6-Dichtorophenol 10 UJ
1,3-Dinitrobenzene 20 UXJ

2,3,4,6-Tetrachtorophenot 10 UXJ
3-Methylchotanthrene 10 UXJ

Dilution Factor 1.000
Extraction (Allowed) Hold Time 12(7)d*
Analytical (Allowed) Hold Time 14(40)d
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CFA Landfills II and III FY89 Melts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 k'ELLS - INORGANIC DATA Page 1 of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 03-LF3-8 02-L;2-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9
TYPE OF LOCATION DOMNGRADNELL DOk'N GRAD NELL DOMNGRAD t/ELL DOk'NGRADWELL DOkgi GRADNELL DOWNGRADNELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFA1901H CFA1901M CFA2OO1H CFA2OOIM CFA2101H CFAZ101M
MEDIA GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER

UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NLIHBER CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OOIA

FIELD HEASUREMENTS

pH 8.3 8.3 9.1 9.1 8.9 8.9
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.5 11.5

ANALYTES
Arsenic ..................

Barium 103 B 94.0 B 154 B 130 B 167 B 162 B
C'J Cadmi um ..................
_._ Chromium 409 --- 776 12.0 30.0 9.0 Bl

Iron 5590 57.0 B 3990 49.0 B 250 103

Lead ..................
Manganese 54.0 10.0 B 72.0 6.0 B 9.0 B 5.0 B
Mercury 0.34 --- 0.37 0.12 B ......
Selenium 3.1 BMJ 3.4 BNJ ............
Silver ..................

Sod i urn 39700 38600 40000 39500 41700 42_

Total (ALLowed) Hold Timea 42(180)d 42(180)d 43(180)d 43(180)d 42(180)d 42(180)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Timeb 20(26)d 20(26)d 21(26)d 21(26)d 20(26)d 20(26)d
Total (ALLowed) Hold Timec 42(180)d 42(180)d 43(180)d 43(180)d 42(180)d 42(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GF/LAS
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CFA Landfitts I! and Ill FY89 Metts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS 11 AND Ill FY89 ELLS - INORGANIC DATA (Continued) Page Z of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2oll 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOtal GRAD IJELL DOWNGRADWELL UPGRADIENTWELL UPGRADIENTWELL UPGI_IENT _ELL UPGRADIENTttELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA2102H CFA2102N CFA2201H CFA2201M CFA2202H CFA2202N
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUI_ WATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUHBER CFA2OOIA CFA2OOIA CFA2OOIA CFA2OOIA CFA2OOIA CFA2OOIA

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 8.9 8.9 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 11.5 11.5 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0

ANALYTES
Arsenic ......... 2.0 LtgJ 2.0 B ---
Barium 157 B 151 B 108 B 103 B 114 B 91B.O B

(-_ Cadmi um ..................
Chrom i um 206 - - - 169 - - - 202 - - -

' Iron 2220 59.0 B 7510 /,8.0 B 9520 132
tJr

Lead ............... 1.9 Bt#J
Manganese 24.0 6.0 B 64.0 24.0 69.0 24.0
Mercury 0.32 0.18 B ......... 0.10 B
Setenium ......... 3.8 B --- 3.0 BMJ
Sitver ..................

Sodi um 42600 43100 44000 45500 43200 44900

Totat (At to_ed) Herd Timea 42(180)d 42(180)d 41(180)d 41(180)d 41(180)d 41(180)d
Tota[ (Attowed) Hotd Timeb 20(26)d 20(26)d 19(26)d 19(26)d 19(26)d 19(26)d
Totat (At [owed) Hold Timec 42(180)d 42(180)d 41(180)d 41(180)d 41(180)d 41(180)d

a. [CP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS
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CFA Landfills II and Ill FY89 Welts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 I/ELLS - INORGANIC FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION ASTM TYPEI] H20 ASTM TYPEI] H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA2701H CFA2701M
MEDIA WATER WATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2OOIA CFA2OOIA

ANALYTES
Arsenic ......
Barium ......
Cadmium ......
Chromium ......
Iron 15.0 B 67.0 B

Lead 1.4 B ---

('_ Manganese 3.0 B ---
Mercury 0.14 B 0.13 B

I
Selenium 2.0 UUJ ---
Silver ......

Sodium 161B 3888

Total (Allowed) Hold Timea 43(180)d 43(180)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Timeb 21(26)d 21(26)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Timec 43(180)d 43(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS
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CFA Landfills II and lit FY89 Welts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 SBJ_Data Document • Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - NON-METALSDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWN GRAD WELL DOWN GRAD &/ELL DJt4N GRAD &/ELL DO_ GRAD &/ELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIEMT [4ELL

SAMPLE NUMBER CFA1901 CFA2001 CFA2101 CFA2102 CFA2201 CFA2202
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER

UNitS ug/L ug/L ug/t ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OOIA CFA2OOIA CFA2OO1A CFA2OOIA

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 8.3 9.1 8.9 8.9 8.0 8.0
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7

Temperature (C) 11.7 11.7 11.5 11.5 11.0 11.0

ANALYTES
Ch [or ide 814 O0 107000 93400 93800 97500 109000
F t uor i de 300 270 260 260 250 260

(_ Nitrate 4500 5100 J 4910 4910 4900 4910
Su l f a t e 25000 25000 26000 26000 32000 26000

I

w..= TOC 5.0 UJ 14.8 UJ 5.0 UJ 8.6 UJ 5.7 UJ 5,0 UJ
,,,j

TOX 1000 UJ 1000 UJ 1000 UJ 1000 UJ 1000 UJ 1000 UJ

Total (Allowed) Hold Time a 7(28)d 8(28)d 7(28)d 7(28)d 6(28)d 6(28)d
Iota[ (At towed) Hold Time b 20(28)d 21(28)d 20(28)d 20(28)d 19(28)d 19(28)d
Total (At Lowed) Hold Time c 15(14)d* 16(14)d* 15(14)d* 15(14)d* 14(14)d 14(14)d
lotat (At towed) Hold Time d 14(28)d 15(28)d 14(28)d 14(28)d 13(28)d 13(28)d
To[at (At towed) Hold Time e 9(28)d 10(28)d 9(28)d 9(28)d 8(28)d 8(28)d
Totat (At lowed) Hotd Timef 6(7)d 7(7)d 6(7)d 6(7)d 5(7)d 5(7)d

a. Chloride - Method 9251

b. Fluoride - Method340.3 i
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. Sulfate - Method 9036
e. IOC - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020
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CFA Landfills 11 and Ill FY89 Welts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document - Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - NON-METALS FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION ASTM TYPEII H20
IYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA2701
MEDIA WATER

UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2OO1A

ANALYIES
Chloride ---
Fluoride ---
Nitrate 10.0 UJ
Sutfate 5000
TOC 11.1UJ

fOX 1000 UJ

D'
_a Total (Allowed) Hold lime a 8(28)d
_, Total (Allowed) Hold Time b 21(28)d
O0 Total (Allowed) Hold Time c 16(14)d*

Total (Allowed) Ho{d Time d 15(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time e 10(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time f 7(7)d

a. Chloride - Method 9251
b. Ftuoride - Method340.3
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. Sutfate - Method 9036
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020
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CFA Landfills II and llI FY89 Welts - 3rd Ouarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX IX DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRADE/ELL DOI,/NGRADWELL DCA,/NGRADWELL DOWNGRAD i/ELL UPGRADIENT i/ELL UPGRADIENT I/ELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAIgOIG CFA2OOIG CFA2101G CFA2102G CFA2201G CFA2202G
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/l ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A

F]ELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 8.3 9. I 8.9 8.9 8.0 8.0
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 11.7 11.7 11.5 11.5 11.0 11.0

TARGET COMPOUNDS
gamma-BHC (Lindane) 0.04 UJ 0.04 UJ 0.04 UJ 0.04 UJ 0.04 UJ 0.04 UJ
Endrin 0.06 UJ 0.06 UJ 0.06 UJ 0.06 UJ 0.06 UJ 0.06 UJ
Methoxychlor 1.80 UJ 1.80 UJ 1.80 UJ 1.80 UJ 1.80 UJ 1.80 uJ
Toxaphene 2.40 UJ 2.40 UJ 2.40 UJ 2.40 UJ 2.40 UJ 2.40 UJ

(_ Aroc[or-1016 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ

, Aroclor-1221 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ
_0 Aroctor-1232 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ

Aroclor-1242 0.65 UJ 0.65 UJ 0.65 UJ 0.65 UJ 0.65 UJ 0.65 UJ
Arocior-1248 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ
Aroctor-1254 1 UJ 1 UJ 1 UJ 1 UJ 1 UJ 1 UJ ]

Dilution Factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Extraction (Allowed) Hold Time 10(7)d* 12(7)d* 10(7)d* 10(7)d* 12(7)d* 12(7)d*
Analytical (Allowed) Hold lime 30(40)d 30(40)d 30(40)d 30(40)d 28(40)d 28(40)d
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CFA Landfills II and Ill FY89 Wells - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS ]I AND Ill FY89 gELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX IX FIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION ASTH TYPEII H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFA2701G
HEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUHBER CFA2OO1A

TARGET L,_.POUNDS
gamma-BHC (Lindane) 0.04 UJ
Endrin 0.06 UJ
Methoxychtor 1.80 UJ
Toxaphene 2.40 UJ
Arocior-1016 0.50 UJ i

Aroclor-1221 0.50 UJ
Aroctor-1232 0.50 UJ
ArocLor-1242 0.65 UJ

Aroclor-1248 0.50 UJ
Aroctor-1254 I UJ

Dilution Factor 1.0
Extraction (ALLowed) Hold Time 12(7)d*
Analytical (Atto_ed) Hold Time 30(40)d
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CFA Lanclfilts I1 and III FY89 Welts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I! AND III FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEHERBICIDE APPENDIX iX DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-lF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWN GRAD WELL DOWN GRAD WELL DOWN GRAD WELL DOWN GRAD WELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA1901Z CFA2OOIZ CFA2101Z CFA2102Z CFA2201Z CFA2202Z
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/l ug/l ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A CFA2OO1A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 8.3 9.I 8.9 8.9 8.0 8.0
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 11.7 11.7 11.5 11.5 11.0 11.0

TARGET COMPOUNDS

2,4-D 12 UJ 12 UJ 12 UJ 12 UR 12 UJ 12 UJ
Si [vex 1.70 UJ 1.70 UJ 1.70 UJ 1.70 UR 1.70 UJ 1.70 UJ
2,4,5-T 2 UJ 2 UJ 2 UJ 2 UR 2 UJ 2 UJ

Di tution Factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
("} Extraction (At towed) Hold Time 6(7)d 8(7)d* 6(7)d 6(7)d 6(7)d 6(7)d

Analytical (At towed) Hold Time 42(40)d* 42(40)d* 42(40)d* 42(40)d* 42(40)d* 42(40)d*
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CFA Landfitts I1 and I!I FY89 We|Is - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS 11 AND II! FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEHERBICIDE APPENDIX IX FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION ASTM TYPEll H20
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFA2701Z
MEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2OOIA

TARGET COMPOUNDS

2,4-D 12 UJ
Si(vex 1.70 UJ
2,4,5-T 2 UJ

Ditution Factor 1.0
Extraction (Attowed) Hotd Time 8(7)d*
Ana[ytica((Allowed) Hold Time 42(40)d*

9-14-92
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CFA LandfiLLs I! and III FY89 WeLts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document * Method VaLidation Level C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR GAMMA-EMITTING RADIONUCLIDES Page 1 of 1

Date: 01/24/91

Lab Name: EGGRML Case No.:

Report No.: STCS00391 SDG No.: CFA19012

FieLd Lab SampLe Anat SampLe SampLe Anal SampLe Sample Detector
SampLe No. Location SampLe ]D Matrix Type VaLue Error Units Date Date Size YieLd ID DQF ASL

iCFA19012 03-LF3-8 A6102390042 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mL 10/23/90)10/23/90 510.0000 0.0 RML A6
C')

;_a CFA20012 02-LF2-8 A5102290045 WATER GAMMA ND pCI/mL 10/22/90 10/22/99 540.0000i_ 0.0 RML A5
t_o ----

CFA21012 02-LF2-9 C5102390043 [WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mL!10/23/90 10/23/90 530.0000 O.OiRML C5

CFA21022 02-LF2-9 A5102390041 WATER IGAMMA ND pCi/mL 10/23/90 I0/23/90 540.0000 0.0 RML A5

CFA22012 02-LF2-11 A5102490037 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mL I0/24/90 10/24/90 540.0000 0.0 RML A5

CFA22022 02-LF2-11 A6102490038 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mL 10/24/90 10/24/90 540.0000 0.0 RML A6

CFA27012 O0-FIELD BLANK A4102290044 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/mL 10/22/90 10/22/90 540.0000 0.0 RML A4
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CFA Landfitts I! and III FY89 Wetts- 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document Method Vatidation Levet C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND II] FY89 WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR GROSSALPHA Page 1 of 1

Date: 11/07/90

Lab Name: EGGRML Case No.:

Report No.: CFA19011 SDG No.: CFA19011

Fietd Lab Sampte Aria[ Sampte Sampte Anat SampLe Sampte Detector
Sampte No. Location Sampte ID Matrix Type Vatue Error Units Date Date Size Yietd [D DQF ASL

CFA19011 03-LF3-8 B WATER ALPHA O.OOE-03 1.20E-03 pCi/mLi10/29/90 10/23/00 NP 0.0

('_ CFA20011 02-LF2-8 D WATER ALPHA O.OOE-03 1.30E-03 pCi/mL 10/29/90 10/22/90 NP 0.0

I_ CFA21011 02-LF2-9 !A IWATER ALPHA ,2.00E-03 1.40E-03 pCi/nd_ 10/29t90 10/23/90 NP 0.04_

CFA21021 02-LF2-9 F WATER ALPHA O.OOE-03 1.20E-03 _Ci/mL110/29/90 10/23/90 NP 0.0 __

CFA22011 02-LF2-11 E WATER ALPHA O.OOE-03 1.20E-03 i_i/n¢ 10/29/90!10/24/921 NP 0.0

CFA22021 02-LF2-11 C WATER ALPHA 2.00E-04 9.00E-04 pCi/mL 10/29/90 10/24/90 NP 0.0

CFA27011 O0-FIELD BLANK G WATER ALPHA O.OOE-04 9.00E-04 pCi/mL10/29/90 10/?P/90 NP 0.0

NP - Information Not Provided by Laboratory
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CFA Landfills I! and III FY89 Wells - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document Method Validation Level C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR GROSSBETA Page 1 of 1

Date: 11/07/90

Lab Name: EGGRML Case No.:

Report No.: CFA19011 SDG No.: CFA19011

Field Lab Sample Anal Sample Sample Anal Sample Sample Detector

Sample No. Location Sample !D Matrix Type Value Error Units Date Date Size Yield [D DQF ASL

CFA19011 03-LF3-8 B WATER BETA 1.00E-02 0.30E-02 _Ci/mL 10/29/90110/23/00 NP 0.0

C3 o.o
_a CFA20011 02-LF2-8 D tgATER BETA 1.00E-02 0.20E-02 _Ci/mL I0/29/90 10/22/90 NP . I

l_ CFA21011 02-LF2-9 A WATER BETA 1.50E-02 0.40E-02 [oCi/mL10/29/90 10/23/90 NP 0.0 I
CFA21021 02-LF2-9 F WATER BETA 1.50E-02 0.40E-02 ipCi/mL 10/29/90 10/23/90 NP 0.0

=

CFA22011 02-LF2-11 E WATER BETA 1.30E-03 0.40E-03 pCi/mL 10/29/90 10/24/92 NP 0.0 _

CFA22021 02-LF2-11 C WATER BETA 5.00E-03 2.00E-03 pCi/mL 10/29/90 10/24/90 NP 0.0 ....

CFA27011 O0-FIELD BLANK G WATER BETA 2.00E-03 2.00E-03 pCi/mL 10/29/90 10/22/90 NP 0.0 ....

NP - Information Not Provided by Laboratory
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CFA Landfitts Ii and Ill FY89 Wefts - 3rd Quarter October 1990 S&A Data Document Method Vatidation Lever C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 WELLS ° ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR TRITIUM Page 1 of 1

Date: 11/07/90 ....

Lab Name: EGGRML Case No.:

Report No.: CFA19015 SDG No.: CFA19015

Fietd Lab Sampte Anat Sampte Sampte Anat Sang,re Sample Detector

San_ote No. Location Sampte ID Matrix Type Vatue Error Units Date Date Size Yietd ID DQF ASL

CFA19015 i03-LF3-8 4 UATER TR]TIUM 3.90E+01 iO.2OE+01 pCi/mL 10/27/90 10/23/00 10.0000 0.0

_'_ CFA20015 02-LF2-8 1 WATER TRITIUM 3.60E+01 0.20E+01 pCi/mL 10/27/90 10/22/90 10.0000 0.0 ....

Ch CFA21015 02-LF2-9 5 WATER TRITIUM 4.00E+01 O.2OE+Ol pCi/ml 10/27/90 10/23/90 10.0000 0.0

CFA21025 02-LF2-9 2 WATER TRITIUM 4.10E+01 0.20E+01 pCi/mL 10/27/90 10/23/90 10.0000 0.0

CFA22015 02-LF2-11 7 WATER TRITIUM 14.30E+01 0.20E+01 pCi/mL 10/27/90 10/24/92 10.0000 0.0

CFA22025 02-LF2-11 i6 WATER TRITIUM 4.10E+01 0.20E+01 pCi/mL 10/27/90 10/24/90 10.0000 0.01

CFA27015 O0-FIELD BLANK 3 WATER TRITIUM 8.00E-02 1.20E-02 pCi/mLi10/27/90 10/22/90 10.0000 0.0
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DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS

Organic Analysis Data Flags

A - Indicates that a tentatively identified compound is a suspected aldol-condensation
product.

B - Used when the analyte is found in the associated blank as well as in the sample.

C - Applies to pesticide results where the identification has been confirmed by GC/MS.

D - Identifies all compounds identified in an analysis at a secondary dilution factor.

E - Identifies compounds which have concentrations that exceed the calibration range
of the GC/MS instrument for that specific analysis.

J - Indicates as estimated value.

U - Indicates compound was analyzed for but not detected.

Organic Validation Data Qualifiers

J - The analyte was positively identified in the sample, but the associated numerical
value may not be an accurate representation of the amount actually present in the
environmental sample. The data should be seriously considered for decision making
and are usable for many purposes.

N Presumptive evidence of the presence of the material.

NJ Presumptive evidence of the presence of the material at an estimated quantity.

R The data are unusable (may or may not be present). Resampling and reanalysis is
necessary for verification.

U - The material was analyzed for but was nc,t detected. The associated numerical
value is the sample quantitation limit.

UJ - The material was analyzed for, but was not detected. The sample quantitation limit
is an estimated quantity.

Reference: Environmental Restoration Department, Sample Management Office Standard
Operating Procedures 12.1.4 and 12.1.5 (EG&G Idaho).
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DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS

Inorganic Analysis Data Flags

B - Value is less than the CRDL, but greater than the IDL.

E - Value is estimated because of the presence of interference. I

N - Spiked sample recovery not within control limits.

NR - Analyte was not required to be analyzed.

S - Value was determined by the method of standard additions (MSA).

U Analyte was analyzed for but not detected.

W - Post digestion spike for Furnace AA analysis is out of control limits (85% to 115%),
while sample absorbance is less than 50% of spike absorbance.

• - Duplicate analysis not within control limits.

Methods

A Flame AA.

CV - Manual Cold Vapor AA.

F Furnace AA.

NR - Not run, analyte not required to be analyzed.

P - Inductively Coupled Plasma - Atomic Emission Spectrometry.

Inorganic Validation Data Qualifiers

J - The analyte was analyzed for and was positively identified, but the associated
numerical value may not be consistent with the amount actually present in the
environmental sample..

R - The data are unusable.

U - The material was analyzed for, but was not detected above the level of the
associated value. The associated value is either the sample quantitation limit or the
sample detection limit.

UJ - The material was analyzed for, r Jt was not detected. The associated value is an
estimate and may not accurately, reflect the instrument detection limit in the sample
matrix.
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CFA LandfiLLs II and ill FY89Wetts - 4th Quarter April 1901S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANICDATA Page 1 of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADt/ELL D(7,_NGRADWELL DOWNGRAD WELL UPGRADIENT t/ELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2901A CFA3OOIA CFA3OO2A CFA3101A
MEDIA GR_JND WATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A

F!ELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.9 8.4 8.4 8.4 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7
Temperature (C) 11.0 12.2 11.7 11.7 12.8

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Cht oromethane 1.8 ............
MethyLene ChLoride --- 0.2 J .........
ChLoroform 0.4 J 1.7 0.4 J 0.5 ---
1,1,1-Trichtoroethane 0.4 J 0.5 0.5 J 0.5 J 0.4 J
1,2-Dichtoroethane 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.6 ---

,4_ Tr ichtoroethene --- 0.6 0.2 J ---
ToLuene 0.2 J 0.5 J .........
Xytene (total meta & para) --- 0.2 J .........
1,2-Dibromo-3-chtoropropane 0.5 UJ 0.5 UJ 0.5 UJ 0.5 uJ 0.5 uJ I
Naphthatene --- 0.4 J 0.3 J ......

Di Lution Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Total (ALLowed) HoLd Time 12(14)d 13(14)d 12(14)d 13(14)d 13(14)d
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CFA LandfiLLs I] and Ill FY89 MeLts - 4th Quarter April 1991 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC DATA (Continued) Page 2 of 2

AREA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLENUNBER CFA3102A
RED] A GROUNDWATER
UN]TS ug/L
SDG NUNBER CFA2801A

FIELD HEASUREHENTS
7.6

Conductivity (uS) 0.7
Temperature (C) 12.8
Depth (ft)

TARGET CONPOUNOS
Ch Ioromethane - - -
Nethytene ChLoride ---
ChLoroform -'- i

(_ 1,1,1-Tri chtoroethane 0.4 J
J_ 1,2-D i cht oroethane O. 5

Tricht,_roethene ---
ToLuene -" -
XyLene (total mete & papa) ---
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane 0.5 UJ
NaphthaLene -" -

Di tution Factor 1.000
Total (Alto_=d) HoLd Time 13(14)d
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CFA Landfills II and Ill FY89 Wetts - 4th Ouarter April 1991 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 gELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA3(_)IA
HEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NLINBER CFA2801A

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Methylene Chloride 1.8
Chloroform 40
1,2-Dichloroethane 0.9
Bromodichloromethane 0.5 J
Toluene 0.3 J

1,2-Dibr(_-3-chlor:._rol_r_ 0.5 UJ
Trich[oroftuor_ntane 0.8 J

Dilution Factor 1.000
Total (Allowed) Hold Time 12(14)d
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CFA Landfills lI and Ill FY89 gelts - 4th Quarter April 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND 11! FY89 MELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC TRIP BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATIOH QC OC GC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-TRIP BLANK O0-TRIP BLANK O0-TRIP BLANK
SARPLE NURBER CFA3201A CFA3201ARE CFA3401A
HEDIA WATER WATER WATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUHBER CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A

TARGET COMPOUNDS

Nethytene Chloride 1.1 1.4 1
trans-l,2-Dichtoroethene 0.2 J ...... i
Chloroform 0.2 J --- 36
Carbon Tetrach|oride ...... 0.4 J
1,1-Dichloropropene 0.2 J ......

Benzene 0.2 J ......
1,2-Dichtoroethane 0.3 J ......
Trichloroethene 0.3 J ......

CJ Bromodichtoromethane ...... 0.5 J
¢= Toluene 0.3 J ......
GO

1,1,2-Trichtoroethane 0.2 J ......
Tetrachtoroethene 0.2 J ......
Chtorobenzene 0.2 J ......
Xyiene (total meta & para) 0.3 J ......
1,4-Dichtorobenzene 0.2 J ......

1,2-Dichtorobenzene 0.2 J ......
1,2-Dibromo-3-chtoropropane 0.5 uJ 0.5 UJ 0.5 uJ
Hexachlorobutadiene 0.2 J ......
Naphthalene 1.2 0.2 J ---
1,2,3-Trichiorobenzene 0.3 J ......

Trichtorofluoromethane ...... 1.4

Dilution Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000
Total (AlLowed) HoLd Time 13(14)d 14(14)d 12(14)d
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CFA Landfi[ts l! and Ill FY89 I_etts - 4th Quarter Apri[ 1991 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS ll AND Ill FY89 tJELLS - SEMIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANICDATA Page 1 of 4

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9
TYPE OF LOCATION DOt,/NGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL DOMNGRADWELL DOMNGRAD WELL DOWNGRAD WELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFA2801D CFA2801G CFA2901D CFA3OO1D CFA3OO2D
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDUATER
UN!TS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A

FiELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.9 7.9 8.4 8.4 8.4
Concluctivi ty (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 11.0 11.0 12.2 11.7 11.7

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Pheno( 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
2-Chtoropheno[ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
1,4-DichLorobenzene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
2-Hethylpheno[ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ

(_ 4-Methytpheno[ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ

,4_ N-Nitroso-di-n-propy[amine 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
2-Nitrophenot 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
2,4-DimethyLpheno[ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
2,4-Dichtoropheno[ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Naphthalene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ

Hexachtorobutadiene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
4-ChLoro-3-methytphenot 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
2-Methylnaphthatene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Hexachtorocyctopentadiene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
2,4,6-Trichloropheno[ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ

2,4,5-Trich[oropheno[ 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ
2-Ch[oronaphthatene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Acenaphthylene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Acenaphthene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
2,4-Dinitrophenol 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ

4-Nitrophenol 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ
Ftuorene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
4,6-Dinitro-2-methytphenot 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ
N-Nitrosodiphenytamine (1) 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Pentachtorophenot 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ 100 UJ

Phenanthrene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Anthracene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Ftuoranthene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Pyrene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Benzo(a)anthracene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
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CFA Landfills II and Ill FY89 Wells - 4th Ouarter April 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE _._._ CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 WELLS - SEHIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANICDATA (Continued) Page 2 of 4

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 03-LF]-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DONNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFA2801D CFA2801G CFA2901D CFA3OO1D CFA3OO2D
MEDIA GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A

Chrysene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Di-n-octytphthalate 9 J 20 UJ 20 UJ 48 J 20 UJ
Benzo(b)fLuoranthene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Benzo(k)ftuoranthene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Benzo(a)pyrene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ

Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
Benzo(g,h,i)perytene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
3-Methytphenot 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ

.(_ 2,6-Dichloropheno! 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ

,¢_ 1,3-Dinitrobenzene 40 UJ 40 UJ 40 UJ 40 UJ 40 UJ
2,3,4,6-TetrachEoropheno[ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ
3-MethylchoLanthrene 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ

Dilution Factor 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000
Extraction (Attowed) HoEd Time 4(7)d 4(7)d 8(7)d* 8(7)d* 8(7)d*
Anatyticat (Allowed) HoEd Time 9(40)d 9(40)d 11(40)d 10(40)d 10(40)d
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CFA Landfills II and 11I FY89 Welts - 4th Quarter April 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I[ AND If[ FY89 WELLS - SEHIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANICDATA (Continued) Page 3 of 4

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-11 02"LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFA3101D CFA3102D
MED[A GROUNDMATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pa 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 12.8 12.8

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Phenol 20 UJ 20 UJ
2-Chtorophenot 20 UJ 20 UJ
1,4-Dichtorobenzene 20 UJ 20 UJ
2-HethyLphenoL 20 UJ 20 UJ
4-Methytphenot 20 UJ 20 UJ

_-= N-Nitroso-di-n-propytamine 20 UJ 20 UJ
_'_ 2-NitrophenoL 20 UJ 20 UJ

2,4-Oimethytpheno! 20 UJ 20 UJ
2,4-Dichtorophenot 20 UJ 20 UJ
Naphthalene 20 UJ 20 UJ

Hexachtorobutadiene 20 UJ 20 UJ
4-Chtoro-3-methytpheno[ 20 UJ 20 UJ
2-Methytnaphthatene 20 UJ 20 UJ
Hexachtorocyctopentadiene 20 UJ 20 UJ
2,4,6-Trichtorophenot 20 UJ 20 UJ

2,4,5-Trichtorophenoi 100 UJ 100 UJ
2-Chtoronaphthatene 20 UJ 20 UJ
AcenaphthyLene 20 UJ 20 UJ
Acenaphthene 20 UJ 20 UJ
2,4-Dinitrophenot 100 UJ 100 UJ

4-Nitrophenot 100 UJ 100 UJ
FLuorene 20 UJ 20 UJ
4,6-Dinitro-2-methytphenot 100 UJ 100 UJ
N-NitrosodiphenyLamine (1) 20 UJ 20 UJ
Pentach[oropheno[ 100 UJ 100 UJ

Phenanthrene 20 UJ 20 UJ
Anthracene 20 UJ 20 UJ
Ftuoranthene 20 UJ 20 UJ
Pyrene 20 UJ 20 UJ
Benzo(a)anthracene 20 UJ 20 UJ

9-1]-92



CFA LandfiLLs ll and Ill FY89 MeLts - 4th Quarter April 1991 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - SEMIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANICDATA (Continued) Page 4 of 4

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCAT]ON UPGRADIENTMELL UPGRAD[ENT WELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFA3101D CFA3102D
MED[A GROUNDMATER GROUNDMATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A

Chrysene 20 UJ 20 UJ
Di-n-octy[phthatate 4 J 20 UJ
Benzo(b)f[uoranthene 20 UJ 20 UJ
Benzo(k)ftuoranthene 20 UJ 20 U3
Benzo(a)pyrene 20 UJ 20 UJ

lndeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 20 UJ 20 UJ
Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 20 UJ 20 UJ
Benzo(g,h,i)perytene 20 UJ 20 UJ
3-Methytphenot 20 UJ 20 UJ
2,6-Dichtoropheno[ 20 UJ 20 UJ

,4_ 1,3-Dinitrobenzene 40 UJ 40 UJ
_-_ 2,3,4,6-Tetrachtoropheno[ 20 UJ 20 UJ

3-Methylcholanthrene 20 UJ 20 UJ

DiLution Factor 2.000 2.000
Extraction (ALLowed) HoLd Time 8(7)d* 8(7)d*
AnaLyticaL (ALLowed) HoLd Time 10(40)d 10(40)d

9-13-92



CFA Land, iLLs 11 and Ill F189 MeLts - 4th Quarter April 1991 ._3A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I] AND Ill FY89 MELLS - SENIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANICFIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 2

AREA CFA
LOCAT[ON QC
TYPE OF LOCAT[ON OO-F]ELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFA3601D
MEDIA MATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Phenol 20 UJ
Z-Chlorophenot 20 UJ
1,4-DichLorobenzene 20 UJ
2-Nethy[phenot 20 UJ
4-MethyLphenol 20 UJ

N-Nitroso-di-n-propytamine 20 UJ
2-Nitropheno[ 20 UJ
2,4-Dimethy[pheno[ 20 UJ

._ 2,4-Dichtorophenot 20 UJ
_'_ NaphthaLene 20 UJ

Hexachtorobutadiene 20 UJ

4-Chtoro-]-methytpheno[ 20 UJ
2-Methytnaphthatene 20 UJ
Hexachtorocyctopentadiene 20 UJ
2,4,6-Trichtorophenot 20 UJ

2,4,5-Trichtorophenot 100 UJ
2-Chtoronaphthatene 20 UJ
Acenaphthytene 20 UJ
Acenaphthene 20 UJ
2,4-Dinitrophenot 100 UJ

4-Nitrophenol 100 UJ
Ftuorene 20 UJ
4,6-Dinitro-2-methytphenot 100 UJ
N-Nitrosodiphenytamine (1) 20 UJ
Pentachtoropheno[ 100 UJ

Phenanthrene 20 UJ
Anthracene 20 UJ
Ftuoranthene 20 UJ
Pyrene 20 UJ
Benzo(a)anthracene 20 UJ

Chrysene 20 UJ
Di-n-octytphthatate 3 J
Benzo(b)ftuoranthene 20 UJ
Benzo(k)ftuoranthene 20 UJ
Benzo(a)pyrene 20 UJ

9-13-92



CFA Landfi|Ls !! and If! FY89 WeLts - 4th Quarter Apri[ 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I[ AND I[! FY89 WELLS - SEMIVOLATILE APPENDIX IX ORGANIC FIELD BLANK DATA (Continued) Page 2 of 2

AREA CFA
LOCATION QC
TYPE OF LOCAT|ON O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFA3601D
MEDIA MATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A

Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 20 UJ
Dibenz(a0h)anthracene 20 UJ
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 20 UJ
3-Hethy[pheno[ 20 UJ
2°6-Dichlorophenot 20 UJ

1,3-Dinitrobenzene 40 UJ
2,3,4,6-Tetrachtoropheno[ 20 UJ
3-Rethyicho[anthrene 20 UJ

D_iution Factor 2.ODD

Extraction (ALlowed) Hotd Time 4(7)d
¢= AnaLyticaL (Allowed) HoLd Time 9(40)d

9-13-92



CFA Landfills I! and ill FY89 Wells - 4th Ouarter Apri! 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND IIl FY89 WELLS - INORGANIC DATA Page 1 of 3

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-B 02-LF2-9
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA2801H CFA2801M CFA2901H CFA2901M CFA3OO1H
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2BOIA CFA2801A CFA2801A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.9 7.9 8.4 8.4 8.4
Conductivi ty (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 11.0 11.0 12.2 12.2 11.7

ANALYTES
Arsenic 2.4 BU 2.3 BU 1.7 BU 2.2 BU 1.9 BU
Barium 106 B 100 B 161 B 146 B 161 B
Cadmi um ...............
Chromium 853 NJ 16.0 NJ 902 NJ 21.0 NJ 528 NJ

Iron 8970 47.0 BU 3780 30.0 BU 3680
J_
' Lead ...............

Manganese 95.0 8.0 B 70.0 4.0 B 52.0
Mercury ...............
Selenium 2.0 UWJ 2.0 UWJ 2.0 UWJ --- 2.0 UWJ
Sitver 1.0 UNWJ 1.0 UNWJ 1.0 UNWJ 1.0 UNWJ 1.0 UNWJ

Sodium 39500 40000 42400 41400 42300

Tota ( (A ! ! owed) Hol d Timea 26( 180)d 26( 180)d 28( 180)d 28( 180)d 27( 180)d
Total (Attowed) Hold Timeb 19(26)d 19(26)d 21(26)d 21(26)d 20(26)d
Total (A[ [owed) Hold Time c 26(180)d 26(180)d 28(180)d 28(180)d 27(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS

9-13-92



CFA Landfi[[s II and III FY89 Wefts - 4th Quarter Apri[ 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . LEA LANDFILLS It AND lit F¥89 _ELLS - INORGANIC DATA (Continued) Page 2 of 3

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CF&
LOCATIOM 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRAD WELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA3OO1M CFA3OO2H CFA3OO2M CFA3101H CFA3101M
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 8.4 8.4 8.4 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 11.7 11.7 11.7 12.8 12.8

ANALYTES
Arsenic 43.6 2.7 BU 5.0 BU 4._) B_J 2.6 BU
Barium 154 B 164 B 159 B 140 B 125 B
Cadmium ...... 3.0 B
Chromium 26.0 NJ 753 NJ 28.0 NJ 663 NJ 10.0 UN

Iron --- 5260 --- 19600 34.0 BU

,J_ Lead ......... 1.0 BWJ ---

Ox Manganese 8.0 B 73.0 7.0 B 147 27.0
Mercury ...............
Se[enium --- 2.0 UWJ 2.0 UWJ 2.0 US 2.3 BWJ
Silver 1.0 UNWJ 1.0 UNWJ 1.0 UNWJ 3.1 BNWJ 1,0 UNWJ

Sodium 42200 44400 43600 49000 47100

Total (Attowed) Hold Timea 27(IBO)d 27(180)d 27(IBO)d 27(180)d 27(IBO)d
Totat (At towed) Hotd Time b 20(26)d 20(26)d 20(26)d 20(26)d 20(26)d
tota[ (A | t owed) No{d Time c 27( 1BO)d 27( 180)d 27( 180)d 27( 180)d 27(180)d

a. [CP
b. EVAAS
c. GFAAS

9-13-92



CFA Landfit[s II and III FY89 We[Is - 4th Quarter April 1991 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 WELLS - INORGANIC DATA (Continued) Page 3 of 3

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT _ELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA3102H CFA3102M
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER
UHITS uglL uglL
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 12.8 12.8

ANALYTES
Arsenic --- 1.9 BU
Barium 143 B 129 B
Cadmium ......
Chromium 489 NJ 15.0 NJ

(_ Iron 19100 88.0 BU
Lead ......

' 130 26.0_., Manganese
"-_ Mercury ......

Selenium 2.0 UWJ ---
Silver 1.0 UNWJ 1.0 UNWJ
Sodium 48100 47200

Tota[ (Attowed) Hotd Timea 27(180)d 27(180)d
_otat (Attowed) Hotd _ime b 20(26)d 20(26)d
Total (Allowed) Hold TimeC 27(180)d 27(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS

9-13-92



CFA Landfii[s II and Ill FY89 Wells - 4th Ouarter April 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS [I AND [|I FY89 WELLS - INORGANIC FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of I

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION OC QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFA3601H CFA3601M
MEDIA WATER WATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A

ANALYTES
Arsenic 1.1BU ---
Barium ......
Cadmium ......
Chromium 10.0 UN 10.0 UN
Iron 36.0 BU ---
Lead ......
Manganese ......
Mercury ---
Selenium ......

.('} Silver 1.0 UNWJ 1.0 UN
,¢_ Sodium 202 B 403 B

O0 Total (ALLowed) Hold Ti_a 26(IBO)d 26(IBO)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time b 19(26)d 19(26)d
_otal tALlowed) Hold Timec 26(180)d 26(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS

9-13-92



CFA Landfills !I and Ill FY89 We|Is - 4th Ouarter April 1991S&A Data Document • Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS 11 AND Ill FY89 WELLS - NON-METALSDATA Page 1 of 3

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRAD WELL DOIJNGRAD WELL DOUN GRADWELL DOWNGRAD WELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLENUHBER CFA2801 CFA2901 CFA3001 CFA3002 CFA3101
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.9 8.4 8.5 8.5 7.6
Co;_ductivi ty (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7
Temperature (C) 11.0 12.2 11.7 11.7 12.8

ANALYTES
Ch t or i de 89800 117000 108000 108000 109000
FI uor i de 110 270 280 260 240
N i t rate 4290 4620 4600 4700 4790
Sul fate 27000 25000 28000 28000 23000

TOC 1000 UJ 1300 J 7700 J 1000 UJ 20700 J
,4_ TOX 32.3 J 7.0 J 7.8 J 33.2 J 5.1 J

Total (At lowed) Hold Timoa 5(28)d 7(28)d 6(28)d 6(28)d 6(28)d
Total (At towed) Hold Time b 26(28)d 28(28)d 27(28)d 27(28)d 27(28)d
Total (At lowed) Hold Time c 6(28)d 4(28)d 3(28)d 3(28)d 3(28)d
Tota| (Allowed) Hold Timed 15(28)d 17(28)d 16(28)d 16(28)d 16(28)d
Total (At lowed) Hold Time e 5(28)d 7(28)d 6(28)d 6(28)d 6(28)d
Total (At towed) Hold Time t 7(7)d 9(7)d* 8(7)d* 8(7)d* 8(7)d*

a. Chloride - Method 9251
b. Fluoride - Method 340.3
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. Sulfate - Method 9036
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. ]OX - Method 9020



CFA Landfills II and ill FY89 Wetts- 4th Ouarter April 1991S&A Data Document • Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND 111FY89 WELLS - NON-METALSDATA (Continued) Page 2 of ]

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENTWELL UPGRADIENTWELL UPGRAD|ENTWELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFA3102 CFA3103 CFA3104 CFA3105 CFA3106
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNIIS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 12.8 12.8 12.8 12.8 12.8

ANALYTES
Cht or i de 110000
Ftuor i de 270
Nitrate 4840
Sul fate 28000
TOC 1000 UJ

44.0 J
TOX 7.8 J 8.2 J 5.0 UJ 11.3 J/

Total (At [owed) Hold Time.a 6(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time b 27(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time c. 3(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time d 16(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time e 6(28)d
Total (At towed) Hold Time t 8(7)d* 8(7)d* 8(7)d* 8(7)c1" 8(7)d*

a. Chloride - Method 9251
b. Fluoride - Method 340.3
c. Nitrate - Method353.1
d. Sulfate - Method 9036
e. TOE - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020



CFA Landfills II and llI FY69 Wells - 4th Ouarter April 1991S&A Data Document • Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - NON-METALSDATA (Continued) Page 3 of 3

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFA3107 CFA3108
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.7 0.7
Temperature (C) 12.8 12.8

ANALYTES
Chtoride
FLuoride
Nitrate
SuLfate
TOC

,4_ TOX 30.1 J 20.9 J
t,3

w-_ Iota[ (AlLowed) Hold Timea
Total (ALlowed) Hold Time b
Total (ALlowed) Hold Time_
Total (AlLowed) Hold Time d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time_
Tote[ (Allowed) Hold Time f 8(7)d* 8(7)d*

a. Chloride - Method 9251
b. Fluoride - Method 340.3
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. Sulfate - Method 9036
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020



CFA Landfills II and III FY89 Welts - 4th Quarter April 199_ S&A Data Document • Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 WELLS - NON-METALS FIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA3601
MEDIA WATER

UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A

ANALYTES
Chloride ---
Fluoride 300
Nitrate ---
Sulfate ---
TOE 1000 UJ

TOX 40.4 J

Total (Allowed) Hold Timea 5(28)d

.0 Total (Allowed) Hold Timeb 26(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time c 5(28)d

'_ Iota[ (Allowed) Hold lime d 15(28)d
t,.) Iota[ (Allowed) Hold Timee 5(28)d

Total (Allowed) Hold Time f 7(7)d

a. Chtoride - Method 9251
b. Fluoride - Method 340.3
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. Sulfate - Method 9036
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020

9-22-92



CFA Landfiits II and Ill FY89 Wetts - 4th Quarter Aprit 1991 • S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX IX DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02_LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRAD WELL DOgN GRADWELL UPGRAD]ENT WELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA2901G CFA3OO1G CFA3OO2G CFA3101G CFA3102G
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 8.4 8.4 8.4 7.6 7.6
Conductivi tiy (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
Temperature 12.2 11.7 11.7 12.8 12.8

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected
,=

•(_ Di |ution Factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
,'_ Extraction (Attowed) Hotd Time 4(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d
_o Anatyticat (At towed) Hotd Time 3(40)d 3(40)d 3(40)d 3(40)d 3(40)d



CFA Landfitts II and Ii] FY89 getts - 4th Quarter April 1991 • S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY89 MELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX IX FIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCAT[ON QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAHPLE NUMBER CFA]601G
MEDIA MATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUI4BER CFA2801A

TARGET COHPOUNDS

None Detected

Dilution Factor 1.0
Extraction (Atto_ed) Hotd Time O(7)d
Analytical (Allowed) Hold Time 3(40)d

b_



CFA Landfills 11 and !11FY89 Weirs - 4th Quarter Apri[ 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS li AND III FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEHERBICIDE APPENDIX IX DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-8 02-LF2-8 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-9 02-LF2-11 02-LF2-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL UPGRADIENTWELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA2801Z CFA2901Z CFA3001Z CFA3002Z CFA3101Z CFA3102Z
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/l ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A CFA2801A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 7.9 8.4 8.4 8.4 7.6 7.6
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
Temperature 11.0 12.2 11.7 11.7 12.8 12.8

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

Ditution Factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Extraction (A[[owed) Hold Time 1(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d
Ana[ytica[ (A[|owed) Hold Time 3(40)d 4(40)d 4(40)d 4(40)d 4(40)d 4(40)d

.C_ 9-13-92
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CFA Landfills I! and I11 FY89 Welts - 4th Ouarter April 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEHERBICIDE APFENDIX IX FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA3601Z
MEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA2801A

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

Dilution Factor 1.0
Extraction (Allowed) Hold Time I(7)d
Analytical (A[towed) Hold Time 3(40)d

9-13-92
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CFA Landfitts II and Ill FY89 Wetts- 4th Quarter Aprit 1991S&A Data Document • Method Vatidation Lever C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY89 I/ELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR GAMMA-EMITTING RADIONUCLIDES Page 1 of 1

Date: 07/17/91

Lab Name: RML Case No.:

Report No.: STPHY91031 SDG No.: CFA028012

Fietd Lab Sampte Anat Sampte Sample Anat Sampte Sample Detector
Sampte No. Location Sample ID Matrix Type Vatue Error Units Date Date Size Yietd ID DQF ASL

CFA028012 03-LF3-8 A5042691045 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 04/26/91 04/24/91 0.5400 O.O RML A5/PG-I

CFAO28012D 03-LF3-8 A6051591038 WATER GAMMA ND pC_/L 05/15/91 04/24/9! 0.5400 0.0 RML A6/PG-13 .....

",_ CFA029012 02-LF2-8 A5042291041 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 04/22/91 04/22--/91 0.5400 O.ORML AS/PG-I i

_'] !CFA030012 i02-LF2-9 A6042391029 !WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 04/23/91 04/23/91 0.5400 0.0 RML A6/PG-13 ....

CFA030022 02oLF2-9 iA5042391028 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 04/23/91 04/23/91 0.5400 0.0 RML AS/PG-1

CFA031012 02-LF2-11 A6042491037 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 04/24/91 04/23/91 0.5400 ! 0.0 RML A6/PG-13 __.__

CFA031022 02-LF2-11 A5042491036 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 04/24/91 04/23/91 0.5400 0.0 RML AS/PG-1 __

CFA036012 DO-FIELD BLANK A5051591037 _IATER GAMMA ND IpCi/L 05/15/91 04/24/91 0.5400 O.OlRML A5/PG-1

CFAO36012D O0-FIELD BLANK]ASO52291033 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 05/22[91 04/24/91 0.5400 O.O RML AS/PG-I

I
9-18-92



CFA Landfitts II and Ill FY90 We|ts - 1st Quarter Apri[ 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS [I AND Ill FYgO WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANICDATA Page 1 of 2

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-12 03-LF3-9 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAO3701ARE CFAO3801A CFAO3901A CFAO3902A CFAO4OO1A
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO3301A CFAO3301A CFAO3301A CFAO3301A CFAO3301A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.8 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.8
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5
Temperature (C) 11.2 12.6 11.2 11.2 11.4

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Dich[orodiftuoromethane 0 R 0 R 0 R 0 R 0 R
Ch[oromethane - - - O.7 O. 6 O. 5 O. 7
1,1-Dichtoroethene ............ 0.5 J
Hethy[ene Chloride 0.1 JB 0.2 JB .........
Chtorofom 0.3 J 0.1 J .........

1,1,1-Trich[oroethane 0.8 0.5 --- 0.4 J 0.5
C'_ Carbon Tetrachtoride ...............

1,2-D i ch [oroethane O. 6 O.5 O. 5 0.6 O.6
t_ Trichtoroethene 0.1 J 0.1 J 0.1 J --- 0.5 J
Oo Ttans- 1,3- Di cht oropropene NP NP NP NP NP

Toluene 0.3 J 0.2 J 0.4 J 0.3 J ---
c i s- 1,3- Di ch toropropene NP NP NP NP NP
Tetrachtoroethene ......... 0.2 J ---
lr ichtorof tuoromethane 1.4 1.0 1.2 0.7 1.1

Di I ut i on Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Totat (Attowed) Hotd Time 11(14)d 8(14)d 8(14)d 9(14)d 13(14)d

NP - Information Not Provided by Laboratory

9-13-92



CFA LandfiLls II and Ill FYgO IJei(s - 1st Quarter Apri[ 1991 S&A Data Document April 1991

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY90 I/ELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANICDATA (Continued) Page 2 of 2

AREA CFA
LOCATI ON 03-L F3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT I/ELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO4OO2A
lIEDIA GROUNDWATER
UNITS u9/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO3301A

FIELD NEASURENENTS
pH 7.s
Conductivity (uS) 0.5
Temperature (C) 11.4

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Dichtorodiftuoromethane 0 R
Chtoromethane 0.7
1,1-Dichtoroethene ---
Hethytene ChLoride ---
ChLoroform ---

1,1,1-Trichtoroethane 0.7
._ Carbon Tetrachtoride 0.8 J
,¢= 1,2-Dichtoroethane 0.8
t_ Trichtoroethene 0.5 J

Trans-l,3-Dichtoropropene NP

ToLuene 0.5
cis-l,3-Dichloropropene NP
Tetrachtoroethene ---
]richtorofluoromethane 1.0

DiLution Factor 1.000
Total (ALLowed) HoLd Time 13(14)d

NP - Information Not Provided by Laboratory
9-13-92



CFA Landfitts II and Ill FY90 _Jetts - 1st Quarter April 1991 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS |! AND 11] F¥90 MELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC FIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAO4501A
MEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO3301A

TARGET COMPOUNDS
DichtorodifLuoromethane 0 R
Chtoromethane 1
Nethy[ene Chloride ---
1,1-Dich[oroethane 0.6 J
Chloroform 34

101,1-Trichtoroethane 0.6 J
1,2-Dichtoroethane 0.7
Trans-l,3-Dichloropropene NP
Totuene 0.4 J
cis-l,3-Dichtoropropene NP

.L_ Tetrachtoroethene 0.3 JJ_
,_ Dibromochtoromethane 0.8 J

1,2,4-Trichtorobenzene 0.5
Naphthatene 0.6 J
Trichtoroftuoromethane 0.8

Oitution Factor 1.000
Totat (Allowed) Hotd Time 9(14)d

NP - Information Not Provided by Laboratory
9-13-92



CFA Landfi[ts II and llI FY90 Wefts - 1st Quarter Aprit 1991 SEA Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS ]1 AND Ill FY90 MELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANICTRIP BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION QC QC
TYPE OF LOCATION OO-TR]P BLANK DO-TRIP BLANK
SAMPLE NUHBER CFAO3301A CFAO4101A
MEDIA WATER WATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO3301A CFAO3301A

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Dichtorodiftuoromethane 0 R 0 R
Chtoromethane 0.6 ---
Nethytene Chtoride 0.9 J ---
1,1-Dichtoroethane --- 0.1J
Chtoroform --- 44

Bromodichtoromethane --- 0.6
Trans-l,3-Dichloropropene gP NP
Toluene 0.4 JB ---
cis-l,3-Oichtoropropene NP NP
Dibromochtororaethane --- 0.1J

C_ Trichloroftuoromethane 0.2 J 0.4 J
J_
!

Ditution Factor 1.000 1.000
Tota[ (Attowed) Hotd Time 13(14)d 10(14)d

NP - Information Not Provided by Laboratory
9-13-92



CFA Landfit|s I! and !11 FY90 Wells - 1st Quarter April 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND IIl FY90 WELLS - SEMIVOLATILE ORGANIC DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-_2 03-LF3-9 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-I0 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWN GRAD WELL DOWN GRAD WELL DOWN GRAD WELL DOWN GRAD UELL DOUN GRAD WELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAO3701D CFAO3801D CFAO3901D CFAO3901DRE CFAO3902D CFAO4OOID CFAO4OO2D
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND _ATER GROUND _ATER

UNITS ug/l ug/L ug/l ug/l ug/l ug/l ug/l
SDG NUMBER CFAO3701D CFAO3701D CFAO3701D CFAO3701D CFAO3701D CFAO3701D CFAO3701D

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 7.8 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.8 7.8
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5
Temperature (C) 11.3 12.6 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.4 11.4

TARGET COMPOUNDS

4-Nitroaniline 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ 50 UJ ......
3,3'-Dichlorobenzidine 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ 20 UJ ......

Dilution Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Extraction (Allowed) Hold Time 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 5(7)d 5(7)d
Analytical (Allowed) Hold Time 16(40)d 16(40)d 17(40)d 21(40)d 17(40)d 8(40)d 8(40)d

0 9-12-92



CFA Landfitts il and Ill FY90 getis - 1st Quarter April 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND ill FY90 gELLS - SEMIVOLATILE ORGANIC FIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO4501D
MEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
$DG NUMBER CFAO3701D

TARGET COMPOUNDS
4-Nitroanitine 50 UJ
3,3'-Dichtorobenzidine 20 UJ

Oitution Factor 1.000
Extraction (Attowed) Hotd Time 4(7)d
Anatyticat (Attowed) Hotd Time 17(40)d

9-12-92



CFA Landfills [! and Ill FY90 Welts - 1st Quarter April 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND It! FY90 WELLS - INORGANIC DATA Page 1 of 3

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-12 02-LF2-12 03-LF3-9 03-LF3-9 03-LF3-10
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOt,_iGRAD WELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO3701H CFAO3701M CFAO3801H CFAO3801N CFAO3901H
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA03701 CFA03701 CFA03701 CFA03701 CFA03701

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 7.8 7.8 7.7 7.7 7.7
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 11.3 11.3 12.6 12.6 11.2

ANALYTES
Arsenic 1.4 B 1.3 B 2,2 B 1.1 B ---
Barium 166 B 118 B 149 B 98.0 B 117 B
Caclmium ...............
Chromium 24.0 7.0 B 45.0 --- 25.0
Iron 234 --- 455 --- 404

Lead 4.5 W 3.9 2.0 BW 2.7 Bg 5.0
Magnes i um 15700 15500 J 18400 16400 14900

•(_ Mercury 2.0 UJ --- 2.0 UJ ......
,'_ Selenium 2.0 UJ 2.0 WNUJ 2.0 WUJ 2.0 WNUJ 2.0 t,_JJ
_*_ Sitver ...............4_

Sodi um 39000 39700 J 34400 32900 35000

Total (Allowed) Hold Time.a 28(180)d 37(180)d 28(180)d 37(180)d 36(180)d
TotaI (Attowed) Hold Time b 35(26)d* 38(26)d* 35(26)d* 38(26)d* 37(26)d*
Total (Attowed) Hold Timec 28(180)d 37(180)d 28(180)d 37(180)d 36(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS

9-12-92



CFA Landfills II and Ill FY90 Wells -1st Ouarter April 19(;1S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND ill FY90 WELLS - INORGANIC DATA (Continued) Page 2 of 3

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL UPGRADIENTWELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO3901M CFAO3902H CFAO3902M CFAO4OO1H CFAO4OO1M
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA03701 CFA03701 CFA03701 CFA03701 CFA03701

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.8 7.8
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5
Temperature (C) 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.4 11.4

ANALYTES
Arsenic --- 1.9 B --- 1.4 BW ---
Barium 151B 158 B 11.0 B 150 B 111B
Cadmium ...............
Chromium --- 51.0 --- 29.0 ---
Iron --- 527 --- 410 ---

Lead 2.0 BW 8.6 W 1.5 B 3.7 W 2.2 BW
('_ Magnesium 15600 15600 14900 13900 13400

Mercury 2.0 UJ 2.0 UJ --- 0.20 UN ---
' Selenium 2.0 NUJ 2.0 UJ 2.0 WNUJ 2.0 WUJ 2.0 NUJ

Silver ...............

Sodium 35100 35400 35400 25800 26600

Total (Allowed) Hold Timea 27(180)d 27(180)d 36(180)d 14(180)d 42(180)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time b 34(26)d* 34(26)d* 37(26)d* 29(26)ci* 43(26)d*
Total (Allowed) Hold Timec 27(180)d 27(180)d 36(180)d 14(180)d 42(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS

9-12-92
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CFA Landfi[t.s II and IIl FY90 Wefts -1st Ouarter Aprit 1991 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS !I AND Ill FY90 WELLS - INORGANIC DATA (Continued) Page 3 of 3

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO4OO2H CFAO4OO2M
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA03701 CFA03701

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 7.8 7.8
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 0.5
Ten_)erature (C) 11.4 11.4

ANALYTES
Arsenic 1.3 BW 1.3 B
Barium 149 B 109 B
Cadmium ......
Chromium 120 J ---
Iron 1010 J ---

Lead 2.2 B 3.7

£_ Magnesium 14300 J 13500
4_ Mercury 0.20 UN ---
,,_ Selenium 2.0 WUJ 3.5 BWNJ

Sliver ......

Sodium 26800 J 26200

Totat (Attowed) Hotd Timea !4(180)d 42(180)d
Tota[ (Attowed) Hotd Time b 29(26)d* 29(26)d*
Tota[ (At[owed) Hotd Timec 14(180)d 42(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS

9-12-92
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CFA Landfills II and |II FY90 Welts -1st Ouarter April 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND [[[ FY90 WELLS - INORGANIC FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of I

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION OC OC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELO BLANK O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO4501H CFAO4501M
MEDIA WATER WATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFA03701 CFA03701

ANALYTES
Arsenic ......
Barium ......
Cadmium ......
Chromium ......
Iron ......

Lead 1.4 BW 1.4 B
Magnesium ......
Mercury 2.0 UJ ---
Se[enium 2.0 UJ 2.0 NUJ
Silver ......

.0 Sodium ......

'3a Total (Attowed) Hold Timea 27(180)d 36(180)d
-.I Total (At[owed) Hold T_meb 34(26)d* 37(26)d*

Total (Allowed) HoLd Timec 27(180)d 36(180)d

a. ICP
b. CVAAS
c. GFAAS

9-12-92



CFA Landfills I1 and Ill FY90 WelTs - 1st Quarter April 1991S&A Data Document - Method Validation Leve[ A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND lit FY90 WELLS - NON-METALSDATA Page 1 of 3

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-12 03-LF3-9 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DO_ GRADWELL UPGRABIENTWELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA03701 CFA03801 CFA03901 CFA03902 CFA04001
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mtJ/L
SDG NUMBER CFA03701 CFA03701 CFA03701 CFA03701 CFA03701

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 7.8 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.8
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5
Temperature (C) 11.3 12.6 11.2 11.2 11.4

ANALYTES

Chloride 86.7 J 83.8 J 90.2 J 77.0 J 91.9 J
Fluoride 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
Nitrate 561 698 642 847 677
Sulfate 37.2 J 33.9 J 29.7 J 36.0 J 36.6 J
TOC 4.1 3.3 3.6 7.4 3.6

TOX 17.0 22.0 20.0 11.0 56.0

J_
,_ Total (Allowed) Hold Timea 9(28)d 9(28)d 8(28)d 8(28)d 12(28)d
Oo Total (Allowed) Hold Timeb 24(28)d 24(28)d 23(28)d 23(28)d 29(28)d

Total (Allowed) Hold TimeC I0(28)d I0(28)d 9(28)d 9(28)d 14(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Timed I0(28)d 10(28)d 9(28)d 9(28)d 12(28)d
lota[ (Allowed) Hold Timee 9(28)d 9(28)d 9(28)d 8(28)d 13(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Timef 9(7)d* 9(7)0* 8(7)0* 8(7)d* 8(7)d*

a. Chloride - Method 9252
b. Fluoride - Method 340.2
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. Sulfate - Method 9038
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020

9-22-92



CFA Landfitts II and III FY90 Weirs - 1st Quarter Aprit 1991S&A Data Document • Method Vatidation Lever A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY90 WELLS - NON-METALSDATA Page 2 of 3

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCAIION UPGRADIENI WELL UPGRADIENTUELL UPGRADIENT_4ELL UPGRADIENTIJELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA04002 CFA04003 CFA04004 CFA04005 CFAD4006
MEDIA GROUND gATER GROUND WATER GROUND gATER GROUND WATER GROUND MATER
UNITS mglL mglL mglL mglL mglL
SDG NUMBER CFA03701 CFA03701 CFA03701 CFA03701 CFA03701

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Temperature (C) 11.4 11./, 11.4 11.4 11./,

ANALYIES
Chtoride 77.6 J
Ftuoride 40.0
Nitrate 582
Su[fate 32.6 J
tOE 3.2 3.7 5.1 1.6 3.5

TOX 71.0 36.0 49.0 60.0 46.0

'_J Iota[ (Attowed) Hold Time.a 12(28)d
total (Allowed) Hotd Timeb
Total (Attowed) Hotd Timec 14(28)d
Totat (Allowed) Hold Timed 12(28)d
Total (Altowed) Hold Timee 13(28)d 13(28)d 13(28)d 13(28)d 13(28)d
Iota[ (At [owed) Hotd Time f 8(7)d* 8(7)d* 8(7)d* 8(7)d* 8(7)d*

a. Chloride - Method 9252
b. Ftuoride - Method 340.2
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. SuLfate - Method 9038
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020

9-22-92



CFA Landfills II and Ill FY90 Welts - 1st Quarter April 1991S&A Data Document • Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS lI AND Ill FY90 WELLS - NON-METALS DATA Page 3 of 3

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENTWELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA04007 CFA04008
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER

UNITS mg/l mg/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO3701 CFA03701

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 7.8 7.8
Conductivity (uS) 0.5 0.5
Temperature (C) 11.4 11.4

ANALYTES
Chloride
Fluoride
Nitrate
Sulfate
TOC 2.7 1.9

TOX 47.0 53.0

J_ Total (Allowed) Hold Timea
Total (Allowed) Hold Time b
Total (Allowed) Hold Time c
Total (Allowed) Hold Timed
Total (Allowed) Hold Time_ 13(28)d 13(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Timef 8(7)d* 8(7)d*

a. Chloride - Method 9252
b. Fluoride - Method 340.2
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. Sulfate - Method 9038
e. ]OC - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020

9-22-92



CFA Landfills II and Ill FY90 Welts - 1st Quarter April 1.o9.1S&A Data Document • Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND II! FY90 WELLS - NON-METALS FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION OC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFA04501
MEDIA WATER

UNITS mg/t
SDG NUMBER CFA03701

ANALYTES
Chtoride 0.89 J
FLuoride 40.0
Nitrate 542
Sutfate 1.1J
TOC 4.1

TOX 10.0

Total (Allowed) Hold Timea 8(28)d
Iota| (Allowed) Hold Timeb 23(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time_ 8(28)d

Total (Allowed) Bold Timed 9(28)dTotal (Allowed) Hold Time_ 8(28)d
4:=
___ Total (A|[owed) Hold Timef 8(7)d*

a. Chtoride - Method 9252
b. Fluoride - Method 340.2
c. Nitrate - Method 353.1
d. Su[fate- Method 9038
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020

9-22-92



CFA LandfiLLs I[ and Ill FY90 tJetts - 1st Quarter April 1991 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY90 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX IX DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-12 03-LF3-9 O]-LF3-10 03-LF3°10 03-LF3-11 03- LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATiON DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADWELL DO,IN GRAD WELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENT QJELL
SANPLE NLIHBER CFAO3701G CFAO3801G CFAO3901G CFAO3902G CFAOZ+OO1G CFAOZ,OO2G
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDI,/ATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNI TS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO3701G CFAO3701G CFAO3701G CFAO3701G CFAO3701G CFAO3701G

FIELD HEASUREMENTS
pH 7.8 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.8 7.8
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5
Temperature (C) 11.] 12.6 11.2 11.2 11.4 11.4

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

DiLution Factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Extraction (ALLowed) HoLd Time 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 4(7)d 5(7)d 5(7)d
AnaLyticaL (At towed) HoLd Time 15(40)d 15(40)d 15(40)d 15(40)d 15(40)d 15(40)d

9-13-92
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CFA Lanclfitts l] and 111 FYgO Wefts - 1st Quarter Apri[ 1991 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS ]] AND ]][ FYgO WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX [X FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATI ON QC
TYPE OF LOCATION OO-F|ELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO4501G
MEDIA GROUNDMATER
UNITS ucj/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO3701G

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

Ditution Factor 1.0
Extraction (Ai[oued) Hold Time 4(7)d
Anatyticat (Atiowed) Hotd Time 16(40)d

9-13-92
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CFA Landfitts II and III FY90 We[Is - 1st Ouarter April 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS !I AND III FY90 _/ELLS - ORGANOCHLOR1NEHERBICIDE APPENDIX IX DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-12 03-LF3-9 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOUNGRAD t,/ELL DOUN GRADWELL D(7,#I GRADWELL DOUN GRADt,fELL UPGRADIENTWELL UPGRADIENTMELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAO3701Z CFAO3801Z CFAO3901Z CFAO3902Z CFAO4OOIZ CFAO4OO2Z
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO3701Z CFAO3701Z CFAO3701Z CFAO3701Z CFAO3701Z EFAO3701Z

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.8 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.8 7.8
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5
Temperature (C) 11.2 12.6 11.2 11.2 11.4 11.4

TARGET COMPOUNDS
2,4-D 1 UJ 1 UJ 1 UJ 1 UJ 1 UJ 1 UJ
Sitvex 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ 0.50 UJ
2,4,5-T O R O R O R O R O R O R

Dilution Factor

Extraction (Attowed) Hotd Time 7(7)d 7(7)d 7(7)d 7(7)d 6(7)d 6(7)d

_._ Anatytica[ (Attowed) Hotd Time 7(40)d 7(40)d 7(40)d 10(40)d 14(40)d 14(40)d

J_" 9-12-92o
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CFA Landfills II and Ill FY90 Wells - 1st Quarter April 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill F190 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINE HERBICIDE APPENDIX IX FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA

LOCATION QC

TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK

SAMPLE NUMBER CFAO4501Z

MEDIA WATER

UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO3701Z

TARGET COMPOUNDS

2,4-D 1UJ
Sitvex 0.50 UJ

2,4,5-T 0 R

Dilution Factor

Extraction (ALlowed) Hold Time 7(7)d

Analytical (Allowed) Hold Time 20(40)d

9-12-92
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CFA Landfitts II and III FY90 Wefts - 1st Ouarter Apri[ 1991 S&A Data Document - Method Validation Lever C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND I|l FYgO WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR GAMMA-EMITTING RADIONUCLIDES Page 1 of 1

Date: 07/17/91

Lab Name: RML Case No.:

Report No.: STPHY91031 SDG No.: CFA037012

Fietd Lab SampLe Anal Sample Sample I Anal Sampte Sampte Detector

Sampte No. Location Sampte ID Matrix Type Vatue Error IUnits Date Date Size Yietd ID DQF ASL

CFA037012 02-LF2-12 A5050291038 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/Lj05/02/91 04/29/91 0.5400 0.0 RML AS/PG-1

CFA038012 03-LF3-9 C5050191043 !WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L05/01/91 04/30/91 0.5400 0.0 RML C5/PG-20.__

CFA039012 03-LF3-10 A6050191042 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 05/01/91 05/01/91 0.5400 O.._.001RMLA6[PG-13.__

CFA039022 i03-LF3-10 A5050191041 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 05/01/91 05/01/91 0.5400 O.O RML A5/PG-I
j_
(:_ CFA040012 i03-LF3-11 A6042691046 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 04/26/91 04/25/91 0.5400 O.O RML A6/PG-13 __.__

CFA040022 03-LF3-11 A6051391043 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/LI05/13/91 04/25/91 0.5400 0.0 RML A6/PG-13!

CFA045012 O0-FIELD BLANK A6050291039 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 05/02/91 05/01/91 0.5400 0.0 RML A6/PG-13
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Appendix C.5

Validated Groundwater Quality Data
for CFA Landfills II and III

July 1991
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DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS

Organic Analysis Data Flags

A - Indicates that a tentatively identified compound is a suspected aldoi-condensation

product.

B - Used when the analyte is found in the associated blank as well as in the sample.

C - Applies to pesticide results where the identification has been confirmed by GC/MS.

D - Identifies all compounds identified in an analysis at a secondary dilution factor.

E - Identifies compounds which have concentrations that exceed the calibration range
of the GC/MS instrument for that specific analysis.

J - Indicates as estimated value.

U - Indicates compound was analyzed for but not detected.

Organic Validation Data Qualifiers

J - The analyte was positively identified in the sample, but the associated numerical
value may not be an accurate representation of the amount actually present in the
environmental sample. The data should be seriously considered for decision making
and are usable for many purposes.

N - Presumptive evidence of the presence of the material.

NJ - Presumptive evidence of the presence of the material at an estimated quantity.

R The data are unusable (may or may not be present). Resampling and reanalysis is
necessary for verification.

U The material was analyzed for but was not detected. The associated numerical
value is the sample quantitation limit.

UJ The material was analyzed for, but was not detected. The sample quantitation limit
is an estimated quantity.

Reference: Environmental Restoration Department, Sample Management Office Standard

Operating Procedures 12.1.4 and 12.1.5 (EG&G Idaho).
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DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS

I.norganic Analysis Data Flags

B - Value is less than the CRDL, but greater than the IDL.

E - Value is estimated because of the presence of interference.

N - Spiked sample recovery not within control limits.

NR - Analyte was not required to be analyzed.

S - Value was determined by the method of standard additions (MSA).

O - Analyte was analyzed for but not detected.

W - Post digestion spike for Furnace AA analysis is out of control limits (85% to 115%),
while sample absorbance is less than 50% of spike absorbance.

• - Duplicate analysis not within control limits.

Methods

A - Flame AA.

CV - Manual Cold Vapor AA.

F - Furnace AA.

NR - Not run, analyte not required to be analyzed.

P Inductively Coupled Plasma - Atomic Emission Spectrometry.

Inorganic Validation Data Qualifiers

J The analyte was analyzed for and was positively identified, but the associated
numerical value may not be consistent with the amount actually present in the
environmental sample.

R - The data are unusable.

U - The material was analyzed for, but was not detected above the level of the
associated value. The associated value is either the sample quantitation limit or the
sample detection limit.

UJ - The material was analyzed for, but was not detected. The associated value is an
estimate and may not accurately reflect the instrument detection limit in the sample
matrix.
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CFA Landfills 11 and Ill FY90 - 2nd Quarter July 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND ill FY90 WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC DATA Page 1 of 4

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-12 03-LF3-9 03-LF3-I0 03-LF3-I0 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOUN GRADNELL DONN GRADNELL DOt,INGRADWELL DOUN GRADNELL UPGRADIENT NELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO4601A CFAO4701A CFAO4801A CFAO4802A CFAO4901A
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND NATER

UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO4701A CFAO4701A CFAO4701A CFAO4701A CFAO4701A

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 7.8 7.6 7.5 7.5 8.4
Conductivity (uS) 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 14.6 15.7 13.5 13.5 15.2
Depth (ft)

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Dichtorodifluoromethane NP NP NP NP NP
Chtoromethane NP NP NP NP ---
Viny[ Chtoride NP NP NP NP ---
Bromomethane NP NP NP NP ---
Chtoroethane NP NP NP NP ---

1,1-Dichtoroethene NP NP NP NP --- !
Methylene Ch[oride NP NP NP NP 1UJ
trans-l,2-Dichtoroethene NP NP NP NP ---
1,1-Dichloroethane NP NP NP NP ---
2,2-Dichtoropropane NP NR NP NP ---

cis-l°2-Dichtoroethene NP NP NP NP ---
Chloroform NP NP NP NP ---
Bromoch[oromethane NP NP NP NP ---
1,1,1-Trichtoroethane NP NP NP NP 0.3 J
Carbon Tetrach|oride NP NP NP NP ---

1,l-Dich[oropropene NP NP NP NP ---
Benzene NP NP NP NP ---
1,2-Dichioroethane NP NP NP NP ---
Trichloroethene NP NP NP NP -°-
1,2-Dichtoropropane NP NP NP NP ---

Bromodichtoromethane NP NP NP NP ---
Dibromomethane NP NP NP NP ---
Trans-l,3-Dich[oropropene NP NP NP NP ---
Toluene NP NP NP NP ---
cis-l,3-Dichtoropropene NP NP NP NP ---

1,1,2-Trichtoroethane NP NP NP NP ---
Tetrach[oroethene NP NP NP NP ---
1,3-Dichtoropropane NP NP NP NP 1R
Dibromoch[oromethane NP NP NP NP ---
1,2-Dibromoethane NP NP NP NP ---
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CFA Landfitts II and III FY90 - 2nd Quarter Jury 1991SgA Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY90 WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC DATA (Continued) Page 2 of 4

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-12 03-LF3-9 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DO_/NGRADNELL DOUNGRADNELL DOUN GRADNELL DOUN GRADNELL UPGRADIENT NELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO4601A CFAO4701A CFAO4801A CFAO4802A CFAO4901A
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDUATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDNATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO&7OIA CFAO4701A CFAO4701A CFAO4701A CFAO4701A

Chtorobenzene NP NP NP NP ---
1,1,1,2-Tetrachtoroethane NP NP NP NP ---
Ethy[benzene NP NP NP NP ---
Xytene (tota[ meta g para) NP NP NP NP ---
Xy[ene (ortho) NP NP NP NP ---

Styrene NP NP NP NP ---
Bromoform NP NP NP NP ---
isopropytbenzene NP NP NP NP ---
1,1,2,2-Tetrach|oroethane NP NP NP NP ---
Bromobenzene NP NP NP NP ---

1,2,3-Trichloropropane NP NP NP NP ---
n-Propytbenzene NP NP NP NP ---

(_ 2-Chiorototuene NP NP NP NP ---
_J_ 1,],5-Trimethyibenzene NP NP NP NP ---
¢_ 4-Ch[oroto[uene NP NP NP NP ---

tert-Butyibenzene NP NP NP NP ---
1,2,4-TrimethyIbenzene NP NP NP NP ---
sec°Buty[benzene NP NP NP NP ---
1,3-Dich|orobenzene NP NP NP NP ---
1,4-Dichlorobenzene NP NP NP NP ---

n-Buty[benzene NP NP NP NP ---
1,2-Dich[orobenzene NP NP NP NP ---
1,2-Dibromo-3-chtoropropane NP NP NP NP 1R
1,2,4-Trichtorobenzene NP NP NP NP ---
Hexachtorobutadiene NP NP NP NP ---

Naphthatene NP NP NP NP ---
1,2,]-Trichtorobenzene NP NP NP NP ---

Ditution Factor NP NP NP NP 1.000
Totat (Attowed) Hotd Time NP NP 12(14)d NP 11(14)d
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CFA Landfitts II and Ill FY90 - 2nd Quarter Jury 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS lI AND Ill FY90 UELLS- 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC DATA (Continued) Page 3 of 4

AREA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO4902A
MEDIA GROUNDWATER
UNIIS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO4701A

i

FIELD MEASUREMENTS ,_
pH 8.4
Conductivity (uS) 0.6
Temperature (C) 15.2
Depth (ft)

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Dich[orodif[uoromethane NP
Chloromethane ---
Viny[ Chtoride ---
Bromomethane ---
ChIoroethane ---

C3
_._ 1,1-Dichloroethene ---
_i Methy[ene Chtoride 1UJ

trans-l,2-Dich[oroethene ---
1,1-Dichtoroethane ---
2,2-Dichloropropane ---

cis-l,2-Oichtoroethene ---
Chtoroform ---
Bromochtoromethane ---
1,1,l-Trich(oroethane 0.3 J
Carbon Tetrachtoride ---

1,1-Dichtoropropene ---
Benzene ---
1,2-Dich[oroethane ---
Trich[oroethene 0.1J
1,2-Dichtoropropane ---

BromodJchtoromethane °°-
Oibromomethane ---
Trans-l,3-Oichtoropropene ---
Totuene ---
cis-l,3-Dichtoropropene ---

1,1,2-Trichtoroethane ---
Tetrachtoroethene ---
1.3-Dichioropropane 1R
Dibromochtoromethane ---
1,2-Dibromoethane ---
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CFA Landfills II and If! F¥90 - 2p_ Quarter July 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS |I AND II] FY90 WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC DATA (Continued) Page 4 of 4

AREA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO4902A
MEDIA GROUND UATER
UNITS uglL
SDG NUMBER CFAO4701A

Chtorobenzene ---

1,1,1,2-Tetrachloroethane ---
Ethytbenzene ---
Xylene (total meta & para) ---
Xylene (ortho) ---

Styrene ---
Bromoform ---

Isopropytbenzene ---
1,1,2,2-Tetrachtoroethane ---
Bromobenzene ---

1,2,3-Trichioropropane ---
n-Propytbenzene ---

('_ 2-Chtorototuene ---
_J1 1,3,5-Trimethytbenzene ---
(_o 4-Chtorototuene ---

tert-Butytbenzene ---
1,2,4-Trimethytbenzene
sec-Butylbenzene ---
1,]-Dichtorobenzene ---
1.4-Dichtorobenzene ---

n-Butytbenzene ---
1,2-Dichtorobenzene ---
1.2-Dibromo-3-chtoropropane 1R
1,2,4-Trichtorobenzene ---
Hexachtorobutadiene ---

Naphthalene ---
1,2,3-Trichtorobenzene ---

Dilution Factor 1.000
Total (Allowed) Hold Time 11(14)d
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CFA Landfills lI and Ill FY90 - 2nd Quarter July 1991SgA Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY90 WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 2

AREA CFA
LOCATION QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-F]ELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO5401A
MEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO4701A

TARGET COHPOUNDS
Dichtorodifluoromethane NP
Chtoromethane I UJ
Vinyl Chloride 1UJ
Bromomethane 1UJ
Chioroethane 1UJ

1,1-Dichloroethene 1UJ
Methylene Chloride 0.8 J
trans-l,2-Dichioroethene 1UJ
1,1-Dichtoroethane 1UJ
2,2-Dichtoropropane 1UJ

_J1 cis-l,2-Dichtoroethene 1UJ
Chloroform 43.8 J
Bromochloromethane 1UJ
1,1,1-Trichtoroethane 1UJ
Carbon Tetrachloride 1UJ

1,1-Dichtoropropene 1UJ
Benzene 1UJ
1,2-Dich|oroethane 1UJ
Trichloroethene 1UJ
1,2-Dichioropropane 1UJ

Bromoclichioromethane 0.5 J
Dibromomethane 1UJ
Trans-l,3-Dichtoropropene 1UJ
Toluene 1UJ
cis-l,3-Dichtoropropene 1UJ

1,1,2-Trichtoroethane 1UJ
Tetrachtoroethene 1UJ
1,3-Dichioropropane 1R
Dibromochioromethane 1UJ
1,2-Dibromoethane 1UJ
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CFA LandfiLls II and III FY90 - 2nd Quarter duty 1991 S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND III FY90 WELLS - 52/,.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC FIELD BLANKDATA (Continued) Page 2 of 2

AREA CFA
LOCATION QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFAOS_O1A
MEDIA MATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO4701A

Ch[orobenzene 1UJ
1,1,1,2-Tetrachtoroethane 1UJ
Ethytbenzene 1UJ
Xy[ene (total meta & para) 0.5 UJ
Xytene (ortho) 0.5 UJ

Styrene 1UJ
Bromoform 1UJ
Isopropytbenzene 1UJ
1,1,2,2-Tetrachtoroethane 1UJ
Bromobenzene 1UJ

1,2,3-Trichloropropane 1UJ
n-Propytbenzene 1Ud

('] 2-Chtorototuene 1UJ
,u1 1,3,5-Trimethytbenzene 1UJ
_-= 4-Chtorototuene 1UJ

tert-Butytbenzene 1UJ
1,2,4-Trimethy[benzene 1UJ
sec-Butytbenzene 1UJ
1,3-Dich[orobenzene 1UJ
1,4-Dichtorobenzene 1UJ

n-Buty[benzene 1UJ
1,2-Dichtorobenzene 1UJ
1,2-Dibromo-3-chtoropropane 1R
1,2,4-Trichtorobenzene 1UJ
Hexachtorobutadiene 1UJ

Naphthatene 1UJ
1,2,3-Trichtorobenzene 1UJ

DiLution Factor 1.000
Total (Attowed) HoLd Time 13(14)d
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CFA Landfi[[s II and Iil FY90 - 2nd Quarter July 1991SgA Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FYgO WELLS - 524.2 VOLATILE ORGANIC TRIP BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION QC QC QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-TRIP BLANK O0-TRIP BLANK O0-TRIP BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAOSOOIA CFAOSIOIA CFAO5201A
MEDIA WATER WAIER WATER
UNIIS ug/L uglL ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO4701A CFAO4701A CFAO4701A

TARGET COMPOUNDS
Dichtorodiftuoromethane NP NP NP
Methylene Chloride 1UJ 0.6 J 0.5 J
1,1,1-Trichtoroethane 0.1J ......
1,3-DichLoropropane 1R 1R 1R
1,2-Dibromo-3-chioropropane 1R 1R 1R

Ditution Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000
Iota[ (Atlowed) Hold Time 11(14)d 13(14)d 12(14)d

C3
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CFA Landfitts II and Ill FY90 ge[ts - 2nd Quarter Jury 1991 SEA Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS ]I AND ]]] FY90 gELLS - SEMIVOLATILE PRIORITY POLLUANTORGANICDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-12 03-LF3-9 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOgN GRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRAD tJE_LL DOWNGRADWELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO4601D CFAO4701D CFAO_801D CFAO4802D CFAO4901D CFAO4902D
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO4701D CFAO4701D CFAO4701D CFAO4701D CFAO4701D CFAO4701D

F]ELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.8 7.6 7.5 7.5 8.4 8.4
Conductivity (uS) 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 14.6 15.7 13.5 13.5 15.2 15.2

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

Ditution Factor 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Extraction (Allowed) Hold Time 3(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d
Anatytica[ (At[owed) Hold Time 23(40)d 24(40)d 23(40)d 24(40)d 24(40)d 24(40)d

.n
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CFA Landfit[s II and Ill FY90 We|Is - 2nd Ouarter July 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS I] AND ]]] FY90 l/ELLS - SEMIVOLATILE PRIORITY POLLUTANTORGANIC FIELD BLANKDATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCAZION QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO5401D
MEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO4701D

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

Ditution Factor 1.000
Extraction (Attowed) Hotd Time 3(7)d
Anatyticat (Attowed) Hotd Time 24(40)d
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CFA Landfills II and llI FY90 Welts - 2nd Ouarter July 1991 S&A Data Document • Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS il AND Ill FY90 WELLS - NON-METALS DATA Page 1 of 3

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-12 03- LF3-9 03-L F3-10 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOUN GRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL UPGRADIENT WELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA04601 CFA04701 CFA04801 CFA04802 CFA04901
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER
UNITS mglL mglL mglL mglL mglL
SDG NUMBER CFA04701 CFA04701 CFA04701 CFA04701 CFA04701

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.8 7.6 7.5 7.5 8.4
Conductivity (uS) 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 14.6 15.7 13.5 13.5 15.2

ANALYTES
Chloride 93.B 75.0 102 83.4 69.5
Fluoride 0.37 0.37 0.39 0.36 0.47
Nitrate 9.0 9.0 6.7 8.9 4.6
Sulfate 43.0 38.0 45.2 42.8 36.0
TOC ...............

TOX 70.0 J 50.0 J 53.0 85.0 25.0 J

0 Total (Allowed) Hold TimeP 12(28)d 14(28)d 11(28)d 11(28)d 13(2B)d
_J_ Total (Allowed) Hold Time b 14(28)d 16(28)d 13(28)d 13(28)d 15(28)d
_.- Iota[ (Allowed) Hold limeC 8(28)d 11(28)d 7(28)d 7(28)d 10(28)d
J_ Total (Allowed) Hold Timed 9(28)d 11(28)d 8(28)d 8(28)d 10(28)d

Total (Allowed) Hold Time_ 9(28)d 11(28)d 8(28)d 8(28)d 10(28)d
lotat (Attowed) Hold Time _ 8(7)d* 9(7)o'* 7(7)d 7(7)d 8(7)d*

a. Chloride - Method 9252
b. Fluoride - Method 340.2
c. Nitrate - Method 353.3
d. Sulfate - Method 375.4
e. IOC - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020
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CFA Landfills il and Ill FY90 WeLts - 2nd Quarter July 1991S&A Data Document Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS !! AND Ill FY90 WELLS - NON-METALSDATA (Continued) Page 2 of 3

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENT NELL UPGRADIENTWELL UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENTWELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA04902 CFA04903 CFA04904 CFA04905 CFA04906
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER GROUND WATER
UNITS mglL mglL mglL mglL mglL
SDG NUMBER CFA04701 CFA04701 CFA04701 CFA04701 CFA04701

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 15.2 15.2 15.2 15.2 15.2

ANALYTES
Chloride 59.0
F[uoride 0.36
Nitrate 6.4
Sulfate 40.0
TOC ...............
TOX 7.0 J 19.0 J 26.0 J 20.0 J 296 J

Total (Allowed) HoLd Timea 13(28)d
0 Total (At towed) Hold Timeb 15(28)d m

Total (At towed) Hold Time c 10(28)d
_L, Total (Allowed) fiord Time d 10(28)d

Total (At towed) Hold Time e 10(28)d 10(28)d 10(28)d 10(28)d 10(28)d
Total (At towed) Hold Time f 8(7)d* 8(7)d* 8(7)d* 8(7)c1" 8(7)c!*

a. Chloride - Method 9252
b. FLuoride - Method 340.2
c. Nitrate - Method 353.3
d. Sulfate - Method 375.4
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. fOX - Method 9020
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CFA Landfills II and IT1 FY90 Wells - 2nd Quarter July 1991S&A Data Document Method Validation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY90 WELLS - NON-METALS DATA (Continued) Page 3 of 3

AREA CFA CFA
LOCATION 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION UPGRADIENT WELL UPGRADIENTk'ELL
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA04907 CFAO4908
MEDIA GROUND WATER GROUND WATER
UNITS mcj/l mg/L
SDG NUMBER CFA04701 CFA04701

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 8.4 8.4
Conductivity (uS) 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 15.2 15.2

ANALYTES
Chloride
Fluoride
Nitrate
Sulfate
TOC ......
TOX 48.0 J 134 J

(_J Total (Allowed) Hold Timea
_J_ Total (Allowed) Hold Timeb

I
Total (Allowed) Hold TimeC

C_ Total (Allowed) Hold Timed
Total (Allowed) Hold Timee 10(28)d 10(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time f 8(7)d* 8(7)d*

a. Chtoride- Method9252
b. Fluoride - Method 340.2
c. Nitrate - Method353.3
d. Sulfate - Method375.4
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. ]OX - Method 9020
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CFA Lanclfitts II and Ill FY90 Welts - 2ndQuarter JuLy 1991S&A Data Document Method VaLidation Level A

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS 11 AND Ill FY90 gELLS - NON-METALS FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCAIION OC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFA05401
MEDIA UATER
UNITS mg/L
SDG NUMBER CFA04701

ANALYTES
Chtoride 1.7
Fluoride 0.29
Nitrate 1.1
Sulfate -1.00
IOC --"

TOX 47.0 J

Total (AlLowed) HoLd Timea 12(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time b 14(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time_ 8(28)d
Iota[ (Allowed) Hold Time d 9(28)d
Total (Allowed) Hold Time_ 9(28)d

_'} Total (Allowed) Hold Time t 8(7)d*
L_
I

-.i a. ChLoride - Method 9252
" b. Fluoride - Method 340.2

c. Nitrate - Method 353.3
d. Sulfate - Method 375.4
e. TOC - Method 9060
f. TOX - Method 9020
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CFA Landfills !! and !!! FY90 Netls - 2nd Quarter July 1991SgA Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY90 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX iX DATA Page 1 of 1 !
i

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-12 03-LF3-9 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRADNELL DOWNGRAD WELL DOWNGRADNELL DOUN GRADNELL UPGRAD]ENT NELL UPGRAD]ENT NELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO4601G CFAO4701G CFAO4801G CFAO4802G CFAO4901G CFAO4902G
MEDIA GROUNDWA]ER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDUATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO4701G CFAO4701G CFAO4701G CFAO4701G CFAO4701G CFAO4701G

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 7.8 7.6 7.5 7.5 8.4 8.4
Conductivity (uS) 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 14.6 15.7 13.5 13.5 15.2 15.2

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

Di tution Factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Extraction (ALLowed) Hold Time 3(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d
Analytical (ALLowed) Hold Time 10(40)d 11(40)d 10(40)d 10(40)d 11(40)d 11(40)d
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CFA Landfitts 11 and III FY90 Weirs - End Quarter July 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS lI AND Ill FY90 UELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEPESTICIDE APPENDIX IX FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION OC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAHPLE NUHBER CFAO5401G
MEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO4701G

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

pH 0.0
Conductivity (uS) 0
Temperature (C) 0.0

TARGET COMPOUNDS

None Detected

Ditution Factor 1.0
Extraction (Attowed) Hotd Time 3(7)d
Anatyticat (Aitowed) Hotd Time 10(40)d

(-_ 9-12-92
L_
!



CFA Landfills II and Ill FY90 Welts - 2nd Ouarter July 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDF[LLS [[ AND Ill FYgO WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEHERB[C]DE APPENDIX ]X DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA CFA
LOCATION 02-LF2-12 03-LF3-9 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-10 03-LF3-11 03-LF3-11
TYPE OF LOCATION DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL DOWNGRADWELL UPGRADIENTWELL UPGRAD[ENT WELL
SAMPLENUMBER CFAO4601Z CFAO4701Z CFAO4801Z CFAO4802Z CFAO4?OIZ CFAO4902Z
MEDIA GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER GROUNDWATER
UNITS ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO4701Z CFAO4701Z CFAO4701Z CFAO4701Z CFAO4701Z CFAO4701Z

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
pH 7.8 7.6 7.5 7.5 8.4 8.4
Conductivity (uS) 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Temperature (C) 14.6 15.7 13.5 13.5 15.2 15.2

TARGET COMPOUNDS
2,4-D 12 UJ 12 UJ 12 UJ 12 UJ 12 UJ 12 UJ
Sitvex 1.70 UJ 1.70 UJ 1.70 UJ 1.70 UJ 1.70 UJ 1.70 UJ
2,4,5-T 2 UJ 2 UJ 2 UJ 2 UJ 2 UJ 2 UJ

Di [ution Factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Extraction (Allowed) Hold Time 3(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d 3(7)d
Anatyticat (Attowed) Hold Time 46(40)d* 47(40)d* 46(40)o'* 47(40)d* 47(40)d* 47(40)d*

_._ 9-11-92



CFA LandfiLLs !I and III FY90 WeLts - 2nd Quarter JuLy 1991S&A Data Document

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS Ii AND 1II FY90 WELLS - ORGANOCHLORINEHERBICIDE APPENDIX IX FIELD BLANK DATA Page 1 of 1

AREA CFA
LOCATION QC
TYPE OF LOCATION O0-FIELD BLANK
SAMPLE NUMBER CFAO5401Z
MEDIA WATER
UNITS ug/L
SDG NUMBER CFAO4701Z

TARGET COMPOUNDS
2,4-D 12 UJ
Sitvex 1.70 UJ
2,4,5-T 2 UJ

Dilution Factor 1.0
Extraction (AlLowed) Hold Time 3(7)d
AnaLyticaL (ALLowed) HoLd Time A7(40)d*

9-11-92
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CFA Landfills I! and III FY90 Wells - 2nd Quarter July 1991S&A Data Document - Method Validation Level C

TABLE . . CFA LANDFILLS II AND Ill FY90 WELLS - ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR GAMMA-EMITTING RADIONUCLIDES Page 1 of 1

Date: 09/20/91

Lab Name: EGGRML Case No.:

Report No.: STPHY91043 SDG No.: CFA046012

Lab ISample Anal Sample Sample Anal Sample Sample DetectorField

Sample No. Location Sample ]D IMatrix Type Value Error Units Date Date Size Yield ]D DQF ASL
I

CFA046012 02-LF2-12 A2081391029 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L08113/91 07/31/91 0.5400 0.0 RML A2/PG-9

CFAO46012D 02-LF2-12 A1081491040 WATER GAMMA ND ipCi/L 08/14/91 07/31/9I 0.5400 0.0 RML A1/PG-8

CFA047012 !03-LF3-9 A6080691026 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 08/06/91 06/29/91 0.5400 0.0 RML A6/PG-13 ....

('_ CFA048012 03-LF3-10 A6080891039 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L08/08/91 08/01/91 0.5400 0.0 RML A6/PG-13
FI --'--

t_l_O CFA048022 03-LF3-10 AI081591037 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L08/15/91 08/01/91 0.5400 0.0 RML AI/PG-8

CFA049012 03-LF3-11 A6080991025 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/Li_07/3_91 0.5400 0.0 RML A6/PG-13 __.__

CFA049022 03-LF3-11 A2081591038 WATER GAMMA NO pCi/L08/15_9107/3_91 0.5400 0.0 RML A2/PG-9 --

CFA054012 00-FIELD BLANK A1081391028 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L _i07/3_91 0.5400 0.0 RML AI/PG-8

CFA054012D 00-FIELD BLANK A2081491041 WATER GAMMA ND pCi/L 08/14/91 _ 0.5400 0.0 RML A2_/PG-9

9-18-92



Appendix D

End-of-Well Reports for Landfills II and III

Borehole Logs (SAIC) at CFA Landfills II and III
With Sample Collection Depths and Soil Descriptions

Borehole Completion Diagrams with Instrument Locations
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END-OF-WELLREPORT
CENTRALFACILITIESLANDFILLAREA

WELL LF2-O8



END-OF-WELL-REPORT

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. ProjectName: HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
Landfills

B. Well Name/Number: LF2-08
C. Well Location: INEL,Central FacilitiesArea Landfill II

Northing:682877.71ft Easting:294356.74ft
Land SurfaceElevation:4932.88 (bolt in cement pad)

NRTS datum
SurveyDate: December 1990,MK-Ferguson

D. Plans:

I) HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA LandfillsII and Ill,
Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory,TechnicalWork Plan,
submittedto EG&G Idaho,Inc. by ScienceApplicationsInternational
Corporation,April IB, 1988.

2) HydrogeologicCharacterizationfor CFA LandfillsII and III, Idaho
NationalEngineeringLaboratory,TechnicalWork Plan, EGG-ER-8670,
August 1989.

3) Statementof Work for GroundwaterMonitoringWell Constructionat
the CFA LandfillsII and III, EG&G Idaho, Inc.

4) Synopsisof Work, HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
LandfillsII and III, 31 January 1989 letterreport, John Jaacks,
ScienceApplicationsInternationalCorporation.

5) HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy at CFA LandfillsII and III
Health and Safety Plan, EGG-ER-8445,February1989.

E. Logbooksused:

I) ScienceApplicationsInternationalCorporationLogbooks,submitted
to EG&G Idaho, Inc., 04/25/88to 07/13/88.

2) Field Team Leader'sDaily DrillingLogbook,ERP LogbookCFA-O01.
3) Field Team Leader'sDaily DrillingLogbook,ERP LogbookCFA-O03.

II. DRILLING AND COMPLETIONOBSERVATIONS

A. Drilling Company: DenningWell Drilling (drilling)
Drillers: Duane Denning,Jody Denning
On-SiteGeologist: John Jaacks,Tom Dube
ProjectManager" LarryHull
Rig type: 650 ChicagoPneumatic
Bit type: Triconebit

i



B. Summaryof DrillingActivities:

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED

25-Apr-88 Surficialsedimentswere cased off using 2 bags bentonite,
12 I/4-inchID carbon steel casing (see 30 ft of 12
caliper log on page 6 of this section). I/4-inchID carbon
The logbooksdo not directlystate the steel surface
type of drillingthat was used, but casing
occasionalreferencesto a compressor,
water truck, and foam in the cuttings
suggestthe drillingmethod was air
rotary and thatwater and/orfoam were
added as needed to lubricatethe bit or
lift cuttingsto the surface. Basalt
was encounteredat 27.5 ft below land
surface (bls) and the surface casing was
pushed to about 28.5 ft b!s. . _ ......

26-Apr-88 Surficial sediments were cleaned out of
the surface casing, using an air rotary
method with a 12-inch minimum ID tricone
bit. Drilled to 76 ft bls and grouted
up to 42 ft bls.,, ,, ,,,,, ,,

27-Apr-88 Drilled out cement grout and into basalt
to II0 ft bls.

,,, ,, ,,,, - ,,,,, ,,,,,

28-Apr-88 Drilledfrom 1!0 to 204 ft.bls. . .. _ .....

29.-Apr-88 . Drilled...from 204 to 306 ft bls. . ...........

02-May-88 Drilled from 306 to 406 ft bls.,,,, ,, ,,, ,,, ,..,

03-May-88 Drilledto 416 ft bls and lost 2 yd_ cement
circulation. Groutedthe borehole.

, ,.,,, ,,,,.,, ,,,.., , , ,,,,,,,,, ...,,

04-May-88 Top of cement taggedat 340 ft bls.
Drilled throughcement and continued

.......... drilling,to 445 ft bls. ..............

05-May-88 Drilledfrom 445 ft bls to a total depth
of 526 ft bls.

,.,, ,,,,,

06-May-88 USGS loggedborehole" TV-video,natural
gamma, and caliperlogswere conducted.
Water was measured at 480 ft bls.

..,



C. Summaryof Well ConstructionProcedures:
,, ,,,,, , ,,,.... ,

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, ,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,, ,,

06-July-88 Installedwell screenand well casing to 10 ft of 6-inch ID
495 ft bls, with 1.5 ft remainingabove stainlesssteel
land surface. Descriptionsof the well screen,40 ft
casing and screen are a 'best guess' of of 6 inch nominal i
what was placed in LF2-08. Casing and pipe size
screen sizes were not recorded in the stainless steel
logbooks. The casing above ground well casing, 446.5
surface was field checked and is ft of 6 inch
accurate. The remainder of the casing nominal pipe size
and screen descriptions were found in carbon steel well
well construction plans (see Section casing
I-D), and construction diagrams (filled
out after actual construction was
finished).

Installed 6-inch ID Type 304 stainless
steel well screen, wire-wrapped (0.02-
inch slot size) with an endplug, below
the water table. The well screen was
joined to 6-inch nominal pipe size,
Type 304 stainless steel well casing.
The stainless steel well casing was
joined to 6-inch nominal pipe size
(6.625-inch OD) carbon steel well casing
with a dielectric coupling at 435 ft
bls. Three centralizers were installed

Idepthsare not known). ......

11-July-88 Installedfilter pack consistingof I/4
to inch pea gravel. A bentonitesealwas

13-July-88 installedabove the filter pack and the
remainingannularspacewas filledwith
expandingcementto the surface. A
tremie pipe was used to installthe
filter pack and bentoniteand cement
seals.

, ,,,,,,, ,,

15-Aug-88 Installedsurfacecementpad. Surface
completionincludeda locking aluminum
well cover, cement pad, and impingement
posts (impingementposts placed in
November 1989).....



D. Summary of Well DevelopmentProcedures:
.......

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, , ,.. ,,, ,

15-Sept-89 Hawley BrothersDrillingperformedthe
well development. A wire brush was
lowereddown the boreholeto 440 ft bls.
The brush was retrieved,and a Grundfos
pump was placed down the well, to 3.3 ft
off the bottom. The bottom of the well
is 490 to 491 ft bls, 5 ft shorterthan
SAIC logbookshad recorded. Two pump
and recoverycycleswere completed,
pumpingfor I minute each time, and
purginga total of 33 gallons of water.

.,,,,. ,,, , ,,,, ,,,

18-Sept-89 Four pump and recoverycycles were
performed. Water was pumped for two to
three minute intervals,at 18 gpm, and
147 gallons of water was purged.

The pump was retrievedand a surge block
was placed down the well. The well was
surged for 27 minutesat 477 to 485 ft
bls.

... , .,, ,,,, , ,,

Ig-Sept-8g The same interval(477 to 485 ft bls)
was again surged for 35 minutes. The
surge block was pulled,and a pump
installedfor furtherwell development.
The well was pumped in pump and recovery
intervalsat approximately18 gpm,
taking parametermeasurements
concurrently(pH,temperature,percent
dissolvedoxygen,specificconductance).
A total of 413 gallonswas pumped in
this sequence. •

,.,, . ,,, ,,,,,, ,,,,..

1989 Hydrostarpiston pump was placed down
the well. The plannedintakedepth was
486 ft bls (actualintakedepth not
recordedin logbooks). ...............

Ill. GEOLOGICALOBSERVATIONS

A. Geologicallog, geophysicallogs, stratigraphiccolumn,and well
constructiondiagramare attached.

B. Samples collected. No sampleswere collected.



GEOLOGIST: LOG OF MONITORING WELL: LF2-08 LAND SURFACE EL_JAT;CN
John Jaacks. Tom Oube ....... 4932.88 hi

LOCATION: INEL Central Facilities Area
DRILLING CONTRACTOR: N 682877.71 It E 294356.74 tt DEPTH OF WATER: 474,9 It

Denning Well Drilling ..... DATE MEASURE D:301ian.90
DRILLING METHOD: TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE, 526 It

....... PUMP TYPEi Hydrostargls[onpuml:
Art rotary TOTAL DEPTH OF WELL 495 ft .....

PUMP INTAKE DEPTH: 486 II......

DATE DRILLED: 25-Apr-88 to 06.May.S8
GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING:

USGS INEL DATE INSTALLED; 061July.88 to t S-Aug-88

BOREHOLE DIAMETER: Pump installed in 1989 rl_. _ EGcG ,o..o,,.=
12 t/4 in. man:0-28.5 It ....
12 in,: 28,5-526 11 TOP OF FLANGE ELEVATION: 4934.39 tt

Im= i  iol"
Locking well cap -- -

Concrete pad "-_'_/ _ 4933 -- 0 _,: • SurficJalseo=ments:Iorowngravelly

491320
12 114in. I0 carbon f --F/_., xi ..o.o #'--' Basalt, cl_-rkgray .....

steel surface casing F// X 4893 : 40 /...

_/_. _, L...- _%:_:. Sanclygravel, yel,ow,smi_rown,sdty

4873 60 ' "' ": "'i' ";' ! Basall; dense, Fracture0 basalt at

_i ,_ 4653 80 z.. 80.8t,94-98

_/._' i_; 4833 100 V _:

4813 120
/./, v_

, Z- i

/-I_ / /, 4753 180 _ _
1o,.in.,.,_iameter !/ /,, - --.3 Clay, reo(:lisnDrown and manor

borenole "/ /. ,:'--_ DrJgntrecJcJnOers(?)

. / 4733 200 "I _ Basalt, _roWnisn.yellow S0hi,
/,; / mooerately fracture¢l w=thclay =nfill

; >,00,o.,o.o,o.,,=o,..oi 4713 220 J/" lower portion 208.219; I"teavdy•"/ fractured 219-230 fl; gray oasalt
l>__ 4693 240 ;" 23o24o.

4673 260 F_, \lO(J.ProC)aPlysecllmenta_ interDe0

,/ vI.Ba,.,,.r_,,,,=,TowntoDrew,,
4653 280 "I

• / Z">,/,
//i i/, 4633 300 '-I
//I.,
,/ /
z_ /I 4613 320 v ,
£ C "

,,. P >
size carbon steel__ 6' /_ J,=.-.. /SeDiment, recl_Tsn.orown,sandy,

well casing "_"-_. _. 4553 380 _ clayey slit(?1

_. _. V '_ Basalt: Iorown,stlgray, intenselyi fracturecl 383-395, 427-430, 447,

Oleletrtc coupling _, / • 4513 420 v L,"> "i "I
6 in. nominal pipe ___ ,, , >

size, stainless steel _ =w, /..... 4493 440 L...I

well cas,ng __, .:. ,_,_o

_/_ , , 4473 460 q_/,=in pea -ravel 481
' _ _ --_._;'?',• • I---- 422_ 4453 480

Stainless steel, wire- --_: "-I _ V /..
wrappecl well screen, 497-_- 495 "t

6 in, IO. 0.02 slot s_ze _L_//.__ " "" " 4433 500 >

Bottomcap -- __ 4413 520

Cement grout
4393 540

't
3[. Water level N92 0225

,,,,,



GeneralizedLithology Caliper Natural Gamma

0 -- - . i "."'. Surficial sediments -- 0

" .6; :. - "
- "1 v >. Basalt

-":"-" Gravel

Basalt
> "1

100 -- "1 v _
- v x- -- 100

-1 v
a) "1 x/ >
U

"t::m _ /" ,1 x Basalt wilh clay-rich _-
•", - > -1 fracture fill
m _ v /"-o
I_ -

- .-'-_-.':.'_" !'----.=Clay
_: 200 -- "': ," _ -
o _ v _.. Basalt -- 200

J3 - ,1 V _ _
- "1 v >£z

(D 1

,'_ - Sedimentary inlerbed
- > -1 Basalt
- v /'-
_ > "1

300 -- "1 v _
- v _ -- 300
- , ,1 v

- .lv >

_ /.- "1 _ __
i- , >

Ll L-

_- "-:-'-'-_'--",,, "" Sill (?) "" -1
400 -- "1 v L Basalt Lp" -

, v _ L _ 400
L- i

,1 v
- "iv> _ -

II-.,,> "1

I _ "7 -

500 - il v z
- I v _ -- 500
--

530 L -I V
-- _ 530

I,I_I,I,I_I=I,I

Geophysical logging May 1988 4 8 10 12 16 20 24 28 Radiation increases

(inches)

Well CFA LF2-8 2-0120



END-OF-WELLREPORT
CENTRALFACILITIESLANDFILLAREA

WELL LF2-O9



END-OF-WELL-REPORT

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. ProjectName: HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
LandFills

B. Well Name/Number: LF2-09
C. Well Location: INEL,CentralFacilitiesArea Landfill II

Northing:682898.62ft Easting:294194.66ft
Land SurfaceElevation:4933.37ft (brassmarker)

NRTS datum
Survey Date: December 1990, MK-Ferguson

D. Plans:

1) HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy For CFA LandfillsII and
III, Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratoryTechnicalWork Plan,
submittedto EG&G Idaho, inc. by ScienceApplicationsInternational
Corporation,April 15, 1988.

2) Statement of Work for GroundwaterMonitoringWell Constructionat
the CFA LandfillsII and III, EG&G Idaho, Inc.

3) Synopsis of Work, HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
LandfillsII and III, 31 January1989 letter report,John Jaacks,
Science ApplicationsInternationalCorporation.

4) HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA LandfillsII and III,
Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory,TechnicalWorkplan,
EGG-ER-8670,August 1989.

5) HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy at CFA LandfillsII and III,
Health and SafetyPlan, EGG-ER-8445,February1989.

E. Logbooks used:

1) Well Drilling, Installation, and Development Logbook, No. CFA-2,
EG&GIdaho, Inc.

2) ScienceApplicationsInternationalCorporationLogbooks,submitted
to EG&G Idaho, Inc.,04/18/88through 11/08/88.

3) Field Team Leader'sDaily Logbook,ERP LogbookNo. CFA-O01.

II. DRILLINGAND COMPLETIONOBSERVATIONS

A. Drilling Company: DenningWell Drilling
Drillers: D. Denning
On-Site Geologist: J. Jaacks/S.Ansley
ProjectManager:L.C. Hull/M.H.Doornbos
Rig type: 670 ChicagoPneumatic
Bit type: Triconebit





',,_' , ..... ,................. .._

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,, ,, .,,, ,.,.,. ,., ,, ...... . -

07-July-88 6-inch casing and well screen lowered to 160 ft of 6 inch
613 ft bls. Borehole caving prevented ID stainless
lowering the well screen to the desired steel casing; 453
632 to 642 ft interval, ft of 6 inch ID

carbon steel

.................... casing ...........

03-Aug-88 6-inch casing pulled. Tried to clean 2 barrelsof foam
out borehole,using foam, but not
successful. No circulation.

.............. , , ,. ,,, ,,, ,, ,,

04-Aug-88 Boreholewas cleanedto 638 ft bls using 6 barrelsof foam
foam. Developedhole for 7.5 hours to

..... try. and clean OUt the sand. .... .. J

05-Aug-88 Sand level at 590 ft bls. Used rig 3 buckets of foam
compressors to blow sand out to 638 ft

..... bls....' Developed.hole.....for10 hrs. . _ _ _

08-Aug-88 Sand level at 558 ft bls. Borehole 6 buckets (5 gal
cleanedto 630 ft bls and deve]...oped.......ea.) of EZ-Foam..............,., i , ,. , ,,,,.. ,..,

09-Aug-88 Developedhole for 3 hrs but sand still EZ-Foam
heavincjintO .borehole. .............

10-Aug-88 USGS conducteda resistivitylog to look
. for w.ater-.bearin9 .fractures,,none found......

11-Aug-88 Top of well casingwas sealedwith a
welded plate and completionof hole was
deferred until 1989.

' ' _ ' " , , , i '" ''_'_

C. Summaryof Well ConstructionProcedures:
, ,,. , ,,,,, ,.. ,,, ' ,,. _ ,

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,, , , ,.,, , . ,,, , , ,., ,.. ,,,

20-Sept-89 Cut top plate of casing. Deconned
tremie pipe, casing,set up rig over
borehole.

,,, , .,, , ,, , , , ,. , , _ ,,,.

21-Sept-89 Began loweringtremiepipe down the 3 yd3 cementgrout
borehole. Tagged bottomat 615.05 ft comprising45%
bls, and found sand in bottomof sand, 50% cement,
borehole. Water level at 478.9 ft bls. and 5% bentonite,
Sand pluggedup tremiepipe, so water 60 gallonswater
was run throughthe pipe in an attempt (extra)
to unplug the tremie. Cement grout was
found down the tremie and water was
added becauseit was so thick........ ,,.. .,..



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,,. ,,. , , ,,,

22-Sept-89 Tagged top of grout at 526.25 ft bls. .25 yd3 Portland
Decided to shovel grout down the Type I and II
borehole to bring the level up to the cement with sand
completion zone. and bentonite

added
, .. i ,

25-Sept-89 Tagged top of cement at 512.7 ft bls. Bentonite pellets
Poured bentonite pellets down the
tremie, but they bridged. Pulled tremie
to replace with a larger (2.98 NX)
tremie. Lost sounder down the borehole.

, .,, ,,,.

26-Sept-89 Added bentonite down the tremie pipe and
flushed with water, Bentonite plugged
tremie pipe; then pulled the tremie out
of the borehole. Put new tremie (1.5

.................. inch I down the borehole. ..............

27-Sept-89 Switched from bentonite pellets to 55 gallons
to powdered bentonite. Mixed in stock tank bentonite slurry,

02-0ct-89 with water to form a slurry and pumped 70+ gallons water,
down the tremie pipe and flushed with 470 ft of carbon
water, steel well casing,

0.5 ft dielectric
Type 304, 4-in ID, stainless steel, wire joint, 5 ft
wrapped well screen (0.020 in slot size) stainless steel
was installed. The well screen was well casing, 25 ft
attached to 5.3 ft of 4-in nominal pipe stainless steel
size (4.5-in OD), Type 304, stainless well screen, I end
steel well casing (threaded, flush plug, 34 (100
joint). The stainless steel well casing pound) bags grade
was joined with a dielectric union to 4- 20 silica sand, 5
inch nominal pipe size, 4.5-inch OD, buckets bentonite
low-carbon steel well casing that pellets
extends to approximately 2 ft above
ground surface. Centralizers were
installed at 467, 250, and 70 ft bls.

Installed filter pack consisting of
grade 20 silica sand tremied down the
borehole. A bentonite pellet seal was
installed above the filter pack, using a
tremie pipe, and hydrated by adding

.... water on top of t.h.epellets. . _ _

03-Oct-8g Grouted the annularspace to the surface 20.2 yd3 cement
to using a tremiepipe with 20 ft of grout comprising

09-0ct-89 annularspace. 50% Type I and II
cement,45% sand,
and 5% bentonite

..... ,, ,,,,, ,, --- _



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, ,, ....................

09-Nov-89 Surface pad and impingement posts
installed.

_, ,,, , ,,,,.,, ,, , ............. ,,,,,. .... ,,,,,,

16-Nov-89 Hydrostar piston pump installed, intake
........... depth set at 486..5 ft bls. .............

1989 The 12 I/4-inch ID surface casing was
cut off to near ground surface. The
4,5-inch ODwell casing extends 2 ft
above ground level and is topped with an
aluminum locking box to protect the
wellhead.

,, : -: _ , ,.,.,, ,i ,,, , ,,',',, ,,, '',' ": ' ' , : , ,, , ,,. ,,,,,, .,, ,,,,, , ,,,., , , [ ,,.,. ,

C. Summaryof Well Development Procedures:
,,, , , ',"iI i ,"i"_,,.,i , , _= ,,, ,',',_'I',,,,,,.,.. i : ., i ,,i, i± = ",'_ Z. ,, "" ,,', , i,

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, , ,,,. ,,, ,,,, ,, ,, , , , ,,, , ,, ,m , ,,,, ,, ,,,

09-0ct-89 Placed Grundfos pumpdown the well and
pumped 1,770 gallons out of the well,
until the water was clear.

......................... , ,, ,,,,,, , , , ,. ,,,,, ,,.,,, , ,, -- -

I0-0ct-89 Pulled pumpand put surge block down the
well. Surged screened interval in 5 ft
sections, 10 to 15 minutes each. Pulled

.... surge bloc k . ..............

Ii-0ct-89 Replaced pumpdown the well, purged for
88 minutes at approximately 18.5 gpm
until well parameters (temperature, pH,
specific conductance, percent dissolved
oxygen) stabilized. See attached well
development data on page 6 of this
section

, , , i, .., ,. , ,,

12-0ct-89 Pulled the pump.
I Ill: ; ] Ili_ I IIll_l Z I I I I_ Ill _ I I I_ ....

Ill. GEOLOGICALOBSERVATIONS

A. Geologicallog, geophysicallogs, stratigraphiccolumn, and well
constructiondiagramare attached.

B. Samples collected. No sampleswere collected.
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......... T .... - ........

GEOLCG;ST LOG oF MONITORIhG WELL.. LF2'09 5EPTH OF WATER 4765"
J. Jaacks/S. Ansley -- - ..... -

............... --- LOCATION: INELCenlralFaclhhesArea DATE MEASURED: 1989............... -

DRILLING CONTRACTOR: N682898.62ft E29419466ft P!JtJPTYPE;Hyoroslarmstc- 0umoOennmg Dnlhng (1988, clr_llea) __ ,.. -- , ..... .....
Hawley Onlhng (1989. weft completion) TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE: 676 fI PUMP INTAKE DEPTH: 486.'t..... ...... ---- , .......

DRILLING METHOD: TOTAL DEPTH OF WELL: 497 ft

Air rotary DATE DRILLED: 18-Apnl.88 to 11.Aug,BB

GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING, ............. - rl E_ ,...o.,.¢.USGS INEL DATE INSTALLED: 20.Sept-B9 to g.Oct.89 _,,_

BOREHoLE DIAMETER: TOP oF L'LANGE ELEVATION: 4-93;, 14 ft.... --

12 L,4m,: 0.676 ft LAND SURFACE ELEVATION: 4933.37 ft
i ......................

WELL COMPLETION t _l _ I I _ LITHOLOGICC)ESCR,PT'ON,,, C_.... ,.......... ...... ,

Locking well cap -'-'-'-_-_---_'.____ 4
; -- 933 -- 0 .-_ .....

Concrete pad __ t_/.__ i _ p.... SanD, gravel, clay
"// / ' 4 " "t,_,,,,_,1 9_3- ,o _.....____ _
t_ /1 // i_ l " :--"- d Basalt,yeilowtsn reO to clarkreaa_sh

._'L'// /,,:'1 32 4na'_ -- An V t brown

12_/4tn ID _ // // 4873 _- 60
, ' , // // i -q,-_ ' ' -

caroon steel // // - "1 Basalt, gray; fractured zone at
sunacecas=ng _ // .// 4853 _ 80 88.97, 103-107, 116.118

-/ Z_ " >
Bentoniteseal./ _: y/ 4833 loo _..1

il/' //' 4793 -- 140
/t / / ----- - ............

. ./ - 5ecl_menl,no recovery
_; /_ 4773=- 16o ,
/ ,_ !- !

I_/ //' 4753 _ 180 ........................

I;.¢i!:; - _ 8a.,t.ye,ow,sn=owntoear*gray
/,_' '_,,, 4733 -- 200 I/

'1 71"i" _/." // - "
...... / // 4713 _ 220 ,/

diameter borehole _ //, - _.

,_/ 4693 -- 240 '

4 in. nominal pipe _ // r-' clsy ana 5ill tn filling
size cartoon steel // ", _ _ ,,,_ - _o -_ -...,,,o.,.g;._..............

Well casing // 1/ - 4

_/ 4633 : 300 " -
// // i '# '_

_ 48,3- 320 ,..
_, 4593 340

V

.... _ _ 4553- 350_' S,,ianoc,ay' "_entonlle pellets, ,,. // // ' _ •......... -
v r t_ \ // // - _" Basalt UarKgrav

h,ct a,_d .,_ _/ ;_, 4533 :-- 400 # _;

O_electnc:oup,.g_. ",4//I i// I- - _-
at 464 3 _- X.,'I :// 4493 i_ 440 "1

• __;2. ,574 - _ >
4in nominaJ pipe ---.---._.__ .L_"., ,""= 459'9 4473 _ 460

s_ze, stmnless stee ._' ':- 469 6 - "1

welt casing, ,_tPe 304 .'.".__. 'i 4453 _ 480 -
_.. '"4- 497 - /Stainless steel __ ..... 4433 _ 500

wire wrappea well /_ - 512'7 - '
screen,4 ,n,IO, ./'/'/5,,_:/_, ' 4413 -- 520 iV .

0.020_-,ot_,ze / / _;._,;,,, - 1.7"
/ / / V,'" " 4393 -- 540

GraOe 20 silica sand / / _" i",1 - >
/ / /,"/,'; 4373 _ 560 /" _

Cement grout _ 429 - 40 _ '3 _ 6 _: -

- ,";. "--Sand and gravel
_===_=5 4273 _ 660 .:','_ , ,, -
---.,,.:..-.-., - _.L.E-,._JBasa_t _

Backfill/caving -" 4253 _ 680 _ .....

_1_ Water level NOTE; Centralizers :nstalled at 487, 250. and 70 fl his, N92 0204



GeneralizedUthology Caliper Gamma-Gamma NaturalGamma Neutron
0 --

_- .. "'._.."" -" Sand, gravel, silt _ --_ 0_ ---.;

_ _ Basalt
_'- Sand and clay -_

Z 1 v /.- Basalt --

100 -- -1 ,I' -- I(3(3
- 1 >
- L- >
-" "I Z
_- Sediment, no recovery Z

-
200 _-- > /" 4 Basalt --_ 200

- 1 v/.. ._
Z -'1 -1'

E .",..">
300 -- _ v -- 300

- >z-_ Z

Sand and clay z
. d "1'

400 _- -I > Basalt -- 400
- /.. > ',_ Z

r .,7 _

_" v ) Z
v _ _,_, Z

500 -- > /",'t _-- "_ Scale change _ Scale change/
,1 v water level 500
h _

-- I L.

- ' _ I -j

600 _--- _ i 6OO

_ 1 "" '¢"

_ ,. _ Silt and day

_ lo :- :o: Sand and gravel
- !" " :'_' Basalt

680 -- 680

Geophysical logging May and September 1990 4 12 20 28 Density increases Radiation increases Moisture increases

(inches)

Well CFA LF2-09 2-oo9s



END-OF-WELLREPORT
CENTRALFACILITIESLANDFILLAREA

WELL LF2-10and LF2-O7B



END-OF-WELL-REPORT

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. ProjectName= HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
Landfills

B. Well Name/Number= LF2-10 (2-71) and LF2-O7B (shallowtwin)
C. Well Location= INEL,Central FacilitiesArea LandfillII

Northing:682827.91ft Easting:294266.84ft
Land SurfaceElevation: 4933.39ft (NRTSdatum)
SurveyDate: Not known

D. Plans=

i) HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA LandfillsII and III,
Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory,TechnicalWork Plan,
submittedto EG&G idaho,Inc. by ScienceApplicationsInternational
Corporation,April 15, 1988.

2) Synopsis of Work, HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
LandfillsII and III, 31 January 1989 letter report,John Jaacks,
Science ApplicationsInternationalCorporation.

3) HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy at CFA LandfillsII and III,
Health and SafetyPlan, EGG-ER-8445,February1989.

E. Logbooks used:

I) ScienceApplicationsInternationalCorporationLogbooks,submitted
to EG&G Idaho, Inc.,03/May/88to og/Sept/Aug/88.

F. Other references=

I) Bishop,CarolynB., 1992, LF2-10 PumpingTest Performedon August
17, 1992, Memo NumberCWB-28-92.

II, DRILLINGAND COMPLETIONOBSERVATIONS

A. Drilling Company= DenningWell Drilling
Drillers= Dan Denning
On-Site Geologist= John Jaacks
Project Manager'Larry Hull
Rig type= 650 ChicagoPneumatic
Bit type: Unknown

I. Borehole LF2-10 is referredto as both LF2-10and LF2-7 in the logbooks.



B. Summaryof DrillingActivities:

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, ,, ,,,

03-May-88 Drilled from 0 to 3 ft bls. Set surface 12 3/4-inchcarbon
casing to 26 ft bls (accordingto steel surface
caliperlog) then began to drill out casing
surfacecasing. Logbooksdo not
directly recordthe type of drilling
that was used, but occasionalreferences
to a compressor,water truck, and foam
in the cuttingssuggestthe drilling
method was air rotaryand that water
and/or foam were added as needed to
lubricatethe bit or lift cuttingsto
the surface. Encounteredbasalt at 28
to 29 ft bls. Drilledto 51 ft bls.
Encounteredan interbedand stopped
drillin9 to ri..9up for samplin9. .....__ ,,.,, , , ,,

04-May-88 Began coring for samples. Lexan liner
used to retaincore collapsedduring
coring. Coringhalted to investigate

, . samp..lin9 problems. . .

05-May-88 Began HXB wirelinecoring. Cored from
51 to 65 ft bls in 5 ft increments,
althoughrecoverywas poor. One sample
was collected,near 64 ft bls., , ,, ,, ,,.. ,

06-May-88 Reamed from 51 to 65 ft bls and drilled I yd3 cement
to 72 ft bls. Groutedin borehole.

, ,,,,,, , ,,,..,,,,

09-May-88 Drilledout cement from 43 to 69 ft bls,
drilled into basaltto 160 ft bls.

,, .,, ,,n,

10-May-88 Dri!..ledfrom 160 to 245 ft bls.

.It-May-88 Dri].ledfrom 245 to 350 ft bls. ..

12-May-88 Drilledfrom 350 to 376 ft bls. At 376
ft bls, began coring sedimentarylayer.
No recovery..,,, ,,,

13-Mayo88 Detectedorganicvapor in borehole,
greaterthan 110 ppm with OrganicVapor
Analyzer. Continuedcore sampling of
the interbedbelow 376 ft. Three of the
samplesretainedsediment(SSIO,SS11,
SS12). ..... _



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
...... ,,............

16-May-88 Continue core sampling of interbed. I yd3 cement
Collect 2 ft of sample from 368 to 370
ft bls. Reamedborehole and drilled to
395 ft bls. The borehole was grouted
from 395 to 365 ft bls.

, , ,, , , ,,

18-May-88 Drilled out grout and drilled into
basalt to 470 ft bls.

,, ,,,. ,.,

19-May-88 Drilled from 470 to 580 ft bls., ,,., , , ,

20-May-88 Drilled from 580 to 627 ft bls. .......

23-May-88 Encountered a sedimentary interbed at
...... 627 ft. Began coring interbed. ....................

24-May-88 Heaving sands and gravel in the borehole
made coring/sampling difficult. Removed
pipe from borehole and found portions of
2 I/2 drill stems clogged. Drill bit
was ruined by drilling without
compressed air or water. _

25-May-88 Borehole has caved 4 to 5 ft overnight. 3 yd3 cement, ? ft
Begin drilling with a 12-inch drill bit of carbon steel
to clean out the borehole to 632 ft bls, surface casing
and then grouted the borehole. New twin
borehole (LF2-7B) is started about 20 ft
east of LF2-10, to collect samples from
the upper sedimentary interbed. Surface
casing is driven to refusal and borehole
LF2-7B is drilled to about 50 ft bls..

, ,,,,,,, ,,, ,., ,,.

26-May-88 Collected core samples from LF2-TB from
50 to 70 ft bls. Borehole LF2-7B is
grouted on 07-July-88 and 13-July-88,
and completely filled to the surface for
abandonment.

,,,,. ,,,, ,,,,m ,, ,,,=,, ,,,,,,,,

27-May-88 Returned to drilling out grout on
LF2-10. Several cement bridges were
encountered in the borehole before
reaching the top of the cement at 580
ft. The cement did not grout to the
bottom of the heaving sand layer. Made
an unsuccessful attempt to collect a
core sam.p.1e. ..............., ,,

31-May-88 Recovered one sample from the interbed
below the 630-ft depth. No recovery was
made on the three other sample attempts.



.... T .,.,

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,, .,, • , ....

Ol-June-88 Replaced rock bit with an auger bit and
40 ft of welded auger flights to sample
in the heaving sands. Recovered only
one sample from 5 attempts. No
description of the sample is recorded.,,.,

02-June-88 Modified rubber catch on sampler and
recovered two samples. Problems were
encountered with core stem plugging up,
had to pump the heaving sands out of the

......... core stem using foam. .........

03-June-88 Collected three samples, however only 6 yd3 cement
one had any recovery. Pumpedcement
grout down the borehole to cement off
the sand/g[avel inter be_. .....

06-June-88 Top of cement at 628 ft bls, drilled 4 yd3 cement
through at about 633 ft bls. Drilled to (bentonite/sand
650 ft and pulled out stem. The mix)
borehole caved to about 638 ft bls.
Grouted borehole.

.,,,, , ,,,.,,,, ,,

07-June-88 Top of cement at 580 ft bls. Drilled ? yd3 cement
down to basalt at 663 ft bls and then

_routed the borehole. ......

08-June-88 Top of cement at 630 ft bls. Drilled
through cement and into basalt to 670 ft
bls. Cement sidewalls appear to extend
to about 650 ft bls.

, , , ,,,, , ,,

O9-June-88 Because of poor success with drilling
to and grouting LF2-10, it was decided to

19-June-88 case off the heaving sand interbed with
8-inch casing. This time period was
spent preparing cost estimates and
specifications for the casing
installation.

.,,



I
DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED

,, ,,,,

20-June-88 Installed 8-inch casing. A drive shoe 673.23 ft of 8-
to welded to lower opening of the casing inch casing, in 20

23-June-88 and stop blocks were welded onto the ft lengths
outer wall of the casing to prevent the
casing from slipping past the elevators.
After the casing joints were welded, the
stop blocks were torched off and two
diamond plates were welded and then
pounded flush against the casing wall.

The 8-inch casing was driven to 672 ft,
with 1.3 ft above ground surface, but

......... slippage occurred later. .

23-June-88 Began drilling at 640 ft bls, with a
7 7/8-inch tricone bit. The casing
stick-up slipped down into the borehole., ,, ,,, ,,, ,, ,,,,,

24-June-88 Evacuated dirt from around the 8-inch
casing and welded additional 8-inch
casing to the casing string. Pounded
casing to refusal and cut off excess

..... casing. . .........

27-June-88 Begin drillingbut casing is still
dropping with footagegained. Welded
more 8-inch casingon to the casing
string to reach a total depth for the 8-
inch casing of 676 ft bls.

28-June-88 Drilled from 740 to 816 ft bls.

.... Borehole is caving at,816 ft bls........

3D-June-88 USGS performedgeophysicalloggingof
LF2-10" TV, caliper,gamma-gamma,and
natural gamma logs were conducted.
Water level was measuredat 482 ft bls.
TV log data recordedin the logbook
lists a total depth at 833 ft bls along
with lithologicdescriptionsbelow the
816-ft depth. The 833-ft total depth is
inconsistentwith the total depth
recordedby the geologistfor June 28,
1992 (of 816 ft bls) but the
inconsistencyhas not been reconciled., ,,, ,, ,,,

26-June-91 A Grundfos 25S50-265 hp pump was
and installedby USGS for temporaryuse,

Sept-92 with an intake level set at 547 ft bls.
The pump was removedin September1992.



C. Summary of Well ConstructionProcedures:
,,,

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, ,, , ,, , ,

07-July-88.......Began groutingbottomof boreho,le. I/2 y,.d3 cement

12-July-88 Measured bottomof boreholeat 830 ft
bls.

,,, ,,, ,, ,,,,,, , ,

13-July..188 Tremiedcement down boreholeLF2-10.. ? yd3 cement,,,,, ,,,,

14-July-88 Measuredbottom of boreholeat 820 ft <I yd3 cement
bls. Poured cement into annularspace
betweenthe 12-and8-inchcasing. .........,,, ,, , ,, ,

20-July-88 Poured 9 bucketsof bentonitedown the 9 buckets
borehole. bentonite

J,, , , ,,,, ,,,, ,

21-July-88 Measured bottomof boreholeat 780 ft 6 buckets
bls. Poureddown 6 bucketsof bentonite bentonite,I
and I bucket of gravel. Began bucket of gravel,
installationof 6-inchstainlesssteel 10 ft of 6-inch ID
well screen and well casing, stainlesssteel

well screen,300
ft of 6-inch
nominalpipe size
stainlesssteel

well casin_,, , , ,,,,,, ,, , , ,

22-July-88 Completedinstallationof well screen 450 ft of 6-inch
to and well casing to 765 ft bls. The nominalpipe size

25-July-88 stainlesssteelwell casingwas joined carbon steelwell
to 6-inch nominalpipe size (6-inchID, casing,5 buckets
field measurement)carbon steel well of gravel
casingwith a dielectriccouplingat 445
ft bls. Three centralizerswere
installed,depths are not known. The
stainlesssteel well screenand well
casing had flush-threadedjoints and the
carbon steel casinghad welded joints.

Began installationof a filter pack
consistingof i/4-inchpea gravel and
placed a bentoniteseal above the filter
pack. The gravelwas vibrateddown the
borehole,becauseof bridgingbetween

. the 8-..and6-inchcasings. ...... _

26-July-88 USGS arrivedand performeda gamma-gamma
log of the borehole. .....



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, ,= ,,,, ,,

28-July-88 Poured fine sand down the borehole, I/2 bag fine sand
using a jackhammer to vibrate borehole.
The vibration was used because material
was bridging in the casing annular
space. Poured 7 yd3 cement down the
borehole, between the 8- and 12-inch

.... casing. ...............

29-July-88 Poured cement down the borehole, but it 5 yd3 cement, 3
bridged. Tried banging, plunging with a buckets (5 gallons
wire, moving the 6-inch casing, and each) of bentonite
jackhammering the casing with no
Success.

USGSonsite to a neutron and gamma-gamma
log. The rest of the cement was poured
into the borehole in the 6- to 8-inch
and 8- to 12-inch annular spaces.

USGSran another gamma-gammalog. Three
buckets of bentonite were poured into
the 8- to 12-inch annular space.

Because of cement bridging, a decision
was made to check into perforation of
the c,a,sing.,....



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,,,.., ,,, ,,, ,,,,. .,,

08-Sept-88 Hal iburton Inc. and Oil Well Perforators 69 sacks of
to arrived onsite to do casing perforation cement, 3 sacks of

09-Sept-88 and cementing. The plan was to calcium chloride,
perforate and grout the borehole from 2 buckets
755 to 700 ft bls, and perforate and bentonite
complete the well from 680 to 695 ft
bls. The casing was perforated from 745
to 755 ft. USGSperformed a TV log, but
were unable to view results because of
blasting powder residue.

Completed two sessions of pressurized
grouting into the 6-inch casing. The
cement appeared to be infilling a lower
fracture. Temperature logs were run and
disclosed the cement level was at 652 ft
bls.

A head of water was placed in the well,
and when the water disappeared, it was
concluded that the fracture was not yet
sealed and that the perforations were
open. A decision was made to add
calcium chloride and bentonite to the
cement mix. Cement was again pressure
grouted down the borehole. Temperature
log results indicated the cement had
gone into the fracture at 752 ft.

A second perforation was performed at
725 to 735 ft bls. The geologist
logbook does not disclose whether other
sections of the casing were perforated
or if further cementing efforts were
made. Later diagrams and completion
plans show 700 to 715 ft bls as the
perforation interval. However, grouting
attempts were curtailed on September 9,
1988 because the cement was sinking into
formation, and a large fracture was
suspected to be causing the sink.
Therefore, the well was sealed shut with
a welded cap and further attempts to
complete or seal the well were deferred.



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,, ,, ,,

August 1989 Colog Inc. performed density and caliper
logging of the borehole to determine
grout and gravel/sand depths between the
6- and 8-inch casing (log copy is
attached). Based on their
interpretation, grout had bridged in the
annulus from land surface to 78 ft bls.
A casing restriction (possibly a break
in the stainless steel casing) was noted
at 655 ft bls. Pipe ID was logged as
6.35 inches from 0 to 452 ft bls and 6.4
inches below 452 ft. However, field
measurement of exposed surface pipe
determined a 6-inch ID for the carbon
steel casing The sand pack bridged
frequently in the 6 to 8-inch casing
annular space, from 78 to 634 ft bls. ..........

17-Aug-92 A single-well, short duration pumping
test was performed. A slight drawdown
followed by a rapid recovery indicated
the well was in communication with the

aqu! fer. .............

1989 Installed surface cement pad. Surface
completion included a locked casing,
cement pad, and impingement posts.

D. Summaryof Well DevelopmentProcedures" None recorded.

Ill, GEOLOGICALOBSERVATIONS
o

A. Geologicallog, geophysicallogs, stratigraphiccolumn,and well
constructiondiagramare attached.

B. Samplescollected.

Samp!e Number Comment

Borehole LF2-10.

LF2-10-SSIO 13-May-88,collectedfrom interbed
at 376 ft bls. Recovered10 inches
from 5 ft of coring.

9



sample Number Comment

LF2-10-SSll 13-May-88, collected 6 inches of
sample from 5 ft of coring, 377 ft
bls.

LF2-10-SSI2 13-May-88, collected 12 inches of
sample from 377 to 378 ft bls.

Unknown 13-May-88, collected 2 ft of sample
from 368 to 370 ft bls (muddy, silty
sand).

Unknown 23-May-88,collected60 inchesof
samplefrom 628 to 633 ft bls.

Unknown 23-May-88,collected54 inchesof
sample from 629 to 633 ft bls.

LF2-7-SSI 23-May-88,collected8 inchesof
samplefrom 629 ft bls (brownish-red
semi-induratedsand to silty sand
with minor fine pebbles).

Unknown 23-May-88,collected15 inchesof
sedimentat 634 ft bls.

LF2-7-SS3 23-May-88,collected24 inchesof
samplefrom 634 to 636 ft bls (red
medium to coarse unconsolidatedsand
underlainby 8-10 inchesof
pebbles/gravel).

Unknown 24-May-88,collected53 inchesof
sedimentfrom 629 to 634 ft bls
(heavedsand).

Unknown 05-31-88,collectedsampledrilling
6 inches into the interbed,depth of
drillingunknown (fine to medium
sand above a gravel layer).

Unknown 01-June-88,collected49 inchesof
sample from 636 to 641 ft Dis.

Unknown 02-June-88,collected6-inch sample
from 641 tc 646 ft bls (clay).

Unknown 02-June-88,collected37 inchesof
" sample from 641 to 646 ft bls (fine

to medium sandwith a gravelbase?)

I0



Sample Number Comment

Unknown 03-June-88,collected36 inchesof
sample from 656 to 661 ft bls
(reddish-browngravel).

Twin boreholeLF2-O7B:

Unknown 26-May-88,twin borehole LF2-OTB:
collected6 inchesof sampleat 50
ft bls (brownsilty fine sand).

Unknown 26-May-88,twin boreholeLF2-OTB:
collected36 inchesof samplefrom
50 to 53 ft bls (orange-brownsilty
clay)

Unknown 26-May-88,twin borehole LF2-O7B:
collected60 inchesof samplefrom
53 to 58 ft bls (granularto pebbly
brown silty sand from 53-54.5ft,
brown, slightlysandy, silty clay
from 54.4-58ft).

Unknown 26-May-88,twin borehole LF2-OTB:
collected29 inchesof sample from
58 to 60 ft bls.

Unknown 26-May-88,twin borehole LF2-OTB:
collected58 inchesof samplefrom
60 to 65 ft bls (grayish-yellow,
dense, induratedclay).

Unknown 26-May-88,twin boreholeLF2-OTB:
collected60 inchesof samplefrom
65 to 70 ft bls (12 inchesof
yellow-browndense clay underlainby
4 ft of black vesicularbasalt).

11



GEOLOGIST: LOG OF MONITORING WELL: LF2-10 DEPTH OF WATER: 482 ft
,,.

Jolin Jaacks . _LOCATION: INEL Central Facilities Area DATE MEASURED: 30-June-88.....

DRILLING CONTRACTOR: N 682827.91 ft E 294266.84 ff PUMP TYPE; None
Denning Well Drilling ....

TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE: 816 It PUMP INTAKE"DEPTH: N/A
D'RILLING METHOD:

Air rotary TOTAL DEPTH OF WELL: 765 11

G'EOPHYSICAL LOGGING: - DATE DRILLED: 03-May-88 to 27-June-88 jn_.
USGS INEL DATE iNSTALLED: 07.July-88 to 9-Sept-88 v",,# _'_Jrt. _' le,,o, inc,

E'OREHOLE DIAMETER: TOP OF CASING ELEVATION: 4934,84 ff
12 in,; 0- 678 fl ...........
8 in,: 676 - 816 ft LAND SURFACE ELEVATION: 4933,39 (NRTS)

WELL COMPLETION J _,_J _1,,r_ I T"_ LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

Locking well cap _._ [.._..] t

4913 '-- 20 _;_ ' BaSalt, fracture at 37 f_ ........12 in, nominal

(12 3,,4in. OD) pipe 4893 40 _ Ciay, wlih trace silt and sandsize, carbon steel casing 4873 60 _' ''_

Grout bridged between 4813 120

78 ft bls, "! 4795 140
Clay rich basalt with clay layer at

8 in, nominal . 4773 160 i /... , 148.149 ft
(8,6 in, OD) pipe size 180

carbon steel casing 4753 _. _V /... Basalt, brown tO gray, Fractured
4733 _ 200 "1 at 228-230 It, 260 ft. 312 ft, Local

clay/silt rich basalt at 237.242 tt,

12 in. borehole diameter 4713 220 /...> 252 It

Sand/gravel bridged 4693 240 ,1

between the 6 and 8 in, 4673 260 V
casing to 634 ff

4653 280 ' /...

6 in. nominal V
(6,35 in. ID) carbon 4633 300 "1

steel well casing 4613 320 _ interbed indicated on
> ./ natural _lamma log4593 340 .

- "1 Basalt, gray to brown
4573 360

4553 380 ._Sedimentary mterbed indicated on
, /... L_.ural gamma log

4533 400 V L Basalt, brown to gray, fractures at
4513 420 "1 505 It

Dieletric oupling

4493 440 /.,>
- 452 4473 i-- 460 "1

4453 480 ,/ ,

4433 ,-- 500 ' /..

4413 520 V L

4393 540 "1

4373 560 /...>

4353 580 "1

Casing separation 4333 600 '/
L..

s,,,+,,,oo,,+,o,'+,,,,,,,r,,,o+,,,,,8 in, borehole diameter - 634 4293 640

6,n. nominal pipe size _..,._+_..l i _655stainlesssteel wetl casing 4273 660

(40) ;/2 in dlameter _ f _; 4253 680 _; Basalt, fractured at 676-685 ft, -

_erforations from 704 to 708.714 if, 730.733 ft, 753.762 ft,

714 ft bls. 4233 700 ,/ _ 805 I1

Backfill type unkown 4213 720 /...

(40) ;/2 in diameter 4193 7'+0 V
_erforations from 725 to _.1- 755 L

735, 745 to 755 tt bls, _1_ 765 4173 ,50 "1

_768 >

depthSstainlessaresteel,Uncertainwire"_ _-_"]_'_/_1 " Bottom 4153 780 /..."1

./ I.';,-",:_ cap 413.+' 800 _Jwrappo_ ,.,o, _,.,=,=r,, -.----- Sedimentary mterbed
6 in, ID, 0,02 slot size ---- _ Cement 4" : ._ Basalt

grout
Bentonite topped

with gravel ..E. Water level ? Unclear if grout has completely filled this section N92 0223



Generalized Uthology Caliper Gamma-Gamma Natural Gamma Neutron

0 ,-. -,."'.. 1 Gravel .,d" ---=_ 0

_ Basalt
_- --!. Clay "

v _-i Basalt
100 _ vl -- 100

:- : Clay-rich basalt
_>_

¢.,. -
200 t Basalt -- 200> -1

1 v _ --

-1 M
300 1 v > --:_300

O /_

¢= _ Sedimentary interbed
"¢: L- "_ Basalt

; --
=_ ..... -i Sedimentary interbed _. "-,_-

-o > z Basalt _ - 400

c 400 I va=
V

_o -1 v
Q}
J:_ Iv>

/" -1 ' - z500 -- 500

> L. "
V

> -1
I v _

600 v _ --c_600
: ::- : -'- ." Sand L..,_.

.'.: i , I , I i I , i
_" Basalt _ 4 8 12 16 20

z- L- _ (inches) _- 700700 i -1

PV /-- ' --

800 F"- _ Sedimentary interbed --_ 800820 - -- 820

lil,l,l,l_l _ _

Geophysical logging June 1988 4 8 1216 20 24 Density increases Radiation increases Moisture increases
(inches)

Well CFA LF2-10 2-o,22
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END-OF-WELL-REPORT

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. Project Name: HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
LandFills

B. Well Name/Number: LF2-11
C. Well Location: INEL, CentralFacilitiesArea Landfill II

Northing'684290.72 Easting:295460.16
Land SurfaceElevation: 4929.52ft (brassmarker)
SurveyDate" December 1990, MK-Ferguson

D. Plans:

I) HydrogeologicCharacterizationfor CFA LandfillsII and III, Idaho
National EngineeringLaboratory,TechnicalWork Plan, EGG-ER-8670,
August 1989.

2) HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy at CFA LandfillsII and III,
Health and Safet7 Plan, EGG-ER-8445,February 1989.

E. Logbooksused.

I) Well Drilling,Installation,and DevelopmentLogbook,CFA-2
2) Field Team LeadersDaily Logbook,CFA-O02, 10/17/89to 10/20/89.
3) Field Team LeadersDaily Logbook,CFA-O03, 10/20/89to 12/06/89.
4) Field Team LeadersDaily Logbook,CFA-O04,12/06/89to 12/11/89.
5) Field Team LeadersDaily Logbook,CFA-O05,12/12/89to 12/18/89.

II. DRILLING AND COMPLETIONOBSERVATIONS

A. Drillin9 Company: HawleyBrothersDrilling
Drillers= MortierBarrus,AnthonyFirkins
On-Site Geologist= ShannonAnsley,Brian Higgs
Project Manager:Martin Doornbos
Rig type: ChicagoPneumatic,model unknown
Bit type: Tricone

B. S.u_ary of DrillingActivities:

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIAI.SUSED
, , ,,,,, ,, ii ,,, ,,

17-0ct-89 Set up at drill site. Using an air
rotary drillingmethod with a tricone
bit, a pilot hole (diameternot recorded
in logbook)was drilledto about 34 ft
but the hole caved in before casing was
driven.

,, , , , i ,,,= =,

18-0ct-89 Re-riggingcablesand hammer hook-up,
did not meet safetyand contract
specifications.



ululllll--111116





DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
• ,, ,, , .,,, ,, ,.., ....... . .., ,,,

19-0ct-89 Borehole opened again. Hammeredin 12- 25 ft of 12-inch
inch casing to 24 ft bls, leaving 10 nominal pipe size
inches of stick-up, carbon steel

.............. surface casin(i

20-0ct-89 Cleaned out casing to 25 ft.
,- ,i i i , . ,, ,,,.,,. ,, , ,, , ..,

23-0ct-89 Drilled 5 ft into basalt to 32 ft bls. 30 ft of lO-inch
Top of basalt at 25.3 ft bls. Installed nominal pipe size
lO-inch casing to 30.3 ft bls and filled carbon steel
bottom of borehole and the annulus surface casing,
between the 10- and 12-inch casings. 2 bags cement,

30 shovels sand,
I shovel bentonite

_,, ,, ,, ,,, ,,,, ,,.,.,

25-0ct-89 Cut 12-inch casing stick-up to just
below ground level. Drilled out 30 ft
of cement grout with 9 7/8-inch bit.
Most of day spent correcting equipment
problems (equipment did not meet
specifications of the drilling
contract)., , ,. ,, ,,, ,..,,..,., ,, ,,

26-0ct-89 Drilled into basalt and encountered an
interbed at 42.4 ft bls. Removed
tricone bit to replace with coring

.. assembly. Cored one sample. ........

27-0ct-89 Reamedhole with 9 7/8-inch bit.
Continded drilling through basalt to
130 ft bls.

i , ,..,, i , , ,,_ ,,. ,, .. ,

30-0ct-89 Drilled to 170 ft bls.
, i ,.. , ,,. , _ • i , , ,., , --

31-Oct-8g Drilled to 270 ft bls.
, ,, ,,,., ,, , , i i ,

OI-Nov-89 Drilled to 322 ft bls.
,,,i l ,, ,,,, ,. ,,,, . . , ,,,

02-Nov-89 Driller's helper never showed up to
work.

.,,,. ,,..., , lJ .... ,,,.,,

03-Nov-89 Drilled to about 376 ft bls; about 18 ft
into an interbed when drill string
became stuck in the borehole. Lost all
hydraulic fluid from the rig onto the
ground. Rest of day spent in cleanup of

...... hydraulic fluid spill. ..............
i

06-Nov-89 No drillers Showed up.
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DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
.. ,,,,, .....

28-Nov-89 Tagged top of borehole at 374.55 ft bls. 3 yd_ cement with
Added cement grout to borehole. Tagged 54 pounds calcium
top of wet cement at 367.9 ft bls. chloride and 300
Ordered more cement (5 yd_). Poured 3.5 pounds bentonite,
yds3 into the borehole and tagged wet 3.5 yd_ cement
cement at 320 ft bls. Put 293 ft of with 350 pounds of
drill steel down the borehole, bentonite (not

known if calcium
chloride was
added), .., , .,,.. ,, ., ,,,,. ,,.,,

29-Nov-89 Drilled through cement to 374 ft bls, 3 yd3 cement with
then into the interbed to 384 ft bls. 5% bentonite and
Grouted borehole. I% calcium

chloride
., ,m _ ,..,.,, ,,.,.,,

30-Nov-89 Tagged top of cement at 249.8 ft bls.
Cement was still green so drilling was
terminated for the day to let the cement
cure.

, ,. , . , ,, ....... , , ,,. , ,L ,, ,

OI-Dec-89 Drilled out cement and continued I yd3 cement with
drilling to 410 ft bls. Grouted bottom 100 pounds
of borehole with cement, bentonite and I%

calcium chloride
,..,,., , ,, .,,,, _ , ,.

04-Dec-89 Tagged top of cement at 379 ft bls.
Drilled out grout, bottom at about 409
ft bls. Drilled into basalt to 454 ft
bls.
,, l ,- , , ,, ,,,, , ,

05-Dec-89 Drilled from 454 to a total depth of
510.4 ft bls. Used water for
circulation 15 _m} below 483 ft. ......

06-Dec-89 USGSonsite to perform borehole logging.
Water table measured at 470.2 ft bls.

,,,. , ,, ,, ..... . , . ,, ,,, -

13-Dec-89 Set Hydrostar piston pump in well with
intake at 480 ft bls.

, ,, , ,,,,,. ,,,, ,, ,,. ,., ,,,. .

Installed locking cap. Surface
completion included concrete pad and
,!mp!,ngementposts. ....



C. Summaryof Well ConstructionProcedures:
.............

DATE .. _ ACTIVITY.. MATERIALSUSED

06-Dec-89 Poured bentoniteinto the borehole. 4 buckets
bentonite

........ ,,,,

07-Dec-89 Installed4-inch ID, Type 304, stainless 33 ft stainless
steel,wire-wrappedwell screen (0.02- steel screen,I
inch slot size) below the water table end plug, 5 ft
with an endplugattachedto the bottom stainlesssteel
of the screen. Joinedthe well screen casing, 0.5 ft
to 4-inch nominalpipe size, stainless dielectricjoint,
steel well casing and joined the 460 ft of carbon
stainlesssteel well casingto the steel casing,17
4-inch nominalpipe size carbon steel bags silica sand,
well casing with a dielectricunion. A 6 buckets
centralizerwas placedat 459, 300, and bentonite
100 ft bls. The 4-inch casingwas
welded to the 10-inchcasingwith 2
angles,and the 4-inch casingwas cut
off to allow 2 ft of stick-up.
Installedfilterpack consistingof
grade-20silica sand, free fallingfrom
land surface. A bentoniteseal was
installedabove the filterpack, using a
tremie pipe. ........ _

08-Dec-89 Began groutingwell annuluswith cement. 70 gallonscement
Tagged top of cement at 450 ft bls. with sand and

bentoniteadded
,, .,,, ,.,, ,, ,,,.., , - _

09-Dec-89 Poured4 yds3 cement into boreholeusing 4 yd3 cementwith
a tremie pipe. sand, bentonite,

and calcium
chloride

,, , ,,,,

11-Dec-89 Continuedgroutingannularspace in 5 yd3 cement
borehole.

_ _ _ _ '_ 'r-':' _ ' ,, "

D. Summaryof Well DevelopmentProcedures:
_ _- ..... ,.. ,. ,,. ."_ : .- _ , ,, ,,, _ ,, ,,, - ; .....

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALS_.USED
,, .. ,., ,m ., ,-,

12-Dec-89 Developedwell using a surge block.
Surged three 10 ft sectionsof the well
screen for about 20 minuteseach.
Placed Grundfos5 hp pump down the well
and pumpedwater at 20 gallons per
minute until parametersstabilized(30
minutes). Pulledthe pump. ..

_- . • .Q'





GEOL_OGIS't'i LOG OF MONITORING WELL: L,=2-11 DEPTH OF WATER: 470 2
Shannon AnsleylBnan H.ggs ...... '"

DRILLING L,-(3NTRACTOR: LOCATION: INEL Central Famlmes Area _'DATE MEASU,.RED: 06-0ec.89
Hawley Brothers Dnlling N 684290.72 tt E295460.. 16 tt PUMP T'_(.PE: H,vOtoslar _JstonDump........

DRILLING METHOD: TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE: 51,0,85 fl'[ PUMP INTAKE DEPTH: 480 R
Air rotary TOTAL DEPTH OF WELL: 499 tl '

...........

GEOPHYSICAl LOGGING: DATE DRILLED: 1989 _,,_,USGS INEL DATE INSTALLED: 13-Ocl.89 to 13.Dec-8; _'_' i¢_,,,o._,¢.

BOREHOLEDiAMETER; ........... TOP OF FLANGE ELEVATION: 4931.48 ft
10 in.: 32-510.85 ft .... - --

LAND SURFACE ELEVATION: 4929.52 ft

_ _ LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

WELL COMPLETION _ _Q
..........

Locking well cap -- J _!1_ 4930 _ 0 ..........

/-; y '_ l - o: • Gravel, silty, sandy, tight Brown Io

2- 30.3 i- V _ Basalt12 in. nominal pipe // /;_\ ....l_ ,.......

size, carbon steel _. 32.0 4890 I-- 40 ;:.:':! Sand,'FeO

surface casing / - v /.. Basalt,' massive tracI"ures at 70 fl,
/ // 4870 _ 60 "1 115-120ff

- >10 in, nominal pipe L,/ ,t...

size, carbon steel / r//i 4850 -- 80 "1surface casing /. ;
4 _i

_ 4630-1oo _'_ /..,

4790 -- 140 > - B<a-salt.clay or slit ricl.1infilling
/,

/ 4770 r-'--- 160

_i.........1_ _,' / , ,/,I " _"/ /

diameter borenole i,/, i /. . V

4730 200 ;o 'Cinder's) redi - > Basalt

_ 4710 -- 220 .L..
4 in. nominal pipe _ _, - . d

size, carbon steel _/ V _ -well casing /' 4690 -- 240- _ -/Interioed .....
/, BasaltS;;/_, 4670 -- 260 V /..

1," I<, - "I

,,:, 4650 -- 280 >

Cement gr°ut: _ _, /_; - /.-Type II cement, -1
/ 4630 -- 300

45% sand, /,! q

5% bentonite _; -
4610 -- 320 --(c.---JlnterOed, brick red cuttings

S 4590 _ 340 '1
/ / _ :>

_/ 4570 -- 360 /"/ .:'/.. sand,red
• i _

// ,', :.'.:.'.
/, _ 4550 I-- 360 -_....
_/_ / I- L. _ Basalt. fractures from 41_]-420

Bentonite pellets, /I 45_0 1 400 V L.

_" ''1 I- "1

hydrated / "'i 4510 l_ 420 :>
Dialetriccoupling i_IIi I- Z...,I

at 46011 I 4490 I_ 440
4 in. nominal pipe _ _'" I _ - Sand, cinders

size, stainless steel _1_ 455 - e,,
well casing, type 304,

' '._. 463 4470 _ 460 /...' Basalt fractured, lorot_en
Grade 20 crushed

silicasand _ .:.!, =L"'. 466 - V _.
=. i !.'. 4450 _ 460 "1

Stainless steel wire. _ ... =:.:_ _ >
wrapped well screen, _"_,uJ _ "I

4 in. ID, 0.020 slot size _ 499.0 4430 _ 500 /"
502.5 "1

Bottom cap - "

Bentonite pellets, 4410 _ 520
hydrated

NOTE: Centralizers were placed at 100, 300. and 459 f110Is. N92 0222

,,,, , ,,,



GeneralizedLithology Caliper Gamma-Gamma Natural Gamma Neutron

0 -- _'_-."._'.':"_'1"Gravel -- 0

- i: " :_ "_ _]_ .1"] L -- .. Basalt
v

_ ;+'"-..-_"-.! Sand _

- I v _-l Basalt _ -_

- i >,...̂ I
- "I Vt... I

I00 -- _I_ /...."1 -- 100

- "I _> _I
_- v -1 / Clay/silt rich basalt r
_ _" _J
- I V _'I

4 >/_41

200 - - " Cinders _"
Basalt -- 200

I z>:l _-
V "I

interbed
1 v x'-l Basalt

- " >_"._I
_ .i v__I

300 -- /.. I J -- 300

- _ > t Interbed
- v +_-'1"1 Basalt

_ ',...%f ...t_.t -

, :_/:.f:.::.::..Sand -_

Basalt _ -

- "1 V L

400 _-- /_ -'I . l 400
- -I >

T v
-

•&--" _" Sand, cinders

1 v v- Basalt _ -

500 - .I v z-
_ ,/....I . -- .500

520 --
-- 520

Geophysical logging December 1989 4 8 12 t 6 20 24 Densily increases Radialion increases Moislure increases

(inches)

Well CFA LF2-11 2-ola3
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END-OF-WELL-REPORT

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. ProjectName: HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
Landfills

B. Well Name/Number: LF2-12
C. Well Location: INEL, CentralFacilitiesArea Landfill II

Northing"6B2924.45ft Easting"294018.71ft
Land SurfaceElevation"4933.87 ft (brassmarker)

NRTS datum
Survey Date" December 1990, MK-Ferguson

D. Plans:

1) TechnicalWork Plan for the HydrogeologicCharacterizationof CFA
LandfillsII and III, EGG-WM-9119,July 6, 1990.

2) Health and Safety Plan for OperationsPerformedfor the
EnvironmentalRestorationProgram,Well Installationand Groundwater
Sampling at CFA LandfillsII and III, EGG-WM-9105,May 1990.

E. Logbooksused:

1) Field Team Leader'sDaily Logbook,ERP-29-90
2) Well Drilling,Installation,and DevelopmentLogbook,ERP-146-90

If. DRILLING AND COMPLETIONOBSERVATIONS

A. Drilling Company: PC Exploration
Drillers: Mack stiilwell,Paul Harmon

On-Site Geologist: David Burgess
Project Manager. ShannonAnsley
Rig type: Reichdrill-700
Bit type: Tricone bit for surficialsediments,air hammerbit for

basalt

B. Summaryof Drillinq Activities=
-_ ,,,,, ,..... - _ -- _ , , ._) .... ,. __ ,, _ ,, ,,,

_ DATE AC.T..IVITY......... MATERIALS.USED....

02-0ct-90 Drilledthrou_lhsurficialsedimentsand
into basalt wlth 15-inchtricone bit.
Hit basalt at approximately23 ft bls.

. TD.for day was 30 ft bls. ..........

03-0ct-90 Pushed 12-inchsurfacecasingdown to 28 32 ft of 12-inch
ft bls. Could not push to bottom of ID carbon steel

. hole_ but...is5 to 6 ft..into.,the basa.]t._ sur.facecasinq

04-0ct-90 Drilledwith 5.5-inchhammer bit to top 2 yd3 cement,with
of interbedat 46 ft bls. Collected bentonite,sand
interbedsamples(#CF0090105 and calcium
CF00100105,and CF00110205)from 46 to chlorideadded
50.5 ft bls. After'interbedsamples
were collected,the boreholewas reamed
and drilled with an 11 7/8-inch bit to

.... _ 65 ft .bls. Cementqroutedthe_borehole. .........

" ' ' - IN l mill



_ DATE ...... A.CTI.VITY_ _ MATERIALS..USED ....

05-0ct-90 Top of cement tagged at 25 ft bls. 4 yd3 cement, with
Drilled through cement and into basalt, bentonite, sand,
to 100 ft bls. The borehole was and calcium

.... subsequent]>, _routed. ........... chloride added

08-0ct-90 Top of cement tagged at 50 ft bls. 5.5 yd3 cement,
Drilled to 257 ft bls. Hit interbed at with bentonite,
approximately 225 ft bls, back in basalt sand, and calcium
at 235 ft bls. Adding water spray to chloride added
circulation to keep down dust. Grouted
the borehole to 120 ft bls.

__ ,,,,, ,,,,, _ , ,,, ,,.,

09-0ct-90 Drilled to 337 ft bls. Took a deviation 4 yd3 cement, with
measurement of i degree from vertical, sand, bentonite,
at 200 ft bls then grouted the borehole, and calcium

chloride _,,,,,_ ,..m.....

lO-Oct-90 Tagged the top of the grout at 243 ft
bls and drilled to 374 ft bls. Had
trouble with the borehole sloughing in
from an interbed/cinder zone at 374 to
380 ft.

,. ,... .,., ,,,.,,.,.,,,

11-0ct-90 Cleaned out hole, drilled to 377 ft bls, 3.5 yd3 cement,
and grouted, with sand,

bentonite, and
calcium chloride
added

....... ., ,, .. ,. ,,,,.

12-0ct-90 Tagged top of grout at 289 ft bls. ? yd3 cement with
Drilled to 437 ft bls. Grouted sand, bentonite,
borehole, and calcium

chloride added
, ,,..

15-Oct-go Tagged top of grout at 327 ft bls,
cement was still wet. Drilled through f
cement and took a deviation measurement
at 400 ft bls, which was 1.5 degrees
from vertical. Drilled to a total depth
of 517 ft bls and measured the water
table at 489 ft bls.,,,, ,. ,,,,.,.,, ,,,

16-Oct-gO Before the circulating air process
began, the water level was measured at
475.5 ft bls. Caving had occurred from
517 to 509 ft bls. Somebridging or
obstruction was noticed in borehole at
384 ft bls. USGSsent a camera down the
hole for a TV log. Log showed a slight
offset in the hole at approximately 380
ft bls. Cement had not held well.

.... _ -" _: ...... ,. ,,, .. _ _ ",, .... ,....



C. Summaryof Well ConstructionProcedures;
'._ _ _ , _ ,. _ _ ,, _ _ _ _ ,_.

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
...... ,.,,, -- _

17-0ct-90 Installed4-inch ID, passivated,Type 22 ft well screen;
304, stainlesssteel,wire wrappedwell 470 ft well
screen (O.02-inchslot size) below water casing;top and
table with a threaded,passivated bottom caps; three
endplugattachedto the bottom of the centralizers;7
screen. Joined the well screen to 4- sacks silicasand
inch nominalpipe size (4.5-inchOD), (8-12 grade);10
Schedule IOS, Type 304, flush threaded, sacks silicasand
passivated,stainlesssteel well casing. (6-9 grade)
Installedcentralizersat 469 ft, 334
ft, and 163 ft bls. Began installing
filter pack, using the tremie pipe.
Installed8-12 grade and 6-9 grade sand
to 492 ft bls.,., th.en stoppe d for the day. , .......

18-0ct-90 Completed installation of filter pack 24 sacks silica
consisting of 6-9 grade silica sand, sand (6-9 grade);
10-20 grade silica sand. A bentonite I sack silica sand
seal was installed above the filter (10-20 grade); 25
pack. Water was added to the bentonite gallons bentonite

................... pellets,hydrated

19-0ct-90 Groutedwell annuluswith cementmix, 12 (94 pound)
to using tremie pipe. sacks cement;16

23-0ct-90 (70 pound) sacks
sand; 22 poundsof
bentonite;14 yd3
cement with sand
and bentonite
added

,,, , ,,,, , .. . ,

24-0ct-90 Cut 12-inchcasingoff at ground level, 6 ft of 6-inch ID
installed6-inch ID, locking,carbon carbon steel
steel, protectivecasing. Surface protectivecasing
completion includedconcretepad and
impingeme..nt posts..

16-Nov-90 InstalledHydrostarpiston pump. Pump
intake set at 481.36ft bls.



B. Summary of Well DevelopmentProcedures:
,,

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,,

16-Nov-90 Surgedwell for 60 minutesusing a surge
block. Lowereda submersiblepump into
the well and began evacuatingwater.
Measured specificconductance,
temperature,pH, and dissolvedoxygen of
the developmentwater. Pumped
approximately300 gallons,until
Parametersstabilized. .....

Ill. GEOLOGICALOBSERVATIONS

A. Geologicallog, geophysicallogs, stratigraphiccolumn,and well
constructiondiagramare attached.

B. Samplescollected.

SamDle Depth Comments
46 - 50.5 ft Samplenumbers are #CF0090105,#CF0010105,

#CF00110205

Samples are stored in the INEL Core Library

NOTE: The boreholenumber LF2-12Awas recordedin the logbooksthroughoutthe
drilling and completionof this borehole. The numberwas changedto LF2-12
before the December 1990 surveyingof the boreholes.



i
GEOLOGIST: LCG OF MONITORING WELL: LF2.12 DEPTH OF WATER: 475.5 fl

Dave Burgess ........
.......... LOCATION: INEL Central Facflihes Area DATE MEASURED: tE-OcF90.......

DRILLING CONTRACTOR: N 682924.45 It E 29401671 fl PUMP TYPE: Hydrostar piston pumlPC Exploration ..... ,.......

DRILLING METHOD: TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE..51 ; ft PUMP !NTAKE DEPTH: 48136 tt
Mud rotary-sud_clal sechments TOTAL DEPTH OF WELL: 490 tt
Air rota_ w# downhole hammer.0asalt ....................

GEOPHYSICAL LOGGINGi • DATE..........DRILLED: 02-0ct-90 to 16.0ct-90 n lilt imll _

USGS INEL DATE INSTALLED: 17-O¢t-90 to 16.Nov-g0 __s,_.,_,I::::,IL_L._ i_.,o, mc
..........

' B0'REHOLE DIAMETER': TOP OF FLANGE ELEVATION; 4935.52 tt
14 42 in.: 0.30 fl .......
11 7/6m,: 30-517 11 LAND SURFACE ELEVATION: 4933,87 11

.......... , .................

WELL COMPLETION N =-- _ E _ LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION
......... ,UJ, I l:_ "J .........

Well cap
__'_-]_ 4933 -- 0

.....

Concrete pad .....1_"-----..-_ ;_/ "_\ i_ _L..:..:."]:" :' Sand. course
Locking protective/ F'_/ ;_t 28 (Bottom 4913 -- 20

r

Steel casing _ _ '_L: ofcasing) i V i Basalt, gray '

/ f/, 30 (Bottom > L
14 It2 in. " / /t of 14.5 in. 4893 -- 40

diameter borehole _ _ borehole) /. i Sancl, lightbtowmsh red. Somefine basalt layers below 50.5 ft

12iniD__ ; 4873--6o
/ / ... 1' '. 8asaii, hardcarbon steel / /

surface casing _ / 4853 --- 80 /"
/ /

4833 -- 100 V
• >/.

/, ,¢
// // 4813 -- 120 f V/
_, ,/

Cement groutS7. ;'i 4793 -- 140 .7 :......i No descnption Geoiogic tog
suggests possi01ecinder zone

//! 4773 --160 encountered (poor c,rcu,ailon,.

// t Natural gamma log also indicates.... a change

Oiarneter borehoJe /I /'i

4733 L-- 200 "1
/i ,/"

I/ _,/

/ _ 4713 -- 220 .:.'_: Sand, r_.f,ne-graineO
Passivated, 4 in. _ / "/ _" Basalt, tracture¢lat 245 It, fractured

nominal pipe size _! _. 4693 l 240 V on cruderzone at257- 265 tt, 285 ft

stainless steel weil//= / > /.
casing, sc, 10s Y, _'

wp.3o4 _.__i_i 4673-26o ,v_ ,_- 4653 -- 280 1 /.,:

/ 4613 - 320 _-
'//I L/, 1 V iCinder zone. w'lln reD, medium to

li, I /" _ .....i, _,,_ 4593 -- 340 ='-"_"_~"fine sand-sized grains

/I /"., I /...; Basalt4573 -- .,60

_.i _. 4553- 380 _ ;,ter,,edo;o,nderzon.?

Bentonite pellets, \ ,/ / 4533 -- 400 t V
hydrated \ /,, /

0-_ _gta_ls intedayeredwID't{X3ut_. angular'I
silica san0 _ "_ _..;_'_ 4513 -- 420

vescu_arha.sat cmOers,recl.s_ne0

PassivateO _ / II i 4493 i--440 _"
8as=t

stainlesssteei \_._/ iS/
wire-wrapped well "_ I/. , 4_8 i- V

i

screen. 4 in. ID, ---.--,4645 =_,.J" " 463 4473 -- 450 > /.-
0.020 slot size-_= -....=:.._ 470 ? V

_ YJ_'1 _,. '"

_.:" 4453--480 "1Bottom cap

_......_.. :.'......'-- 490 I /..." NO recovery from490 tO 5! 7 ft. Old

..
Grade 6-9

silica sand _ - _ 4433 -- S00 o0serve some 10asaltw,m sili.s=ze

v- br,gnt red cinder? mater,elGraae 8-10

silica sand .._-- 4413 -- 520
Backfill/caving

_IE. Wa!er level NOTE: Centralizers placed at 163.334, and 469 ff N92 0203



Generalized Lithology Caliper Gamma-Gamma Natural Gamma
--0

o .'"'::::...,'"iSana L -
/_ >' Basalt "_.1

,:':_ -.-_;: Sand >

> i" ,,t Basalt
v

100 /" -- 100
"1 "1'

>
/.. >

,,t

No description

-i

v _ Basalt -- 200
200 -1 ..

""" "":'- Sand• ,...°.

/.. >
"1 Basalt

v
v _-

>L- 4 ._

t v_. --300
300 `1 `1

1 >
/... >

J'-' Cinders _

v _ Basalt

'_ _:_¢ Cinder/Interbed ,,__

1 v /.- Basalt / - 400400 "1 -1 -_

_ Cinders, silt --

_" ,v Basalt Scale change/ -
v _- jI water level -

>/"_ ._ _ -_.1 v/.. 500
500 = -1 .,

520 L -- 520
I _ I , I , I , 1 _--

Geophysical logging October 1990 4 8 12 16 20 Density increases Radiation increases

(inches)

. Well CFA LF2-12 2-oog_
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END-OF-WELL-REPORT

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. ProjectName: HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
LandFills

B. Well Name/Number: LF2-12A
C. Well Location: INEL, CentralFacilitiesArea LandfillII

Northing"683203.14ft Easting"294037.19ft
Land SurfaceElevation:4933.7 ft (NRTS datum)
Survey Date" December 1990,MK-Ferguson

D. Plans:

I) TechnicalWork Plan for the HydrogeologicCharacterizationof
CFA LandfillsII and III, EGG-WM-9119,July 6, 1990.

2) Health and Safety Plan for OperationsPerformedfor the
EnvironmentalRestorationProgram,Well Installationand Groundwater
Sampling at CFA LandfillsII and III, EGG-WM-9105,May 1990.

E. Logbooks used:

1) Field Team Leader's Daily Logbook, ERP-26-90
2) Well Drilling, Installation, and Development Logbook, ERP-146-90

II, DRILLING ANDCOMPLETIONOBSERVATIONS

A. Drilling Company: PC Exploration
Drillers: Gregg Hickman,Bill Pavlock/ Mack Stillwell,Paul Harmon
On-SiteGeologist: John Ruth, ShannonAnsley,DeborahMcElroy
ProjectManager"ShannonAnsley
Rig type: Reichdrill-700
Bit type: Triconebit for surficialsediments,air hammerbit for

basalt

B. Summary of DrillingActivities:
, ', ,,,,, ,, ,, ,,

F

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,, , , , , ,,, ,,,, ,, , ,,, ,,, ,, ,, ,,

11-July-90 Decon equipment,take equipmentblank. ..

12-July-90 Used mud rotaryto drill through Hi-yieldbentonite
surficialsedimentswith 14.5-inch and water
diameterdrill bit. Hit basalt at 25 to

. . 26 ft bls.. TD for day.was 26.5 ft............

13-July-90 Drilledto 30.9 ft bls. Surfacecasing 2 yd3 Type I and
(12-inch)pushed to 29.9 ft bls, I ft II PortlandCement
short of total depth. Could not push with bentonite;33
any further. Pressuregroutedannulus, ft of 12-inchID

carbon steel

surfacecasin9



i

DPTE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,, ,., ,,,., , , , ,., .,..

18-July-90 Planned to use 5.5-inch bit to drill
through basalt to first interbed, where
samples will be collected. A larger ii
7/8-inch bit is used after sample
collection is completed. Drilled to 48
ft with 5.5-inch bit and reached first
interbed.

,,, ,, ,, ,, , , ,,,,m ., ,.,,, ,

19-July-g0 Collected shelby tube sample from 48 to
50.3 ft bls.

., , , ,, . , ,,, ,. ,,. , .,, ,.., J

20-July-90 Reamedshelby tube hole to 50 ft bls,
with 11 7/8-inch bit. Collected a
shelby tube sample from 50.3 to 52.6 ft
bls, 54.0 to 55.8 ft bls, 55.3 to 57.6
ft bls, 57.1 to 59.4 ft bls. Hit solid
basalt at 59.6 ft bls, and drilled to 70
ft bls.

, , , ,, , ,,, ,. ,, ,, ,, ,

23-July-gO Began reaming borehole with 11 7/8-inch
hammerbit. Stopped reaming at 19.1 ft
bls because surface casing had slipped
down about 0.5 ft. Surface casing is no
longer sealed. Crew welded an extra i
ft of surface casing on to the existing
surfacecasin9. ..................

..24-July-90 Reamed to 69 ft.bls. . . . .

25-July-90 Took a deviationmeasurementat
approximately94 ft bls, which was 2
degrees from vertical. Drilledto 114.5

........ ft bls. Usin_ some water spray in hole. . ....

26-July-90 Dril..ledto 171.7 ft bls.. .......

27-July-90 Drilledto 200 ft bls. Took deviation
measurementat 180 ft bls, which was 5

.. . degrees from vertical. .

30-July-90 Repeateddeviationmeasurements;0.5
degreesfrom verticalat 100 ft bls, 0
degreesfrom verticalat 200 ft bls.
Survey instrumentwas set in hammer and
appearedto work better. Drilledto 226
ft bls.

31-July-g0 Took a deviationmeasurementat 295 ft
bls, which was I degree from vertical.
Drilledto 375 ft bls. Drill string
became stuck in borehole;can rotate bit
but cannotpull up. ......

2



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, ,, , , ,,, ,,, ,, ,

01-Aug-90 Working to pull drill string. Finally
to we were able to pull out the drill pipe
04-Sept-go and collar but the drill bit unscrewed

and remained in the borehole. USGSran
TV log and observed a water level at
317 ft bls, but this was attributed to
drilling fluid and dissipated the
following day. Drillers tried fishing
for the drill bit, but attempts were
unsuccessful. Decision was made to
abandon the borehole.

,,, ,, ,, . ,, ,,

C. Summaryof Construction/Abandonment Procedures:

On 13-Dec-1990,the bottom of the boreholewas taggedat 357 ft bls.
The borehole was then backfilledwith cementto 60 ft bls, using !8.5
yd_ of cement. On 14-Dec-19go,the surfacecasingwas cut to 6 inches
bls and the boreholewas groutedto 5 ft bls using 16 yd3 of cement.
The boreholewas later backfilledwith cement to the surface,and a
cement pad was poured over the top of the well casing. A brass marker
was placed in the grout for identificationand surveyuse.

The logbooksdid not documentthe entire abandonmentprocedurefor this
borehole. The informationnot documentedin the logbookwas verbally
communicatedby ShannonAnsley (ProjectManagerduring the drilling)on
SeptemberI, 1990.

NOTE: The boreholenumberLF2-12was used in the logbooks,to record
the drilling of the borehole. The number was changedto LF2-12Abefore
the December 1990 locationsurvey,in order to designatethe boreholeas
abandoned(A).

Ill. GEOLOGICALOBSERVATIONS

A. Geologicallog, stratigraphiccolumn,and well
construction/abandonmentdiagramare attached.

B. Samples collected.Core samplesare stored in the INELCore l.ibrary.

Sample Depth Comment
48 - 50.3 ft I ft of recovery (48-49ft bls)
50.3 - 52.6 ft
54.0 - 55.8 ft 2.3 ft of undisturbedsample. Top 0.5 ft

is fill, 54-55.8ft is undisturbed
sediment.

55.3 - 57.6 ft 0.8 ft of fill on top, 1.5 ft undisturbed
core

57.1 - 59.4 ft 0.6 ft of fill on top, 1.7 ft undisturbed
core



Rinsate sample (Equipment Blank)"

#61071190-01 TCCPmetals
#61071190-02A VOA
#61071190-02B VOA
#61071190-03 VOA-tri p blank



II

GEOI'0GIST: Jonn Rum, Shannon"Ansley, LOG OF MONITORII'IG WEL'L. 'LF2.12A "DEPTH OF WATER: N,'A
Deborah McEIroy ......................
............ LOCATION: INEL Central Facmhes Area DATE MEASURED: H/A

DRILLING CONTRACTOR: N 683203.14 1t E 294037 19 It '
PUMP TYPE: N/APC Ex01oratlon

DEPTH ---OF'HOLE:_375 ft . PUMP' INTAKE DEPTH N/A
TOTAL

METHOD;DRILLING
'TOTAL- DEPTH OF WE'LL':N/A (AbandoneD) .......Mud rotary.surfloal sediments .......

Air rotary wl downhole hammer.basalt DATE DRILLED: 11.Jul-90 to 4-Seo{-90 ........

GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING DATE INSTALLED':NIA '" - _,,_,__'_G .,,,no.m=.
TV..Iogglng, USGS INEL.... ToP OF CASING ELEVAT'ION:

BOREHOLE DIAMETER: (Casing Lsgrouted below land surface)
14 T/2in.: 0-30.9 ft
11 h8 in,: 30.9 • 375 ft LAND SURFACE ELEVATION: 4933.7 tt

.............. 1 _'J_ I _ _l I ''t'5 ' ' --

WELL COMPLETION _ ,,., LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION
t'_ ...... _....................

i ' z . ] - 4944 [--" 0 ' - ' "Concrete pad / \' / / \ " 9. Gravel, sand

/ , ,,1 _- ." .

\/ ,/\ i £ .......- _ Basalt, fractured at 29 ,.

\_ /\i 4904--4o -Iv
14 _/=tn, _f \ '/\; _/ .........

diameter borehole ;,- / _/\i __ •
h hnPk__ - ..'..'." Sand, dark _rown,sh._l__., very

¢: 'oo'o0o.12 in, IO / ' - 30 9 4884 -- 60 .........=__ . V" Basalt, black, dense; vuggy
carbon steel

!/

_, - v basalt at 74

/

surfacecasing / > z
/ 4864 -- 80
/

'/ i f v/,/ !- ._

_!// 4844l-'°°_ _,
//,/ ,-

11 7_ain. _/ . > Basalt, black, scoriaceous

'_'/ .....

diameter borenole _, ,/ 4804 -- 140 "7 V Basalt, b'lack, vuggy):'."." Sand.?. bro.,,wnish,flne-grained

/.. dense and vesicular zones.

V

1 >
4764 -- 180 z _basaltwith sediment

,ua.s,=.ltdense
Cement grout 4744 _ 200 ""-'_'k,_L_, sandy

"1 Basalt, black, fine-grained;

_, //, 4724 --- 220 L" fracturedat221"225tt'260ff'
t" 275 if, 280 ft, 300 it, 324 ft, and' 330 it. Partial to complete loss

I_ ',/I - >V z of returns to surface.

4704 -- 240 1 V

- "1

4684 260 '1

!- T"
i q

4644 -- 300 _ "1

. 4 /...I

4624 -- 320 v"
V

- >

4604 _ 340 ./ V
-1

- 357 -1

_.=m....L:-_ 4584 -- 360 /..

Caving/backfill __ I _"
Drill bit _ 4564 _ 380

N92 0200

.... ,, , , ,, ,,

II I I II
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END-OF-WELL-REPORT

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. ProjectName: HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
Landfills

B. Well Name/Number= LF3-08
C. Well Location= INEL, CentralFacilitiesArea Landfill Ill

Northing"683111.08ft Easting"291537.83ft
Land SurfaceElevation"4941.43ft (brassmarker)

NRTS datum
Survey Date: December 1990,MK-Ferguson

D. Plans:

I) HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA LandfillsII and III,
Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory,TechnicalWork Plan,
submittedto EG&G Idaho,Inc. by ScienceApplicationsInternational
Corporation,April 15, 1988.

2) HydrogeologicCharacterizationfor CFA LandfillsII and III, Idaho
National EngineeringLaboratory,TechnicalWork Plan, EGG-ER-8670,
August 1989.

3) Statementof Work for GroundwaterMonitoringWell Constructionat
the CFA LandfillsII and III, EG&G Idaho, Inc.

4) Synopsis of Work, HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
LandfillsII and III, 31 January1989 letterreport,John Jaacks,
ScienceApplicationsInternationalCorporation.

5) HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy at CFA LandfillsII and III,
Health and Safety Plan, EGG-ER-8445,February 1989.

E. Logbooks used:

I) ScienceApplicationsInternationalCorporationLogbooks,submitted
to EG&G Idaho, Inc., 08/May/B8to 15/Aug/88.

2) Field Team Leader'sDaily Logbook,ERP LogbookCFA-O03.
3) Field Team Leader'sDaily Logbook,ERP LogbookCFA-O01.

II. DRILLINGAND COMPLETIONOBSERVATIONS

A. Drilling Company: DenningWell Drilling
Drillers= Jody Denning
On-Site Geologist= John Jaacks
ProjectManager" Larry Hull
Rig type: 650 Chicago Pneumatic
Bit type= Unknown

B. Summaryof DrillingActivities=
....,,,_ ,,' ,,, z i ,, _ ,, ,',',' " ': ' ' " _

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED_=
i , , ,,, |,, ,,, """' ' ' " ' '

08-May-88 Surfacecasingwas driven to refusal, 17
ft bls. ,,,



I

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,,, ,, .... , , , , , , ,.,., _ ,,, .... . ,,.,.

09-May-88 The logbooks do not directly state the
type of drilling that was used, but
occasional references to a compressor,
water truck, and foam in the cuttings
suggest the drilling method was air
rotary and that water and/or foam were
added as needed to lubricate the bit or
lift cuttings to the surface. We
drilled to 57 ft bls and then attempted
to core to 70 ft bls. Coring of samples
was unsuccessful, so the collection
method was changed to split spoon
sampling. Only two samples were
recovered from the 57 to 70 ft interval.

lO-May-88 Cement grouted the sedimentary interval. I yd3 expanding
_, Top o,f..,,.,gro,.,,ut was,,,a,t40,ft,,,bls. cement.....

11-May-88 Drilledthroughthe grout to 70 ft bls.
Drilledinto basaltto 166 ft bls.

, , ,, , , ,'' ,' '," , " " '' I "'"

12-MaY,T88....Drilledfrom 166 to 220 ft bls.

13-May-88 Drilledfrom 220 to 306 ft bls.,,,,,, , , ,,,, ,,

16-May-88 .... Drilled from 306 to 386 ft bls..

17-May-88 . Drilled from 386 to 459 ft bls.

23-May-88 Drilled to a total depth of 526 ft bls.
Water was encountered at 486 ft bls.

, m _ , ,, ,,. ,,, , ,. | , ,,, , , ,

25-May-88 USGSarrived onsite to perform borehole
logging. Performed TV, natural gamma,
and caliper logs. .........,. ,,, ,,.,

19-Sept-88 USGSperformed neutron and gamma-gamma
logs of the borehole.

., , ,,_. _ ,",.... .,,,



C. Summaryof Well ConstructionProcedures:

Ill.............. DATE ............ACTIVITy...... MATERIALSUSED

11-July-88 Installedwell screenand well casing to 10 ft of 6-inch ID
510 ft bls, with 1.5 ft of casing above stainlesssteel
ground level. Casingand screen well screen,40 ft
descriptionsare a 'bestguess' of what of 6 inch nominal
was placed in LF3-08. Casing and screen pipe size
sizes were not recordedin the logbooks, stainlesssteel
Casing and screendescriptionswere well casing,
found in well constructionplans (see 464 ft of 6 inch
Section I-D) and constructiondiagrams nominalpipe size
(filledout after actualconstruction carbon steelwell
was finished), casing

Installed6 inch ID Type 304 stainless
steel well screen,wire-wrapped(O.02-
inch slot size) with an endplug,below
the water table. The well screen was
joined to 6 inch nominalpipe size,Type
304 stainlesssteelwell casing. The
stainlesssteelwell casingwas joined
to 6 inch carbon steelwell casingwith
a dielectriccouplingat 460 ft bls.
Three centralizerswere installed,
depthsare not known. Construction
plans called for flush-threadedwell
screen,well casing,and a
flush-threadedendplug. .,,, ,,,,, ,

18-July-88 Groutedthe boreholefrom total depth to 13 yd3 expanding
to 512 ft bls. Installeda filter pack cement, I/4 yd3

19-July-88 consistingof I/4 inch pea gravel. A pea gravel,4
bentoniteseal was installedabove the bucketsof
filterpack and the remainingannular bentonite
space was filledwith expandingcement
to the surface. A tremiepipe was used
to installthe filterpack and bentonite
and cement seals.

L ,,, , ,,, , , • , , " ""'

15-Aug-88 Installedsurfacecementpad. Surface
completionincludeda lockingaluminum
well cover, cement pad, and impingement
posts. ........

17-Nov-89 Hydrostarpiston pump was lowered into
the well, with the pump intakeplaced at
503 ft bls. _,., ,,. , --

,, : , ,, ',,'; , ,,,,



D. Summaryof Well DevelopmentProcedures:

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,,,,, ,,,,

12-Sept-89 Placed Grundfospump, Type 25S, downhole
for well development. Pumpedground
water at 4.1 gpm for 6 minutes.

13-Sept-89 Decided not to use jetting tools for
well development because pressures would
be too great for existent casing to
withstand and to avoid pushing filter
pack into the formation. Decided to
pump well in cycles and use the pumping
recovery as well development.

The well was pumpedand left to recover
for 15 cycles; pumping for 2-3 minutes

, at 5 to 9.8 gpm and allowing recovery
for 3 to 12 minutes. Hydrolab
measurements were collected for selected
parameters (temperature, specific
conductance, pH, percent dissolved
oxygen) during the last four cycles.

A restriction was then placed in the
flow line for continuous flow at low
rates, so the Hydrolab readings could be
taken without shutting down between
readings. The well was pumped for 28
minutes at about 5.1 gpm. The parameter
readings stabilized but the water was
still turbid.

About 320 gallons of water was then
pumped at 4.4 to 5.1 gpm, to try and
clear the water of silt. The water
remained slightly discolored, so the
pipe restriction was removed from the
flow line and the well was again
developed to clear the turbid water.
Five pump and recovery cycles were
performed, pumping 194 additional
gallons of water. The water began to
clear up, so the restriction was again
placed inline and the well pumped for 33
minutes, purging 170 gallons of water.

14-Sept-89 Pulled Grundfos pump. The bottom of the
pump had sludge on it, silty with some
sand. This suggests that the lower 5 ft
of well may have filled in with silt... , ,..,

i



Ill. GEOLOGICALOBSERVATIONS

A. Geologicallog, geophysicallogs, stratigraphiccolumn, and well
constructiondiagram are attached.

B. Samplescollected. Two sampleswere collected,the locationand
ultimateuse of the sampleswere not recorded.



GEOLOGIST: LOG OF MON'iTORING WELL: LF3"08 CEPTH OF WATER: 486 f1
John Jaacks ....... ' ....

LOCATION: INEL Central Fatdities Area ! DATE MEASURED: 1988
DRILLING CONTRACTOR: N 683111.08 f1E 291537.83 tt "

Denning Well Drilling PUMP TYPE: Hyclrostar piston bum!:

DRILLING METHOD: TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE: 528 " ..... PUMP INTAKE DEPT_.: 1503
Air rotary TOTAL DEPTH OF WELL: 510 ft

GEOPHYSICAL_'LOGGING; ....... DATE DRILLED: 09-May-88 to 23-May-88 ....

USGS INEL .... ...... DATE INSTALLED: 11-July-88 to t5-Aug-BB rl_._._, E_'CG Id=.o,,n=.
BOREHOLE DIAMETER: ToP OF FLANGE ELEVATIONi 4942.95 tt

12 in. rain: 0-17 ft -
12 in,: 17-526 tt LAND SURFACE ELEVATION: 4941,43 11

WELL COMPLETION I _1,,!':t J "_...... LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION.

Locking well cap
4941 _ 0

Concrete pad /_ _ p: Surfic,al secliments: silt ana c;"ayey" =.___.rave_L.:_ / "-=- 17
_/I /; 4921 -- 20 Basalt. gray; vo,O from 17-26 11,

_/IJ (,,I /_ - v , fra=ureafrom_6.39.12 in. nominal pipe r , /

size carbon steel _. _,: 4901 _ 40 /... ,
surface casing y //: _ V

/ ,,/
_" SanO,silty, darl<yellowish-brown,1,_ 4881 8o

/_i !// - > Basalt, Oark gray; fractured
4861 _ 80 /... 79.81 if, 106-115fl, 137-138,

_.. 4841 --- 100 # '1 110-146ft139"140:,eddisll brown from

_. /: 4801 -- 140 >

/,/_ " "'_'_ S'ilU¢layinterlayereO wilh 0asail4781 _ 160

! 4761 -- 180 q
12 In diameter

•borehole _ / " ":.'.-'.
/. 4741 200

_, _.. -1 BaSalt,dark gray to readist_I=rown" fractures at 235-240, 285,

X _i 4721 -- 220 > 310-340 fl
- "I/, '/, 47Ol- 240

_, /, 4681 -- 260 /"

_....,,,. /! 4861!-280 -I
Cement grout u

/, _ 4841.-3°° _-1
/, /'
X: ,/ 4621 -- 320 V

i i i 48Ol-34o vL
J Basalt with clay fracture fill/ /

6in, nominal pipe _. _ / 4581 _ 360 > BasaJt
size cartoon steel _ /,,/ /.

well casing _- _/ /_; " /"
7. //! 4561 -'- 360 `1

!;'; 4541- 400 ,.
_ ,

4521 _ 420 -1

Dietetric coupling _ "/ I"/i >
_. K.I: 4501 _ 440

=. ,,q

6 in. nominal pipe _
size, stainless steel _ 7' '//-- 460 4481 _ 460 V

wall casing _ _. _

/4 in pea gravel 497 5 _- 494 L' , _ ., -1

^" I "e I wire *""-"_':_ -""- 500 4441 -- 500_taln ess s[ • - _ .. "-',"
' _="- '" 510 >

wrapped well screen, t_ _ = 512

6 in. ID, 0.02BottomSlOtsiZecap//_-"_'/'"_"_" " - 4421 -- 520 -,/" `1

Cement grout __ 4401 _ 540

Water level N92 0224



GeneralizedLithoiogy Gamma-Gamma NaturalGamma Neutron

0 .-. .... 1 Surficial sediments -_ -- O
"" ° ?l _Jh

> -'1 I Basall t

1 v /'1
v _-I

•"_.."_ Silly sand
1 v > ]Basalt

L. ,, t --
100 > /.. 11 -- lo0

i
> -I I

1 v "1
v y-I
> " ' Silt/clay interlayered

1 v "1 with basalt
v _1
41 Vq

200 =-
/.. I' Basalt -- 200

¢= > "1
= 1 v
I/J
•o V _
t- ,1 v

' ,1 V >,

_o /.. `1 \
.o 300
,- > /.. d ) _ 300
_. v ), -

J
o I v t.-

_- _ Basalt with clay
I v fracture fill

`1 v >

/-- .1 _ Basalt

400 > /... d _ 400v
> .'1

"1 v z

v v
• -1 v

"Iv> _ -

500 > /.. -1 -- 500
v

_> "1
530 -- 530

Geophysical logging September 1988 Density increases Radiation increases Moisture increases

Well CFA LF3-8 2-o,2,
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END-OF-WELL-REPORT

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. ProjectName: HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
Landfills

B. Well Name/Number: LF3-O9
C. Well Location: INEL, CentralFacilitiesArea LandFill Ill

Northing:682822.69ft Easting:291512.30ft
Land SurfaceElevation:4942.33 ft (brassmarker)

NRTS datum
SurveyDate: December 1990, MK-Ferguson

D. Plans:

I) TechnicalWork Plan for the HydrogeologicCharacterizationof
CFA LandfillsII and III, EGG-WM-9119,July 6, 1990.

2) Health and Safety Plan for OperationsPerformedfor the
EnvironmentalRestorationProgram,Well Installationand Groundwater
Sampling at CFA LandfillsII and III, EGG-WM-9105,May 1990.

E. Logbooksused:

_I Field Team Leader'sDaily Logbook,ERP-347-90Well Drilling,Installation,and DevelopmentLogbook,ERP-353-90

II. DRILLING AND COMPLETIONOBSERVATIONS

A. Drilling Company: PC Exploration
Drillers: Mack Stillwell,Paul Harmon
On-SiteGeologist: KennethManchester,Brian Higgs
ProjectManager:ShannonAnsley
Rig type: Reichdrill-700
Bit type: Triconebit for surficialsediments,air hammerbit for

basalt

....B. Sumlary of DrillinqActivities: ....

DATE . ACTIVITY ...... MATERIALSUSED

18-0ct-90 Drilled17.5 ft with mud rotary and a Grout mix" 70
14.5-inchtriconebit throughsurficial gallonswater, 10
sedimentsand into basalt. Pushed in bags Portland
and groutedthe 12-inchID surface Cement,20 pounds
casing. Could not push to total depth; bentonite,Zo
pushed to 14.48 ft bls (approximately pounds calcium
4.5 ft into the basalt) . chloride .L '" i "' "

19-0ct-90 Drilledwith 5.5-inchair hammer bit to
62 ft bls. Hit a soft zone at 51 to 62
ft bls, but did not collectshelby tube
samplesbecauseof poor drilling
conditions. Circulationwas poor to
nonexistentand there appearedto be a
rubble zone.



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED,, , ,,, ,,, ,,,,

22-0ct-90 Reamedborehole with II 7/8-inch hammer 2.5 yd3 cement
bit to 62 ft bls, then drilled to 64 ft grout with
bls. The borehole was then grouted to 5 bentonite, sand,
ft bls to stabilize the hole. cement, and

calcium chloride
added

, ,, , ,,, , ,,, ,,,,,,

23-0ct-90 Drilled out grout with 5.5-inch hammer 2 yd3 grout with
bit and continued drilling to 67 ft bls. sand, bentonite,
Stopped drilling to collect shelby tube and calcium
interbed samples, however, hole had chloride added
filled in 2.6 ft. Cleaned out hole and
drilled to 68 ft bls. Borehole filled
in 4.0 ft while waiting to get sampling
tube down the borehole. A decision was
made to terminate collection of an
interbed sample, because of the poor
drilling conditions. Reamedout
borehole with 11 7/8-inch bit, and then
drilled to 76 ft bls. The borehole was
grouted and approximately 6 ft of
backfill was in the bottom of the
borehole prior to _routin_.

24-0ct-90 Tagged grout at 31 ft bls. Drilled out 3 yd3 cement grout
grout with ii 7/8-inch bit. Drilled with sand,
through basalt to 125 ft bls. Grouted bentonite, and

- the borehole, calcium chloride
added

25-0ct-90 Top of grout encountered at 95 ft bls. 5 yd3 cement grout
Drilled to 136 ft bls and took a with sand,
deviation measurement (0.25 degrees from bentonite, and
the vertical). Had trouble keeping the calcium chloride
borehole clean after drilling through added
the grout. Continued drilling to 165 ft
bls. Grouted the borehole.

, ,, ,, ,

26-Oct-go Tagged top of grout at 50 ft bls. 2.5 yd3 cement
Drilled through grout (bottom of grout with bentonite,
at approximately 59 ft bls) and found sand, and calcium
approximately 6 ft of fill beneath the chloride added
grout. Drilled to 196 ft bls. Grouted
the borehole.

, ,= ,,,,,

29-0ct-90 Drilled through grout and into basalt. 3 yd3 cement with
Total depth for the day was 243 ft bls. bentonite, sand,
Grouted the borehole, and calcium

chloride added



,,,. ,,. , , . _ ...... , ..............

DATE....... ACTIVITY ..... MATERIALSUSED

30-0ct-90 Tagged top of cement at 196 ft bls. 3 yd3 cementwith
Drilled throughcement and basalt to 276 bentonite,sand,
ft bls. Groutedthe borehole, and calcium

chloride added
,,. ,, , ,,,. , ,, , ., ,,,,,. , , ,.. ....... , ,, ,,,, ,,,,,

31-0ct-90 Tagged top of cementat 206 ft bls. 3 yd3 cement with
Drilled throughcementgrout. Drilled bentonite,sand,
to 321 ft bls. Groutedthe borehole, and calcium

chloride added
, ,.. ,, ,,., , .,, , , ,,,,,, , ,,,,.,,,,,,, , ....

01-Nov-90 Tagged top of cementat approximately 5 yd3 cementwith
246 ft bls. Drilledto 395.5 ft bls. bentonite,sand,
Took a deviationshot at 300 ft (1.5 and calcium
degreesfrom vertical). Groutedthe chlorideadded
borehole.

, ,,, ,. , , ,,, , , ,. , ,,. ,

02-Nov-90 Top of cement grout is at about 284 ft 2.5 yd3 cement
bls. Drilled to 437 ft bls. Grouted with bentonite,
the borehole, sand, and calcium

chloride added
.,,,., , ,, , , ,, , ,,., ,,, ,,,. , , , , ,

05-Nov-90 Top of cement grout is at 367 ft bls.
Drilledto 470 ft bls, total for the
day. Took a deviationshot at 400 ft,
which showed the boreholewas 2 degrees
from vertical. Bottomof grout was at
429 ft bls, and 8 ft of fill material
w..asbelow the 9rout.

06-Nov-90 Drilledto 517 ft bls. Water level
measuredat 484.5 ft bls. Total depth
for borehole is 517 ft bls.

,,, , , , ,, , , , ,,, ,. ,,,.,, , , , ,.. , ,

07-Nov-90 USGS bega.nloggingborehole. ......

C. Summary of Well ConstructionProcedures:
, , ,,, , , ,, . , . ,

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, , ,,,,,, ,,,,, ,. ,, , .,, .

07-Nov-90 Began installingwell screen and well 20 ft of well
casing in the borehole. Installed screen,480 ft of
4-inch ID, passivated,stainlesssteel well casing,
well screen,wire-wrapped(O.020-inch endplug,3
slot size) and flush threadedwith an centralizers
endplug threadedto the bottomof the
screen. Installed4-inch nominalpipe
size (4.5-inchOD), passivated,
stainlesssteel well casing, schedule
IOS, Type 304, flushthreaded,down the
borehole. Installedthree stainless
steel centralizers. .........
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C. Summaryof Well Development Procedures:
, , L,,,_ , ,, , , ,

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,,, , ..,,, , , ,, , , , ,,,,,

12-Dec-90 . Ins talled surge block. ...................

13-Dec-90 Surged well with surge block for 40
minutes. Lowered a submersible pump
into the well and pumped about 300
gallons of water out of the well, until
water was clear and measured parameters
stabilized.

, J ,, ,,. ,,, , | , , ,,, , ,, , ,.., , ,, ,, _ -

III. GEOLOGICALOBSERVATIONS

A. Geological log, geophysical logs, stratigraphic column, and well
constructiondiagramare attached.

B. Samplescollected. No sampleswere collected.



_='&.G'0,sT LOGOF',ION,TOR,_G',','ELL.LF3.9 DEPTHOFWATER,_8S_t'
Kenneth Mancneslot/Bnan H,ggs , ..................

................. LOCAT;QN INEL CenIfal Factories Area DA..TEMEASURED: 13.Nov.90........ - _

DRILLING CONTRACTOR: N 682822.69 ft E 291512.30 ft PUMP TYPE. HyoroslarrP_stcnPumDPC Exl31oratJon .............. -- ......

!DRILLING METHOD '......TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE, 511.....It ,PUMP INTAKE DEPTH 493 It

Mud fotary-sud,c,al seoiments TO+AL DEPTH OF WELL: 500 ft
Air rotary wl downnole hammer.basalt ..........

' _.,_"EGcG
i GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING. , DATE........DRILLED:, 18.0ct.90...... lo 07.Nov,90 _

USGS INEL DATE INSTALLED: 07.Nov.90 tO 10.Jan.g0 ICJh=.inc.

BOREHOLE DIAMETER TOP 0_:FLANGE ELEVATION: 4944 11 tt
14 1,2in,; 0.175 It ...................
11 7/Sin.: 175 • 517 ft LAND SURFACE ELEVATION: 4942.33 ff

........ WELLCOMPLETION I _ l =_l .........'_u ' _= _ __ LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

we,cap _-T-I ...... 4942I o ........

Concrete pad _-""=_-""_ _4,__ :_ 14.48 '-- .:::: Sand, gravel, el!! ......

i_ ease,:Ca,k,wi,,o,v,nec_stals:B in, ID LOcking /' 17.5 4922 ]_ 20 t" rubble? zone m bottom portion
protective steel casing " V/

,4',,in. _// t/ 4,02__40 > /..
diameter borehole /_ /

_ / - i v ......
121n. ID "/ / 4882 _ 60 "."". Sand, rusty.recl, finatomeOlum

carbon steel _// / :"J,' grained with same gravel and sdt

surface casing /_.I _ - '; ......../, 4862 _ 80 /... Basalt, black, fine.graineD; w_tn

_. _ oliwne crystals
i// v" . ..

/, 4642- loo v Be;..,. lac.,fra:tura<,
I. / _ > &

//i_ ,.........
., ;I 4822 -- 120 I Vl Basalt, gray,sn.lolack,fine-grameo;

- d reo and black a( 154 ft"i 48o2 ,4o/. /

Cement grout _ L/'. / '1 _ rusry.re_ very fine.graineD,/ - _ " wtthslit ana fine cjravel.....

__ _I 4782--160 v' Baialt, blac,,fine.gra,n,d
Passivated, 4 in. _ / i// - V

/ J 4762 -- 180 > /..i
nominal pipe size, / /_/

stainless steelwell ; _ - I V!

.

casing, scn 10s ,_ 4742 _ 200 =, Cinoerzone, sand.stze0, reOtype 304 i _ . -
-f

/_" / 4722 -- 220 /.,. Basalt

/: 4702 _ 240 V
/ _ > z

4882-260
'/i /" - "I

/:
_/ 4662 _ 280 '1

iS, _ ,.
'/i/ 4642 _ 300 V"

. V

; /,_' 4622 ----320 _, _ re0 grading to light brown__

,_ _'/ 4602 [--- 340 d Basalt

¢ 45 2 aso
/
/'i /" >

/ / 4542 "- 400 1 V
/_',, I L "1

Bentomte pellets, "' -. .......
_/, 4522 F'.-- 420 0. L CinDerzone. brightreD,fine matenalhydrated

Grade 10-20 1_ "/_/ _ " Basalt, possible clnOer zone at
4502 "-" 440 V" 450.452 ft; highly fracture(:l,-.. V at469 It

silica sand 7,',/_ // 4482 _'- 460 > L

Pass,vated, stalniess _. _- 474.7 F" 1 V

steeiw,re-wrapped -_, _ 481.5 4462 F--480 dwell screen, 4 in, I0,

0,020 slot size _ _" "f

Bottom cad !.. :..- 500 4442 500 L..

Grade 6-9 silica sand 4422 L.... 520
Grade 8.12 silica sand

Water level NOTE: 3 centralizers were tnstalled, bul 0epths are not known N92 0201



Generalized Lithology Caliper Gamma-Gamma Natural Gamma

0 -- --,'_'-- Sand, gravel, silt -- 0

_ .

- 1 > Basalt _ -
_ /_ >, _ -
_ -7
_ . Sand

_ > /" 4 , Basalt _ ---

100 _ _ -- 100
_" 1 >
- _ >.

-1

'v" _--"sand
Basalt _ -

_ >¢'/t

- _v.
200 -- :='_O oO< Cinders _-_

__ _-> ..- _ _ zoo
_ /.. >, Basalt

- _ v
_ v _-

- >_1

300 _ _ v/.."/ "1 ' -- 300
- I >
_ lnterbed

- _ "_ , Basalt

-- V _- Inlerbed

- > z- ,_ Basalt

- 1 VL.
400 -" . -I ./, 400

- :_.0 : Cinders

' -1 Basalt
/

- v _- Scale change/ _-_
- > /'-/t water level

I v L"500 _- . "I .I' 500

520 "_ _" _ 520
I . I , I . I , I

Geophysical logging November 1990 4 8 12 16 20 Density increases Radiation increases

(inches)

Well CFA LF3-9 2-oo_



END-OF-WELLREPORT
CENTRALFACILITIES LANDFILLAREA

WELLLF3-10





DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED, ,, , , ............ , ,, ,,,,, ,,,

10-Sept-g0 Deconned ii 7/8-inch hammer bit and
collar.

i ,,,,i iii i i,,,,, i i, i , i i i , ,,,,,,

ll-Sept-90 Deconned pipe, set up for drilling
through the first interbed with air
hammer (5.5-inch bit). Drilled from 33
to 61 ft bls. Collected 0.8 ft of
interbed soil sample with shelby tube
from 60.2 to 61.0 ft bls.

i iii i,,, ,, i , i ii ii,,, , i,,, i,i

12-Sept-90 Cleaned hole to 61.2 ft bls. Collected 2 yd3 cement with
shelby tube samples from 61.2 to 65.15 sand and bentonite
ft bls, recovered 1.6 ft of core.
Borehole was sloughing, therefore,
drilled/reamed to 65.15 ft bls with
II 7/8-inch bit and grouted hole with
cement.

i i iii , i , ,,,, ii i ,,, i

13-Sept-g0 Drilled out cement and collected shelby
tube sample from 65.5 to 67.25 ft bls
with 1.25 ft of fill on top; 67.65 to
69.0 ft bls with 2.65 ft of fill on top.
Again, the borehole was caving in and
further attempts to collect samples were
unsuccessful. Reamedto 70 ft bls with
the 11 7/8-inch bit. .........

14-Sept-90 Drilled with II 7/8-inch bit through the 2 yd3 cement with
remainder of interbed and into the sand and bentonite
basalt to 83 ft bls. Grouted borehole
to 62 ft bls to prevent further

........ sloughing. ......

17-Sept-go Drilledout cement from 62 to 83 ft bls 3.5 yd3 cement
and continueddrillingto 220 ft bls. with sand,
Performeddeviationmeasurementsat 100 bentonite,and 2%
and 200 ft bls. Groutedborehole, calciumchloride

,, ,,,

18-Sept-90 Drilledout cementgrout from 116 ft bls 5 yd3 cementwith
to 200 ft bls. The interbedwas open sand, bentonite,
(notgrouted) from 83 and 116 ft bls. and calcium
Therefore, it was groutedto prevent chloride
sloughing. .......

19-Sept-90 Drilledout cementgrout from 60.0 to 5 yd3 cementwith
220 ft bls and continueddrillingto 330 sand, bentonite,
ft bls. Took deviationmeasurementat and calcium
300 ft bls (0.25 degreesfrom vertical), chloride
Groutedborehole. ,,,

2



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, , , ,, , , , , , , .......

20-Sept-90 Drilled out cement from 205 to 320 ft 5 yd3 cement with
bls and continued drilling to 380 ft sand, bentonite,
bls, where drill began to lose and calcium
circulation. Grouted hole. chloride

i, i , , ,, L , , ,,,,

21-Sept-90 Drilled out cement from 290 to 375 ft 5.5 yd3 cement
bls, then drilled to 437 ft bls and with sand,
grouted the borehole, bentonite, calcium

chloride, and
.............. minor gravel .

24-Sept-g0 Drilledout cementgrout from 297 to 437
ft bls. Took deviationmeasurementat
400 ft bls (0.25to 0.50 degrees from
verticall. .............

25-Sept-90 Drilled from 437 to 510 ft bls. Water
level measuredat 485.8 ft bls.
Performedgeophysicallogging" natural
gamma, gamma-gamma,caliper, and TV
logs. ...........

26-Sept-90 Depth of hole is 496.5 ft bls, filled in
13.5 ft. Drilledfrom 510 to a total
depth of 530 ft bls.

, ,, , , , ' ,,

C. Summaryof Well ConstructionProcedures:
I

I DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALS•

27-Sept-90 Tremie pipe was deconned. Tagged bottom 500 ft of well
of hole at 522 ft bls. Installed4-inch casing; 20 ft of
ID, passivated,stainlesssteel well well screen;
screen,wire-wrapped(O.020-inchslot endplug,3
size) and flush threadedwith an endplug centralizers
threadedto the bottomof the screen.
Installed4-inch nominalpipe size
(4.26-inchID), passivated,stainless
steel well casing,scheduleIOS, type
304, flush threaded,down the borehole
with 2 ft of stick-up. Installedthree
stainlesssteel centralizers.

28-Sept-90 Measured the water level at 48F;ft bls, 314 gallonsof 6-9
Installedfilter pack consistingof 6-9 grade sand, 5
grade sand and toppedwith 1.5 ft of 10- gallons 10-20
20 grade sand, using a tremie pipe. grade sand, 25
Installedbentonitepellet seal above gallons bentonite
the filter pack using a tremie pipe. pellets, 445
Water was added to the hole during the gallonswater
sand and bentoniteplacement.

3



02-0ct-90 Groutedthe well annulususing a tremie 6 sacks cement,
pipe. 11 pounds

bentonite,5.5
sacks sand

, ,,,,,, ,,, ,,., i,, .- ,,,

09-0ct-90 Continuedgroutingthe well annulus.,,, __ . ,. ,.n. ,,-

I0-0ct-90 Continuedgroutingthe well annulus. 6 yd3 cement with
bentoniteand sand
added

, . ., , ,,. ,m, , ,

11-0ct-90 Continuedgroutingthe well annulus. 3 yd3 cementwith
bentoniteand sand
added

, .,,,i ,,.,., .,.,.,, ,,. "" "'

23-0ct-90 Completedgroutingannuluswith cement 6 feet of 6-inch
from 5 ft bls to land surface. ID protective
Installed6-inch ID carbon steel casing,cement
protectivecasing. Concrete pad and with sand and

.... impingementpo.stsinstalled, bentoniteadded

01-Nov-90 InstalledHydrostarpiston pump. Pump
intakeset at 493.75bls. Installed
lockingprotectivebox over pump head at
surface.

,,,, ,,

D. Summaryof WelI Development Procedures:
| ". ,. ,,,, , " , ., ..... ,

DATE ACTIVITY
, . ,,, , . .. ,

31-0ct-90 Surged well in 5-ft intervalsusing a surge block, for total
of 80 minutes. Water level (I hour later)measured at 486 ft
bls. Lowereda submersiblepump into the well and began
evacuatingwater. Measuredthe specificconductance,
temperature,pH, and dissolvedoxygen of the development

..........water. Purged about 300 gallonsof water. ....



Ill. GEOLOGICALOBSERVATIONS

A. Geologicallog, geophysicallogs, stratigraphiccolumn,and well
constructiondiagramare attached.

B. Samplescollected. Samplesare stored in the INEL Core Library.

Sample Depth Comments

60.2-61.0ft 0.8 ft of core
62.3-63.15ft
64.4-65.15ft
65.5-67.25ft 1.75 ft of undisturbedcore with 1.25 ft of fill

on top
67.65-69.0ft 1.35 ft of undisturbedcore with 2.65 ft of fill

on top



GEOLOGIST: LOG OF MONITORING WELL; LF3.10 DEPTH O;"WATER': 486 tl
Dave Burgess ....... "

LOCATION NEL Centra Factlites Area DATE MEASURED: 28-sel_t.90

DRILLING CONTRACTOR: N 683528.93 tl E 290875,41 tl PUMP TYPE: Hydrostar tmstonoum¢C Exploration ....... .......

TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE: 530 ft PUMP INTAKE DEPTH: 493.75
Mud rolary-surf,c;aJ sed,ments TOTAL DEPTH OF wELL: 501 f_ "'
Air rotary w/downnole hammer-basalt ......... _ ..... _ .....

__ DATE DRILLED: S-Sept.90 to 26-Sept.90
GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING: --_ I'I

USGS INEL DATE INSTALLED: 27.Sept-90 to 23-Oct-90 _. _ J_'_' td,,,=,me.

__ TOP OFFLANGE ELEVATION: 4946.04 ft
14 1/2in.: 0-33 f_ .........

11 7/8in.: 33-522 fl LAND SURFACE ELEVATION: 4943.87 fl

WELL COMPLETION I I I_' E _" F- LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

...

Well cap

.... 4944 -- 0 ;,.':i Alluvium-silt, sand

Concrete pad _': .-.:,, - .-.?
6-inch ID, \ 4924 -- 20\, .'.i..

Locking protective \ - # _ Basalt, dense, dark gray; vemcular

steel casing - - 33 4904 -- 40 /... , basalt noted at 45 ft

14 I/2 in. - V _gray cinders at top,
diameter I:)orehole 4884 -- 60 _ ¢l_angingto rhodiumto finegra=n_l

_ "-,,"-', san0 w=tt_25% clay

12 in, nominal pipe " Basalt, black to gray
size car0on steel 4864 -- 80 _/...

-1 _ reD.meoum to fine..gra=neo,
surface casing - _ 20%ctay .....

4844 -- 100 V Basalt

" , ;".". Sand, blacmsn cjrey, fine.grinned

4824 -- 120 V Basalt. black
L

'1

4804 140 >
Cement grout "-"

_.. ' , ,

4784 160 _.i!": Sand, reddish brown, fine.grained

= !_.!....w,,,o.3_c,ay,some,nteroeOOed.... basalt
4764 180 _: .:..11 ?/ein. "" I -"° , ,

diameter boretloie V Basalt, black to gray4744 _ 200 L,
"1

>

j 4724 _ 220 /..Passivated, 4-inch - "1

nominaJ pipe size, 4704 _ 240 __ dart(browmsn-rea, fine to[..., • medium _rmned, ,wth.20 to 30% clay.
stainless steel well

casing, sctl 10s, 4684 _ 260 z... Basalt, black
type 304 - V L

4664 _ 280 "1
- >

4644 _ 300 /"

- ' "- Sand, ligtlt readlsrt b'rown,

4624 _ 320 .v. fine-graJneO,silty, well.sorted

i - /.... Basalt, black

4604 340 V
/..

- "1'

4584 360 >

r- z.
4564 "- 380 "1

..- sa_.¢_.w=ow_,r,-_rd,r_.s_,.
• "" welt-sorted

4544 _ 400 /..
_ Basalt; fracture zone noted

V 409-412: posssblecinder zones
Bentonite pellets, .. 4524 -- 420 L noted at 486-487, 490-495,

hydrated _ _ "1 504-513; broken basalt from

4504 _ 440 > 518-522
Grade 10-20 Z..- .1

silica sand • 466,1 4484 _ 460
- 471.5 -

Passivated, stainless "_ 473,0- /..

steel wire-wrapped _ - 481.0 4464 _ 480well screen, 4 in. ID, _ v /

0.020 slot size - 501.0 4444 _ 500 "1

Bottom cap _ " >
4424 _ 520 L,.

_ "1 _ _
Grade 6-9 _
silica sand 4404 540

I Water level NOTE: Centralizers placed at 15495, 315,3, and 480.64 ff Ibs N92 0202



Generalized Lithology Caliper Gamma-Gamma Natural Gamma

OF-- ....; . 0._.'_ Sand, silt 1 ---

- _"-_-'" L....d v " Basalt

= In

"'"" : : ""'" Sand

"" ;: ":"_ Basalt ._

100- _ SandBasalt -- 100
- : ;;"-'- Sand

> i Basalt " -_
I v ¢

200 v> z- -1 Basalt 2"-_2OO
8 - >'1

_ "iv' ?
_ ::":".--_'"Sand

C

== - . 4 v Basalt _1
-- - "1 V >

a)

" 300 -- >j::: • -1 -- 300
_. - _ ""::';. Sand
m - > -1a

- I v L Basalt _ ,.
_ V _"

- .'1V >

- :"" """" : Sand
400 -- "'": : :" ""

- v" /" _ Basalt --400
- > "1

- "1 v L --
_ V _-
- 1 "1 V
- "1 v >

" _ -I' - _'- _ -
500 _ > _ Scale change/

_._ v /" < water level -- 500530 > ,1 ,
530

I J I _ I , j = i _

Geophysical logging September 1990 4 8 12 16 20 Oensily increases Radiation increases

(inches)

Well CFA LF3-10 2-0094



END-OF-WELLREPORT
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END-OF-WELL-REPORT

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. ProjectName: HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
Landfills

B. Well Name/Number: LF3-11
C. Well Location: INEL,CentralFacilitiesArea LandfillIll

Northing"686243.56ft Easting"292682.55ft
Land SurfaceElevation" 4935.44 (brassmarker)

NRTS datum
Survey Date. December 1990, MK-Ferguson

D. Plans.

I) TechnicalWork Plan for the HydrogeologicCharacterizationof CFA
LandfillsII and III, EGG-WM-9119,July 6, 1990.

2) Health and Safety Plan for OperationsPerformedfor the
EnvironmentalRestorationProgram,Well Installationand Groundwater
Sampling At CFA LandfillsII and III, EGG-WM-9105,May 1990.

Eo Logbooksused:

I) Field Team Leader'sDaily Logbook,ERP-27-90
2) Field Team Leader'sDaily Logbook,ERP-347-90
3) Field Team Leader'sDaily Logbook,ERP-29-90
4) Well Drilling,Installation,and DevelopmentLogbook,ERP-30-90

II. DRILLINGAND COMPLETIONOBSERVATIONS

A. Drilling Company: PC Exploration
Drillers: Scott McNinch,Wade Schott
On-Site Geologist: Kenny Manchester
Project Manager"ShannonAnsley
Rig type: Reichdrill-700
Bit type: Tricone bit for surficialsediments,air-hammer,button

bit for basalt

B. Summary of DrillingActivities:..........._

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, ,,, ,,, _ ,,,, ,, , •, ,,

!l-Sept-g0 Deconneddrill rig.'................

12-Sept-90 Began mud rotary drillingin the
surficialsedimentswith a 14 3/4-inch
triconebit. Hit basaltat 21.5 ft bls,
drilled to 29.5 ft bls...........



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,,,, ,, ,,

13-Sept-90 Set surface casing at 29.5 ft bls and 30 ft of 12-inch
grouted with a cement mix containing 2% ID carbon steel
bentonite, surface casing, 14

sacks cement, 140
gallons water, 2/3

...... ba_ of bentonite

14-Sept-90 Tagged cement at about 15 ft bls.
Drilled with a 5.5-inch button bit and a
downhole air hammer. A switch was made
to a 11 7/8-inch hammer bit after sample
collection in the first interbed.
Drilled to 36 ft bls, where bit
collared; may have encountered the
interbed at 35 ft bls. Circulation was

lost, so pulled out of the borehole. ....

17-Sept-go Drilled to 45 ft bls, no interbed
encountered from 37 to 45 ft bls.
Reamedborehole with 11 7/8-inch hammer
bit to 38 ft bls.

,,, , ,,,, ,,,,,,,, ,

18-Sept-90 Grouted borehole up to 20 ft bls. 165 gallons cement
mix (15 sacks
cement, 30 pounds
calcium chloride)

, ,,,, ,, • ,, ,,,

19-Sept-90 Drilled out grout from 20 ft to 38 ft 1.5 yd3 cement
bls. Drilled borehole to 58 ft bls.
Grouted the borehole. ,,,,......

20-Sept-g0 Tagged grout at 35 ft bls. Drilled out 4 yd3 cement with
grout and continued drilling to 138 ft bentonite, sand,
bls. Grouted the borehole, and calcium

chloride added
,,,, , , , , ,,,, ,,,

21-Sept-gO Tagged cement grout at about 30 ft bls.
Drilled out the grout to 125 ft bls.
The borehole contained backfill from 125
to 138 ft bls. Took a deviation
measurement at 100 ft bls (0.5 degrees
from vertical). Drilled new hole from
138 to 199.5 ft bls.

,,, , ,,, ,,

24-Sept-90 Drilled to 238.3 ft bls and grouted in 5 yd3 cement with
the borehole, sand and bentonite

added



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, ,,,. _ , ,, , , , ,, ,,, , ,,, . , ., , , , ,,

25-Sept-90 Tagged cement at about 108 ft bls. 5 yd3 cement with
Drilled out cement to 236 ft bls (2 ft bentonite and sand
of backfill below cement). Drilled to added
238 and took a deviation measurement at
200 ft (I degree from vertical).
Drilled to 338 ft bls. Grouted the
borehole.

,,, ,, ,, ,, . m,. , , ,, _ _.., , ,, ,, ,, , , ,,,, ,,,,, . ,,., ,,,

26-Sept-go Drilled out cement to 338 and continued 2 yd3 cement with
to drill to 340 ft bls. Took a bentonite and sand
deviation shot (0.5 degrees from
vertical) at 300 ft bls. Drilled to 385
ft bls and grouted the borehole. ...................

27-Sept-go Tagged cement at 325 ft, drilled to
about 350 ft, but cement appeared wet.
Tripped out drill string to let cement

......... _rout.set up: .........................

28-Sept-90 Drilled to 397 ft bls. , ,.. ,,,,, ,.. ,, ,, ,,,. i ,,, ,.. . ,.,.

29-Sept-go Groutedthe borehole. Cement mixed with
calcium chloride,
bentonite,and
sand

, ,. , , ,. , , , ,., ,,, ,, ,, ,, , ,,

01oOct-90 Lowereddrill stringto 185 ft bls, but 5 yd_ cementwith
still did not encountercement grout, bentoniteand sand
It is suspectedthe grout filled a added
fracturevoid. Decidedto pull out of
hole and regrout,becauseof lost

....... circulationand...poorIIrouting.

02-0ct-90 Drilledout grout. Continueddrilling 2 yd3 cementwith
into basalt to 431 ft bls. Took a sand, bentonite,
deviationshot at 400 ft bls (I degree and calcium
from vertical). Pouredgrout in chloride added
borehole.

.,, ,,.., , ,,,, , ,, , ,.,.. L ,,, ,, , ,

03-0ct-90 Tagged grout at 394 ft bls and drilled
out to 431 ft bls. Drilled new hole to

. . 532 ft,.totaldepth for th..isborehole.

04-0ct-90 Depth to water was 477 ft bls. USGS
loggedborehole,taking video, gamma-
gamma, naturalgamma, and caliper logs.
Logs were zeroed at the top of the 12-
inch surfacecasing (0.75 ft above land
surface). .,,,,,,, .. ,, ,,,





DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
- ...... i , ,, , , ,, ,,, L

16-0ct-90 Completed grouting well annulus to 6 ft of 6-in ID
to surface. Installed 6-inch ID carbon protective casing,

24-0ct-90 steel protective casing. Concrete pad unknown amount of
.... and.impingementpostswere installed, cement

05-Nov-g0 Installeda Hydrostarpiston pump. Pump
intakewas set at 485.06 ft bls. Water
level was 477.7 ft bls.

" "' '' ,, ,, i ,, ,.! , , , ,i, ,,,, - _ - ,

D. Summaryof Well DevelopmentProcedures:, i , ,,. i ,, _ .,.,,_ . , , , , ,. ,_,, ,,, : , ._,,,,i_ ,I,I",,,'i' ' f'',,,,,. "'"J ,'I ,,,,, i ' ' ,,

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
..,, , _ . . ,i , i ,. ,,, ,,,. . i - - , .,.,, ,

02-Nov-gO Surged well for a total of 55 minutes
using a surge block. Lowereda
submersiblepump into the well and began
evacuatingwater. Purgedabout
300 gallons until water was clear and
parameters(i.e.,temperature,pH,
conductivity,dissolvedoxygen)
stabilized.

, , , ,.. ,,,,,.., , ., ,,,, _
i_il--- _ i I i II: I iiI llllii iii iI_ ii 1 I il ] : i., I In L liOl I II

III. GEOLOGICALOBSERVATIONS

A. Geologicallog, geophysicallogs, stratigraphiccolumn,and well
constructiondiagram are attached.

B. Samplescollected. No sampleswere collected.

Note: Boreholenumber LF3-11Awas used in logbookERP-27-goto record the
drilling of this borehole,which was the secondattemptto drill borehole LF3-
11. The boreholenumber was changedto LF3-11and is referredto as LF3-11in
logbooks ERP-347-gOand ERP-2g-go.



GE'OLOGIST: LOG OF MONITORING WELL: LF3.11 DEPTH OF WATER: 477 7 ft
Kenneth Manchester .................. --" "

LOCATION: INEL Cenlral Famhhes Area I DATE MEASUREO: 05.Nov.90

DRILLING CONTRACTOR: N 686243.56 ff E 292682.5_r ft PUMP TYPE; Hydrostar Piston PumoPC Exolorat=on ............. ,............

DRILLING METHOD: TOTAL DEPTH, OF I-IDLE:"532 ft PUMP INTAKE DEPTH: 485 06 t_.................... , i .....................

Mud rotary.surficlal sediments TOTAL"DEPTH OF WELL: 492.2 fl
Air rotary w! downt_ole nammer.loasalt ......

GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING, DATE DRILLED 11.Sept.90 to 04.Ocl-90 n,_USGS !NE L....... DATE IN'STALLED: 04.Oci90 to 05.Nov.;0 E_cG kl-ho, in¢.

BOREHOLE DIAMETER: TOP OF FLANGE ELEVATION: 4937 75 II
14 I/2 It1.: 0.29.5 ff ---
11 #f8in,: 29,5.532 ft LAND SURFACE ELEVATION: 4935.44 ti

....................Io1 I.....WELL COMPLETION _ E _ LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION
...I

Q ...... , ............

Well cap -- - _ 4935 _ 0 ....._,_ Sandand gravel

protective steel ca.smg , .- V portion

14 314in, .//_'/'_ 4895 _ 40 ._T Sand, ve_ fine Io fine, rush' tea,
diameter borehole /j - i' '-_ som_ silt

,_ Basalt, gray
_. i/. 4875 -- 80 "1

12 in. ID _., - "/
carOonsteel _. _i 4855 -- 80 /...

surface casing /., /
/

I ; 4835 m 100 V
/ - >l

; / 4815 --120 L1 v
//

7/ / "1 ,,

Cement grout J/ / 4795 -- 140 ":':,i', Sand, silt;'t'andclnderzonasi'/ / -- ' '.',' interbedded wi_ basalt

/_ 4775-18o ,..':.'.'
/ / ::7

-
_1 _/" 4755 _ 180 ":"'"'J/-ntertmd, red colored, w,ttl gray

1_'_a,n, : /J "7"v ..........diameter borehole - , and red basalt clasts
/. 4735 _ 200 Basalt

/, 4715 _ 220 '1 /...

. /
/ _ 4695 -- 240 _ In-/"_terbed,reO sediment

// / i_ ' _ Basalt, fracture zone at 265"

; 4875-28o >...,v=oo,.,o. ; -
nominal pipe size, _, / 4655 _ 280 "1

stainless steel well / - ,1

casing, sch 10s ,_. ;_. 4635 _ 300 /."

_,pe3o4 S_ /. - _"
/ _ 4615- 3=0 v
//i /i - >,/

_i / 4595 m 340 _ _ orange, fine.grained, visible/ - ..."',, t_asalt_ta!ns
/ 4575 -- 360 Basalt, reddish gray

_/_ 4555 i-- 380 I_, Cinder zone- o._.

Bentonite pellets, _ _ 4535 -- 400 ;-> _"l 8,,asalt

hydrated _ // - _'..'.'." Sand, with Silt and clay, rush/red
Grade 10.20 i _/, 4515 _ 420 _ " Basalt ......

silica sand _' //, - "1

_/ ;. 4495 -- 440 "1 /..

' _Passlvated, stainless _., __ 458.2 4475 _ 460 _'
steel wire-wrapped , - .. 4645 _ q

well screen, 4 in. ID, _: 472,2 4455 _ 480 > L
0,020 slot size ',.','----'.',' - I V

Bottom cap -'-'---"-""-_="_--" ' - 492,2
:;.i.:...i.'!: 4435_- 5oo "1
... _.., ,- ,1

Grade 6-9 silica sand i""_'"Pr'"" ".'.:','I 4415 -- 520 /"

4395 540

Water level NOTE: Centrahzers placed at 91,296•6, and 472,7 I1bls. N92 0213



Generalized Lithology Caliper Gamma-Gamma Natural Gamma
0--

_ "-: .'-':-_" Sand and gravel _t -- 0

- .1 > __ , ; Basalt

- I v _" Basalt

_. ,>l-^
- 11 VL.

100 -- L- I . -- 100

- ./ >

_ V -1

_ v= :" _ Sand and cinders -_
_ • o _." _ interbedded with basalt_ _._,

r_ t-_- _

- Interbed

200 -- /.. -1 _ Basalt -- 200

_- 11 z>:
_ v d Interbed• _ _

1 v _- Basalt
- 4 >/--,I

- -1 v/_ _-
300 _ /.. -1 . -- 300

-1 /.>.
_ v .-I
- :."'_ -.'-_.: Sand
- I v _ Basalt =, --

] _ >_-_ ,_ -_ _ "'.._,, Cinders

400- _" Basalt _

- -.-"-: :- -'- :' Sand -- 400

- "4 " Basalt

_ v -I _ _-

- _ v _ water level

500 -- .,iv L
_ L. "q . -- 500
- "I >

540 -- -- 540
I , I , ! , ! , I , I _...., =..._

r

Geophysical logging October 1990 4 8 12 16 20 24 Density increases Radiation increases

(inches)

Well CFA LF3-11 _-oogs



END-OF-WELLREPORT
CENTRALFACILITIESLANDFILLAREA

WELL LF3-11A



!

END-OF-WELL-REPORT

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. ProjectName: HydrogeologicCharacterizationStudy for CFA
Landfills

B. Well Name/Number: LF3-11A
C. Well Location: INEL,CentralFacilitiesArea Landfill Ill

Northing"686412.70ft Easting"292601.45ft
Land SurfaceElevation-4936.0 ft (NRTS datum)
Survey Date" December 1990, MK-Ferguson

D. Plans:

1) TechnicalWork Plan for the HydrogeologicCharacterizationof CFA
LandfillsII and III, EGG-WM-9119,July 6, 1990.

2) Health and Safety Plan for OperationsPerformedfor the
EnvironmentalRestorationProgram,Well Installationand Groundwater
Sampling at CFA LandfillsII and III, EGG-WM-9105,May 1990.

E. Logbooks used:

1) Field Team Leader's Daily Logbook, ERP-27-90
2) Field Team Leader's Daily Logbook, ERP-347-90
3) Well Drilling, Installation, and Development Logbook, CFA-3

II. DRILLINGAND COMPLETIONOBSERVATIONS

A. Drilling Company: PC Exploration
Drillers: Mack Stillwell,Paul Harmon, Scott McNinch, Wade Schott
On-SiteGeologist: David Burgess
ProjectManager:ShannonAnsley
Rig type: Reichdrill-700
Bit type: Tricone bit for surficialsediments,air hammer bit for

basalt.

B. Summaryof Drillin_Activities:
, , , ' , ''"7

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, i i , ,, i , , , , , ,,

....06-AugT90 Drill rig and pipe deconned. .............

07-Aug-90 Casing deconned.'.....

10-Aug-90 Deconnedmud pump, bit, and hose.
Drilledapproximately5 ft bls with
15-inchtriconebit, using mud rotary
method.

I



,, ,,,, , _,, :

DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, ,, , , , ,, ,,, ,

13-Aug-90 Drilled through surficial sediments and 37 ft of
into basalt. Drilled to 35 ft bls and 12 I/4-inch ID
basalt was encountered at approximately carbon steel
28 ft bls. Surface casing was pushed to surface casing; 20
32.8 ft bls and grouted, sacks of cement

with 2% bentonite,
140 gallons of
water

, ,, , ,,, ,,, ,, , ,, ,

15-Aug-gO Drilledwith 5.5-inchhammerbit to
approximately100 ft bls. Sample
collectionwas attemptedat 6g ft bls,
but either the interbedwas nonexistent

.or verY thin at that depth. .......

16-Aug-gO Reamedwith 11 7/8-inchhammerbit to
65 ft bls.

, ,, ,, ,..,

17-Au_-go.....ContinuedreamincIborehole. . ........

20-Aug-90 Took a deviationmeasurementat 100 ft,
which was 1 I/4 degreefrom vertical.
Drilled to 117 ft bls. Cable clamps
broke/slippedand bit, causinghammer

. . and 3 drill pipes to falldown hole. . ..

21-Aug-gO Worked to fish drill stringout of hole.
,,, ,, , ,,, ,, , .. ,.4 "'

22-Aug-gO Fisheddrill stringout of hole with an
overshotassembly. Drilledto 133 ft
bls.

, ,J , ..,,, , ,, , ,,,.,,, ,,,, ,

23-AuQ-g0 Drilled to 157 ft..bls. .............

24-Au_I-go Drilledto 215 f.tbls. ..........

25-Aug-g0 Grouted the borehole. Unknown amount of
cement

,,,., .,,, , i, ,.. ,

27-Aug-gO Tagged top of cement at 78 ft bls.
Drilledout 40 ft of cementand then
decidedcementwas too wet to continue

drilling. ........

28-Aug-g0 Drilled out cementto 215 ft bls. 2 yd3 cement
Continueddrilling in basalt,to 220 ft
bls. Took a deviationshot (5 degrees
from vertical). There may have been a
problemwith the deviationtool.
Groutedthe borehole. ....



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
, , ,,, ,,, , ,,,, , , ,, ,

29-Aug-90 Tagged top of cement at 202 ft bls.
Drilled to 300 ft bls and took deviation
shot at 300 ft bls, (0.75 degrees from

..... vert!cal I. Drilled to 339 f t bls. .........

30-Aug-90 Drilled to 379 ft bls. Grouted the 3 yd_ cement
borehole.

31-Aug-90 Tagged grout at 310 ft bls. Drilled out
grout to 320 ft bls, but it seemed wet
sowork was stgpped. ........

04-Sept-90 Drilled through the grout to 370 ft bls.
Took a deviation measurement at 385 ft
bls (0.5 degrees from vertical) and then
drilled to 497 ft bls. Pulled the
dr!.llstrin9 up I00 ft from the bottom. .....

05-Sept-90 In the morning drillers were unable to
to pull the drillstring up. Rigged up a

tremie pipe to blow air around the bit
07-Sept-90 to try and free the drill string. Lost

one section of tremie down the borehole.
,, , , ,,,, , ,

lO-Sept-go Were able to retrieve the drill pipe,
but the collar and hammerremained in
the borehole. USGSran a camera down
the borehole, and found the borehole was
brid_led.at315 .ftbls.. ....

11-Sept-90 Decidedto abandonthe borehole. The
borehole was renamedLF3-11A

IA:aband°.ned}• . .................

14-Dec-g0 Began tripping in the tremie pipe to 100 gallons
grout up the borehole. Tagged collar bentonitehydrated
and hammer at 337 ft bls. Poured with 70 gallonsof
bentonitedown the borehole,using the water

.. trem!e pipe (to 318 ft b!s). . ..

17-Dec-90 Poured cementgrout to about 268 ft bls, 2 yd_ cementwith
using tremie pipe. bentoniteand sand

added
, , i , , , , , ,, , , , ,,,, ,,,i

18-Dec-gO Pouredcement grout to about 100 ft bls, 8 yd3 cement with
using tremie pipe. Anothercement grout bentoniteand sand
lift was poured,but depth and amount is added
not known.



DATE ACTIVITY MATERIALSUSED
,, , ,,, , ,

unknown Borehole abandonment completed. Surface Cement with
casing was cut 6 inches bls, and a bentonite and sand
square cement pad was installed with a added
brass survey marker over the borehole
grou.t.. .....

C. Summaryof Well Construction Procedures:
Boreho]e was abandoned.

D. Summaryof Well Development Procedures:
Borehole was abandoned.

III. GEOLOGICALOBSERVATIONS

A. Geological log is attached.

B. Samples collected. No samples were collected.

NOTE: The borehole number LF3-11 was recorded in the logbooks during the
drilling of the borehole. The number was changed to LF3-11A before the
December 1990 location survey, in order to designate the borehole as
abandoned(A).



GE6[OGIST: LOG OF MONITORING WELL: LF3-11 A [J, ND suRFAcE ELEVATION
David Burgess -- 4936.0 ft

DRILLING CONTRACTOR: LOCATION: INEL Central Facdities AreaN 686412.70 tt E 292601,45 ft DEPTH TO WATER: not recorced

PC ExDioratlon _ ........ DATE MEASURED: N/A'
DRILLING METHOD: .... TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE; 497 ft

Mud rotary-surficial sediments TOTAL DEPTH OF WELL: N/A (Abandoned) PUMP TYPE: N/A

Air rotary w/downnole hammer.basalt DATE DRILLED: 06.Aug.90 to 18-Dec-90 PUMP INTAKE DEPTH: N/A
GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING. .....

None DATE INSTALLED: N/A.......

BOREHOLE DIAMETER: TOP OF CASING ELEVATION: rl E,_ P ,¢l.ho,|.©.
15 in.: 0-35 ft (Casing is grouted below lan(:l surface) _'"_'
11 _'/8in.: 35-497 ft

...... 1=:ll
Concrete pad _ _" ,/.,/\' _ ,, - c 4936 -- 0 -. ".,../" Sand, fine to medium grained

I '/, / -- "'.'"
;Xi // //\ .,.

=f"X I ////X 4916 -- 20 :.".'

/. jr.//_ \' //_,//\ 32.8 - " " Basalt black

15 in. / / /_//_/_'= 35 4896 -- 40 >' Sand ..

12,,.J.,o I- _::..Sandmeoiumto ne-gralo
car0on steel

_/Y/ 4856 '-- 80 I Basalt, gray

surface casing /,/_/, '_ /"

! 4836 -- 100 V _B_,salt, ves,cula.r ......
i S/S_'_ - > Basa,t, I_,ack, hard

JS"_/_. 4816 --120 1V_silry, reddi=i,.Iorownm,xea

// V" "_Sand, reO-brown, medium to fine-

................,._ _/_.///.' 4776 -- 160 V _withsomecluattzcrystals,,,,,,o >,..=,o,.o.°.,o
diameter borehole _/'_,,_ 4756 -- 180

; _ Z 1 V C/_y/silt interDed. . . ,

' Basalt, gray-black win some red
_/_//_//// 4736 -- 200 1 staining, Black sandy zones at
_///., _ /... 207 ft and 214-217 ft.

4716 r-'- 220 v-

• i _ Silty, ligrl!Drown
_" z acsalCblaCk

/,.':,,,'"-'-i 4676- 28o---/'Sand arkDrown,coa,,.i " '.......

_,_/:;! - "I Basalt,Olack,vesicularwit.rea

_/_/ 4656 --- 280 /... staining

Bentortitepellets,__hydrate(:l 4636 - V _z°ne'brigntredtOlight

-- 300 _ J brown, medium to fine grained

- "_ _ Basalt

318 46t6 -- 320 ,_ v

_- 4596 -- 340 '1
337

Drill collar _ - _ clay, Drowmsrl green,
_; _ fine-grainedand hammer _1 4576 -- 360 • ' --

v El_.salt, black, medium

4556 -- 380 > ,_
.,....,.--.._
i
-----.-- 1 Vi
===ml 4536 -- 400
I. "

i_.-.-:-..._ - _ veryfine grzuneOw_tnclay
: ." • ._ and silt, un(:onsol_dated

4516 -- 420 .... '
V Basalt, fracturesat 465'

i- V

4496 I-- 440 >
• ,.,

- I V

.----.L 4476 460 "1,------...,,..

.-:---._ /...
4456 -- 480

=====:=: - V"

-"-'- 4436 500 -

N92 0214
,,,, ,,



END-OF-WELLREPORT
WELLUSGS85



Well Name: USGS 085 (l/C)

Composite confidence level: C

Coordinates

TRS: T3N-R29E-36bcbl (l/C)

Northing: 685921.96
Easting: 291433.91 (16/C)
Latitude: 433246.14

Longitude: i125711.91 (16/C)

Elevation Information

Elevation (ft.): 4940 (l/C)
Datum: Mean sea level (94/E)

Well Category

Well type: Observation (l/C)
Well status: Active (124/E)
Well installation type: Single (l/C)

Drilling Information

Driller's name: Hopkins (l/C)
Year: 1962 (l/C)
Drilling method: Cable tooled (l/C)
Work-over year: NF (115/)

Depth

Bore hole total depth BLS (ft.): 637 (l/C)
Well total depth BLS (ft.): 637 (l/C)

Water Information

Initial water level BLS (ft.): 481.83 (l/C)

Date: 10/25/62 (l/C)

Water quality sampling frequency: Semi-annual (124/E)

Pump Information

Pump type: Submersible (124/E)
Depth BLS (ft.): 522 (124/E)
Discharge rate (gpm): 22 (124/E)

Water level access type: Line (124/E)

Available Information

Construction diagram: Y Gamma gamma log: N Caliper log: Y

Lithologic log: Y Driller's log: Y Neutron log: N
Natural gamma log: Y Geologist's log: N Electric log: N

T.V. camera/photo log: N Site schedule: Y Field book: N
Fluid conductivity log: N

Page |



Well: USGS 085 (continued)

Construction Information

Borehole Dimensions:

Top/Bottom BLS (ft.) (l/C) Diameter (in.) (l/C)

0/6 !2
68/522 i0

522/637 6

Surface/Protective Casing:
Top/ (l/C)

Type (l/C) Material(l/C) Bottom BLS (ft.) Diameter (in.) (I/C)

NE NE NE/NE NE

Well Casing:

Top/Bottom BLS (ft.) (I/C) Diameter (in.) (I/C) Material(l/C)

-2.3/522 6.0 Steel

Cement/Fill:

Top/Bottom BLS (ft.) (l/C) Type (l/C)

NF/NF NF

Completion Zone:
Diameter

Type (l/C) Top/Bottom BLS (ft.) (I/C) (in.) (I/C)

Open hole 522/637 6.0

Material (114/) Slot Size (114/) Filter Pack Type (114/)

NA NA NA

Concrete Pad: NE (124/E)

Locking Cap: Yes (124/E)

Comments(ll5)

Page 2



SCALE
(FEET) CONSTRUCTION GENERALIZED CALIPER DENSITY GAMMA

0 DIAGRAM LITH ,t e 12 162o 24 2B 32 I0 20 50 60 70 80 90 I0 20 30 40 50 60 ?0 80 90 0

50 50

I00 I00

150 150

20O ;tOO

45(, 450

f_50 _50

600 600

650 4 8 12 16 20 _'4 28 :]2 I0 20 1_040 50 60 70 80 90 I0 20 50 40 50 60 70 80 9Q 650

r_ ftOLE DIAMETER-INCHES COUNTS/SECOND x IO_ COUNTS/SECOND

WELL NO. 85-LOGS
fq
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Borehole Logs (SAIC) at CFA Landfills II and III
With Sample Collection Depths and Soil Descriptions





..................... ...........i ........ FIELD BOREHOLE LOG _ IIIB,, ,,ORE _'_116 E NUIMBE I IILF2-1L R0oI II I I I I III1 [ I I III

PROJECT NUMBER ...... 2-817--07-667-00 FIELD BOOK NO.

PROJECT NAME EG&G/INEL Lan,dfills - CFA TOTAL DEPTH 27.13 ft.
LOCATION CFA Landfill Ii

DRILLING COMPANY Denning.. Well Drilling, Inc. SHEET 1 OF 2

R ' _ T Y _ E _ NUMBER ..........

GROUNDWATER TABLE I,,.

DRILLING METHOD 10" Hollow Stem AqRe;" ' ' r-WD=WhileDrilling AB'=Arter Boring i
WEATHER Cold, snowin_

FIELD PARTY Jody and Dan Denning -Depth(ftl .... '

GEOLOGIST John Jaacks, III and Brett Freier Time ...iii Date
DATE BEGUN ,., 12/16/87 DATE COMPLETED 12/16/87

i ii i

!

c 7 : (3 = .-_¢
: --_ c ¢

I I I II I I IIIII II I IIII IIII IIII [111 I i I

Description, Time;

._i-_, -- .....[_L"I0 Fine sand w/silt, 7.5 YR 7/6 (reddish yellow), non-plastic, 0932
Tz_)2/T/x I poorly sorted

d
-- -- _r'-////'vf6( . ,

_ - "_ ___.__ _v, "

3 "-" c4_'v_F'/'_i
--"..;'----_-+M.,

I z i - _/r/_ DjL jO Fine - medium sand, 7.5 YR (&,ray),611, non-plastic,poorly 09,0
S "-*- _,'n,',O'/.Z l : .....................

v,..,i{.".'; I Sorted

G....... i I
!

7--t--. / '": ' . ..:..:' _ t ,• . .

8-'1-- ""': ':
,,. • :. ,::'.. . . .,,

I

1.0-.I-- .,::i.:.',:.';:...!D[L ! 0 ._=_l'i,= - _n_'_ ,=_mdw/_"av_]-_
_:_._E ,. ! 7.5 YR 611.(stay), non-plastic,poorly sortedJ
..... . I SW-GWi

i ._llm,,r-i,. I

, _%%% I
3-,'- .-=- t t '"

I

I _F._ I

j _+
-.... ) L 0 Same as 10 ft

mT :9:._,_ ' 1- " .ode'_:: ' "I
_ ,--L- - - "_- '", I I,o

T ' I
7 .,.,l,." I,_A,.. o. _F'_I'II0 ,l_"ql

8 '_;,-"_' .
I :'.-'-'- I

' "I" ,.,._ i_i,- : i ,,,#.ll
"I . .9-,.- .... ] I

j 5 .L I Fine sandy clay, w/trace of silt:

2o-.L- _ . i M t 0 1.5 YR 5/. (brown), very plastic_.,,well sorted SC 1030

4





_ I I I ii II ] iiii I i1_

I I OREHOLE NUMBER:

B
FIELD BOREHOLE LOG /;.-a._ccoi_i_c,-

iiiiiiii i I i j ii i i ii|i i iii i i ii ii ii ii ii i

PROJECT NUMBER __2-,817-07-667-00 FIELD BOOK NO.

PROJECT NAME EG&G/INEL CFA Landfills ..... TOTAL DEPTH 31 ft..

LOCATION CFA Landfill II

DRILLING C'OMPANY Dennin_ Well Drilling, Inc. SHEET i OF 2

RIG TYPE & NUMBER
GROUNDWATER TABLE

DRILLINGMETHOD i0" Hollow Stem Auger -- ....

WEATHER Snowing, .very cold, very poor visibility WD=While Dr!.lllng AB=Af'ter Boring
FIELD PARTY Jody and Dan Denning Oel_th(ft) .....

GEOLOGIST Joh/1 Jaacksz 'III and Brett Freier Time .....
DATE BEGUN 12/17/87 DATE COMPLETED 12/17/87 Date .....

I I i iiiii III II iiii IIIII I j I J

_J __ , 9 @,

LF2 -

_ : .. = .___ NDF[LL

_. ! - ,.._ c ¢

_ _ c_ . ,o :_ _ C ,,, _ _ ,, .i i ii __ i i ii i ii i iii

Description: ! r,m_:

t _ __ _ "_.:neD Fi C Fine to reed sand w/gravels, I0 YR 516 (yellowish brown), llO0
........ nonplastic, poorly sorted

V

!

6

-- _'Td I_.', _*: - '"'

11 _ ...... ' ' ' ',,11

-- "- _''_'_f'"'_"_ C Same as above 1115
_o 9.o.
a_,,_ n.,qll

...........- - -r'_ "/_._'4_.'_._

"--. R -i..i..

...,_ _...a i

7 " _ ._...e,_,..:__._.. _ !

• ,,=..i.i _
V 1_%4

,.. , -

I,/,.. _

_.,_ _ ,U 3 Z..% H_ S O Fine - reed sand wlgravelst 10 YR u13 (dark brown)_ nonplastict 1220'

I0- - :......_ ° poorly sorted•_I...'u,_l.MI _ .

,u,:,it,-ll .. , I
a,-- !

..
I

• _1."i_ -_ _" • I

L_ & ,l:.'e_-',_,lHJ- Sill Hed - coarse sand W/_l_avelsI I0 YR g/3 (dark. brow_1)l nonplastic 1230
- -- ".BI'q&_['_ --: ;

.... | poorly sorted ....

I

8- . .".2_%" _ . ' '
'.'.-'--"---- . ! .....

, ,--• ...i&llll

1 9....... well 12U5, _-._._ Fine - reed sand, i0 YR 516 (yellowish brown), nonplasEict



+ +

....................... _6R L'E_UM

I EHO BER:

FIELD BOREHOLE LOG (2-2. _¢c=_D,,_c,-

® LF2-3 _ ee@G]iiii i iiiii i i in i |,_ i iii ii ii i iii

PROJECT NUMBER 2-817-07-667-00 FIELD BOOK NO.

PROJECT NAME EG&G/INEL CFA Landfill TOTAL DEPTH 31 ft.
LOCATION CFA Landfill II

DRILLING COMPANY DenninR Well Drillin_, Inc. SHEET 2 OF 2

RIG TYPE _ NUMBER

DRILLING METItOD i0" Hollow Stem Auger GROUNDWATER,, TABLE",,, I

WO---Whtle Drilling,, AB=Aftor Boring '
WEATHER _qnow_n_, vPr':' rol_ very poor V#s{hil_tv ' -

FIELD PARTY .... Jody and Dan OenninK - " Oepth(rt);

CEOLOCIST ,_ohn Jaacks, III and Brett Freier Time ....
DATE BEGUN 12/17/87 DATE COMPLETED 12/17/87 pate

Sampling Location Diagram:

; i o
U >"' Q"

" = l .a>

J= ":L :,= __ rJ1
, o .o

_ I:_ _ O

Description; I Time

"l,Jlll--lllllmt__ : iI is .'T'_.,_.t ' i

tel

I'2_.n__l ,Io _szo_t. +z2ss
O.Ib=_=1, 4

."a'r'.*l, I I

25 %_.,,,,1 HiS }.9 i Clay.,iO YR 6/6 (brownish yellow), very plastic, _ 1326
--- .! !

J ! I Very dense6" i
]

i
7"

I

I "I

8- I i
,,i,

9- * I , ....
I I

| , II

I 0 Basalt 10 YR 2/I (black)_ vesicular 1355

m ,I

ir --1

-.-.'i 1 .........
...... •

' I_--,, ; ;

I ! ._...-

I I I

'1 1-'--- i: I , , , ,

:--I! I

: l l iI

I I•--- ;
I

I I ,_

1



...... I .... BbR

E LE NUMBER

FIELD BOREHOLE LOG LF3-1
iii i i i it1 i i|11 .... i iii

PROJECT NUMBER 2-817-07-667-00 FIELD BOOK NO.

EG&G/INEL CFA Landfills TOTAL DEPTH , , , [.8 _t.
PROJECT NAME

LOCATION CFA Landfill III
SHEET i OF 1

DRILLING COMPANY Dennin_ Well Drilling Inc,

RIG TYPE & NUMBER .............

DRILLING METHOD ].0" Ho]_low SEem Au_er ""-'L'ROUNuWA_,"R
TABLE

• ,,,

WEATHER Cold, clear, windy WD=Whlle D.r..!.!llng.,, AB,=A.fter Boring
Depth( ftl

FIELD PARTY Jodv and Dan Dennin_ ........

GEOLOGIST John Jaacks, III and Brett Freier Time .....

DATE BECUH 12/10/87 DATE COMPLETED -----'--12/10'/87 Date ...

I I : i ii I _ III IIIII ii ii

7 I } Location Diagram:. 1 Sampling /
(D ' -

r- u fa

' a c > I / LF3-1
c ! c . _ ., u I,

" _ _ =, _ eLF3-,2' o o ,_1 _ ,/
i i i i I[ I ii ii II iii iii i ii ii i i i

Description: P Time:
f] ,.-

i i _ I. ......'0 Silty fine sand w/gravel and pebbles , I0 YR 5/3 (brown), frozen l_lO
.... " I soil

' _ I, I I' I
- ] :

_ _ _ .... ,,,;S_-Gw

Z. -- L I I SUI:_Ln,_;ul,a_ " subround

I i f
]'- i i ......i! 1 '

i

' -" 5" - .[.L_L__ Same as o ft _ not frozen

'-Id
[
P

7..-+- i !

9-+- .......

.... E [ C Coarse sand wlEravels and pebbles, i0 YR 613 (pale brown), non- _ lU50
lO-f-

_..I ! _-. plasEiC,sp_(_4poorly sorted I
!

" II....... Subangular - subround
2 .._-.

]-+-- ]...

!

' " " _ 3 L ) Gravels and pebbles w/coarse sand I0 YR 613 (pale brown)_ non- 1530
IS-+-- ' '

I # plastic,well sorted
' ; 6 -+-- GW-SP
1 ,, i

_ , , Subanl_lar- subrouad
7 --4-- ] .....

.... _ : ; BASALT tO YR 211 black vesicularL8-4-
i RASALT

-- 9 -4-- BASALT
BASALTI

. , -4.- - ,_

' BAS._T

, 8



II I r ii i iml | i mn|nlln i lU I I II II

i FIELD BOREHOLE LOG
' LF3-_

iiiiiiL m_ i i iii i

'ROJECT NUMBER 2-817-07-667-00 FIELD BOOK NO.

'ROJECT NAME EG&G/INEL CFA Landfills TOTAL DEPTH 26.5 ft.
LOCATION CFA Landfill III ....

SHEET 1 OF
DRILLING COMPANY Dennin_ Well DrillinK Inc. ,,.
RIG TYPE S NUMBER ....

DRILLING METHOD 'i0" "Hollow SEem Auger - GROUNDWATER TABLE
i;o.w,i,. AB:A,,o..o...g

WEATHER Cold_ clear _ windy .Depth(.ft)
FIELD PARTY ' Jody and Dan Denning , ,,,,,

GEOLOGIST John Jaacks, III add Brett Freler Ti,,,, .....

DATE BEGUN 12/11/87 DATE COMPLETED 12/ii/87 .Date .

l • I I I ;

I , Location Diagram: I 1

"_._ sa,,,p,i.g., tl 0_I

i_ '. = _ I l
Em : m1_

: 4: '" _ _ =i - I I OLF3-2
o. ul : o = -, c
E _. ,= --_ cl c

i_ 0 0 OIL:i utc II
, , ,1, ,1 , , , i , n I IIIIIII I i II II Illl I ill i_ ii

DesCripliow_: ) Time:

__ !' i 0. - M s'"l( Silty, fine sand w/ gravels, 10 YR 8/_ (very pale brown), non- 1220
U 1 plastic, poorly sorted, subanBular - subrounded

I • _ I
SW

I , ,,,

- ' _ -- ' i :

, ,,

_i , .I
_ q" -- I '
J •

D i S l O Silty fine - medium sand w/Kr__avels, 10 YR 5/3 _brown), non- 12"5
_- - . . , - ,

! . plastic_ poorly soz-l:ed
U 2 SH-G4 .....

_- _ • . ., .

-- - [ ' " Subaen6ular subrounded
7" -- i : ,,, ,,

,,

9- - ,,, I ......

• I0- - Di ; j 9 Sil_y fine - medium sand and gravels t I0 YR 5/9 (brown)? non- ...1300

; 3 1. - ! ! .;. plas_c, poorI.y so_ed,
, : _ SM_

. . .

I I

,,,

:i i , ,_
q" -- I :

.... ' 1320
)1 ; ) 0 _ as above

Is- - i "
J " --_ i

6- " ! ' :
I t

-- " I t C_ SAMPLE: Silty fine sand wl clay and _avels 13_9
7-- " i "

5 ! ! I0 YR 5/3 {b_own). non-P_a4tic. Poorly sorl;ed..........

-- 8-, -! ,

I 9- " _ ' .... __1_- subrounded

, 9



8OREHOLE NUMBER"
FIELD BOREHOLE LOG

LF3-2

PROJECT NUMBER 2-817-07-667-00 FIELD8OOKNO.

PROJECT NAME . EG&G/INEL Landfill - CFA TOTAL DEPTH 26.5 ft
LOCATION CVA [..._AFi 1 l TIT

DRILLING COMPANY Denning Wel) Drilling, Inc. SHEET 2 OF 2

RIG TYPE _ NUMBER

DRILLING METHOD i0 ''t Hollow SteJ_ Auger CRouNDwATER TABLE.,. . , _

WEATHER Cold, windy, clear WO=While Drilling AB=ARcr Boring

FIELDPARTY Jody and Dan Denning bepth(ft)
GEOLOGIST John Jaacks, III and Brett Freier Time ..........

DATE BEGUN 12/10/87 DATE COMPLETED 12/10/87 Date

i ii II II I iiiii i i II II I H II

=zg _t = /_/_/_
=-i _,lul,7,/_, - _ /=/.-'L'/E

=- ,=,.,..oo
,_,_/=/_./= ' ..o . _ u o ....

[_ (_ '(_ r" + rJ ' i °r_: ........... [ Time

zo .... _MIs l o clay w/b,_;,l_ in bottom 1.ZO
I .... !_ I l CH veEyplastic 7.5 YR 5//_ (brown) ,, ,

] , + ,,

s I i I



PROJECT NUMBER 2-817-07-667-00 FIELD BOOK NO.

NAME EG&G/INEL Landfills-CFA TOTAL DEPTH 1'1.5 ft.
LOCATION CFA Landfill III

DRILLING COMPANY Denning Well Drilling Inc. SHEET 1 OF .--.,L--

RIG TYPE t, NUMBER ..... , ,,

DRILLING METHOD I0" Hollow Stem Auger GR.0UNQ.WA.TE.R TABLE

WEATHER :J=_';z r'n] d; c_1_=;lr: w'(ncly WO=Whtle_....... Drilling AB=ARor Boring

FIELD PARTY 2ody and Dan Denning D-eDth(ft) ....
GEOLOGIST John Jaacks and Bretc Freier Time ........
DATE BEGUN ].2/].2/87 DATE COMPLETED ].2/I2/87 Date ....

t , _ III I _1 In I IliJl i ,m,llllU III I I I I _ III II I

Sampling I , Locatk)n Diagram: / / / gLF3

"o ' -2
o ..... I II

/!0

" LF3-4

o_z S : _ _ u II- L ,,. U

Kl_./}l /o" o _ _ /1
,./,/ /o o ° o /LF3-6

i ,, ,, , ,, ii i i iii iii i i ii iml i i i

DcscriptJon"

0 "W] 'S "0 Silty clay w/gravels and pebbles 1300

i0 YR 7/l, (very pale brown), slightly plastic, well soz"ced

ar_ular to subroundedlsubprismoidal to subdiscoidal

Z :

; I ang- subzx)_ded,)a ; I , , ,,, , ,,, ,, ,, , ,, ,,

_

DI 'Li 0'" silty fine - mad - coarse Sand w/gravels 10 YR 7/t,' (very pale 13/,0

I : brown), i0" sample sleeve_ nonplastic_ well sorT.ed

6.... J SM-_ .an_ul_ _o subro_mded

: I '
: I

: !

I'
9- J I

_. :)i. LI Ot fine - coarse sand w/Eravels. 10 YR 512. (_rayish. brown), non- 1350
• l, plastic_ poorly sorted.,, anKulax" to subrounded

!

.I I. BASALT, I0 YR 211 (black), vesicular 1410

-L&--
!, i
;,-, l ,1

I
| J 1 , ,, ' , '

I !

1,1 '
! !

f I
_,.. , ,,,

!j,,
i 1

,
- ! I

, •
, I

• . ,, •

11



.................... HoZ'EM R' "

_ I I BORE NUBE"

FIELD BOREHOLE LOG

...................... LF3-6i , ii i

PROJECT NUMBER 2-817-0]-_667_-0Q FIELD BOOK NO.

PROJECT NAME EG&G/%NEL Landfill-CFA TOTAL DEPTH 17 f_.
LOCATION CFA Landfiil III

DRILLINGCOMPANY Dennin_ Well Drilling, Inc. SHEET I OF I
RIG TYPE & NUMBER

GROUNDWATER TABLE N/

DRILLINGMETHOD 10" Hollow SEem AgJzer WD'WhtleDrilling AB=After Borin;WEATHER ....Very cold I ciearl, 'very windy

FIELD PARTY Jody and Dan Dennin G Depth!rt,,I ,, _
' T line

GEOLOGIST John Jaa_ks and Br_tt Freier .....

DATE BEGUN 12/14/87 ,,, DATE COMPLETED 12/14/87 Date

I I

Sampling ' I Location Diagram: _1_-_ LF3-4

; "_ !1U >" ,._

-- ' U , 14, I

" "_ i c _ _I- ,._,
- . .': : ",i _ _ LF3-6

. " '"' _ I I_. ,.= j "l =: !
' O I el O' _ /

Descriptior_;

0 DI L I fin_ sand w/>p:avel & pebbles; 7.5 YR 6/_

1 ! : subammJlaz" to subrounded. SH-G"_
, ,.. ,

2 ! !
I I

I !

plastic, poorly sorted, subaz_guZar to subrounded
,:;:

6- _"°-- i '
nl.o o{ .. , i

7" :_'_ -'] ' ,' '

:-°.-° .
,1:: -,

' i'" : +, i

° 1 '

) Qlll

°" _- Di Li(, Sa=eas 5 f=• af
I I

¢r@ I

I I

,o.., 1)t L I O _CAL SAHPLE medi,-. - coarse sand with sravels and
lO _ k./1 {dark _rav), nonplastic, poorly sorted anRul_ to sub-

"= * { l'Ot,U1dL_l

11 t

o,,ll" 4r, i

?_*_ [li],; 3 Hediu_ - coarse sand AND gravels and pebbles
! ,

• o - rounded SH-9-'_
' ool ,

1_Oo1 I

, °'.. 10 ER 2/1 (biack), vesicular

l._a..
i

t : ]

; 12





Borehole Completion Diagrams
with Instrument Locations



I

_ Natwe fill

_ Silica flour

_ Bentonite

I-1 H343 Heat dissipation block

/k $11632 Salimty prol_e

Gas sampling port
8.1524

3

i

I-



SW.(_, mAdlmn.cc_ni_nsand with

10 i _ _ gravels, 75 _'R 611 (_vay, Iioli ida,,ltic,

i:i-: poody staled, chy, loose

H1215\ il;: II:i'iill
,,22,/ _ii]i:

12

14 _n

Sn.m R_ I0feel

Sc, h,e ,.,ny clay with n Itm:_
20 = el Sill, 75 YR 514 (I)_f)w,). vmy

U|}laslic.w.II _uHed. molsl

S113/4/ _ _:.:

22

CIt, chem sample=2U deHse clay only,
re=y pit,silo

r--I

24 - -.- L_

__ _ Same as 23 leel

Heo4\ - m1$11401/

TD=27 2' ..=

LF 2-1 Basall at 27.2', 10 YR 2/!
(black), vestci|lar

11.1153

Figure D-l. Instrumentation for borehole LF2-1,

4
. ,
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|,
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Beovoeee Ufeel
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!
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Cash_g elev.' 493326 C_slrzq elev,: 49341,1 Ill Ca,qlng elev,: 4930.93
Pad elev,: 4932.2 P_d elev: 4933,26 Pad elev.: 492g./

3 3 3

6 6 6

12 12 12

15 15 I5

LF 2-7
Neulmn access tube

TD=22 7'

TE)=23'
| #$411

LF 2-3 LF 2.4
Neulton access lube Neutron access tube

Figure LI-3, Neutron access tubes LF2-3, LF2-4, and LF2-7.
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Casing elev.: 4939.20 :-:-:1"1"[]
Pad elev,: 4937 22 !Ground surface elev,: 4936,g

Deplh in feel0
SM-GW, silly fine sand wtlh gravel

P"';";_'l,,,,:,;, ,, and pebbles, 10 YR 513(brown),
f .:*.:.,,', wet, subangular-subrounded

_
2

10 l,'Tr_'-_l,SP.GW coarse sand with gravels
.,.. and pebbles, 10 YR 613(pale brown),

•_9_p. GII I II'.... :_;.I nonplastlc,poorly sorted, subangular-
;' ';';'; • e °o
:'_'_ !',.., .:._ subrounded, dry, loose

S1139 ':"":: :,>.:

12 / __''

_ GW-SP, gravels and pebbles with

coarse sand, 10 YR 613(pale brown),
nonplastic,well sorted, subangular-

16 -'_-- subrounded,dry, loose

\

S1139rJ/_ ] _,:i?::
/

: Basall at 18', 10 YR 2/1 (black),
vesicularTD=18' ....

I I',,:I'I
8.gS48

Ftgu_'e0-6. [nstt'umentattonfor borehole LF3-1.



Cuing elev' 494005 -'_--- 10
Pad etev: 4938 61
Ground surface elev.. 4938.5

Deplh in feel 0 _

SW, silly fine sand wllh gravels, t0 YR 8/4

(very plate brown)..onpluflc, poody soded,
subangulaf.subrounded, motel, soft

2

m

,64./ _

SM.GW, silly fine Io medium und with

gravels. 10 YR 5/3 (brown), nonplasllc,
_ poorly sorted, subengular.subrounded,

6 dry, sob

8

H,252/

f0 _ SM.GW, silly fine lo medium sand end

_ _ gravels, 10 YR 519 (brown), nonplasltc, poorly

---4 sorted, subanguler.subrounded, dry, soil

12

H845)H773 _'_
Same as 10 leel

t8 I
i
I
! _ SP.SC-GW, silty fine sand with clay and

=-.--.,, gravels, I0 YR 5/3 (brown). nonplasllc,

1BH1226 \ _ poorly sorted, subangular-subrounded
H6tO ) _[_
S,gg2/ M_

20 _ CH, clay, 10 YR 418(very yellowish brown)

J Io 75 YR 514 (bfowft), very plastic

¢:=

22

$11397/24

I.II47
'XD._8' BIB

LF3-2

Ftgure D-5. [.strumentation for borehole LF3-2o



Casing e!ev.' 4941.50 F- -- [j
Pad efev.: 4940.20
Ground surface elev.: 4940.1

P

Oeplh in feet 0 _ I _"_'- _ ML-CL-GW, silly clay with gravels
l._r_';_| and pebbles, 10 YR 714(very pale

_t brown, sl)ghily plaslic, well sorted,
angular to subrounded/subprismotdal

_ __ to subdiscoidal, wel, soft

2

4

::: :::: r_l SM-GW, silly fine to medium to
::i:i :i: P,"_JY,,_'i coarse sand wilh gravels, 10 YR 714
;;:: """ " P" 6+e

6 $1139 i:_t ;_:_ _ l_r_Z_.__ i (very pale brown, nonplaslic, well sorted,
r: _ :_'4'_' ' __ angular to subrounded, dry, loose

8 L:.. __--:.

10 x :y' ..- _!]Finetocoarsesandwilhgravel,.o'-,"
::ii 10 YR 5/2 (grayish brown), nonplastic,

$11402_ /. .... |. Z."o'_".... | poorly sorted, angular to subrounded,
% "" 13-°-_--",1 dry, loose/

TD 115'-- : "+'*t._....,,_++-,'l

LF I-4 Basall at 115', 10 YR 211 (black), vesicular

8.t754

F(gure p-7. instrument.at(on for borehole LF3-4.

10



Casitlg elev.: 49401U 'g (':nsing elev: 4942 80
Ground sutlace elev: 4938.6 (3rot,t(I surlace elev:

Depth in feel 0---

2 2

°

4 4

6 6

8 8

10 IO

12 12

14 14

16 16

18

1D,-JB 7'

LF 3-3

Neutron access tube
2U

TD,,22 5'

LF 3-5

Neulfon 8ccess lube

1.1541

' Figure U-8. Neutron access tubes LF3-3 and LF3-5.

]1



,..:

4 H666 _:_

_] Medium Io coarse sand with

_- gravel and pebbles, 7.5 YR 5/2

6 :" (brown),nonplastic,poorly sorted,
subangular to subrounded,dry,
loose

k '4:H1224 ,::

8 Hl216 / ,,.,I'":

10

: [_ Same as 5 fl.

Ih_.a':o e, i
,¢.#,.

H640 _
12H1218

$11400 _ _ SM-GW, medium to coarse sand
wilh gravel and pebbles, 10 YR 411
(dark gray), nonplaslic, poorly sorted,

= angular I0 subrounded,dry, loose

14

i
-i

_.ii SM-GW, medium to coarse sand and gravels
H1220 _ ;' and pebbles, 10YR 411 (dark gray),
H641 _) nonplastlc,moderately sorted, angular16
$11393 / "! Io subrounded, dry, loose

I
TD= 16.9 .,I Basalt at 16.9', 10 ¥R 2/1 (black), vesicular

LF 3-0 , ..

. &T/SS

Ftgure U-9. [nstrumentatio. for borehole LF3:4_.

12



Casing elev.' 4942.80 "_'._','.-_IU
Pad elev.: 4041.57
Ground surface elev.: 4941.3

Oepthinfeeto, F ,.__._i__

__ GP, brownsandy gravel with trace

silt, dry, dense, nonplastic,no
dlscernnble odor, 5 YR 4/4 (reddish
brown)

2

- -- r:"'_";r;'q Same a_ 0 feet
":1

o oO_:o

$11909 _i °"*/'""

,o mi::i!_ii::ii_!ii_ Black vesicular basalt (no sample

',;:::_.;:_ retained)
s,ags _.:,:.:!!_

TD=12,2' . .....

I.F 3..7 e.+s=z_

Figure U-ILl, instrumentation for bureholeLF3-7.

13



Appendix E

Baseline and Background Concentrations of
Trace Elements in Surface Soils

E-1



E-2



Appendix E

Baseline and Background Concentrations of
Trace Elements in Surface Soils"

E.1 GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE SURFACE SOIL
CHARACTERIZATION EFFORT

In 1989, surface soils at several active EG&G Idaho facilities were samples to establish
baseline concentrations of various analytes (Martin et al., 1990). Composited samples were
collected at gridded areas at Power Burst Facility (PBF), Central Facilities Area (CFA), Test
Reactor Area (TRA), and Test Area North (TAN). A total of 12 samples were also collected
offsite (three at each of four sites), in undisturbed or "background" locations. These included two
sites in undeveloped sagebrush ecosystems in Bingham County, a river bed near Arco, and a playa
east of Howe. [Specific sampling locations on- and offsite may be found in Martin et al. (1990.]
The Bingham County sites approximated soil types found near PBF and southen CFA (at the
southen end of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory) where the landscape is dominated by
loess-covered lava flows. The Arco site was representative of soils found amid the Big Lost River
plain, namely TRA and most of CFA. The Howe site contained soil similar to that found around
TAN.

The data from the 1989 effort were collected to establish baseline concentrations adjacent to
active EG&G Idaho facilities. They could be used to estimate probable background levels at the
facilities. Technically, the sites are not considered background because they are too close to areas
of disturbance.

Tables E-1 and E-2 contain data for inductively-coupled plasma (ICP) -sensitive elements
and mercury. (Mercury was analyzed for using the conventional cold vapor technique.) ICP is
not the preferred analytical method for background levels of antimony, arsenic, selenium, silver,
and thallium, and ICP data for those elements should be interpreted with extreme caution.
Because of this, the data for these same elements were put in separate table (Table E-3) with
atomic absorption (AA) data for these same elements. The AA data were taken from Spry et al.
(1990, Rev. 1). Table E-4 lists waste area groups (WAGs) associated with each of the facility
areas and the number of samples collected at each site.

a. Source: Track 1 Sites: Guidance for Assessing Low Probability Hazard Sites at the INEL,
DOE/ID 10340(92), July 1992, Revision 1, Appendix F.

E-3



Table E-1. ICP mcasuremcnts of trace elements (ppm) in INEL surface soils.

Background
n=12 k=2.706

Standard Upper a 90th
Median Mean deviation tolerance limit percentile

AI 12850 11946 4646 24520 16200

Ba 184 181 45 303 233

Be 1.35 1.26 0.27 2.00 1.50

Cd 2.75 2.91 1.82 7.83 5.3

Ca 10650 9163 4338 20903 15000

Cr 19.85 22.86 8.73 46.48 35.1

Co 6.15 6.43 3.33 15.45 10.8

Ca 44.65 45.92 12.91 80.85 59.9

Fe 17050 17717 5097 31512 23900

Pb 44 45 9 68 57

Hg b 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.06

Mg 6075 6743 2814 14359 11000

502.5 442.8 212.7 1018.5 636
.

Ni 16.8 21.7 11.0 51.4 36.5

K 3445 3283 1704 7896 5180

Na 115.5 126.4 53.4 270.8 192

V 28.5 30.2 4.8 43.1 37.1

Zn 68.1 96.4 56.7 249.9 184
m i ii i l

a. Upper tolerance limit (action level) = ,_ + k(s)
= mean s = standard deviation

k = coefficient for 95th percentile with 95% confidence

b. Atomic absorption analysis was used to obtain Hg values _ _

E-.4



Table E-2. ICP measurements of trace elements (ppm) in INEL surface soils.

Central Facilities Area
n=ll k=2.782

,,,,, ,, ,, _ -- ,

Median Mean Standard Upper a 90th
deviation tolerance limit percentile

-- ,,,,

A1 9340 9293 2002 14864 11500

Ba 170 177 26 249 207

Be 0.76 0.92 0.39 1.99 1.40

Cd 3.2 2.8 1.2 6.0 4.1

Ca 22000 22055 6094 39010 29800

Cr 19.7 21.2 2.7 2_.7 24

Co 3 5 4 17 9

Cu 12.3 12.9 4.0 24.2 17

Fe 15400 15827 312I 24511 19100

Pb 20.7 27.3 19.2 53.3 54.4

Hg b 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.08 0.07

Mg 5840 5825 603 7504 6530

Mn 274 285 88 530 404

Ni 19.7 21.1 5.3 35.9 26.9

K 2270 2294 781 4466 3500

Na 144 153 45 279 197

V 27.3 29.5 5.5 44.9 36.8

Zn 85 90 14 128 IIi

a. Upper tolerance limit (action level) = _ + k(s)
= mean s = standard deviation

k = coefficient for 95th percentile with 95% confidence

b. Atomic absorption analysis was used to obtain Hg values
i iiii ii
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Table E-3. ICP and AA measurcments of trace elements (ppm) in INEL surface soils.
..... i,

Power Burst Facility
n=69 k= 1.986

i .. •, iiii ii ,i........ ,. _

Standard Upper a 90th
Median Mean deviation tolerance limit percentile

AI 9180 9362 1889 13114 11550

Ba 149 155 26 205 178

Be 0.31 0.38 0.56 1.49 0.33

Cd 0.82 1.05 0.43 1.90 1.60

Ca 14000 15444 8532 32385 28050

Cr 17 18 6 30 24

Co 5.5 6.4 4.3 15.0 14.1

Cu 9.5 19.4 44.7 108.2 16.5

Fe lZ1400 14959 3356 21622 17100

Pb 21.7 24.7 11.0 46.5 38.7

Hg b 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.05

Mg 5290 5216 1751 8693 7035

Mn 265 277 68 413 343

Ni I6.5 16.1 5.0 26.1 21.8

K 2430 2470 464 3392 2980

Na 129 130 75 279 214

V 19.1 27.9 11.1 50.0 26

Zn 65.1 73.5 42.4 157.7 83.7

-

a. Upper tolerance limit (action level) = Z + k(s)
= mean s = standard deviation

k = coeftieient for 95th percentile with 95% confidence

b. Atomic absorption analysis was used to obtain Hg values
mm m mm
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Table E-4. Sample numbers from each of the sampled sites,
_ f i , ,| i, i ,, ,, , - . , ,,, ,,, ,,.... ° .....

Test Area North
n=54 k=2.040

-- ,,.. -- ,-, ___ ,, _ , ,,, , 1,. - -- _

Standard Upper a 90th
Median Mean deviation tolerance limit percentile

-- iiii I IIIII I Ull i i i iiiii

A1 14200 14223 4892 24206 20800

Ba 193.5 182.8 61.4 308.0 9,?,54

Be 1.1 1.1 0.4 1.8 1.5

Cd 2.1 2.4 1.2 5.0 4.6

Ca 79800 83480 26034 136602 121000

Cr 28.65 28.85 7.65 44.45 38.90

Co 8.3 8.1 3.9 16.1 13.3

Cu 18.9 18.5 9.1 36.9 27.4

Fe 19350 18839 5797 30668 27000

Pb 38.8 35.9 19.9 76.5 55.6

Hg b 0.05 0.08 0.12 0.32 0.06

Mg 12900 12539 2180 16987 14300

Mn 373 366 109 588 490

Ni 31.8 31.2 10.1 51.7 42.5

K 3585 3641 1322 6338 5480

Na 288.5 327.3 179.8 694.1 522

V 42.15 41.44 11.02 63.93 53.70

Zn 115 131 69 272 182
_ li I L Uil - i

a. Upper tolerance limit (action level) -'- _ + k(s)
= mean s = standard deviation

k = coefficient for 95th percentile with 95% confidence

b. Atomic absorption analysis was used to obtain Hg values
-- ii [ I I I IIII I I I II
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ACRONYMS

ARARs applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
BRA baseline risk assessment
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
CFA Central Facilities Area
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CSM conceptual site model
DOE U.S. Department of Energy
EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
ERD Environmental Restoration Departmeitt
ES environmental statement
FFA/CO Federal Facility Agreement/Consent Order
FSP Field Sampling Plan
HELP hydrologic evaluation of landfill performance
ICPP Idaho Chemical Processing Plant
IDAPA Idaho Air Pollution Act
IDHW Idaho Department of Health and Welfare
IDW investigation derived waste
INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
MCL maximum contaminant level
NAPLs nonaqueous phase liquids
NCP National Contingency Plan
NEPA National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
NPL National Priorities List
OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Association
OU operable unit
QA quality assurance
QA/QC quality assurance/quality control
QAPjP Quality Assurance Project Plan
QC quality control
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RD/RA remedial design/remedial action
RI/FS remedial investigation/feasibility study
RME reasonable maximum exposure
ROD Record of Decision
RWDSA Radioactive Waste Disposal and Storage Area
RWMC Radioactive Waste Management Complex
SAP sampling and analysis plan
SARA Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
SOP standard operating procedure
SVOC semi-volatile organic compound
TCE trichloroethylene
TCLP toxicity characterization leaching procedure
TRA Test Reactor Area
USGS United States Geological Survey
VOA volatile organic analysis
VOC volatile organic compound
WAG waste area group
WlNCO Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND WELFARE
REVIEW COMMENTS AND RESOLUTIONS

General Comments

1. The phrase "municipal landfill" is generally reserved for those landfills which serve a
municipality and primarily receive household waste. The INEL is a industrial site, therefore
the CFA landfills readily fall under the definition of a "industrial landfill."Tables 2-3 and 2-4
suggest that much of the waste disposed in landfills II and III was categorized as "trash" or
cafeteria garbage, which is somewhat similar to household waste; however, to avoid potential
confusion resulting from the term "municipal," IDHW recommends deleting this word in the
document unless it is used to reference EPA guidance or to describe the general approach for
this remedial investigation.

Resolution: Reference to CFA landfills as municipal has been deleted.

2. The text repeatedly references "principal and low-level threats," as defined by the NCP. Prior
to completion of the remedial investigation, it is premature to determine whether the CFA
landfills pose a principal or low-level threat. This designation is also somewhat subjective, as
approximately 54,000 m3 of liquid wastes (i.e. mobile contaminants) were disposed in CFA
Landfill I. Some remedial project managers may consider these wastes a principal threat. Due
to the ambiguous definition of these terms, IDHW recommends deleting them from the text.

Resolution: Reference to CFA landfills presenting a "low-level threat rather than a principal
threat" has been deleted.

3. The work plan briefly discusses the investigation of Landfill II which was conducted by ICF
Technology, Inc. (1990), but doesn't adequately summarize the findings of this study. IDHW
recommends reiterating the conclusions of the geophysical survey, and including key figures
from that report which summarize the data collection effort. Furthermore, the ICF
Technology study and the Landfill II soil gas survey should be compared to the data quality
objectives developed for this remedial investigation to ensure that additional work at Landfill
II is not required.

Resolution: A copy of the ICF Technology, Inc. report entitled "Innovative Technology
Demonstration Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) CFA Landfill II Idaho Fails,
Idaho" has been placed in the Administrative Record. As stated in the Work Plan the ICF
Technology, Inc. study was an innovative research demonstration study. The study has been
reviewed by a qualified geophysicist. It is felt the Work Plan text adequately summarizes the
conclusive results of this study that are relevant to the RI/FS. The geophysical study
identified the boundaries of the landfill and determined that metal was scattered throughout
the landfill. Since these objectives of the work plan have been met for the geophysical survey
it is not recommendea at this time to perform additional geophysical surveys at CFA landfill
II. However, the QA/QC procedures of sampling and analysis for the soil gas sampling task
are not available. The data are not reliable for quantitative assessments. Therefore,
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additional shallow soil gas sampling has been identified for CFA landfill II to fulfill the
objectives outlined in this Work Plan.

4. The work plan and the field sampling plan would benefit greatly from a expanded section on
the data needs and data gaps for this remedial investigation. In some sections, the document
refers to data needs which are not considered in the current scope for this investigation (for
example see comment 48), and the rationale for not addressing these items should be
discussed. IDHW has included a partial list of data needs as an addendum to these comments,
and suggests that a expanded section(s) on data needs be included. A useful exercise would be
to summarize in the text the input parameters required to run the proposed models (e.g.,
HELP) and list how each parameter will be determined or estimated. Examples can be found
in Section 1 of the QAPjP for Operable Unit 7-08 (Anderson and Lugar, 1992) and Section 4
of the Work Plan for Operable Unit 7-08 (Chatwin et al., 1992).

Resolution: Sections 4.0 and 5.0 have been expanded as appropriate and identifies the
existing data for both landfills, data needs and gaps for both landfills, and input parameters to
be used.

5. Trichloroethene and 1,1,1-trichloroethane were detected in ground-water samples collected
from the CFA production wells in April 1991 (Barresh and Marts, 1991). The CFA landfills
appear to be a possible source of this contamination. For this reason, and also to take
advantage of opportunistic sampling, IDHW recommends expanding the scope of the work
plan to include the following:

1 a. Incorporation of the CFA production wells into the ground-water investigation.

Resolution: CFA production wells #1 and #2 will be added to the groundwater
investigation.

b. Add soil gas sampling locations around the perimeter of CFA Landfill III to evaluate the
horizontal extent of the vapor plume. Existing data for Landfill II should be examined to
determine if additional sampling locations are required.

Resolution: Soil gas samples will be collected from around the perimeter of CFA landfill
III. QA/QC data is not available for the existing shallow soil gas data for Landfill II;
therefore, additional shallow soil gas samples will be collected from landfill II.

c. Seep/ieachate sampling along the toe of the slope on the northeast section of landfill II.
This can be easily accomplished by conducting periodic visual inspections (e.g., weekly) to
determine if any seeps are present. If so, a sample can be collected with minimal effort.
This will provide baseline data on the types and relative mobility of contaminants placed
in the landfill.

Resolution: Periodic visual inspection of seep/leachate along the toe of the slope on the
northeast section of landfill II will be made and if present will be collected for VOC,
metal, and SVOC analyses.
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d. Installation of leachate wells and/or suction lysimeters in the surficial sediments.
Optimum locations for these devices can be evaluated by using the lithologic logs from
the existing borings at the landfills, geophysical data, and the results of the soil gas
surveys to determine:

1. Saturated areas.

2. Potential areas for "ponding" in the subsurface (i.e. low points in the clay layer and
sediment/basalt interface).

3. Preferential migration paths.
4. Hot spots.

These data, coupled with analytical data collected from the samples of pore fluid, can be
used to evaluate source term, contaminant mobility, and the requirement/feasibility of a
leachate collection system. In addition, lcachate wells and suction lysimeters can be
incorporated into the monitoring program if a containment option is selected.

Resolution: Past drilling activities at the CFA landfills have not indicated the presence
of leachate and the moisture monitoring data does not suggest sufficient amounts of
infiltration to warrant this investigation. However, per recent scoping meetings between
EPA, IDHW, and DOE, it has been agreed that seven borings will be augured and
sampled through Landfill II. Soil samples (and leachate if present) will be collected and
analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, and metals. The objective of this task is to gather
information on leachable contaminants for input to fate and transport modeling, and to
reduce uncertainties associated with the Landfill II waste inventory records.

e. IDHW recommends a meeting early in the investigation to evaluate the results of the
monthly water-level measurements to determine if additional ground-water monitoring
wells are required.

Resolution: A meeting will be scheduled early in the investigation phase to evaluate
results of monthly-water level measurements to determine if additional ground-water
monitoring wells are required.

Specific Comments

1. Page iii - Recommend including full reference for the NCP (National Oil and Hazardous
Substances Pollution Contingency Plan; 40 CFR 300) and citing specific "DOE orders,
directives and policies" applicable to this work plan and/or remedial investigation.

Resolution: Full reference for NCP has been added to the text. The reference to DOE

orders, directives, and policies is a general statement. Where appropriate specific titles are
provided. DOE orders are listed with number and title in the discussion of ARARs
(Section 3.5).
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1
2. Page v, Paragraph 1 - The work plan does not "assign authorities" for RI/FS activities. This

was done under the Federal Facilities Agreement/Consent Order signed by the DOE, EPA,
and Idaho Department of Health and Welfare (IDHW).

Resolution: "Assign authorities" has been deleted from the text.

3. Page v, Paragraph 4 - The text should also state that the portion of Landfill III not addressed

in this operable unit will be investigated under the Comprehensive RI for the Central
Facilities Area (operable unit 4-13).

Resolution: The text has been revised as appropriate.

4. Page vii, Paragraph 2 - "Hot-spot removal" has also been identified as a preliminary remedial

activity for the CFA landfills.

Resolution: Hot-spot removal, groundwater monitoring, and leachate collection/monitoring
were added to the text.

5. Page 1-2, Paragraph 1 - This paragraph should indicate that the risk assessment will also

estimate potential future risk to human health. Also see comment #2.

Resolution: "Current/future" has been added to the text.

6. Page 1-2, Paragraph 2 - Define specifically how "The RI/FS process will be supplemented as

needed to meet DOE policy requirements for assessment of environmental impacts." Also

indicate which DOE policy pertains to the assessment of environmental impacts, and how this

will be incorporated into "...a single, integrated set of documents..."

Resolution: These statements have been revised to eliminate the inference to NEPA (see
EPA comment #1 Section 1.0, EPA's position is that CERCLA meets the substantive

requirements of NEPA).

7. Page 1-4, Paragraph 3 - Expand the text to explain how Landfill I has been addressed as a

Track 2 investigation under the FFA/CO and the mechanism for assessing the "active" portion
of Landfill III. Also see comment #3.

Resolution: The following text has been added to the Work Plan. "Landfill I has been

addressed as a Track 2 investigation under the FFA/CO and the active portion of Landfill III

will be addressed under a separate investigation after closure (approximately 30 years from
now)."

8. Page 2-1, Paragraph 3 - The hazardous substances listed in tables 2-5 and 2-6 should also be

discussed in this paragraph. Furthermore, given the mission of the INEL (nuclear reactor and

spent fuel research), methods used for radionuclide screening of wastes taken to the landfills
should also be discussed in the work plan.
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Resolution: The following text has been added to the Work Plan. _To a lesser extent
hazardous wastes; such as, waste oil, solvents, and paint were also disposed of at the landfill."
Text has also been added to Section 2.0 describing the screening of waste material prior to
disposal at the CFA landfill by a Radiological Control Technician to confirm the requirement
of nonradioactive waste disposal at the landfill.

9. Page 2-1, Paragraph 4 - Reference to "nonradiological and nonhazardous" should be deleted.
Instead the text can reference tables 2-5 and 2-6. A section summarizing the waste disposal at
the Radioactive Waste Management Complex would be useful to indicate the intended uses of
the CFA landfills.

Resolution: "Nonradiological and nonhazardous" has been deleted from the text. The
RWMC is outside the scope of this Work Plan and it does not seem appropriate to provide
information on this operable unit.

10. Page 2-5, Figure 2-4 - Please indicate what grid system is used for this figure, and also show
the actual survey points used to develop the topographic map. In this figure, some of the
contour lines cross and some bifurcate, therefore revising the contour interval to 0.5 ft may be
appropriate.

Resolution: The figure provides the reference report which details the survey grid used to
develop this map. The grid consisted of over 191 survey points and a figure of these actual
grid locations is provided in the referenced report. The figure will be cleaned up so that lines
do not cross.

11. Page 2-12, Figure 2-7 - Indicate if the depths shown are in feet or meters (it appears to be
feet).

Resolution: The depths are in feet. The figure has been deleted from the document upon
revision of this section based on other comments to provide more specific geology pertinent to
the CFA landfills opposed to general statements applicable to the INEL as a whole.

12. Page 2-13, Paragraph 2 - The text repeatedly states that the interbeds are composed of "fine-
grained materials (silt and clay)"; however, this assertion is not supported by the well logs in
Appendix D. For example, the only continuous interbed beneath the landfills, which occurs at
a depth of 50 to 70 ft (see Figure 2-9) is described as a sandy gravel in the geologist's log for
LF2-08. In fact, only LF2-09 and LF2-10 suggest the presence of clay, all other logs state that
sand is the primary component. Please clarify. Furthermore, due to the potential impact of
this interbed on contaminant migration, it would be useful to include lithofacies and isopach
maps of this unit.

Resolution: The text has been changed to reflect the variable composition of the interbeds
encountered during the drilling at the landfills and tables have been added listing at what
depths clay was encountered. Interbed thickness and extent are controlled largely by the
irregular surface of the basalt flow on which it was deposited; therefore, it is difficult to
estimate or correlate between available horizontal control points.
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The interbed at a depth of 600 to 650 fl is a "heaving sand and gravel" according to the logs
for LF2-09 and LF2-10. This material is not a likely candidate for isolating the upper part of
the Snake River Plain aquifer from the deeper sections, as stated in the text. Note that
page 2-26 suggests the difference in hydraulic head across this interbed is attributed to a
deviation from vertical in well LF2-10.

Resolution: This statement will be deleted from the text. However, it is important to note
that the logs for these wells also indicate the presence of clay in these interbeds.

13. Page 2-13, Paragraph 3 - The lithologic logs (and/or geophysical data) used to estimate the
thickness and extent of the clay layer should be included in the report along with an isopach
map. This would simplify evaluation of the potential impact of the clay layer on contaminant
migration.

Resolution: Lithologic logs for the wells and boreholes have been provided in Appendix D as
supporting information. A table has also been added to the Work Plan listing the clay
encountered during drilling and the corresponding depths. See resolution to comment #12
concerning isopach map.

14. Page 2-16, Paragraph 1 - See comment #12.

Resolution: See resolution to comment #12.

15. Page 2-16, Paragraph 4 - Define what is meant by the phrase "recent times" (e.g., 1984).

Resolution: The phrase "recent times" has been deleted and replaced with "and does not flow
onto the INEL."

16. Page 2-19, Paragraph 2 - See comment #12.

Resolution: See resolution to comment #12.

17. Page 2-22, Figure 2-11 - Reference the date and source of the data used to construct this
water table map.

Resolution: The date May 1989 and the source of the data from Environmental Restoration
Information System have been provided with the Figure.

18. Page 2-28, Section 2.2.1 - The text states that finer-grained material was used for the cover
material. Rather than making this general statement, summarize the cover characterization
study conducted at Landfill II by the University of Idaho (1990).

Resolution: The phrase "finer-grained" has been deleted from the text and the following
summary information from the referenced report has been added. "Cover material thickness
ranges from 6 in to over 3 ft and consists predominantly of sand and gravel, with measured
saturated hydraulic conductivities ranging from 0.002 to 0.0025 cm/s."
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This section would also benefit i¥om a summary of disposal methods for liquid wastes (e.g.,

was the material in drums or dumped into the landfill). Specific data on the chemical

composition of these wastes would also be useful, if available. Also, did the interviews with

site personnel indicate the potential presence of "hot-spots"?

Resolution: There is not sufficient information available to provide additional text to the

Work Plan to adequately address the above. There is no specific data available on the

chemical composition of these wastes and no "hot-spots" have been identified. However,
additional source term information will be pursued and evaluated throughout the RI.

19. Page 2-30, Paragraph 3 - The following should be added to the source term information:

a. Radioactively contaminated soil taken to Landfill II from the Idaho Chemical Processi!r_g

Plant (see page 6; WINCO, 1992).

Resolution: The above referenced report states the soil was disposed of at the INEL

Central Radioactive Waste Disposal and Storage Area (RWDSA). This is more

commonly referred to as the Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC), not to
be confused with Central Facilities Area landfills. Therefore, the above statement was

not added to the text as it does not apply to CFA landfills.

b. The 120 drums of trichloroethene which may have been disposed in Landfill II (page 2-1;

ICF Technology, 1990).

Resolution: This statement was conjecture on the part of ICF to demonstrate the

potential for using high risk geophysical surveys at the landfills to detect potential
contaminant migration. The waste inventory does not indicate the disposal of 120 drums
of TCE. While this statement has not been added to the text, it will be further

investigated and pertinent information will be transmitted to IDHW and EPA.

20. Page 2-31, Figure 2-14 - This figure should be revised to reflect the current location of the

"active" landfill operation. This will illustrate the potential influence of contaminant migration

from that area on the data generated in this remedial investigation.

Resolution: A figure illustrating the current location of the active landfill has been

incorporated. Filled vs. unfilled portions of the landfill are not presented due to the active

changing status of the landfill.

21. Page 2-34, Table 2-5 - Is any additional information known about the "waste oils" (e.g., motor

oil, transformer oil, etc).

Resolution: No additional information pertaining to the phrase "waste oils" is available.

22. Page 3-7, Paragraph 3 - IDHW feels the work plan should summarize al__.llexisting data

pertinent to this operable unit. Therefore, the soil gas data collected by EG&G Idaho in 1988

and 1989 should be presented in the work plan, along with the reason(s) why the data are not
considered reliable.
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Resolution." The data will be provided in Appendix A of the Work Plan. The data is not
presented here because it has not been validated and the QA/QC procedures of sampling and
analysis are not available. The data are not reliable for quantitative assessments. Therefore,
conclusions with regard to health risks for volatile organics can not be made because the
reliability of the data are suspect. For purposes of this Work Plan, the above data will be
used for project planning only.

23. Page 3-8, Paragraph 4 - Delete or quantify the word "limited." For example, some individuals
may interpret the detection of solvents at a depth of 450 feet as indicative of extensive
contaminant migration.

Resolution: The text has been deleted from the Work Plan. Table 3-2 contained some
erroneous data that has been removed, i.e., sample depth of 450 ft. This data presents the
soil gas data collected from the instrumented shallow boreholes. The table has been revised
accordingly.

24. Page 3-8, Section 3.1.2 - The stratigraphic logs for these borings should be included in the
work plan to allow for a review of trends resulting from geologic influences (i.e.
contamination concentrated above a clay layer). Furthermore, it would be beneficial to know
if any leachate was encountered in these borings.

Resolution: The stratigraphic logs for the boreholes have been added to Appendix D. No
leachate was encountered during this boring and sampling effort. The text has been revised to
clearly state this fact.

25. Page 3-13, Section 3.1.5 - The results of the geophysical surveys (i.e. maps) should be included
in the work plan along with a discussion of whether they meet the data quality objectives.

Resolution: A copy of the ICF technology, Inc., report entitled "Innovative Technology
Demonstration Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) CFA Landfill II Idaho Falls,
Idaho" has been placed in the Administrative Record. See general comment resolution #3.

26. Page 3-13, Paragraph 2 - There is a possibility that additional scoping of ground-water
contamination at the INEL will be conducted. Therefore, recommend revising the text to state
that the ground-water contamination from the TRA and ICPP will be addressed "inother
remedial investigations at the INEL."

Resolution: The text has been revised as suggested.

27. Page 3-14, Section 3.3 - The brief site characterization in section 3.1 is not adequate to
address preliminary public health and environmental impacts. Additional characterization and
modeling of source term information would need to be compared to species-specific
contaminant concentration data.

Resolution: The first sentence of this paragraph has been deleted.
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28. Page 3-15, Figure 3-3 -

a. If an INEL worker could be exposed via dermal contact with soil, it seems soil ingestion

would also be a potential exposure route.

Resolution: Incidental soil ingestion has been added for the industrial scenario.

b. The vegetative cover at the landfills is somewhat sparse, consequently an explanation why

the conceptual site model does not include inhalation of particulates is required.

Particularly since page 2-28 states that finer-grained overburden material was used in the
cover.

Resolution: Incidental soil ingestion and inhalation of dust have been added to the

conceptual site model.

c. The exposure point for some of the pathways may be within the operable unit boundary,

depending on the needs of the project managers to make an informed remedial decision.

Recommend deleting exposure points from the conceptual site model.

Resolution: The column "exposure point" has been deleted from the figure.

d. If this CSM is only for office, construction, and sanitary wastes as indicated under

"Contaminant Source," an additional CSM should be prepared for the hazardous

substances listed in Tables 2-5 and 2-6 (e.g., chromates, solvents, mercury, etc).

Resolution.' Hazardous waste has been added to the figure under contaminant source
column.

29. Page 3-16, Paragraph 1 - The CFA landfills may be the source for the organic solvents
detected in the CFA production wells. Therefore, the analytical data from these wells should

be included in the work plan.

Resolution: The data is provided in a report published by Barresh and Marts, 1991 and the

report has been referenced in the Work Plan. Theretbre the data will not be incorporated

into the Work Plan. Future sampling of these wells under this RI will result in the analytical

data being incorporated into the RI report.

30. Page 3-17, Paragraph 1 - Additional preliminary remedial action alternatives include: 1) hot-

spot removal, 2) ground-water monitoring, 3) leachate collection/monitoring, and 4) deed

restriction. A combination of two or more alternatives .,nay also be appropriate.

Resolution: The above mentioned preliminary remedial action alternatives have been added
to the text.

31. Page 3-20, Second Paragraph - In the paragraph that contains four bullet items for a State
requirement to be considered an ARAR, delete the third bullet item, "not result in an in-State

ban on land disposal of hazardous waste." Under CERCLA section 121(d), a State-wide ban
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prohibiting land disposal of hazardous substances may be an ARAR if the state requirement is
of general applicability and was adopted by formal means on the basis of hydrologic, geologic,
or other relevant considerations and for reasons to protect human and the environment, and
the State provides arrangements and pays for incremental costs from using a hazardous waste
disposal facility.

Resolution: This bullet has been deleted from the text.

32. Page 3-22, Table 3-7 - When a state has been granted authorization for operating a Federal
program, the requirements of the state program are considered as stringent or more stringent
than those requirements of the parallel Federal law or regulation. In such cases, the
authorized state requirement is documented as the potential ARAR in the identification and
communication of State ARARs. The State of Idaho has federal authorization for
enforcement of RCRA. Please revise this table accordingly.

Resolution: Since the State does not have more stringent requirements under the RCRA
program the minimum requirements that must be met are the RCRA requirements listed in
the table. However, additional State ARARs have been added to Table 3-9.

33. Page 3-24, Table 3-9 - Add to the list of _ State ARARs:

Hazardous Waste Management Act of 1983 (Idaho Code §39-4401 to 4432);

Hazardous Waste Management System: General (IDAPA §16.01.5004);

Identification and Listing of Hazardous Wastes (IDAPA §16.01.5005);

Land Disposal Restrictions (IDAPA §16.01.5011).

The citation to the Solid Waste Management Regulations: General should be "IDAPA
§16.01.6004,01."

Resolution: The above potential State ARARs have been added to the text.

34. Page 4-1, Paragraph 2 - It is unlikely that the limited sampling of the soil cover proposed in
this work plan will quantify the "extent and magnitude of contamination in surface soils._
Please explain.

Resolution: The word "extent" has been replaced with "presence. _

35. Page 4-3, Cover Investigation -

a. Recommend revising text to state this phase will evaluate potential for infiltration rather
than _evaluate the geologic unit governing transport of contaminants."

Resolution: The phrase "and evaluate potential for infiltration" has been added to the
text. However, the phrase "evaluate geologic unit governing transport of contaminants _
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will remain in the text, because an additional objective of the cover investigation is to
determine soil properties that may influence the transport of soil gas through the cover
to the surface.

b. The task of identifying potential borrow-sources for a cover is more appropriate for the
remedial design phase.

Resolution: This task has been deleted from the text.

36. Page 4-4, Table 4-1 - The moisture monitoring data discussed in section 3.1.3 was collected
during a drought (1988-1991). The current snowpack in southeast Idaho is more
representative of "normal"conditions, therefore IDHW recommends additional moisture data
be collected during the RI (1993). A summary of the locations and depths of the moisture-
monitoring equipment already in place would also be useful (see section 3.1.3).

Resolution: Moisture monitoring with the neutron probe will be conducted on the five
existing neutron access holes on a monthly basis during the RI field activities. A summary of
moisture-monitoring equipment for existing boreholes will be provided in of the Work Plan.

37. Page 4-6, Table 4-3 - The surface soil samples for volatile organic compounds and metals
would seem to correspond to analytical level IV as defined on page 4-5. Furthermore, since
waste oils were disposed in the landfill, it would seem that samples for semivolatile organic
compounds should be collected.

Resolution: The table has been corrected to reflect analytical level IV data for soil analyses.
Semivolatile organic analysis of the soils will be added to the Work Plan.

38. Page 4-7, Table 4-3 - The water balance equation will be useful to determine the potential for
ieachate, but it is unlikely that it will be sufficient to determine if the existing cover is
adequate due to other factors such as surface runon, hydraulic conductivity of the cover
material, etc.

Resolution: The text has been rephrased to indicate the water balance equation will be used
to determine if the existing cover is adequate for maximizing evapotranspiration.

39. Page 5-3, Section 5.3.1 - Please define the criteriawhich will be used to establish "additional
survey locations." Also, state the accuracy of the survey (e.g., vertical control within 0.1 ft and
horizontal control within 3 ft). Also indicate the grid which will be used.

Resolution: The text has been revised to incorporate the requested information.

40. Page 5-4, Section 5.3.3.1 - Recommend collecting soil gas samples along the perimeter of the
landfill to evaluate horizontal extent of vapor migration.

Resolution: Soil gas samples will be collected around the perimeter of the landfills as
recommended.
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41. Page 5-9, Paragraph 1 - Indicate the specific method which will be used in the "statistical
sampling design" to determine number and locations of flux chamber sampling points.

Resolution: The text has been revised to indicate a minimum of eight samples will be
collected from each landfill based on the shallow soil gas data results. If the soil gas data is
not available at the time of sampling then the sites will be chosen randomly.

42. Page 5-9, Paragraph 2 -

a. The text states that the surface of the landfill will be examined for visual signs of staining
or stressed vegetation, but does not indicate whether this information will be used to
determine sample locations. Furthermore, this task should be scheduled such that the
data collected from the soil gas survey can also be used to determine sampling locations.

Resolution: The text has been revised to reflect the use of this information in sample
site selection. Due to the limited time period allocated for RI field investigations and
the turn around time for the laboratory analyses and data validation this task must
proceed without the aid of the soil gas data in sample site selection.

b. Background sampling locations should be indicated on a site map, or, at a minimum, the
text should state the criteria which will be used to determine whether the sampling
location is "outside the influence of the landfills." Furthermore, two samples will probably
not be adequate to address the variability of metals concentrations in soils. It may be
preferable to use an existing reference (e.g., Martin et al, 1990; Spry et al, 1992).

Resolution: References such as the one mentioned above will be used to provide
information on background metal concentrations at CFA.

43. Page 5-10, Paragraph 1 - See comment #35.

Resolution: The text has been revised to include "to evaluate the potential for infiltration."

44. Page 5-10, Paragraph 4 - Does "intact" mean undisturbed?

Resolution: "Intact" has been replaced with the word "undisturbed" for clarity.

45. Page 5-11, Paragraph 1 - ASTM D-421 is the preparation method for particle-size analysis,
ASTM D-422 is the method number for the analyses.

Resolution: The correct method ASTM D-422 has replaced the preparation method.

46. Page 5-12, Paragraph 4 -

a. Volatile organic compounds may be the most mobile compound disposed in the landfills;
therefore, it is unlikely that analysis for VOCs will be discontinued. Furthermore, if
VOCs are detected in groundwater, continued monitoring will be conducted to evaluate
seasonal trends regardless of if concentrations are below maximum contaminant levels.
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Resolution: Per the 3/1/93 scoping meeting between DOE, EPA, and IDHW, the
groundwater sampling section has been revised to reflect that two rounds of groundwater
samples will be collected for use in the BRA and the third round will be used for
confirmation.

b. A variety of hazardous wastes were placed in the CFA landfills, therefore the text should
indicate why analyses will only be conducted for VOCs, metals, and common anions. For
example, waste oils were placed in the landfills so it would seem prudent to sample for
semivolatile compounds. Given the variety of wastes typically placed in industrial landfills,
it may be appropriate to perform Appendix IV analyses for the first sampling event.

Resolution: An examination of five quarters of existing data (Appendix C) shows no
SVOCs other than a few detections for phthalate, which may be attributable to lab
contamination. Analytical results for herbicides and pesticides also showed no detection
of any constituents. Given that SVOCs, herbicides, and pesticides have not been
detected and the fact that VOCs are more mobile, sampling for these compound classes
(SVOCs, pesticides, and herbicides) will not be incorporated into the sampling scheme
for the RI.

c. The CFA production wells are located downgradient of the landfills, therefore these
wells should be included in the sampling events and collection of water level data
associated with this RI.

Resolution: The CFA production wells have been added to the groundwater monitoring
program. The wells have dedicated pumps which prohibit the measurement of water
levels.

47. Page 5-16, Section 5.6.2 -

a. Contaminant transport modeling will also utilize available inventory information to assess
risks posed by this operable unit.

Resolution: The text has been revised to include "existing waste inventory information."

b. The text states that the following migration routes will be modeled "if necessary":

- gas phase migration to the atmosphere.
- gas phase migration to the aquifer.
- liquid phase migration to the aquifer.

Explain how the use of existing data, as well as data collected during this investigation,
will determine if modeling of these migration routes is necessary. For example, since
solvent vapors were detected at a depth of 450 ft (Table 3-2), it would appear that gas
phase migration is occurring. Also, since approximately 54,000 cubic meters of liquid
waste was disposed in Landfill II (Table 2-5), it would seem that liquid phase migration
should be evaluated.
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Resolution: "If necessary" has been deleted from the text. Text has also been revised to
explain conditions under which gas phase migration to the aquifer and liquid phase
migration to the aquifer will be modeled and the modeling approach to be used. In
addition, the units on the liquid wastes in Table 2-5 were incorrectly stated as m3 and
should have been liters. This reduces the volume by a factor of 1000, and decreases the
migration potential. The data indicating solvent vapors were detected at a depth of 450
ft is incorrect and has been deleted from Table 3-2.

48. Page 5-16, Section 5.6.2.1 - The text states that release rate of contaminants is controlled by
"... moisture content near the waste, solubility of the chemicals, and other factors." Explain
how these data needs will be addressed in this RI. See general comment #4.

Resolution: The text has been revised to better address data needs and modeling inputs.

49. Page 5-18, Paragraph 3 - The organic solvents disposed at the landfills are not high viscosity
compounds. Furthermore, the statement that movement of nonaqueous phase liquids could
only occur by immiscible displacement assumes saturated conditions, and therefore is not
applicable to the vadose zone. The text should indicate which specific activities planned for
this remedial investigation will indicate if NAPLs are present in the landfills and have
migrated into the underlying basalt. Also, what is the significance of the evidence that at
Landfill II, contaminant migration has reached the underlying sedimentary interbed in one
location and possibly three others (p. 4-5; ICF Technology, 1989).

Resolution: Discussion of the nonaqueous phase liquids has been revised as noted in the
comment. The presence of NAPLs will be evaluated during the subsurface soil sampling
activity. There is no evidence that contamination has reached the underlying interbed as
reported in the ICF Technology report (p. 4-5). In response to this statement on page 4-5, it
is felt the data in the report (and their own discussion) does not conclusively support this
statement. Additionally, the one-dimensional model assumptions made for ',his interpretation
were violated. For instance, the modcl assumes infinitely horizontal layers whereas the landfill
is three-dimensional and second the assumption that greater time equates with greater depth
is true for normal soils with low conductivity but is violated at the landfill were there is a large
concentration of high conductivity metal. See resolution to comment #3.

50. Page 5-26, Paragraph 3 - See comment #27.

Resolution: The text has been revised.

51. Section 6 - Many of the document submittal dates listed in this schedule have different target
dates than the schedule presented in the Final Scope of Work for Operable Unit 4-12 (Keck
and Stormberg, 1992). These schedule changes represent a modification of a final docoment,
and must be conducted in accordance with Section 8.22 of the Federal Facilities

Agreement/Consent Order.

Resolution: The schedule has been revised to be consistent.
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Sampling and Analysis Plan

52. Page 2-5, Section 2.2.1. - The topographic survey should also address the adequacy of the
existing cover for controlling surface-water "runon," which could result in increased infiltration
rates.

Resolution: Runon has been added to the text.

53. Page 2-6, Paragraph 1 - The lithologic logs and construction diagrams for the shallow

boreholes should be included in the work plan.

Resolution: The logs and construction diagrams for the shallow boreholes will be provided in

Appendix D.

54. Page 2-8, Paragraph 1 - The text states that ground-water sampling will occur in April, July,
and October; however, the schedule provided in Section 6 indicates that samples will be

collected in April, June, and July. Please clarify this discrepancy.

Resolution: The schedule in Section 6 was incorrect. This schedule has been revised to be

consistent with the text and proposed seasonal sampling.

55. Page 3-1, Section 3.1 - There is no evidence presented in the work plan to indicate that

different types of soils were used as cover material for the landfills. Furthermore, minor

variations in the composition of cover material would probably not be distinguishable by visual

observation. Therefore, IDHW recommends selecting the sampling locations using a random

number generator or similar method. If a sufficient number of samples are collected, this

method should be adequate to address spatial variations. To ensure representative samples are
collected, this method should also be used for the surface soil samples which will be used to

characterize contaminant concentrations (Section 3.2). A contingency should be included for

collecting additional samples based on stressed vegetation and information from other RI

activities (e.g., geophysical and soil gas surveys).

Resolution: The text has been revised to indicate the samples will be collected randomly.

However, due to the limited time allowed for the RI field activities it will not be possible to

wait for previous task results before proceeding with this task.

56. Page 3-4, Table 3-3 -

a. Collecting four replicates from the ten wells in the sampling network corresponds to 40%

QA/QC samples. Please provide the rationale for this as it would seem a bit excessive.

Note that page 3-20 of the FSP states that "Field replicates will be collected at a

minimum frequency of 1 per 20 samples or 1 per sampling round for each sample

medium." Additionally, IDHW recommends randomly selecting the well(s) at which

replicate samples will be collected. This will reduce the potential for biasing analytical
results.
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Resolution: QA/QC sample quantity (replicates) has been reduced and replicates will be

collected randomly as requested.

b. To further prevent cross-contamination, the upgradient wells, which are presumably

"cleaner" than downgradient wells, should be sampled first. Furthermore, the text states

that the rinsate blank will be collected after sampling the first well. Collecting a rinsate

after sampling a supposedly "clean" well may not adequately evaluate the effectiveness of

the decontamination procedure. Although the analytical data in Appendix C.1 does not

seem to indicate any clear variations between upgradient and downgradient wells, IDHW

recommends sampling upgradient wells first, and also collecting the rinsate after sampling

downgradient wells.

Resolution: Well sampling order will be determined based on existing data and the
concentrations of chromium in the various wells. As stated, there are no clear variations

between up and down gradient wells and therefore the best approach to prevent or
minimize cross contamination is to sample least contaminated wells first and progress to

the more contaminated wells. As suggested a rinsate will be collected after sampling the

downgradient wells.

c. IDHW feels the two primary routes for sample contamination in this investigation are: 1)

organic contamination from volatilization of solvents in the landfill, and 2) metals
contamination from wind-blown dust. Therefore, it may be advantageous to collect the

field blank near midday, since volatilization rates and wind speeds typically increase as

the air temperature rises.

Resolution: The objective of the field blank is to monitor the conditions during sampling

and not to target specific environmental conditions. However, if samples are collected in
the afternoon, then a field blank will be collected at that time.

d. State the rationale for only replicating one surface soil sample (one of twenty-seven)

rather than the minimum of 1 per 20 recommended on page 3-20.

Resolution: The text has been revised to indicate that 2 replicate samples will be taken

per the recommended minimum of 1 per 20.

57. Page 3-15, Paragraph 3 - DOE should identify the percolation ponds which they believe may

influence regional flow. A location map would also be useful.

Resolution: The text has been revised to clearly state the percolation ponds are at ICPP that

may be influencing groundwater flow at CFA.

58. Page 3-20, Section 3.7 - Reference the document which states that "The desired number of

field quality control samples is at least 20% of the total number of field samples taken."

Furthermore, the text recommends that rinsate blanks, field blanks, and field replicates be

collected at a minimum frequency of 1 per 20, for a total of 3 per 20 or 1.5%. Please clarify.

i Resolution: The text has been revised to consistently follow all QA/QC protocols.
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59. Page 3-21 - Appears to be some missing text.

Resolution: The following text has been inserted: "of field activities."

60. Page 5-4, Paragraph 1 - Please explain why 3-4 days was the time period selected for
gravitational drainage. How will the volume of water required to wet the soil column be
determined (e.g., what porosity value will be assumed or how will this parameter be
determined)? Also see comment #55 regarding the selection of sampling locations.

Resolution: The text has been revised in the following manner in answer to the above
questions, ln-situ field capacity is defined as the amount of water remaining in a soil two or
three days after having been wetted and after free drainage is negligible. The volume of
water required for the test will be estimated based on the soil porosity, which in turn will be
estimated by knowing the bulk density of the soil, which will be obtained using the neutron
densometer and the particle density (assumed to be 2.65 g/cm3 for mineral soils).

61. Page 5-6, Paragraph 1 - IHDW recommends using a few soil borings to verify the accuracy of
the ground penetrating radar study in determining the thickness of the cover material.

Resolution: The text has been revised to indicate a few soil borings will be taken for
confirmation of the geophysical survey determination of soil cover thickness.

62. Page 5-6, Section 5.5.1 - It would be beneficial to also collect replicate samples of the soil gas
to evaluate the accuracy of the analytical laboratory.

Resolution: The text has been revised to indicate replicate samples of soil gas samples will be
taken as part of the QA/QC.

63. Page 5-9, Section 5.7.2 -

a. Please indicate what method will be used to collect the ground-water samples (e.g.,
submersible pump). Also clarify in Section 5.7.1 if a minimum of three well volumes will
be purged prior to sampling.

Resolution: The text has been revised as requested.

b. See comment #46.

Resolution: See resolution to comment #46.

64. Page 5-11, Section 5.8 - In the handling and disposition of investigation derived waste (IDW),
two options are mentioned for handling the 60,000 gallons of purge water. If the first option
is used (i.e., removal of chromium by a portable treatment unit), please discuss options for the
final disposition of the removed chromium and of the treated water (which may contain
tritium).
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In the second option mentioned (i.e., discharge to the "IRA warm waste pond), reference

should be made to the new lined evaporation pond being constructed for operations at the

TRA facility, if appropriate. Is this a viable option, considering the timing for completion of

the new TRA evaporation pond? Clarify what types of constituents will be discharged to the

new TRA evaporation pond from TRA operations and whether the contaminants from the
CFA purge water would be consistent. Would evaporation of the purge water in the TRA

pond have any significant added effect to air quality over the permitted pond discharges from

operations?

It is suggested that both options be considered together. In other words, if the new TRA
pond does not receive chromium contaminated water, then the purge water may be treated to

remove the chromium prior to discharge to the TRA evaporation pond.

Please discuss options for the handling and disposition of the estimated 300 gallons of
decontamination water.

Resolution: A detailed IDW plan has been added to the text.

Community Relations Plan

65. Page 1-1, Second Paragraph - This review is pursuant to the FFA/CO and is not to be

construed as a review or approval of this deliverable as a NEPA document.

Resolution: Comment noted, no action.

66. Page 3-1, Fourth Paragraph - Last sentence inaccurately states that the "NCP amends existing

provisions and adds new major authorities to CERCLA." More accurately, the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA), passed by Congress in 1986 revised and

added new major authorities to CERCLA. One of the modifications made by SARA was a

requirement for the NCP to be revised in order to implement the regulatory changes required

by SARA. Recommend combining the last two sentences to state "The investigation and
remedial activities being conducted under the FFA/CO will be conducted in accordance with

the revised NCP, which implements CERCLA, as amended by SARA."

Resolution: The text has been revised as stated above.

67. Page 3-2, First Paragraph - Removal actions are more accurately actions taken to respond

promptly to an urgent need to protect public health or welfare or the environment from a
release or threatened release of a hazardous substance. Remedial actions are more

permanent remedies taken to prevent or minimize the release or threat of release of
hazardous substances that present a current/future danger to public health, welfare, or the

environment. Please revise this paragraph accordingly.

Resolution: The text has been revised as suggested above.
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The end objective of the RI/FS for the CFA landfills, as described in section 4.1 of the Work
Plan, is to evaluate the risk presented by the CFA Landfills to human health and the
environment and evaluate remedial action alternatives if unacceptable risks are identified.
Please revise this paragraph accordingly.

Resolution: The text has been revised as suggested above.

68. Page 3-4 - This review is pursuant to the FFA/CO and is not to be construed as a review or
approval of this deliverable as a NEPA document.

Resolution: Comment noted, no action.

69. Page 5-2, Last Paragraph - Statement that "the following types of documents ... are contained
in the information repositories" is repeated again at the top of page 5-3.

Resolution: The repeated phrase was deleted.

The schedule in Table 5-1 is inconsistent with that presented in Table 6-1 of the Work Plan.
Specifically, see dates for placement of the Final RI/FS Report in the Administrative Record,
public comment periods on the RI/FS Report and Proposed Plan, date for placement of the
Final ROD in the Administrative Record and public notice of availability of the ROD. Also
see comment #51.

Resolution: The schedule will be revised to be consistent with RI/FS schedules and schedules
outlined in the text of the Work Plan.

70. Page 5-4, Second Paragraph - Statement that "the ROD will be issued following EPA or
State-of-Idaho approval, and will include the summary" should be more accurately stated as
"the ROD, which includes the responsiveness summary, is issued following EPA approval and
concurrence by IDHW."

Resolution: The text has been revised as suggested above.

71. Appendix A, List of Contacts - Delete entry of John Ledger as a contact for State of Idaho
Division of Environmental Quality; Revise/update entry for Shawn Rosenberger as follows:

Shawn Rosenberger, Remediation Technical Supervisor
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, Division of Environmental Quality
900 North Skyline
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402

(208) 528-2650

Resolution: The text has been revised as suggested above.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REVIEW COMMENTS AND RESOLUTIONS

General Comments

1. Comments are based on review of the Draft Work Plan (EGG-ERD-10453), published
January 1993, and received February J, 1993.

Resolution: No action.

2. This document generally conforms with the December 1992 Scope of Work for the RI/b'S at
this OU, but needs some refinement in order to provide the needed level of confidence in the
results of the investigation and baseline risk assessment. While the process of developing a
Conceptual Site Model (CSM), identification of data requirements and data gaps, and
development of a Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP) which addresses the data gaps has been
presented, there are a number of points in the document where significant concerns have not
been adequately addressed. Some specific points are identified in the comments below.

Resolution: The document will be revised per the following comments to provide a more
detailed document.

3. Investigation of this OU is complicated by the fact that both the source and the site geology
are non-homogeneous, making it questionable whether sample results are representative. The
SAP should incorporate a significant degree of flexibility in the form of "if/then"decisions
which can be made as sampling progresses. This will allow collection of the greatest amount
of usable data for the resources expended. This has been incorporated to some extent, as
with the concept of limiting analysis if low probability contaminants are not found in the first
round analysis, but could be expanded. For example, if early in the remedial investigation
results indicate that the 110-foot interbed is competent across the site and is a competent
barrier to the migration of contaminants, further investigation of the basalt aquifer ,nay not be
necessary because contamination from the site would not migrate to it. However,
investigation of the perched water table that may manifest itself on top of the interbed could
be required. This constant feedback and data review process will optimize the remedial
investigation process and ensure that only necessary data are collected.

Resolution: Due to the limited time available for RI field investigations to meet FFA/CO
schedules this may not be possible. When "if/then" decisions are appropriate to the field
program they have been provided in the text.

4. The detection limit for each particular analyte should be specified in all tables containing
chemical results rather than the term "ND._ Many of the data summary tables for chemical
analysis (e.g., Table 3-2) list "ND" to indicate that an analyte was not detected. These tables
should be modified to indicate "less than."

Resolution: Table 3-2 has been revised to include the detection limit for all non-detects.
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5. All historical data that are to be used in the baseline risk assessment must be of sufficient

quality to be included. The work plan proposes using soil-gas samples to characterize and
evaluate volatile inhalation. It is not appropriate to use these results to calculate an RME in
a baseline risk assessment, although they may be appropriately referenced as qualitative data.

Resolution; The soil gas samples collected will be of quality level III data which is sufficient
for baseline risk assessments. However, it is important to note that the data will be used in
the contaminant fate and transport modeling to support a qualitative risk assessment by
estimating exposure concentrations for the inhalation pathway.

Specific Comments

1. Page v: In the second paragraph, there is no reason at this time to conclude that these
landfills pose only a low-level threat. If the investigation reveals that there are significant hot
spots for example, these could be remediated as a principal threat with the remainder handled
by engineering controls (i.e. containment), as outlined in the NCP. See
40 CFR 300.430(a)(1)(iii)(C). It is also more accurate to say the agencies decided that these
landfills "...should be investigated and remediated as necessary through the CERCLA-driven
RI/FS process."

Resolution: Reference to CFA landfills posing a "low-level threat" has been deleted from the
text.

In the fourth paragraph, clarify that the active portion of Landfill III is not part of the
Operable Unit being investigated under this RI/FS, but it will be addressed under another OU
in WAG 4.

Resolution: The text has been revised as appropriate.

2. Page vi: As noted on page 2-26 of the Work Plan, the ICPP and TRA are both up-gradient
of the CFA landfills; this is essential information which should be included here, along with a

general statement comparing contaminant concentrations found in up- and down-gradient
wells. There is no clear evidence that the sampling pumps contribute to the chromium levels
in the samples, therefore the statement about the pumps should be revised to indicate that
they are a possible source which will be investigated during this RI.

Resolution: "Two upgradient facilities" has been added to the text for clarity. There is
supporting evidence to suggest the pumps may also be contributing to the chromium
concentrations found in the wells due to the large difference between concentrations from
filtered and non-filtered samples, where in many instances the filtered samples are
considerably lower than non-filtered samples suggesting the presence of particulate chromium.

3. Review the ES to ensure acronyms have all been spelled out once before being used, and that
are correctly defined. [e.g., "ARARs", National Priorities List (NPL)]. Suggest a review of
Acronyms and definitions (e.g., OSHA)
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Rcsolut.ion; The document will be reviewed and the nexe,ssary changes to the text will be
made.

4. Page 1-2: In the first paragraph, clarify that the risk assessment evaluates both current
conditions and modeled future conditions.

Resolution; 'Current/future" has been added to the text.

In the last paragraph, reference to "assessment of environmental impacts" sounds more like
NEPA than CERCLA. The EPA position on this issue is that CERCLA meet the substantive
requirements of NEPA, and there should be no impact on CERCLA schedules or activities
because of NEPA.

Resolution: The text has been revised and reference to NEPA has been deleted.

5. Page 2-1: State whether LF II is currently fenced.

Resolution: The text has been revised to indicate Landfill II is fenced.

Identify/_xplain measures taken by DOE to ensure that radioactive waste was not disposed in
this landfill.

Resolution: Text has been added to section 2.0 describing the required screening of waste
prior to disposal at the CFA landfill by a Radiological Control Technician to confirm the
waste meets the nonradioactive waste disposal requirement.

6. Page 2-6: Clarify that at the time of closure the LF III cover was compacted to a uniform
depth of 2 ft and state whether there has been an further cover maintenance since closure.

Resolution: The text has been revised as suggested above and no further cover maintenance
has been performed on the cover since that time.

7. Page 2-7: Explain why the 1956-1961 data was used to compute relative humidity. If this is
the most current local data available, so state.

Resolution: The text has been revised to indicate this six-year period of data represents the
data period of record available for this site.

8. Page 2-8: The geologic description in part 2.1.2 is mostly general background of the site.
Since the next section of the report is the "Initial Evaluation", conditions which are of
significance to this specific OU should be presented. This part of the report should address
the geologic structure that would influence the migration of contaminants from the landfills.
A discussion of cross-cutting features in the CFA area, such as faults and flow interior
discontinuities such as vesicular zones and joints within the entablature and colonnade would
establish a framework for understanding the information present in subsequent sections.
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Resolution: The text has been revised to present the site specific geology at the landfills.
The structure and geology of the vadose zone and aquifer are extremely complex as suggested
in the text. Modelers usually make gross simplifying assumptions that tend to homogenize the
actual site complexity.

9. Page 2-13: The discussion of the "clay layer", in the last full paragraph on this page, borders
on deceptive. While it is of some value to know that this layer is not present under LF III,
there is nothing to indicate whether does exist under LF II. If this layer is not found under
either of the two landfills being investigated under this RI, the fact that "...where present, it
would significantly impede the migration of any leachate to the water table" has no bearing on
the RI. (Strongly recommend that any core samples from site boreholes which are available
in the USGS INEL Core Storage Library be examined directly, rather than having to rely on
field boring logs)

Resolution: The text has been revised and evidence of clay layers in or around Landfill II will
be detailed in the text with supporting lithologic data provided in Appendix D.

The nomenclature used to describe the stratigraphy of the basalt flow group should be briefly
presented. For example, the designation "DE-3" on Figure 2-9 is unclear and should be
explained.

Resolutio0.; The individual basalt flow designations, i.e., "DE-3"have been removed from the
figure.

10. Page 2-16: The effects of geologic features, specifically aquifer anisotropy and
nonhomogeneity, need to be discussed in part 2.1.3. An understanding of the mechanics of
contaminant migration in groundwater through the fractured basalt underlying the site is
incomplete without such discussions; this is a critical aspect of both the investigation of
existing contamination and any predictive fate and transport modeling for evaluation future
risks at the site.

Resolution: The text has been revised to indicate the groundwater flow is controlled by the
fractured basalt and interbeds. Simplified models cannot account for these aquifer
heterogeneities.

Either provide a more definitive statement on when the Little Lost River flows last reached
the INEL, or eliminate the discussion entirely, since the statement has already been made that
such flows "...would have no effect on the CFA landfills.."

Resolution: The text has been revised to clearly state the Little Lost River does not flow
onto the INEL.

11. Page 2-21: Hydraulic conductivity should be used to analyze contaminant migration, and
typical values should be presented in addition to the transmissivity values. If a groundwater
problem has three-dimensional overtones (as the INEL site aquifer system does), it is best to
use hydraulic conductivity in that analysis (Freeze and Cherry 1979). The wide range of
transmissivity values discussed in the paragraph illustrates the reason for also presenting the
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hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer. Unlike transmissivity, hydraulic conductivity is not a
function of the length of the open interval.

Resolution: Hydraulic conductivity values have been added to Table 2-2.

12. Page 2-25: The discussion of the observed variations in hydraulic head is of interest, and may
be necessary in this part in order to explain why they are not being taken at "face value" when
evaluating the environmental setting and developing the investigative approach for this OU.
However, it seems that developing an "explanation" for data anomalies in this section has led
to a presumption that the borehole deviation logging will resolve the issue, and there is no
provision for further investigation in the discussion of RI/FS Tasks (Section 5). The first full
paragraph on this page begins with a statement that _...positioning of the open interval does
not appear to be a problem", then concludes the discussion of the apparent high head at
USGS-85 by noting that the completion interval for this well does not cross the water table as
do most other well in the area, so this well "could be reflecting higher heads within the

aquifer." At best this is poor organization of the presentation, and at worst at complete
contradiction within a single paragraph.

A fourth explanation for the variation in hydraulic head is also possible. Data presented in
Table 2-2 indicate a wide (4 orders of magnitude) variation in transmissivities measured at
wells located near each other. Hydraulic gradients and water levels are affected by variations
in transmissivity. Since, according to the text, well plumbness is the primary cause of the

apparent area of low hydraulic head (third paragraph), the text should discuss the reason that
the anomalously low hydraulic head was not observed at other U.S. Geological Survey wells
near the landfills (e.g., 34 through 40). All wells have presumably been installed in a similar
manner.

Resolution: Not all wells have been installed in a similar manner. In general, USGS wells
that are numbered less than 100 have been drilled using a cable tool rig and wells numbered

greater than 100 have been drilled using a rotary rig. Typically, wells drilled with a cable tool
rig tend to be more plumb or straighter. Variations in T can change the gradient but can't

create a closed low (gradient reversal). The text will be revised to more clearly present

possibilities for the apparent closed low.

13. Page 2-26: The last sentence in the first paragraph presents a "conclusion" based on the

assumptions about the well alignments made in the same paragraph. This conclusion needs to

be qualified, and until "proved", should not be presented as the only possible explanation.

Resolution: The sentence has been deleted from the text.

It would be appropriate to include in this section some indication of the magnitude of the
sources at ICPP and TRA. When the billions of gallons of water discharged at these two sites

are considered, it helps put in perspective the potential of these relatively small landfills as a

source of the contamination currently found in the aquifer
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Resolution: The text has been revised to indicate the amounts of tritium and chromium

disposed to injection wells and infiltration ponds from past disposal practices at ICPP and
TRA.

14. Page 2-30: The idea that an SOP approved 1986 "may approximate the previous operational
practices" needs to be further developed (if deemed significant for the RI/FS) or dropped
completely, as it represents too large a "leap of faith."

Resolution: The paragraph was deleted from the text.

15. Tables 2-3 thru 2-6: There needs to be a discussion of the reliability of the information
reported in these tables, as well as an indication of how much research has been done and is
planned to further refine the data. It is recommended, for example, that any time the disposal
of barrels or other containers is recorded, the records be searched to find their source, i
condition and contents. The fact that the reporting system may have required the disposal
reported in Table 2-5 to be recorded in cubic meters rather than liquid measure may have
resulted in reporting errors. If the numbers are accurate, these quantities are rather large and
information on disposal methods should be developed as input for fate and transport models.

Resolution: The tables have been revised and expanded as possible. Proper units have been
included. The information in the tables are useful for providing information on the general
types of wastes most commonly disposed of to the landfills. However, the quantities may be
over or under the actual volume of waste disposed to the landfills as they were not generally
weighed prior to disposal. Attempts to verify this information have not been successful, but
will be continued throughout tile RI.

16. Significant information in Table 3-1 needs to be discussed further in the text. For example,
item V. C. indicates that the uppermost interbed was sampled, but samples were not analyzed.
This interbed is a critical element of the subsurface investigation. If the samples were
lost/discarded, or have an uncertain chain of custody, they may be of little value. However, if
the samples are still exist they may still be usable. Also, data collected from drilling and
sampling wastes (item VI in the table) are referenced in the table but are not discussed in the
text. These data should be presented and discussed.

Resolution: The samples have been discarded and therefore will be of little or no value.
Drilling and sampling wastes were collected for IDW disposition and analyzed using TCLP
methods. All wastes were found to be nonhazardous and in compliance with RCRA
requirements for land disposal.

17. Page 3-7: OHSA standards can be of value when discussing relative risk concepts, and may
help screen contaminants of concern at a site, but they cannot and will not be used as a
"stand-alone" substitute for CERCLA risk assessments.
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Resolution: This preliminary evaluation is a review of existing information to demonstrate the
potential for risks to human health and the environment. The intent of the evaluation is not
to be used as a stand-alone substitute for CERCLA risk assessment. The RI field activities

proposed in this Work Plan will support data requirements for the CERCLA risk assessment
to be performed in the RI.

18. Page 3-9: The sentence starting with "Table 3-3..."at the top of the page is a duplication of
the previous sentence.

Resolution: The text has been deleted.

The statement that "It is interesting to note that five of the above mentioned compounds were
found in one borehole..." leads to the question of what are the implications of this
information, and what action does it indicate should be taken during the investigation.

Resolution: The implication of this statement is that additional surface soil sampling is
required at this particular location and the Work Plan identifies the need for additional
surface soil sampling at both landfills. Additionally, subsurface samples will also be collected
at Landfill II per recent scoping meeting.

In the last paragraph, recommend replacing the term "safe risk-based levels', as many people
interpret "safe"as zero risk. The discussion of chromium would be more complete if either a
bounding condition of 100% chromium VI, or some other (conservative) assumed speciation
was evaluated. This may also allow a conclusion to be reached about the cumulative risk, as
well as the risk from individual contaminants.

Resolution: The word "safe"has been deleted from the text. A conservative assumption of
100% Cr6. will be made for this presentation.

19. Page 3-11: Because the recent weather patterns in the INEL area have been atypical, and the
1993 snowmelt may present a more nearly normal condition at the site, this part should
include a discussion of how significant the differences would be. It is likely that such an
analysis would lead to additional data collection, which would need to take place in the very
near future. This will probably provide more useful information than the analysis of the old
data which was collected under atypical conditions (as discussed on page 3-12).

Resolution: RI activities have been revised to include the collection of additional moisture

monitoring data from existing neutron access tubes, as well as evaluating existing data.

Table 3-4 presents risk-based screening concentrations for contaminants detected in soil. The
table states that no health data are available for 4-methylphenol. Appendix II of the Region
10 supplemental risk assessment guidance for Superfund presents a risk-based concentration
for 4-methylphenol of 1,000 mg/kg, corresponding to a hazard quotient of 0.1. This
discrepancy should be corrected.

Resolution: Table 11-2has been revised according to the new health data available for this
compound.
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20. Page 3-13: There is a very limited rationale presented for suspecting the sampling pumps are
a significant source of particulate chromium. This should be viewed as an incidental portion

of the overall investigation, with more emphasis given to the last full paragraph on this page.

Resolution: The text will be revised to indicate that the pumps may be an additional yet

probably subordinate source of chromium.

21. Page 3-14: Delete "the presence" from last sentence of the first full paragraph.

Also, confirm that Arco is closer to this site than Atomic City.

Resolution: The phrase "the presence" has been deleted from the text. Atomic city 7 mi
southeast of CFA has also been added to the text.

22. Page 3-15: This table presents the preliminary conceptual model for the CFA landfills II and
III. INEL worker exposure to soil via ingestion should be included in the model. Residential

exposure to groundwater via dermal exposure is also a consideration, although dermal

exposure for most contaminants will be of minor consequence when compared with ingestion.

In addition, based on surface soil results (and the sparse cover), potential inhalation of

fugitive dust may also need to be considered.

Resolution: Incidental soil ingestion and inhalation have been added to the industrial
scenario.

23. Page 3-16: The fact that tritium has been found in the CFA drinking water above the MCL is

a issue that should be closed out in this document. A statement which explains how this

concern is being addressed/investigated is needed.

Resolution: The tritium plume in the groundwater is due to past disposal practices at TRA

and ICPP and is not considered part of this operable unit as stated in the text. Due to the

complexity of groundwater flow and extent of the plume this problem will be further

investigated and resolved under the INEL site-wide WAG-10.

24. Table 3-8: Confirm that DOE Order 5480.1B is correctly identified as having two different
titles.

Resolution: The table has been revised to correctly identify the DOE orders 5480.B, 5482.1B,
and 5480.10.

25. General: The rationale for the performance of the RI/FS should include clearly explain how

data gaps are being addressed. If data gaps are not resolved, additional activities or the scope

of planned activities need to be expanded. For example, past sampling indicates that

methylene chloride may have been released to landfill soils, and the extent of this

contamination needs to be addressed. The reliability of the sedimentary interbed (thought to

be approximately 110 feet below the landfills) preventing downward contaminant migration

needs to be further evaluated. Data only suggest that this interbed is present beneath the

landfills (page 2-16 of the work plan). This evaluation may be especially important for non-
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aqueous phase liquids (NAPL) that are suspected to have been placed in the landfills. (some
bounding calculations could reduce the significance of the NAPLs as contaminants of
concern) The monitoring well network downgradient of the landfills ends at approximately
each landfill's boundary. Since leachate and NAPLs from the landfills may move both
horizontally and vertically through the vadose zone, depending upon the distribution of
sedimentary interbeds beneath the release point, there needs to be an explanation of why
these possibilities are not being investigated under this RI.

Resolution: Text has been incorporated to include data gaps and needs.

26. Table 4.1: Apparently the correct entry for the first "Action" for the Geophysical Survey of
Landfill III includes "magnetics."

Resolution: The text has been revised using the correct spelling.

The "Action" to "Survey local areas for appropriate material" should be limited until there is
more evidence that there will be a need to design and construct a cover. (Note that there is
support for the added efficiency of collecting opportunity samples where there is a reasonable
likelihood they will be necessary)

Resolution: This action has been deleted from the Work Plan.

27. Table 4-3: This table presents the data quality objectives. No semivolatile organic compound
(SVOC) analyses are proposed for the surface soil or groundwater samples. SVOC (benzoic
acid and 4-methylphenol) were detected in previous subsurface soil samples. Also, according
to the work plan, approximately 14 million gallons of waste including waste oil, solvents,
chemicals and paint were disposed of in the landfills. It is therefore appropriate to analyze
for SVOC in groundwater and surface soils.

Resolution: Semivolatile organic analyses of the surface soil will be added to the Work Plan.
A review of five qua;ters of existing groundwater data (Appendix C) shows no SVOCs other
than a few detections of phthalate, which may be attributable to laboratory contamination.
Based on scoping meetings, it has been agreed that groundwater samples for metals, VOCs,
common anions and alkalinity will be collected for analysis.

28. Page 4-4: As with the second comment for Table 4-1, the EDA data collection should be
limited during the RI.

Resolution: The data collection for EDA is limited during the RI; however if a task fulfills
several objectives including EDA it will be noted.

29. General: The descriptions of RI/FS tasks need to include the data quality requirements of the
end use(s) of the data and the way in which the RI/FS will meet those requirements. It is
essential that the collected data be compatible with its ultimate use including level of accuracy
and precision. Data collected during this RI/FS will mainly be used to model contaminant
migration. The chc_iceof hydrogeologic models that will be used must be made early enough
in the RI/FS to allow for any change(s) to the data acquisition activities. Depending on the
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chosen model, may also require parameter estimates of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity,
dispersivity, and sorptive properties. Data acquisition activities related to these parameters
are not presently addressed in the RI/FS work plan.

Resolution: The analytical levels and data quality requirements of the identified RI tasks are
provided in Section 4.0. Input parameters to potential models will rely on the RI collected
data, other data collected specifically for the INEL, and/or the literature.

There are also numerous instances of statements such as "sites will be selected" for sampling,
or "the borehole and cuttings will be surveyed periodically..."; there should be specific criteria
provided within the work plan for such decisions.

Resolution: When appropriate the text will be revised to be more specific.

30. Page 5-3: Units of measurement are expressed in the Metric system in this section and in the
English system in other sections. The type of unit should be used consistently throughout the
work plan.

Resolution: The units expressed in text will be consistent throughout the document and will
be presented as follows: English unit (metric unit).

31. Page 5-9: The discussion of background sample locations needs to be expanded. If the
background levels established in the Track 1 Guidance document are not going to be used,
the location of the sample points will require consideration of other potential impacts from
site operations, and can not be limited to the "influence of the landfills."

Resolution: Background levels established in the Track 1 guidance will be used.

32. Page 5-10: The locations of the soil cover borings or the rationale for selecting the locations
in the field should be discussed in this section. Details for field personnel should be placed in
the FSP, and the person(s) making the location decisions should be identified.

Resolution: A total of 12 samples will be collected at a distribution of one per acre. A visual
inspection of the surface soil will be made for evidence of soil differences. If differences are
found a sample will be obtained from the different soils. If no differences are found, samples
will be collected randomly. Determination of differences will be made by soil scientist from
Applied Geosciences Unit.

33. Page 5-11: In the second paragraph, the text notes that soil cover samples will be analyzed
for saturated hydraulic conductivity. Flow may occur under unsaturated conditions, and the
computer model used to determine contaminant transport may require an estimate of
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. Since the model input requirements are unknown at this
time, unsaturated hydraulic conductivity estimates should also be determined. This comment
also applies to deeper soil horizons.
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Resolution: The HELP code, which will be used to evaluate soil cover performance, requires
saturated hydraulic conductivity values (not unsaturated hydraulic conductivity values) as
input. The hydraulic conductivity-moisture content (or capillary head) relationship can be
obtained from the soil capillary pressure-moisture content relationship which will be
determined for the soil cover samples. This is a common technique to obtain unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity-moisture content relationships.

34. Page 5-12: The discussion of groundwater sampling should be revised to reflect the results of
the meeting between the WAG managers and the DOE consultants on 3/1/93.
Recommend adding the CFA production wells to the network of wells which will be sampled.

Resolution: The text will be revised as suggested.

35. PaLe 5-17: The text indicates that the release rate of leachable contaminants t_ controlled by
a number of factors and processes. Site data related to several of the processes (_..g.,
diffusion, dispersion, sorption) are not discussed in the work plan, and plans to obtain those
data are not presented. This apparent data gap should be addressed.

Resolution: The test has been revised to indicate that GW screen will be used to model

leachable contaminants and that RI collected data, existing information and standard default
parameters will be used. The amount of water (from infiltration) reaching the waste and
generating leachate will be determined from soil cover modeling using the HELP code. Data
used as input to the HELP code will be collected during the RI field investigation.
Describing (modeling) the leachate as it moves downward out of the landfill and into the
underlying basalt is difficult due to the heterogeneity of the basalt. Due to the heterogeneity
of the basalt, it is doubtful that laboratory studies to measure these parameters would be
relevant (particularly regarding scale of experimental cores versus field processes). Factors
and processes relevant to modeling contaminant migration through basalt will be based on
past observation of contaminant migration at the INEL and other sites and on data in the
literature (i.e., Track 1 Guidance Document).

36. Page 5-18: Revise the conditional "could"to "will",in the last sentence of part 5.6.2.3.
The text notes that NAPLs may have been disposed of at the landfills and that data obtained
from the RI/FS will be used to determine their presence. No chemical analysis of soils is
planned for the RI/FS, but the NAPLs would be detectable in soils before they are detectable
in the water table. The data that will be used should be explained.

Resolution: Soil samples will be collected from the cover and subsurface for volatile organics,
semivolatile organics, and metal analyses.

37. Page 5-27: See comment #1 for Section 1, regarding NEPA.
In the last sentence of the first paragraph under 5.12, change the term _public relations" to
"public involvement" or a similar term. Community relations under CERCLA is more
interactive than is usually implied by "public relations. _
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Resolution: The text has been revised as suggested above.

Recommend clarifying the roles of all three agencies in the RD/RA process, rather than using
the vague Ninaccordance with the FFA/CO."

Resolution: The text has been revised.

38. Update the schedule to reflect the 3/1/93 discussion of ground water sampling.

Resolution: The schedule has been updated to reflect the above mentioned discussion and
for consistency with the text.

39. Identify Primary and Secondary documents, and enforceable deadline, if any. (Am not certain
of any value in predicting a schedule beyond the submittal date for the draft ROD)

Resolution: The schedule will be revised as suggested.

Field Sampling Plan

40. In general the FSP is well prepared and presents the necessary information for the
performance of data acquisition activities. However, many of the inadequacies of the work
plan discussed above have been incorporated into the FSP and should be addressed in both,
as necessary.

Resolution: The text will be revised accordingly based on previous comments.

41. The method used by field personnel to select a sampling location is not adequately described.
Also, the person or persons who will select the sampling locations need to be identified.
SOPs in the FSP provide some guidance (e.g., Project Geophysicist for geophysical surveys),
but this information is lacking for the soil sampling activities. An SOP for soil sampling was
not included in the FSP.

Resolution: The field team leader is responsible for sample selection under the direct
guidance of the soil scientist. The SOPs will be included in the FSP.

42. Section 2.2.4, page 2-6, second paragraph - The paragraph discusses the information to be
generated from the geophysical surveys. Any information on the distribution of the perched
aquifer in the landfill should be added to this section.

Resolution: There is no indication of perched water at the landfills.

43. Section 2.2.5, page 2-6, last paragraph - The last sentence of the paragraph states that the
soil-gas survey will be used to provide information for the baseline risk assessment. This
information is not usable to compute an RME in the baseline risk assessment, and the text
should be clarified.
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Resolution: The text has been revised to state the data will be used to provide information
for the contaminant fate and transport in support of the baseline risk assessment.

44. Section 3.1, page 3-1, fourth paragraph; Section 5.2.2, page 5-3, _..cond paragraph - The text
should describe the decision process field personnel will used to randomly select sampling
stations and identify the person(s) who will select sampling locations.

Resolution: Text has been added to provide more information on sampling requirements and
responsible personnel.

45. Section 3.1, page 3-1, last paragraph - The paragraph discusses the soil investigation of the
landfill cover material on Landfill III. Some discussion of acceptable criteria for cover
material should be included.

Resolution: Text has been added to provide more details on sample site selection
requirements.

46. Section 3.7, page 3-20, first bullet - The text indicates that trip blanks will be collected at a
minimum frequency of one per cooler when volatile organic compound samples are being
collected. The quality assurance project plan (Section 11.2) indicates that the blanks will be
collected a minimum frequency of one per sampling episode. This inconsistency should be
explained or corrected.

Resolution: Trip blanks will be collected at a rate of one per cooler for VOAs and the text
will be revised to clearly state this.

47. Section 3.7, page 3-21, last paragraph - The last sentence of this paragraph is incomplete and
should be corrected.

Resolution: The error has been corrected.

48. Section 5.2.1, page 5-2, first paragraph - The text indicates that the 12 soil cover sampling
stations have been randomly selected. The tentative locations of these stations should be
shown on a map. This statement conflicts with sections 3.1 of the FSP and 5.3.5.1 of the work
plan, which indicate the stations will be selected in the future. The inconsistency should be
explained or corrected.

Resolution: The text has been revised to indicate "the samples will be randomly selected" and

provide consistency throughout the document.

49. Section 5.7.1, page 5-9, second paragraph - The text indicates that color will be used as a
parameter to evaluate sufficient well development. SOP 11.8 indicates that dissolved oxygen
will be used as a parameter. This inconsistency needs to be explained or corrected. Turbidity
is measurable in the field and is a good indicator of well development. It is recommended
that this parameter be used instead of color or dissolved oxygen became it is more reliably
measured (EPA 1986a).
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Resolution: The text has been revised to be consistent with the procedures outlined in the
SOP. Groundwater collected beneath the INEL is very low in turbidity, therefore dissolved
oxygen is better indicator of well development.

50. Section 5.8, page 5-11 - Disposal of personal protection equipment is not discussed in the
section and should be included. The rationale for selecting a portable treatment unit or
discharge to the waste pond should be described. The text should explain the procedure for
disposing of tritium-contaminated water that cannot be treated. An SOP for the operation of
the treatment unit, including instructions for testing to ensure proper operation, should be
provided.

Resolution: A detailed IDW plan has been added to the work plan.

51. Section 6.2, page 6-7, Table 6-2 - Shelby tubes should be capped and sealed on each end to
prevent loss of moisture and sample material and to minimize disturbance of the sample.
These details should be included in an SOP.

Resolution: Intact soil core samples will be collected using a core soil sampler (not Shelby
tube) following ASTM D-1587 which covers preparation (sealing) of core sample for
shipment. A copy of this standard is included in Appendix B of the FSP.

52. Appendix B - SOPs for collecting surface and cover soil samples and for performing borehole
deviation logging are missing and should be included.

Resolution: These SOPs will be added to the document.
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Remedial Investigation Sampling and Analysis Plan
Part I--Field Sampling Plan

for Operable Unit 4-12:
Central Facilities Area Landfills II and Iil

at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

1, INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Sampling and Analysis Plan

The purpose of this Sampling and Analysis Plan is to guide the collection and analysis of

samples for the remedial investigation of Central Facilities Area (CFA) Landfills ]I and IlI. This

investigation has been chosen to facilitate data development at this operable unit pursuant to a
Fcdcral Facility Agreement/Consent Order (FFA/CO) between the Department of Energy

(DOE), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the State of Idaho, which will guide
the overall Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

(CERCLA) response at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).

The Sampling and Analysis Plan consists of three parts: the Field Sampling Plan (FSP), the

Quality Assurance Project Plan (Q.,M_jP), and the Data Management Plan (DMP). These plans

have been prepared pursuant to the National Contingency Plan (NCP) (EPA 1990) and guidance

from the EPA on the preparation of sampling and analysis plans. The FSP describes the field

activities that will occur as part of the remedial investigation, and the QAPjP describes the

processes and programs that will be used to ensure the data generated will be suitable for their

intended uses. The guiding DMP for the RIFFS will bc the Data Management Plan for the EG&G

Idaho Enl,ironmental Restoration Department (EG&G Idaho 1992) and is incorporated herein by
reference.

1.2 Project Area Background and Location

The INEL is located approximately 42 mi (68 km) west of Idaho Falls, Idaho, and occupies

890 mi 2 (2,304 km2) (Figure 1-1). The work to be performed will be conducted at the Central

Facilities Area Landfills II and III, located in the south-central portion of the INEL (Figures 1-2

and 1-3). CFA landfills are located approximately 0.5 mi (0.8 kin) from CFA proper. The

landfills are to be rcmcdiated through the CERCLA-drivcn remedial investigation/feasibility study

(RI/FS) process.

Landfill II, operational from 1970 to 1982, covers approximately 14 acres (5.6 hectares) and

has a maximum depth of 15 ft (5 m). Landfill III, opened in 1982 when Landfill II shut down,

comprises approximately 11 acres (4 hectares) and is approximately 12 ft (4 m) deep. The

western portion of Landfill III is still operational but will not be considered in the scope of this

FSP. The landfills are CERCLA landfills that are primarily composed of cafeteria, office, and

construction wastes, and to a lesser extent hazardous wastes. The major types of waste accepted
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at the landfills include trash, cafeteria garbage, wood and scrap lumber, masonry concrete, scrap
metal, weeds and grass, dirt and gravel, asphalt, and asbestos. To a much lesser extent "other"
wastes include waste oil, solvents, chemicals, and paint. Both landfills are covered with generally
coarse soil materials that have been revegetated with crested wheatgrass. For a more thorough
discussion of the landfills, see Section 2 of the Work Plan.

1.3 Environmental Conditions

The climate on the INEL is typical of a desert environment with average temperatures
ranging from 16.1°F (-8.8°C) in January to 68°F (20°C) in July and average annual precipitation of
8.71 in. (22.12 cm). Winds at CFA generally originate in the southwest and travel to the
northeast at average speeds between 5 and 9 mph (8 and 14 kph). See Section 2.1 of the Work
Plan for more information on the meteorology of the INEL.

Geology of CFA is characteristic of the Eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP), typically, basalt
flows separated by sedimentary interbeds. Surficial sediments are composed of sands and gravels
up to 40 ft (12 m) thick and a 8-ft (2.4-m) thick clay layer, which is not continuous beneath the
landfills.

Groundwater on the INEL flows from the northeast to the southwest. Depth to
groundwater varies across the INEL from 200 ft (61 m) in the northeast to more than 1,000 ft
(305 m) in the southeast. Depth to groundwater beneath the CFA landfills is approximately
480 ft (146 m). A more detailed discussion of the geology and hydrology of the INEL is
contained in Sections 2.1.2 through 2.1.3 of the Work Plan.

1.4 Project Organization and Responsibility

Several organizations will be directly involved in performing and reviewing this project. The
project documentation receives internal review, which is outlined in Environmental Restoration
(ER) Program Directive (PD) 2.2, Internal and Independcnt Review of Documents. An
organizational chart for sampling and analysis activities is shown in Figure 1-4.
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2. SAMPLING OBJECTIVES AND MEDIA SPECIFIC RATIONALE

2.1 Data Needs and Data Objectives

This section presents an identification of the data needs required for completing the
remedial investigation for the CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS. Data needs and the data quality
objectives (DQOs) are defined for each medium of concern.

2.1.1 Data Needs

Data needs have been identified by evaluating existing data and determining what additional
data are necessary for site characterization, risk assessment, fate and transport modeling, and the
development of remedial action alternatives. The data needs, sampling objectives, and
measurement approach to meet the data objectives for the RI are provided in Table 2-1.

2.1.2 Decision Making Process

The data quality objectives identified in Table 2-1 specify the quality of data required to
support decisions during the CFA Operable Unit 4-12 remedial response process. A variety of
analytical methods are available to provide the necessary data. The analytical levels in Table 2-1
were identified to meet the intended use and Table 2-2 defines the five analytical support levels
that will be used for this investigation. The analytical levels relate to the location in which the
analysis is done (lab vs. field), the sophistication of the analytical method (internal standard
operating procedure, EPA approved, or modified approved procedure), and the level of detail
with which Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) is specified in the SOW to the laboratory
and documented in the data package. Statements of accuracy and precision for the analytical
methods identified in Table 2-1 can be found in the QAPjP.

2.2 Media-Specific Rationale

2.2.1 Topographic Survey of Landfill III

A topographic map of Landfill III will be prepared to (1) identify topographic anomalies,
(2) document erosional features, and (3) determine the adequacy of existing landfill cover for
controlling erosion from surface runon/runoff.

2.2.2 Geophysical Survey of Landfills II and III

A combination of geophysical surveys will be performed at Landfill III. The objectives of
the surveys are to (1) determine the perimeter boundary of Landfill III and the boundaries of the
trenches in the landfill, (2) determine the depth and topography of the underlying basalt,
(3) define areas containing high concentrations of metal, and (4) determine overburden cover
thickness. The depth and topography of the underlying basalt at Landfill II will also be
determined. Seismic refraction methods will be used to determine the thickness of surficial

sediments and the general topography of the underlying basalt at Landfills II and III. Induced
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Table 2-1. Data quality objectives summary for CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS.

Analytical

Activity Objective Measurement Analytical Method level

Topographic SC--identify topographic anomalies, Topographic survey NA II

Survey document erosional features

ERAA--determine if existing cover can be

used for capping

EDA--determine existing cover
characteristics

Geophysical SC--landfill boundary, depth to basalt, Terrain conductivity and magnetics SOP II
Survey depth of cover, determine areas of high Ground penetrating radar SOP II

concentration of metals Seismic refraction SOP II

RA---support fate and transport modeling

t,o
Surface Soil SC---determine nature of contamination in _emivolatile organics CLP IV
Sampling soils Volatile organics CLP IV

Metals (plus cyanide for Landfill II) CLP IV

RA--characterize direct exposure risks

(incidental soil ingestion)

ERAA--determine if surface soils may be

included in final cover design

Cover EDA--determine existing cover Particle size ASTM D-422 III

Investigation characteristics Gravimetric water content ASTM D-2216 III
Hydraulic conductivity ASTM D-24.M III

SC--cover thickness Capillary pressure/moisture content ASTM D-2325 III

In situ density ASTM D-2922 II

RA---support fate and transport modeling Moisture content ASTM D-3017/SOP II

of contamination through geologic unit

ERAA---support HELP code modeling for
cover alternatives



Table 2-1. (continued).

Analytical

Activity Objective Measurement Analytical Method level

Soil gas survey SC--nature and extent of contamination Borehole gas-VOCs, methane EPA 601 III
Surface soil gas-VOCs, methane EPA 601 HI

RA--evaluate human health risks due to Surface flux-chamber-VOCs, methane EPA TO-14 HI

air toxics and explosive hazards and
characterize direct exposure

ERAA--treatment of landfill gas

Potential for SC--¢stimate potential movement of water Water balance calculations NA IIa
Leachate through landfills Existing moisture data NA Ha

Neutron probe moisture monitoring SOP II
ERAA--determine if existing cover is
adequate for maximizing
evapotranspiration

"_ Subsurface Soil SC--nature and concentration of Volatile organics CLP IV
and Leachate contaminants Semivolatile organics CLP IV

Sampling Metals and cyanide CLP IV
RA---,support fate and transport modeling

Groundwater SC--identify extent and type of Volatile organics EPA 524.2 IV
Investigation contamination, determine groundwater Metals CLP IV

Ilow direction and rate Common anions EPA 300 IV

Alkalinity EPA 310.1 IV
RA.-assess risks due to ingestion Cr6+ SW 846-7195 IV

pH, conductivity, temperature SOP I
Water level SOP I

Borehole deviation logging SOP I
Cyanide CLP IV

a. Based on previously collected data from neutron probe, salinity, and heat dissipation blocks.

SOP - Standard operating procedure (see Appendix B of the Field Sampling Plan)

NA - Not applicable



Table 2.2. Analytical levels, a

Level I Analyses done by on-site instrumentation primarily used for monitoring air for

health and safety purposes (e.g., organic vapor monitoring instruments). Limited

quantitative information can be gathered along with limited qualitative
information (e.g., presence of volatile organics, not which compound is present).

Level II Analyses done by field instrumentation or in a mobile laboratory that provides

qualitative as well as quantitative results (e.g., portable x-ray fluorescence or gas

chromatograph). Data from these analyses can be used for site characterization
and monitoring during remedial activities.

Level III Analyses done by any approved laboratory procedure [i.e., approved by American

Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), EPA, the ER Independent Review

Committee (ER IRC), the USGS, etc.]. Data from these analyses can be used to

confirm analyses performed by Level II techniques, evaluate engineering design,
etc.

Level IV Chemical analyses done by any EPA-approved method or any radioiogical

analyses by methods as specified by the Radiological Statement of Work. The

laboratory deliverables consist of an EPA Contract Laboratory Program (CLP)

type data package or the data package for radiological analyses specified by the

Statement of Work for radiological analyses.

Level V Analyses done by modified approved methods. The EPA Special Analytical

Services and ER IRC-approved methods Lbr experimental analyses in unusual

matrices are examples of Level V support. These data are also used for decisions

requiring the highest level of confidence in the data.

a. EG&G Idaho, Environmental Restoration.
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electromagnetic measurements will be used to map concentrations of conductive materials such as

steel drums, scrap metal, and areas of elevated soil moisture at Landfill III. Magnetic field

measurements will be used to map the distribution of buried ferrous objects at Landfill II.

Ground penetrating radar will be used to determine the overburden cover thickness at

Landfill III. Several random boreholes will be augered through the cover material to confirm the

results of the ground penetrating radar.

Data from the geophysical surveys will be used to generate maps showing the landfill

boundaries, topography of the basalt surface, the distribution of electrically conductive bodies, the

distribution of buried magnetic material, and the thickness of overburden cover. These data will

be used to confirm the historical landfill boundaries, as input data to the fate and transport

modeling studies, and for comparison to soil gas and soil contaminant data.

2.2.3 Soil Gas Sampling

A combination of soil gas sampling techniques will be used at the landfills to (1) identify

areas within the landfill containing high concentrations of explosive or toxic landfill gas to perform
an assessment of human health risks due to air toxics and explosive hazards, (2) evaluate the

feasibility of gas collection and treatment, (3) evaluate remedial actions, and (4) estimate

concentrations of selected volatile organic compounds (VOCs) being emitted to the atmosphere

to characterize direct exposure risks by inhalation. This will be accomplished through a shallow

soil gas survey, soil gas collection from the instrumented boreholes, and by sampling with a
surface-flux chamber.

The objectives of the shallow soil gas survey at Landfills II and IlI are to (1) define potential

source areas for volatile organics, (2) determine the concentration and distribution of methane,
and (3) delineate vapor phase contaminant migration. The results of this survey and existing data

obtained from the 1989 shallow soil gas survey at Landfill II will be used to provide information

for contaminant fate and transport modeling in support of a qualitative baseline risk assessment

for the inhalation pathway.

A total of nine shallow boreholes instrumented with gas ports have been installed in

Landfills II and III (see Appendix D of the Work Plan for borehole logs). In May 1988, soil gas

samples were collected from these boreholes and several volatile organics were detected at low to
moderate concentrations. Methane was detected in several boreholes above the lower explosive

limit in Landfill II. During the RI, borehole soil gas samples will be collected from these existing

instrumented boreholes to (1) determine the concentration of vapor phase volatile organics and

methane in the subsurface soils, (2) evaluate the feasibility of gas collection and treatment, and

(3) evaluate potential remedial actions. Data collected will be used for fate and transport

modeling and the baseline risk assessment.

VOC emission rates from the surface of the Landfills II and III will be determined using an

emission flux chamber (EPA 1986). The chamber is placed on the soil surface and air of known

purity is swept through the chamber at a known, constant rate. Air samples are collected at the
exit of the chamber and VOC concentrations determined by gas chromatography.
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2.2.4 Surface Soil Sampling

Surface soil will be collected from each landfll for analysis of volatile organics, semivolatile

organics, and metals (including cyanide for Landfill II samples). These data will be collected to
(1) determine the distribution and concentration of contamination potential in surface soils

(2) determine if the surficial soils should bc included in the source control actions for the landfills,

and (3) characterize direct exposure risks for the landfills.

2.2.5 Cover Characterization of Landfill III

Because the existing soil cover may be used as a component of the final cover system,

further investigation of the cover material is warranted. The objectives of the landfill cover
characterization are to (1) determine the permeability of the existing cover, (2) determine the
thickness of the cover, (3) evaluate the physical properties of the geologic unit governing the

transport of contaminants, (4) evaluate remedial alternatives, and (5) evaluate potential for

infiltration. The cover material on Landfill II was investigated in 1989 (Miller et al. 1990).

To accomplish the above objectives, in-situ measurements for density, moisture content, and

cover thickness (if the geophysical survey is unsuccessful) will be collected across the landfill.

In-situ drainage tests will be performed at the same sites chosen for collection of samples for

laboratory analysis of soil physical and hydraulic properties. Samples will also be collected and

submitted for laboratory testing for moisture content, particle size analysis, porosity, saturated

hydraulic conductivity, and capillary pressure/moisture content relationships.

Moisture monitoring data will be collected from existing neutron access tubes at Landfills II

and III to delineate soil moisture with depth. This data, along with existing moisture monitoring

information, will then be used to assess the potential for contaminant leaching. Additionally, the

toe slope of Landfill II will be examined weekly for the presence of leachate. If leachate is

present, samples will be collected for volatile organic, semivolatile organic, and metals

(plus cyanide) analysis.

2.2.6 Water Level Measurements and Borehole Deviation Logging

The regional groundwater flow at CFA is in a south-to-southwest direction. However,

regional flow may be affected by infiltration from percolation ponds and aquifer heterogeneities.

These effects could have a direct bearing on the direction and rate of contaminant migration.

Thus, it is important to understand the groundwater flow system at CFA. Monthly water level
measurements will be collected from available wells within approximately a l-mi (1.6-km) radius of

the CFA landfills. Water level measurements will begin in May 1993 and continue through
December 1993.

Borehole deviation logs will be run by the USGS on the landfill wells (LF designator), and if

possible, the USGS wells identified in Table 3-10. Information obtained from the logging effort
and water level measurements will be used to correct the measured depth to water for borehole

deviation effects and to confirm the upgradient and downgradient locations of existing monitoring
wells.
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2.2.7 Groundwater Sampling

The objectives of groundwater sampling at CFA Landfills II and III are to (1) determine

whether or not the particulate chromium in the up and down gradient wells near the landfills is

from the sampling pumps (Hydrostar model), (2) provide verification of existing water quality
data, which indicates that the landfills are not a source of groundwater contamination, and

(3) characterize ingestion exposure risks.

Three rounds of groundwater samples will be collected and analyzed from a network of 10

monitoring wells located both upgradient and downgradient from CFA Landfills II and III and

from two production wells used for drinking water at CFA. The first sampling event will take

place in the May-June time frame, with the second and third events targeted for July and

October, respectively. The results of each sampling event will be evaluated by DOE, EPA, and

IDHW in order to determine the scope and/or need of each subsequent event. The analyses to

be performed and the desired analytical support level are presented in Section 3 and in Table 5-1

of the QAPjP. The groundwater quality data will be used for fate and transport modeling and the
risk assessment evaluation.

2.2.8 Subsurface Soil Sampling of Landfill II

Subsurface soil samples will be collected for analysis of volatile organics, semivolatile

organics, and metals (plus cyanide). The data will be collected to (1) determine the nature and
concentration of leachable contaminants within and below the waste unit, and (2) determine if

leachate is present in or below the landfill. The results of this investigation will be used as input
to fate and transport modeling and to reduce the uncertainty associated with the source term
information for Landfill II. If leachate is encountered during subsurface soil sampling, leachate

samples will be collected for the above mentioned analyses and the boreholes will be completed

as leachate monitoring wells. The need for subsurface soil sampling at Landfill III will be

evaluated by DOE, EPA, and IDHW based on surface soil and soil gas sampling results from
Landfill III.
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3. SAMPLING LOCATION, FREQUENCY,
AND SAMPLING/ANALYTICAL METHODS

The material presented in this section is intended to support the data quality objectives
summarized in Section 2. Tables 3-1 and 3-2 provide a summary of the sampling plan and include
sample type, media, location, and analyses. Samples will be collected in laboratory cleaned bottles
and packaged according to ASTM or EPA-recommended procedures (see Section 6.2). Quality
assurance samples will be included to satisfy the quality assurance requirements for the field
operation (see Quality Assurance Project Plan for project QA/QC goals), and qualified (ER-
approved) analytical and testing laboratories will analyze all samples. Field guide forms (see
Figure 6-2 in Section 6.1.2) outlining sample collection location, sample numbers, and analysis
requested will be provided for each sample location. The forms will be generated from the
sampling plan data base, which will ensure unique sample numbers.

Sample and Analysis Plan tables for the surface soil, groundwater, soil gas, subsurface soil,
and geotechnical analyses are provided in Appendix A of the FSP. QA/QC samples to be
collected are also identified (also see Table 3-3). These tables will aid in the sample labelling and
tracking. All sample locations will be staked and surveyed.

All activities outlined in this FSP will be carried out in accordance with applicable health
and safety regulations and requirements as discussed in the Health and Safety Plan addendum for
this project.

3.1 Topographic Survey of Landfill III

A topographic map of Landfill III will be prepared. The field survey will use the sample
locations from the shallow soil gas investigation (see Figure 3-3) as the initial survey grid.
Horizontal control for the survey will be class 3 [distance accurate to 0.007 fl (0.002 m)], and the
vertical control will be 3rd order [0.05 ft (0.015 m)]. If this survey grid does not provide adequate
horizontal and vertical control to compile a topographic map with 1 ft contour intervals at a scale
of 1 in. (2.54 cm) equals 100 ft (30.6 m), then additional survey points will be necessary to further
define the topography of the site. Locations for additional survey points will be determined in the
field based on the surveyor's judgement. A topographic map covering the 11 acres (4 hectares) of
the site and immediate surrounding area will be prepared consisting of contour intervals not to
exceed I ft (0.3 m) and with a scale of 1 in. (2.54 cm) equals 100 ft (30.6 m). A map of the
surface-water drainage system in this area will also be prepared.

3.2 Geophysical Survey of Landfills II and III

A combination of geophysical surveys will be performed at Landfill III. Seismic refraction
methods will be used to determine the thickness of surficial sediments and the general topography
of the underlying basalt. The data will be collected on profiles across the short dimension of the
landfill and will provide depth estimates every 16.4 ft (5 m) along each profile with 98 ft (30 m)
between profiles (Figure 3-1a). Induced electromagnetic measurements will be used to map
concentrations of conductive materials such as steel drums, scrap metal, and areas of elevated soil
moisture. These measurements will be made on a regular grid of 3 × 13 ft (1 × 4 m) over the
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Table 3-1. Summary of location, media, sample type, and analysis-soil cover investigation.

Field measurements Laboratory analysis

Gravimetric water Constant head Capillary pressure -

In situ density a Cover b content c Particle size c permeability moisture content

Location Media Sample type In situ moisture (ASTM D-2922) thickness (ASTM D-2216) (ASTM D-422) (ASTM D-2434) (ASTM D-2325)

Landfill III Soil Grab 24 d 24 -- 16 16 -- --

_ _ _ 16 e _ _ _

2 f ......

Soil Augering -- -- 12 ....

Soil Core ..... 8 8

Landfill II Soil Grab 3g ......

Total -- -- 37 24 12 16 16 8 8

a. Measurements are planned at 4-in. and 8-in. depths at each of the 12 sample sites.
/o

b. Will only be performed if the geophysical investigation is unsuccessful in determining cover thickness.

c. Samples will be collected at 1-h increments; sample number is based on collecting two samples per site.

d. Measurements are planned at 44n. and 8-in. depths at each of the 12 sample sites following ASTM D-3017.

e. Measurements are planned at each of the 8 sample sites for in situ drainage tests; sample number is based on collecting two samples per site.

f. Measurements are planned at 6-in. depth increments in each of the two existing neutron probe access tubes following SOP.

g. Measurements are planned at 6-in. depth increments in each of the three existing neutron probe access tubes following SOP.



Table 3-2. Summary of location, sample type, and analysis - groundwater, soil and soil gas. a

Level HI Level IV Level IV
Level IV Level IV Additional volatiles volatile Semivolatile

volatiles CLP inorganics Level IV water quality and methane Level IV organics organics
Location Sample type (524.2)c,f metals c Cr6+c analytesc (EPA 601)d CLP metals e (CLP)e (CLP) e

Existing landfill wellsb Grab 12 12 12 12 .... i

Shallow soil gas Grab .... 165 -- -- --

Borehole soil gas Grab .... 9 -- -- --

Surface flux chamber Grab .... 16g -- -- --

Subsurface soil Grab ..... 14 14 14

Surface soil Grab ..... 26 26 26

Total -- 12 12 12 12 190 40 40 40

a. QA/QC samples are provided in Table 3-3 for groundwater, surface and subsurface soft, and soil gas samples.L_
,.5

b. Three rounds of sampling are planned (May-June, July, and October).

c. See Table 3-4 for water quality analyses to be performed.

d. EPA 601 analyte list is provided in Table 3-5. Shallow soil gas samples include 84 sites at Landfill HI and 81 sites at Landfill II.

e. EPA CLP analyte lists for volatile organics, semivolatile organics, and metals are provided in Tables 3-6, _7,and 3-8, respectively.

f. EPA 524.2 target analyte list is provided in Table 3-9.

g. EPA TO-14 will be used for surface flux soil gas analysis.



Table 3-3. QA/QC samples for groundwater, surface soil, and soil gas (also see Sampling and

Analysis Plan tables in Appendix A).

Well Type Quantity Comment

Existing Replicates 2 Replicates will be collected at random from one upgradient
wells and one downgradient well.

Rinsate 1 One rinsate sample will be collected from both the pump and
bailer for analysis after sampling the downgradient wells.

Field blank 1 One field blank will be collected at the beginning of the
sampling event.

Trip blanks TBD Trip blankswill be preparedas necessaryto accompanyeach
samplecoolerfor VOC analysis.

Soil gasa Replicates 18 Reid replicates will be collected at a frequency of 1 per 10
survey samples.

Field control 26 Field control samples will be collected as discussed in
samples Section 5.3.1 at the following times:

• Prior to eachdaysactivities
• After every20th sampleper day.
• At the end of each sampling day.
These samples will be analyzed similar to the actual field
samples,

Analytical 18 Duplicate analysiswill be run after every tenth sample
quality control analyzed.

Soil gas Field control 2 Two field blanks will be collected at random (one per landfill).
surface flux

chamber Replicates 2 Two replicates will be collected at random (one per landfill).

Surface soil Replicates 2 Two replicates will be collected at random (one per landfill).

Rinsate 2 Two rinsates will be collected at random (one per landfill).

Subsurface Replicates 1 One replicate will be collected at random.
soil

Rinsate 1 One rinsate will be collected at random.

Site 4 Four soil samples spiked by the EPA in April 1992 will be

comparison analyzed for semivolatile and metal analytes to evaluate
samples laboratory precision and accuracy.

a. Field control samples are anticipated to be collected over six days and would include six prior to the day's activities,
eight samples during sampling, and six at the end of the day for the shallow soil gas survey performed at Landfills II and
III. Also collected will be one sample prior to, one during, and one at the end of the day for the borehole soil gas

sampling performed at each landfill.

TRD - To he determined.
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Figure 3-1. Geophysical survey grids at Landfill llI for (a) seismic refraction, (b) induced electromagnetic measurements, and (c)

magnetic field measurements.



Table 3-4. Laboratory analytical protoc01s/chcmical ana!ytes for groundwater samples.

Measurement Parameter Analytical Method Comments

Volatiles EPA 524.2a Specify target analyte list to
laboratory in statement of work
(SOW). Tentatively identified
compounds specified in the
analytical SOW will be
reported.

Sulfates EPA 300
Chloride EPA 300
Fluoride EPA 300

Alkalinity EPA 310.1
Nitrate/Nitrite EPA 300
CLP Metals EPA CLP b
Hexavalcnt Chromium SW 846-7195

Gamma scan EG&G RML-SOP D-11 (7/89)
Cyanide EPA CLPb

a. Methods for the Determination of Organic Compounds in Drinking Water (U.S.
Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory, Cincinnati, OH, December 1988,
EPA 600/4-88/039).

b. EPA Contract Lab Program Statement of Work lor Inorganics Analysis, Multimedia,
Multiconcentration, (SOW No. 788, incl. Rev. 2/89 and 6/89).
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Table 3-5., EPA Method 601 target analyte list and method detection limits.

i RetentionUme (re,n) Method deice:ion

Parameter r limit {_g/L)Column 1 Column 2
t

Chloromemane ............................................................................................ ! 1..50 5.28 0.08

L

8romomethane ............................................................................................ I 2.17 7.05 1.18
I ....6,:._ _ nd 1.81

Oichlorodilluoromethane .......................................................................... I
Vinyl chloride .............................................................................................. 2,67 5.28 0,18
Chloroetr:ane ............................................................................................... 3.20 8.68 0.52
Methylene chloride ...................................................................................... 5.25 10.1 0.25
Tdchlorolluorcmethane .............................................................................. 7.18 nd nd
1,1.OichlorGethene ..................................................................................... 7.93 7.72 0,13
1.1-Oichloroethane ..................................................................................... 9,20 12.5 0,07
trans- 1,2.0ic,_loroet_ ene ........................................................................... 10.1 9.38 0.10
Chlorolor m ................................................................................................... I 0, 7 '_2.1 0,05

_.,,_1,2-Oichloroethane ..................................................................................... 1t .4 1 0,03
1,1,1 .Trichloroe mane ................................................................................. 12.6 13.1 0.03
Cartoon tetrachlon_e ................................................................................... 13,0 14.4 0.12
Bromodichloromethane .............................................................................. 13.7 14.6 0,10

1,2 .Oichloroprcpal_e ................................................................................... 14.9 16.6 0.04
' ocis- 1.3-O_c_lorolorop e n .............................................................................. 15.2 16.5 0,34

Trichloroethene ........................................................................................... 1.5.8 13,1 0.12Oibromoct_loromethane ..........................................................................16.5 16.6 0.09

1,1,2.Trichloroe bhane ................................................................................. 16,5 18.1 0,02
b'&ns-1 3.Dichloropro:-:ne ......................................................................... 16.5 18.0 0.20

2..Chlotc-e _yivinyl eLner ............................................................................. 18.0 nd 0.13
Bromolot m ................................................................................................... 19.2 19.29 0.20
1,1,2,2-Te machloro., b".ane.......................................................................... 21.6 r_ 0.03

21.7 ;5.0 0.03Te_achloroe_ene ......................................................................................
Chloroben.z.ene .................................................................................... :....... 24.2 18.8 0,?5

• 1,3,Oic_lorober, r.ene .................................................................................. 34.0 22.4 0.32
1,2.0ic.'_lorobe.r=ene ..................................................................................34.9 23.5 O.15
1,4.0ic,hlcrobenzene .................................................................................. 35.4 22.3 0.24

C_lumn 1 conditions: Car"ao;acx ,_ (50/80 mesh) c:at_ with 1% SF'-IC00 pacxed in an 8 tt x 0.1 in. ID stainless steel or
glass column with helium career gas at 40,mL/mtn flow fate. Column temperature held at 45 'C lot 3 rain then programmed at
8 ",C,.:m_nto 2.20 "C and held for 15 mtn.

C,31umn 2 conditions: r_onsil-C (100/120 mesh) coaled with n-octane oacked in a 6 t1 x 0.1 in, lid stainless steel or glass
column va_ helium c._mer gas al 40 mL/m:n Ilow rata. Column temperature held at 50 "C Icr 3 rntn then programme."J a{ 6 "C/
rain to 170 "C and held for 4 rain.

nd =not determine_.

Note: Acetone, benzt:ne, and iI|clh,-Ii_c will be ,'mal.w..¢d according to EPA Method 601 using n flame ionization detector. The method

detection limit for these throe c(ll't._liluttnl$ is ].0 _1..
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Table 3-6. Contract required quantitatlon limits for volatile organics, a

Quantitation Limits b

Water Low Soil/sediment c

Volatiles CAS number (ug/L) (ug/Kg)

1. Chloromethane 74-87-3 10 10

2. Bromomethane 74-83-9 10 10

3. Vinyl Chloride 75-01-4 10 10

4. Chloroethane 75-00-3 10 10

5. Methylene Chloride 75-09-2 5 5

6. Acetone 67-64-1 10 10

7. Carbon Disulfide 75-15-0 5 5

8. 1, 1-Dichloroethene 75-35-4 5 5

9. 1, 1-Dichloroethane 75-34-3 5 5

10. 1, 2-Dichloroethene (total) 540-39-0 5 5

11. Chloroform 67-66-3 5 5

12. 1, 2-Dichloroethane 107-06-2 5 5

13.2-Butanone 78-93-3 10 10

14. 1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 71-55-6 5 5

15. Carbon Tetrachloride 56-23-5 5 5

16. Vinyl Acetate 108-05-4 10 10

17./3romodichloromethane 75-27--4 5 5

18. 1, 2-Dichloropropane 78-87-5 5 5

19. cis-1, 3-Dichloropropene 10061-01-5 5 5

20. Trichloroethene 79-01-6 5 5

21. Dibromochloromethane i24-48-1 5 5

22. 1, 1, 2-Trichloroethane 79-00-5 5 5

23. Benzene 71-43-2 5 5

24. trans-1, 3-Dichloropropene 10061-02-6 5 5

25. Bromoform 75-25-2 5 5

26. 4-Nfethyl-2-pentanone 108-10-1 10 10

27. 2-Hexanone 591-78-6 10 10
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Table 3-6. (continued).

Quantitation Limits b

Water Low Soil/sediment c

Volatiles CAS number (ug/L) (ug/Kg)
-- i I I II I III1| I II I II II II |111

28. Tetrachloroethene 127-18-4 5 5

29. Toluene 108-88-3 5 5

30. 1 1, 2, 2-Tetrachloroethene 79-34-5 5 5

31. Chlorobenzene 108-90-7 5 5

32. Ethyl Benzene 100-41-4 5 5

33. Styrene 100-42-5 5 5

34. Xylenes (Total) 1330-20-7 5 5

a. Specific quantitation limits are highly matrix dependent. The quantitation limits listed
herein are provided for guidance and may not always be achievable.

b. Quantitation limits listed for soil/sediment are based on net weight. The quantitation limits
calculated by the laboratory for soil/sediment, calculated on dry weight basis as required by
the contract, will be higher.

c. Medium Soil/Sediment Contract Required Quantitation Limits (CRQL) for Volatile TCL
Compounds are 125 times the individual Low Soil/Sediment CRQL.
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Table 3-7. Contract required quantitation limits for semivolatile organics.

Quantitation Limitsa
i,|w, ,,,,. , i .

Low
Water Soil/Sedimentb

Semivolatiles CAS Number ug/L ug/Kg

1. Phenol 108-95-2 10 330

2. bis(2-Chloroethyl) ether 111-44-4 10 330

3. 2-Chlorophenol 95-57-8 10 330

4. 1,3-Dichlorobenzene 541-73-1 10 330

5. 1,4-Dichlorobenzene 106-46-7 10 330

6. Benzyl alcohol 100-51-6 10 330

7. 1,2-Dichlorobenzene 95-50-1 10 330

8. 2-Methylphenol 95-48-7 10 330

9. bis(2-Chloroisopropy]) ether 108-60-1 10 330

10. 4-Methylphenol 106-44-5 10 330

11. N-Nitroso-di-n-dipropylamine 621-64-7 10 330

12. Hexachloroethane 67-72-1 10 330

13. Nitrobenzene 98-95-3 10 330

14. Isophorone 78-59-1 10 330

15. 2-Nitrophenol 88-75-5 10 330

16. 2,4-Dimethyiphenol 105-67-9 10 330

17. Benzoic acid 65-85-0 50 1600

18. bis(2-Chloroethoxy) methane 111-91-1 10 330

19. 2,4-Dichlorophenol 120-83-2 10 330

20. 1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 120-82-1 10 330

21. Naphthalene 91-20-3 10 330

22. 4-Chloroaniline 106-47-8 10 330

23. Hexachlorobutadiene 87-68-3 10 330

24. 4-Chloro-3-methylphenol 59-50-7 10 330
(para-chloro-meta-cresol)

I
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Table 3.7. (continued).

Quantitation Limitsa
m i ,,,,,

Low
Water Soil/Sediment b

Semivolatiles CAS Number ug/L ug/Kg

25. 2-Methylnaphthalene 91-57-6 10 330

26. Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 77-47-4 10 330

27. 2,4,6-Trichlorophenol 88-06-2 10 330

28. 2,4,5-Trichlorophenol 95-95-4 50 1600

29. 2-Chloronaphthalene 91-58-7 10 330

30. 2-Nitroaniline 88-74-4 50 1600

31. Dimethylphthalate 131-11-3 10 330

32. Acenaphthylene 208-96-8 10 330

33. 2,6-Dinitrotoluene 606-20-2 10 330

34. 3-Nitroaniline 99-09-2 50 1600

35. Acenaphthene 83-32-9 10 330

36. 2,4-Dinitrophenol 51-28-5 50 1600

37. 4-Nitrophenol 100-02-7 50 1600

38. Dibenzofuran 132-64-9 10 330

39. 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 121-14-2 10 330

40. Diethylphthalate 84-66-2 10 330

41. 4-Chlorophenyl-phenyl ether 7005-72-3 10 330

42. Fluorene 86-73-7 10 330

43. 4-Nitroaniline 100-01-6 50 1600

44. 4,6-Dinitro-2-methylphenol 534-52-1 50 1600

45. N-nitrosodiphenylamine 86-30-6 10 330

46. 4-Bromophenyi-phenylether 101-55-3 10 330

47. Hexaehlorobenzene 118-74-1 10 330

48. Pentachlorophenol 87-86-5 50 1600
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Table 3-7. (continued).

Quantitation Limitsa

Low
Water Soil/Sedimentb

Semivolatiles CAS Number ug./L ug/Kg

49. Phenanthrene 85-01-8 10 330

50. Anthracene 120-12-7 10 330

51. Di-n-butylphthalate 84-74-2 10 330

52. Fluoranthene 206-44-0 10 330

53. Pyrene 129-00-0 10 330

54. Butylbenzylphthalate 85-68-7 10 330

55. 3,3'-Dichlorobenzidine 91-94-1 20 660

56. Benzo(a) anthracene 56-55-3 10 330

57. Chrysene 218-01-9 10 330

58. bis(2-Ethylhexyl)phthalate 117-81-7 10 330

59. Di-n-octylphthalate 117-84-0 10 330

60. Benzo(b)fluoranthene 205-99-2 10 330

61. Benzo(k)fluoranthene 207-08-9 10 330

62. Benzo(a)pyrene 50-32-8 10 330

63. Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 193-39-5 10 330

64. Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 53-70-3 10 330

65. Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 191-24-2 10 330

a. Quantitation limits listed for soil/sediment are based on wet weight. The quantitation limits
calculated by the laboratory for soil/sediment, calculated on dry weight basis as required by the
contract, will be higher.

b. Medium Soil/Sediment Contract Required Quantitation Limits (CRQL) for SemiVolatile
TCL Compounds are 60 times the individual Low Soil/Sediment CRQL
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Table 3-9. EPA Method 524.2 (Rev. 3.0) target analyte ;ist and method detection limits.

Method detection limitsa'b

Wide bore Narrow bore
column column

Volatiles CAS number (l_g/L) (_tg/L)

1. Dichlorodifluoromethane 75-71-8 0.I0 0.II
2. Chloromethane 74-87-3 0.13 0.05
3. Vinyl Chloride 75-01-4 0.17 0.04
4. Bromomethane 74-83-9 O.11 0.06
5. Ch!oroethane 75-00-3 O. i0 0.02

6. I, !-Dichloroethene 75-35-4 0.12 0.05
7. Methylene Chloride 75-04-2 0.03 0.09
8. trans- I, 2-Dichl oroethene 156-60-5 0.06 0.03
9. i, 1-Dichiorcethane 75-34-3 0.04 0.03
10. 2,2-Dichloropropane 590-20-7 0.35 0.05

11. ci s-l, 2-Dichl oroethene !56-69-4 0.!2 0.06
12. Chloroform 67-66-3 0.03 0.02
!3. Bromochl oromethane 74-97-5 0.04 0.07
14. i, i, i-Tri chl oroethane 7!-55-6 0.08 0.04
15. Carbon Tetrachloride 56-23-5 0.21 0.08

16. I, 1-Dichloropropene 563-58-6 0.I0 0.02
17, Benzene 7!-43-2 0.04 0.03
18. 1,2-Dichloroethane 107-06-2 0.06 0.02
19. Trichl oroethene 79-01-6 0.19 0.02
20. 1,2-Dichloropropane 78-87-58 0.04 0.02

21. Bromodichl oromethane 75-27-4 0.08 0.03
22. Dibromomer.hane 74-95-3 0.24 0.03
23. trans-l,3-Dichloropropene 10061-02-6 ND ND
24. Toluene 108-88-3 0.Ii 0.08
25. ci s-l, 3-Dichl oropropene 10061-01-5 ND ND

26. 1,1,2-Trichloroethane ' 79-00-5 0.10 0.03
27. Tetrachl oroethene 127-18-4 0.14 0.05
28. 2,3-Dichloropropane 142-28-9 0.04 0.04
29. Di bromochl oromethane 124-48-i 0.05 0.07
30. 1,2-Dibromoethane 106-93-4 0.06 0.02

31. Chl orobenzene 108-90-7 0.04 0.03
32. 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 630-20-6 0.05 0.04
33. Ethyl benzene 100-41-4 0.06 0.03
34. Xylene (total meta & para) 1330-20-7 0.13 0.06
35. Xylene (ortho) 95-47-6 0.11 0.06
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entire landfill area (Figure 3-1b). Magnetic field measurements will be used to map the
distribution of buried ferrous objects. These measurements will be made on a regular grid of 1.6
x 3 ft (0.5 x 1 m) over the entire survey area (Figure 3-1c). These sampling grids should allow
for the clear definition of the landfill area and the individual trenches making up Landfill III.
Ground penetrating radar will be used to determine the overburden cover thickness and random
borings will be drilled to confirm the results. The depth and topography of the underlying basalt
at Landfill II will also be determined using seismic refraction. Depth estimates will be collected
every 16.4 ft (5 m) along each profile with 100 ft (30.6 m) between profiles (Figure 3-2).

3.3 Soil Gas Sampling

3.3.1 Shallow Soil Gas Survey

A shallow soil gas survey [less than 5 ft (1.5 m) deep] will be carried out across Landfills II
and III. A regularly spaced sampling grid on 100-ft (30.6-m) centers will be used over an area
completely enclosing landfill III and along the perimeter of the landfill (Figure 3-3). The
regularly spaced grid and the grid size used for the soil gas sampling is based on the nature of the
landfill with regularly spaced trenches and no known hot spots (EPA 1991). A regularly spaced
sampling grid on 100-ft (30.6-m) centers will also be used over an area completely enclosing
Landfill IT (Figure 3-4) (EPA 1991). All samples will be analyzed according to EPA Method 601
(see Table 3-5) using a gas chromatograph equipped with either an electron capture detector
(GC/ECD) or a flame ionization detector (GC/FID). Specific analytes standardized for the
GC/FID analysis will include methane, benzene, and acetone.

QA/QC samples arc presented in Table 3-3. Analytical support level III data will be
acquired for all samples and will be used in the fate and transport modeling efforts in support of a
qualitative evaluation of the air pathway for the baseline risk assessment. Procedures for the soil
gas investigation are provided in Section 5.3.

3.3.2 Borehole Soil Gas Sampling

Borehole soil gas samples will be collected from the nine existing, instrumented boreholes
at both Landfill II and III (Figure 3-5) to provide information on the concentrations of vapor
phase volatile organics and methane in the subsurface soils. Sample collection, analysis, and
QA/QC will be as described for the shallow soil gas survey.

3.3.3 Surface-Flux Chamber Sampling

VOC emission rates from the landfill surface will be determined using an emission flux

chamber (EPA 1986). The chamber is placed on the soil surface and air of known purity is swept
through the chamber at a known, constant rate. Air samples are collected at the exit of the
chamber and VOC concentrations are determined by gas chromatography. The VOC emission
rate is calculated as:
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I

E,,- -Z (1)

where

E i = emission rate of compound i,/zg/m2-s
Ci = concentration of compound i in exhaust gas,/zg/m 3
Q = volumetric air flow rate, m3/s

A = chamber surface area, m2.

A minimum of eight sampling sites per landfill will bc selected. Sampling locations will be
selected based on any hot spots identified during the shallow soil gas survey. If the shallow soil
gas data are not available at the time of sampling or hot spots arc not identified, sample locations
will be randomly selected. All samples will be analyzed according to EPA Method TO-14 (EPA
1988).

3.4 Surface Soil Sampling

Surface soil will be collected from the soil cover of each landfill for analysis of volatile
organics, semivolatile organics, and metals. At least one sample per acre will be collected for
analysis (EPA 1991). The actual sampling locations will correspond to randomly selected grid
points from among the points that were established h)r the shallow soil gas survey. Before
sampling is initiated, the soils exposed at the surface will be examined visually by a soil scientist
for evidence of staining, signs of vegetation stress, and differences in soil type to aid in sample site
selection. The geophysical surveys may also provide data on anomalies or zones of surficiai soil
that warrant investigation. The results from soil gas collected in FY-88 from the instrumented
boreholes and from the shallow soil gas survey performed on CFA Landfill II in FY-89 will also
be used to select sample sites.

Samples for CLP metals (including cyanide for Landfill II samples) will be collected from the
0- to 6-in. (0- to 15-cm) depth to characterize direct exposure risks. Samples for volatile and
semivolatile organics will be collected from the 18- to 24-in. (46- to 61-cm) depth because these
compounds tend to volatilize from the soil at shallower depths.

3.5 Cover Characterization of Landfill III

The soil cover material on Landfill III will be sampled for physical and hydraulic properties
testing, and to determine cover material thickness, if the ground penetrating radar survey was
unsuccessful in determining cover thickness (Table 3-1). A total of 12 random sampling sites will
be selected based on the collection of at least one sample per acre (EPA 1991). Actual sampling
sites will be the same as those identified for the surface soil sampling (see Section 3.4). In situ
measurements of the soil cover at each of the 12 sites will include density (ASTM D-2922),
moisture content (ASTM D-3017), and cover thickness. Measurements will be taken at 4- and
8-in. (10- and 20-cm) depths. Samples from 8 (to be chosen randomly) of the 12 sites will also be
collected at 1-ft (0.3-m) depth increments tbr laboratory analysis of gravimetric water content
(ASTM D-2216) and particle size analysis (ASTM D-422).
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Undisturbed soil samples will be collected at eight of the 12 sites (to be chosen randomly)

for analysis of constant-head permeability (ASTM D-2434), capillary pressure-moisture content

relationships (ASTM D-2325), and porosity. Samples will be collected by driving a thin-walled

sampler (ASTM D-1587) a minimum of 8 in. (20 cm) into the ground. In situ drainage tests will

also be performed at the eight sites. Samples collected during the in situ drainage tests will be

analyzed for gravimetric water content (ASTM D-2216). Detailed procedures for the soil cover

investigation are provided in Section 5.5.

The moisture content of the soil cover and the landfill soils will be monitored over time

using a neutron probe moisture gauge. Neutron probe measurements (SOP) of soil moisture will

be made monthly during the RI field activities at 6-in. (15-cm) depth intervals using the existing

neutron probe access tubes at Landfill II (LF2-03, LF2-04, and LF2-07) and at Landfill III

(LF3-03 and LF3-05). Additionally, the toe slope at Landfill II will be inspected weekly. If

seepage/leachate is observed, samples will be collected for volatile organic compound (VOC),
semivolatile organic compound (SVOC), and metals analysis.

3.6 Water Level Measurements and Borehole Deviation Logging

The regional groundwater flow at CFA is in a south-to-southwest direction. However,

regional flow may be affected by infiltration from percolation ponds at ICPP and aquifer
heterogeneities. These effects could have a direct bearing on the direction and rate of

contaminant migration. Thus, it is important to understand the groundwater flow system at CFA.
Monthly water level measurements will be collected from available wells (Table 3-10 and

Figure 3-6), within approximately a l-mi (l.6-km) radius of the CFA landfills. Monthly water

level measurements will begin in May 1993 and continue through December 1993.

Borehole deviation logs will be run by the USGS on the landfill wells (LF designator), and if

possible, the USGS wells identified in Table 3-10. Prior to conducting deviation surveys, the

dedicated sampling pumps installed in the wells will be removed. Information obtained

from the logging effort will be used to correct the measured depth to water for borehole deviation
effects.

Table 3-10. Wells to be measured on a monthly basis for water level data.

LF 2-08 USGS-020 USGS-082

LF 2-09 USGS-034 USGS-085

LF 2-10 USGS-035 USGS-111

LF 2-11 USGS-036 USGS-112

LF 2-12 USGS-037 USGS-113

LF 3-08 USGS-038 USGS- 114

LF 3-09 USGS-039 USGS-115

LF 3-10 USGS-057 USGS-116

LF 3-11 USGS-077
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3.7 Groundwater Sampling

Three rounds of groundwater samples will be collected and analyzed from a network of 10

monitoring wells located both upgradient and downgradient from CFA Landfills II and III and

from two production wells used for drinking water at CFA (see Table 3-11 and Figure 3-6). The

first sampling event will take place in the May-June time frame, with the second and third events

targeted for July and October, respectively. The results of each sampling event will be evaluated
by DOE, EPA, and IDHW in order to determine the scope and/or need of each subsequent

event. Analytical results from the first two rounds of sampling will be used in the baseline risk

assessment, and the results from the third sampling event will be used for confirmation.

Existing landfill monitoring wells will be sampled for volatile organics (EPA 524.2), CLP

metals and hexavalent chromium (SW 846-7195) (unfiltered and filtered), cyanide, nitrate, sulfate,

chloride, fluoride, and alkalinity. A sample from each well will also be collected for analysis of

gamma-emitting radionuclides. These sampler will be submitted to the Radiation Measurements

Laboratory at the INEL for analysis, with subsequent data used to establish shipping procedures

for samples being sent to offsite laboratories. QA/QC samples to bc collected and analyses to be

performed are presented in Tables 3-3 and 3-4, respectively. Target analyte lists for metals and

volatile organics are provided in Tables 3-8 and 3-9, respectively.

3.8 Subsurface Soil Sampling of Landfill II

Seven auger holes (B-1 through B-7) will be drilled and continuously sampled (with a split-

spoon sampler) from land surface to the top of basalt (Figure 3-7). Borehole sites were selected

primarily from the results of the 1989 shallow soil gas survey and also to provide spatial coverage

across the landfill. The approximate coordinates of the seven boreholes are provided in
Table 3-12. Actual borchole locations will be surveyed after thcy are completed. Each split

spoon sample will be field screened (HNu) and visually examined for signs of staining and

discoloration. Samples will be selected for laboratory analysis based on ficid scrccning results (see

Section 5.8). However, a minimum of two samples per borehole will be submitted for analysis:
one from within the waste unit and one from below the waste unit. The soil samples will be

analyzed for CLP vc_latile organics, semivolatile organics, and metals (including cyanide).

If leachate is encountered in any of the boreholes during augering, samples will be collected

and submitted for CLP volatile organic, semivolatile organic, and metals analysis. Leachate wells

will be installed in these boreholes for long-term leachate monitoring purposes.
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Table 3-11. Monitoring wells to be sampled.

Landfill II: Downgradient - LF 2-8, LF 2-9, LF 2-10, LF 2-12
Upgradient - LF 2-11

Landfill HI: Downgradient - LF 3-8, LF 3-9, LF 3-10
Upgradient - USGS-85, LF 3-11

Production Wells: CFA-1, CFA-2
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Figure 3-6. Locations of CFA monitoring wells for water level measurements and groundwater
sampling (bold).
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Table 3-12. Approximate coordinate locations of the landfill boreholes.

Borehole Northing Easting

B-1 683900 294300

B-2 683625 294200

B-3 683575 294450

B-4 683450 294500

B-5 683300 294250

B-6 683300 294450

B-7 683275 294700

3.9 Quality Assurance

Internal quality control (QC) checks are established by submitting QC samples to the

analytical laboratory. The types and frequency of collection for field quality control samples are

discussed in the QAPjP and Table 3-3 of the FSP.

The sampling and analysis plan tables (Appendix A) provide the anticipated number, type,

and analysis of all samples including the field QA/QC samples. The actual number and type of

samples collected will be presented in the remedial investigation report following the completion
of field activities.
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4. SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

4.1 Sample Identification Code

A systematic character sample identification code will be used to uniquely identify all

samples. The uniqueness of the number is required for maintaining consistency and ensuring no

two samples are assigned the same identification code.

The first two designators of the code, 4C, refers to the waste area group (WAG 4) and

INEL site location (CFA). The third designator, Q, refers to the sample type or location. The

next three numbers designate the sequential sample number for the project. A two character set

(i.e., 01, 02, etc.) will be used next to designate replicate samples. The last two characters refer to

a particular analysis (and bottle type). Refer to Section 6 (Tables 6-1 and 6-2) for specific

aliquot/bottle code designations.

For example, a groundwater sample collected from the aquifer might be designated as
4CQ00101DV where (from left to right):

• 4C designates the waste area group as CFA

• Q designates that it is an aquifer sample

• 001 designates the sequential sample number

• 01 designates type of sample (i.e., replicate)

• DV designates VOC analysis by method 524.2.

A sampling and analysis plan table/data base will be used to record all pertinent information

(well designation, borehole number, depth, media, date, etc.) associated with each sample
identification code. Sampling and analysis plan tables for the OU 4-12 RI/FS are presented in

Appendix A of this FSP. The following section describes the table/data base.

4.2 Sampling and Analysis Plan Table/Data Base

4.2.1 General

The sampling and analysis plan (SAP) table/data base format was developed to [acilitate the

reporting of SAP information to the data management group. The table is used as a planning
tool for sample tracking, and as a data base when analyses are received. An example of the SAP
table for the CFA Landfill II and III remedial investigation effort is shown in Table 4-1. The

following sections describe the information found in the SAP table/data base.
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Table 4-1. Example of a sampling and analysis plan table for chemical analysis (also see Appendix A).

SAP g_J:_r: OU4-12-G_ SAHPLING AgO ANALYSIS PLAN IABLE FOR CHEMICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL AUALYSIS Page 1 of 1S_P fable No. 1 -- __

Date: 11105192 Revision: 2.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 RI/FS - GRCUNDUAIER PHASE III Project Manager: K. _ECK/G. STORHBERG Form No: S_P118

SAHPLE DESCRIPIIOH SAMPLE LOCATION ] ENIER ANALYSIS TYPES (AI) AND GUAHIllT REOUESIED

I
Acrlvlrr IrPE HeOlX /rPE ,et,OO DArE AREA LOCAIION LOCATION (i¢) CO ] CR CU D4 FI H2 ] R5 I

CCO20| REG GROUNDUAIER CaAB lO/01J93+CFA ILi2-a [LAuDFILL 1! ca0 1 | 1 _ 1 1 1 1 I i I Im

! i_

.CO202 .,EG GROUND WATER GRA8 lOIOl1931CFA LFZ-9 AeOEILL I! _70 ! 1 I I I 1 I I 1 1 I _ [
I i

1--¢CQ203 BEG GROUND UATER GRAB 10/0119] CSA tF2-10 .ANOFILL II 625 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2

_C020¢ BEG GROUND rATER GRAB 10101193 CFA LF2-11 LANDFILL !1 &70 | I 1 1 | 1 I ! 1 ! t

iCCQ205 REG GROUND UAIEA GRAB 10/01/93 CFA LF2-12 LANDFILL I1 ¢60 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2

¢C0206 REG GROUNDUA%ER GRAB 10101193 CFA lf3-8 LANDFILL III 495 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2

4co207 REG GROUNDUATER GRAB 10/01193 CFA LF_-9 LA_FILI III 475 I 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1

_c_208 REG GROUNDUAIER iC_Aa 1010!193iCFA LF]-lO LANDFill I!1 _70 1 1 1 1 1 I ! 1 I 1

LCO209 RE_ CROUNP_A|ER GRAB 10/01/93 CFA LF3-11 LANDFILL I!1 ¢6$ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2

_CO210 REG GROUND_ATER IGRAB I0/01/9] CFA USG$-85 LANDFILL III _75 1 I I I 1 I 1
! 1 1

_C0211 OC gAIER TBLK 1010119] CFA OC TRIP BLANK N/A 5

._ _c0212 QC UA|ER FBLK ii0/0119] CFA OC FIELD BLANK HIA 1 I ! 1 I 1 I,.

_1 _c_21] oC _ATER RNST 10/0119] CFA OC RINSATE g/k I 1 1 1 1 1 1

Enter the appropriate analysis type code in the boxes between the double lines under "ENIER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2. Sampling And Analysis Plan table - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the nuz_er of t:_cte$ in the sir_Jle ¢ir_ boxes _{ow the analysis type for each sampling activity.
Any Oescripiions for nc_-Stlr_l/rd ana|ysis ty_s (not given in SAP ]able 2) should be entered under "C(_4_IENIS" orl the lines I_tou. C O H H E N _ S

ATI: Alkalinity A111:

AT2: elf Metals - Filtered AT12: ..

AT]: CLP Metals - Unfiltered AT13:

Xl_: ChromiumVl (Cro6) - UnfiLtered ktl_:

AT5: Chromium Vl (Or+6) - Fittere_ AT15:

AT6: Drinkinq Uater _:_s (5_4._ IV AT16:

AT7: Fluoride AT17:

AIB: Nitrate/Nitrite All8:

AN9: Gamma Screen A|19:

AIiO: Sulfate/Chloride AT20:



4.2.2 Sample Description Fields

The sample description fields contain information relating individual sample characteristics.

Sample Number

The sample number is used to link information from other sources (field data, analytical
data, etc.) to the information in the SAP table for data reporting, sample tracking, and
completeness reporting. The sample number is also used by the analytical lab to track and report
analytical results.

Sample Type

Sample type is a four-character field. Data in this field will be selected from the following:

REG for a regular sample
QC for a quality control sample

Media

Media is a 15-character field. Data in this field will be selected from the following:

SOIL
SUBSURFACE SOIL
GROUNDWATER
SOIL GAS

WATER for other waters (e.g., rinsates, field blanks, trip blanks)

Collection Tvoe- _

Collection type is a four-character field. Data in this field will be selected from the
following:

GRAB for grab
COMP for composite
TI3LK for trip blanks
RNST for equipment rinsates
FBLK for field blanks

Sampling Method

Information in the sampling method field identifies a standard sampling method by number.
If the sampling method is nonstandard, this field should reference the comment field where a
brief explanation of the sampling method should be entered.
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Planned Date

The date or an eight character event identifier relating to the planned collection of the
sample (i.e., 04/01/93) should be entered here.

4.2.3 Sample Location Fields

This greup of fields identifies the exact location _'orthe sample in three-dimensional space,
starting with the general AREA and narrowing the focus to an exact location geographically, then
specifying the depth in the DEPTH field.

The AREA field is a 15-character field that identifies the general sample collection area.
This field should contain the standard identifier for the INEL area being sampled. For this
investigation all samples are being collected in the Central Facilities Area and thus the area
identifier will be "CFA".

Location

This is a 15-character descriptive field that may contain geographical coordinates, x-y
coordinates, building numbers, or other location identifying details. It also contains program
specific information such as a borehole or well number. Data in this field will normally be
subordinated to the AREA. This information is included on the labels generated by data
management to aid sampling personnel.

Tvoe of Location

The type of location field is a 15-character field containing information descriptive of the
exact sample location. Information in this field may overlap that in the location field, but it is
intended to add detail to the location.

Deoth

The depth of a sample location is the distance in feet from surface level or a range in feet
from the surface. The depth field is 10 characters wide.

4.2.4 Analysis Types

.AT1-AT10, etc.

These fields are used to indicate analysis types (radiological, chemical, hydrological, etc.).
Space is provided at the bottom of the form to clearly identify each type. A standard abbreviation
should also be provided if possible.
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5. SAMPLING EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

This section addresses the sampling equipment and procedures to be used for the planned
field investigations, which were identified during the scoping process to fill identified data gaps.
These field investigations can be grouped into the following:

• Topographic survey of Landfill III
• Geophysical survey of Landfills II and III
• Soil gas surveys of Landfills II and III
• Surface soil sampling of Landfills II and III
• Cover characterization of Landfill III

• Water level measurements and borehole deviation logging
• Groundwater sampling
• Subsurface soil sampling of Landfill II.

The following text describes the planned field investigations. All sample locations will be
staked and surveyed. Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for the individual field tasks can be
found in Appendix B.

5.1 Topographic Survey of Landfill III

A topographic map of Landfill III will be prepared. The field survey will use the sample
locations from the shallow soil gas investigation as the initial survey grid. Horizontal control for
the survey will be class 3 [distance accurate to 0.007 ft (0.002 re)l, and the vertical control will be
3rd order [0.05 ft (0.015 m)]. If this survey grid does not provide adequate horizontal and vertical r
control to compile a topographic map with 1 ft contour intervals at a scale of 1 in. (2.54 cm)
equals 100 ft (30.6 m), then additional survey points will be necessary to further define the
topography of the site. Locations for additional survey points will be determined in the field
based on the surveyor's judgement. A topographic map covering the 11 acres (4 hectares) of the
site and immediate surrounding area will be prepared consisting of contour intervals not to exceed
1 ft (0.3 m) and with a scale of 1 in. (2.54 cm) equals 100 ft (30.6 m). A map of the surface-
water drainage system in this area will also be prepared. The topographic survey will be
performed using the standard operating procedures of the survey subcontractor (MK Ferguson of
Idaho).

5.2 Geophysical Survey of Landfills II and III

Seismic refraction methods will be used following the standard operating procedure
(SOP 11.14.2) provided in Appendix B of the FSP to determine the thickness of surficial
sediments and the general topography of the underlying basalt at both landfills. Induced
electromagnetic measurements will be used following the standard operating procedure (SOP
11.14.1) provided in Appendix B of the FSP to map concentrations of conductive materials such
as steel drums, scrap metal and areas of elevated soil moisture at Landfill III. Magnetic field
measurements will be used following the standard operating procedure (SOP 11.14.3) provided in
Appendix B of the FSP to map the distribution of buried ferrous objects at Landfill III. Ground
penetrating radar will be used to map the overburden cover soil materials indicating depth of
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cover soils at Landfill III. Confirmation borings will also be taken to confirm the ground
penetrating radar results. If ground penem_ting radar is not successful then soil borings will be
taken to determine the depth of cover material.

Data from the geophysical surveys will be used to generate maps showing the topography of
the cover soil materials, the basalt surface, the distribution of electrically conductive bodies and
buried magnetic material, and overburden cover thickness.

5.3 Soil Gas Sampling

5.3.1 Shallow Soil Gas Survey

Each soil gas sample will be collected in a 1/2- to 1-in. (1.3- to 2.5-cm) hole driven to a
depth of approximately 4 ft (1.2 m) using a drive rod or electric hammer drill. The entire
sampling system will then be purged with ambient air drawn through a dust and organic vapor
cartridge. A stainless steel probe will be inserted to the full depth of the hole and sealed off from
the atmosphere. A sample of in situ soil gas will be withdrawn through the probe to purge
ambient air from the sampling system. A second sample of soil gas will then be withdrawn
through the probe and trapped in a pre-evacuated glass vial at two atmospheres of pressure. The
self-sealing vial will be detached from the sampling system, packaged, and sent for laboratory
analysis.

Procedures for assuring sample quality are as follows:

1. Prior to each day's activities, all sampling equipment, drive rods and probes will be
decontaminated as described in SOP 11.5 for field decontamination of sampling equipment
(Appendix B). The only exceptions to this SOP are (a) isopropanol will not be used and
(b) the internal probe surfaces will be flushed dry with prepurified nitrogen.

2. The sample probe and apparatus including tubing, valves, and injection needles will be
purged with a volume of filtered ambient air approximately 100 times the void space volume
of the sampling system prior to each sample extraction.

3. Sampling apparatus is then purged with in situ soil gas approximately 25 void space volumes
of the sampling system. This in situ soil gas is used to purge the filtered air from the
sampling equipment.

4. Samples are then collected, packaged, and shipped to the laboratory for analysis. Chain of
custody and documentation procedures, as discussed in Section 6, will be followed.

Field control samples will be collected at the beginning of each day's activities, after every
twentieth soil gas sample per day, and at the end of each day's field activities (see Table 3-3).
These samples are obtained by drawing prepurified nitrogen or filtered ambient air through the
sampling apparatus with the sample probe attached. The field control samples are labeled and
analyzed in the same manner as the actual fiel,_samples and are visually indistinguishable from
them. Analytical quality control will be asse':,ed using carrier gas blanks, standards, and duplicate
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analyses after every tenth sample analyzed. Field replicate samples will also be collected at a
frequency of I per 10 sampling sites.

All samples will be analyzed according to EPA Method 601 using a gas chromatograph
equipped with either an ECD or a FID. Specific analytes standardized for FID analysis include
methane, benzene, and acetone.

5.3.2 Borehole Soil Gas Survey

Borehole soil gas samples will be collected and analyzed as described above for the shallow
soil gas survey. The depths of the gas ports are provided in the "Sampling and Analysis Plan
Tables (Appendix A).

5.3.3 Surface-Flux Chamber Sampling

VOC emission rates from the surface of Landfills II and III will be determined using an
emission flux chamber (EPA 1986). The chamber is placed on the soil surface and air of known
purity is swept through the chamber at a known, constant rate for at least four residence time
periods. Residence time is defined as chamber volume/air flow rate. For example, for a standard
30 L chamber and a typical sweep air flow rate of 5.0 L/minute, the chamber will be swept for at
least 24 minutes prior to sampling. Air samples are collected at the exit of the chamber in
stainless steel evacuated canisters and VOC concentrations determined by gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry using analytical method EPA TO-14 (EPA 1988). Field
QA/QC samples will include one field blank and one replicate sample collected from each landfill.
The field blank sample will be collected using the same procedures discussed for the actual
samples, except that the chamber will be placed on a sheet of Teflon. The replicate sample will
be collected by repeating the actual sampling procedure for one randomly chosen sampling point.

5.4 Surface Soil Sampling

Surface soil will be collected from the soil cover of each landfill for volatile organics,
semivolatile organics, and metals (including cyanide for Landfill II samples) analyses. A lithologic
description of each sample will be noted in the sample logbook. Samples for CLP metals will be
collected from the 0- to 6-in. (0- to 15-cm) depth to characterize direct exposure risks. Samples
for VOCs and SVOCs will be collected from the 18- to 24-in. (46- to 61-cm) depth because these
compounds tend to volatilize from the soil at shallower depths. Surface soil samples will be
collected using stainless steel trowels or shovels, hand augers, or soil sampling tubes.

Samples collected for volatile organic and semivolatile organic analysis will not be
homogenized and will be transferred directly from the sampling device to a clean sample container
(see Table 6-1). Sample containers will be filled leaving as little headspace as possible. Care
should be taken to minimize disturbance to the sample during the transfer from the sampling
device to the container. Preservatives are not required for these samples. Sample material
collected for metals analysis will be placed in a clean stainless steel pan or glass bowl and
thoroughly mixed to homogenize the sample. The sample will then be transferred to a clean
sample container (see Table 6-1) and prepared for shipment to the analytical laboratory.
Preservatives are not required for these samples.
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Samples will be collected and packaged according to the standard operating procedures for
surface soil sampling (see Appendix B). All sample equipment will be decontaminated between
each sample site according to the standard operating procedure (SOP 11.5) provided in
Appendix B of the FSP. Sample material will be surveyed with field instruments (HNu,
Ludlum 2A) upon retrieval and readings will be noted in the sample logbook. Excess sample
material will be returned to the borehole/sample site.

5.5 Cover Characterization of Landfill III

5.5.1 Field Measurements of the Soil Cover

Field measurementsof the soil cover will include the following:

• In situ density and moisture content using a nuclear density gauge (neutron densimeter)
following ASTM D-2922 and ASTM D-3017. A standard count will be pertbrmed at
the EG&G Materials Testing Laboratory. Measurements will be taken at 4- and 8-in.
(10- and 20-cm) depths. In the event that conditions prevent a measurement at the 8-
in. (20-cm) depth, readings at 6 in. (15 cm) will be collected. In situ moisture content
will also be measured using a down-hole neutron moisture meter per SOP. Neutron
probe measurements will be collected monthly. Measurements will be taken at 6-in.
(15 cm) depth intervals using existing neutron access tubes at Landfills ii and III.

• Cover thickness will be determined using gasoline-powered and hand augers if the
geophysical survey was unsuccessful in determining the cover depth. Augering will
continue until either waste is encountered or the auger cannot be advanced due to hole
conditions. The borehole and soil cuttings will be surveyed periodically by an Industrial
Hygienist. Wastes encountered will not be removed from the borehole and each hole
will be back filled with a mixture of native soil and bentonite. Cover material thickness

at each site will be recorded and presented graphically in a plan view map of
Landfill III.

Procedures to determine the cover thickness are summarized below:

1. The power auger is used to open a hole into the surface of the cover. A new location
within 3 ft (0.9 m) of the sample location marker is chosen if concrete, asphalt, or rocks
are stuck at a relatively shallow depth, preventing further auger advance.

2. The hand auger is used to clean the hole and auger deeper until waste is encountered
or the hole becomes blocked.

3. The depth is recorded at which wastes are encountered or at which augering cannot
continue. The reason for stopping augering at the recorded depth shall be noted in the
field logbook (i.e., encountered waste, hole caved-in could not continue).

4. The hole is back-filled with a mixture of native cover material and bentonite.
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5.5.2 Collection of Soil Samples for Laboratory Analysis

Soil samples will be collected for subsequent laboratory testing for moisture content and
particle size analysis. Samples will be collected at approximately l-ft (0.3-m) depth increments
using a 3.5-in. (8.9-cm) bucket auger. Augering will continue until either waste is encountered or
the hand auger can no longer be advanced due to hole conditions. Soil material removed from
the borehole will be surveyed by an IH and inspected for waste prior to being transferred to the
sample bag. Sampling procedures are summarized as follows:

1. Augering will be initiated at the center of the pad constructed and used for nuclear
gauge readings. Material recovered in the auger will be transferred to a zipioc sample
bag. The bag will be closed during periods when additional materials are being augered
to reduce evaporation losses.

2. At the completion of each l-ft (0.3-m) interval, the sample volume is mixed and a
random 11- to 18-oz (300- to 500-g) subsample is collected in a glass or plastic jar. The
jar is sealed, bagged, and placed in a portable cooler for gravimetric water content
analysis in accordance with ASTM D-2216. The remaining sample is then sealed and
double-bagged for particle size analysis according to ASTM D-422.

Intact (undisturbed) soil samples will be collected with 3-in. (7.6-cm) O.D. carbon-steel,
thin-walled tubing, in accordance with ASTM D-1587. The upper 3 to 4 in. (7.6 to 10.2 cm) of
dry, cohesionless soil will be removed and the thin-walled tube driven a minimum of 8 in. (20 cm)
into the ground. The tube will be retrieved by excavating around the tube. The samples will be
sealed and shipped to the laboratory for analysis of saturated hydraulic conductivity using
constant-head permeability techniques (ASTM D-2434), capillary pressure-moisture content
relationships (ASTM D-2325) and porosity.

5.5.3 In Situ Drainage Tests

In situ drainage tests will be conducted to estimate the total in situ field capacity of the
cover materials at Landfill III. In situ field capacity is defined as the amount of water remaining
in a soil two or three days after having been wetted and after free drainage is negligible. The
goal is to provide an upper limit on the amount of water stored in the soil after saturation and a
subsequent drainage period. Each test will be performed by adding a volume of water sufficient
to wet the cover material to a depth of approximately 1 to 2 ft (0.3 to 0.6 m). The volume of
water required will be estimated based on the soil porosity, which in turn will be estimated by
knowing the bulk density of the soil, which will be obtained using the neutron densimeter and the
particle density (assumed to be 2.65 g/cm3 for mineral soils). Two to three days will be allowed
for gravitational drainage. Cover material will then be hand augered with a 3.5-in. (8.9-cm)
bucket auger, and samples will be collected at approximately l-ft (0.3-m) increments through the
wetted depth. Sampling procedures are summarized below:

1. A site within 3 ft (0.9 m) of the previous augering will be cleared of plants, debris, and
the upper 3 to 4 in. (7.6 to 10.2 cm) of soil. A 5-gal (19-L) bucket with the bottom
removed will be seated into the soil cover and loose soil material will be piled around
the base. The bucket will be filled with water and monitored for seepage, with more
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material added around the base (if necessary) to prevent water leakage. The water will
be allowed to infiltrate for 1 to 1.5 hours, after which time the bucket will be refilled

and its top covered with plastic to prevent evaporative losses and other weather related

phenomena (precipitation) from affecting the test.

2. After 2 to 3 days, the bucket will be removed and thc cover material will be hand

augered and two samples will be collected at 0-1 ft (0.3-m) and 1-2 ft (0.3-0.6 m)
intervals. The Ziploc bag will be closed during periods when additional materials are

being augered to reduce evaporative losses.

3. An 11 to 18-oz (300-500 g) sample from each interval will be placed in a glass or plastic

jar. Samples will then be packaged and shipped to the laboratory for gravimetric water
content analysis in accordance with ASTM D-2216.

4. The augered hole will be backfilled with a mixture of native soil and bentonite.

5.6 Water Level Measurements and Borehole
Deviation Logging

A second-ordersurvey of all wells on the INEL is being conducted to establish a common
datum for INEL wells. The wells identified in Table 3-8 will be included in this survey to ensure
that all wells used in this investigation reference the same datum.

Borehole deviation logs will be run by the USGS on the landfill wells, and if possible, the

USGS wells identified in Table 3-10. The deviation logging will be carried out using USGS

procedures. Prior to conducting deviation surveys, the dedicated sampling pumps installed in the

wells will be removed. Information obtained from the logging eftbrt will be used to correct the

measured depth to water for borehole deviation effects.

Water levels will be measured monthly (May-December) in the wells within approximately -_
1-mi (1.6-km) radius of the CFA landfills (see Table 3-10 and Figure 3-6). The measurements will

be made using either an electronic measuring tape (solinst) or a steel tape measure as described

in SOP 11.9 (see Appendix B).

5.7 Groundwater Sampling

5.7.1 Well Purging

All wells (except the CFA production wells) will be purged prior to sample collection using a

submersible pump. The CFA production wells will be purged using the existing dedicated

production pumps. During the purging operation, a Hydrolab (see Appendix B) or equivalent will

be used to measure specific conductance, pH, dissolved oxygen, and temperature. Well purging

procedures are provided in SOP 11.8 (Appendix B). After a minimum three well casing volumes
of water have been purged from the well and when three consecutive Hydrolab readings are

within the limits listed below, a sample for water quality analysis can be collected.
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pH: +0.1 standard units
temperature: +0.5°C
specific conductance: +10 mmhos/cm
dissolved oxygen: +1 mg/L

5.7.2 Groundwater Sampling

Prior to sampling, all sampling equipment that comes in contact with the water sample will
be cleaned following the SOP for decontaminating sampling equipment (see SOP 11.5 in
Appendix B).

Additionally, the dedicated Hydrostar sampling pumps will be removed from the wells, the
water level in the well will be measured, and using a submersible pump, each well will be purged a
minimum of three well-casing volumes until the pH, temperature, specific conductance, and
dissolved oxygen of the purge water have stabilized (not to exceed five well-casing volumes) as
defined above and in the standard operating procedures found in Appendix B. The production
wells will be sampled from a sampling port on the existing production well pumps.

Groundwater samples will be collected for analysis of volatile organics, CLP metals, and
hexavalent chromium, cyanide, nitrate, sulfate, chloride, fluoride, and alkalinity. Samples collected
for metals and Cr6+ analysis will include both filtered and unfiltered samples. The analyses to be
performed and the desired analytical support level are presented in Tables 3-2 and 3-4. The
requirements for containers, preservation methods, sample volumes, and holding times for the
analyses listed above are provided in Table 6-1. Sample bottles for liquid inorganic analyses will
be filled to approximately 90-95% of capacity to allow for content expansion or preservation. A
separate aliquot of the same volume for VOA samples will be collected to determine the correct
amount of preservative and will be tested for pH. The 0.01-gal (40-mL) glass VOA vials will be
filled completely with no headspace or air bubbles. Hydrochloric acid preservative will be
introduced into the VOA vials prior to sample collection and tested for pH < 2 after sample
collection. One 0.13-gal (500-mL) sample will be collected for analysis of nitrate/nitrite and
preserved with concentrated sulfuric acid (H2SO4) to a pH < 2. An additional 0.13-gal (500-mL)
sample will also be collected for nitrate/nitrite analysis. This second sample will not be preserved
with HzSO4 and will be used in lieu of the preserved sample if holding times are met. One
0.13-gai (500-mL) sample will be collected for sulfate and chloride analysis, and one 0.07-gal
(250-mL) sample will be collected for alkalinity analysis. Two 0.26-gal (I-L) sample will be
collected for fluoride analysis. Two 0.26-gal (I-L) samples will be collected for metals analysis
and will be acidified to a pH < 2 using 10% ultrapure nitric acid (certified metals free). Two
0.13-gal (500-mL) samples will be collected for hexavalent chromium analysis. One of the metals
samples and one of the Cr6+ samples will be filtered using a 4-_m filter. The second sample for
metals and Cr6. will be collected unfiltered. One 0.26-gal (I-L) sample will be collected for
cyanide analysis and will be preserved using NaOH to a pH > 12. One 0.14-gal (540-mL) sample
will be collected and preserved with nitric acid to a pH < 2 for gross gamma analysis for shipping
purposes. In addition to the above preservation requirements, all samples with the exception of
fluoride, metals, and gamma, require cooling to 39°F (4°C). The preferred order for sample
collection is as follows:

• Temperature, pH, specific conductance, and dissolved oxygen (during purging)
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• Volatile organics [collected at flow rates < 5 gal/min (19 L/min) or with a bailer;
production wells will be sampled from a sample port at <5 gal/min (19 L/min)]

• Total and dissolved metals, Cr6+ and cyanide
• Inorganics (sulfate, chloride, fluoride, nitrate/nitrite)
• Alkalinity
• Gamma.

5.8 Subsurface Sampling of Landfill II

Subsurfacesoilsampleswill becollectedfromsevenboreholesboringsusinga drill rig
equippedwith hollow-stemaugersfrom landsurfaceto the top of basalt. Samplingwill be
conductedfor lithologicloggingandchemicalanalyses.A split-barrel(split-spoon)samplerwill be
usedto continuouslysamplein 2-ft (0.6-m) increments,

A minimum of two samples per borehole will be collected and shipped for laboratory
analysis: one from within the waste unit and one from below the waste. The sample from below
the waste unit will always be collected and will be from sediment material just above the basal clay
(if present), or just above the sediment/basalt interface if the basal clay is not present. For
boreholes where basal clay is encountered (and ieachate is not present), the borehole will be
advanced to the top of basalt. Boreholes without basal clay will be backfilled with 2 ft of
bentonite followed by auger cuttings. Boreholes where clay is encountered will be backfilled with
bentonite to the top of the clay layer followed by auger cuttings to land surface. Sampling from
within the waste unit will begin at a depth of 3 ft and samples will be selected for analysis using
the following criteria:

1. Any sample exhibiting a VOC headspace result of >20 ppm will be collected for VOC
and SVOC analysis.

2. If headspace analyses for a given borehole are less than 20 ppm but greater than zero,
the sample with the highest reading will be sent for VOC and SVOC analysis.

3. If no samples show a positive (>0 ppm) VOC headspace reading, samples for VOC
and SVOC analysis will be collected using the following randomly-selected default
depths:

B-1 13-15 ft
B-2 13-15 ft
B-3 8-10 ft
B-4 13-15 ft
B-5 3-5 ft
B-6 3-5 ft
B-7 13-15 ft
B-8 8--10 ft

4. Samples for metals (and cyanide) analysis will be selected based on visual examination
of the split spoon samples (staining/discoloration). If discrete zones of discoloration are
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not encountered, or if discoloration is prevalent throughout the borehole, samples for

metals analysis will be collected at the same depths as for the VOCs and SVOCs.

5. In addition to headspace results, samples exhibiting nonaqueous saturation or staining
by oil will be submitted for SVOC analysis.

As shown on Figure 5-1, the bottom portion of each 2-ft (0.6-m) split-barrel sample will be

retained for potential VOC analysis, and the next portion will be retained for VOC headspace
screening. The third portion of the split-barrel will be retained for SVOC analysis. The fourth

portion of the split-barrel sample will be composited for potential metals (and cyanide) analysis

and the uppermost portion will be retained for radiation screening.

Field screening for VOCs will be conducted using an HNu. The action level for total VOCs

is 20 ppm. This level has been chosen to be consistent with other INEL investigations.

Figure 5-2 shows the general VOC field screening and sampling approach. The same logic shown

in Figure 5-2 will be followed for SVOCs. All soil samples will be submitted to the Radiation

Measurements Laboratory (RML) for a 20-minute gamma scan before they are shipped. The

same-day 20-minute gamma scan is designed so that VOC or SVOC holding times are not
exceeded.

5.8.1 Borehole Logging

Borehole logs will be generated during drilling to log the material/soil encountered. The

borehole log will follow the procedures in ER SOP 11.15, "Geologic Logging."

5.8.2 Field Screening for Organic and Metal Compounds

Soil samples will be collected from each split-barrel sample and field screened for VOCs

using the headspace method. The procedure for VOC field screening is as follows:

1. Obtain a soil sample aliquot from the split-barrel sampler, disturbing the soil sample as

little as possible.
i

2. Immediately place the sample in a 250-mL wide-mouth glass sample container, leaving a

headspace of approximately 1 in. (2.54 cm).

3. Cap the container with a piece of aluminum foil (inside of roll towards sample), and
secure with a rubber band.

4. Place the container in a 70°F water bath for 20 minutes.

5. After the sample has warmed and released any potential VOCs into the headspace,

puncture the aluminum foil with an HNu probe and take immediate measurements of
VOCs.

6. Record results in the EG&G Idaho sample logbook and the boring log.
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Figure 5-1. Schematic of the subsurface sampling program.



Begin continuous drilling and sampling in 0.6 m (2 ft) I
intervals using a 0.6 m (2 ft) split-barrel sampler. I
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Figure 5-2. Generalized logic for VOC analysis sampling.
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5.8.3 Soil Sampling for Organic and Metal Compounds

Grab samples for VOCs and SVOCs will be collected according to the following procedure:

1. Use a clean sampling spoon or spatula to extract a sample from the base of the

decontaminated split-barrel sampler (the end closest to the drive shoe), disturbing the

soil sample as little as possible.

2. Quickly remove coarse fragments. Immediately place the sample in a 125-mL, clear,
wide-mouth glass sample container.

3. Cap the container, affix a label marked with the depth interval, sample location and

number, analysis, time, sampler's name, and date. Record all sample information in the

EG&G Idaho sample logbook.

4. Use a clean sampling spoon or spatula to extract an SVOC sample from the midsection
of the decontaminated split-barrel sampler, disturbing the soil sample as little as

possible.

5. Quickly remove coarse fragments. Immediately place the sample in a 125-mL, clear,
wide-mouth glass sample container.

6. Cap the container, affix a label marked with the depth interval, sample location and

number, analysis, time, sampler's name, and date. Record all sample information in the

EG&G Idaho sample logbook.

7. Place the samples in Ziploc bags.

8. Chill to 4°C quickly by placing the samples in an ice-filled cooler.

9. Package samples and complete the Chain-of-Custody/Request for Analysis Record per

ER SOP 5.7, "Chain-of-Custody Record."

10. Transport the samples for shipment to the analytical laboratory.

Samples for metals analysis will be collected according to the following procedure:

1. Use a clean sampling spoon or spatula to extract a sample from the decontaminated

split-barrel sampler, and place the soil in a Pyrex glass bowl (or aluminum pan).

2. Thoroughly mix the sample and remove coarse fragments and organic material from the

Pyrex bowl.

3. Scrape the sample in the bowl from the sides and bottom to the middle of the bowl and
mix the soil well.

4. Quarter the sample and move the quarters to the tbur quadrants of the bowl.
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5. Mix each quarter of the sample individually.

6. Roll each quarter to the center of the bowl and mix the entire sample again.

7. Repeat this procedure to ensure that all parts of the sample are mixed and that the
sample is as homogeneous as possible.

8. Place the sample in a 250-mL (8-oz) wide-mouth glass container.

9. Cap the container, affix a label marked with the depth interval, sample location and
number, analysis, time, sampler's name, and date. Record all sample information in the
EG&G Idaho sample logbook.

10. Place the samples in Ziploc bags.

11. Chill to 4°C quickly by placing the samples in an ice-filled cooler.

12. Package samples and complete the Chain-of-Custody/Request for Analysis Record per
ER SOP 5.7, "Chain-of-Custody Record."

13. Transport the samples for shipment to the analytical laboratory.

5.8.4 Leachate Sampling

If leachate is encountered during augering and soil sampling, samples will be collected for
VOC, SVOC, and metals (including cyanide) analysis. Upon encountering the free liquid,
augering will be stopped and the borehole will be allowed to stand open for 1/2 to 1 hour. A
clean bailer will be lowered through the hollow stem of the augers to collect the samples.
Volatile organics will be collected in 0.01-gal (40-mL) glass vials (with no headspace) and
preserved with hydrochloric acid to a pH less than 2. Semivolatile organics will be collected in
0.26-gal (I-L) amber-glass jars. No preservative is required other than cooling to 4°C. Metals will
be collected in a 0.26-gal (l-L) HDPE narrow-mouth bottle and preserved with nitric acid to a
pH less than 2. Cyanide will be collected in a 0.26-gal (I-L) HDPE narrow-mouth bottle and
preserved with NaOH to a pH > 12.

5.8.5 Leachate Wells

If leachate is encountered in any of the boreholes, ieachate collection wells will be installed
after augering and soil sampling are completed. However, augering and soil sampling in these
boreholes will not progress through the clay layer above the basalt (if present). The wells will be
constructed through the hollow-stem augers as follows:

1. Place a 1 to 2-ft (0.3 to 0.6-m) plug of bentonite pellets in the bottom of the borehole.

2. Install 2-in. (5-cm) stainless steel casing with 5 to 10 ft (1.5 to 3 m) of 0.010-in.
(0.03-cm) wired-wrapped screen.
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3. Install a quartz sand filter pack to 2 ft (0.6 m) above the top of the screen.

4. Backfill the remainder of the borehole with bentonite to within 2 ft (0.6 m) of land
surface, followed by a cement bentonite cap.

5. Place a locking 2-in. (5-cm) stainless steel cap on the well casing.

5.8.6 Borehole Abandonment

Upon reaching the top of basalt, dry boreholes will be abandoned as follows:

1. Insert a bentonite plug to the top of the clay layer (if present) or to a height of 2 ft
(0.6 m) above the basalt surface if clay is not present.

2. Backfill the remainder of the borehole with the borehole cutting material in the order
they were removed from the borehole during cutting.

3. Establish the coordinates of each borehole site by staking the site and surveying it.

5.9 Handling and Disposition of Investigation-Derived Waste

Investigation-derived wastes (IDW) will be generated at OU 4-12 as a result of remedial
investigation activities discussed in Chapter 5 of the work plan. The types and quantities of IDW
that will be generated are shown in Tables 5-1 through 5-3.

The disposition and handling of IDW at OU 4-12 will be consistent with Guide to
Management of Investigation-Derived Wastes. Activities generating IDW include sampling of the
surface soil and the cover of Landfills II and III, sampling of the subsurface soil at Landfill II, and
sampling of groundwater wells near OU 4-12. The amounts of IDW for each activity are shown
in Tables 5-1 through 5-3.

Soil Sampling

IDW from sampling of the surface soil of the Landfills II and III and the subsurface soils at
Landfill II will consist of the unused sample portion that may be returned to INEL from the
analytical laboratory and drill cuttings from boreholes. This IDW will be soil samples from the
site and water samples used in the QA/QC process. Those water samples, which will have been
preserved with nitric acid as part of the sample preparation process, will be neutralized by the
laboratory before they are returned to INEL. The total amount of IDW from this activity is
estimated at 37 Kg (see Table 5-1). This estimate assumes the analytical laboratory will use 50%
of the sample and return the remaining portion to INEL for disposal at OU 4-12. Unused
surface soil and water samples will be returned to the surface cover of the Landfill from which
the sample was collected. Drill cuttings from boreholes will be segregated as they are brought to
the surface and separated from the surface soil of the landfill. Upon completion of sampling and
drilling the cuttings will be placed back into the borehole. Excess drill cuttings that will not fit
into the borehole will be held at the site until analysis of samples from that hole are complete.
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Table 5-1. Preliminary screening for OU 4-12 soil sample investigation derived waste.

Volume

Depth Quantity disposed by Volume
of per Total off-INEL disposed at

Sample sample Number sample volume laboratory OU 4-12
Location numbers (ft) Type of analysis of samples (g) (g) (g) (g) Disposal process

Landfill III soil 4CS001 1 to 2 ASTM D-2216 32 500 16,000 16,000 Return IDW to OU 4-12.

cover to gravimetric water content IDW will consist of
4CS016; and ASTM D-422 particle unused sample volume
4CS025 size

to
4CS040

4CS017 0.5 to ASTM D-2434 constant 16 1,000 16,000 8,000 8,000

to 1.0 head permeability and
4CS024 ASTM D-2325 capillary

pressure-moisture content
!

4CSIM1 0.5 and CLP Metals 12 100 1,200 600 600
to 1.5 to 2

4CS062 CLP VOA 12 100 1,200 600 600

CLP SVOC 12 100 1,200 600 600

Landfill II soil 4CS064 0.5 and CLP Metals 16 100 1,600 800 800 Return IDW to OU 4-12.
cover to 1.5 to 2 IDW will consist of

4CS091; CLP VOA 16 100 1,600 800 800 unused sample volume
4CS098

to
4CS099 CLP SVOC 14 100 1,400 700 700

Landfill II 4CB001 TBD CLP Metals 15 100 1,500 750 750 Return IDW to OU 4-12.
subsurface soil to IDW will consist of

i 4CB014 CLP VOA 15 100 1,500 750 750 unused sample volume

CLP SVOC 15 100 1,500 750 750



Table 5-2. Preliminary screening for SRPA well purge and decontamination water investigation-
derived waste.

Estimated

purge
volumea Process knowledge

Casing radius Water depth in casing (gal) (_t_Mo/Yr)
Location (in) (ft) (L) (pCi/mL RAD)

LF2-8 3 20 147 gal Chromium-i_g/L
667 L 206-.2/90

285-5/90
776-10/90
902.-4/91

Tritium pCi/ml
42-3/90
39-5/90
36-11/90

LF2-9 2 21 69 gal Chromium I_g/L
313 L 379-2/90

567-5/90
206-10/90
753.-4/91
Tritium pCi/mL
44-3/90
44-6/90
41-11/90

LF2-10 3 283 2,075 gal Chromium I_g/I-
9,420 L No data

Tritium pCi/ml
No data

LF2-11 2 29 95 gal Chromium I_g/L
431 L 379.-2/90

216-.5/90
202--10/90
663--.4/91

Tritium pCi/ml
48-.3/90
48.-5/90
43---11/90

LF2-12 2 15 50 gal Chromium I_g/L
227 L 24-4/91
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Table 5-2. (continued). ...............

Estimated

purge
volumea Process knowledge

Casing radius Water depth in casing (gal) (l_g/_Mo/Yr)
Location (in) (ft) (L) (pCi/mL RAD)

LF3-8 3 24 176 gal Chromium I_g/L
799 L 409-4/91

853-4/91

LF3-9 2 15 49 gal Chromium I_g/L
222 L 45-4/91

LF3-10 2 15 49 gal Chromium I_g/L
222 L 51-.4/91

LF3-11 2 15 49 gal Chromium _g/L
222 L 120-.4/91

USGS 85 3 156 1,144 gal Chromium I_g/L
5,194 L 1-9/77

20.-9/77
1-10/84
20- 10/84

a. Purge volume computed from ER&WM Department SOP 11.8 V = (hl-h2)r2(0.163), where V
= static well volume in gallons, h1 = depth of well in feet, h 2 = depth to water in feet, r = inside
radius of well casing in inches. Volumes are based on a maximum of 5 well casing volumes.
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Table 5-3. Preliminary screening for OU 4-12 water sample investigation-derived waste.
Volume

Sample Depth Number Volume disposed Volume
numbers of samples per Total off-INEL disposed

for3 sample Type of for3 sample volume laboratory at OLI 4-12

Location phases (It) analysis phases (L) (L) (L) (L) Disposal process

Groundwater Phase 1 460 Alkalinity 36 0.25 9.0 4.5 4.5 Use Best Management Practi_.e. If

Samples 4CQ001 to data indicate contaminant levels are
LF 2-8 to 625 CLP metals/F 36 1.0 36 18 18 above MAC levelsdischarge to an
LF 2-9 4CQ012 area of similar contamination (TRA

CLP metals 36 1.0 36 18 18 Warm Waste Pond-Cell 52).LF 2-10

LF 2-11 Chromium +6F 36 0.5 18 9 9
LF 2-12 Phase 2 If data indicates contaminant levels

LF 3-8 4CQ101 VOA 524.2 36 0.8 29 14.5 14.5 are below MAC levels discharge
LF 3-9 to water samples to ground in the
LF 3-10 4CQl12 Fluoride 36 1.0 36 18 18 vicinity of the well.
LF 3-11

USGS 85 Nitrate/ite 36 0.5 18 9 9

CFA-1 Phase 3
Gamma 36 0.54 19 19a

CFA-2 4CS201

to Sulfate/chloride 36 0.5 18 9 9
Trip blank 4CS212
Field blank 4CQ013 NA VOA 524.2 15 0.8 12 6 6t.n

, Rinsate 4CQ113

OO 4CQ213

4CQ014 & NA Alkalinity 6 0.25 1.5 0.75 0.75
4CQ015

CLP metals 6 1.0 6.0 3.0 3.0

4CQ114 & Chromium +6 6 0.5 3.0 1.5 1.5
4CQ115

VOA 524.2 6 0.8 4.8 2.4 2.4

Fluoride 6 1.0 6.0 3.0 3.0

Nitrate/ite 6 0.5 3.0 1.5 1.5
4CQ214 &

4CQ215 Sulfate/chloride 6 0.5 3.0 1.5 1.5

Purge water 4CQ016 r4A CLP metals 3 1.0 3.0 1.5 1.5
VOA 524.2 3 0.8 2.4 1.2 1.2

a. Disposed by Radiological Measurements Laboratory at TRA.



If laboratory results indicate that the samples from that hole are not hazardous, the cuttings will
be disposed in the active INEL landfill. If laboratory results indicate that the samples from that
hole are hazardous, the cuttings will be containerized and held pending the treatment decision for
Landfill II. Large pieces of waste such as metal, plastic, wood, etc., will be disposed in the active
INEL landfill.

Groundwater Sampling

IDW from groundwater sampling will consist of purge water from the Snake River Plain
Aquifer that has been pumped from the wells listed in Table 5-2 and the unused sample portion
returned by the analytical laboratory for disposal. Purge water will be generated before sample
collection in accordance with SOP 11.8 to remove standing water from the well casing. The SOP
requires 3 to 5 well volumes be removed from the well and other water quality parameters be met
before samples are collected. The estimated amount of purge water generated from each well for
each of the three phases of groundwater sampling is shown in Table 5-1. Process knowledge from
past sampling of the monitoring wells indicates the presence of tritium and possibly chromium.
The source of tritium is believed to be processes associated with ICPP and TRA. The source of
chromium is believed to be the processes associated with TRA and possibly shavings from
dedicated sampling pumps located in some of the wells. Purging and sampling will be performed
after the dedicated pumps are removed.

Purge water from aquifer wells will be handled in a manner that does not pose unacceptable
risk to human health. Existing data from previous groundwater investigations was used to
determine the potential risk to human health from well purging operations. The maximum
concentrations for chromium and tritium from historical data indicate potential concentrations of
chromium at 902 I_g/Land of tritium at 48,000 pCi/L. Risk calculations were performed for
ingestion and inhalation pathways in residential and occupational scenarios assuming purge water
was distributed over an area of 6 x 6 m and depth of 1 m. Maximum concentrations from existing
data for chromium and tritium were used, which represent the worst case for potential risk.

This worst-case potential risk posed by purge water containing chromium and/or tritium is
1.5E-10 for carcinogenic effect (tritium, soil ingestion, occupational scenario) and a hazard
quotient of 0.0001 (chromium VI, soil ingestion, residential scenario). Because the potential risk
is well below EPA's recommended target risk range identified in the NCP of 10.6 to 10-4 for
carcinogens or a hazard index of 1 for non-carcinogenic contaminants, the purge water could be
safely disposed directly to the ground during well purging operations. However, due to the
potential for changes in contaminant concentration levels or appearance of new contaminants, the
purge water will be containerized pending receipt of sample results. This containerization
represents a departure from DOE's IDW strategy, but is being performed on this OU due to
schedule constraints.

If sample results indicate concentrations are at or below the historical maximum levels cited
above, then the purge water will be disposed directly to the ground. If the concentrations are
above said levels, then a risk calculation such as that used above will be performed to determine
appropriate disposition of the purge water.

There is potential for freezing of the third-round (October, 1993) purge water while waiting
for sample results. The WAG-4 managers (EPA/IDHW/DOE) may determine the risk acceptable
based on sample results from the first two rounds. If so, the water may be disposed to the ground
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to prevent freezing of the purge water tank. Purge water will be discharged at least 200 feet from
the landfills.

Decontamination

IDW generated from decontamination activities will be collected in a tank, sampled and
disposed to the ground if the data indicate that constituent concentrations levels are less than
historic levels cited above.

Personal Protective Equipment

Personal Protective Equipment used at OU 4-12 may be generated and will be
decontaminated, if necessary, and disposed in the active INEL landfill.
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6. DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT AND SAMPLE CONTROL

Section 6.1 summarizesdocument managementand sample control. Documentation includes
all field documents used to record field data and document samplingprocedures. Sampling
documents include chain of custody forms and sample container labels. Section 6.2 outlines the
sample containers and preservatives that will be used and discusses chain of custody, radioactivity
screening, and sample packaging for shipment to the analytical laboratories.

6.1 Documentation

The Field Team Leader is responsible for controlling and maintaining all field documents
and records, and for ensuring that all required documents are submitted to ER Administrative
Records and Document Control (ARDC). All entries will be made in permanent ink. All errors
will be corrected by drawing a single line through the error and entering the correct information.
All corrections will be initialed and dated. The serial or ID number and disposition of all
controlled documents (e.g., chain of custody forms) will be recorded in the document control
logbook. If any documents are lost, a new document will be completed. The loss of a document
and an explanation of how the loss was rectified will be recorded in the document control
logbook, which is maintained by ARDC. The serial number and disposition of all damaged or
destroyed field documents will also be recorded. All voided and completed documents will be
maintained with ARDC.

6.1.1 Sample Container Labels

Waterproof, gummed labels will be used that show information concerning the sample ID
number, the name of the project, sample location, and analysis type. In the field, labels will be
completed and placed on the containers before collecting the sample. Information concerning
sample date, time, preservative used, field measurements of hazards, and the sampler's initials will
be filled out during field sampling. Figure 6-1 shows an example of a sample container label.

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:

LOCATION:

DATE:

TIME:
MEDIA:
SAMPLE TYPE PRESERVATIVE:

ANALYSIS'

SAMPLED BY:
r,"

SAMPLE ID NO.: --<-
LU

Z91 0083

Figure 6.1, Sample container label.
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6.1.2 Field Guide Forms

Field guide forms are used to facilitate sample container documentation and organization of
field activities. Field guide forms contain information on the sample request number, sample ID
numbers, sample location, aliquot ID, analysis type, container size and type, and sample
preservation. An example of a field guide form is shown in Figure 6-2.

6.1.3 Field Logbooks

Field logbooks, in accordance with ARDC format, will be used to record information
necessary to interpret the analytical data. All field information pertaining to the sampling team
activities will be entered in the logbooks. Entries will be dated and signed by the individual
making the entry. All logbooks will be QC checked for accuracy and completeness by the Field
Team Leader or an appointed designee. The person responsible lbr QC checks will sign his or
her name in the appropriate space, indicating the above information is true and correct. All field
logbooks will be controlled and managed according to EG&G Idaho ER PD 4.2.

6.1.3.1 Sample Logbooks. Sample logbooks will be used by the field teams. Each sample
logbook will contain copies of forms to record specific sample collection information. Appendix C
contains examples of the sheets contained in this book. Soil cover, soil gas, groundwater, and all
QC samples will be recorded in the sample logbook.

6.1.3.2 Field Team Leader's Daily Logbook. A project logbook will be maintained by
the Field Team Leader. This logbook will contain a daily summary of all the team activities,
problems encountered, deviations from the sampling and analysis plan, visitor log, and list of site
contacts. This logbook will be signed and dated at the end of each day's sampling activities.

6.1.3.3 Field Instrument CalibrationStandardization Logbook. Each piece of
equipment requiring periodic calibration or standardization will have a logbook to record
equipment calibration data. This logbook will contain logsheetsto record the date, time, method
of calibration, and instrument identification number (see Appendix C).

6.1.3.4 Sample Shipping Logbook. This logbook will be used to record the sample ID
number, collection date, shipping date, cooler ID number, destination, date shipped,
chain-of-custody number, sample shipping classification, name of shipper, and QA check (see
Appendix C).

6.1.3.5 Geologic Logbook. This logbook will be used to record the lithology of the
sediment and waste during the subsurface sampling investigation at Landfill II. Information to be
recorded includes grain size, sorting, color, texture, moisture, etc. Figure 6-3 is an example of a
lithologic log.

6.1.4 Data Sheets

In addition to field logbooks, data sheets will be used to record field inlbrmation. A water
level data sheet will be used to record pertinent information when measuring the water level in
wells. A data sheet will also be used to record soil cover thickness. Figure 6-4 is an example of a
data sheet.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM NUMBER:

Sampling Team:

Account Code: CFA

Sample Request: 4C001

Sample Number(s): 4CQ001 through 4CQ003

Media: Water

Sample Type: Grab

Sampling Method: SOP 11.1.1

Suspected Sampling Hazard: Metals

Sample Location(s): CFA OU4-12, LF2-8

ANALYSES VOA-524.2, Metals - CLP

RAD: NA

NON-RAD: 524.2 Organics, CLP Inorganics,

FIELD: Rad, Organic Vapors

Sample Containers, Volumes, and Preservatives:

Aliquot ID Analytical Container Volume
(10th char.) Parameter or Type Preservative

2 VOA 40-mL vial 4°C/HCL

1 CLP Inorganics 1000-mL WM glass 4°C/HNO3

Figure 6-2. Example of a sample field guide form.
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_ E_G i,.,o, inc. GEOSCIENCES

FORMEG&G.g2g FIELD LOG OF DRILL HOLE
(Roy. 07-83)

Surface Elevation (feet) Datum Sheet _ Of

Geological o _,. _ ._. _ _ _ _ Engineering
u. Classification and

Classification _ (_ _'_ E>, _" _" _- ; Test Data ,
o _ DescriptionDescription _ _ ¢n _ u__ _ a. M D O

,,

., ,

, , , ,

2O

....... 25 ' '

-- 30

5 JJu

/

Date Drilled With

Diameter of Drill Hole 0nches)

Logged By

Surface Elev. (ft) Datum Charge Number Plate

Figure 6-3. Example of a lithologic log.
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Site: ll.P. Ileight above land: (ft)
H.P. Elevatioa: (ft)
Land surface elevation: (ft)

.....

I)ate lime Ilold Wet Bepth to _/ater Elev. of Water remarks Initial
(ft) (ft) (l_elow II.P.) (adj. to m.s.i.)

......._(ft)
,

m

... ,

......................... ....... 7"-------""--""'---- ....... _'-- ................. :-- -- ": Z:''"

Figure 6-4. Water level data sheet.



6.2 Sample Handling

Tables 6-1 and 6-2 outline generic requirements for containers, preservation methods,
sample volumes, and holding times for solid and aqueous samples. Specific requirements
pertaining to the types of samples and analytes involved in this project will be followed as
prescribed in the tables.

6.2.1 Sample Preservation

Preservation of groundwater samples will be performed immediately upon sample collection
(see Table 6-1). The temperature will be checked periodically prior to shipment to ensure
adequate preservation for those samples requiring temperatures at 39°F (4°C) for preservation.
Each field team will be equipped with field sample preservation kits, which may include nitric
acid, sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, and pH indicator paper. Ice chests (coolers) containing
frozen blue ice will be used to chill samples, if required, in the field after sample collection.

6.2.2 Chain of Custody Procedures

To maintain and document sample possession, chain of custody (COC) procedures will be
followed per ER PD 5.7 and the QAPjP. The purpose of COC is to document the identity of a
sample and its handling from the point of collection until laboratory analysis is complete. The
COC record will be a multiple-copy form, which serves as a written record of the sample handling.
When a sample changes custody, the person(s) relinquishing and receiving the sample will sign a
COC record. Each change of possession will be documented. Thus, a written record tracking
sample handling will be established.

COC procedures will begin immediately after sample collection. COC forms (Figure 6-5)
will be initiated the day of sample collection. Sample bottles will be stored in a secured area
accessible only to the field team members.

6.2.3 Transportation of Samples

All short-holding-time samples will be shipped "priority one/overnight" via Federal Express
through the Federal Express Office, in accordance with the regulations issued by the Department
of Transportation (DOT) (49 CFR Parts 171 through 178) and EPA sample handling, packaging,
and shipping methods (40 CFR 261.C.3C.3).

All samples will be packaged and transported in a manner that protects the integrity of the
sample and prevents sample leakage. Packaging procedures will vary, depending on the suspected
sample concentrations and DOT hazard class. Figure 6-6 depicts a properly packaged and labeled
cooler containing nonradioactive environmental samples for shipment to the analytical laboratory.
The temperature of each batch of coolers (i.e., those arriving at the laboratory at the same time)
will be checked. One cooler per batch will be opened, a thermometer will be placed inside and
allowed to equilibrate, and the temperature will be recorded in a logbook by personnel at the
analytical laboratory. The laboratory will communicate these temperatures to the field to ensure
adequate coolant is used to cool the samples during shipment.
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Table 6-1. Typical sample requirements--aqueous samples.

Container

Size Sample volume

Analytical parameter (mL) Type Preservative Holding time a (mL) b

Volatile organics 40 Glass v/al w/ 4°C and 1:I 14 days 80/2-40

teflon septa HCL to pH < 2 (6 x 40 mL for

full QC)

CLP metals 1000 HDPE (NM) pH < 2, HNO 3 6 months,
Hg 28 days 1,000

Hexavalent chromium 500 HDPE (NM) 4°C 24 hrs 500

Alkalinity 250 Glass 4°C ASAP (none 50

o, _en)_d

Fluoride 1000 HDPE -- 48 hours 50

Sulfate/chloride 500 Glass 4°C 28 days 50

Nitrate/nitrite 500 Glass 2 mL H2SO4/L ASAP 250
sample as must be preserved

specified if
H.T. > 24 hrs

Gamma 540 Plastic pH < 2, HNO 3 Screen immediately 500

Cyanide 1000 HDPE pH > 12 NaOH 14 days 500

a. Holding times are from date of collection as referred to in Federal Register VoL 49, No. 209, October 26, 1984.

b. Samples will be collected unfiltered e_ccept for metals which will have both filtered and unfiltered samples collected.



Table 6-2. Typical sample requirements--chemical, physical, and hydraulic properties-soil samples.

Container

Analytical Parameter Size Type Preservative Holding Tune Sample Volume

Physical properties a 16-oz (500 mL) polyethylene/glass None None 500 g
or plastic ziploc

Hydraulic properties a 3-in. diam. Thin-walled metal tube None None 3-in. intact core

CLP metals b 8-oz. (250 mL) (WM) glass 4°C 6 months 100 g

O_ CLP volatile organics b 4-oz. (125 mL) (WM) glass 4°C 7 days 50 gO0

CLP semivolatile organics b 8-o7. (250 mL) (WM) glass 4°C 7 days 100 g

a. As defined in Table 3-1 of the FSP.

b. As defined in Table 3-2 of the FSP.
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Place COC Recorc! in a plastic
bag and tape bag here

Place name and acldress of analytical
laboralory and words: ENVIRONMENTAL .. ,
SAMPLES on lid of ice chest. " : .., _; ,

!

Seal with filament lapa and , -
2 signed custody seals ..... :-

" . : i Seal with tape or; ,t

' I , twist Lie
i

If blue ice is needed, '
..

place it outside el the ....
trash bag and in the cooler

_. . Use a heavy-duly
i,,,.:::_ i _ i --------- plastic trasll bag

labels on all four sides x _.- i
-_ ice-cl_est

V-----
Placesample cantainer
inside plactic bag. Place bac \ ,.
inside trash bag with
vem.iculile.

Tape the drain plug

Place name and return address o! laboratory
on out side of cooler

Figure 6-6. Packaging of environmental samples for shipment to the analytical laboratory.



6.2.3.1 Field Radiation Screening and Green Tagging. All samples and field
equipment will be surveyed by the Health Physics Technician for radiologicai contamination for
shipping purposes. If the soil and soil gas samples are determined to be nonradioactive (beta-
gamma activity is less than 100 cpm above background and the health physics technician
determines no alpha activity), the health physics technician will release the samples so they may
leave the site. Samples will be collected during groundwater sampling for a gamma screen. This
information, along with surveysby a health physics technician, will be used to determine shipping
requirements. It should be noted that "real time" monitoring for tritium in the groundwater is not
available. Historical data will be used to determine shipping requirements with respect to tritium.
For soil samples that do not meet these criteria, an aliquot of the sample will be sent to the
radiation measurement laboratory at the Test Reactor Area for a gamma scan characterization.
Based on this characterization, samples will be packaged accordingly.

6.2.3.2 Custody Seals. Custody seals will be placed on all shipping containers. Clear,
plastic tape will be placed over the seals to ensure that the seals are not accidentally broken
during shipment.

6.2.3.30nsite and Offsite Shipping. An onsite shipment is any transfer of material
within the perimeter of the INEL. Site-specific requirements for transporting of samples within
Site boundaries and those required by the shipping/receiving department will be followed.
Shipments within INEL boundaries will conform to DOT requirements, as stated in 49 CFR.
Offsite sample shipment will be coordinated with EG&G shipping personnel and will conform to
all applicable DOT requirements.
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SAP N_r: _-12-SC $_LING AHD _ALYSIS PLAN TABLE F_ CHEXI_L AND R_I_ICAL _ALYSIS Page I of 2SAP Table No. | --

Date: 06107195 Revision: 3.0 Project: CFA _ 4-12 RI/FS - SOIL £OVER Project Hanager: K. KECK/G. ST_HBERG Form No: SAPIIB

S_LE DES_IPTi_ S_PLE L_ATI_ ENTER _ALYSIS TYPES (AT) A_ _AMTITY RE_ESTED

|AT2 mAT3 IAT4ATI AT5 AT6 A19 IATlO'ATII ATt2_AT13 A114 ATIS AT16 ATt7 kTt5 ATI9!AT20IAt7MA_ _

S_LIMG !S_LE COLL S_LING PLANED TYPE OF DEPTH
A£TIV|TT TYPE _DIA TYPE _1_ DATE AREA L_TION L_ATI_ (ft) _ PA

4£5_t BEG SOIL GRAB _i01193 CFA SC-TOO-i LANDFILL Ill ! I i

4CS_2 REG _lL _A6 _I0119]ICFA SC-T_-T L_DFILL Ill 2 ! 1

4CS00] BEG _lL _AB 06101193 CFA SC-T_-2 LANDFILL Ill I 1 1

&CS_ BEG _lL _ABI _/01193 CFA SC-T_-2 LANDFILL ill 2 1 1

4CS005 REG SOIL _AB _/01193 CFA SC-TBO-3 LANDFILL ill 1 I 1

4C5_ BEG SOIL i_ _/01193 CFA SC-T_-3 LANDFILL Ill 2 1 1

4CS_T REG _lL GRAB _i01193 CFA SC-1BD-4 LA_FILL Ill 1 1 1

4(S_8 BEG _iL _AB _I01193!CFA SC-TBD-4 LA_FILL Ill 2 ! 1

4CS009 REG SOIL GRAB 0610119] CFA SC-1BD-$ LANDFILL Ill 1 1 I

4CS010 NEG SOIL _A8 _/01193 CFA _-T_-$ LANDFILL Ill 2 I 1

4CSOII BEG SOIL _AB _101/93 CFA SC-T_-6 LANDFILL Ill 1 I !

4CS01Z REG SOIL GRAB! _/011931CFA SC-1_-6 LANDFILL Ill 2 I 1
i

4£S013 BEG SOIL I_AB _i01193 CFA SC-TBD-7 L_DFILL Ill ! 1 1
I

I_AB _/01/93 £FA SC-TBD-7 ILANDFILL Ill 2 1 1
4£S014 REG SOIL

I

4CS015 REG SOIL I_AB _/01193 CFA S£-1_-B LA_FILL Iii 1 1 !

Enter the appropriate analysis tYl_ code in the boxes between the double Liras under "ENIER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, Sampling And Analysis Plan table - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the nunt_er of bottles in the single Iin_ boxes belou the analysis type for each sampling activity.
Any descriptio_ for no_-starcl_rd inatys|s types (noc given in SAP tabLe 2) should I_ entered under "COHH_XIS" on the Lines beLou. C O H H E X I S

All: Gravimetric Ualer Content (ASIH D-2216) ATll: SC-TBD-1 = ($)oil {C)over - Location (T)o (g)e (O)etermincd - Site (I), etc.

A|2: P_rtlcLe Size Analysis (ASIH D-_22) AT12:

All: AT1]: Specific sample Locations will be determined in the field.

AI4: ATI_:

A|$; AT1S:

AI6; AT16:

AT7: AT17:

AID; AT10;

Ai9; AT19;

AT10: ATe0:



SAP Number: OL_-I2-SC SAHPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR CHEMICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page 2 of
SAP TabLe No.7 _
Oate: 06107193 Rev|s|on; 3.0 Project; CFA OLI 4-1Z RILES - 5OIL COVER Project H_nager; K. KECK/G. STORHBERG form go: SAPtT_

i .....
SAMPLEDESERIPTIO#I SAPtPLELOCATION ENTER AHALYSIS TYPES CAT) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED

.......

......... AT! AT2 :AT] AT4 AT$ AT6 _t? Jkl8 AT9 ATlOiATI1AT12:ATT3 ATt6']ATt_ AT16[AI17 XTI8 A|19 A120
5_PLING tAJC°LE COLL SP_LIMG PLAHgED TYPE OF 1 DEPTa ,,

!ACTIVITY TYPE I_DIA TTPE HE|HCO DATE AREA LOCATIO_ LOCATIOH (ft) G_ PA
....

_ESOT6 REG SOIL GRA6 06101193 CEA" SC-TBD-8 LANDFILL ill Z' I 1 I.,.

Enter the 8_roprlate anatysll ty]_ cocJc In the bones L_l_een the double lines _ndcr "EN_[R ANALYSIS |YPES'. Refer to SAP TabLe 20 ta_Lin9 At_J AnaLysis PLan TabLe - Codes L Descriptions.
Enter the nL_r of bottles in the sir_jte line boxes betou the atza|ysis type for each zem_Lir_J ucZiv|ty.
Any dcscrzpti_ for non-standard eun.zLys|$ typ_$ (not g[ven in SAP Tebte 2) should t_¢ entered uncut "COI_EHTSu on the tins below. C O H H E _ T S

AT|: Gravimetri¢ Uater Content [ASTH D-2216} AT11: SC-TSD-I = (S)oi| (C)over - Locet!_n (l)o (e)e (D)etermined - SiZe (1). etc.

AT2: Particte Size Anatysis (ASTH D-_ZZ) AT12:

At3: AT13: Spec!?i S somPle locations uill _ determined in the field.

At4: kT14:

A15: AT15;

AT6: AT16;

At7_ AT17:

ATB; AT16:

A|9; ATtD;

AltO; AT20:



SAP Humber; OL_-i2-1SDT SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PlAN TABLE FOR CHEMICAL AND RADiOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page 1 of
SAP labte No. 1

Dire: 06116191 Revision: l.O PeDicel: CFA OLI4-12 RI/FS * IH-SIIU DRAINAGE lEST/INTACT SHELBY TUBE Project Hanager: [. KECK/G. STORMBERG Form No: SAPTIB

SJ_4PLEDESCRIPTION SAHPLE LOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUAHTITY REQUESTED

AT| AT2 AT3 _AT4 ATS AT6 AT7 _AT8 AT9 ATIO AT11AT121ATI3 AT14 ATIS ATT6ATI7 AT1B AT|9 AT20
SA/_PLING SAMPLE COLL SAMPLING PLANNED TYPE OF DEPTH

i

ACTIVITY TYPE MEDIA TYPE I_ETNOD DATE AREA LOCATIOH LOC_TIOH (It) CH CL GU

4C5017 REG SOIL GRAB G6101/93 CFA SC-TBD-I LANDFILL I11 .67 1 1

4CS018 [REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CFA SC-1BD-2 LAHDFILL Ill .67 | 1

4CS019 REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CFA SC-TBD-] LANDFILL Iil .67 1 !

4CS020 REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CFA SC-TBD-4 LANDFILL II1 .67 1 1

4CS021 REG SOIL GRAB 06101/93 CFA SC-TBD-5 LANDFILL ill .67 ! 1

4CS022 REG SOIL GRAB 106101/93 CFA SC*TBD*6 LANDFILL Ill .67 1 1

_CS023 REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CFA SC-TBD-7 LANDFILL I!1 .67 1 1

4CS02A REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CEA SC-TBD-B LANDFILL Ill .67 1 1

4CS02S REG SOIL COHP 06101193 CFA SC*TBD*I LANDFILL !11 0-1 1

SOIL COHP 06101193 SC-TBD-2 0-1 1
4CSOE6 REG CFA LANDFILL Ill

4C5027 REG SOIL COMP 06101193 CFA SC-TBD-3 LANDFILL I!l 0-1 1

4CSQ2B EEG SOIL COMP 06101193 CFA SC-TBD-4 LANDFILL Ill 0-1 1

4CS029 BEG SOIL COHP 0610119] CFA SC-TBD-S LANDFILL II! 0-1 1

4CS030 REG SOIL COl_ 06101193 CFA SC-]BD*6 LANDFILL Ill 0-1 1

4CS031 HEG SOIL COMP 06/OI/93:CFA SC-TBD-7 LAMOFILL Ill 0-1 1

Enter the aG,prol_'ilte _Iysls lylp4: code in the boxes I_etween the ck_d_l, lines und©r .'ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer ¢o SAP Table 2, Sampling And A_tysi$ Plan TeAzle - Codes & Descriptioc_s.
Enter (he nun_r of IxJitles in the single line boxes betou the Inalysis type for each s_llng sctlvlty.
Any descriptions for non-steundard analysis types (not given in SAP IAmte 2) should be entered under "COe_tlEX1S"on the tines betou. C O M M E N I S

All: Constant Head Permesbility {kSlN D-Z434) AT11: SC-TBD-I = {S}oit (C)over - Location (T)o [B)e (D)etermlnecl - Size {!), etc.

AIZ: Cap|_lury Pressure-Moisture Content (AS]H 0-_3Z5) AT12:

AI3; Gravimetrlc Rater Conten T (ASIM D-2216) ATI]: Sl_cif!c sample locations uJtI be determined in the field.

A16: AT14:

AI5: AT1S: Sample s anatyzecl for Constent Head Permeabi!iz Y {ASYH D-2434) anti Capillary

AT6: AT16: PressLire - Moisture Content ASTM D-2325 uill b_ collectc_l_h_ [t_e,

ATT; AT17; ColLection Method ASIH D-ISgT.

ATg; AT18:

AI9= A|19:

ATIO: A120:



SAP N_r= OI4-12-I$OT SAHPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR CHEMICALAND RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page _ of _22
SAP Table No.1

DACe: 0_/16/93 Revisio¢_; 3.0 Project; CFA OU 4-12 RIJFS - IH-SITU DRAINAGE TEST/INTACT SEELBY TUBE Project fi_9er: K. KECK/G. STORHBERG form _o: SAPIIB

SAJ.tPLEDESCRIPTION SAHPLE LOCATION ENIER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AJ_DQUANTifY REQUESTED
.............

AT1 AT2 AT3 ATG AT5 AT6 kit ATO AT9 AflOAT11AT12 AT13 All4 AIrS AT16 ATI7 ATI_ A119 AT20i
SAttPLING JSAF,PLE COLLiSAHPLIHG PLANNED TYPE OF DEPTH .-.
ACTIVil¥ I ]YPE NEDIA TYPE HEIHOO DAlE AREA LOCATION LOCATION lft) CH CL GN

.....|
4CSO]Z IREG SOIL COHP 06/0119] ,CFA SC*IBD-8 LANDFILL Ill O-I 1, . , .

4CS033 REG SOIL COMP 06/Oll9]CFAI SC-TBD-I LANDFILL ill r 1-2 I
..

_£S034 REG SOil COHP 06/01/93 CFA SC-TBD-2 LANDFILL Ill 1-2 1

4c$Q$5 REG SOIL COHP 0610119] CFA SO-leO-3 LANDFILL Ill 1-2 i
............

4C5036 REG SOil COItP 06701193 CFA SC-TBD-4 'LANDFILL 111 1-2 1

4CS031 REG :SOil COHP DBID|/93iCFA ,SC-1BO-5 LANDFILL Ill I-Z 1

&CSO3fi [lEG SOIL COHP 06/01193 /FA SC-TBD-6 LANDFILL lit 1-2 1

4C5039 REG SOil COHP 06101193 CFA SC-TBD-7 LANDFILL Ill I-Z 1 '
........

4CSO_O REG SOil £OMP O6/0119] CFA SC-TBD-B LANDFILL lit 1-2 1

I_ .............

,,

Enter the a_rop, iace analysis type code in the boxes between the double lines under "ENTER ANALYSIS IYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, San_ling And kr_alysJ$ Plon TabLe - Codes & DescripZio_ls.
Enter the nLa_L>erof boZtles in the s|r_gte Line boxes I_to_ the lu_alySlS type for each s4_nlplir*g activity.
Any descriptions for nc_n-sz_rd dm_lysls types (rmZ RiVen in SAP |lble 2) should b¢ ¢nterc-,.t under "COMHENTS" on the lines below. C O H H E N l S

AT1: Co_slafit Head permeability (ASIN D-2434 ) ATII: SC-TBD-I : (S)oll (C)over - tocatic_ (X_o (B)¢ (D}eterminecl - Size [1}, etc.

AIZ: Capillary Pressure-Moisture Cow,tent (ASYM 0-2325} AT12:

AfT: Gravimetric U_ter Conte0t (ASIH D-2_16) AT1]: Specif!c sample locations Bill be determir_d in the field.

AI4: ATI4:

A15: A115: _ae_tes ar_lyzed for Cortstemt He_ Permeability (ASTH D-2434} snd C_pill_ry

AT6: ATt6: Pressure - Moisture Coblenz ASTN D-2]25 _iII be collected by Shelby lut_,

A17; AT17: Collection Method ASTH D-1597.

AIB: A11B:

A19: AT19:

A|lO: AT20:



SAP Ncenl_r: _-12-SS SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAH TABLE FC_ CHEHICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL AHALYSIS Page _ of I,
SAP Table No.-|

Date: 0110719] Revision: 5.0 Project: CFA OJ _-IZ RI/FS - SUI_FACE SOIL SAHPLES Project H,mager; _. KECK/G. S|ORHBERG Form No; SAPiI6

SAJ_PLE DESCRIPT|ON SA}',PLE LOCA_IC_ EHTER ANALYSIS tYPES (AT) AHD OU_HIlIY REQUESTED
...........

................. A,,A'2.3 A._ATS,,_AT.'.,_A,_A,,Oi,,,,.,2:AT,3iA,;_.,,SAT,_'AT,,1AT",8A,',_*,_
SAMPLING SAJ4PLE COLLSJU4PL]_G PLANNED IYPE OF DEPTH I I

ACTIVIIT ITPE HEDIA TTPE HE|HOD DATE AREA LOCATIO_I LOCATION (ft) C| CV OS
...... : ........

4CSOZ,| REG _IL COMP C_101/93 CFA SS-TBD-1 LANDFILL Ill .5 I
..........

_CSOJ,2 REG SOIL GJtAO 0_5/0i]9] CFA SS-TBO-I LANDFILL I11 1-5-2.0 1 !
.....

_CSO4] IREG SOIL COHP 06101195!CFA $$-T6D-? LANDFILL Ill .5 1

............ - k

_CS_C eZ_ _ [ L C_e _101 /9] C[A aS" [eOm2 L_[ [_l i Z Z 1 .S'Z.O _ 1 J I

• ' "1 . i
....

............ • ....

(C5046 RED SOIL C_AB 06101193 CFA SS-TBD-3 LANDFILL I|| 1._-2.0 1 1 EJ......... , ....... , .......

_CSOz,7 REG SOIL COP4P 0610119J CFA S$-TBD-4 LANDFILL Ill .5 I
-1 .......... , .

_CSO&8 HEG SOIL [GEAB 06101193 !CFA SS-TBD-4 LANDFILL Ill 1.5-2.0 | |

............... i-- - - [ccs0_9 RED SOeL co_ r06/01193LeA sS-V_S LANDFILLIll .s I

-._ i- .............
4C5051 REG _SO[L COMP 06/Ot/93CFA iSS-TEO-b LANDFILL |if .5 2

..... i ! ! •

4ESD52 RED SOIL C_,8 06101/93 cFA S$-[BD-6 LANDFILL Ill 1.S-2:O 2 2 _

_CS053 ZEG SOIL COI4P -06101193 CFA SS-IBD-7 LANDFILL ill .$ 1

4CS05_ REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CFA SS-TBD-7 LAHDFILL Ill 1.5-2.0 | 1
................. _.__

_:so_s
]

,EGSOIL _0.,. 06,0,,9_:_A SS-_-_ LA,,OFILL,,, .S _ ]J
Enter the appropriate _lys|$ type code in the boxes betl_Nee_ the doul_ie [/r_s _cler "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP |able 2, S_piJz_ And Az_|ysis P|8.'_ Table - Codes £ Oescript|o_s.

Enter the nLmk_r of botttes in the singte line boxes tae[o_ the =u_tysis type Lot e_h Samptir_l activity.

Any descripZio_.s for non-standard =maLysis types (not given in SAP labte 2) &houid I_ entered under =COMHEHTS= on the tines betou. C O R _ E a T S

ATI: CLP Metals (* CN for Landfill II) - IV AT11: SS-TBD-I = (S)urface (S)oit - L.ocat!.o_ (T)o (B)e (O)etermined - 5ire (T), etc.

A12: CLP Votatite$ - IV ATI_:

A13: CLP Semivot=tites - IV AT13: Specific sem_te |orations uitt be deter=inert in the f_eid.

AI4: AT14:

klS; AT1S:

ATG: AT16:

AIT; ATI_:

ATe; ATI_:

AT9: AT19;

A110: ATZO:



SAP Number: 0U4-12-SS SAHPLING AkK)ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR CHEHICAL AND RADiOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
SAP T-hie No. 1 Page._22of

Date: 07107i95 Revision: S.O Project: CFA OU 6-12 RI/FS - SURFACE SOIL SAJ4PLES Project Manager: K. KECK/G. STORHBERG Form No: SAPI1B

SAHPLE DESCRIPTION SAHPLE LOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES CAT) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED

AT1 "AT2 'AT3 AT4 AT5 AT6 AT7 AT& AT9 AT1O A]11 AT12 AT13 AT14 AT1S AT16 AT17 AT18 AT19 AT20
SAJ,LPLIMG SAHPLEJ :COLL SAMPLINGPLANNED TYPE OF DEPTH
AETIVIT¥ TYPE JHED|A TYPE METHOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (ft) Cl CV OS
,. |

4CS056 REG le_IL GRAB 06101193 CFA 5S-TBO-B LANDFILL ill 1.5-2.0 I I

4CS057 REG SOIL COHP 06]01193 CFA SS-TBD-9 LANDFILL 111 .5 1

4CS058 REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CFA SS-TBD-9 LANDFILL ill 1.5-2.0 1 1

&CSOS9 AEG SOIL COMP 06101193 CFA SS-TBD-IO LANDFILL Ill .5 1 -- -- !

4ES060 REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CFA SS-TBD-lO LANDFILL Ill 1.5-Z.O ! I

4CS061 REG SOIL COHP 06/01193 CFA SS-TBO-11 LANDFILL II! .5 1

4CS062 REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CFA SS-TBD-11 LANDFILL III 1.5-2.O ! 1

4CS063 QC MATER RNST 0610119] CFA QC RINSATE N/A 1 1 1

4CS06_ REG SOIL COUP 06/01/93 CFA SS-TBO-! LANDFILL lI .5 2

_cs065 REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 iCFk SS-TBD-1 LANDFILL II 1.5-Z.0 2 2

O0 4cs066 REG SOIL COHPI 06101193 CFA SS-TBD-2 LANDFILL lI .S 1

4CS067 REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CFA SS-TBD-2 LANDFILL lI 1.5-2.0 1 I

4C5068 REG SOIL COI,LP 06101193 CFA SS-IBD-3 LANDFILL II .5 I

4CS069 REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CFA SS-TBD-] LANDFILL 11 1.5-2.0 1 I

4CSOFO REG SOIL COHP 06101193 CFA SS-1BD-4 LANDFILL II .$ 1
i

Enter the appropriate analysis type code In the boxes bet_en the double Lines under "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPESu. Refer to SAP ]able 2, S--_iin9 A_cl Analysis PLan Table - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the numi:)er of bottles in the sineie Line boxes belo_ the imatysis type for each sampling activity.
Any descriptions for non-standard analysis types (not giveun in SAP Table 2) should be entered under "COMHENTS_ on the Lines betou. C O H H E N T S

All: £LP Netals {* Ca for Landfill I!) - IV ATtl: SS-TBD-1 = (S)urface (S)oit - Location {T)o (B)e (D)etermined - Site (1), etc.
A12; CLP Voletiles - IV AT12:

A13: £tP Semivolatiles - IV AT13: SPecific sar_ple locations uitL be determined in the field.

AT4: AT14:

A15: ATI$:

AT6: AT16:

A17; AT17:

AIB: AT10:

ATg; AT19=

ATID: AI20:



SAP Ucsd_cr= _W,-12-$S SAJ4PLINGAid) AHALYSIS PLAII TABLE FOR CItEHICJLLAJIDRN)iOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page __ a| L,
SAP Table No. |
Oaze: 071Q?i91 it_iuion: 5.0 Project: CFA OU ;-12 IL|IFS - SURFACESOIL SAI4PLE$ Project PXa_ger: K. KEQC/G. $TORI4SERG Form Iio: SAP118

SAMPLEOESCRIPI|O# SJUSPt.ELOCk1|(3t4 EHIF.R #JdU_.ISIS TYPES (AT) .NO QUAMTITY ItEQUESTEO

.......

SAMPLIXG SJU4PLE £QeLLSAJSPLIMGPLANMED TlrPE OF DEPTH
ACIIV[1¥ IYFE H£Ol& 1TPE t_1HOD D.1E ABE. LOC.A1|(_I LOCAIL(314 (It) C1 _ 05

• _ ......

;£S071 liEG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CFA $S-11_-4 LAI_FILL II 1.$-2.G i i
.....

&!"507-_ itEG SOIL CC)ISP 06/01/93 CFA $S'TBO-5 LANOFILL ll .5 1

_cS_T_,_ So.. _ o6/oI/_Zc. iss-T.-s L_f.._. i, 1.s-z.o 1 I..........
_CS074 REG SOIL £ONP 0610|/93 £FA SS'18D-O LANDFILL II .5 1

..........

/,CS075 REG SOIL GRAB 06101193 £FA SS-]DD'6 LAMDFILL l I 1.5"2.0 1 I

4CS076 I_G SOIL CONP 06101193 I:FA SS-TOl)-7 LANDFJLL !! .5 , |

_CS077 ILEG SOIL GRAB 06101193 CFA SS'IBD-7 LANDFILL ll 1.5-2.0 1 1
..... =

(CS0_8 REG SOIL COHP 06101/93 CFA SS-TBO-el LANDFILL il .§ 1
.........

REG SOIL GRAB 06/01/93 CFA SS-IBD-8 LAXDF|LL i! 1:5-2.0 1 "it,CS079 I
4CS080 REG SOIL COHP L06/01/93 CFA SS-TBD-9 LLAJ_)FILL !1 .5 1 1.............

_csoai :_. sol, _ _/01/_ cF, "-.o-9 LANo_,LLI, 1.S-Z.O 1 1 _ '_
.............

t,£S0_2 [BEG ISOIL COMe 06101193 CFA $5-100-10 LAMDFILL II .5 1
..................

(cso_) _Z_ SOZC CZL_e 06/01/931cFa ss-seo-lO LAMDFILL ]| 1.5-2.0 I I
........... _ .

'L_C.SOJ_, REG SOIL C.OI4P 06/01/93 CF. SS-TBO-11 LA_OFILL l I .5 1 1 1
t, C5085 REG SOIL GRAB 0610119] CFA SS-T6D-lt LANOFILL II 1,5-2'0 I I

......

Enter the appropr|aze analysts typ_ code in th_ boxes I:x_tueen the doub_ ti_s under "ENTER /_lA_lSt._ I_PES". iteter _o SAP Tabtc 2, S_upltz_g _ kr_lys|s PLan Table - C._ & Oe_cr_pt_or_.
Enter the _r of botcl_ in the single Line I_oxes beio_ tha analysis type for each _pling activity.
Any dcscrtptior_ for I1_-$t_rd au_tysJs types (not given in SAP l_te 2) should be entered urger "COHHEXIS" o_ the L|r4s l_Lo_. C 0 M H E M ! $

A]I: £tP Hetats (_ £N for Lac_:_fitt It) - [,V. A|11: SS_-IBD-1 = ($)u_fa_e (_)oi| - Lo_ati_ (_)o (B)e (O)etermir_,-d - $_te [_), etc.

A12: (LP VolaZiles - IV .112:

AT]: £tP Semlvolattles - IV A113: Specific sample locations uitt be determined in the field.

ATe,: At|;:

ATe= A115:

ATL_: A[_6:

A17: A117:

ATS: AT1B:

AT9: ATt9;

A1F10; AT20:



SAP llumber: QLi_-T2-S$ SA/41_ItiG AND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR £HEHIC..ALAUL)RADIOLOG|CAL AHALYSIS Page L, of L,
.T_LPTable uo_ |
I)ate: 07107193 Revision: 5.0 Project: (F_ Ou h-12 RIIFS - SXAtFACESOIL 5AI4PLE$ Project lq,_ager: K. i_E£K/G, 51ORJ48ERG farm 14o: SAPIIE

SAMPLEOESrDlPTlOil SAt_LE LOr.ATIO_ EMTERNLAL¥SI$ TYPES (AT) _ QUANTITY REQUESTED

kT1 ATe ATs !AT4 ATe' AT6 iAT7 ATa AT9 AT_O ATIllATIZ_T_3 k_'&TIStAT_6 AT17 ATIalAT19 .T20S.PJ4PLIXG SAJ4PLE COtL SAH_LING PLAIdNED TYPE OF DEPTli --

ACTtVITT TYPE HEOIA TYPE METffi33 DATE AREA LOC.ATIOII LOCATIQ_ (ft) C1 CV OS ]

4C.SOO6 REG SOIL COI4P' D6/01193 CFA SS-TRD-12 LAI_FILL II .S I I

t

....

4C.S087 liEG '_JL GRAB 06f01i93 CFA SS-TBO-12 LANDFILL |! T.S-Z.O 1 I
L

4c__)88 PEG SOil ¢0_ 06101/93 CFA _SS-T_-13 ILAMOFILL II .S 1
.....

&(SO_9 itEG !5OIL GRAB 06101r_}] CFA 5s-[60-1] LANDFILL iS I.S-2.O 1 I

4C.S09_3 PEG $O|L '_ 06/0119] CFA SS'TBO-14 LANDFILL |l .5 1

..... GI_R .............
&C.SOgi lEG $O|L 06101193 CFA 55-180-1{, LANDFILL [I t.S-2.O 1 1

.......................
_csogz u( _u_ER ,RUST 06/0'_193C_A OC _tuS_TE • UlA 1 "l 1

......... .,_ ,.
&(SO9] QC WAIER TBLK 06101193 CFA _ TRIP DLANa_ id/A 10

...........

&CS09_, REG SOIL ((3HP 06/01193 CFA 6AC_GRCUI_ 1 SURFACE SOIL .5 1

!ItEG SOIL GRA6 06/01/93 £FA BACI_GROUND1 SURFACE SOIL |.5-2.0 1 1 16CS0_
]......... -

_C5096 iiEG SOIL C(314P 06/01193 CFA BACKGROt.,_ 2 SURFACE SOIL .5 1
•

4£S09T REG SOIL GRAB 0_/01/93 CYA !6A_C_OUI_ Z SURFACE SOIL I.$-2.0 1 I I

L,C._8 REG SOIL £014P 06/01_93 r'FA SS-TBO-15 LANDFILL It .5 1
.... _ .......... _ = =

t_C_099 REG SOIL GI_ 0_/01_3 CFA 5S-1BD-15 LA_FILL II 1.5-2.0 1 I

i
Enter the _rNlate _n_zLysis type code in the boxes b_t_ex_ the doubLa line_ ur_r '_ENIEi ANALYSTS IYPE_'. Refer zo SAP TabLe Z. SampL_r_j /u_c[kn_Ly$is Plan laJ_te - Cc_e$ • NipCio_s.
Enter the number of l=_tt|es Jl_ the sing|e i|;-_ boxes I_|o_ the analysis type for each sa_pt|n 9 activity.
Any c_scripzior_s for _-st_rd a_ly3|s types (not given in SAP Tabte 2) shc_td be entered _r "_*v4ENIS" on (he tin_s t_e|ou. £ 0 X )4 E R T S

A_1: CLP Metals_ (* Ci/ for Lar_lfit[ II) - IV AT|l: _S$-T6D-I = (S}urface (S)oJ| - Lcscazior, (T)o (B)e (D)etermin_:l - Site (1). eta:.

AI_: £iP Votatite'_ - IV ATtZ:

AI]; £LP semivolaziies - IV AT13: Specific .,s._,mpielocations wi|| be cleZerazir_l in the field.

ATe,; AT16:

AT5: ATIS:

ATT: ATIT:

ATS: AT18:

AT9: AT19:

AT10: AT20:



SAP I_Jndber: OLY.-12-SSG SAJ4PLINGAND AIdALYStS PLAN IABLE FOg r.HEMtCAL AJ_)iEADIOLOGtCAL A/4ALY$1S Pa_ i of 122
SAP Table X_.-1
Dace: 07107193 Revision: 6.0 ProjecT: CFA (xJ 4-12 ill/iS - SI4ALLOUSO!L GAS Project Manager: K. i(ECKIG. STO@M8F.RG Form No: SAPllB

SAIq_LE DESCi_IPI|OII SAI_LE LOCATtCet EHTER Ak_LY$IS TYPES (AT) AM) QUANTITY REQLESTF_
.......... i

AT1 IAT2 All A14 &T5 AT5 tA]7 AT6 AT9 IATIDIATil AT12 A11]3 A114 AT15 AT16 AT17 AT18 A119 AT20
...............

SJU4PLIHG SAMPLE C_3LLSANPLIMG PLAJONED TYPE OF DEPTH ....
J_CTt_IIT TYPE I_HEO|A TYPE 14k'lW3O DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (ft) GE

_, -- . .............
4CG001 REG SOIL G_S GRAB 06/25/93' £FA SG-I LJL_3FLLL !tl 2.17 1

7 ..............

4CGOOZ |lEG SOIL GAS _GRAJ 06125193: CFA SG-2 LAJ_)FILL Ill 3.00 1qJ......... : ..... : : :
I4£G003 RED SOiL GAS GaA6 06125}93 £FA SG-3 LANDFILL ill _.92 1

k
&CGO0'_ 'EG SOIL f_t$ GRAB 06/2_}9] £FA $G'4 LANDFILL !11 |.SO I

I &CGOO5 BEG SOIL GAS GJ_AB 06/_3 £fA FSG-$ LAMOF/LL lit ].Q2 1

4CG006 NIEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/2S193 CFA SG-6 LANDFILL Ill 4.00 1

_cc.oor a_,:- SozLGAs _ 06/zs/9] CFA So-7 L_fJLL !Sl _.sa t

4,CG008 RED SOIL GAS [GRAB [06/_/93 CFA SG-8 LANDFILL tit 3.17 1
- r ,

CCGO09 REG :SOIL GAS GRAB 06125/93 CFA SG-9 LANDFILL Ill 3.50 1

,> ............. 1
/.C.G011 RED 501L GAS GRAB! 06125/93 CFk :SG-I1 LAHDFiLL tit 1.50 I

,_CG01Z RED !SOIL GAS GRAB 06/25j_3 CFA SG-12 LANOFILL !I! 1.67 1

-I, ......... t&CG013 NED SOIL GAS GIA8 06/25193 CTA ,5G-15 LANOFtLL tit 1.7_ 1
L ..... _.............

_CG01S HEG SOIL GAS [C_Aa i06/2S_i93 CFA ,_G-|5 LANDFILL Ill 2.71 |

Enter the appropriate aunaty_lz type code in the boxes between the double tines under "ENTER ANALYSIS TYP£$". Refer to SAP TabLe 2, SampLing And AnaLysis Pton TabLe - Codes & D_crJptJc_s.
Enter the nc_l_r of boTtLes in the single line boxes below the analysis type for e_h sampling a_t|viCy.
k_y descriptions for no_-star_b_rd _maiysis types (not given in SAP Table 2) should be entered under "COm4_XTS" on the Lines bolos. C O X X Eal T S

AT1: EPA Method 601 GC/ECO/FID AT11: FCTL = Field C_trot SampLe

k12: ATIZ:

ATe: AT|3: SG-1 _. (S)oit (G)os - Site (I). etc.

AT/,: ATT4:

A_: AT1S:

AT6: A116:

ATT; AT17:

ATB: AT18:

AI9: AT19:

AT10: AT20:



SAP H_r- C3L_-12-SSG SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR CHEHICAL AIIO RAOIOLOGICALANALYSIS Page _ of 12
SAP Table No. 1
Date: 07/07J93 Revision: 6.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 RI/FS - SHALLOUSOIL GAS Project H4u_ger: K. KECK/G. STOI_BERG Form No: SAPIlB

SAMPLEDESCRIPTION SAMPLELOCATIOH EHIER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) /U_ QUAilTIIY REQUESTED

ATIO A111
• ATI AT2 AT3 AI4 AT5 AT6 AT7 AT0 IAT9 ATI2AT1]'AT14 AT1SIAT16AT17]AI181AT19AT20,

F t

SAJ¢PLING r-IIAMpLE COIL SAMPLING PLANNED TYPE OF DEPTH .
ACTIVITY TYPE 14ED|A TYPE Iq_Tl_30 DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (It) "'GE

4CG016 REG SOIL GAS G_B 0612S!93 EFA SG-16 iLANDFILL 111 1.42 1

4CG017 REG _01L GAS GRAB! 061_193 LEFA SGo17 LJU_DFILL !11 1.25 1

4CG018 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 0612SI93 CFA SG-18 LANDFILL i11 1.4Z 1

4CG019 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/25/93 CFA SG-19 LA/_DFILL Ill !.92 1

I.CGOZG BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 0612S193 CFA 5G-20 LANDFILL tit 1.56 2

&CG021 iiEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06125/93 CFA SG-21 LANDF|LL Ill 1.75 I

4CG022 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/2S193 CFA SG-22 LANDFILL 111 2.00 I

4C.GOZ] REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06125/93 CFA 5G-23 LANDFILL I|l Z.42 I

I.CG024 REG SOIL GAS GRAB Q612SI93 CFA SG-24 LANDFILL Ill 3.17 I
&CG02S IIEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/25/93 ICFA SG-25 LANDFILL Ill 2.08 !

t_ __
t.CG026 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06125193 CFA 5G-26 LANDFILL Ill 1.92 1

106/25/93 ....._CGD27 lEG SOIL GAS GRAB CFA SG-27 LAJ_DFILL 111 1.50 1

L.CGOZ& BEG SOIL. GAS GR/d_ [0612SI93 CFA 5_-ZO, LIJ4DFILL |11 _.00 1

...... i
I,CGO29 REG SOIL GAS G_ABj 06/25/9] CFA 5G-29 LA/dDFILL Ill 1.58 I

i
4CG030 REG SOIL GAS GRAB| 06125193 CFA $G-_[O LANDFILL Iii 1.SB 2

I ..

Enter the appropriate analysis tYPe code in the boxes between the double Lines under "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES'. Refer to SAP TabLe 2, S_u,pting And AnaLysis PLan TabLe - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the ntm_er of bott|es in the sJngte tlne boxes betou the anatysls Type for each sampling activity.
Any descriptions for r_-szundard a_tysis types (not given in SAP Table 2) shoutd be entered under "CGH/4EHTSu on the Lines below. C 0 H H E N T S

AT1: EPA Hethod 601 GC_ECO('FID AT11: FCTL = Field Cor_trot Sample

A12: A112:

AT]: AT13: SG-1 = (S)oi[ I[G)o,s - SJ.Ze (1), etc.

AT4: AT14:

ATS: AT15:

A|6: AT16:

AT7: A117:

ATS; AT18:

AT9: AT19:

ATlO: ATe'O:



SAP Number; 13LI4-12-SSG SAJ4PLINu AND ANALYSIS PLAH TABLE FOR CHEMICAL AND RN)IOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page 3 of 12
SAP Table No. 1 _

Daze: 07107193 Revision: 6.0 Project= CFA CU 4-12 RilFS - SHALLOUSOIL GAS Project Manager: £. KECK/G. S|ORHBERG Form No: SAPI|B

SAMPLEDESCRIPTIC_ SAMPLELOCk[ION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES CAT) AND QUAH|ITY REQUESXED

ATI A12 A|3 A|4 A|5 AT6 _TT AT0 A|9 ATIOIAt|I'A|12 AT13 A|I4'A|15 A116 AT171ATIB[AT19]AI20
SAMPLING S/LHPLE COLL SAMPLINGPLA"MED IYeE OF OEPT. t '
ACTIVITY TYPE MEDIA TYPE METHOD DATE AREA LOCATIO_ LOCATION (ft) GE

/

4CG011 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06128193 CFA SG-31 LANDFILL Ill 2.00 1

4£G012 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/2a/9] CFA SG-32 LANDFILL Ill !.67 1

&EGO]] REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/2819] CFA SG-33 LANDFILL Ill 1.33 1 I

4CG03_ REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06128193 CFA SG-]4 LANDFILL ill 3.17 I

4CGO]S REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/2819] CFA SG-35 LANDFILL Ill 2.17 I

4CG036 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/28193 CFA iSG-36 LANDFILL ill 3.67 I

4CGO]? REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06128/9][CFA SG-37 LANDFILL Ill 2.58 I

_CG038 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/28193 CFA SG-38 LANDFILL ill 1.75 1

4CG019 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06128/93 CFA SG-39 LANDFILL Ill 2.42 1

ACGD¢O REG SOIL GAS _ GRAa 06128193 CFA SG-4O LANDFILL Ill 3.25 2
taJ

4CG04| REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/28/93 CFA SG-41 LANDFILL Ill 2.75 I

4CGOZ,2 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06128193 CFA SG-42 LANDFILL Ill 2.00 I
i

4CGO4] REG !SOIL GAS GRAB 06/28/93!CFA SG-43 LANDFILL Ill 2.08 1

4CG0_,4 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 0612819] CFA SG-44 LANDFILL II1 1.92 !
/

ISOIL GAS GRAB 06/28/93 CFA SG-45 LANDFILL III 2.33 1
4CG045 REG

Enter the aj_ro,_-iete analysis type code in the boxes botueen the ckx_le tines under "ENIER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, Samptim3 And Analysis Plan Table - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the ruani_r of bottles in the single line boxes I_l_ the analysis type for each s_qpiing activity.
/my ck:scriptions for non-standard analysis types (not given In SAP |able 2) shouLd be entered under "CO.rEgiS" on the lines l_lma. C O R g E N I S

ATi: EPA Method 601GC/ECD/FID Alll: FCTL = Field Control Sample

A12: A112:

A1]: AT13: SG-1 = (S)oil {G)as - Site {1), etc.

ATe: AT14:

A15: AT15:

A16: AT16:

AI7: A117:

A18: A118:

AT9: ATI9:

AYlO: AT20:



SAP Numl_er: OU4-12oSSG SAMPLINGAKD ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR CHEMICALAND RADIOLOGICALANALYSIS Page 4 of 12SAP Table No.'1 --

Date: 01107195 Revision: 6.0 Project: CFA OU A-12 RI/FS - SHALLOWSOIL GAS Project Manager: [. KECK/G. STOi_MBERG Form No: SAP11

SAMPLEDESCRIPTION SAMPLELOCATION ENTER AHALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUAN|ITY REQUESTED

• . . p
AT1 AT2 AT3 AT4 iAT5 !AT6 AT7 ATe AT9 IAT1Q ATlI"AT12 All$ ATI_IAT15 AT16 ATI7 AT18 AT19 AT20

SAMPLING SAMPLE COCL SAMPLIHGPLANNED TYPE OF DEPTH
ACTIVITY TYPE HEDIA TYPE METHOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (ft) GE

&CG046 BEG SOIL GAS JGRAB! 06128193 CFA SG-46 LANDFILL |11 2._)B I

l

ACGO4F NEG SOIL GAS GRABI 06128/93 CFA SG-4F LANDFILL Ill 1._ 1

4cGo4E HEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06128193 iCFA SG-48 LANDFILL III 1.92 I

4CG047 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06126193 CFA 5G-49 LANDFILL Ill 2.79 I

&CGOSO BEG SOIL GAS GRAIl 06/28/93 CFA SG-SO LANDFILL III !.50 2

&CG051 BEG [SOIL GAS GRAB 0612BI93 CFA SO-S1 LANDFILL I!i !.79 I

4CG052 NEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/28193 CFA SG-$2 :LANDFILL Iil !.a3 1

4CG053 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06126193 CFA SG-53 LANDFILL Ill 1.92 I

4CGOSA BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 0612B!93 CFA SG-54 LANDFILL Ill 2.3B 1
w-a 4CG055 iBEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06128193 CFA SG-5$ LANDFILL Ill 1._ !
4_

4COOS6 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/26193 CFA SO-S6 LANDFILL Iil 2.58 1

4CGOSF BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06128193 CFA SG-57 LANDFILL !il 1.58 1

4CGOS8 BEG SOIL GAS GRABi 06128193 CFA SG-SB LANDFILL III 2.79 1

4CGOS9 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 0612BI93 CFA SG-59 LANDFILL Ill ].SO 1

4CG060 REG SOIL GAS GRA_I 06128193 CFA SG-60 LANDFILL Ill 2.00 2
i !

Enler the appropriate analysis type code in the boxes I)etueen the ck_bte lines under "ENTER ANALYSIS |YPESu. Refer to SAP Table 2, Sampling Arid Analysis Plan T_lble - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the number ot bottles in the single tine Ixuces I_|ow the anatysis type for each sampti_d activity.
Any descriptions for non-stazvJard analysis types Knot given in SAP Table 2) shoutd I_ entered uncler "COI4HENTS"on the tines betou. C 0 H H E g T S

All: EPA Neihod 601GC/ECD/FID AT11: FCTL = Field Control Sample

AI2: AT12:

AI]: AT13: SG-1 ; (S)oii (G)as - Site (I). etc.

AI4: A|14:

ATS: ATI$:

AT6: AT16:

AT7: AT17:

ATE: ATIB:

ATg: AT19:

ATIO: AT20:



SAP Number= OLI_olZ-SSG SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR CHEMICALAND RkDIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page _ of 122
SAP Table No. I !
Ozte: OllOl191 Revision: 6.0 Project: CFA (11 4-12 RtlFS - SHALLOM SOIL GAS Project Manager: [. KECK/G. STORI48ERG Form No: SAPI|B

SAJAPLEDESCRIPTION SAHPLE LOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED

........ ;I'AT5"'A..2 AY3AT, IA'6A,7A,8A,, AT,OA,.A,,2AT,3/A,,4A,iAY,.A,'718,'8A,I,'A,2O_LINGS_LE _L S_LI.GPLANED .PEOF DE.. --A_,,.,,Y ._E _OlA ,YPE_,_o DA,E ANEA LOCA,IONLOCATION.,)
........ ._.

,CG061 [NEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06128/93 CFA SG-61 ILAMDFILL II| 3.67 I

' _,CG062 REG SOIL GAS ,GRAB I--i06/Z8/93 CFA SG-62 LANDFILL Ill 200 I

ACG063 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/2B/93 CFA SG-63 LANDFILL Ill 1.92 1
.........

,_o_ .G ,OIL&s GRAB 06?i_),_iCFA 'lSG-_ LANDF,LL,,i ,._ ,
......

4CGO6S REG JSOIL GAS GRAB 06/20/93 CFA SG-65 LANDFILL I ! I 1.SO 1

4CG066 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06128/93 CFA SG-66 LANDFILL Ill 10.00 1

,CG067 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06128193 tFA SG-67 LAHDFILL Ill 3.50

;CG068 NEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129/93 CFA SG-68 LANDFILL Ill 2.25 1

,CG069 [BEG SOIL GAS GRAB! 06129193 CFA SG-69 :LANDFILL ill 2.50 1

w-_ "' ICFA .....,EGO70 REG SOIL GAS ,GRAB _06/_/,3 SG-70 LANDFILL ll | 2.00 2
......

4CG071 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129193 CFA SG-71 LANDFILL 111 1.38 1
..

,CG072 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/29193 CFA SG-72 LANDFILL Ill 2.00 1
........ J

,CGDT3 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 061291,3 CFA SG-7'3 LANDFILL I I i 2."00 I
. . .

4CG074 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/29193 CFA SG-7, LANDFILL Ill 3.42 1
..... _

&CG07S REG "OIL GAS GRAB 06129/93' CFA SG-75 LANDFILL I!1 2.25 I

En:er the approprlaZe mmlysia type code in the boxes bergen the double Lines under "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP TabLe 2, Sampling And AnaLysis PLan Table - Codes & Descriptions.
Encer the _d)er o! bottles in the single tint boxes betov the m_atysls tyl_ for each sunpLing activity.
Ar_y ckescripziorm f_r _-szaz-_lard analysis types (not 91vet_ in SAP Table 2) should be entered cg_Jer "COI_tENTS" on the tines betou, c o H M E N I S

A1_: EPA I_ezhod I_.1 GC/ECO/FID AT11: FEll : field Control Saznple

AT2: AT12:

AT3: AT13: SG-i = (S)oiI (G)as - Size (1}, etc.

ATA: ATLA:

A15: AT15:

AI6: AT16:

ATT: AT17:

AI8: A|18:

AT': A]19:

ATIO: ATZO:

,, I I



SAP Number: 13L_-12-SSG SAMPLINGAND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FORCHEMICAL AND RADIOLOGICALANALYSIS
SAP Table No. I Page _66of !_.22

Date: 07/07193 Revision: 6.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 RIIFS - SNALLO_SOIL GAS Project Manager: K. KECK/G. STORMBERG Form No: SAPIIB

SAMPLEDESCRIPTIOI_ SAHPLE LOCATIO_ ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED
t ' i

AT1 AT2 JAT3 AT4 AT5 AT6 IAT7 JATB AT9 ATlOIAT11iAT12 AT13[AT14 AT1S AT16 AT17 AT18AT19 AT20SAMPLING SAJqPLE COLL SAMPLING PLANNED TYPE OF DEPTH
ACTIVITY 1YPE MEDIA TYPE HETIN3D DATE AREA LOCATIOIi LOCATION Kit) GE

4£G076 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/29/93 CFA SG-76 LANDFILL I!1 3.50 |

4EG077 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/29/93 CFA SG-77 LANDFILL I|! 4.00 1

4¢GOTB REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/29/93!CFA SG-TB LANDFILL !11 2.25 1

&CGO79 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/29193 CFA SG-79 LANDFILL Ill 1.50 2

4£G080 OC SOIL GAS FCTL 06/25/93 £FA QC - BLANK START OF DAY N/A 3

4£GOal OC SOIL GAS FCTL 06125393 £FA OC - BLAEK 1120 SAHPLES NIA 2

4CG082 JOE SOIL GAS FCTLI 06125193 CFA QC - BLANK END OF DAY N/A 2

&CG08_ _REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/29/93 CFA _5G-1 LANDFILL !1 3.83 1

t_ 4CGO_tt REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129193 tCFA SG-2 LANDFILL I I 2.33 1

_CGQ85 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129193 !CFA SG-3 LANDFILL II 2.17 1

&CGOa6 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 136129193 CFA iG-4 LANDFILL I1 1.58 1

4CG087 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129193 CFA SG-5 LANDFILL !! 2.00 I

4CGOB_ REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129/93 CFA SG-6 LANDFILL [I 1.46 I

4CG089 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129193 CFA SG-7 LANDFILL il 1.75 1

&EGO90 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129193!CFA SG-8 LANDFILL !1 1.A2 1

Enter the aH_l_'Otl_iate analysis type code in the boxes t_tueen the double Lines under "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, SampLing A_Analysis PLan TabLe - codes & Descriptions.
Enter the number of I_tttes in the single line boxes helD. the analysis type for each smaq_ling activity.
Any descriptions for non-standard analysis types (not given in SAP Table 2) should be entered under "COHMEHTS"on the Lines heLD.. C O N H E N T S

AT|: EPA Nethod 601GC/ECD/FID AT11: FCTL = FieLd Control Samp|e

AT2: AT12:

AT3: AT13: SG-1 = {S)oit (G)as - Site (1), etc.

AT4: AT14:

ATS: AT15:

A16: AT16:

ATT: AT17:

ATB: AT1B:

AIg: AT19:

AT10: AT20:



SAP Number: i)LV,-I_-SSG SAI4PLING AND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR CNEHICALAND RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page _77 of 122
SAP Table No. 1
Date: 07/07/93 Revisits: 6.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 RI/FS - SHALLOI_SOIL GAS Project Hanager: K. KECK/G. STORHBERG Form No: SAPll8

.......

SA)4PLE DESCRIPTION SAMPLELOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED

........
DEPTH

AT1 AT2 AT3 AT4 ATS AT6 AT7 ATe AT9 ATiO ATlI[AT12!ATi] AT14 ATIS!AT!6 ATI7 kSlB AT19AT20
SAJqPLIBG SAMPLE COiL SAMPLINGPLANNED TYPE OF _.. =.. =
ACTIVITY ]_PE MEDIA ;TYPE METHOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (ft) GE]

• _ , .....
4CG091 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129J95 CFA SG-9 LANDFILL II 3.42 1

&CG092 REG rSOlL GAS GRAB 06/29/93 CFA SG-10 LANDFILL I! 2.SO 2

4CG093 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/2919]JCFA SG-11 LANDFILL II 2._ 1
' i

4CG09¢ REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/29/9]: CFA $G-12 LANDFILL lI - 4.00 1

4CG095 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/29/93 CFA SG-I] LANDFILL II 1.42 1

4CG096 IREG SOIL GAS GRAB 06}29193"C}A SG-14 LANDFILL il 1.50 !

&CG097 IREG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129193CFA SG-IS LANDFILL I! : 2.5B 1_c_ IRE_ SOILGAS G_ _}Z919SCFA IS_6 LANDFILLI! _._ T
......... I ..... =

4CGQ99 REG SOIL GAS LGR_6 Q612919_ CFA $G-17 LANDFILL II 1.iT 1

4CGi00 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129/93 CFA SG-lg LANDFILL II a.42 1
.............

4CGIQI REG !SOIL GAS GRAB 06129193 CFA SG-19 LANDFILL il 2.67 1
..... __

4CG102 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129/9] CFA SG-20 LANDFILL ii 1.92 2

4CGIO] REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06'29/93 CFA SG'21 LANDFILL II 2.B] I
....

,CGI_ RE_ _l_ GAs GR_ _/_i93CrA SGZZ LANDFILLi, I_ !
.....

4CGIOS REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129193 CFA SG-23 LANDFILL II 2.42 1

Enter the appropriate arualy_is type code in the boxes betuaeen the double Lines under MENTERANALYSIS TYPESu. Refer to SAP Table 2, Sampling And Analysis PLan Table - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the nuuber of bottles in the single tim boxes be|De the analysis cyl_ for each sampling activity.
Any descriptions for non-standard analysis types (not given in SAP Table 2) should I_ entered _cter "COi_ENTS" on the tines below. C 0 H H E N T S

AT1: EPA Method 601GC/ECD/F|D AT11: FCTL = FieLd Control SampLe

AI2: ATI2:

AT): AT13: SG-! _ (S}oli (G)as - Sit e [1), er_.

ATe: AT1&:

A15: Al15:

ATG: AT16:

AT/: AT17:

ATO: ATI_:

AT9: AT19:

ATlO: AY2O:



SAP Number: OLI_-|2-SSG SAMPLINGAND ANALYSIS PLAN ]ABLE FORCHEMICALAND RADIOLOGICALANALYSIS Page B of 1.22
SAP Table No. |
Date: 07/07/93 qevision: 6.0 Project: CFA OU 4-1Z RIIFS - SIIALLOU SOIL GAS Project M_r_ger: K. KECK/G. STORHBERG Form Xo: SAPIIB

_.

SABLE DESCRIPTION SAMPLE LOCATiO_ ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUANTilT EEQUESTEb
_

AT| AT2 IAT3 AT4 AT5 AT6 AT7 AIR iAT9 ATlOIATlllAT12 AT13 AT14!AT15 AT|6ATI7 AT1B AT19 AI20 iSAMPLING SAMPLE ;COLL SAHIPLIMGPLANNED TYPE OF DEPTH

ACTIVITY lYRE _EOIA ]YPE MEI.O0 OATE AREA LOC.x]IOH LOCA]I_ eft) GE L

4CG106 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB LO6129193 CFA SG-24 LANDFILL Ii 2.8] 1
......... _ - I

4£G107 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/29/93 CFA SG-25 ILANDFILL Ii 2.50 1
.............. ,

4£GIOB REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06129193 CFA SG-26 LANDFILL II 1.67 1

I 4EG109 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06;)9/93 CFA SG-Z7 LANDFILL il 1.8i" !

4CG110 _REG SOIL GAS GRAi 06129/93 CFA SG-2B LANDFILL I1 2.00 1

4CGIIi BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06}30193 CFA SG-Z9 LANDFILL II 1.50 I

n_

............... __
4r.G112 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-30 LANDFILL II 3.50 2

.................. ,.
&CGI13 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-31 LANDFILL I! 2.00 1

t_ .............
_CGiI_ BEG SOIL GAS GR_B 06130193 CFA SG-32 LANDFILL II 1.75 !

i ......
SG-]] LANDFILL II

_0 4CG!15 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA 3.|7 I...............

4CGl!6 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/30/93 CFA SG-34 LANDFILL ii _._..5 |
....

4cGl17 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/30/93:CFA SG-35 LANDFILL I! 2.25 I
.......

4CGl18 'REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-36 LANDFILL II 1.67 1
........... _

4£Gl19 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-37 LANDFILL Ii 1.§a 1

SG-3B " '
4C_1Z0 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 061301Q3iCFA LANDFILL II 2._ 1

Enter the appropriate analysis type code in the boxes betueen the double Iir_s under "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP l_hle Z. S_nptir_J And Analysis PLan Table - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter [he number of bottles in the single line boxes beto_ the _tysis type for each samptln 9 activity.
Any descripti_s for non-standard analysis types (not given in SAP Table 2) should be entered under "COttHENTS" on the tines below. £ 0 M M E N T S

AT1; ErA Method 601GC/ECO/FID AT11: FCTL = Field Control Sample

AT2: AT12:

AT3: AT13: SG-1 = ($)oil (G)as - Site (1). etc.

AT4: ATI_:

A15: AT15:

A|6: A]16:

AI7: AT17:

ATB: AT18:

AT9; AT19:

AT10: AT20:
i



SAP Number: OU/.-12-SSG SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR CHEMICALAND RADIOLOGICALANALYSIS Page _ of 12
S._U_ Table No. 1
Date: 07107193 Revision: 6.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 RI/FS - SHALLOU SOIL GAS Project Manager: K. KECK/G. STOi_HBERG Form No: SAPlIR

SAMPLEDESCRIPTION SAHPLE LOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES CAT) AND CeJANTITYREQUESTED

AT! ATZ AT3 AT4 AT5 AT6 AT7 AT8 AT9 ATIO AT11JAT12 AT13 AT14 AT15 AT16]AT17 AT1B AT19 AT20

SAHPLING SAJ_LE COIL SAMPLING )LANHED TYPE OF DEPTH
ACTIVITY TYPE MEDIA [TYPE METHOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (ft) GE

4CGI21 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-39 LANDFILL I! 3.17 1

4CG!22 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-4O LANDFILL II !.75 2

4CG123 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/30193 CFA 5G-41 LANDFILL II 3.00 I

4CG126 [BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-42 LANDFILL II 1.50 !

4CG125 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06J30193 CFA SG-43 LANDFILL Ii !.83 1

4CG1Z6 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-4_ LANDFILL II 3.25 1

4CG127 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA !SG-4S LANDFILL It !.67 1

4CGI28 MEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-46 LANDFILL I! 2.6F 1

>
t 4CG1Z9 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-47 LANDFILL iI 2.08 I

ACGI30 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-4B LANDFILL !! 4.08 I

4CGI31 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 1_130193!CFA SG-49 LANDFILL 11 2.50 I

4CGI3Z MEG SOIL GAS GRAB j06130193 CFA SG-SO LANDFILL !1 1.67 2

4CG133 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-SI LANDFILL 11 1.92 1

4CGI3G REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/30193 CFA SG-SZ LANDFILL Ii 1.83 1

4CGI35 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130/93 CFA SG-53 LANDFILL !I 1.92 1

Enter the appropriate analysis type code in the boxes betMeon the do_te Lines ur_r "ENIER ANALYSIS IYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, Sa_Lin9 And Analysis Plan Table - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the r_r of bottles in the single Line boxes betou the analysis type for each sempting activity.
Any clescripcions for r_on-$tandard analysis types (not given in SAP TabLe 2) should be entered uru:Jer "COI4HENTS"on the lines betou. C O M H E N T S

AT1: EPA Method 601GC/ECI)_FID A111: FCTL = Field Control Sample

AT2: AT12:

AI3: AT13: SG'I = (S}oll (G)as - Site [1), etc.

ATe: AT14:

ATS: AT15:

AT6: AT16:

AT?: AT17:

ATO: AT10:

AT9: AT19:

kilO: AT20:



SAP Numt_er: OU4-12-SSG SAMPLINGAND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR CHEHICAL AMI) RADiOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page 10 of i_2
SAP labieNo. 1
Date: 07/07/93 Revision: 6.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 RI/FS - SHALLC_ SOIL GAS Pro|ect MariNer: K. KECKIG. STORMBERG Form No: SAP11B

..........

SANPLE DESC.EJPTION SAMPLELOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED
..........

...................SAMPLING SAMPLE COLL[_q,MPLIMG PLANMED TYPE OF DEPTH ATT AT2 !AT3 AT4 IAT5 AT6 AT7 AT8 AT9 !AT10IATTiiAT12:AT13 AT14 AT1S AT|6;AT17iATIS,AT19 Ai2O
ACTIVITY TYPE MEDIA TYPE METHOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (to) GE

4CG13& REG SOIL GAS GRAB 0_130/93 CFA SG-5_ LANDFILL II 2.00 1

4CG137=EG SOILGAS GRAB 06/30/93CFA SG-SS LANDFILLII Z.SO 1
4CG13B REG SOIL GAS GRAB! 06130193 CFA SG'56 LANDFILL Ii ].42

&CG139 REG SOIL GAS :GRAB 06/30193:CFA SG-5? LANDFILL II ,.oo
_CGICO BEG SOIL GAS ;GRAB 06130195 :[A LSG-SB LANDFILL IL Z.17 1

.... I '
4CG141 REG SOil GAS GRAB ;06130193 CFA SG-59 LAHDFILL II Z.O0 1

.......

&CG142 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-60 ;LANDFILL I! 2.42 2 I
.... i............

4CGI43 NEG !SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-61 LANDFILL II 2.42 1

_CGI&_ REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193!CFA SG-62 LAHDFILL I I 3.00 1 .......
t,.) &CG145 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-6] tA_DEILL I! 2.50 1C_

4CG146 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-64 LANDFILL Ii 1.5_ 1

4iGL47 REG SOIL GAS GRAB!" 06/30193 CFA $G'65 LANDFILL II 2.33 I
........

&CGT48 EEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06130193 CFA SG-_ LANDFILL L[ 1.50 I
........

4CGI49 REG SOIL GAS GRAB i06/30/93 CFA $G-67 LANDFILL Ii I.B3 1P
4CG150 [REG SOIL GAS GRAB 106130193 CFA 5G-68 LANDFILL II 4.00 I

I _ L

Enter the appropriate amatysis type code in the boxes between the double Lines under "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, Sampling kr_l Analysis e[an Table - Cc_J_s& Descriptions.
Enter the _r of bottles in the single til_e boxes beto_ the analysis type for each sampling activity.
Any descriptionS for ru_r_-stanclard anaLySis types (not given In SAP TabLe 2) should b¢ entered u_ler "COMHEXTS-on the Lines below. C 0 H M E X I S

All: EPA Method 601GC/ECD/TIO AT11; FCTL = Field Control Sample

ATZ; AT12:

AT3: ATt3: SG-I = _S)oi[ (G)as - Site (1). ETE- . .....

AT_: AT14:

AT5: AT1S;

ATB: AT16:

AT7; ATIT;

ATB; AF18:

AT9: AT19;

ATIO; AT20:



SAP Number: OLI4-12-SSG SAHPLING AgO ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FO_ CHEHICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSTS Page 1__Iof T_22
SAP Table No. 1
Date; 07/01/9] Revision: 6.0 Project: CFA OU 4-1Z RI/FS - SHALLOWSOIL GAS Project Hanager: [. KECK/G. STOi_I_ERG Form No: SAPlIB

SAJ4PLEDEscRIPTION
.....

SAMPLELOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS T_PES (AT) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED

I iAi 1......................... An ATZAT]Ar_ A_SAT6A_7ATSAT9AnOAT_llAnZtAn3An4AnS_AT|6_An7le An9ATZO
SAJqPLIMG ISAI4PLE COil SAMPLING PLANNED TYPE OF DEPTH .....
A(TIVITY TYPE 14EDIA TYPE METHOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (ft) GE

4CG151 REG SOIL GAS IGILAB 0710119] CFA SG-_9 LANDFILL !! ].B] 1
........ i ......... _

4CG15Z REG SOIL GAS GRAB 07101/93!CFA SG-70 LANDFILL I1 4.00 2
.....

4CG15] REG SOIL GAS GRAB O?/QI/Q]ICFA SG-71 LN_OFILL lI ].17 1

4CGI54 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 07101193 CFA SG-72 LANDFILL II 1.50 !

4CGTSS REG SOIL GAS GRAB 07101193 CFA SG-7] LANDFILL !1 4.00 I
.........................

4C0156 REG SOil GAS GRAB 0710119] CFA iSG-74 LAHDFILL 11 A.O0 1

REG
.... j

4C0157 SOIL G_S GRABI 07/0119]CFA SG-75 LANDFILL II 2.42 1
L ....

4CG158 JREG SOIL GAS GRAB 07/01/9]!CFA SG'76 LANOFILL 11 3.25 1
........

4CG1S9 REG SOIL GAS IGRAB i07/0_/9] CFA SG-77_ LANDFILL Ii 1.8] "I
4C0160 kEG SOIL GAS GRAB 107/01193 CFA SG-78 LANDFILL II _.00 1

4CG161 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 07/01193!CFA SG-79 LANDFILL II 2.00 1
, . ,

&CG162 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 07/01/9] CFA SG-80 LANDFILL 11 ].]3 2
.

4CG163 BEG SOil GAS GRAB 07101/9] CFA SG-81 LANDFILL tl 2.00 1
...............

_CGTb4 OC SOIL GAS FCTL 06110193 CFA QC - BLAN_ START OF DAY NIA 2

....... ] NJA ]I '
4CG16_ OC SOIL GAS FC,L 06/29/93 CFA QC- BLAR£ i1__0 SAMPLES 4 ,

.........

Enter the appropriate analysis type code in the boxes between the dod_te lines under "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPESj. Refer to SAP Table 2, Sampling And Analysis Pleun Table - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the IvJuber of bottles in the single line boxes be[o_ the analysis type for each samplln9 ictlvJty.
Ju_y descriptions for non-s'_u_ard ar_atysis types (not given in _AP |able 2) sho_td be entered _er "CC31_HERTS_ on the tines betou. C O H H E H I $

AT1: EPA Method 601GC/ECO/FID AT11: FCTL = Fietd Control Sample

AT2: ATI2:

AT3: AT13: SG-/= (S)oi[ tO)as - SiZe (1), eta:

ATe: ATI4:

ATS: AT15:

AT6: AT16:

A|7: ATlT:

ATe: A;18:

A19: AT19:

AT10: ATe0:



SAP Number: OLJ_-12-SSG SAMPLINGAND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR CHEMICALAI_ RADii)LOGICAL ANALYSIS Page 122of I_22
SAP Table No. 1
Date: 07107/93 Revision: 6.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 RI/FS - SHALLOMSOIL GAS Project Manager: I(. I(ECg/G. STORHOERG Form Mo: SAP116

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION SAHPLE LOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUAI4TITY REQUESTED

AT1 AT2 [AT3 AT4 AT$ AT6 AT7 AT8 AT9 IAT10 ATlI ATI2 ATI3,AT1L_iATIS'AT16 iAl'17 AT1BIA,19 AT20SAHPLIHG SAMPLE ;COIL SAJ4PLINGPLNdHED TYPE OF DEPTH

tlACTIVITY TYPE MEDIA TYPE METHOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (ft} GE

4CG1_ QC SOIL GAS F£TL 06129193 CFA OC - BLANI( END OF DAY N/A 2 1
I

Enter the appropriate analysis type code in the boxes between the double Lines under "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2. Sampling And Analysis Plan Table - Codes • Descriptions.
Enter the ruJmber of bottles in the single Line boxes below the analysis type for each sampling activity.
Any descriptions for rton-stau_dard analysis types (not given in SAP Table 2) should I_ entered ur_ler "C(3ttHENTSu on the tines betou. C 0 H H E N X S

AT1: EPA Method601GC/ECD/FID AT11: FCTL = Field Cot_trot Sample

AT2: AT12:

AT]: AT13: SG-1 = (S)oiI (G)as - Site {1}, etc.

ATe: AT14:

ATS: AT15:

ATG: AT16:

AT7: AT17:

ATB: AT18:

AT9: AT19:

ATTO: AT2O:



SAP Number: OL_-|2-BSG SAHPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR ENEHICAL AND iADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page I of _!
SAP Table No.-T
Date: 07107/93 Revision: 5.0 Project- £FA CU 6-12 BI/FS - BO_EHO[E SOIL GAS Project Manager: C. KECK/G. STO_J48ERG Foruu No: SAPIIB

SJQ4PLEDESCR|PT|ON $AHPLE LOCAT|O# EUTEB ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED
...........................

AT| AT2 AT] AT4 AT5 IAT6 AT7 AT8 AT9 AT10 AT11 AT12 AT'[tl AT14 AT15 ATi6!AT17 ATTJl! AT19 A|20
SA_PLlUG SAJ4PLE (20_L _LING PLANNED TYPE OF DEPTN .....................

J

ACTIVITY TYPE KElZlA TYPE METRED DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (ft) GE
,.....

&CG167 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 07101/9] CFA LF2"I LANDFILL I! 27 1
...................
4CG1_ REG SOIL GAS GRAB 07101/93 CFA LF2-2 LAJ_FILL 1| 31 |

4CG169 BEG SOIL GAS _ 07101/93 CFA ILF2"6 LANDFILL ]| 19 |

12.;;'. ' '
El I

........ .

4CG172 OC SOIL GAS FCTL 01101/93 CFA LF ll QC-BLAI_-LF2-$ 1/20 SAMPLES N/A I

4£.G174 REG SOIL GAS _ 07101/93 CFA LF3-1 LANDFILL Ill 17._ 1
_ _ ,,,,
4c_17s RE,:-SO,LGAS Ca.B 01/01,'93CFA L_Z-_ t_F._ Z,Z ZS I

.......

4CG176 RAG SOIL GAS GRAB 07/O!/93 CFA Lf3-4 LANDFILL Ill 11.5 2

...... ,.! ..........4CG177 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 07101 cFA LF3-6 LANDFILL Ill 16.$ I

...... . ... ..... .
4CGITIL REG SOIL GAS _ 07/01193' CFA ,Lf3-7 LANDFIll Ill 12 L !..

_a_ 4CGIBO _ !SOIL GAS FCTL 07/01/93 CFA LF Ill !QC-BLANIC-LF]-7 1/20 SAMPLES N/A !

t,,CG181 QC SOIL GAS FCTL 07101/93 £FA LF Ill Q.C- RLAN_ END OF DAY N/A 1

I l ! ]
Enter the ah_p4-ol_riate lunJtys|l type code in the boxes betueen the ckxabte |[r_s under "EMTEit ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table Z, San_L|ng N Ax_aLys|s Pllm Table - Codes Z Descriptions.
Enter the number of heckles tn the single Line boxes betou the zu_alysl$ tYPe for each sampling activity.
Any descriptions for rmn-standard ar_tysls lyp_ (rmt g|vqm tn SAP labia 2) _td _ entered under "C_'_ENTS" on the tln_ Mto_. C O H N E N T S

AI_; EPA Method 6(31 GC/E_/FID ATtl: FCTL m fiekd Cor_trot SampLe

AT2: AT12:

AT3: AT13:

AT4; ATI_.:

ATS: AT15:

AT6: AT16:

AT7: AT17:

AT8: AT18:

AT9: ATT9:

AIIO: AT_O:



SAP Number: OU4-12-SF SAMPLING AHD A_0,LYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR CHEMICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page _11of _22
SAP labte No. |

Date: Or/O?/9] Revision: 3.0 Project: :fA OU 4-17 Rills - SURFACE FLUX CHAMBER Project _er: K. KEC_/G. SIOi_U_ERG Form I+o: SAPI1B

SAMPLEOESCRIPTIOR SAMPLELOCATION E.TEe ANALYSIS TYPES cat) ANO OuA.tztY ReQuEsteD

At1 AT2 At3 At4 alS At6 at7 At8 AT9 xllOatll AT12 xt13_at14 AtlsiAne]atlTIatlnlAtzgatzO
sm4eLl._ sm_e[e POLLsav_LI._PLA.ue0 tYPeOF OePt. ,,
actlvltt ttPe _e01a ttPe _zt.O0 Date area eOcAt'O. LOcatlO. cft) vt

4£G1_ REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06/01/9] CFA SGF-T_tO-1 LANOFILL 1[ M/A I

I,CG1E] lEG SOIL GAS GRAB 0610119] CFA SGF-TBO-2 LANDFILL I I NIA |

/,(G18L. REG SOIL GAS GRAB 0610119] CFA SGF-TBD-3 LANDFILL II N/A 1

4£G185 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06101193 CFA SGF-TBD-z, LANOFILL I I M/A 1

4CGI_ REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06101/93 £FA SGF-TBD-5 LANDFILL ii MIA I

4£G187 iREG SOIL GAS GRAB 06101/93 CFA SGF-TBD-6 tLAMDFILL II H/A I

4CG1_ REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06101/9] _CFA SGF-TBO-T ILANOFILL I I MIA I

4CGi89 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06J01/93 CFA +SGF-TBD-8 LANDFILL II N/A 1 !

t
Z,CG19Q lEG SOIL GAS GRAB 061011?3 El& LSGF-1_3-1 LANDFILL Ill MIA I
4CG!91 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 0610119] Era SGF-TBD-2 LANDFILL Ill H/A I

4CG192 EEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06101193 CFA SGF-TBD-3 LANDFILL Ill Ilia 1

4CG193 BEG SOIL GAS GRAB 06101193 CFA SGF-TBD-4 LANDFILL I!1 g/A 1

4CG194 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06101/93 CFA SGF-TBD-5 LANDFILL Ill glA I

/,rG195 REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06101/93 CFA SGF-TBO-6 LANDFILL Ill NIA I

4CGI9,','5 [REG SOIL GAS GRAB 06101193 CFA SGF-TaD-7 [LANDFILL Ill N/A 1i

Enter the appro_r'|ate amatysls type code in the box¢-s between the double Lines uruJ_r "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, SampLing And Analysis Plan TabLe - Cudes & Descriptions.
Enter the ruder of _ottles tn the single line boxes beIo_ the _alysil type for each saak_ling activity.
Any descriptions for non-$tzu'_Jard a_natysis types (not given in SAP Table 2) should be entered under "COMI4ENTS"on the tines below. C O 1414E K T S

AT1: VOCs (Hod. TO-14;) ATII; SGF-TBD-1 - (S}urface t[G_)as (F)lux - Lcx:azi(_ {t)o (O)e (O)eterminecl -

AT2; AT12: Site {1), etc.

AT3: AT13:

AT/.: A11_: Specific sample locations ulll be determined in the field.

ATS: kT15:

AT6: AT16: One field replicate wilt be collected randlomly at each landfill.

ATT: ATt7:

ATS: ATIR: One field blank _ItI be collected randomLy at each Landfill.

AT9: AT19:

ATlO: AT20:



_AP Muml_r: OL_-I2-SF Sm4ettMG Aim _ALYSIS eLm Z_ULE FOR CNEmCAL AM9 RAOIOIOGICAL J_AL_SIS Paine 2 at -2
SAP Table Mo.'m[
Date: 07/D7195 Iievision: 3.0 Project: CFA OL)h-12 lll/FS - S_.'RFACIEFLUX CHAMBER Projec_ 14a+_ger: K. KEC.K/G. SI(3_48ERG Form No: S_PITB

• , ..............
SAMPLEDESCRIPTION SAHPLE LOCATIOit ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) ANI) (M.IANTITY REQUESTED

................ i;T 'T l n T AI_AT; '_ i ;_T ='i........... ,, ,+2A,3,T+,,5 ,_+,, r.a-i,_9_,U,.,,-_,.__..3.._,+,,._A_I+,..7,F,,p,-9,,o+,..,+LI,,:_,.,,,',E _,.L_,+_,I,__.,,_0 ,,',Eo, DE,,, ....,,-,,vI,y ',.,E _Ol+, ,,,,,_m_mo o,.,,_ _E,'. '_,',_ ,.,_,+,,_ Of. ',+,
_ _ .........

+c+19+ +Z_- SOilr_S _. 106/01/++OF, Is++-Tm-e +Am)+l+LIll" ./J I
&CG!96 OC SOIL GAS REPL 06/01/93 CFA OC-IBD ILA_FILL I I NIk ]

! : J.: + ! ! __

&CGI_ OC SOIL GAS REPL 06[0|J9.3: C._FA QC-TBO LAMOFILL ! I I M/A 1
. , •..... ; = .....

&CG200 QC SOIL GAS FBLIC 06101193 CFA QC LAMOFILL Ii FIELD 8LANIC M/k 1
.............. = ....

t.CG2QI QC SOIL C_ FBLI( 06/01193 £FA QC LJLN/3FILL II| FIELD 9LANZ( M/A " I '

: .. :.: ...... ]

r_
" t : i .....

......... . ...... : .

............ = ...... , , .l .......

...... i

En(er the appropriate analysis type code in the boxes between the double Lines under "ENTEli AMkLYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Ted_le 2, Sampling And Analysis PLan fable - Codes & Oescriptior._.
Enl_er the rv.zd_r of bottles in the single lir_ boxeS beto,,J the analysis type for each semplir_g activity.
_y dcscriptio,'zs for non-standard analysis types (not given in SAP Table 2) should be e_tercd under "_ENTS" On the Lines below. C 0 H H E N X S

ATI: VOCS (_. TO-1._) AT11: _SGF-T___-I - (S)ue"face (G)as (F)lc_c - I.ocation (T)o (O)e (O)etermir_d -

AT2: A112: Site (1), etc.

A13: ATI3:

ATE.: AT14: Specific s,am_,te locations uilt be determined in the field.

A16: A116: One field replicate uill be collected randomly at each landtiil.

A17: A117:

AT5: ATIO: _ Field blank uill be collect_<l rarid,_ty ac each landfill.

AT9: ATt9:

ATIQ: ATZ0:



SAP M_rd0er: _ SAHPLIMG AND ANALYSIS PLAN 1ABLE FOR CHEMICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL AHALY$IS Pa_e _! of
SAP Table No. 1
Date: 07/07/9] Revision: 9.0 Project: £FA OU ¢-|2 RI/FS - GROLIiiOUATER PHASE I Project Hanagef: I(. KECK/G. STORMBERG Form Uo: SAPllB

SAJ4PLEDESCRIPTION SAMPLELOC__TION tENTERANALYSIS TYPES (AT) _ QUANTITY REQUESTED

AT1 [ATZ ,AT3 AT/, AT$ AT6 AT7 AT8 AT9 .AT101AT111AT12ATi31AT14 AT1SiAT16AT171ATIB[A119AT20tYPE OF DEPTHSAJ4PL1NG SAJCPLE CO_.LSAMPLING
ACTIVITY TYPE HEDIA TYPE HETItO0 _JCPLE DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (It) At CO t_l CR OJ D4 D7 FT H2 its SC

....... , - _ -
4COO01 RE/:, C_ROU_ WATER G_ 06107193 CFA LF2"8 LANDFILL I I 488 1 | I 1 1 1' 1 1 1 1 I

....
41:0002 RED GROUlaDMATER GRAB 06107193 CFA LF2-9 LANDFILL l! 49Q 1 1 1 1 ' 1 ] 1 1 1 I 1

GROUND
.- i

4COO0] RED WATER GRABI 06109193 EFA LF2-10 LXI_3FILL il 500 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1

4C0004 BEG G_OUNDitATER GRAB 06102193 CFA LF2-11 LANDFILL ! I /,B5 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I

_cooosBEG (_OLIIW MATEJt LG2AB 5/20 & 6101/Q3 i(_FA LF2-1Z LAHDFILL It 4B5 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 l
:

4C0006 IREG GROUNDMATER GRAB '06;07/93 CFA LF3-B LANDFILL ill 500 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
....... ,

4C0007 [REG GROUND14ATE'K CRAB 5110 & $120i93 CFA LF3-9 LANDFILL Ill 495 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1

4Cfl00_ RED _OUND I_TER _ 06/0Z/93 CFA LF3-10 LANDFILL Ill 495 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
..........

4c0009 Re_ Groum Mate, c_us 06/0Zl95 CFA LF3-11 LANDFILL Ill 48F | , 1 , 1 | 1 | , |
>

4C0010 REG GROU_ Id.AtER GR.J_ 0610119] CFA USGS-fiS LAgOftLL i1| LtlDO, t 1 1 1 1 1 1 T T 1• : ...........

0% 4CQ011 REG GROUNDMATER !GRAB 06108]93 CFA CFA-1 LAJ_FILL il 468 1 1 1 I I I I 1 " I " I -
,,

4CQ012 RED GROUNDMATER GRAB! 06108/93 CFA CFA-2 LANDFILL It 471 1 1 1 I i I 1 1 I 1
.....

4C0013 0(:: laATER TBLI_ 5/10 6/D9/95 ICFA _C Erie BLUr N/A 15
......

4EGO1/, IOC I,_TER FBLz' 06101193 CFA LF]- 10 DE-FIELD 6LAMI( NIA T 1 1 I 1 I | t• ,.

4(:0015 QC . MATER RNST 05110/93 C:FA PLa4P - BEFORE _OC - RIXSATE MIA I 1 1 1 1 1. 1 1 I
Enter the appropriate srus|ysis type code in the boxes between the do_te lines under "ENTER AIMLY$IS T_'PESu. Refer to SAP Table Z. Sampling And Analysis pLari Table - Codes & Oescriptiar_.
Enter (he number of bottles in the single Line boxes beto_ the alnatysls type for each s_ulq_ltng activity.

descriptior_ for non-standard arvalysis types (r_t 9ivan in SAP Table 2) should be entered under "COI4HENTS" on The t|Nes below. C O 14 t4 E M T S

AT1: ALkalinity AT11: Su|f_telChlo.r|de The field te_a leader Mill determine three rc_ru:lo_ locations at _nich a set of

AT2: CLP HeLOts - Filtered AT12: r_r_plicate - samples each _il.I be collected.

AT3; CLP Hetals - Unfiltered AT1]:

At4: Chromium Vl (Cr*6) - Unfiltered AT14: References to "_|ier" _ "Pump" for e_Lysts c_odes _Dt," _ OT" (Orir_cing

A15: Chromium VI (¢r-6) - Filtered AT15: _ater VOAs (52t..2) IV) pertain to welt samples o_ly.

kXB: Drinkin9 Uater VOAs (524.2) IV - (Bailer) AT16:

AT7; Drinking Uater VOAs (524.2) IV - (Pun_) AT17: S_ie cle_ths listed for USGS-B5. CFA-I. emc_CFA-2 represent depths to _azer

AlE: F|uor!._e ATlS: ._f _____s____rv_dn). $an_les collected for analysis code "D_-

AT9: Nitret¢/N|trite AT19: at these u_t[.s applies Co "Pump" samples sir_:e r,o ports are available for

A110: GammaScreen ATZO: .___i_.nD. ....



SAP NLmb_r: OU_-12-GWI SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FOR CHEHICJLLAND RADIOLOGI£AL ANALYSIS Page _22of _
SAP Table No. 1

Daze: 07107193 Revision: 9.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 RI/FS - GROUNDUAIER PHASE ! Project Manager: K. KEC_/G. STORI4BERG Form No: SAPllB

SAJ4PLEDESCRIPTION SAHPLE LOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED

COLLiSAHPLINGj TYPE OF DEPTH AT1 AT2 AT] AT4 AT5 AT6 AT7 AT8 AT9 AT10 AT11ATtZ:AT1] AT|4 AT15 AT16 AT17!ATi8 ATI9 AT2OSN,IPL iNG SANPLE

ACTIVITY TYPE _.DIA TYPE! 14ETBOD SAJ4PLEDATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (ft) 41 CO CI CR CU D4 D7 F1 N2 R5 SC

4C0016 QC GROLJ_DMATER REPL 06/02/9] CFA LF2-11 LANDFILL li 485 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1

4CQ017 OC GROUNDI_AZER REPL 06109193 CFA LF2-10 LANDFILL II 500 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1

4CQOlB QC GROUI_ UATER REPL 06/00/93 £FA CFA-I LANDFILL Ii 468 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1

AlgOL9 GC UATER RNST 05110/93 CFA BAILER QC - RINSATE NIA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4C0020 OC ,MATER RNST 06107/93 CFA PUMP - AFTER QC - RINSATE N/A 1 1 1 t 1 T 1 1

t

,>
_J

Enter the apl_ropri|teanalysis type code in the box_ betweer6 the double lines ur_ler "EN1ER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table Z. Sampling And Analysis PLan Table - Cod_ L Descriptions.
Enter the number of bottles in the single Lir_e boxes betou the analysis type for each saa_ling activity.
Any descriptions for non-standard anaiystA types (not given in SAP Table 2) should be encercd under "COHHENTS" on the lines below. C 0 N H E N T S

ATI: ALkalinity AT11: 5ut[_Lc/[hloride The field team leader wj|L_[_£1g__ra_lom Locations at _hich a set 9f__

AT2: CLP Hetais - Filtered AT12: e___caat_esan_les each w|tt_be_Gg_tL£_Zed_

AT]: L_p___it._t| - Unfiltered AT1]:

AT4: J-J_m|unmVi (Cr*6) - Unfiltered AT14: Referer_es to "Bailer" and "Pump" fOC__anaLy_i__c._d_L__4" _a_JDT" |DEiP_L.___

ATS: Chromium yl (£r*6) - Filtered AT15: _ater VOXs (524.2) IV) pertain to _£[[ samples only.

AT6: Orirdciru_ U_ter VOAI (524.2) IV - (Bailer) AT16:

AT7: Dr|_kjr_ Mater VOAs (524.2) iV - (pum_) AT17: Sample d_pths tisted for USGS-B5, CFX-l,.___nc_J_C_.L_j_L£_p_rese_ntd_epthsto uazer

ATB: FLuoride ATIB: (d_j_ch of pump settings isSUes c___o[[ec]t.edfor analysis code "D4"

AT9: Nitrate/Nitrite ATT9: at these _eits BEllies to "Puu_s'_umL_tesssir_e____rt E are available for

ATIO; _ Screen AT20: b_[ir_.



SAP Humber: OUA-12-GM2 SAMPLING AXD ANALYSIS PLAN |ABLE FOR CXEHICAL AXD RADIOLOGICALANALYSIS P_9e 1 of Z
SAP Table No. ! -- --

Date: OT/DTIg$ Revision: 7.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 RI/FS - GROUNDMATERPHASE I Project Manager: K. KECK/G. STORHBERG Form Ha: SAP!18

SAMPLE DE$CRIP, ION SAHPLE LOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES CA,) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED

A'IglA'_
AT1AT=AT3AT,AT5AT6iA,7ATeA. A.OAT.ATlZ_AT13A.4AT,SA.BiA,,7A.8S_LI.__._LE 'C=L'S.._LI._PL..NED T,PEof DE..ACTiViTY"P' "_D'A TYPE"_T"=DATE "CA LO_A,,= LO_AT,O.,Ft_ A' COCI C2CR_. 0, O' F1 .2 N$SC

..
4CQ101 lEG GROUNDMATER GRAB 07126193 CFA LF2-6 LANDFILL II 4_ 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 i I 1 1

_CQIO2 BEG GROUNDWAFER GRAB 07/26/9] CFA LF2-9 !LANDFILL II 490 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1

4CD103 REG OROUNOMATER GRAB OII26193:CFA iLF2-10 LANDFILL Ii 500 1 ! 1 1 I 1 1 1 ! ! i 1

4(0104 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 07/26193 CFA LF2-11 LANDFILL I1 4B$ 1 1 I 1 1 ! 1 I 1 1 1 1

4CQI05 BEG GROUNDMATEB GRAB 07/26/93 CFA LFZ-1Z lANDFILL !1 ,O5 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1

4C0106 BEG GROLRIDMATER GRAB 07/26/93 CFA LF3-8 LANDFILL Ill 500 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 I 1 1

4CQI07 BEG GROUNDtdtATEi G_AB 07126/93 CFA LF3-9 LANDFILL II! 495 1 ! 1 1 ! I I 1 1 1 1

4CQlOa BEG GROUNDMATER iGRA6' 07/26193 CFA LF]-lO LANDFILL 111 495 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 ! 1
,,

t_ 4COLD9 !REG _GRQUNDMATER GRAB 07/Z6193 CFA LF3-11 LANDFILL Ill 487 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1
_CQ!10 BEG GROUNDMATER GRAB 01126193 CFA USGS-BS LANDFILL I|1 4M I 1 1 I 1 1 I I 1 i 1

(30
4C0111 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 07126/93CFA CFA-1 LANDFILL ii 464_ 1 ! 1 ! 1 ! 1 1 1 I 1

4C011Z REG GROIJJtiDMATEB GRAB 07/26/93 CFA CFA-2 LANDFILL II &71 ! 1 1 I I 1 | 1 1 1 1

&CQI13 QC WATER TBLC 07/26/93 CFA 0C TRIP BLANK M/A 15

4CQ!lA 0C tJATEB FBLK 07126193 CFA QC FIELD BLANK XIA 1 I 1 1 | 1 1 1 J i
i

4CQ!15 GC GROUNDMAIER BEPL 07126193 CFA OC -TBO REPLICATE TBD 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I

Enter the appropriate analysis type code in the boxes between the double tlr_s under "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, Semgtin9 And Analysis PLan Table - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the number of bottles in the sin9ie Lira boxes beto_ the analysis type for each sampling activity.
Any descriptioc_ for _-Stlurldard analysis tyl_a (riot given In SAP Table 2) should be entered urk2er "COHMEHTS" on the Liras bRIDe. C 0 H N E N T S

AFt: Alkalinity AT11: GammaScreen The field team Leader .ill determine tUB random Locations at uhich a set of

AT2: CLP Hetils - Filtered AT1Z: Sulfate/Chloride replicate samples each will be collected.

A13: CLP Hetiis - Unfiltered ATt3:

AI4: Cyanide AT14: References to "Baiter" and Pump" for analysis codes "D&u and "D7 = (Drinking

AI$: Chromium Vl (Cr*6) - Unfiltered ATtS: Mater VOAs (524.2) IV) pertain to well samples only.

kl6: ChromiumVl (Or*6} - Filtered AT16:

AIT: Drinkin 9 Mater VOAs (52&.2) IV - {Bailer} AT17:

ATB: DrinkincjUate T VOAs _524.2) IV - {Pump) AT18:

Alg: Fluoride AT19:

ATlO: Nitrate/Nitrite AT2O:



SAP Number: Ou_-lZ-GI.12 SAHPL|NG AND ANALYSIS PLAN TABLE FORCHEHICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page _ of
SAP Tid3te No. |
Date: OTI07193 Revision: 7.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 RI/FS - GROUNDMATER PHASE li Project Mana9er: K. KECK/G. STONHBERG Form No: SAPltB

SN4PLE DESCRIPTION i SAHPLE LOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND C4.1ANTITYREQUESTED

I AT| AT2 AT] ATe AT5 AT6 AI7 AT8 AT9 ATIO AT11 AT12 AT13 AT14 ATIS AT16 AT17 AT!8 AT19 AT20
SAHPLING SAHPLE COIL SAHPLZNG PLANNED TYPE OF DEPTH
ACTIVITY TYPE MEDIA TYPE HEINOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION Eft) A! CO C1 C2 CR CU D4 D7 F1 N2 R5 SC

, ._
4C0116 [OC GROLJ_DMATER REPL 07/26193 CFA OC - TBD iREPLICATE TBD I I 1 I 1 1 1 I I 1

4CQl!7 QC _tATER RNST 07/26193 £FA iBAILER OC - RINSATE NIA 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1

4C0118 QC MATER RNST 07/26/93CFA PUMP QC - RINSATE N/A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

,>

!
Enter the appropriate analysis type code in the boxes betveen the double Lines under "ENIER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP TabLe 2, San_tin9 And AnaLysis PLan TabLe - Codes & Descriptio_ls.
Enter the number of bottles in the single Line boxes below the analysis type for each sa_@tincj activity.
Any descriptiors for non-standard analysis types (not given in SAP 1abLe 2) shoutd be entered under "COHHENTS" on the tines betou. C O H H E N T S

A11: Alkalinity Al11: Gaa_a Screen The field team Leader viii determine two random locations at which a set of

AT2: CLP Metals - Filtered AT12: Sulfate/Chtor|de repticat _ siunpte _ each uitt be collected.

AT3: CiP #etats - Unfiltered AT13:

AT4: Cyanich_. AT14: References to "Bailer" and Pun_" for analysis codes "D4" and '*DT" _Drinkincj

A[S: Chromium V[ (Cr*6_ - UnfiLtered AT15: Mater VOAs (524.2) IV) pertain to welt s_t_tes only.

AT6: Chromium VI (CF*6) - Filtered All6:

ATT: Drinkjncj Mater VOAs _5_4.2) IV - (Ba|ler) AT17:

AI8; Drinking Water VOAs ($24.2} IV _ (Pump) ATIB:

A19: FLuoride AT19:

Al!0: Nitrate_Nitrite AT20:



SAP Number: OtJ4-1Z-G1J] SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAH TABLE FOR CHEMICALAND RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page 1 of 2
SAP Table No. ! --

Date: 07107193 Revision: 7.0 Project: CFA Oil 4-12 RIIFS - GROUNDMATERPHASE ill Project Mana9er: [. KECKIG. STORHBERG Form No: SAPL1B

SAMPLEDESCRIPTION S_PLE LOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED

AT1 AT2 AT3 AT4 AT5 AT6 AT7 AT8 IAT9 ATIO ATlllAT12 AT13 AT14 ATI$ AT16!AT17 All& AT19 AT20SAHPLING SAMPLE! COLL SAMPLINGPLANNED 1TPE OF DEPTH
ACTIVITY TYPE MEDIA IYPE METHOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (ft) A1 CO CI C2 CR CU D4 07 F1 N2 R5 SC

4C9201 BEG GRC)L_DMATER GRAB 10101193 CFA LF2-8 LANDFILL !! 408 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 ! i 1 1

4C9202 BEG GR_ MATER GRAB 10101193 CFA LF2-9 LANDFILL II ¢90 ! 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1

4C9203 BEG GROUND MATER GRAB 10101193 CFA LF2-10 LANDFILL li 500 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1

4C9204 BEG IGRI3UNDMATER GRAB 10101193 CFA LF2-11 LANDFILL It 465 1 1 1 I i 1 1 1 1 I 1 1

¢(0205 BEG GROUNDMATER GRAB 10101193 CFA LF2-12 ILANDFILL Ii 485 1 I I 1 1 1 1 I I 1 i

4C0206 BEG GRDUNOWATER GRAB 10/01/931CFA ILF3-B LANDFILL ill 500 I ! 1 L 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I

4C0207 BEG GROUNDMATER GRAB 10101193 CFA IF3-9 LAHDFILL I!! ¢9S 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1

4C0208 BEG GROUNDWATER GRAB 10101193 CFA LF3-10 LANDFILL Ill 495 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1

4C0209 RED GROUNDMATER GRAB 10701193 CFA LF]-11 LANDFILL Ill 407 1 I I ! I ! 1 1 1 1 1

4C0210 BEG GROUNDUATER GRABI 10101193 CFA USGS-85 LANDFILL |ll 468 1 1 ! 1 ! 1 1 1 1 i 1

&CO211 REG GROLI_DMATER GRAB 10101193 CFA CFA-1 LANDFILL |l 468 1 ! 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 i

_CG212 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB i10101/93 CFA CFA-2 LANDFILL II 471 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1

&C0213 QC IJATER TNLK 110101/93 CFA QC TRIP BLANK N/A 15

IFIELD BLANK NIA 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 i
4C0214 OC HATER FOLK 10101193 CFA QC

I

4C0215 QC GROUNDMATER REPL 10101/931CFA QC - TBD REPLICATE TBD 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I

Enter the appropriate analysis type code in the boxes I_tkleen the dcx_Le Lines under "EHTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, Sampling And Analysis Plan Table - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the nunber of botTLes in the single line boxes below the analysis type for each san_ting activity.
Any descriptions for non-standard analysis types (not given in SAP Table 2) should be entered under "CCI414ENTS"on the |lnes below. C O M N E N T S

AT1: Alkalinity AT11: GammaScreen The field team Leader Bill determine tUB random Locations at which a set of

AT2: £LP Hetats "o Filtered AT12: Sulfate/Chloride _!cate Samples each Bill be collected.

AT3: CtP XeteLs - U_filtered AT13:

AT4: (yanid e AT14: References to "Bailer u end "PuBs" for analysis codes "04" and "07" (Drinkin 9

AT5: Chrcoium Vl (Cr*6) - Unfiltered AT15: Mater VOAs (524.2} IV} pertain to well samples only.

AT6; Chromium Vl (cr.6) - Filtered AT16:

ATT: Drinkincj Mater VOAs (524,2) IV - {Be|tar) AT17:

ATE: Drinkincj Mater VOAs (524.2) IV - (Pump) AT10:

AT9: FLuoride AT19:

ATIO: Nitrate/Nitrite AT20:



SAP Number: OU_-12-GU] SAHPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAN 1ABLE FOR CHEMICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page _22of
SAP Table No.7
Date: 07107195 Revision: 7.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 RIIFS - GROUNDMATER PHASE Lil Project Manager: K. KECK/G. STORMBERG Form No: SAPi1B

SAMPLE DESCRIPTIO_ SAHPLE LOCATIO_I ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED

AT1 AT2 AT] AT4 :AT5 AT6 AT7 AT8 AT9 AT10 AT11AT12!ATl]!AT14 AT15 AT16]AT17 AT18 AT19 AT20
SAMPLING SAJ4PLE CaLL SAHPLING PLAHHED TYPE OF DEPTH
ACTIVITY TYPE MEDIA ]YPE METHOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (ft) A1 CO C! C2 CR CU D4 D7 FI N2 R5 SC

4C02|6 QC GROUNDUATER REPL lOlOllg]_CFA QC - T6D REPLICATE TBD ! I I I 1 1 1 I 1 1

6CQ217 QC UATER RHST 10101/93 CFA BAILER QC - RINSATE H/A I 1 ! 1 1 1 1 ! I

4C0218 QC 5LATER RHSI 10101/93 CFA )La4P QC - RINSATE H/A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1

,3> I

Enter the appropriate analysis type code in the boxes between the double Lines under "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, Samptir_j And Analysis PLan Table - Codes L Descripticx_s.
Enter the number of bottles In the single line boxes beiou the analysis type for each sa_lin9 activity.
Any descriptions for non-standard analysis types (not given in SAP TabLe 2) should be entered under "COMMENTS"on the Lines below. C 0 M M E N T S

ATI: ALkalinity ATII: GammaScreen The field team Leader will determine two raru:lom locations at _hich a set of

_T2: CLP Metals - Filterecl AT12: Suifate/Chlorlde replicate samples each will be collected.

AT3: (LP MetaL_ " UnfiLtered AT13:

AT6: Cyanide AT14: References to "Bailer _ ar_l "Pun_ou for analysis codes "D4" and "OT" {Orinkin 9

ATS: Chromium Vl (Cr*6) - Unfiltered AT15: Uater VOAs (524.2) IV) pertain to welt samples c_nty.

kl6: Chromium V! (Cr*6) - Filtered AT16:

A17: Drirdcir_ Uater VOAs (524.5} IV - (Baiter) AT17:

AID: Drinking Valet VOAs (524.2) IV - {Pun_) AT1D:

AT9: Fluoride AT19:

ATlO: Nitrate/Nitrite AT20:



SAP NLmd_r: OIJ/*-12-SBS SAJ4PLING AND ANALYS/S PLAN TABLE FO_ CHEMICAL AND RADIOL_ICAL ARALYS|S Page 1 of
SAP 1able Mo. |

Oale: 07107/93 Revision: 3.0 Project: CFA (XI 4-12 RI/FS - SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES Project Manger: [. KECK/G. STORHBERG Form No: SAP|18

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION SAJ,IPLE LOCATION ENIER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT} AND _,JAHTITY REQUESIED

............ • F, .................. -I AT2AT3AT4A_5A,6A. T__8A*_A,_OA._ ,_ A.GA.6_,,7 __SAMPLING .TdU4PLE COIL SAMPLING PLANNED TYPE OF DEPTH

ACTIVIIY TIPE 14EDlA I_PE METHOD DAle AREA LOCAIIOH LOCAIlO# tit) C1 £V OS B5
.....

4/B001 BEG SOIL GRAB 06/21/9] CFA B-1 LANDFILL li TDO 1 I 1 1
..............

4(6002 REG SOIL GRAB 06121193 CFA 8-1 LANOFILL II TDD I I 1 I
....

4CB003 REG SOIL GRAB 06/21193 £FA g-Z LANDFILL II TOO 1 1 I 1
................

4CBO0/, REG SOIL GRAB 06/2119]iCFA O-2 LANDFILL It |BD 1 1 1 1

4C6Q05 BEG SOIL GRAD 06/21/93 :FA D-$ LANDFILL It TBO | 1 1 1
............ : ....

_CBO06 :BEG SOIL GRAB 06121J93 CFA B-3 LAHDFILL It TBO 1 1 1 I
, ..

&cNDO7 BEG ]SOIL GRAB 06/21/93 CFA B-& LANDFILL ii TBO 1 I I

...... o_ ;_ ...................4£B008 REG SOIL C_AD /ZI ] CFA O-_ LANDFILL II lOB 1 1 1 1
........... .

,_ &CBO09 BEG SOIL GRAB 06121193 CeA 8-S LANDFILL II TEkO I I 1 1
. , J

e
_._ 4CBOIO REG SOIL GRAB 06/Z119] £FA g-S .A_OFILL II TBP "' 2 ; 2 Z 2

.......... ;_ ........4(D011 BEG SOIL GRAD 061ZI ICFA 8-6 LANDFILL II lOB 1 i 1 1

4CB012 BEG SOIL GRAB 06121/93 CFA B-6 LANDFILL !1 TOO 1 I 1 1
........... _ ,

_CB01_ REG SOIL GRAB [06121/93 CFA B-7 LANDFILL tl TOO 1 I I I
. ..

4£D01_, QcREG" 'SOIL GRAB 06121193 CFA , B-7 LARDFILL It 1OO I I 1 I I_ :" _]
4cBols _teR RRsI O_/Zl/93'CFA OC tRINsatE ./A 1 1 / 1

_nter the aF1:_ropr|lte analysis tYl_ code In the t_oxas betvem the ck_b|a tines under "ENIER AHAL¥SIS TYPES". ReFer to SAP Table 2, SampL|r_9 And Ar_alysis P|art Ta_te - C_les I Oescriptic_',s.

Enler lhe number oF bottles In the single line bOxeS bei_ the analysis type for each sampling activity.
Any descriptions For non-stlun_ard analysis tY1_s (not Otve41 In SAP lab|e 2) should be en(ered under "£(]HHEMTS _ art the tin_s b_|ot_. C 0 H M E R 1S

AT1: CLP Metals • Cyanide - IV AT11: _-I = (O)orehoie - (1), etc.

ATE: CLP Volatiles - IV AT12:

A13: CLP Sealivoletiles - IV AT1]: SL_,citic sample depths _ill be determined in the Field.

Al_: Gamma Screen ATl_:

A15: AT15:

AT6: AT16:

AID: AT18:

A19; ATIB:

A1lO: kT20:



SAP Mumioer: OU_-I2-SBS SAHPL|¼G AHD ANALYSIS PLA_ TABLE FOR CHEHICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS Page__2 of
SAP Table No.-]
Date: 0r107193 Revision: 3.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 R|/FS - SUBSURFACESOIL SAMPLES Project Manager: K. KEC[/G. STORHBERG Form No: SAPIIB

• .

SAMPLEDESCRIPTION ' SAHPLE LOCATIOH ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES (AT) AND QUANTITY REQUESTED

......... ATI AT2 AT3 _AT_ ATS k16 AT7 AT8 AT9 ATIO ATll:AT12 ATI$ ATIG ATTsAT16 AT17 AT18iAT19 AT20
SAY.LING SAI_LE CO4LLSJbIPLING PLANNED 1YFE OF DEPTH
ACTIVITY TYPE NE01A TYPE METHOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (ft) C1 CV OS R5

. .
_CBO16 QC UATER IBLK 06/21]93 CFA QC TRIP BLANK NIA 5

. ; .......... ; ...... ; : , .
_CB017 GC SOS-0| SCH 06/ZI/931CFA QC SITE CHAR. t4AX. glk 2 ]

....................

_CB018 OC SCS-O-01 SC_i 06/21193 CFA QC SilE CHAR. HAT. MIA 2

.................... _ : ; _ :

.........

. :: ........ : .......... : ................

! ........

..................

..................... _ ! ! ! ! ! _ ! ! ' | '
I

...................... |I
Enter the appropriate anatyzis type code Jn the boxes between the double tines under "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, SampLir_j And Analysis PLan labLe - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the number of bottles in the sjr_te fine boxes below the anaLysis type for each sem_tir_j activity.
Any descripziot_s for non-$ta_rd ar_tysis types (not given in SAP TabLe 2) _houtd I_ entered under "COHHENTS" on the Lines beLow. C O H H E N T S

At]: CLP Hetats + Cyeu_Jde - IV AT11; B'! = _a}or_hoLe °_(|l, etc.

ATe: CLP votatites - IV Ali2;

A]3: CLP Semivotatites - IV ATI]: SPecific Sample depths .ill be determined in the field.

ATe: Gamma Screen AT14:

ATS: AT15:

A16: AT|6:

kTT: ATlt:

ATS: AT1B:

AI9: Al19:

ATIO: AT20:



SAP N_r: OLI_-T2-G_JD SAHPLIHG AND ANALYSIS PLAN 1ABLE FOR CHEHTCALAND itAOIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
SAP TabLe NO. | Page1 of _22

Date: 0710719] Revision: 0.0 Project: CFA OU 4-12 GROUNDMATERDISPOSAL - PHASES l, lid AND Ill Project Manager: [. KECKiG. STORHBERG Form No; SAPlll

$AHPLE DESCRIPTION SAHPLE LOCATION ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES {AT) AND OUANTITY REQUESTED

AT1 AT2 AT3 iAT4 AT5 AT6 LAT7 ATfi .,t9 AT10 ATltlAT12 AT13 ATIG kTL5 AT16[AT17 AT18[AT19 AT20
SAHPLING 5AJ,W'LE COLL SAMPLING PLANNED TYPE OF DEPTH !
ACTIVITY 1YPE HEDIA TYPE METHOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (It) R6

4C.D001 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB !0710919] CFA LF2-B LANDFILL II COI_TAIHER I

4CD002 RIG GROI.JI_ MATER GRAB 0710919] CFA LF2-9 LANDFILL ii CONTAINER 1

4C.DO0] IREG GROUNDMATER GRAB 07109193 CFA LF2-10 LANDFILL II :CONTAINER_ !
i

4C0004 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 0710919]! CFA L72-11 LANDFILL I I ICONTAINER T

4CDOO5 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 07109193 CFA LF2-12 !LANDFILL lI CONTAINER 1

4(D006 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 07109193 CFA LF]-8 LANDFILL Ill COMTAINER 1

4C0007 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 07109193 CFA L73-9 LAHDFILL Ill CONTAINER 1

4(0008 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 07109193 CFA L73-10 LANDFILL Ill CONTAINER ! -- --

07J09/93 CFA LF]-11 LANDFILL Ill CONTAINER 1
4C0009 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB

.,_ 4c0010 REG GR_ MATER GRAB 07109193 (FA USGS-BS LANDFILL Ill CONTAINER 1

4C.0011 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 07126193 CFA LF2-B LANDFILL II 41_, 1

4C.0012 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 07126193 CFA LF2-9 LANDFILL II 490 I

4CD013 REG GROUNDMATER GR_ 07126193 CFA LF2-10 LANDFILL il 500 1 -- --

It
Enter the appropriate analysis type code in the boxes Ic_Zween the double lines cu_cicr "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, Sampling And Ar_tysis Pta_ Table - Codes & Descriptions.
Enter the ncm_r of bottles in the sir_3Le Line boxes beto_ the analysis type for each sampling activity.
Any descriptions for ru_-stanclard analysis types (not given in SAP Table 2) should b_ entered urv_r "COMMENTSU On the lines beio4a. C 0 M H E N T S

AlL: Tritium All1;

AT2: ATI2:

AT]: AT13:

AI4: AT14;

ATS: AT15:

AT6= AT|6:

AT7: AT]7:

ATB: AlLa:

ATg: ATig:

AT10: AT20:



SAP NcJmt_er: CL_-12-Gl._ SAHPLING AXD ANALYSIS PLAN 1ABLE FOR £HEMICAL AND RAJ_IOLOGICALANALYSIS Page 2 ot 2
SAP Ta_,le No. | _
Date: 07107193 Revision: 0.0 Project: CFA OU /,-12 GROUNDMATER DISPOSAL - PHASES I, lid AND Ill Project f4_ger: K. KECKIG. $TORHBERG Form No: SAPIIB

..................

SAMPLEDESCRIPTION SAMPLELOCATION ENTER AHALYS[$ "_YPES (AT) AND OUA_TITT REQUESTED
..........

_AT2
F I [

....... ATI AT3 AT4 IAl5 AT6 X17 ATe ATIO!AII| ATZ2 ATZJiAT14 AT15 AT16 ATZ7 ATInIATI9 AT20
SAHPLING SN,IPLE OOLCl_U4PLIXG PLANNED TYPE OF DEPTH ....
ACTIVITY TYPE MEDIA TYPE! METHOD DATE AREA LOCATION LOCATION (it) R8

....

4CO016 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 07126193 CFA LFZ-B ILAXDFILL Ill 500 1
, ,

4C0017 REG GROUND MATER GRAB 07_6/93:CFA LF3-9 LAMDFILL Ill 495 I

4CD018 !REG C._ MATER GRAB 07/26193 CtrA IF3-10 LANDFILL Ill 495 1 1 J '
...........

4C0019 REG GROI_O UATER C,RAB 071"_6193_ CFA LF]I-11 LANOFILL Ill t,8T I
..

/,C3_020 BEG GRCXJI4DMATER GRAB 07126193 GFA USGS-E5 LAI_F ]lL [ i ] /,_15 1
......... = ! - ! !

4CD021 HEG GROUNDMATER GRAB 10101193 CFA LF2-8 LAHDFILL I1 /,U 1
.

/,CD022 REG .... GROU_ UATEE GJ_AB 110101193 CFA LF2-9 LANDFILL II /,90 1
. I -

/,CD023 REG GROUNDMATER IGRAB 10101/93 CFA LF2-10 LANDFILL II 500 I

/,C002/, REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 10101/93 CFA LF2-1i LANDFILL Ii /,J_15 I

' /,CDO25 REG IGROUNDMATER GRAB 10101193 CFA LFZ-1Z LANDFILL Ii /,85 I I
........ , .....

/,CD026 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 10101193 CFA iLF]-8 LANDFILL 111 SO0 I

/,CDO_7 :REG GROU#/OMATER 7_RAB 10101193 CFA ILF3-9 LANDFILL I I ! /,95 1

" ' ' LF3 10 ..............L,CD028 REG GROUNDMATER GRAB 10101193 tCFA - LANDFILL Ill /,95 1
' I

/,CD029 REG GRI:XJNDMATER GRAB 10101193 £FA LF3-11 LANDFILL ill L,87 1 I
....... __

CfA il,
m

L,CDO30 BEG GROU_IDMATER GRAB 110101193 USGS-SS LAJ4DFi LL /,_ 1
.........

Enter the appropriate zunatysis type code in the boxes betueen the ckx_te Lines ur_ler "ENTER ANALYSIS TYPES". Refer to SAP Table 2, Sampling And Analysis PLan Table - Coci_$ & Descriptions.
Enter the number of bottles in the singte Line boxe_ below the _n_tysiz type for each s_qi_ting e_tivity.
Any clescriptic_s for non-standard ar_LysJs types (not given in SAP TabLe 2) should be encerecl under "COHHENTS"on the tines beLow. C O 14X E U T S

AT1: Tritium AT11:

AT;): AT12:

AT3: AT13:

AI/,_; AT14:

A15: AT!5:

AT6: A1"16:

ATT: AT17:

AIS: ATI8:

AT9: AT19:

ATiO: AT20:

1
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Appendix B

Standard Operating and Test Procedures

The following standard operating procedures pertain to sample collection and field

measurements. This appendix contains the following methods:

• Field Decontamination of Sampling Equipment

• Groundwater Sampling

• Measurement of Groundwater Levels

• Electromagnetic Terrain Conductivity Surveys

• Seismic Land Refraction Survey

• Land Magnetic Survey

• Soil Sampling

• Hydrolab Operation

• Operation of Neutron Moisture Probe

• Field Sampling Method for Well Deviation Logging

• ASTM-D2922, Standard Test Methods for Density of Soil and Soil-Aggregate in
Place by Nuclear Methods (Shallow Depth)

• ASTM-D2325, Standard Test Method for Capillary-Moisture Relationships for
Coarse- and Medium-Textured Soils by Porous-Plate Apparatus

• ASTM-D2434, Standard Test Method for Permeability of Granular Soils
(Constant Head)

• ASTM-D2216, Standard Method for Laboratory Determination of Water (Moisture)
Content of Soil, Rock, and Soil-Aggregate Mixtures

• ASTM-D422, Standard Method for Particle-Size Analysis of Soils

• ASTM-D1587, Standard Practice for Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of Soils

• ASTM-D3017, Standard Test Method for Moisture Content of Soil and Soil-
Aggregate in Place by Nuclear Methods (Shallow Depth)

B-3
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1.0 PURPOSEANDSCOPE

To provide general instructions for field decontamination of sampling
equipment used to support environmental investigations. Thorough
decontamination is required to prevent cross contamination between
samples and samplingsites.

2.0 PROCEDURE

2.1 All samplingequipment (i.e.Teflon bailers,split-spoonsamplers,
funnels,spoons,pans) is decontaminatedbefore sampling
activitiesbegin, beforemoving samplingactivitiesto another
location/well,and after samplingactivitiesare completed. If
severalsamplesare being collectedfrom a single location,such
as with split-spoonsamplingat depth, the samplingequipmentis
thoroughlydecontaminatedbetweensamples. However,full
decontaminationof samplingequipmentbetween locationsis not
requiredwhen collectingsubsamplesthat will constitutea single
compositesample. For compositesamples,the equipmentused
betweensubsamplecollectionneed only be brushedor wiped off to
remove any large chunks of soil adheringto the equipment.

2.2 Establisha centraldecontaminationlocationaway from the
immediatesamplingsite.

2.3 Materialand Equipment Needs:

a. Non-phosphate detergent (i.e., Microclean)

b. Wire brush/bottlebrush

i

c. Water"

a. Organic-freewater

b. Deionizedtap water

c. Uncontaminated/potabletap water

d. Isopropanol

e. Carboy and/or 55-galdrums (poly)for storageof tap water
used in steam cleaning/decontamination,as appropriate

f. Waste water collectionsystem (may include):

a. Plasticsheeting

b. Containersfor waste water collection (separate
containersfor water, solids,and solvents)
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g. Steam cleaner and generator(optional)

h. Personalprotectiveequipment(PPE) as stated in the Health
and Safety Plan

i. Stainlesssteel pans with lids

J. Maislanwipes

k. Blotter paper

I. Spray bottles

m. Sponges

2.4 Field Decontamination Procedure for Sampling Equipment:

a. Physicallyremoveany bulk material adheringto the item
that requiresdecontaminationby using a wire brush or
scraper.

Note. Wire brushes shouldnot be used on nop-metalequipment,

b. Remove gross contaminationwith tap water and rinse, using
pressurizedor gravityflow tap water. Scrub brushesor
wire brushesmay help in removingmaterial.

c. Wash and scrub the equipmentwith a non-phosphatedetergent
and tap water.

d. Rinse thoroughlywith tap water. Steam clean the equipment
if a steam cleaner is availableand the equipmentis not
heat and steam sensitive.

Note: Steam cleaning is not acceptableif radiological
contaminationis present,due to the potentialfor creating
airbornecontaminationproblems.

e. Check for adheredsoils; use a brush to dislodge any
particles.

f. Double rinse with organic-freewater.

g. Spray-rinseall surfaceswith isopropanolfrom an approved
wash bottle.

h. Collectthe isopropanolin a ccntainerfor aQpropriate
disposal (see Section2.5J. One effectivecollection
techniqueis to place a large glass or stainlesssteel
funnelbelow the tools during rinsing. Allow waste to flow
into appropriatelysized bottlesfor later disposal. Use a
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stainlesssteel mixl;_gbowl as a Collectionvessel. The
bowl is the last item cleaned in the sequenceof operations.

i. If a rinsate sample is requiredfor QA, make an additional
final rinse of the equipment,using ASTM Type II or HPCL
grade water, and collect it in the appropriatesample
bottles.

j. If the equipmentis known to be or suspectedof being
radioactivelycontaminated,have the Health Physics
Techniciancollecta swipe (100 cmz smear)sample for
immediateradionuclideanalysis.

k. The item is consideredclean and suitablefor use if there
are <20 dpm/100cmz (beta,gamma) or <200 dpm/100 cm: (beta,
gamma) above backgroundlevels and no detectablealpha.

I. If the radiologicallimits are not met, discusswith the
Health PhysicsTechnicianthe possibilityof using a special
decontaminationsolutionfor radionuclidesand/or disposing
and replacingthe item.

m. Allow samplingequipmentto completelydry prior to re-use.

n. Wrap and store samplingequipment. Aluminum foil is
recommendedfor equipmentused in the samplecollection for
organicanalysis.Use plasticwrap or bags if equipmentis
used for sample collectionintendedfor inorganicanalysis.
Attach a label to the wrappingor bag indicatingthe date of
decontaminationand the initialsof the personwho performed
the decontamiantion.

2.5 The final dispositionof rinse water and materialdislodged from
equipmentwill be specifiedin the Sampling and Analysis Plan and
the InvestigativeDerivedWaste Plan. The ERP ProjectManager,
Field Team Leader,Health PhysicsTechnicianand/or Safety
Officer, and EnvironemntalCoordinatorfor the facility,and the
facilityengineerdetermine_ppropriatedisposalto decontaminated
wash water. All solventsused during decontaminationare
collectedfor appropriatedisposal.

3.0 DEFINITIONS

No terms cited in this procedurerequirespecialexplanation.
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1.0 PURPOSEANDSCOPE

This procedureprovides.generalinstructionsand requirementsfor the
sampling of ground water. Ground water samplingentails collecting
ground water for geochemicaland contaminantchemistryanalyses for
ground water adjacentto the well screen. Often the investigatorwill
be evaluating contaminantsat the parts per million (ppm) or parts per
billion (ppb) concentrationlevels. Consequently,the possibilitiesof
errors in data collectionare enlarged. Therefore,extremecare and
quality controlmust be used when obtainingsamples.

Implementthis procedurein conjunctionwith the statementof work (SOW)
for the analyticallaboratory. The laboratoryshould be contacted
through the ERD SMO prior to samplingto obtain the proper sample-
handling specifications.

2.0 PROCEDURE

2.1 QualityAssurance

Activitiesconductedaccordingto this procedurewill be in
compliancewith an investigation-specificQualityAssurance
Project Plan (QAPjP)or other project-levelplan as applicable.

2.2 Health and Safety

Activitiesconductedaccordingto this procedurewill be in
. compliancewith an investigation-specificHealth and Safety Plan

and/or Safe Work Permit,as required.

2.3 Training

All personneltrainingrelative to the use of this procedure shall
be conducted in compliancewith Section2.0 of QPP-149 (EG&G,
1991a) or other applicableEG&G QPPs at the directionof the
ProjectManager.

2.4 Field Equipment

A list of necessary and recommendedequipment is included in Table
1. Sampling equipmentwill be decontaminatedprior to use in the
field and after use accordingto ERP-SOP-11.5Field
Decontaminationof SamplingEquipment. Clean samplingequipment
should not be placed directlyon the ground or other contaminated
surfacesprior to insertioninto the well. Non-dedicatedpumps
and tubingmust be thoroughlydecontaminatedbetweenwell sampling
sites.
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2.5 Measurementof Static Water Level

Prior to bailing,purgingand samplingof the well, the static
water level in the well must be measured. Water levels are
measured from the surveyedreferencemarker and recorded to the
nearest0.01 ft. Proceduresfor taking staticwater level
measurementsare outlined in ERP-SOP-11.9Measurementof Ground
Water Levels. Repeat the groundwater level measurementsagain
after sample collection.

2.6 Purgingthe Well

The water standing in a well prior to samplingmay not be
representativeof in-situground-waterquality. The standing
water in the well and filter pack should be removedso that
formationwater replacesthe stagnantwater. When purging
standingwater in the casing,typicallythree to five times the
calculatedvolume of water in the well is removed in an effort to
obtain a representativesample from the aquifer. The actual
number of volumes to be removedare specifiedin the Sampling and
AnalysisPlan (SAP). To calculatethe volume of standingwater in
a well, the followinggeneralizedequationmay be used"

V = (h_- h2)r2(O.163)

where: V - static well volume in gallons
h_ = depth of the well in feet, from the top of the

casing
h2 = depth to water, in feet, from the top of the casing
r = inside radiusof well casing in inches

Well purgingcontinuesuntil the volume specifiedin the SAP is
removedand certain indicatorparameters (i.e.,pH, specific
conductance,dissolvedoxygen and temperature)are stabilized.
Take measurementsperiodicallyduring purging and again after
sample collectionto check the stabilityof the water sampled over
time. Stabilizationof the indicatorparametersis satisfiedwhen
successivereadings indicatethe followingcriteriaare met:

a. pH" + 0.1 standardunits

b. Specific conductance: + 10 micromhos/cm

c. Temperature" _+0.5° C

5. Dissolvedoxygen" + I mg/L

Document the readingsof the indicatorparameterson the well
purgingfield measurementsdata sheet (FigureI). After purging
the well, record the amount of water removedon the data sheet.
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2.7 Low-YieldFormations

When purging a low-yieldwell (a well that is incapableof
yielding three casing volumes),evacuatethe well to dryness once.
As soon as the well recovers sufficiently(amplewater for
collection),the first sample should be tested for pH, specific
conductance,dissolvedoxygen and temperature. Samples should
then be collectedand containerizedin the order of the
parameters'volatilizationsensitivity. "Inthe eventthe well has
very limitedproductionit may be possibleto collect smaller
volumes dependingon the analysisrequiredand after consultation
with the analyticallaboratoryand ERD SMO. Retest the well after
the sampleshave been collectedfor pH, specificconductance,
dissolvedoxygen,and temperatureas a measure of purging
efficiencyand as a check on the stabilityof the weter samples
over time.

2.8 Disposal of Purge Water

Refer to the site specificSAP and InvestigationDerivedWaste
Plan for the proper handlingof purge water.

2.9 SelectingEquipmentfor Collectingthe Water Sample

Select samplingequipmentso that disturbanceof the actual
concentrationsof the chemicalconstituentsof interestis
minimized. To removewater from the well, bailers,low-volume
suctionpumps, and submersiblepumps may be used. Use of
dedicatedbailersor pumps for each well is desirable,where
feasible,to avoid cross contamination.

2.9.1 DedicatedPumps

Many of the productionwells at the INEL have dedicatedhigh
capacityturbine pumps. The advantageof having dedicatedpumps
at a well include" avoidingcross-contaminationbetweenwells,
water samplesare readily available,and provides an efficient
manner for sample collection. However,the high flowratesmay
impact the volatilespresent in the water due to the agitationof
the water.

2.9.2 Bailer

A bottom-fillingbailerconstructedof TeflonTM, or stainless
steel can be used to remove the stagnantwater in monitoringwells
and obtain samples. The bailer is preferredwhen volatile
strippingis of concernor the well casing diameter is too narrow
to accept a submersiblepump. However, this method can be very
time-consumingand is recommendedfor shallowwells only. The
bailer shouldnot come in contactwith any materialsoutsideof
the well casing. Wear clean disposablegloves during sampling and
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changed betweeneach well sampling. Keep the bailer cord (teflon
coated) clean and change the cord after each well sampling.
Sample From 5 to 10 feet below water level or as the SAP
specifies. Lower the bailer slowly until it contacts the water
surface and allow the bailer to sink and fill with a minimum of
surfacedisturbance. Slowly raise the bailer to the surface. Tip
the bailer to allow slow dischargefrom the top of the bailer to
the sample bottle,allowingthe water sample to flow gently down
the side of the sample bottle with minimum entry disturbance.

2.9.3 Electric SubmersiblePumps

Submersiblepumps are used for both the purgingand collectionof
samplesfrom depthswhich often exceed the limitationsof
conventionalsamplingequipmentand can be used to sample several
monitoringwells in a brief period of time. Before lowering into
the well, the dischargetubing is rolled out and cleaned using a
cloth and non-phosphatedetergentfollowedby a rinse with
distilledwater. Then the pump is slowly lowered into the well
with the safety line. All tubing and cord is gently wiped clean
with cloth as the pump is lowered. Ideallythe pump is set just
below the dynamicwater level and above the screenedsectionof
the well. The pump should not be set on the bottom.

2.9.4 PositiveDisplacementPumps

Positive displacementpumps work by blowingcompressedair or an
inert gas into a sample chamber. The gas displacesthe water in
the chamber and forces it up an excavationtube. The gas is blown

, intermittently,using a pressure-controlledregulator,to allow
For recovery. Water returnsto the samplechamber from the.well
through the bottom of the sampler,and is then preventedfrom
leaving the bottom by a ball check-valve. Although the sampler is
in contactwith compressedair or inert gas, there is no violent
introductionof gas into the sample,so the sample water is
unaltered. All downhole parts must be assembledand cleanedwith
a non-phosphatedetergent and rinsed before use in each well.

2.9.5 Air-lift Pumps

Air-lift pumps are useful for evacuationof the well or as
skimmers,separatingliquid from solid, but not for sampling. The
violent introductionof air into the water changes its chemical
characteristics. These pumps may be used when samplesare to be
analyzed for constituentsthat are not volatile,are not effected
by aeration, and are not effected by changes in pH.

2.9.6 Lysimeters

Lysimeters are used for sampling water in the unsaturated zone.
They induce the collection of soil moisture through negative
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pressure. A vacuum is put on the chamber,which is buried in the
unsaturatedzone, and moisture is drawn into the sample chamber
through a porous-filterintake. Dependingon soil textureand
moisture content, as much as severalhours or days under vacuum
may be required.

2.10 Fillingthe Containers

Inspectthe containersfirst to ensure they are the right type and
number and are certifiablypre-cleaned. Wear clean gloves to
prevent skin oils, dust particlesor other contaminantsfrom
contaminatingthe sample. Glovesmay also serve to protectthe
sampler from direct skin contactwith the sample material,when
potentialcontaminantsare present. Affix the waterproofgummed
labels containinginformationconcerningthe sample iD number,
name of project area/well,type of analysis,date, and time to the
containersat the time of collection. Place clear plastic tape
over the label to protectit from damage. Transfer samples in the
field from the samplingequipmentdirectly into the containerthat
is specificallypreparedfor that analysis. It is not an
acceptablepractice for samplesto be compositedin a common
container in the field and then split in the laboratory,or poured
first into a wide mouth containerand then transferredinto
smallercontainers. Pour the samplescarefullyinto the
containers,avoidingagitationor turbulence,which might result
in loss of volatileorganicsand/or excessiveoxygenationof the
samples. Fill the bottlesto the neck, except for volatiles,
which requireno headspaceto minimize the possibilityof
volatilizationof organics. Be carefulto avoid breakage and to
eliminatethe entry of, or contactwith, any substanceother than
the water sample being collected. Do not remove caps until the
actual samplingtime and then just long enough to fill the
container.

Samples should be collectedand containerizedin the order of the
volatilizationsensitivityof the parametersof interest. A
preferredcollectionfor some common ground-waterparametersis as
follows:

a. Volatileorganics (VOA)

b. Purgeableorganiccarbon (POC)

c. Purgeableorganichalogens (POX)

d. Total organichalogens (TOX)

e. Total organiccarbon (TOC)

f. Extractableorganics
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g. Total metals

h. Dissolvedmetals

i. Phenols

j. Cyanide

k. Sulfateand chloride

I. Turbidity

m. Nitrate and ammonia

n. Radionuclides

2.11 Filtration

Prior to preservation,water samplesfor dissolvedmetals analysis
are filteredthrougha 0.45 micron pore-sizefilter to remove
suspendedparticulatematter. Some radionuclidesrequire
filtrationexcept certainradionuclides(i.e.,tritium, carbon 14,
and radioiodines). Usuallythe majorityof radioactivityis in
the solid phase and dissolvedisotopeshave an affinityfor
adsorptionon solid particlesin the sample,samplingmaterial,
and sample containerwalls, necessitatingfiltration. The SAP
should specify if filtrationis necessaryfor samples. Filtration
should be done as soon as possibleafter a water sample is
obtained,preferablysimultaneouslywith the productionof the
water. Where possible,the standardprocedureshould be to use an
in-lineflow-throughfilter. Refer to the SAP for directionas to
whether the metals and/or radionuclidesneed to be filtered.

2.12 Sample Preservationand Handling

Sample preservationis requiredfor many of the chemical
constituentsand physiochemicalparametersthat are not chemically
stable but are measuredor evaluatedin a ground water sampling
program. Methodsof samplepreservationare generallyintendedto
retard biologicalaction,retard hydrolysis,and reduce sorption
effects. Preservationmethodsusually includepH control,
chemicaladdition,refrigeration,and protectionfrom light.
Specificpreservationmethods for each constituentare found in
the SOW for the analyticalservices. A summarylist of
appropriatesample containertypes and sample preservationis
found in Table 2. Appropriatechemicalpreservationis performed
in the field fGr the variousanalyticalparametersat the time of
sampling. Indicatethe type and amount of preservationused in
the Field logbook.

Samples should be preservedat approximately4°C in the dark
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during transportto the laboratoryfor analysis,excepting samples
for metals and radionuclideanalysis.

A documentedchain-of-custodyprogram shall be used to identify
and trace all samples,from the point of collectionto final
analysis. The proceduresfor followingthis chain-of-custodyand
proper sample handlingand packagingis outlined in ERP-SOP-II.3
Chain-of-Custody,and ERP-SOP-11.3.1 Sample Handling,Packaging
and Shipping,

2.13 Field Quality Control Samples

The SAP should provide for the routine collection and analysis of
the followingField QC samples: trip blanks,field blanks,
equipmentblanks,and duplicatesamples. A trip blank is used for
purgeableorganiccompoundsonly. Trip blanks are typically
preparedby the analyticallab sent to the projectsite and stored
with precleanedsample containers,taken to samplinglocation and
treated like a sample from that point on and travelwith the
collectedVOA samples. Trip blanks are not opened and are
returnedand analyzedwith the project samples. A field blank is
prepared _n the field with organic-freewater. Fill a vial with
organic-freewater and follow all other sampling and handling
practices. The sampleaccompaniesthe project samplesto the
laboratoryand are analyzedfor specificchemicalparameters
unique to the site at which they are prepared. The equipment
blank is collectedfrom the field equipmentrinsate _,Jsa check for
decontaminationthoroughness. Pour organic-freewater throughor
over the cleanedequipmentand collectwater in sample bottle and
return to laboratoryfor analysis. Duplicatesare collectedas
"secondsamples" from a selectedwell. They are collectedas
either split samples (collectedfrom the same bailer volume or
pumping discharge)or as second-runsamples(separatebailer
volumesor differentpumpingdischarges)from the same well.

2.14 Transportationof Samples

Make prior arrangementsfor timely delivery of the samplesto the
analyticallaboratory. All on-site and off-site shipmentsmust
follow DOT 49 CFR shippingrequirements. EG&G Form 176 "Request
for Shipmentof Materials"will be filledout for off-site
shipmentsand will accompanythe shipmentto its final
destination. If the total activitylevel of the sample is above
EG&G and DOT 49 CFR standards(0.002pCi/L), proceduresfor
shipping radioactivematerialswill be implemented. DOE-ID Form
5480 will be filled out prior to removingthe sample from the
site. Requirementsregardingtransportationef samplesof
potentiallyhazardousmaterial,on the INEL, are detailed in EG&G
Company Procedure14.10nsite Transportationof Hazaraous
Material.
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Samplescollectedfrom a controlledradioactivearea must be
surveyedby an HP technicianand if clean a releasetag will be
issued prior to removingfrom the site.

2.15 Departure from the Site

When leavingthe site ensure the well cap is replaced and locked,
the area is policedfor trash, and the pump and power is off.
Return keys or any other plant property and informcontacts of any
unusual circumstances.

3.0 DEFINITIONS

Duplicatesreplicates-arecollectedas "secondsamples" from a selected
well and/or projectsite. They are collectedas either split samples
(collectedfrom the same bailer volume or pumpingdischarge)or as
second-runsamples (separatebailer volumesor differentpumping
discharges)from the same well.

Equipmentblanks-arecollectedfrom the field equipmentrinsate as a
check for decontaminationthoroughness.

t
Field Blanks-arepreparedin the field with organic-freewater. These
samplesaccompanythe projectsamplesto the laboratoryand are analyzed
for specificchemicalparametersunique to the site at which they were
prepared.

Trip blanks-areused for purgeableorganiccompoundsonly. They are
sent to the projectsite and travelwith the collectedsamples. Trip
blanks are not opened and are returnedand analyzedwith the project
samples.

4.0 REFERENCES

DOE, 1989. DOEEnvironmental Survey Manual, Appendix E, "Field Sampling
Protocols and Guidance." DOE Office of EnvironmentalAudit.

EG&G, 1991a,QualityPlan for the EnvironmentalRestorationProgram,
QPP-149, EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

EG&G, 1991, EnvironmentalStandardOperatingProcedures,ERP-SOP-11.2
' Field Logbooks,EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

EG&G, 1991, EnvironmentalStandardOperatingProcedures,ERP-SOP-11.3
Chain-of-Custody,EG&G Idaho,Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

EG&G, 1991, EnvironmentalStandardOperatingProcedures,ERP-SOP-11.3.1
Sample Handling,Packaging,and Shipping,EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho
Falls, Idaho.
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EG&G, 1991, EnvironmentalStandard OperatingProcedures,ERP-SOP-11.5
Field Decontaminationof SamplingEquipment,EG&G Idaho, Inc.,
Idaho Falls, Idaho.

EG&G, 1991, EnvironmentalStandard OperatingProcedures,ERP-SOP-11.9
Measurementof Ground Water Levels, EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls,
Idaho.

EG&G, 1991, EG&G CompanyProcedure14.10nsite Transportationof
HazardousMaterial, EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

United States EnvironmentalProtectionAgency, 1986, RCRA Ground-Water
Monitoring TechnicalEnforcementGuidanceDocument,Office of
Waste Programs Enforcement,Office of Solid Waste and Emergency
Response,WashingtonDC.
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Table I. Field EquipmentList.

Appropriate field logbooks Vermiculite
.,

Data Forms Chain-of-CustodyForms

Custody Seals

Pencils, pens, permanentmarkers This-side-upArrows

Key to unlock wellhead Address labels for coolers

Watch • Coolers

Electronicwater-levelmeasuringdevice or Blue Ice

Weighted steel tape marked Zi.plocbaggies
in hundredthsof ft

Chalk Plastictrash bags

Safety equipment specifiedin Tools
Health and Safety Plan

Flashlight Appropriatecontainers
for purge water, as applicable

Mirror

Pump, bailer,bailer line Scissors,knife
i

Purge hosing Shipping papers,forms

Bucket

Specificconductance,dissolvedoxygen,
pH, and temperaturesensingdevices,calibratedbuffer solutions

Sampling Manifold

Sample bottles, preservatives

Pipette or eye dropper for
dispensingpreservatives

Reagent grade water

Tape- clear tape for bottles,
parafilm, strappingtape and duct tape

Ilil II ill I



Tab=. _. Typical ground water sample requirements, c
,, ,, , ,, , . , , ,_ , ..,=. _ : . ,

Analyt ira| Parameter Container Preservative Holding Time m Sample Volume _._

........ --
Volatile organics 40 ml amber glass 4° C 14 days 80 ml/ 2x40 ml _ _= o¢_

vial 4 drops HCL (6x4kO ml for full _ _

...... =
Semivolatile organics t L amber glass 4° C extract 7 day=. [ L per analysis :3= =q ::¢-

PCOs/pesticides per jugs analyze 40 days (pest., herb., _ _ r-"
organophosphorus pest tc ides/ ana lys i s etc. ) c:::--I

organochlorine herbicides 3 Xb[L (for full 3_ b-4
, ,, ,, , • , n , , , •

Nitrate tO00 ml HDPE 4 ° C ]4 days ]000 ml

................. Pa<Z.,sol .......... c
- -¢ --I

Anions ]25 ml HDPE (NH) 4° C 28 days 125 ml _o r-rrl rrt

48 hrs NO]. PO,_ _ --,, i , , , ' - • " ' o •

AI1 metals/cations L000 ml HOPE (NH) pH<2 Ig_ 6 months 1 L b-,
Hg 28 days ,-- po

Cr 6+ 500 ml HDPE (NH) 4° C 24 hrs 500 ml :Z, , . .... =

Cyanide 1000 m] HDPE (1@!) pH>12 NaOH ]4 days 2 x IL :_=¢;
.6g ascorbic acid (for full QC) b -4

i.. i | M

Sulfide 500 ml glass(NH) pH>9 NaOlt/Ztnc 7 days 3 x 500 ml

........ acetate (fo r fu.IilOC)b .

Alkalinity 500 ml HDPE (NH) 4° C 14 days 500 ml "o,, , • , . , .,, . r ==

Suspended particles 500 ml IIDPE (1JH) 4° C 7 days 500 ml _-4 _-_

Gross a Iph,. beta screen 125 ml HDPE (XH} pH<2 IIt|O$ screen ]O0 ml m
t.m_, dtately t::3

Gamma anal)fsis or screen ,540 ml plastic pH<2, l.IN,03, ] year ,,,500 ml m-'4ee

Rad. ana lysis//otal O 2-l/2 ga l plastic pH<Z HNO3 ! year 4 l
0

, ,, | ........

Sr-90 lO00 ml HDPE (N14) pH<2 IINOx -- lO00 m] 0

Tritium 125 ml HDPE (NH) none l year lO0 ml ¢o
, -I , ,,-- ..'..-.--• '" r_

a. Holding times are from the date of collect'ion as referred to in Federal Register Vo]. 49, No. 209, October 26, 1984.
b. One sample for full QC is required for each project or every 20 samples, whichever is greatest. _0=,
c. Additional guidance on sample bottle and preservative requirements can be obtained from the ERD 5HO.
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Fig,ure I. Well Purcjin_Field Measurement,,DataS,heet., ,.

WELL PURGINGDATA SHEET Well Number"

i ii .i i

Start Date Time DevelopmentTeam
End Date Time.
Total Well Depth ...........
Well Diameter

i i i . i im li|i i i llll i|J , . ,

Sample # Time Temperature pH Specific Dissolved
......... Conductance ox>,,_len

.... i, i i i IlL

Pre-PurgeWater Level Reading, (ft bls)
Post-PurgeWater Level Reading, (ft bls)
Calculated Purge Volume (gallons)
Actual Purge Volume (gallons)
Pump Flow Rate (apm)

,,,,, _ , , ,: , ' .,,,,, _ ,, ' ...... ..,. , ,. _ ,,.
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I. PURPOSEAND SCOPE

To providegeneral instructionsfor Field Personnelto measureground
water levels in wells interceptingboth regionaland perchedwater
systems. This informationmay be used to determinethe regional
groundwaterflow directionand to determinewater level fluctuations.
Also, prior to bailing,purging,and/or sampling,calculatethe static
water level in the well and the volume of standingwater in the
well.

2. PROCEDURE

2.1 Each well should have a permanent,easily identifiedmeasuring
point from which its water level measurementis taken. The
measuringpoint is establishedto the nearest 0.01 foot by a
licensedsurveyor in relationto an establishedNationalGeodetic
Vertical Datum (NGVD). In remote areas, a temporarybenchmarkis
establishedto facilitateresurveying.

2.2 The measurementwill be taken to 0.01 foot. The device used to
detect the water level surfaceis sufficientlysensitiveso that a

measurementto +0.01 foot is obtainedreliably. A weighted waterlevel steel or _iberglassmeasuringtape electronicwater level
indicator,or transducerwill suffice.

2.3 As a field calibrationcheck, all new or newly repairedelectronic
water level indicatorare checkedagainsta weightedmeasuring
tape in at least one well, prior to use.

2.4 Whenever nondedicatedequipmentis used, proceduresas outlinedin
ERP-SOP-11.5,"FieldDecontaminationof Sampling Equipment"are
institutedwhere wells are suspectedor known to be contaminated.

2.5 At contaminatedsites fumes and gases may be present, requiring
both radiologicand hazardousconstituentmonitoringequipment.
Refer to the site-specificHealth and Safety Plan and/or safe work
permit,for the proper personalprotectiveequipment(PPE)
required.

2.6 Material and equipmentto performgroundwaterlevel measurements
include:

a. Black or dark coloredpen or permanentnon-smearablemarker
of a color that will copy.

b. Appropriate"Measurementof GroundwaterLevels" (M,GL) For_s
(see Figure I).

c. Keys and/or combinationsfor all well head protective
casingsand/or continuousrecorderhousing locks.
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d. Weighted water level measuringtape with lengthgreater than
the anticipatedwater depth, or electronicwater level
indicator,or continuousrecorder.

e. Carpenters'chalk (if using weightedmeasuringtape).

f. Portablecomputer and cable assemblyfor downloadingwater
level measurementsto magneticdisks and/or drum charts (as
appropriatefor continuousrecorder)

2.7 If a weighted measuringtape is used, the water-levelmeasurement
should proceed in the followingorder:

a. Rinse the first ten feet of the measuringtape with
detergentsolution,then with distilledwater and dried with
a clean cloth. If previousmeasurementshave been made at
this well refer to them to estimatewhere to hold the
measuringtape.

b. Chalk the lower segment (3-5 ft) of the tape by carefully
drawingthe tape across a piece of carpenter'scha]k. Chalk
need not be used on stainless-steeltapes.

c. Lower the weightedtape slowlydown the center of the casing
or riser pipe until the tape penetratesthe water surface.

d. After water is encounteredin the well, hold the tape at the
closest even foot marker at the measuringpoint (typically
top of well casing on north side). Make a note in field
logbook and MGL form of measuringpoint location. If a
measuringpoint is not identifiedon the well casing or
apron, mark the measuringpoint where the tape is held at
the top of the casing,so that successivemeasurementsare
taken from the same point. Recordthe "hold"measurementin
feet on the MGL Form (see Figure I).

Note: If a measuringpoint is not marked on the well
contact the area landlordor appropriatepersonnelto have a
measuringpoint permanentlymarked on the well and recorded
in the INEL ComprehensiveWell Survey Database.

e. Pull or reel the measuringtape out of the well.

f. Record the measurementto the nearest0.01 ft where the tape
becamewet on the MGL form.

g. Depth to water (DT_V)is found by subtractingthe "wet"
measurementfrom the "hold"measurement. Record depth to
water to the nearest0.01 ft on the MGL form.
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h. Water-levelelevationrelativeto mean sea level is found by
subtractingthe depth to water from the measuringpoint
elevation.

i. Repeat the measurementand comparethe DTW measurementswith
past measurementsat this well, if available. If the value
is inconsistentwith past values or if this is the first
measurementat this well, repeat the measurementand record
the resultsin the MGL form.

j. Repeat step 2.7a.

2.8 If an electronicwater-levelindicatoris used, the water-level
measurementproceeds as follows:

a. Check battery conditionand continuityas recommendedin the
owners'manual. The continuitycell can be tested by
placing it in water and observingthe audio or visual
signal.

b. Measurementmarkerson the wire may slip or move out of
place. Periodically,check that the measurementmarkerson
the wire have not shiftedwith a tape measure.

c. Clean the first ten feet of the electrictape with detergent
solution;rinse with distilledwater; and dry it with a
clean cloth.

d. Slowly lower the probe into the center of the casing until a
contactwith the water surface is indicated. Raise and
lower the probe severaltimes to ascertainsurfacewater
level. Use cautionso that the electrictape is not _ut by
a sharp casing edge. Record the measurementto the nearest
0.01 ft on the MGL form; the readingrepresentsDTW.

Note: If the tape is not incrementedin 0.01 ft, measure (using
foldingruler or tape measurewith 0.01 ft increments)the
distancefrom the "hold"mark to the nearesttape band or
marker and add or subtractto the band or marker reading.
Repeat the readingbeforepulling out the electronicwater-
level indicator. Record all measurementson the MGL form.

e. Reel the probe out of the well.

f. Comparethe DTW measurementwith past measurementsat this
well, if available. If the value is inconsistentwith past
values or if this is the first measurementat this well,
repeat the measurementand record the resultsin the MGL
form.
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g. Water-levelelevationrelativeto mean sea level is found by
subtractingthe depth to water from the measuringpoint
elevation.

h. Repeat step 2.8c.

2.9 If a continuousrecorderis used, the water-levelmeasurement
proceedsas follows:

a. Cheek batteriesprior to use in the field to ensure an
adequatepower supplyfor the recorder. Reset (or set, if
an initialinstallation)the downholefloat or the
transducer,as appropriatein compliancewith the
manufacturers'operatingmanual.

b. For initialinstallation,installthe recorderat the
wellheadand fit the suppliedweatherproofhousing as
specifiedin the owners'manual. Installa new chart (for
drum recorders)or initiatethe data recordingfunctionas
necessary. Initialand date the chart or disk and specify
well number. Recheckall operatingfunctions.

c. For routinemaintenance,change the chart or downloaddata
onto magneticdisks, as appropriatefor the type of
recorder. Initialand date the chart or disk and specify
well number.

d. Water-levelelevationrelativeto mean sea level is found by
subtractingthe depth to water from the measuringpoint
elevation.

3. DEFINITIONS

Depth to Water (DTW)- is the depth from the MP to the water level
interceptpoint.

Land SurfaceDatum (l.s.d.)-is a surveyedbenchmarkindicatingthe true
elevationat the land surface,generallyidentifiedby a brass marker
set in the concretesurroundingthe well.

MeasurementPoint (MP)- is a fixed,clearlymarked point of referenceat
the top of the well riser casing or on the apron, and where
applicable,the protectivecasing;from which the depth to groundwater
is measured.
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4. REFERENCES

U.S. EPA, 1986. RCRA GroundwaterMonitoringTechnicalEnforcementGuide
(TEGD}.

ERP EnvironmentalStandardOperatingProceduresManual, 1992. ERP-SOP-
11.5, Field Decontaminationof SamplingEquipment.
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HEASUREHENTOF GROUNDNATERLEVELS(HGL) DATASIIEET _ c,,m_o --I Z

Project" Well Number: m _cJ>o
H.P. Description: _==_o tz) :3¢

Site" H.P. Ilelght above land: (fL) m m• _OIZ
"O'-4

H.P. Elevation: (ft) :zm_.
Land surface elevation: (ft) _ _ r-

7>.-4, , , , ,, , ,, • r'- :2_

Date Time Ilold Wet Depth to Nater Elev. of Water Remarks Initial
(ft) (ft) (below H.P.) (adj. to m.s.l.)

............ (ft) (ft) ,.,

z --4
c

........ ,. , • , , ., , ,,.., . "_ ._
'' 03 I--
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---'"- Figure 1. Heasurement of Groun_dWater Levels Ilata Sheet. o
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I. PURPOSEA_IDSCOPE

This procedureprovidesgeneralinstructionsfor Field Personnelunder
the direct supervisionof a ProjectGeophysicistto perform
electromagneticterrainconductivity(EM) surveys. The purposeof an EM
survey is to recordvariationsin electricalconductivitycaused by
naturalor manmade featuresof the subsurface. The recordeddata may be
used for subsequentgeologicinterpretationsand/ordetectionof buried
materials.

2. PROCEDURE

2.I Quality Assurance

Activitiesconductedaccordingto this procedurewill be in
compliancewith an investigation-specificQualityAssurance
ProjectPlan (QAPP)or other projectlevel plan as applicable.

2.2 Health and Safety

Activitiesconductedaccordingto this procedurewill be in
compliancewith an investigation-specificHealth and Safety Plan
and Safe Work Permitsas required.

2.3 Training

The ProjectGeophysicistsupervisingthe land.magneticsurveymust
have relevantexperiencein the acquisition,processingand
interpretationof geophysicaldata.

Field Techniciansmust be trainedto properlyoperatethe specific
geophysicalequipmentthat is used for the survey. This training
may be providedby the qualifiedProjectGeophysicist.

2.4 General

. Electromagneticterrainconductivitymeasurementsare made at
discretestationlocationsusing a noncontactingterrain
conductivitymeter. The conductivitymeter may be operatedin a
verticalor horizontaldipole mode, and both inphaseand
quadraturecomponentsof the inducedelectromagneticfield may be
measured.

Measurementsare normallymade along linearprofiles,with station
spacingdependenton the estimateddepth to targets. Normally,

• the maximumdistancebetweenstationsshouldbe from one-halfto
one-fourththe estimatedtarget depth.

Areal coverageis producedby making measurementsalong additional
profiles,usuallyparallelto each other. Profilespacingwill
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depend on the natureof the targets,includingthe depth of the
targetsand their expecteddistributionin the subsurface.

Interpretationsof the electromagneticdata are based on the
identificationof anomalousfeaturesof the induced
electromagneticfield. The shape and amplitudeof anomalies,and
the ratio of the quadratureresponseto the inphaseresponsemay
be used to help identifythe causativebody. The ratio of the
verticaldipole responseto the horizontaldipoleresponsemay be
used to investigatethe depth to the causativebody. Independent
informationsuch as geology,other geophysicaldata, and cultural
featuren,apsare used to constrainthe interpretationof the
electromagneticdata.

2.5 Equipment

2.5.1 Descriptionof Equipment

Terrainconductivitymeterscoveredby this Procedureare
coil-typefrequencydomainelectromagneticinduction
sensors. A high frequencyprimaryelectromagneticfield is

_ transmittedintothe earth and the resultingsecondary
electromagneticfield,producedby inducededdy currents,is
measured. The strengthof the secondaryfield is a function
of the inter-coilspacing,operatingfrequency,and
subsurfaceconductivity. For relativelyhomogeneousrock or
soils, the ratio of the secondaryto the primarymagnetic
field is directlyproportionalto the ground conductivity.
When complexgeologyor strongconductorsare present,the
measuredvaluesare complexfunctionsof the subsurface
conductivityconfiguration.

Investigationdepth is relatedto coil spacingand coil
mode. The two coilmodes used are the horizontaland
verticaldipolemodes,denotedHDM and VDM, respectively.
HDM measurementsare performedwith the transmitterand I
receivercoils placed in a horizontal,coplanarposition.
VDM measurementsare performedwith vertical,coplanar
coils. Dependingupon coil spacingand orientation,
investigativedepths of up to about 30 feet can be achieved
with commonlyavailableinstruments.

The principalcomponentsof a conductivitymeter are a
transmittercoil, a receivercoil, and an electroniccontrol
unit. Each is describedbrieflybelow.

a. Transmittercoil

The transmittercoil is a self-containeddipole
transmitter. It opc,oatescontinuouslyat a frequency
of about 10 kHz fo; typicalinstruments.
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b. Receivercoil

The receivercoil is a self-containeddipole receiver.
It is fixed at a calibrateddistancefrom the
transmittercoil. The receivercoil detects induced
secondaryfields,which are transmittedto the control
unit as a time varyingvoltage.

c. Controlunit

The controlunit separatesthe receivercoil output
voltageinto two components. The inphasecomponentis
inphasewith the primaryfield. The quadrature
componentis 90 degreesout of phase with the primary
field. The componentto be measured is selectedby
the controlunit settings. Inphasereadingsare
displayedas the ratio of secondaryto primaryfield
strength. Quadraturereadingsare displayeddirectly
as apparentground conductivityvalues in millimhos
per meter. Data are displayedas deflectionson an
analogmeter. Switcheson the controlunit are used
to set measurementmodes, calibrationmodes, and meter
readingranges.

2.5.2 Preparationof Equipment

The equipmentfunctionalchecksand adjustmentsdescribed
below shall be performeddaily prior to data acquisition.
Completionof these checks shallbe documentedin the field
notebookor on the data sheets. Absolutecalibrationis not
requiredif the data are interpretedin terms of relative
variationsonly.

a. Assemblethe conductivitymeter as per the
instructionsin the instrument'soperatingmanual.

b. Check that batteriesare adequatelychargedand charge
or replaceas necessary.

c. Calibratethe transmittercoil output as per the
instructionsin the instrument'soperatingmanual.

Note" The followingchecks shouldbe conducted,if
possible,in an area free of metalliccultural
features.

d. Set the instrumentfor inphasecomponentmeasurement
and calibratethe receivercoil output by nulling the
outputreadingas per instructionsin the instrument's
operatingmanual.
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e. If an area with known, uniform,conductivityis
available,an absolutecalibrationof the ouadrature
componentreadingscan be performedas per
instructionsin the operatingmanual.

2.6 Field Procedure

2.6.1 Locationof ElectromagneticSurveyLines

a. The ProjectGeophysicistshall determinethe proposed
locationsof electromagneticsurveylines. Locations
shall be noted on a line locationmap.

b. The accuracyand precisionof the line locationsurvey
will dependon the objectivesfor the electromagnetic
survey. Locationsmay be determinedby optical
surveying,or by taped measurements. The survey
shouldbe tied to at least one known point,which
shouldbe identifiedin the field notebook. F,nal
stationcoordinatesshouldbe reportedusing a
standardUS GeologicalSurveymap projection.

Z

:_' c. If lines are to,be opticallysurveyed,the line
locationmap shall be furnishedto the licensed
surveyor. Upon completionof surveying,the surveyor
will providethe ProjectGeophysicistwith a map
showingthe locationsand stationingof all
electromagneticsurveylines. If required,the
surveyorwill place non-metallicstakesor flaggingto
identifystationlocations.

d. If line locationsare not opticallysurveyed,they
shall be determinedby the FieldTechnicianusing
taped measurements. The methodfor laying out the
electromagneticsurveylines shallbe noted in the
fieldnotebook. Non-metallicstakesand flaggingwill
be placedas required.

e. As work progresses,additionallines may be specified
by the ProjectGeophysicist. If specified,the
additionallines should be listedor added to the line
locationmap. Any changesto the field operation
basedon field conditionsshallbe approvedby the
ProjectGeophysicistand shallbe documentedin the
fieldnotebook.

e

2.6.2 Data Acquisition

a. The ProjectGeophysicistshall verifythat the EM
surveylines have beer locatedas specified,and that
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field conditions are accurately noted in the field
notebook.

b. Data shall be collected along each traverse either
continuously, using a chart recorder, or at intervals
specified by the Project Geophysicist using a digital
data logger, or by manually recording meter
deflections on data sheets. All measurements shall be
made with the coil boomoriented in the same
direction.

c. Measurementof differentphasecomponents,using
differentcoil boom orientations,or using different
dipoleorientations,are made by repeatingstep b.
The surveyconfiguration,includingboom orientation,
dipoleorientation,and phasecomponentshall be
annotatedon all data sheets.

d., When a digitaldata logger is used for data
acquisitionduring the survey,data shall be
transferredfrom the data loggerto a personal
computerat the conclusionof the field day. After
the data has been transferred,the data shall be
storedon both a hard disk and floppydiskette,and a
hardcopylistingof the data shall be produced.

2.6.3 Documentationon Field Records

The followinginformationshallbe documentedin at least
one field notebookentry:

I. project

2. projectlocation

3. instrumenttype and identificationnumber.

The followinginformationshall be documentedin the field
notebookon a daily basis:

I. date

2. type of survey (dipolemode, boom orientation,phase
component,etc.)

3. line numberscompleted

4. stationnumberscompleted

5. diskettenumbersif applicable
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6. locationsof culturalfeaturesor other debris
observedduringdata acquisitionthat are suspectedto
affectthe EM readingscollectedduringdaily
operations

7. weatherconditions.

2.7 Data Reduction

EMdata require no standard data reduction operations.

2.8 Data Processing

2.8.1 Analog Data Processing

a. Conductivityvaluesfrom chart recordingsshallbe
transferredto a standardizeddata sheet.

I

b. Conductivityprofilesor a conductivitycontourmap
shall then be preparedfromdata listedon data
sheets. Profilesshallbe generatedusing distance
along each surveytraverseplottedon the x-axisand
apparentconductivity(quadraturecomponent)or
SecondaryField/ PrimaryField ratio (inphase
component)on the y-axis. Contourmaps shall be
generatedby transferringconductivityvaluesonto an
appropriateplan map (or overlayof a plan map), and
then contouringthe data at appropriatecontour
intervals.

2.8.2 DigitalData Processing

Digitalprocessingmay be perfor_,edon data acquiredusing
either digitalor analogrecordingmethods. If analogdata
are to be processeddigitally,the analogdata shallbe
enteredinto a personalcomputer. The data may then b_
profiledand/orcontoured.

Profilesshall be producedusing commerciallyavailable
software. Contourmaps of the EM data shall be produced
using commerciallyavailablesoftware. Other techniquesfor
processingand displayingdigitalEM data may be used as
necessary.

2.9 Data Interpretation

2.g.I General

Interpretationof the EM data shallbe performedby or under
the direct supervisionof the ProjectGeophysicist.
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2.9.2 Plottingof Known EFtSources

Known sourcesof anomalousEM readingsshall be
noted on the profiles,contourmaps, or contour-map
overlays. These sourcesmay includeculturalfeaturesand
debris observedduring the data acquisition,and geologic
featuressuch as rock outcrops,faultsor changesin soil
type.

2.9.3 Identificationof AnomalousTrends

EM profilesshall be alignedto identifypossibletrends
that may be indicativeof buriedmetal or other targetsof
interest. EM inphaseand quadraturecontourmaps shall be
analyzedto identifyzones of anomalousground conductivity
and the presenceof metallicconductors.

A comparisonof EM survey resultswith culturalfeaturesand
geologic featuresshouldbe performedto evaluateobvious
causes for the observedmagnetictrends. The EM surveydata
should also be comparedwith any other availablegeologicor
geophysicaldata to aid in determiningthe causesfor other
observedmagnetictrends.

2.10 Documentationof Results

Results of the EM data interpretationshall be compiledin a
report. The form and scope of the reportwill depend on the
purpose of the EM survey. The reportshall includemaps and
profiles of the EM data, and a hardcopylistingof the data.

The report,maps, profilesand hardcopylistingshall be delivered
to the Field Data Coordinatorfor the EnvironmentalRestoration
Department. If required,diskettesof the digitaldata shall also
be providedto the Data Coordinator. The informationprovidedto
the Data Coordinatorshall be completeand suitablefor loading
into a data base.

3.0 DEFINITIONS

Project Geophysicist- qualifiedgeophysicisthaving final
responsibilityfor the surveydesign,data acquisition,interpretation,
and reportingfor the geophysicalsurvey. Qualificationsare defined in
section2.3 above.

Field Technician - personnelperformingvarioustasks duringthe
geophysicalsurvey under the direct supervisionof the Project
Geophysicist. Qualificationsare definedin section2.3 above.
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. Culturalfeatures- manmadestructuressuch as fences,pipes,
powerlines,buildingsetc. that occur in the vicinityof a survey site
and which may effectthe recordedgeophysicaldata.

4.0 REFERENCES

The followingreferencesprovidegeneraldiscussionsof magnetometers,
magnetic surveyingand magneticdata interpretation:

Benson,R., R. A. Glaccum,and M. R. Noel, 1988,Geophysical
TechniQues for SensinqBuriedWastes and Waste Miqration,
Dublin,Ohio: NationalWater Well Association.

Dobrin,M. B., 1976, Introductionto GeophysicalProspectinq,New
York: McGraw-Hill,Inc.

U. S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency, 1987,A Compendiumof
SuperfundField OperationsMethods,U. S. Environmental
ProtectionAgency DocumentPB88-181557.

McNeill, J. D., 1980, ElectromaqneticTerrainConductivit_
Measurementat Low InductionNumbers,Ontario,Canada:
GeonicsLimitedTechnicalNote TN-6.

Telford, W. M., L. P. Geldart,R. E. Sheriff,D. A. Keys, 1976,
Applied GeophYsics,New York: CambridgeUniversityPress.
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I. PURPOSEAND SCOPE

This procedureprovidesgeneralinstructionsfor field personnelunder
the direct supervisionof a ProjectGeophysicistto performseismicland
refractionsurveys. Land-refractionsurveysare commonlyused to
determinedepth to bedrockand/or thicknessof geologiclayers overlying
bedrock. Refractionmethodscan also be used to classifyvarious
subsurfacematerialsbased on their seismicvelocities.

2. PROCEDURE

2.1 QualityAssurance

Activitiesconductedaccordingto this procedurewill be'in
compliancewith an investigation-specificQualityAssurance
Project Plan (QAPP)or other projectlevel plan as applicable.

2.2 Health and Safety

Activitiesconductedaccordingto this procedurewill be in
compliancewith an investigation-specificHealthand Safety Plan
and Safe Work Permitsas required.

2.3 Training

The ProjectGeophysicistsupervisingthe refractionseismicsurvey
must have relevantexperiencein the acquisition,processingand
interpretationof geophysicaldata.

Field Techniciansmust be trainedto properlyoperatethe specific
geophysicalequipmentthat is used for the survey, This training
may be providedby the qualifiedProjectGeophysicist.

2.4 General

Measurementsare made by the continuousprofilingmethod using a
12 or 24-channelseismicrefractiondigitaldata acquisition
system. Measurementsutilizenonexplosiveseismicenergy sources.

Continuousprofilingis accomplishedby having an end shot of one
spread coincidentwith an end shot of the succeedingspread. The
length of each spread is determinedby the requireddepth of
penetration. The deeperthe requiredpenetration,the longer the
spread must be.

The number of recordingsmade for each spreadmay vary, depending
upon the detail needed for a given survey. Four recordingsare
usuallymade for each 12-tracespreadand five recordingsare
usuallymade for each 24-tracespread,
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Interpretationsare based on the measurementof the time required
for the seismicwavesto travelthroughthe groundto a series of
geophones(vibrationsensitivedevices).

2.5 Equipment

2.5.1 Descriptionof Equipment

Seismicsignalsare introducedintothe ground by a signal
generator,which is usuallya mechanicalimpactdevice.
Seismicwaves travelthroughthe groundand are detectedby
a seriesof up to 24 geophonesthat are physicallycoupled
to the ground. The geophonesconvertvibratoryground
motionsto electricalsignals. These signalstravelthrough
insulatedsignalcablesto a multi-channeldata acquisition
system. The data acquisitionsystemdigitizes,amplifies
and filtersincomingsignalsfrom eachgeophone
simultaneously.The signalsfor each of the channelsare
recordedon a photographicrecordand/oran internalmass
storagedevice.

_'_ a. Data AcquisitionSystem

The seismographconsistsof frontend analog high and
low cut filters,programmablevariablegain
amplifiers,16-bitdigitizers,32-bitstackingmemory,
systemtriggermechanism,and internalmass memory for
data storage. The programmablerecordingparameters
such as samplerate, recordlength,and filter
settingswill be selectedin the field as conditions
dictate. The programmableparametersare digitally
storedwith each record.

A roll switchis sometimesused for acquisitionof
longdata lines,when more thanone seismiccable is
laidout. The roll switchis a device that allows the
userto selectany 24 channelsfrom the 48 available
inputchannels.

b. SignalCables

The signalcablesconsistof 24 pairs of conducting
wires in an insulatingcasing. The wire pairs, one
pair for each data channel,may be accessedfrom
eitherend of the cable. Takeoutsfor connecting
geophonesare a waterproofvarietyand are locatedat
either2, 5, or 180 meter spacings. The selectionof
the takeoutspacingwill be made by the Project
Geophysicistand will be noted in the ProjectTask
Plan.
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c. Geophones

The geophonescan be one of many types,but are
generallymovingcoil transducers.The naturalperiod
and axis orientationof the geophonesmay vary
dependingon the application. The geophonetype
selectionwill be made by the ProjectGeophysicistand
will be noted in the field notebook.

d. EnergySource

Seismicenergy is normallygeneratedby a weight
impactsystem. The selectionof the energysource
will be made by the ProjectGeophysicistand will be
noted in the fieldnotebook.

e. TriggerCable

The triggercable sends a pulse from the energysource
to the seismographto initiaterecordingof seismic
signalstravelingthroughthe signalcable. The
triggerpulse also servesas a uniformtime reference
for data on all recordedchannels.

2.5.2 Preparationof Equipment

The followingequipmentchecksand calibrationshall be
performedprior to data acquisition.

a. The initialtime break and clock of the recording
systemwill be checkedby the input of a 10
millisecondI volt squarepulse into the trigger
circuitand data channelone,with all filters"out".
A visual check of the paper recordwill be made to
verify the pulse duration.

b. The data acquisitionsystem(geophones,signalcables
and recordingsystem)shall be subjectedto an
operationalcheck to verifythat all channelsrespond
in a similarmannerwhen the geophonesare subjected
to a simultaneouscommon inputsignal.

2.6 Field Procedure

2.6.1 Locationof RefractionLines and Shot Points

a. The ProjectGeophysicistshalldeterminethe proposed
locationsof seismicrefractionlines,proposed
locationsof shots along each line, and the cable
length and system (12 or 24 trace)to be used.
Locationsshall be noted on a line locationmap.
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b. The accuracyand precisionof the line locationsurvey
will dependon the objectivesfor the seismic
refractionsurvey. Locationsmay be determinedby
opticalsurveying,or by taped measurements. The
surveyshould be tied to at leastone known point,
which shouldbe identifiedin the field notebook.
Final stationcoordinatesshouldbe reportedusing a
standardUS GeologicalSurveymap projection.

c. If lines are to be opticallysurveyed,the line
locationmap shall be furnishedto the licensed
surveyor. Upon completionof surveying,the surveyor
will providethe ProjectGeophysicistwith a map
showingthe locationsand stationingof all seismic
refractionlines. If required,the surveyorwill
place stakesor flaggingto identifystation
locations.

d. If line locationsare not opticallysurveyed,they
shall be determinedby the Field Technicianusing
taped measurements. The methodfor layingout the
seismicrefractionsurveylines shall be noted in the
field notebook. Stakes and flaggingwill be placedas
required.

e. As work progresses,cross-checklines may be specified
by the ProjectGeophysicistfor additionaldata
acquisition. If specified,the cross-checklines
shouldbe listedor added to the line locationmap.
Any changesto the field operationbased on field
conditionsshall be approvedby theProject
Geophysicistand shall be documentedin the field
notebook.

2.6.2 Data Acquisition

a. The ProjectGeophysicistshallverify that the seismic
refractionlines have been locatedas specified,and
that field conditionshave been accuratelynoted in
the field notebook.

b. Seismicrefractioncablesshall be laid out alongthe
linesof investigation,with shot points and geophones
locatedalong the cable with referenceto pre-marked
points on the cablesthemselves,or as measuredby a
tape in the field.

c. Geophones,fittedwith spikedbases to providegood
ground contact(exceptwhere spikedbases are not
feasible,such as on pavements,bare rock exposures,
etc.),shall be emplacedat theirspecifiedlocations.
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d. Amplifiersettingsshall be adjustedto optimizethe
expectedsignalto noise ratio.

e. After checkingthe energysource and the safetyof
personnelaroundthe weight impact system,recording
may begin.

f. Each recordshall be printedand inspected. All
informationpertainingto a particulardata record
shall be noted in the field notebook.

g. Data shall be checkedas they are acquiredto assure
that the data are of an acceptablequality. If
necessary,data acquisitionshall be repeated.

2.6.3 Documentationof Field records

The followinginformationshall be documentedin at least
one field notebookentry:

I. projectname

2. projectlacation

3. seismicequipmenttype and identificationnumber

The followinginformationshall be documentedin the field J
notebookon a daily basis:

I. date

2. surveyconfiguration(shotspacing,geophone spacing,
energy source,etc.)

3. line numberscompleted

4. shots completed

5. diskettenumbersif applicable

6. locationsof culturalfeaturesor other features
observedduringdata acquisitionthat are suspectedto
affect the seismicrefractiondata collectedduring
daily operations

7. weather conditions.

The followinginformationshall be noted on each seismic
record:
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I. locationof shot (includingoffsetdistance)

2. energy sourcetype

3. depth of shot (if applicable)

4. time of shot

5. locationof spread

6. lengthof spread

7. line number

8. recordnumber

2.7 Data Reduction

Seismicland refractiondata requireno standarddata reduction
operations.

2.8 Data Processing

2.8.1 PreliminaryTravel-TimeReadings

In order to maintaina continuouscheck on data qualityand
field conditions,the Field Technicianshouldread as many
of the field recordingsas possiblewhile the work is in
progress.

2.8.2 Time DistancePlots

a. The field recordingsshall be down loadedfrom the
seismographas per the manual instructions.

b. Time-distanceplots shall then be preparedfor each
seismicrefractionline. Time shall be plottedon the
"y" (vertical)axis. Distanceshall be plottedon
the "x" (horizontal)axis. Alternatescalesmay be
used. Scalesshall be noted on each roll of time-
distanceplots.

2.9 Data Interpretation

2.9.1 General

Interpretationof the seismicrefractiondata shall be
performedby or under the direct supervisionof the Project
Geophysicist.

2.9.2 Constructionand Interpretationof VelocityProfiles
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a. Immediatelyprior to data interprezation,the Project
Geophysicistshall examinethe time-distanceplots for
completenessand aaequacyof the seismicrefraction
coverage. Recommendationsfor additionsand/or
deletionsin the field programcan be made at any
stage of data processing,dependingupon the purpose
of the projector conditionsin the field.

b. Interpretationof the time-distanceplots shall
consistof spot-checkingthe accuracyof the travel-
time readingsand the resultingtime-distanceplot,
and drawinglines-of-best-fitto the data. This
allows seismicvelocityvaluesto be measured and
depthsto seismicvelocityinterfacesto be calculated
from the basic seismiccriticaldistanceformula
(Dobrin,1976):

iVz_. V 1

where X= (the criticaldistance)is that distanceon
the surfacemeasuredfrom the shot point to that point
where the refractedseismicwave returnsto the

surfaceas a first arrival;V_ and V. are the velocity
valuesof two (homogeneous)layerswhere V_ is greater
than V_; and D is the depth to the top of the
underlyingrefractingmedium.

c. The time interceptmethod may also be used (Dobrin,
1976).T_ is the intercepttime of the line defining
the slope of the refractinglayer"

When dippinglayersare evident,equationsfor dipping
layerswill be used. Ensureall depth calculations
appearwith the appropriateset of travel-timedata.

d. If necessary,commercialsoftwaremay be used to
performgeneralizedreciprocalmethod (GRM}
interpretationsof the seismicrefractiondata.

e. The seismicrefractiondata shall be plottedas
velocityprofilesfor final presentation. Seismic
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velocitylayers,thus defined,shall be comparedwith
any other geologicor geophysicaldata to aid in
interpretingthe cause of velocityanomalies.

2.10 Documentationof Results

Resultsof the seismicrefractiondata interpretationshall be
compiledin a report. The form and scopeof the reportwill
depend on the purposeof the seismicrefractionsurvey. The
report shall includea line locationmap, time-distanceplots,
velocityprofiles,and copiesof seismicrecords.

The report,maps, profilesand recordsshall be deliveredto the
Field Data Coordinatorfor the EnvironmentalRestoration
Department. If required,diskettesof the digitaldata shallalso
be providedto the Data Coordinator. The informationprovidedto
the Data Coordinatorshall be completeand suitablefor loading
into a data base.

3. DEFINITIONS

ProjectGeophysicist- qualifiedgeophysicisthavingfinal
responsibilityfor the surveydesign,data acquisition,interpretation,
and reportingfor the geophysicalsurvey. Qualificationsare definedin
section2.3 above.

Field Technician- personnelperformingvarioustasks during the
geophysicalsurvey under the directsupervisionof the Project
Geophysicist. Qualificationsare definedin section2.3 above.

Geophone- vibrationsensitivedevice.

P wave (compressional)- a seismicwave used in seismicland refraction
survey for depth determinationand materialclassification.This wave
is transmittedthroughearth materialsas a seriesof compressionsand
rarefactions. As a "P" wavefrontpassesa point in the earth,the point
moves forwardand backwardin the directionof wave propagation,giving
rise to its alternatedesignationas a "longitudinal"wave. The "P"
wave is transmittedto subsurfacestrata,and is refractedback through
the uppermostlayers to the detectorson the groundsurface.

Seismicspread - geophonesspacedat known intervalsalong a cable on
the ground surfacewith end shots.

Shot - a point source inducing"P" waves.

Generalizedreciprocalmethod- a seismicinterpretationtechniquethat
is useful for interpretingseismicdata from rapidlyvarying interfaces.
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""4. REFERENCES

The followingreferencesprovidegeneraldiscussionsof magnetometers,
magnetic surveyingand magneticdata interpretation.

Benson,R., and J. E. Rocchio, 1990,GeophysicalTechniauesfor
SensingBuriedWastes and Waste Miaration,Dublin,Ohio"
NationalWater Well Association.

Dobrin,M. B., 1976, _ntroductionto GeophysicalProspecting,New
York" McGraw-Hill,Inc.

U. S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency, 1987,A .Compendiumof
SuperfundField Q_erationsMethods,U. S. Environmental
ProtectionAgency DocumentPB88-181557.

Telford,W. M., L. P. Geldart,R. E. Sheriff,D. A. Keys, 1976, Applied
GeophYsics,New York: CambridgeUniversityPress.
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1.0 PURPOSEAHD SCOPE

This procedureprovidesgeneral instructionsfor field personnelunder
the direct supervisionof a ProjectGeophysicistto performland
magnetic surveys. The purposeof a land magneticsurveyis to record
variations in the intensityof the earth'smagneticfield. The recorded
data may be used for subsequentgeologicinterpretationsand/or
detectionof buried ferrousmetal.

2.0 PROCEDURE

2.1 quality Assurance

Activitiesconductedaccordingto this procedurewill be in
compliancewith an investigation-specificQualityAssurance
ProjectPlan (QAPP)or other projectlevel plan as applicable.

2.2 Health and Safety

Activitiesconductedaccordingto this procedurewill be in
compliancewith an investigation-specificHealthand Safety Plan
and Safe Work Permitsas required.

2.3 Training

The ProjectGeophysicistsupervisingthe land magneticsurveymust
have relevantexperiencein the acquisition,processingand
interpretationof geophysicaldata.

Field Techniciansmust be trainedto properlyoperatethe specific
geophysicalequipmentthat is used for the survey. This training
may be providedby the qualifiedProjectGeophysicist.

2.4 General

Measurementsof the earth'smagneticfield are made at discrete
station locationsusing a portablemagnetometer. The total
magnetic field and/or the verticalgradientof the total field may
be measured.

Measurementsare normallymade along linearprofiles,with station
spacingdependenton the estimateddepth to targets. Normally,
the maximumdistancebetweenstationsshouldbe from one-halfto
one-fourththe estimatedtargetdepth.

Areal coverageis producedby makingmeasurementsalong additional
profiles,usuallyparallelto each other. Profilespacingwill
depend on the natureof the targets,includingthe depth of the
targets and their expecteddistributionin the subsurface.
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Interpretationsof the magneticdata are based on the
identificationof anomalousFeaturesin the measuYedmagnetic
data. The shape,amplitude,and steepnessof magneticanomalies
are featuresthatmay be used to help identifythe causativebody.
Independentinformationsuch as geology,other geophysicaldata,
and culturalfeaturemaps are used to constrainthe interpretation
of the magneticdata.

2.5 Equipment

2.5.1 Description of Equipment

The magnetic sensorsused most often for environmentalwork
are protonprecessionmagnetometersand magnetic
gradiometers. Protonprecessioninstrumentsmeasurethe
total magnitudeof the earth'smagneticfield at one or two
points,correspondingwith the sensorelementlocation(s).
A proton precessionmagnetometeris sensitiveand stableto
within±i gamma over the range of 20,000to 90,000gammas.
The measurementtechniqueis based on the fact that protons
will precessabout an externalmagneticfield at a frequency
that is proportionalto the externalfield strength. The

: precessionfrequencyof the protonsis relatedto the
magneticfield strengththroughthe protongyromagnetic
ratio,which is a fundamentalatomicconstant. Measuring
the precessionfrequencyof the protonsallowsthe total
magneticfield to be determinedsimplyby dividingthe
observedprecessionfrequencyby the protongyromagnetic
ratio. Verticalgradientdata is producedby computingthe
differencebetweenthe total field at the two sensor
elements,and dividingby the distancebetweenthe elements.

a. Sensorunit

The sensorunit consistsof two protonprecession
sensorsspaceda fixeddistanceapart. Each sensor
outputsan oscillatingelectriccurrentthat is
transmittedto the controlunit by means of a signal
cable. The sensorunit is mountedon a non-ferrous
aluminumrod. Sectionsmay be added to the rod to
vary the heightof the sensorsabove the ground. The
sensorunit is markedwith a North arrow so that it
can be orientedfor maximumsignalto noise ratio.

b. Signalcable

The signalcable is a durable,insulatedconducting
cable. For somemagnetometers,the lengthof this
cable is calibratedand changingthe cable lengthwill
adverselyaffectdata quality.
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c. Control unit

The control unit contains the electronics that analyze
the sensor outputs, compute total magnetic field
values for each sensor, and generate statistical
information on the accuracy of the data. The control
unit also contains a keyboard for programming the
magnetometer function, a display for monitoring the
data, and an internal memory for storing data values.
An output port on the control unit is used to transfer
data to a digital computer.

2.5.2 Preparation of Equipment

The following equipment checks and set-up procedures shall
be performed prior to data acquisition. These checks shall
be documented in the field notebook.

a. The controlunit, sensors,and connectingcable
shall be assembledper the instructionsin the
instrument'soperatingmanual.

b. Check that batteriesare adequatelychargedand charge
or replaceas required

c. The magnetometershall be programmedfor operationin
total field or verticalgradientmode, and for
internalrecordingof locationcoordinates,as per the
instructionsin the instrument'soperatingmanual.

d. The sensitivityof the land magnetometersis preset by
the manufacturer. The measurementtechniqueof the
magnetometersis based upon the principleof proton
precessionand no calibrationis required.

e. In order to adjust the magnetometerto the magnetic
field range at the surveyarea, tuning shall be
performedprior to data acquisitionon the first day
of the survey. Tuning shall be performedin
accordancewith the instructionsin the instrument's
operatingmanual.

2.6 Field Procedure

2.6.1 Locationof MagneticSurvey Lines

a. The ProjectGeophysicistshalldeterminethe proposed
locationsof magneticsurveylines. Locationsshall
be noted on a line locationmap.

b. The accuracyand precisionof the line locationsurvey
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will depend on the objectives for the magnetic survey.
Locations may be determined by optical surveying, or
by taped measurements. The survey should be tied to
at least one known point, which should be identified
in the field notebook. Final station coordinates
should be reported using a standard US Geological
Survey map projection.

c. If lines are to be optically surveyed, the line
location map shall be furnished to the licensed
surveyor. Upon completion of surveying, the surveyor
will provide the Project Geophysicist with a map
showing the locations and stationing of all magnetic
survey lines. If required, the surveyor will place
non-metallic stakes or flagging to identify station
locations.

d. If line locations are not optically surveyed, they
shall be determined by the Field Technician using
taped measurements. The method for laying out the
magnetic survey lines shall be noted in the field
notebook. Non-metallic stakes and flagging will be
placed as required.

e. As work progresses, additional lines may be specified
by the Project Geophysicist. If specified, the
additional lines should be listed or added to the line
location map. Any changes to the field operation
based on field conditions shall be approved by the
Project Geophysicist and shall be documented in the
field notebook.

2.6.2 Data Acquisition

a. The Project Geophysicist shall verify that the
magnetic survey lines have been located as specified,
and that field conditions have been noted in the field
notebook.

b. A base station should be chosen within the area of the
magnetometer operations. The base station location
should be free from the influence of conditions which
might affect readings (e.g. fences, metallic utilities
or powerlines). Base station readings shall be used
to assess the effect of diurnal variations in the
earth's magnetic field. Such readings shall be taken
throughout the day at sufficient intervals (normally
not exceeding 2 hours).

c. Field stations shall be established along survey lines
at intervals dependent upon the purpose of the survey.
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d. Readingsshall be taken at each station. To assure
optimumresults,sensorsare markedwith an arrow or
the letter "rl". This mark shouldbe pointed
approximatelytowardmagneticnorth.

e. Data obtainedwith the magnetometershall be stored in
the instrument'sinternalmemory and transferredto a
personalcomputerat the conclusionof the field day.
After transferto a computer,data shall be stored on
both hard disk and floppydiskette (if available),and
a hardcopylistingof the data shall be produced.

2.6.3 Documentationof Field Records

The followinginformationshall be documentedin at least
one field notebookentry:

I. projectname

2. projectlocation

3. magnetometertype and identificationnumber.

The followinginformationshall be documentedin the field
notebookon a daily basis:

I. date

2. type of survey (totalfield or gradiometer)

3. line numberscompleted

4. stationnumberscompleted

5. base stationlocationand times of reoccupation

6. diskettenumbersif applicable

7. locationsof culturalfeaturesor other debris
observedduring data acquisitionthat are suspectedto
affectthe magneticreadingscollectedduring daily
operations

8. weatherconditions.
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2.7 Data Reduction

2.7.1 General

Since fieldreadingstakenduring landmagneticsurveysare
alreadyexpressedin magnetictotal Field units (gammas),
the only data reductionrequiredis the applicationof
diurnalcorrections,when necessary. Diurnalcorrections
are not requiredfor verticalgradientsurveys.

2.7.2 DiurnalCorrections

Base stationreadingsshall be compiledand plottedso that
the need for diurnalcorrectioncan be determined. This
determinationwill depend uponthe purpose(s)of the
project.

If diurnalcorrectionsare necessary,a convenientreference
value withinthe range of base stationreadingsfor survey
lines shall be selected. Usingthis referencevalue,all
stationreadingsfor surveylinesshall be adjustedto
correctfor the diurnalvariations.

a. If two successivebase stationvalues are above the
referencevalue,a lineartrend shall be determined
for the correspondingtime interval. All stations
completedduringthat time intervalshall be corrected
by subtractingthe differencebetweenthe lineartrend
value and the referencevalue,based on the time of
the stationreading.

b. If two successivebase stationvaluesare below the
referencevalue,a lineartrend shall be determined
for the correspondingtime interval. All stations
completedduringthat time intervalshall be corrected
by addingthe differencebetweenthe lineartrend
value and the referencevalue, based on the time of
the stationreadinq.

2.8 Data Processing

2.8.1Analog Data Processing

Final magneticvaluesmay be plottedas profilesor contour
maps. Profilesshall be generatedusing distancealongeach
survey traverseplottedon the x-axisand magneticfield
strength(gammaJor verticalgradient(gamma/meter)on the
y-axis. Contourmaps shallbe generatedby transferring
magneticvaluesonto an appropriateplan map (or overlayof
a plan map), and then contouringthe data at an appropriate
contour level.
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Locationsof surficialor other known sourc.:sof anomalous

magnetic fields (e.g. power lines,pipes,fences)shall be
noted on the magneticprofilesor contourmaps.
Alternativelythese may be shown on an overlayof the plan
map.

2.8.2 DigitalData Processing

Digital processingmay be performedon data acquiredusing
either digitalor analogrecordingmethods. If analogdata
are to be processeddigitally,the analogdata shall be
entered into a personalcomputer. The data may then be
profiledand/orcontoured.

Profilesshall be producedusing commerciallyavailable
• software. Contourmaps of the magneticdata shall be

producedusing commerciallyavailablesoftware. Other
' techniquesfor processingand displayingdigitalmagnetic

data may be used as necessary.

2.9 Data Interpretation

2.9.1 General

Interpretationof the magneticdata shall be performedby,
or under the directsupervisionof the ProjectGeophysicist.

2.9.2 Plottingof Known MagneticSources

Known sourcesof anomalousmagneticvalues shall be
noted on the profiles,contourmaps, or contour-map
overlays. These sourcesmay includeculturalfeaturesand
geologicfeaturessuch as rock outcropsand faults.

2.9.3 Identificationof AnomalousTrends

Magneticprofilesshall be alignedto identifypossible
trendsthat may be indicativeof buriedmetal or other
targetsof interest. Magneticcontourmaps shall be
analyzedto identifyzones of anomalousmagnetic field
strength.

A comparisonof magnetic surveyresultswith cultural
featuresand geologicfeaturesshouldbe performedto
evaluateobviouscauses for the observedmagnetictrends.
The magneticsurveydata shouldalso be comparedwith any
other availablegeologicor geophysicaldata to aid in
determiningthe causes for other observedmagnetictrends.
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2.10 Documentationof Results

Resultsof the magneticdata interpretationshall be compiledin a
report. The form and scope of the reportwill dependon the
purposeof the magneticsurvey. The reportshall includemaps and
profilesof the magneticdata, and a hardcopylistingof the data.

The report,maps, profilesand hardcopylistingshall be delivered
to the Field Data Coordinatorfor the EnvironmentalRestoration
Department. If required,diskettesof the digitaldata shall also
be providedto the Data Coordinator. The informationprovidedto
the Data Coordinatorshall be completeand suitablefor loading
into a data base.

3.0 DEFINITIONS

ProjectGeophysicist- qualifiedgeophysicisthavingfinal
responsibilityfor the surveydesign,data acquisition,interpretation,
and reportingfor the geophysicalsurvey. Qualificationsare definedin
section2.3 above.

Field Technician- personnelperformingvarioustasksduring the
geophysicalsurvey under the directsupervisionof the Project
Geophysicist. Qualificationsare definedin section2.3 above.

Total Field Magnetometer- an instrumentused to measureand recordthe
earth'smagnetic field intensity.

Total Field Gradiometer- an instrumentcomposedof two magnetometers
that measures and recordsthe gradientof the earth'smagneticfield
intensity.

Culturalfeatures- manmadestructuressuch as fences,pipes,
powerlines,buildingsetc. that occur in the vicinityof a survey site
and which may effect the recordedgeophysicaldata.

4.0 REFERENCES

The following references provide general discussions of magnetometers,
magnetic surveyingand magneticdata interpretation.

Benson,R., R. A. Glaccum,and M. R. Noel, 1988,Geophvsical
' !echniaues for Sensi_aBuriedWastes and Waste Miaration,

Dublin,Ohio" NationalWaterWell Association.

Breiner,S., 1973, AoplicationsManualfor portableMaqnetometer_s,
Sunnyvale,California:Geometrics.
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York" McGraw-Hill,Inc.
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1. PURPOSEANDSCOPE

This procedure establishes requirements for the acquisition of soil
samples from surfaceor subsurfacesoils for chemicaland/or
radiologicalanalyses in supportof environmentalinvestigationsat the
Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory(INEL).

2. PROCEDURE

2.1 Prerequisites

No prerequisites other than those described in Sections 2.2
through 2.5 apply to this SOP.

2.2 Quality Assurance

This procedure will normally be invoked in the context of an
investigation-specificQuality AssuranceProjectPlan (QAPjP)or
other project-levelplan, and may be subjectto periodicsystems
audits in compliancewith the proceduresreferencedtherein.
Activitiesconductedin compliancewith this proceduremay also be
auditedas part of qualityprogramaudits performedunder the
auspicesof the ERD QualityproqramPlan, QPP-149 (EG&G 1991a).
Modificationsof this procedurethat may be requiredto suit the
needs of a particularproject or in responseto unforseenfield
conditionsshall be processedas a temporaryDocumentRevision
Request (DRR) in compliancewith Section2.4 of StandardOperating
Procedure(SOP) 11.1, "Preparationof EnvironmentalStandard
OperatingProcedures"(EG&G, 1991c). Permanentchangesshall be
processedin compliancewith Section2.3 of SOP 11.1.

2.3 Health and Safety

All activitiesconductedin compliancewith this procedureare
subjectto the applicablecontrolsof investigation-specific
Health and Safety Plans (HASPs)and Samplingand Analysis Plans
(SAPs);safe work permits are requiredon a daily or weekly basis,
dependingon the safety hazards associatedwith activity.

2.4 Training

All personneltrainingrelativeto the use of this procedureshall
be conductedin compliancewith SectionQP-2 of QPP-14g (EG&G
Iggla) and ProgramDirective(PD) 1.3, "EmployeeTraining" (EG&G,
1991b) at the directionof the ProjectManager.
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2.5 Precautions/Limitations

If samplesare acquiredin pits, no personnelshall enter an
unshoredpit greaterthan four feet deep; the pit atmospheremust
be sampledfor toxic vapors and oxygen content in compliancewith
ERD SOP 11.10.2,"OccupationalHealth Monitoring"(EG&G, 1992c)
and clearedprior to entry.

2.6 Materialsand Equipment

Materialsand equipmentnecessaryto completethe activities
addressedby this proceduremay include:

a. appropriatefield monitoringinstruments(e.g.,radiation
surveymeter, combustiblegas monitor, or organic vapor
analyzer)as requiredby the applicableHASP, SAP, QAPjP, or
cognizanthealthand safety representativeor health
physicist;

b. trowels,thief samplers,samplingtiers, hand augers,or
shovels,for surfacesampling;

c. Lexan plasticdrive tubes, plasticend caps, and duct tape,
if requiredby governingprojectplans (Note: all other
downhole samplingequipmentis normallyprovidedby the
drillingsubcontractor);

d. hacksawand spare blades,for trimming Lexan tubes;

e. stainlesssteel mixing bowl spoons,and spatulas,for sample
homogenization;

f. pocket tape, in 0.1 ft increments;

g. sample containersand preservatives,as specifiedin Table
I, for the parametersof interestspecifiedin applicable
projectplans;

h. sample labels,custody seals,chain of custody forms, sample
analysisrequestforms, samplecoolers, packagingmaterials,
and shippingdocumentsas requiredby ERD SOP 11.3, "Sample
Chain of Custody,Packaging,and Handling"(EG&G, 1992a);

i. personalprotectiveequipment,as specifiedfor potential
site conditionsby the site HASP;
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j. decontaminationwaste storage containers,labels,and forms
as describedin ERD SOP 11.1.10, "Collection,Handling,and
Disposal of Waste Materialsfrom EnvironmentalDrillingand
SamplingOperations"(EG&G, 1992b);and

k. copies of applicablefield samplingplans, SAPs, HASPs,
QAPjPs includedin the SAP, or other projectplans, as well
as field log books (see Section 2.10),blank safe work
permit forms (if available),daily field activityreport
forms,organizedin a weather-resistantportablefile box;
and

I. portablehand held gasolinepoweredauger.

2.7 Calibration

Measuringand test equipmentused in the implementationof this
procedurethat requirescalibrationand maintenancein compliance
with SectionQP-12 of QPP-149 (EG&G, 1991a) includescombustible
gas monitorsand OVAs/OVMs;field calibrationby users shall also
be requiredfor such equipmentas specifiedby ERD SOP 11.10.2,
"OccupationalHealthMonitoring"(EG&G, 1992c). All sampling
equipment,bowls, spoons,spatulasand other equipmentthat could
potentiallycontactsamplematerialsshall be decontaminatedafter
each use in compliancewith ERD SOP 11.8, "FieldDecontamination
of SamplingEquipment"(EG&G,1991d),or the decontamination
proceduresapplicableto the facility in which the work is being
performed.

2.8 Transportation

Transportationof equipmentwill normallyrequirethe use of a
cargo van, pickup,light or meduim-dutyflatbedtruck, or other
vehicle. Final selectionwill be determinedby the type and
amount of equipmentthat is required in the field.

2.9 Procedure

2.9.1 DecontaminationRequirements

All samplingequipmentand ancillaryitems that may come in
direct contactwith the sample shall be decontaminatedby
the assigned Field Team Member prior to use in compliance
with ERD SOP 11.8, "Field Decontaminationof Sampling
Equipment"(EG&G, lggld). All decontaminationwastes should
be collectedand characterizedfor disposal as requiredby
ERD SOP 11.1.10,"Collection,Handling,and Disposal,of
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2.9.2 Sample Quantities,Types, and DocumentationRequirements

Soil samplesshall be collectedin the quantitiesand types
specifiedin site-specificproject plans. A chronological
record of all samplingactivitiesshall be maintainedin
compliancewith ERD SOP 11.2, "Field Log Books" (EG&G,
1992e). All samples shall be transferredto the analytical
laboratoryspecifiedin governingQAPjPsor other site-
specificprojectplans under the formalchain of custody
controlsspecifiedin ERD SOP 11.3, "Chainof Custody,
Packaging,and Handling"(EG&G, 1992a). The required
analysesshall be specifiedon the chain of custody form
and/or the sample analysisrequest form providedby the
analyticallaboratory,as noted in ERD SOP 11.3.

2.9.3 Sample ContainerSelection

Table I providesguidanceon the type and minimum size of
the sample container,preservationrequirements,storageand
handlingrequirements,and maximum holdingtimes for the
most commonanalyses performedon soil samplesfrom
environmentalinvestigationsat the INEL. All sample
containersmust be properlycleaned and preparedby the
analyticallaboratoryor containersupplier;container
packagesor preparedshuttlesfrom the laboratoryshould be
receivedonsitewith custody seals intact. Cleanliness
certificationsfor factory-preparedcontainersshall be
identifiableto the shippinglot received,and shall be
forwardedto the projectQA records in compliancewith
governingQPP or QAPjP requirements.

2.9.4 General Requirementsfor SubsurfaceSampling

All subsurfacedrilling-basedsamplingshall be conductedin
conjunctionwith the requirementsof ERD SOP 11.6, "Drilling
and Installationof MonitoringWells" (EG&G,1991e) and/or
ERD SOP 11.3.1,"Test BoreholeDrilling and Geologic
Logging" (EG&G,1992e),as applicableto the sampling
activity. Samplingshall start at the ground surfaceand
continue at depth intervalsspecifiedin the site-specific
projectplan. For auger drilling rigs, drive tube/split
barrel/splitspoon samplesshall be collectedsequentially
at 5 foot depth intervalsor as specifiedin the applicable
site specificSAP or other project plan. For wireline or
other coring arrangements,interbedsamplesshall be
collectedwith a decontaminatedcore sampleras appropriate
based on stratigraphyand as directedby the Field Team
Leader. When any sampler is removedfrom the borehole,care
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shall be exercisedwhen handling the sampleror breakingthe
drill rods, as such jarringmay result in loss of all or a
portionof the sample. Proceduresfor managing poor
recoveryshall be reviewedby the FieldTeam Leader with the
drilling supervisorprior to initiatingdrilling and
sampling activities. If any sample is lost or <_50%
recovery is realized,the followingminimumsteps shall be
taken.

i. The Field Team Member shall confirmthat the
appropriatesamplecatcher are in operatingorder.

2. The boring shall be advancedto the bottom of last
sample intervaland a second sampleattemptmade after
consideringadjustmentsto the samplingmethod,which
may includevaryingthe frequencyof blows used to
advancethe sampler,in combinationwith the following
options-

a. if split tube or drive tube samplersare being
used, lettingthe sampler"rest"after being
driven to the appropriatesample interval;note
that in all cases requiringthe use of a split-
tube or Californiasampler,the sampler shall be
routinelydriven 18 inchesfrom the bottom of
the specifiedsampling interval,with blow
counts recorded for each 6-inch section;

b. advancingthe sampler hydraulically,rather than
drivingwith a hammer;

c. varying the sample catcherdesign;or

d. replacingthe samplerdrive shoe.

3. Adjust the rate or volume of circulationair; high
pressuresmay wash away weak, soft, or unconsolidated
material,preventingit from enteringthe core barrel.
Dischargeat the top of the casing should be observed
for evidenceof destructionto the core. Observation
of rock chips insteadof powderedrock indicates
washing and excessivebit pressure.

If poor recoverycontinues,the Field Team Leader and
the drilling supervisorshall contactthe Project
Managerfor directionor refer to the direction
provided in applicablesite-specificproject plans.
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All samplesshall be inspectedand loggedby the Field Team
Member. The soil shall be classifiedaccordingto
proceduresspecifiedin the governingsite-specificproject
plan and recordedon the appropriategeologiclog as
specifiedin ERD SOP 11.3.1,"Test BoreholeDrilling and
GeologicLogging" (EG&G,1992e). Sample-specific
characteristicssuch as odor, staining,or oily sheen should
be noted on the geologic log. When specifiedby the site-
specificHASP and applicableproject plan, collectedsamples
shall be surveyedby Health Physics (HP)personnelfor alpha
and gross beta-gammaactivity,and by appropriatevolatile
organicsmonitoringdevices in compliancewith ERD
SOP 11.10.2,"OccupationalHealth Monitoring"(EG&G, 1992c)
if volatileorganicsare part of the parametersof interest
in the investigation.All readingsshall be documentedin
the field log book in compliancewith ERD SOP 11.2, "Field
Log Books" (EG&G,1992d)and on the associatedgeologic log
at the correspondingdepth.

If radiologicalsurvey readingsare _>100cpm above
background(beta-gamma)or if any alpha is detectedwith
field instrumentation,appropriateradiologicalcontrols
shall apply to the samplehandling and shipmentprocess as
describedin the site-specificHASP, governingproject
plans, and ERD SOP 11.3, "Chainof Custody,Sample Handling,
and Packaging"(EG&G, 1992a).

Sample materialshall be extractedfrom the sampler and
transferredto the appropriatecontainers,which are
specifiedby analyticalcategoryin Table I. Chain of
custodycontrolsshall be implementedimmediatelyupon
transferof sample materialsto the containers,in
compliancewith ERD SOP 11.3 (EG&G, 1992a). Holding times
shall be consideredto have begun when each sample container
is closed; sample numberscorrespondingto those entered on
the chain of custody forms shall be enteredinto the field
log book.

2.9.5 SubsurfaceSoil SampleAcquisitionMethods

Subsurfacesoil sample acquisitionmethodsshall be as
specifiedby applicableprojectplans or by the Project
Manager, and shall be implementedby the Field Team Leader
and/or Field Team Member,as specifiedtherein. Several
routinemethodsare describedbelow:
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a. Split-TubeSamplingMethod: The samplinghorizonmay
be exposedby any drillingtechniquethat will produce
suitablewall clearancefor insertionof the sampler.
Depth to the sample horizonshall be measuredusing
the combinedlengthsof the downholetools, drill rod
or auger flight lengths,and amount of stickupabove
the drill collar. Particularattentionmust be paid
to the calculateddepth to ensurethat the sampler
(see Figure I) is restingon the desired sample
interval. Samplerdiameter selectionshall be based
on geologicloggingobservations. 2-inch diameter
samplersare appropriatefor nonlithifiedclays,
silts, sands and fine gravels;4- or 6-inch samplers
shall be selectedfor zones with coarse gravels and
cobbles,or when larger sample volumesare required.
Samplersshall be driven to the depth specifiedin the
projectspecificplan or 18 incheswith the drive
weight (notingthe weight of the hammer being used);
blow counts for the first 18 inchesof penetration
shall be recordedin 6-inch increments,counted,and
recordedon the Borehole Log. The downhole bit or
auger,the split tube sampler,liners and the spatulas
or spoonsshall be decontaminatedprior to use in
compliancewith ERD SOP 11.8, "FieldDecontamination
of SamplingEquipment" (EG&G,1991d).

b. Thin-Walled("Shelby")Tube SamplingMethod: This
method is normallyused to obtain undisturbedsamples
of cohesivesoils or sludges. Any drilling technique
is acceptableto expose the samplinghorizonprovided
that sufficientclearanceis presentto permit
insertionof the samplingequipment. Depth
measurementsshall be based on cumulativemeasurements
of drill rods or auger flights,downholetool length,
and amount of stick up at the drill collar.
Particularattentionmust be paid to the depth
calculationsto ensure that the sampler is restingon
the desired sample interval. The sample tube is
attachedto an appropriateShelby head subassembly,
which is then connectedto the drill rods or auger
flights,and insertedto a maximumof 15 tube
diametersby steady pressurewith no rotation.
Dependingupon soil conditions,the tube shall be left
in place for 5-10 minutesto dissipatenegative
pressureprior to withdrawalof the tube. Depending
on project-specificrequirements,the sample tube may
be capped,labeled,sealed,and routed to cognizant
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EG&G shippingauthorityand the laboratoryin
compliancewith SOP 11.3, "Chainof Custody,Sample
Handling,and Shipping"(EG&G,1992a). Alternately,
the samplemay be exposedat the surface,removedwith
a stainlesssteel spatulaand transferredto a
suitablecontainerafter visualexamination. The
downholedrillingtool, insertiontool, sampletube,
and stainlessspatula shall be decontaminatedprior to
use in compliancewith ERD SOP 11.8, "Field
Decontaminationof SamplingEquipment"(EG&G, 1991d).

c. Drive Tube (Ring-linedBarrel or "California")
SamplingMethod: This method may be used to obtain
environmentalsamples,and is especiallyappropriate
when volatileorganiccompoundsare among the analytes
of interest. The samplinghorizonmay be exposedby
any drillingmethod that will producesuitablewall
clearancefor insertionof the sampler (see Figure 2).
Depth to the sample horizonshall be measured using
the combinedlengthsof the downholetools, drill rod
or auger flight lengths,minus the amount of stick up
above the drill collar. Particularattentionmust be
paid to the depth calculationsto ensure that the
sampler is restingon the desiredsample interval.
Samplersshall be driven to the intervalspecifiedin
the SAP or 18 inches (if not specified)with a surface
or downholedrive weight assembly (note the weight of
the hammerbeing used in the field log). If required
by project-specificrequirements,blow counts of the
first 18 inchesof penetrationsshall be counted and
recorded in 6-inch incrementson the borehole log.
The samplershall be retrievedand carefully
disassembled. Trim the soil flush with the sampling
barrelwith the stainlesssteel spatula,and remove
the sample-filledrings. Place each ring in a
suitablecontainerand cap and seal with clean plastic
caps at both ends. Downholesamplersand stainless
steel spatulasshall be decontaminatedprior to use;
excess samplematerial shall be collectedand disposed
of in compliancewith ERD SOP 11.1.10,"Collection,
Handling,and Disposalof Waste Materialsfrom
EnvironmentalDrillingand SamplingOperations"(EG&G,
1992b).

d. Wirelineand Lined Double-WallCore Barrel Method:
Wirelinemethodsare preferredfor the acquisitionof
samplesin the sediment interbedscommonly found
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d. Wirelineand LinedDouble-WallCore Barrel Method:
Wirelinemethodsare preferredfor the acquisitionof
samples in the sediment interbedscommonly found
betweenbasalt flows at the INEL. The sediment
horizonshall be exposed using the coring methods
described in ERD SOP 11.3.1,"Test BoreholeDrilling
and Geologic Logging"(EG&G, 1992e),and the driller
shall be instructedto conduct a samplingrun.
Interbedsamplesshall be collectedwith a
decontaminatedlined dual-wallcore samplerwith Lexan
or steel liner as specifiedby the site-specific
projectplan, oY as directed by the ProjectManageror
Field Team Leader. If a Lexan inner barrel liner is
used, it may not be necessaryto remove the sample
material for transferto a samplecontainer. If
permittedby the site-specificprojectplans, the
sample may be left undisturbed,the Lexan tube trimmed
with a hacksaw,and the ends sealedwith plastic caps
and duct tape. Samplesso preparedmay be subcoredif
potentialcontaminationof the sampleis a primary
concern,or if specialatmospheresor sample transfer
situationsare necessary. If Lexan liners are not
used, the samplematerialshall be removedusing
stainlesssteel spoonsor a stainlesssteel spatula
and transferredto a suitablecontainerafter visual
examination. The downhole drillingtool, insertion
tool, sample tube, and stainlesssteel spatula shall
be decontaminatedprior to use in compliancewith ERD
SOP 11.5, "FieldDecontaminationof Sampling
Equipment"(EG&G,1991d).

e. Other methodsmay be outlined in projectspecific
documentation.

2.9.6 Acquisitionof SurfaceSamples

Surface samplesmay be acquiredfrom the ground surface,
from containersof cuttings,or from test pits exposedwith
backhoes or shovels. Sample acquisitionmethods to be
implementedby the Field Team Member and/orField Engineer
may be selectedfrom the following,as appropriate,for the
soils being sampledand as specificallydirected by site-
specificprojectplans or the ProjectManager:

a. Thief Sampler: The thief sampler(see Figure 3)
consistsof two slottedconcentricstainlesssteel
tubes with pointedtip; the innertube may be rotated
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its slots. To take a sample,close the samplerand
insert it into the soil to the desired sampling
interval. Rotatethe inner tube to open the sampler,
and tap to introducea flow of soil into the interior.
Close the sampler,withdraw it from the soil, and lay
it horizontallywith the slots facing upward. Remove
the inner tube and transfer the sample to the
appropriatecontainer.

b. SamplingTrier: The samplingtrier (see Figure 4)
should be used in sticky solid soils with a particle
size less than one half of the trier diameter; insert
the trier intothe sampling intervalat an
approximately45 degree angle,and rotate the handle
360 degreesto cut a core of material. Withdrawthe
trier with the concave side up, and transferthe
samplematerialto an appropriatecontainer.

c. Hand Auger: Hand augers should be used in hard packed
soils or sediments. Insertthe auger through the
catchpanat the desired samplinglocationand auger to
the requiredinterval. Withdrawthe auger and
transferthe samplematerial in the catchpan (or that
may have adheredto the auger surface)to an
appropriatecontainer.

d. Grab Samples" When permittedby site-specificproject
plans, grab samplesmay be taken with a decontaminated
shovel or trowel and directlytransferredto an
appropriatecontainer.

2.10 Data Reduction,Calculations,and Reporting

The Field Team Leader is responsiblefor completionof all
documentationand for final delivery to the ERD ARDC. Records
requiredas the resultof soil samplingactivitiesincludethe
following'

a. bound field log books providinga chronologicalrecord of
all drill site monitoringactivities,prepared in compliance
with ERD SOP 11.2, "Field Log Books" (EG&G,1992e);

b. chain of custodyforms,completed in compliancewith the
requirementsof ERD SOP 11.3, "Chainof Custody, Sample
Handling,and Packaging"(EG&G, 1992a);and
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c. copies of all safework permits.

All recordsshall be routed to the projectQA recordsfiles as
specifiedby governingQAPjPs or QPPs.

3. DEFINITIONS

Surface sample refers to a sampletaken from the land surfacedown to a
depth of 6 inches,unless otherwisedefined in governingSAPs or other
project plans.

4. REFERENCES

ASTM, 1991;Annual Book of ASTM Standards;AmericanSociety for Testing
and Materials,Philadelphia,Pennsylvania.

EG&G, 1991a;qualityProgramPlan for the EnvironmentalRestoration
Program, QPP-149;EG&G Idaho,Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

EG&G 1991b;ProgramDirective1.3, "EmployeeTraining";EG&G Idaho,
Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

EG&G, 1991c;StandardOperatingProcedure11.1, "Preparationof
EnvironmentalStandardOperatingProcedures";EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho
Falls, Idaho.

EG&G, 1991d;StandardOperatingProcedure11.5, "FieldDecontamination
of Sampling Equipment";EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

EG&G, 1991e;StandardOperatingProcedure11.6, "Drillingand
Installationof MonitoringWells";EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

EG&G, 1992a;StandardOperatingProcedure11.3, "Chainof Custody,
Sample Handling,and Packaging";EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

i

EG&G, 1992b;StandardOperatingProcedure11.1.10,"Collection,
Handling, and Disposal of Waste Materialsfrom EnvironmentalDrilling
and SamplingOperations";EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

EG&G, 1992c;StandardOperatingProcedure11.10.2,"OccupationalHealth
Monitoring";EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

EG&G, 1992d;StandardOperatingProcedure11.2, "FieldLog Books";EG&G
Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.
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Open Shoe F Head Rollpin

l l
G .._-- A----._ diameter)Tube

B ............ ,-

Notes:

A= 1.0 to 2.0 in. (25 to 50 mm)

B - 18.0 to 30.0 in, (0.457 to 0.762 m)
C = 1.375 ± 0.005 - 0.00 in. (34.93 + 0.13 ram)

D = 1,50 ± 0.05 - 0.00 in. (38.1 :t:1.3 - 0.0 mm)

E - 0,10 ± 0.02 in. (2.54.± 0.25 mm)
F = 2.00 ± 0.05 - 0,00 In. (50.8 + 1.3 - 0.0 mrn)
G = 16.0' to 23.0'

The 1 1/2 in. (38 mrn) Insidediameter splitbarrelmay be used wi[ha 16-gage wall thicknesssplit

liner. The penetratingend of the drive shoemay be slightly'rounded,Metal or plasticretainers

may be used to retain soil samples.

Source: ASTM D-1586 (ASTM, 1991)

FIQURE I
SPLIT TUBE SAMPLER
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Thin-Walled--
'41-""Extensionof --_1

.<.._......_:hD: _ =,_ J'_'-'_ Sampler..... _ '_,LVentH°le.L / _ ' L_

--Barrel VenlHole1/2" (13me) minimum

Shoe >1

Notes:

1. Insideclearanceratio- (D1- De)/De
2. Dimensionaltoleranceof D1= :!:0.003in(±0.0Bmm)

Source: ASTH D-3550 (ASTM, 1991)

FIGURE2
RINGLINEDBARREL("CALIFORNIA")SAMPLER
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J

.....:J

!

60-1 O0 cm

i

_ 1.27-2.54 cm

Source: SW-846 (EPA, 1986)

FIGURE 3
THIEF SAMPLER
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5.08-7.62 cm

_1_
( _ _

l- (48-72")

\;, C'h,.v

i

80-1O0cm

J

1.27-2.54 cm
I

Sou_--:e: _lf-e46 (_&, 1986)

FIGURE4
SAMPLINGTRIER
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TABLE 1

SAMPLE CONTAINERS, PRESERVATION REQUIREMENTS,

AND HOLDING TIMES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SOIL SAMPLES

i ,,,. , ,,... ,

ANALYS IS CONTAINER PRESERVATION HOLD ING T_ME 1
,iii , ,., ,. . i i,

Anions, water 4 oz., P Cool, 4'C, do no_ 28 days except nitrate and

extractable freeze nitrite, which are 14 days

(Sulfate, Nitrate,

NitriEe, Bromide,

Fluoride, phosphate ) ...............

Ammonia as N 4 oz., P Cool, 4'C, do not 28 days

freeze
. ..... i ,i,

Sulfide 4 oz., P Cool, 4'C, do not 28 days

freeze
,,,,.,, ,i, i ...

Cyanide 4 oz., P Cool, 4'C, do not 14 days
freeze

,,, ,, ,, ,,,,, , ,, ,,, ,, , ,,, , , , ,, ,,,,

Oil and grease (freon 4 oz., G Cool, 4"C, do no_ 28 days

extractable) .............. freeze .......

Total Organic Carbon 4 oz., G Cool, 4'C ...... 28 days

Metals except mercury 4 oz, P none required 6 months

and chromium VI
.. ,, , ,,, , ,. , ,,

Chromium VI (water 4 oz, P none required 6 months before extraction,

.extractable} .... 24 hours after extraction

Mercury 4 oz, P none required 28 days

Volatile Organics Two 2 oz., G, teflon- Cool, 4"C, do no_ 7 days

lined cap, with freeze

minimum headspece ........

Semivolatile Organics 8 oz, G, teflon lined Cool, 4'C, do no_ 7 days until extraction, 40

cap freeze days to analysis
i,. i,,ii ,.iiw,, i. i, ,,.,

Pesticide/PCBe 8 oz, G, teflon lined Cool, 4"C, do not 7 days until extraction, 40

.... cap ..... freez e . days to analysis

Herbicides 8 oz, G, teflon lined Cool, 4"C, do not 7 days until extraction, 40

cap , . , freeze days to analysis ,,

Phosphate Pesticides 8 oz, G, teflon lined Cool, 4"C, do not 7 days until ex_ractlon, 40

cap .. freez e ...... days to analysis ....

Dioxins/Furans 8 oz, G, teflon lined Cool, 4"C, do not 7 days until extraction, 40

.... cap . freeze .....days to analysis

Radionuclldes 8 oz, P none required 6 months or 5 half-llves,

wblcbever is less
,,,,, , , ,,

P - Polyethylene

" Glass
Sources: Test Methods for Evaluatlnq Solld Waste (SW-846) (EPA, 1986) and 40 CFR 136.3, Table II.



Standard Operating Procedure

Hydrolab Operation

Procedure: Calibration and Operation of the Hydrolab Surveyor II for pH, temperature, and

conductivity measurements.

References: Operating Manual, Hydrolab Surveyor II, Hydrolab Corporation, 1986

Description:

Types of Data Collected: Information obtained from this procedure includes measurements
of aqueous samples for pH, temperature, and conductivity. Additional procedures included
in the Hydrolab Operating Manual provide the means for measuring dissolved oxygen,
Oxidation-Reduction Potential, and depth.

Principle of Operation: After calibration procedures are completed, water samples are
collected from the well head (or other water source) and measurements taken for pH,
temperature, and conductivity. If dissolved oxygen and/or ORP measurements are necessary,
they are also carried out assuming proper calibration procedures have been completed for
these parameters. Field measurements for pH, temperature and conductivity will be
collected during both well development and well purging activities to monitor groundwater
quality.

Limitations: There are generally no limitations for the Hydrolab other than instrument
design limitations, if proper calibration, operation and handling are observed. For additional
information, see the Operation Manual for the Hydrolab.

Equipment Needs:

1) System parts: There are five main components to the basic Surveyor II. These are the
display unit, the data cable, the sonde, the sample circulator, and the battery pack (see
operator's manual for component function).

2) Calibration equipment: The following materials and equipment will always be needed
to carry out the calibration operations:

a. The CALIBRATION CUP and CALIBRATION CUP SOFT COVER.

b. A supply of DEIONIZED WATER.

c. A supply of GRANULAR POTASSIUM CHLORIDE REAGENT.

d. The USE of an ANALYTICAL BALANCE.

e. A small supply of QUINHYDRONE REAGENT.



f. BUFFER STANDARDS of pH 4.0, 7.0, 10.0

g. DISSOLVED OXYGEN SENSOR MEMBRANES

h. SCISSORS

i. SOFT PAPER WIPERS (Kleenex)

j. A 1000-MILLILITER VOLUMETRIC FLASK

k. A 500-MILLILITER VOLUMETRIC FLASK

1. A 100-MILLILITER VOLUMETRIC FLASK

m. A VISE (CLAMP) for holding the Sonde included with Surveyor II.

The mechanical items that you will need continuously during calibrations are the VISE (clamp)

and the CALIBRATION CUP and COVER. The vise or clamp stand should be sturdily mounted

to the benchtop near your deionized water supply and preferably near a sink.



Precautions:

Safety Considerations:

1. If the sample media is suspected of or known to contain hazardous and/or
radiologic contaminants, appropriate personal protective equipment and
monitoring will be implemented as outlined in the site specific Health and Safety
Plan.

2. After measurements have been carried out, sample water will be disposed of
properly.

3. All equipment should be decontaminated after each use.

Transportation Considerations: Initial calibrations are often

completed in the laboratory prior to leaving for the field site. In this case, excessive

shock or vibration should be avoided as it can cause cumulative damage to sensitive

system components, as well as negate calibrations. Cushion the instrument from

vibrations.

Special Training Requirements: None

Additional Precautions:

1. Do not let the sensors dry out. This can be avoided by keeping the storage cap,
containing a little water, in place on the sonde.

2. Don't allow the instrument to lie in direct sunshine or in such places as the closed
trunk of a car, particularly in summer, for long periods because the temperatures
inside the sealed Display Unit and Sonde rise to very high levels. This will cause
no permanent damage but the operation of the system may be temporarily
impaired (stability, calibration). Keeping the instrument in ventilated shade will
avoid the heat problem.

3. Very low temperatures should also be avoided. Try to keep the temperatures of
the Display Unit and Sonde higher than -10°C. Temperatures below -500C might
cause damage to vulnerable parts such as the liquid crystal display of the Display
Unit.

Calibration/Standardization:

It is not necessary to wait until you arrive at the field site to calibrate; however, wherever

calibrations are performed, record values in the field log book. It is much easier to do



careful, accurate calibrations under laboratory conditions and the stability of the Surveyor II

is such that it will readily maintain calibration during transportation. If you feel better

checking calibration in the field, do so of course but treat the findings as an intermediate

post-calibration: record the results but do not adjust the system. Adjusting the instrument

in the field destroys the value of the reliable laboratory post-calibration and may lead to loss

of data quality control.

Note: Do not turn the Surveyor II off between calibration steps or your calibration factors

will not be saved. Instructions for saving calibration factors are discussed below.

_: The Surveyor II should be calibrated each time it is taken

into the field. It is, however, not necessary to calibrate the Hydrolab between each

sample.

Who Performs: Field personnel familiar with the calibration and

operation of the Hydrolab.

Criteria for Timing:

Procedures:

Conductivity: The most precise data will be obtained if the Surveyor II

conductivity system is calibrated to fit the characteristics of the waters being

investigated. That is, if measurements are to be made in fresh water, the low

conductivity range of the instrument should be calibrated and the mid and high ranges

ignored. Or, if it is seawater that is being surveyed, the high conductivity range should

be calibrated and the low and mid ranges ignored. (NOTE: The Surveyor II

automatically switches to the range appropriate to the conductive values currently being

measured, so you may have the feeling that there is only ONE range. Actually there

are three: 0-1.5 mmhos/cm, 1.5-15 mmhos/cm, and 15-150 mmhos/cm with the standard

cell; and 0-0.3 mmhos/cm, 0.3-3 mmhos/cm, and 3-30 mmhos/cm with the D-5 cell

attachment in place. If the D-5 cell is required, consult the operating manual.

Standard solutions of potassium chloride salt are used for calibrating the conductive

system of the Surveyor II. For maximum accuracy as well as convenience, it is best to



make up concentrated stock solutions of the salt (1 molar is suggested) and then to

dilute to the concentrations desired. If the stock solution is always made the same, the

weighings are always the same with less chance for number errors. And most

important, there is no necessity for weighing out tiny amounts of KC1 in order to

achieve low concentrations. The conductivity ranges of the Surveyor II instrument have

been so selected that simply by diluting a 1 molar KC1 solution by multiples of 2 and

10, two benchmark solutions can be prepared for each of the low, mid, and high ranges.

For example, the low conductivity range can be calibrated at 1.413 millimhos/cm using a

0.01 molar KC1 solution. To achieve that concentration, dilute the 1.0 molar stock

solution by 10 TWICE. If desired, check the low range at 0.718 millimhos/cm by using

the solution resulting after diluting the 1.413 millimhos/cm solution by two.

A slightly different example would be preparing for seawater measurements. Seawater

conductivities, of course, run in the low 50's millimhos/cm, so it would be best to

calibrate the high range NOT at 111.9 millimhos/cm but at 58.64 miilimhos/cm using the

0.5 molar solution obtained by diluting the stock solution by 2.

Similarly, if you knew that your measurements would most probably lie in the

neighborhood of 0.400 millimhos/cm, the low range would be better calibrated at 0.718

instead of 1.413 millimhos/cm.

In other words, try to calibrate above but as near as possible to the expected data

range. However, if your field data should take an unexpected turn and fall into an

uncalibrated range, don't worry about it. Go ahead and take your readings, calibrate

the range later (post-cal), and correct the readings if required.



LOW RANGE

0 0.718 1.413 mmho/cm

0 0.005M 0.01M conc.

MID RANGE

0 6.668 12.900 mmho/cm

0 0.05M O.1M cone.

HIGH RANGE

0 58.640 111.900 mmho/cm

0 0.SM 1.OM conc.

To make the stock solution, weigh out carefully 74.557 grams of reagent grade KC1.

Wash the KC1 into a 1000 ml volumetric flask and fill to mark with deionized water.

Be sure that the KC1 dissolves completely before use. The conductivity of the stock

solution will be 111.900 millimhos/cm.

TO DILUTE BY 2: Fill the 500 ml volumetric flask to the mark with the solution to

be diluted. Transfer the 500 ml into the clean 1000 ml flask. Fill to the mark with

deionized water.

TO DILUTE BY 10: Fill the 100 mi flask to the mark with the solution to be diluted.

Transfer the contents of the 100 ml flask to the clean 1000 ml flask and fill to the mark

with deionized water.

It is safe to keep the stock solution for a few weeks in a tightly sealed, all-glass

container, but evaporation and contamination should be kept in mind. if there is any

doubt, make a fresh stock solution.

The critical items in the conductivity calibration are TEMPERATURE and KCL

CONCENTRATION. Begin as follows:

1. Prepare the standard KC1 solution whose conductivity will lie near the top of the
range of your measurements.



2. Without removing the calibration cup, rinse the inside of the cup and sensor array
several times with deionized water. If your deionized water comes from a tap,
remove the sonde from the vise and hold the calibration cup under the tap.

3. Fill the calibration cup about 2/3 with your standard. Cover the cup and shake the
Sonde to flush the sensors thoroughly with the standard. Discard the standard in
the calibralion cup and repeat. Discard the second portion of standard. This
procedure is to insure that the concentration of the standard in the cup is what
you want it to be.

5. Put the Sonde in the vise, cup up.

6. Fill the cup to within about a centimeter of the top with standard. Be sure that no
bubbles are trapped in the bores of the sensor.

7. Switch to TEMPerature. You should find it quite stable by now.

8. Switch to CONDuctivity. Use the SLOPE control to adjust the displayed reading
to the value of your standard.

9. The conductivity system is calibrated.

pH calibration: Except in certain special situations, pH buffer solutions are the

universal standards for pH calibration. There are buffers available with values over

virtually the whole pH range, but the ones used the most have (at 25°C) the pH values

4.0, 7.0, and 10.0. Supplied in powder form, buffers should be prepared with deionized

water according to the instructions provided. Buffer solutions will keep for a few weeks

at room temperature and so can be made up and stored for calibration purposes.

For best precision, you should calibrate for the range of pH values expected in the

field. That is, for high pH waters calibrate at 7.0 and 10.0. For acid water, calibrate at

7.0 and 4.0.

Begin the pH system calibration as follows:

1. With the calibration cup screwed into place, flush the cup and sensors thoroughly
with deionized water. Secure the Sonde in the vise, cup up.

2. Fill the cup with pH 7.0 buffer sufficient to cover the membrane of the DO
.sensor. This is IMPORTANT because the DO sensor plays an indirect but
essential part in the pH measurement.



3. Allow a minute or two for thermal equilibration. The importance of thermal
equilibrium to measurements can hardly be overstated, not only during calibration
but also during measurements in the field.

4. Switch to pH. Now use the ZERO CONTROL to set the displayed value to 7.
CAUTION: Be sure to use the ZERO control. The slope control will not have
the correct effect.

5. Pour out the 7.0 buffer and flush the sensors with deionized water. CAUTION:
It is hard to resist saving the buffer solutions used for calibration and if very
careful, they can be retained and used a couple of times without causing errors.
But dilution and cross-contamination should be kept in mind as sources of trouble.
Whenever in doubt, mix fresh buffers.

6. Fill the cup with pH 4.0 (or pH 10.) buffer (cover the DO sensor) and allow a
couple of minutes for equilibration.

7. Use the SLOPE CONTROL to adjust the displayed reading to 4.0 (or 10.0).

8. Remove the 4.0 (or 10.0) buffer, flush the sensors, and check the reading with the
7.0 buffer once more.

9. The reading at 7.0 should have changed little if at all. If it did change slightly,
repeat steps (5) through (8).

10. That completes the pH calibration.

Saving Calibration Settings: Now that the Surveyor II has been given

all of the calibration information via the ZERO and SLOPE CONTROLS, it is

necessary to tell the instrument to store the information in its permanent memory for

use during all of the measurements to follow. Again, do not turn the instrument OFF

until the calibration factors have been saved. To do this:

FIRST SET THE FUNCTION SWITCH TO 'BAT"F', THEN

PUSH BOTH CONTROL SWITCHES, SIMULTANEOUSLY, AWAY FROM THE

DISPLAY (TOWARD YOU).

WAIT UNTIL THE WORD 'SAVE' APPEARS IN THE DISPLAY

This SAVING operation MUST be done at the end of the calibration procedure,

everytime. If it is not done, the instrument will use old calibration information from the

last SAVE, introducing systematic errors into data that would otherwise be correct.

Calibration of the Surveyor II is finished.



2. Remove the calibration cup from the Sonde, half fill the storage cup with
deionized water or tap water and screw it onto the Sonde (snugly so that it won't
leak).

Installation: None

Operating Procedures:

Moving to the Field: In transporting the Surveyor II, there are three

things to be concerned about:

Drying-out of the sensors

Extreme temperatures

Vibration and shock

The first of these won't happen if care is taken to keep the storage cup, containing a

little water, in place on the Sonde.

Don't allow the instrument to lie in direct sunshine or in such places as the closed trunk

of a car, particularly in summer, for long periods because the temperatures inside the

sealed Display Unit and Sonde rise to very high levels. This will cause no permanent

damage but the operation of the system may be temporarily impaired (stability,

calibration). Keeping the instrument in ventilated shade will avoid the heat problem.

Very low temperatures should also be avoided. Try to keep the temperatures of the

Display Unit and sonde higher than -10*C. Temperatures below -50"C might cause

damage to vulnerable parts such as the liquid crystal display of the Display Unit.

Excessive shock and vibration can cause cumulative damage to the parts of the system.

Never, for instance, carry the instrument loose in the bed of a truck or van. Similarly,

nodes of extreme vibration sometimes develop at places in small boats powered by

outboard engines. Cushion the instrument from these vibrations.

Field Operations: When you are to the point where you are ready to

begin measurements.



1. Remove the storage cup from the Sonde and screw on the circulator in its place.

2. Connect the Circulator to the socket of the data cable.

3. Collect water sample.

4. Place the Sonde in the water, set the Display Unit switch to the desired parameter.

As far as the Surveyor II goes, there is only one item that you have to really

concentrate on during field measurements: THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM. With the

exception of DEPTH and BATI', all of the measurements are functions of temperature.

These functions are stored in the Display Unit, and it is programmed to correct for

them before displaying the data. The corrections are based upon the assumption that

all of the sensors are at the same temperature as that of the water. If that equilibrium

condition is not met, errors will creep into the displayed data values.

Thermal equilibrium is always lost for a brief time whenever the environs of the Sonde

change. This will be true when the Sonde is first put into the water and whenever it is

moved into cooler or warmer regions of the water column. All that you have to do to

avoid errors from this cause is to wait for equilibrium to return before taking your

reading. You can judge this by watching the display. In general, the DISSOLVED

OXYGEN sensor is the slowest to match its temperature to that of the water, so watch

the DO reading. When it has just about stopped changing (changing very slowly) it's

time to read all of the parameter values. (If you are not sure that you are allowing

enough time for equilibration, take readings at the same location both as the Sonde is

lowered and again as it is recovered. If the descending and ascending readings at

corresponding depths differ consistently, you are most likely reading quicker than

conditions allow.)

If it becomes necessary to verify calibration in the field, check each parameter by

measuring appropriate standards just as you did during the laboratory calibration. But

DO NOT USE THE CALIBRATION CONTROLS TO ADJUST THE

INSTRUMENT. Just note down the readings vs the standards used. If something has

indeed changed, use these readings to make corrections later. But waiting for the

results of the post-calibration before disturbing instrument settings avoids confusion and

helps with overall data quality control.



It sometimes happens, with conductivity, for example, that values actually encountered

in the field unexpectedly fall outside of the range that was calibrated for initially. That

is nothing to worryabout. Go ahead with the readings and, during post-calibration, use

an additional standard to extend the range to include the unexpected readings. Correct

the data as required.

When measurements are complete or are to be interrupted for any reason, disconnect

and remove the circulator. Screw the storage cup 1/2 filled with clean water onto the

Sonde to avoid dryout of the sensors.

Post Calibration:

1. Do post-calibration before doing any sensor maintenance.

2. Follow the same procedure used in the initial calibration preferably using the same
equipment and standard solutions, but do not adjust the instrument using the
calibration controls.

3. Simply write down the final readings of the standards and make them part of the
data documents.

The value of the post-calibration results lies in what they can tell you about what

happened to the sensors since the initial calibration. If the post-cal readings duplicate

the values of the standards, you can be confident that the sensors were responding

properly to conditions in the water. On the other hand, if one or more of the post-cal

readings is out of tolerance, suspect:

1. An error in either the initial or post-calibration. Such things as having forgotten
to SAVE the calibration information, using contaminated or deteriorated
standards, or failure to allow for thermal equilibration could be the trouble.

2. Sensor fouling. Check the appearance of the sensors for stains or coatings: oils,
clays, precipitates, fibrous material, biological material, etc.

3. Instrument malfunction. Check battery voltage. Check for sensor damage. See
Malfunctions, Section 4.

Common Problems and Solutions: See Operator's Manual

Special Maintenance:



Servicin_ the Sensors: In the interests of efficiency, you will want

to spend a minimum of time servicing sensors. But at the same time, the hours spent in

the field have to produce high quality data. What, then, is the right amount of servicing

effort? Try deciding upon the basis of a careful visual examination of the sensors, the

results of the post-calibration, and the behavior of the instrument in the field.

If the instrument is responsive and stable in the field, the post-cal measurements are all

in tolerance, and visual inspection (made after quick cleanup) reveals no problems, then

the quick cleaning described below is all that is required.

On the other hand, irregular behavior in the measurement of any parameter in the

field, out-of-tolerance post-cal measurements, or visible trouble signs will help you

decide exactly where and what additional work is needed. Information on servicing the

instrument can be found in the Operations Manual.

QUICK CLEANUP: Always begin sensor servicing simply by cleaning away silt, oils

and greases, and soluble compounds. To do that quickly:

1. Fill the storage cup 1/2 with warm detergent solution and screw it onto the sonde.

2. Shake the sonde vigorously to wash the sensors in the detergent solution.

3. Use a cotton-tipped swab and detergent solution to dislodge remaining foreign
matter. Be sure that the threaded area and rubber sealing ring of the sonde
endcap are free of grit.

4. Rinse the sensors and sonde endcap with tap or deionized water.

5. Visually check the sensor array for any of the following signs of trouble:

(a) Slack, wrinkled, or perforated DO sensor membrane

(b) Bubbles in the electrolyte under the DO membrane

(c) Obstructions (other than the electrodes) inside the bores of the conductivity
cell block

(d) Evidence of coatings or precipitates on pH, reference, ORP, or DO sensors,
conductivity electrodes

6. If this is to conclude servicing (field performance, post-cal, visual all satisfactory),
half fill the storage cup with water and screw it onto the sonde.

7. To do further servicing, see the appropriate sections in the operator's manual.



CAUTION: The glass pH electrode is VERY vulnerable to accidental damage while

other sensors or parts of the system are being worked on. Make it a habit always to

protect the electrode by slipping a piece of flexible, thick-walled tubing (Tygon) over it

during servicing operations.

Data Recorded in the Field: Field data recorded as part of this procedure includes:

Calibration information for temperature, pH, and conductivity (if done in field),
including manufacturer and lot number of all calibration standards.

Date and time of calibration

Date and time of field measurements

Values measured for pH, temperature, and conductivity

Post calibration readings

Sampling site identification and pertinent sampling information (i.e. volume of
purge water for which sample was collected, etc.).

Data Reduction: None if field measurements fall within calibration limits. If field

values are outside calibration limits, connections to the data are made after post

calibration procedures are; completed.

Data Reoortinlz:_

Units: pH: standard units

Temperature: degrees C

Conductivity: mmhos/cm

Dissolved oxygen: mg/l

Precision: see operators manual

Accuracy: see operators manual

Comments: see operators manual

General QA/QC comments: None
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ENVIRONMENTAL TITLE: OPERATIONOF NEUTRONMOISTUREPROBE
STANDARDOPERATING
PROCEDURESMANUAL NUMBER:WAG7-SOP-13,2.1 ISSUE DATE: 07/06/92

1.0 PURPOSEANDSCOPE INFORMATIONONLY

This procedure provides genera] instructions to operate the Campbell
Pacific Hydroprobe neutron moisture probe (hydroprobe) used to measure
soil moisture profiles.

The hydroprobe depends on the ability of hydrogen to slow fast neutrons.
A fast neutron source (50 mCi Americium-Z41/Beryllium) and a slow
neutron detector are lowered downa pre-drilled and cased hole. The
fast neutrons are slowed by the hydrogen in the soil water, and the
resultant slow neutrons are counted by the detector. The count is then
correlated with soil moisture content.

2.0 PROCEDURE

2.1 Prerequisites

Training is required before using or operating the hydroprobe. This
training is explained in section 2.4.

Hydroprobe access tubes must be installed in the soil prior to
hydroprobe use.

2.2 Ouality Assurance/quality Control

There are no specific quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC)
requirements except for obtaining the standard count which is described
in section 2.7 and Table 1.

2.3 Health and Safety Requirements

Activities conducted according to this procedure shall be in compliance
with an investigation-specific Health and Safety Plan and Safe Work
Permit, as required.

The hydroprobe contains a sealed manmade radioactive source (Americium-
241/Beryllium); therefore, the person using this instrument is required
to wear a direct reading dosimeter (DRD) and a thermoluminescent
dosimeter (TLD) with an albedo.

The hydroprobe must be leak tested every six months by the Radioactive
Waste ManagementComplex (RWMC)source custodian to ensure the source is
adequately sealed.

The hydroprobe must be stored in its proper case when not in use and
stored in a secured limited access radioactive storage area with
placards on the entrance designating radiation. The storage area will
be approved by an RWMChealth physics representative.
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_ : 2.4 Training

All personnel must complete a manufacturer's training course or
equivalent course designed to permit and teach a hydroprobe operator to
use the hydroprobe safely, in accordance with applicable legal
restrictions, and accurately obtain the desired field results.

2.5 Precautt ons/Limttations

If the hydroprobe shows any indication of leakage from the source, a
Health Physics Technician (HPT) shall be called immediately to survey
the source.

In the event of the hydroprobe becoming lodged in a hole, no effort
shall be made to forcibly dislodge it as this may shear the cable.

Should the radioactive source be ]ost downa well so it cannot be
retrieved, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) retrieval experts, Radioactive Waste Management
Complex (RWMC)Operations, and RWMCHealth Physics shall be contacted to
decide on acceptable well cementing or capping procedures.

if the hydroprobe is stolen, the person(s) responsible for the source at
that time shall immediately call the Warning Communications Center
(VJCC), the EG&GHydrology Unit Manager, the RWMCOperations Manager, the
NRC, the RWMCHealth Physics work leader, and the Idaho Department of
Health and He]fare ZNELOversight Program Administrator. A list of
appropriate telephone numbers is included in Appendix B.

Other precautions and limitations are covered in the manufacturer's
manual (see Appendix C) and in sections 2.3, 2.8, 2.9 and Table 2, Step
2 of this SOP.

2.6 Materials and Equipment

In addition to the hydroprobe, casing (aluminum, PVC, or iron) for the
soil hole is required. A slotted screwdriver is also necessary for
calibration of the hydroprobe.

2.7 Cal i bratt on/Standardt zatt on

Calibration of the hydroprobe will be in accordance with the
manufacturer's manual (see Appendix C). Calibration shall be performed
using the same type of access tube as used in the field.

Before collecting data, a new "standard count" should be performed and
the updated value entered into the hydroprobe memory. Table 1 provides
step-by-step instructions for recalculating and updating the standard
count.
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2.8 Transportation

The packaging and transport of the source shall be done in accordance
with Department of Transportation (DOT) Regulations. Requirements for
package labeling are in Subpart E of 49 CFR 172 of the DOTregulations.
General requirements for shipping and packaging radioactive material are
in Subpart I of 49 CFR173 of the DOT regulations. The following
procedures shall be Followed when transporting the source.

1. Transport the source in its own DOT-7A container.

2. Lock the source in an enclosed area when not in use.

3. Label contents properly on the source container.

2.9 Procedure Description/Installation

The procedure For operation of the Campbell Pacific Hydroprobe is
described in detail in the manufacturer's manual (see Appendix C). The
operator shall read this manual carefully. The major topics discussed
in the manual are use of personnel monitoring, instructions for use of
the hydroprobe, proper storage of the hydroprobe, instructions for
transporting the hydroprobe, leak testing methodology, and emergency
procedures.

Table 2 provides general instructions for taking moisture readings wtth
the hydroprobe. Appendix A provides an example data worksheet for
recording soil moisture readings with the hydroprobe.

2.10 Data Reduction, Calculations, and Reporting

Hydroprobe count readings will be converted to water content values
using the appropriate calibration curve.

3.0 DEFINITIONS

No terms cited in this procedure require special exp]anation.

4.0 REFERENCES

Campbell Pacific Nuclear Corp., 1984, HydroprobeMoisture Depth G_uqe
_, CPNcorp., 2830 HoweRoad, Martinez, California.
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Table 1. Calculatin( and the standard count.
, i ,, ,, ,, , , , ,,

STEP ACTION COMMENTS
_ ml i i i i i,i ., ii il

1 Transporthydroprobeto field Note Section 2.8 in SOP.
location.

2 Remove adaptorring. Use a slottedscrewdriverto
loosenthe set screw at the
bottomof the hydroprobe--slide
the metal adaptorring out and
set aside.

3 Place hydroprobeon top of Locatethe hydroprobeon the
closed case.a indentedmetal plate attached

to the case for this purpose.
If "READY"is not displayedon
the LCD press the "CLEAR"
button until "READY"appears.

4 Press "STD" button. The currentstandardcount is
shown on the LCD.

5 Press "STEP"button. The current "P" value is shown
on the LCD.

6 Press "STEP"button. The current "CHI SQ" value is
shown on the LCD.

7 Press "STEP"button. "NEW STANDARD??"is displayed.

8 Press "ENTER"button. "COUNTING"is displayed--walK
away (I0 ft or more) until the
count is complete,b

9 Recordnew "STD" count. Displayreads "MS" then the new
count, i.e. MS 5487.

10 Press "STEP"button then record The new "P" value is shown on
new "P" value, the LCD.

11 Press "STEP"button then record The new "CHI SQ" value is shown
new "CHI SQ" value, on the LCD.

12 Press "STEP"button. New standard is redisplayed,c

13 Press "ENTER"button. Updatesthe currentstandardto
"new" standard.

14 Replaceadaptorring. Insertring into set screw.

15 The hydroprobeis now ready to
take soil moisturereadings. ...............
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a. A standard count should be conducted more than 10 ft from hydrogen sources•
The case should be placed on the bare ground when possible and away from
vehicles.

b. Counting is indicated by audible "beeps" as the new standard is calculated.
The process requires about 6 minutes.

c. The LCDdisplay Is in a loop at this point, showtng STD, P, and CHI SQ
values as the STEPbutton is pressed.

°
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Table 2. Instructionsfor takingHydroprobesoil moisturereadings.li_ i _ ,_i i i i i,ll i _i i, iH "i Ti i i ' ii

STEP ACTION COMMENTS
ill ii i i| i H,|, i

1 Calculateand update See Table I.
standardcount.

2 Insertdummy probe. Before each use the access
tube shall be tested for
water and obstructionsby
runningthe dummy probe to
full depth. The hydroprobe
shall be used in a dry
access tube.

3 Place Hydroprobeon access If "READY"is not displayed
tube. on the LCD press "CLEAR"

until "READY"is shown.
4 Lower Probe to bottom of

tube.

5 Press "START"button. "COUNTING"is displayedon
the LCD. Readingis
obtained in less than one
minute.

6 Record reading.

7 Raise probe to next depth."

8 Press "START"button.

9 Record reading.

10 Repeat steps 7 throughg. Until all depths are
recorded.

11 Return probe to gauge Gently pull the probe into

........ . housing. ........ _ the lockingposition,b

a. Depths are marked in incrementsusing metal markersattachedto the probe
cable. The disk shapedmarkersslip into a slot at the top of the gauge and
supportthe probe at that depth. Care shouldbe taken to keep track of each
depth recorded and ensure the probe is raisedto a new marker after each
count. Beforeeach use, a check should be conductedto ensure that screws
holdingthe markers in place do not come loose,causingthe probe to become
lodged in the accesstube.

b. Problemscan occur when pullingthe probe back into the gauge housing--DO
NOT FORCE IT. While applyinglight pressureon the cable readjustthe gauge
on the accesstube so the holes line up exactly. The probe should slide
smoothlyinto the housing. Press the disk to pull the probe into locking
position. It shouldclick when it locks.
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APPENDIXA
NEUTRONMOISTUREPROBEDATASHEET

DATE....... STD
OPERATOR ,, CHI SQ

P , ,.,,

ACCESS TUBE # DEPTH OF ACCESSTUBE
TIME .... COUNTINGTIME INTERVAL

STOP DEPTH COUNT
(units-_.__)

LL_,, _ --

3
4
5 , ,

6
7
8
9
10
11
12 , ,,

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

o
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APPENDIXB
TELEPHONELIST

CampbellPacificNuclearCorp. (manufacturer) (510) 228-9770
EG&G Idaho HydrologyUnit Manager(Tom Wood) (208) 526-1293
IdahoDepartmentof Health and WelfareINELOversightProgram (208) 334-049B
NRC NuclearMaterialsLicensingSection(WilliamFisher) (817) 860-8100
HydroprobeRadiationSafety Officer (JoelHubbell,EG&G Idaho) (208) 526-1747
RWMC Health Physics (208) 526-2710
RWMC Operations (T. Cline) (208) 526-2767
USGS IdahoOffice (LarryMann/RogerJensen) (208) 526-2158
WarningCommunicationsCenter (WCC) (208) 526-1515
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MANUAL CHANGE NOTICE 503DR

VERSION 503A-230

To take a standardcountpress: S'I'D, step till the gauge displays"NEW S'i'D?"and
press ENTER.

In Format the gauge now allowsa record to contain 0 to 99 keydatasand 0 to 99
re_dings.

Selftesthas been removedfrom the Menu.

While takinga countthe displayshows 'COUNTING'.

- _,?.whiie taking a readingin Log Mode, the displayshowsi"COUNT N', where 'N" is the
' number of the readingas defined in ;ormatand countsdownto "1".

. .;;; .,'-_'._."i:,,,__ ":i '_._ .. ....... '_:_.:_,_ ._. , : ." ."i. '.... "

_e displayedunits,are.: CNT, RAT, PCF, GCC, %V,' IPF_AND CPC. ' , _,

" There are now provisionsfor 16 calibrations.A cal_ration maybe selectedby pressing
STEP until the numberis displayedand pres_!ngENTER as describedpreviouslyor
by selectingdirect!yl e.g. pressCALIB, 12, ENTER to selectthe 12th calibration.

,- : The 'Formatcommandnow displaysthe number of recordsOfstorage afterthe "SET
• FMT?" display. Press ENTERto complete formattingthe gauge.

, . . :.

:. The versiondisplaynow includes'the modelnumber, e.g. "50BA-230".

The printdump formathasbeen changed. The first lineheaderincludethe newvqrsion
. number. In PRINT LP a top of form command is issued after the header and

calibration informationand before startingthe dateprint out

<_.

t
,,_;."" :_,.:._,,. , . " ,
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WARRANTY

CPN products are guaranteed against defective material and
- workmanship lor a period of eighteen (18) months :from the date of

receipt by customer, or a maximum of twenty-tour (24) months from
the date of manufacture, whichever comes first. Detector tubes are

guaranteed for (12) months from the date of shipment from CPN.
Fuses and batteries are guaranteed for (6) months from the date of
shipment from CPN.

Upon their prepaid return, CPN will replace free of charge any part
found 1o be defective within these warranty periods. CPN reserves
the right to repair all defective parts at our factory, or authorized CPN
service facility.

This warranty is void if inspection shows evidence of abuse, misuse,
, or unauthorized repair. This warranty covers only replacement of

defective materials and workmanship. This warranty does not cover
damage caused by exposure to excessive moisture.

if, for any reason, this unit must be returned to our tactory 1or
warranty service, please contact us tar return authorization and
shipping instructions. Include with the shipment: customer purchase
order number, CPN Company invoice number and date, serial number
of gauge and reason for return.
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1.0 GENERAL

1.1 INTRODUCTION
, .

The Model 50_DR HYDROPR_E, NEUTRON DEPTH MOISTURE GAGE measures the

sub-surface moisture in soil and other materials by use of a probe

containing a source of high energy neutrons and a slow (thermal) neutron _
detector. The probe is Lowered into a pre-driLled and cased hole (1.5 or
Z inch diameter). Hydrogen as present in the water in the soil slows the
neutrons down for detection. The moisture data is displayed directly in
units of interest on an above surface electronic assembly which is inte- -_
graL to the source shield assembly.

The gage is supplied with a 12 foot cable and five adjustable cable --_
stops. Ad-titionaL stops and Longer cable Lengths are available.

Upon retraction of the probe into the shield, the probe locks automati-
cally in place for transportation. ,,

• J

The complete assembly is supplied with a plastic shipping and carrying

charger, and other materials which the operator may wish to carry.

..._

r

. ,

• .

,.J

I
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I
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_t.2 SPECIFICATIONS

'" Sub-surface moisture measurements.

0 to 3Z_ voW, C0.3Z gmlcc), CZO pcf),
(3.84 inlft).

PRECISION: 0.24% at 24_ vol at one minute.

COUNT TIME: I, 4, 16, 32, 64, and 256 sec.

TEMP: 0 TO 7DoC operating.
POWER: AA NICAD batter pack (0.5 Ah) B cells.

BATTERY LIFE: 500-1000 Charge-discharge cycles.
CONSUMPTION: 6.5 mA avg. (allows more than

300D each 16 sec counts).
RECHARGE: 14 hours at CI10 via wall charger.
DISPLAY: 8 character alpha/numerical LiQuid-

Crystal Display. Easily

readable in direct sunlight.

DATA STORAGE: 3072 cells of; counts, identifiers,

or keyboard entry of auxiliary values.

Format operator programmable.
[}-15 key and 0-15 count per record

DATA OUTPUT: RS232C serial dump to external printer,

computer, CRT or coupler.

CALIBRATION: 8 ea user programmed (linear).
UNITS: User selectable:

inlft, pcf, gm/cc, _;vol, cm/30cm,
count and count ratio.

NEUTRON SOURCE: 50 mC _,Ameri cium-241/Be

NCAPSULATION: Double Sealed Capsule, CPN-131

HIELDING: Silicon based paraffin
HIPPING: : Radioactive Material,

$pec.al Form, N.O.S., UN2974
Transport Index 0.1
Yellow Ii Label

USA DOT 7A, Type A Package
SPECIAL FORM

APPROVAL: USA/0115/S
CONSTRUCTION: Aluminum with epoxy paint

or hard-anodize finish.

Stainless steel wear parts

SURFACE UNIT: 15.7#, 6.8"WxT.D"Dx14.0"H

(7.12), (172.7 x177.8x355.6)

J PROBE: Model-2 2.3#, 1.865" dia x 12.7"L

(1.043), (47.4 dia x 322.6)

Model-1.5 1.7#, 1.500" dia x 12.7"L

(0.7T1), (38.1 dia x 322.6)

CARRYING & 36.5#, 24"W x 13"D x 10"H

SHIPPING: (16.56), (609.6 x 330.2 x 254)

May 7, 1984 5030R MANUAL PAGE 2



1.3 ZNSTALLAT_ON

1.3.1 GETTING STARTED ...

The stand-by power drain of the gage is Less than the self-discharge of
the NICAD cells thus eliminating the need for a power switch. The DR is
always ON. When first received it is recommended that the gage be placed
on charge overnight to insure starting with a full charge.

You will have to set the gage to a configuration to meet your field -_
conditions. To assist in understanding the gage initially, it is shipped
from the factory in the following configuration:

UNITS Inches per Foot
TIME 1 second

CALIB #1 Factory calibration in saturated and dry sand.
A (slope) approx 2.5 in/ft per countratio -_
and B (intercept) approx-.06 in/ft -;

STD Standard count ap_rox 10000
FHT 1 ID, 1 Keydata and 3 Depths allowing 279 records _

With the gage sitting on the nameplate on the shipping case press START.
The gage should take a one second count and display the eouivalent re,is- '-.-
tune of the wax in the shield. It should be approximately 2.4 inches per
foot.. "_

Most. of the commands are READ/STEP/WRITE. That is, when first called up
• you read the display to see the current value, step to a new value and
then write (enter) the new value into memory. Try this by using the
following keystrokes to change the time from 1 to 16 seconds, i

• *PRESS** **DZSPLAY**

READY .,.i
TIME TIME 1 (Read the current value)
STEP TIME 4 ,
STEP TIME 16 (Step 1:o a new value) _
ENTER READY (Wcite it to memory) -_

Do the same for Units, changing from Inches per Foot to % Volume. .i

•*PRESS **DISPLAY** !
_.J

READY
UNITS UNIT IF
STEP UNIT CC
STEP UNIT XV ""
ENTER READY

Take another count by pressing START. The measured result should be the

same as above except that the count should take 16 seconds and the dis-

play should be approximately 20.0% moisture by volume (which is eQuiva-

Lent to 2.4 in per foot in the reading above).

May 7, 1984 5_DR MANUAL nAG =. 3



Please read the remainder of this manual

Section 2.5.1 is task oriented and describes the steps to use the gage
to take readings. When you are ready to take it further and Log
readings, read section 2.5.2.

Sections 2.1, 2.2_ and 2.] are function oriented describing what each
key does. .,

Sections 2.9 contain the necessary information to hardware interface the
gage to a computer or printer.

Sections 2.7 and 2.8 cover the software interface information.

1.5.2 tABLE STOPS

•The gage is supplied with five each clamp _ 4.50
on cable stops. This will allow taking _
measurements at one foot increments in a " 3.00
root zone up to five feet deep. For a
deeper root zone or for smaller increments
order more stops. Fig 1.5.2-1 shows a

• cross-section of the gage. Use it to
Position the first stop so that the mea-

point on the probe (as indicated
the band) is in the middle of the top

foot of the root zone. Its actual location
will depend upon how high the access tubes ' = _----------5.35
stick out of the soil. Install all tubes
the same distance.

For example, if the base of the gage is ----------------2_5
5.0" above the soil and you want to take ! _ 1.0D -
the first measurement ut 6", place the O.OO
stop at 5.35 + 5.0 + 6.0 = 16.35" above "-'--'J --'--'--"-- -the stop reference Line. .40-

1.3.3 TUBE ADAPTERRING FIG
The bottom of the gage contains an oversize hole to allow inserting an
adapter ring with a diameter to match the type of access tubing being

_ used. The ring is secured by a screw through the front of the casting.
Unless specified otherwise at time of order, an adapter ring for alumi-
num tubing will be supplied. Adapter rings for other type (e.g.
diameter) are available from CPN Corp. or can be constructed Locally.
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Z.O OPERATION

2.1 CONTROLSAND DISPLAY

Most functions are directly entered by pressing the appropriate key.
Options are reviewed by STEPing, and selected with ENTER.

Key Function

O+WET Display Latest wet density reading (501 only) -3
D-.DRY Display Latest dry density reading (501 only)
WATER Display Latest moisture reading

-7
0

UNITS Select measurement units (CT,RO,PF,IF,GC,CC,_V) +.,
TIME Select counting time (1,4,16,32,64,Z56) sec
CALZB Select calibration (1..8), and optionally: -:

COEFF Enter coefficients directly
SLFCAL Semi-aut omati c ca Li brat i on

o

LOG Log a tube site record
RCL Recall a record for review _J
PRINT Dump records to external device

PRINT CD Dump to an active device (Computer Device)
.... PRINT LP Dump to a passive device CLine Printer) -_'

MENU Select misc function: +-'
• SELFTEST Self test of circuits (destructive RAMtest) ..i

• ._ BAUDRATE Select baudrate (110,500,1200,2400,/+800,9600)
:: ATTRZB Set attributes for the Print LP dump. 3 ea ' i
- Prefix, 3 ea Suffix, and a Top of Form. (

SERNO Display/Enter a four digit serial number +"

• VERSION Display software version .,
STD Display/update s'candard count summary I
FRT Set record format, clear records -++

I

START Take a reading i
"NO"CLEAR(NO) CLear, abort, ....

STEP Next, skiD, toggle
ENTER(YES) Enter data, make selection, "YES" i

STEP & CLEAR Master Reset (Hold STEP down and press CLEAR) -'

bi sp Lay Funct i on
lull _ +--_ ....:--+__ -- _:

"READY" Gage is ready for operation.
"." Decimal point in Lower Left indicates

Low battery condition. +,
"1" Bar in left character with no

keyboard response indicates
cutoff condition. .
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2.2 KEYBOARDlAYOUT

I .-----+ _"-+ _ i
! CPN CORP Model DR ID-WETIID-DRYI}WATERI I
I +.......... ............... -_-_ -. _ .----+ .----+ I
I ! I +----+ +-----+ +----+ I
i I I IUNITSlITIMEI ICALIBII
I I i .'-'+ +--'-+ _---_ I
I. .... - .......... ................... ++------+ +--"+ _----'+ I
i I LOGI I RCL I IPRINTI I
I +-----+ +-----+ +----+ I
I +-------+ +-----+ -------+ +------+ +----+ +-----_ +----+ I
Ii STARTI I CLEARII STEPI I ENTERII MENUI I STDI I FMTI I
I +---'-"+ _ -------+ .'------+ +------+ .'-----+ _ I

2.3 KEYBOARDOPERATION

D-WET (501 ONLY)

Displays wet density using currently selected calibration and units
(On a 505 returns to "READY").

D-DRY (501 ONLY)

Displays dry density using currently selected calibration and units
(On a 503 returns to "READY").

WATER

Displays the most recent moisture reading in current units using
current calibration e.g. "1234 CT". If number to be displayed is
undefined (e.g. exceedes the display size) then "*.* CT" will
be displayed.

(
I UNITS

Display/Select measurement unit. PisDlays current unit e.g. "UNIT
IF". To select new unit, STEP to.desired unit and press ENTER. If
CLEAR or another selection key is pressed, unit remains unchanged.

Mne Unit Conversion

CT counts/unit-time(16 sec disply) n/a
RO ratio (count/stdcount) n/a
PF lbs of water/cubic foot of soil 62.428
GC gins of water/cubic cm of soil 1.0
IF inches of water/ft of soil 12.0
CC cm of waterl3O cm of soil 3D.O
2:V percent water by volume 100.0

The conversion numbers are shown for reference only. The gage
performs the conversion internally depending upon your selec-
tion of units. _.g. a readings in ginco is divided by I.D and
multiplied by 12 to get an eauivaLent reading in inches per
foot.
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CALZB

Display/Select calibration (I thru 8) and/or review/change its'
coefficients.

Before pressing CALZB, select the appropiate units and time via the .._

UNITS and TIME keys. If counts (CT) or ratio (RO) is the selected
unit the gage will display "SET UNIT". If SLFCAL is to be used to
take a count, select a time of 256 seconds for maximum precision.

TO SELECT A CALIBRATION

Active calibration is displayed on entry e.g. "CALIB 4". To select
another calibration, STEP to the desired number and press ENTER.
When the prompt "COEFFS ?" appears press CLEAR to return to
"READY". i

• '.

TO ENTER/CHANGE COEFFICIENTS WHEN THE COEFFICIENTS ARE KNOWN

?
J

Select the calibration number as above. When "COEFF ?" is displayed _,
press ENTER. Coefficient "A" is the slope, "B" is the intercept in
an expression of the form: i

"- Display = A x (ratio) + B

= Where ratio is count divided by standard count

Enter A and B using the same units as previously selected by the
UNITS key. '"

•, .--J

._ The current "A" coefficient will be displayed. Press ENTER to ac-
cept it or change it via the numeral keys and press ENTER. Same for
"B". Returns to "READY" a_:er last coefficient entered.

..

J

TO ENTER/CHANGE COEFFICIENTS WHEN THE COUNTSARE KNOWNOR TO BE (
DETERMINED -

Select the calibration number as above. Press STEP till "SLFCAL ?" i
is displayed. Press ENTER. _

"M1 " Enter first moisture value in the selected units.
i

"C1 " Enter associated count or press START to take a count.
ENTERto accept, START to retake.

"M2 " Enter second moisture value in the selected units.
"C2 " Enter associated count or START to take a count.

i

ENTERto accept, START to retake.

Either the low or high data pair may be entered f_rst. When taking
a count place the probe in the appropiate moisture standard before
pressing START. After coefficients are computed and stored, display
returns to "READY". To review the coefficients use "COEFFS ?".

°
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LOG

Arms the storage mechanism to Log a tube site record. As defined
previously by the FMT key, each RECORD consists of 1 each ZD, 0 TO
15 keypad er_tries, and O to 15 Oepths. ID number, keypad entries

and depths start at the highest value and down count to 1. When LOG

is first pressed the current record number is displayed. Press

ENTER to use it as the c_efault ID number or key in a meaningfull

record number. The record number decrements from the maximum to I,

each time a new record is logged. The record number is thus an

indicator of how many additional records may be logged.

Keypad fields are read/modify/write, i.e. it will first display
what is stored in that location (normally blank for a new

location). Key in a value and press ENTER to store the new value.

Press CLEAR to abort a wrong key entry. A keypad field may be

skipped by pressing STEP.

Moisture fields are stored the same except that value is from a

count initiated by pressing START. It may be retaken but will only
be stored and advanced to the next field when you press ENTER.

A record is not stored in the log until the prompt "DATA OK?"
appears and ENTER is pressed. If at that time you press STEP
instead, the display will step around to the beginning of the re-
cord a,lowing it to be viewed and edited. To accept an existing

keydata or moisture value Dress ENTER or STEP. To change the data,

write over the keydata field followed by ENTER or press START for a

new count followed by ENTER. The corrected record is finally stored

when you press ENTER while "DATA OK?" is displayed.

RCL

To review the record log. On entry displays ID number of last re-

cord logged. STEP back thru the log to the ID number of desired

record and press ENTER, or enter ID number directly, i.e. IZ34

ENTER. If the keyed in ID number does not exist, displays "NOT

HERE". Press STEP to acknowledge and continue STEPing from last
real ID. When desired ID is displayed press ENTER. Use the STEP key

to move across the fields of the record (like a window moving

across a tickertape).

Press CLEAR to step down the ID' s. Press ENTER to return to the

more detailed level. At the outer level you see the IDs only, at
the inner level the entire record.

PRINT

Dumps record log to external device via the serial connector. For
"PRINT CD" press PRINT, ENTER. For "PRINT LP" press PRINT, STEP,
ENTER.

PRZNT CD

Output formatted to upload record log to a computer di-

rectly or via modem. Includes a line count and with each

data line a checksum. Uses ACK, NACK software protocol to

control transmission.
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PRINT LP

Output formatted for readability. Contains same informa-
tion as Print CD dum;_ without the Line count and the d_
checksums and does not wait for a response. _

MENU

Step down the menu choices and press ENTER to select a choice.

SELFTEST
Runs a comprehensive hardware check on the gage cons_ting-6f
RAMtest, ROMtest, Counter test, Timer test, Display test-and
Keyboard test. The RAM test is destructive. Do NOT run it if
the LOG data is important. Selftest takes about 2 minutes. You
must watch the display test to see that all segments are the
same. The keyboard test echos the key pad you touch. To com-
plete the keyboard test press CLEARtwice. A successful test
will display "TST OK". If an error occurs, an error message
will be displayed at the end of that test. To acknowlwedge it
and continue the remaining tests press ENTER. To abort any t

test press CLEAR during the test ....
t

BAUDRATE
ALLows setting the baud rate for transmission on the serial

, connector. When first selected, displays the baud rate cur-
+: rently selected. Use the STEP key to step to a new rate and
_- press ENTER.

• ATRIB
Allows setting attributes into the PRINT LP output for spe-

+, cific external equipment. Has provisions for 3 each characters
• + at the beginning of transmission (prefix) and three each at

the end (suffix). A typical prefix would be to transmit an
ASCZI decimal 15 to an EPSON printer to place it in the com-
pressed mode. A typical suffix wc;uldbe an ASCII decimal 26,
which is reconized by a CP/M system as the end of transmission .,
of a file of data.

A Top of Form character (TOF) is transmitted for each 60 lines
of data.

,'PX1000" 1st prefix character
.,._

"PX2 OOO" 2rid prefix character
"PX3 ODD" 5rd prefix character
"SXI 000" Ist sufix character
"SX2 000" 2nd sufix character
"SX3 026" 5rd sufix character
"TOF 012" Top of Form character

As shipped from the factory the prefix and two of the sufix
characters are nulls (D). One of the sufix characters is =
control Z (ASCII 26 for end of file in CP/M programs) and the
TOF is a control L (ASCII 12). The ASCII characters are

entered as their decimal values (0...127) by keying them in
and pressing ENTER>
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SERNO
Displays the Last four numbers of the probe serial number.
Press CLEAR to return to the READY display. The serial number
may be change by keying in a new number followed by ENTER.
This is useful when moving a surface electronic assembly from
one gage shield/probe to another.

- VERSION
Displays the gage software version (useful for service
purposes).

STD
Displays standard count information and/or take a new std count.
ZnttiaLly displays the current moisture standard count (MS). Ste_
to display previous moisture standard count (MP). Step again to
display the chi-sQuare ratio of the current standard (MCHZ).

(See section 2.6 for detailed procedures) To take a new standard
count press STD followed by START. The DR will take 52 each 8
second counts, with a 2 second warmuD delay between each count
(4.27 minutes of counting). During each count period the previous
count number and count are displayed e.g."24-1234". When the Last
count is finished a NEWstandard count based on the average of the '
52 counts is calculated and displayed (it is displayed as an eauiv- t
aLent 16 second count to be consistant with a normal count display,
and so will be twice the previously displayed 8 second counts).

Use the STEP key to view the CURRENTstandard count (identified as
previous at this point) and NEW chi-sq ratio (continuing to press

_ STEP will cycle the display around the three pieces of standard _
count information). Zf the difference between the new and current
standard counts and the value of the new chi-sq ratio are accept-
able press ENTERto update the standard count information. If they
are not acceptable press CLEAR to abort and take another new stan-
da.rd count.

To abort a standard count in progress, press CLEAR several times
until "READY" is displayed. The standard count information will
remain unchanged.

Di spl ay bes cri pti on

"MS 1254" Current standard count
"MP 1199 Previous standard count
"MCHZ 1.16" Chi-sc_uareratio (std-dev)/(sqr-root of std)
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FMT
Sets the record format, and clears the Log space. On entry,
displays the maximum number of possible records to be Logged in the
current format, e.g. "REC 279". Press ENTER. Key in the desired
number of keydata entries (0 thru 15) and press ENTER. Do the same
for depths (0 thru 15). When the gage displays "SET FMT?", be sure
you want to do it and then press ENTER. This clear the Log, sets
the new record format, and start the storage at the top of the Log
area. Be sure you have dumped the previous information before
clearing memory otherwise it will be erased. If you just wanted to .-.
view the current format but not clear it, press CLEARto abort.

To display the maximum number of records under this new format,
Dress FMT again. Press CLEAR to return the display to "READY" with-
out changing or clearing the format.

2.4 BATTERY

The gage is powered by a replaceable NICAD battery pack (500 mAh -
capacity, 8 each cells). It is accessible by removing the four screws on
the front panel. Also behind the front panel is a circuit breaker. The
red indicator should be showing for the gage to operate.

W

The charger, which is supplied with the gage, charges at the rate of 50
mA. This C/I0 rate will charge the gage overnight (14 hours) yet will
not.damage the cells if left on indefinitely. The red lamp on the char-
get:should be ON and the charger should be warm to the the touch.

The 500 mAh capacity of these cells will allow 3000 or more 16 second
read'ingson a full charge.

The gage should be charged any time the decimal point in the lower left
¢f the display blinks or turns ON, or before going into the field two or
more weeks since the Last charge (the cells have a self-discharge rate
Of I% per day at room temperature). It should also be charged prior to

• making a computer dump. The nominal battery voltage is IO.OV. The gage
turns the Low battery indicator ON when the voltage drops to 9.6DV. Zt
will not turn back OFF until the voltage has increased to IO.6DV by
recharging.

If the battery is allowed to discharge too low, the gage will automati-
cally go into a cutout condition to protect the battery cells. The dis-
play will show the lower vertical segement in the first character. The
keyboard will be inoperative. The gage goes into cutoff at 9.40V
(normally under load). The cutoff circuit is restored when the cells
have been recharged to I0.40V. This takes about 20 minutes with a C/I0
charger. If cutoff occurs, charge the gage overnight and press CLEAR.

Refer to the Service Section of this manual for more on battery cells.
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: 2.50PERATZNG PROCEDURES

5,1 TAKZNG A READING

To take a reading Lower the probe to the appropiate depth and press
START. Before doing this you must select Units, Time and Calibration. If
you select any units other than countt the gage must have a valid stan-
dard count.

I +----+ +-----+ +-----* I

I CPNCORP ModelOR I I I I IWATERI1
I ! I _----+ +-----+ +-----+ I
I I I lUNITSl I TIME I ICALIBI I
i I I .---+ +---+ +---+ I

I I I I II I I .
I .-----+ +-----+ +-----+ I
i -------'+ _--"---+ +"-----+ +-"---'+ +-----+ +"-"-+ +---'"_ I
I I STARTI I I I I I I I I I I I I I
I _ +------'-+ +"----"+ +'"-"+ *--'--+ +--'---+ _ I

UNITS
The choice of display units will depend upon your use. Researchers
will normally prefer grams per cubic centimeter or percent volume,
while crop schedulers use inches per foot or centimeters per 3Dt

centimeters. Counts are helpful for troubleshooting. Zt is the same -,
data only differing by the conversion factor.

Once the _its have been selected, then each time a count is taken
the display will be in the units selected.

F TIME
L For a given counting rate the counting time interval de_ermines the .

precision of the count. The Longer the time, the more counts and
' thus the more precise the count. Correspondingly the Longer the

counting time the Less measurement that can be made in a day. Thus
the time interval is normally selected as the minimum time that
will not sacrifice precision.

- For scheduling type opei-ation a count time of 16 seconds will pro-
vide sufficient precision to project the next irrigation date.

• See the apendix section on Counting Statistics _or a further dis-
cussion of precision.

Q
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CALZBRATZON
The calibration will have been determined previously and the slope
(A) and intercept (B) coefficients stored in one of the eight
calibrations. Select the one that is appropriate for the soil and
type of access tube.

FORMAT

Use the FMT key to format the data storage area to agree with the
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: tube conditions. For each access tube at which one record of data

is stored, the format wiLL aLLow O to 15 keydata entries and/or 0
to 15 tube depths (counts per tube). The gage always provides for
an identifier number (ZD) for e_:h record and stores the selected
calibration number (1-8).

The total memory space available is 5072 bytes. The number of
bytes required in a record for each tube site is as follows:

FIELD BYTES
amml WA_IINI amlmmmmqlmgw

ZD 2
cALIBRATZON 1
KEYOATA 2
DEPTH (count) 2

Thus a typical tube site record format of of one ID, one calibra-

tion number, one keydata, and three depths (counts), takes 11 bytes

• per record, and allows 279 records to be stored.
e

After the number of deoths is entered the gage will display "SET
FMT?". Press ENTER to set the new format or CLEAR to abort.

Setting a new format clears all the data records. DO IT EACH TIME A
NEW SET OF DATA IS TO BE STORED.

Press FMT, ENTER, ENTER, ENTER, CLEAR to view the number of
records, keydatas and depths without clearing the data records.

LOG/TAKE MEASUREMENTS

Set units, time, calibration and format. Then to Log a record of
information, place the gage on the access tube and press LOG. The
gage will display the number of the current record into which data
is to be Logged. Since it down counts it is also an indication of
how many empty records remain.

You can use the gage generated number .as the ID number to be

stored by pressing ENTER. To enter your own ID number for this

record (access tube) key in any number from 1 to 65,5-_5 followed by

ENTER. St may be meaningful to treat this number as more than one

number, i.e. consider the first two digits as a farm number

(allowing from I to 65 farms) and the last two digits as a farm

field number (allowing from 1 to 99 fields on any farm). Enter the
middle digit as 0 or use it to indicate an operator number from 1
to 9.

" After entering the ID number the display will prompt for keydata
entry e.g. "KI " (if selected by the FMT key previously).

Keydata entries allow you to use the gage to key in auxiliary in-

-_. formation such as temperature, rainfall etc. This feature helps

eliminate errors in translating readings to note pads and then from
the note pad to the computer. (:Itis recommended that all field

data be hand recorded to prevent loss due to subsequent equipment
fai lure).

Enter the keydata as a number from 0 to 65,535 followed by ENTER.
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Again it may be treated as more than one piece of information, i.e.

first two digits for temperature in degrees Celsius and the last

two digits for rainfall in inches. A keydata field does not have

provisions for decimal points. They must be implied, not entered

direct Iy.

Use any scheme which fits your field conditions. Just be

consistant from record to record. The Irrigation Water Management

Program available from CPN Corp. provides for entering the date for

a series of readings by setting the ID to "0" and the first keydata

to the date. e.g. 412 for April the 12th. Press ENTER without tak-
ing counts to skip the depth readings for this special record. ALL

records following until the next ID of "0" are then access tube
readingg.. The IWM program expects that the farm number times 100
plus the field number will be stored in the IO and the site number
in the first keydata, e.g. for farm "I", field "2" and site "5" the

ID would be 102 and the first keydata would be 3.

If you make an error in entering a number, press CLEAR and enter

the correct number. If you press CLEAR more than once in succession

it will cancel the record storage vit_,out saving any of the record -
and return to the "READY" display.

If the gage does not accept the number (e.g. you try and enter a
= decimal point) it will give a multiple beep and re-prompt. If it
" does accept the number it will prompt for the next keydata or if

_ all keydatas are entered it will prompt for a moisture reading by
displaying "TAKE M#" (# is the number of the depth position and
will down count from the maximum number set via FORMAT to 1).

Lower the probe to the correct depth and press START. The gage will
display during counting as follows:

L1 1. IF

I I I
I I I--- Units selected as inches per foot
I !
I I--- Calibration Number 1 selected
I
I--- Time selected in seconds

--- Log Count in process

When the count is completed the gage will display "M#" and the

value of the reading in the units selected e.g. "M3 2.6538". If the

reading is acceptable press ENTER to store it. If not acceptable

identify the reason and press START to take another, Thus the gage

will only store a reading if you accept and enter it. The display

will then prompt to take the next depth moisture reading. Move the

probe and repeat the process by pressing START. Continue in this

manner until all depths have been recorded.

If you want to skip a depth (e.g. the bottom depth is flooded)
press STEP instead of START/ENTER. This is also useful if you have

some tubes with five depths and some with only three. Forma: for

five a1_d skip two readings when on a tube with only three depths.
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tf the units "IF" or "CO" have been selected then after the Last
' depth has been entered or stepped over, the gage will to'caLize and

display the TOTAL MOISTURE in the root zone in inches or cm e.g.
"TM 16.437".

Press STEP or ENTER and the gage will display "DATA OK?". Press

ENTER to log all the data for this record. The display will return

to "READY". If the data is not correct press STEP until the bad

data is displayed (the display will start with the ID and skip

across the record). Correct it by a keydata entry or taking and

entering a new count. If you press CLEAR when "DATA OK?" is

displayed then the logging of that record will be aborted and all
data for that record cleared.

Use the ENTER or STEP key to skip to the keydata you want to change

or take a new count. When you again reach the end of the record and

"DATA OK?" is displayed press ENTER to log that record.

RECALL A RECORD

Normally the stored data will be dumped to a printer or computer.

It may also be recalled to the display by the RCL key. When first

entered it will point to the Last ID stored. Either use the STEP

key tO step up the ID List (it steps back thru the List and circles

around at the begining) or key in a specific ZD and press ENTER.

Use the step key to move across the record. If you continue

pressing STEP the display will advance up to the n.-xt record and
then across etc.
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Z.6 STANDARD COUNT

The standard count is a measurement of the hydrogen in the wax in the
shield. By taking it in exactly the same manner each time, it provides

two means for checking the validity of the counting function..

I) By comparing it with the previous standard count to see that it

has not changed more than an acceptable amount, it is an indication ....
of acceptable drift of the electronics. Americium-241 has a one-half

life of 458 years. It's decay rate is negligable.
_-.

2) By taking" it as a series of short counts rather than one Long

count and verifying that its statistical distribution is normal, it

is a means of checking that noise is not influencing the count.

PREVIOUS STANDARD COUNT

Whenever a new standard count is taken, the DR automatically holds the i
current standard count in the previous count memory. This allows for
comparing the new count with the current count. The difference between
tile two counts should be within 0.707 of the square root of the average
of the two counts 95X of the time.

•-Example: The current standard counts is l&J+O0 while the previous
• standard count is 1/,450. The difference between the two numbers is

SO. The square-root of the average of the current standard count is
120.1 (one standard deviation). Since 50 is Less than 85, (0.7D7

times 120), the two counts are within acceptable Limits and there
is no reason to believe the gage is malfunctioning.

If it is more or if it is continuously changing in the same direction it
indicates that service may be warranted.

TAKING A STANDARD COUNT .....

With the case on the ground, place the gage in
the CPN nameplate depression on the top of the
case. No other radioactive sources should be
within 50 feet of the gage and no source of

hydrogen should be within 10 feet of the gauge.

The operator should stand back 10 feet after

starting the read"ng.

To initate a new standard count press STD and t"

then START. t" (,
(

The wax in the shield is not an infinite

volume. Thus a standard count taken in this

manner is subject to surrounding conditions. It

is important that the standard count is taken
in the same conditions as that used to estab-
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Lish the calibration and that the conditions
are the same each time.

more stable method to take a standard count
in an access tube installed in a 30 gal-

Lon or larger water barrel. To use the factory

calibration but change to a new method of tak-

ing a standard count, modify the "A" calibre- SN4B&O
tion slope term by the ratio o_, the new stan-
dard count and the factory standard count, e.9. -_TATCT-
the original factory standard count was 11,DDD _2-439B
with an "A" slope of 2.6, while the new water ]I-44&1
barrel standard is 33,000. The new "A" coeffi- 30-446_
cient should be: 29-4267

2B-4_72

2.6* (33,000/11 ,ODD) =7.8 27"4_R
2_-43_0

The verification reading of the wax in the 25-4_&7

shield as per section 1.3.1 should be the same. 24-4_89
23-4407

When a standard count is started, the gage will 22-449fl

take 32 each B.D second counts, turning the HV 21-446!
power supply to the probe on with each count. 20-44TT

With each count, the display will show the 19-4_,_
count number _2, 31, 30, ..... ,I) followed by H}-45"7_

the actual 8 second count e.g. "3D 7200". When I 17-4_1_
the 32nd count is completed the NEW sl:andard %6-4471
count is displayed e.g. "MS 1440D". Zt is 15-4407
_ormaLized to a 16 second count time, the same ]4.q_i)

a normal display count. ; 1Z-4411
! 12-4457

Press the STEP key to view the CURRENT standard ! 11-44_I
count e.g. "PS 1450D". Press the STEP key again i IC-447!
to view the Chi-SQ Ratio of the NEW count e.g. 9-44}4

"MCHI 1.16". Continuing to press STEP 'will 3-450B

cycle the display thru the three pieces of 7-44_2

standard count information. To update the start- 6-4441

dard count press ENTER while the display is in 5-¢4B9
this Loop. The current standard count will be 4-44%0
stored as the previous stanclard count and the _-4454
new standard count will be stored as the cur- 2-4479

rent standard count. 1-44_

(Note that the previous standard count viewed _V6 4444
above is actually the current standard count _IR 0.75
until you press ENTER to accept the new stan- I_ 8895 IAV6,_1&IB}
dard count).

ii i i ii

To exit STANDARD without updating the standard

count press CLEAR. To abort a standard count in FIG 2.6-I:_ .

process press CLEAR several times until "READY" .C_: . ,,.

is displayed

if the gage is connected to a printer via the

;erial link (see section 2.9), individual

counts and summary information will be printed
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out as shown in fig 2.6-I

DZSCUSSZON

Taking such a series of 52 counts will result in a distribution of
counts around a central value. The s¢andard deviation is a measure of
the spread of these counts about that central value. For a random
device, such as the decay of a radioactive source, the ideal standard
deviation should be equal to the square-root of the central value.

Zf the gage is working properly, then the measured standard deviation
and the ideal standard deviation should be the same and their ratio
should be 1.00. The Chi-Squared test is used to determine how far the
ratio can deviate from 1.00 and still be considered acceptable. This is
similar to expecting heads and tails to come up equally when flipping an
unbiased coin but but accepting other distributions when only fLiping a
small number of times.

o.,

For a sample of 32 counts, the ratio should be between 0.75 and 1.25 for
95 % of th? tests. Note that even a good gage will fail 5 out of every .
I[30 tests. If the ratio falls too consistently outside, it may mean that
the counting electronics is adversely affecting the counts. Generally
the ratio will be high when the electronics is noisy. This might be due
to breakdown in the high voltage circuits or a defective detector tube.
The_atio will also be high if the detector tube counting efficiency or
the-_ electronics is drifting over the measurement period, i.e. The aver-

age-_of the first five counts is significantly different than the aver-
age_of the Last five counts.

L

It ,,will be Low when the electronics is picking up a periodic noise such
as might occur due to failure of the high voltage supply filter. This
should be accompanied by a significant increase in the standard count
over its previous value.
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.7 PRZNT

Outputs the contents of the record log to an external device (computer,
CRT Terminal, modem, printer, etc) via the RS232C serial interface
connector.

Tw_ forms are available:

.... PRINT CD ---for dump to an active device such as a computer (or
computer via a modem). Each line of data includes a check sum and
requires a software response from the computer to insure proper
transmission of data.

PRZNT LP -- for dump to a passive device such as a printer or CRT
Terminal. Same as the Print CD except no checksum, and the next
line of data is '_ransmitted without waiting for a response from the
receiving device. ALso the data is formatted for ease of readabili-
ty and header information is included.

PRINT CD
o

A simple software ACKNOWLEDGE/NEGATZVE-ACKNOWLWDGEhandshaking scheme
(ACK/control-F, NACK/control-U) allows the external device to control
the dump: ACK echoed in response to a received Line causes transmission

the next line, while NACK causes retransmission of the same line.
NACK may be echoed as often as necessary to receive an error free line.
Characters other than ACK, are by default NACK. Zf the DR does not re-
ceive a reply within 60 seconds after sending the carriage return and
Line feed (CRLF) at the end of each line, a default ACK is assumed and
the next Line is transmitted. The computer should not echo the DR
transmission.

The following table shows how Long in milliseconds it takes to transmit
one character at each of the possible baud rates. The program in the

• computer must be fast enough to receive, process and be ready for the
next character within this time to insure not missing any characters.
(See also section 2.9 for hardware handshaking which allows control of
the DR transmission on a character by character basis).

BAUD BZT CHARACTER
RATE ms ms

.

110 9.091 100.0
300 3.33_ 56.67
1200 O.8333 9.167
2400 O.4167 4.583
4800 0.2083 2.29T
9600 0.10417 I.1458

Zt takes approximately 100 ms after an external device has transmitted ,
an ACK or NACK, for the DR to respond and transmit another line of data.
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Each dump Line consist of a series of fields separated by commas, and
terminated by CRLF. The fields are variable in number and width. The
Last field is a checksum determined by summing the ASCII decimal value
of each of the characters in the line up to and including the Last
Comm a o

A received line whose computed checksum agrees with the transmitted
checksum is good and should be echoed by ACK, else a loss of data is
implied and NACK should be echoed.

As each line is being transmitted, (or retransmitted) its' line number
is displayed on the DR. The line number down counts, giving an indica-
tion of the lines remaining, e.g. "LINE 123".

PRINT CD Format

The Print CD dump consists of 4 parts:

Line 1 Line count (N+IO), gage identification and record format.
Line 2-9 8 calibrations.
Line IO-N N records

Line 1: Gage identification and format

Lines,503DR,Sn,Unit,Mstd,k,d,Chk
I I I I I I I I'--" Modulo 65536 checksum
I I I I I I I"" Depths per record (0..15)
I '" I I I J I-- Keydatas per record (0..15)• :

I I I I I-- Standard count (D..65535)
' J I J I-- Measurement unit (CT+RO,IF,CC,GC,%V,PF)

J J I-- Probe serial number (0..9999)
i J-- Gage model number
_---- Total lines to be transmitted (10..I033)

Line 2 - 9: 8 Calibrations

CaI,A,B,Chk
I I I I--- Modulo 65536 checksum
J I I-- Zntercept (real number)
I J--- Slope (real number)
I-- Calibration number 41..8)
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Line 10 - N: N Records

,CaL,KCk),...KC1),M(d),...M(1),Chk
I I I I I I--- Modulo 65556 checksum

I I I I I I
I I I I I I--
I I I I t . d Depth moistures, MCd) real
I I I I I •
I i I I I--_-_.......
I I I I
I I I I--
I I I . k Keydatas, KCk) (0..65535)
I I I

.- I I I........ -.....
I I
I I--" Record calibration number (1..8)

.... I--- Record identification (0..655"J5)

e

r A file image of a PRINT CO dump is shown in Fig 2.7-I. Note that all
data fields are separated by commas allowing easy use of input
statements in BASIC or FORTRANprograms.

_ II I II I II II III III II I

16,503])i_,797_,IF,J0000,2,4, J427
1,3.0,'0.06,567 "
2,2.5f'0,055,624
3,3.0,'0.0B,_
4,3.5,-0.06,575

r.... 5,l.ltO.Ot45"7
, 6,0.0,0.0,470 "

7,0.0,0.0,47!
B,0.0,0.0,472

, 526_,1,0,O,0.0,0.O,O.O,0.0,1273
,... ]IO01,1,20,5,6.B04,4.946,6.65.3.31,1716

!1002,1,20,0,:_.386,1.I_, i. OVT,1.61,1699
• 11003,1,20,1,2._5,1.S_, 1.B26,1.702,17%

II004,1,21,._,2.BE7,I.8_5,I.966,2.171,IS30
5273,1,2,0,0.0, 0.0, O.O,0.0, I276
7003,I,_,15,3.41,4.442,4.I_5,4.0B2,175B

• .. FIG 2.7-1 '
, l I il' II l iI I

The print program reuuires that the computer be up during the dump. This
places a heavy drain on ]:hebattery. Charge the battery before dumping.
If you believe the pack is up but not sure, connect the charger during

i the dump. If the cutout circuit turns on during the dump, the data is
:- not lost. Cha-ge the gage for about an hour and then re-initiate the

dump.

Some samples of computer programs as shown in Appendix B. The ones .in
BASIC will typically operate up to 300 baud. The assembly language call
for the actual transfer of data that can be used to 9600 baud.

...
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Each computer system will recluire s=ecial considerations. Most operating
systems and high Level Languages are not written for real time
operation. For example one BASZC in1:erperter does not require defining a
string Length but changes its Length as data input requires it. For a
business application this is convenient, but if it occurs while
inDutting a record of information from the DR, some characters will be
Lost. By including an assembly program control of the hardware ENABLE
inDut to the DR this can taken care of, but such hardware control is not
possible with a modem.

PRZNT LP

A dump to a printer or a terminal contains the same information as the
PRZNT CD dumD except that; no checksums, no Line count and it is
formatted for readability with a header and ToD of Form commandevery 60
Lines. Print LP also transmitts three control characters at the begining
and three at the end of the transmission. These sign on and sign off
characters may be used to set external devices such as a printer to a
desired configuration, e.g. compressed print. These attributes along
with the character recontzed as top of form CTOF) are set via ATTRZB, a " .+_.
sub-menu of MENU.

Lines of data are transmitted orj¢ after another without .waft_.n.g for an
ACK/NACK resDonse. The re'ceiving device should " NOT echo the
1:ransmi ssi on.

A typical PRZNT LP printout is shown in Fig 2.7-2.
o I I i --

-- imuul _ I In • iml I __

IIO])EI.SIN LINIT I_T]) _ATA DEPTH
50:_I)R9999 IF 10000 2 4

,,t

CAL A B --'

• 1 3.0 -O.06 1
2 2.5 "0.0_

:.0 -O.OB ....
4 _.5 -0.06
5 _.l 0.0
6 0.0 0.0 _._
7 0,0 0,0
8 0.0 0.0

t

ID CAL K2 K1 if4 ff_ B2 M1 TOTAL
526] ! 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
11001 I 20 5" 6.B04 4.946 6.65 3.31 21.71
11002 1 20 0 _,3B6 1,15 1,097 1.61 7.243 ....
I100_ 1 20 l 2._5 1.82 1.B26 1.702 7.5'74
11004 1 21 :5 2.B87 1,855 1.966 2,191 B.S99
5273 ! 2 0 O.0 O.0 O.0 O.0 O,0 - -.
700_ ! _ 15 Z.41 4.442 4.1_5 4.0B2 16.07

FIG 2.7-2
• _ .

_ i IIINI NN Ill • Ill I • I

While PRINT CD is prefered because of it's handshaking, PRINT LP can be
used to make a passive data transfer to a computer. For a CP/M based
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; system with a reader port, set the baud razes to agree, set a Control Z
(ASCZZ decimal 12) attribute in one of the three suffix characters,

nnett the DR to the serial port defined as RDR: (see section 2.9), and

De in the computer while in CPIP.:
>PIP DRSO3.DAT=RDR:

Then l_;'-.ss PRINT, STEP and ENTER on the DR.
p

The data in the DR will transfer to the file named DRSOS.DAT. It will be
: a Literal file. You will have to strip out header information etc.
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2.8 REMOTEOPERAT%ON
. .

The DR may be ooerated remotely via The RS2_2C serial connector. Set the
DR and the external device to the same baud rate. Zf the DR is in the
command mode ("READY" is on the display) then any character on the seri- +
al input Line will activate the DR without causing any action. The
approDiate remote control character from The following table should then
be sent to the DR. Because of the debounce software in the DRp the fol-
Lowing character should be spaced at least 100 milliseconds but not more
than 60 secondsfrom the activate character. The DR will perform the
commandand shut down.



I I

i

be received by the control device. The DR will _tay in this mode for 60
seconds after the Last command. If a seauence of commands are separated

y more than 60 seconds it will be necessary to send another Control-R.

Dr CPIH based systems with a reader/modem serial port, the XCOMcommand
can be used to control the DR from the computer keyboard.

J

Example: To cause the DR to start a count send:

gg (lower case "g" 100 millisecond delay then Lower case "g")P

The first "g" (or any character) activates the DR. The second "g" is
reconized as the equivalent of pressing the START key.

Example: To set the Time to 16 seconds:

DR SERIAL
DISPLAY OUTPUT

=,.°

"R READY
"R READY
t TIME 1 TIME 1

LF TIME 4 ----4
LF TIME 16 --- 16
CR READY READY

The first "'R" activates the DR. The second places the DR in the remote
terminal mode. "t" causes the current time to be displayed and sent to

external device. If the external device is a terminal then the user
must view the display and key line-feeds (STEP commands) till the
desired time is displayed then key a carrage return (ENTER command). Zf
the external device is a computer, the program in the computer must do
the same (the --- shown above are actually backspace characters). The DR
will return from the remote mode to the command mode 6D second after the
CR or Last command is sent.

f
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2.9 R$232C $ER%ALLINK (hardware description)

The DR has the caDability of two way communications over a serial link.
This allows; 1) the data stored in the DR RAMmemory to be converted to
hard copy using a printer, 2) the data to be dumped to a computer for
storage and further processing before printing a hard cooy report, and
3) allows the DR to be controlled by the computer or a CRT terminal. The
access to this serial link is through the ACCESSORY CONNECTOR located on
the front of the surface electronic assembly.

ACCESSORY CONNECTOR

PIN FUNCTION

1 +10 V +10 V from the DR.for use by external
equipment (protected by the internal
circuit breaker)

Z GROUND
3 SERZAL DATA OUT Serial data from the DR to an external

device
4 SERIAL DATA ZN Serial data to the DR from an external

device
7 ENABLE Control line from an external device to

the DR. When open or high the DR will
transmit the next character. When Low

• ' the DR'will hold transmission of the
next character until EN/_BLEgoes high,

s

._'

.k,.

CABLE CONN.
WIRIN6 VI_ ,,

The DR transmits -4.0 volts for a MARK and +10 volts (battery voltage
actually ranges from 8 to 12 volts) for a SPACE.

NAME VOLTS LOGIC RSZ_2C SPEC
_r,.**., **.**w vrvrv_r* *Vr_rVrVr_v_r_vr_r

SPACE 10 V HIGH +3 TO +25V
MARK -4 V LOW -25 to -3V

The serial input to the DR accepts the standard RS232 voltage swing.

The ASCIZ code is 11 bits composed of: one start bit, 7 data bits, one
parity bit which is always transmitted as a mark and ignored on
receiving (some users re_Certo this as 8 data bits and no parity), and 2
stop bits (the DR sends two stop bits and will accept one or more stop
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v

. bits).

$232C defines connector types, Din assignments, signal voltage Levels
bd timing for communications be,-.ween a piece of data communications

(DCE) and a piece of aa:e terminal equipment (DTE). The con-
nector should be a DP25S (female) for the DCE and DPZSP (male) for the
DTE. The DTE transmits on pit. 2 and receives on Din 3. The reverse is
true for DCE equipment.

RS_2C has worked well when a piece of terminal equipment was working
' with a modem. It has not been implemented consistantly when two pieces

of terminal equipment are interconnected and the equipment designer must
define one of them as communications equipment, e.g. when a computer
drives a printer, which is the DCE and which is the DTE? ALL
combinations of male/female connectors and transmission/receiving Dins
are found.

The following 6 ft Long cables, including both a male and female version
are available from CPN CorD. Also available are cable parts. Uinless you
have provisions for soldering the small terminals in the circular con-
nector with 26 AWG wire, it is suggested that you order the unterminated

cable for special external device connector applications.

PART NO DESCRIPTION MATES WZTH
_i'_'Ik"Jr_W_ W_WW W_W,Jt W_IrWl, WWWWW _t W_l-i_r_l_WWlk"i_

T501544 Cable, RS232C/DP25P DPZSS

C501516 Cable, RS232C/DP25S DP25P

TSD1575 Cable, RSZ32Clunterminated

RGIB307 Connector, oh, ?pin

The wiring of these cables is shown in Appendix C, along with some spe-

cific hardware configurations. If your configuration does not. fit any of

these cables available from CPN, order one with the proper connector

type (male or female). Then rewire the pins as required.
ii ii i lib ml I II I I IIIII n I

The ENABLE L_NE is available for hardware
FIG 2. 9-1

control of the transmission on a character

basis. Most external equipment require the
ENABLE line wired to pin 4 of the DP25 .l.Sy"

will be fiecessary to wire it to pin 2D for

a DTR protocol. 4_7,_

If hardware handshaking is not required, , ....._CMOS

leave the ENABLE Line open. The DR has an 1K CK'r i
internal pull up to place it in the proper _
state. The circuit for the ENABLE input

(also the serial input) is shown in fig --
2.9-I. -_-

i | ii °11 i

The input control pins to the external device should be wired to either

the mark or space condition as appropiate to allow data to flow..

Typically this will involve wiring pin 5 (CTS) and pin 6 (DSR) to the
space (+lD V) condition.
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3.0 SPECZAL

3.1 CALZBRATZON

The neutron probe is a source of fast or high energy neutrons and a
detector of slow or thermal neutrons. The fast neutrons are slowed down

by collisions with the nucelus of matter in the soil and then absorbed

by the soil m_tter. Since the mass of the nucleus of hydrogen is the

same as that of a free neutron, t._e presence of hydrogen will result in ....

a high field of thermal neutrons. Hearer elements will also slow down

the neutrons but not nearly so effective. While it takes on the average

only 1B collisions with hydrogen, it take 200 with the next element
normally found in agro soil.

The thermal neutrons are continually being absorbed by the matter in the
soil. Boron ,for example has a high affinity for thermal neutrons. The

resulting thermal neutron flux will depend upon a number o_ factors both

creating: and absorbing thermal neutrons, but most importantly will be
how much hydrogen is present. The neutron probe may thus be used as a

measuring device for moisture in the soil but it may require calibration
for local soil conditions.

....

FIELD CALIBRATION

A field calibration requires the probe, a volume sampler, a scale and a

"drying oven. Install the access tube in a representative point in the
soil. Take probe readings in the tube and volume samples in pairs around

the tube. Take them at the same depth and within a foot or two of the
tube.

Seal the volume samples in a sample can or plastic seal bag immediately

after removing from the soil. Be carefull not to compact the surrounding

soil when taking the samples. Ideally 20 such measurement pairs should
be taken over a range of moisure conditions.

An alternate method is to use a sampler of smaller diameter than the

tube and take volume samples at each depth while making the hole to

install the access tube. Then take probe readings at the same depths.

This has the advantage that the calibration is performed on the tube to

be used for scheduling.

Another alternate, po_ular with irrigation schedulers is to only take

two measurement pairs, one pair at field capacity and a second at a soil
moisture condition near 50% depletion.
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Weigh the soil samples wet and dry (24 hrs at 105 deg C in a vented
oven), r.alculate the moisture by weight and the dry soil density and
then combine to determine the soil moisture content in inches per foot
as follows:

inches Ww - Wd (gm water) Wd (gm soil) I (co water)
per -- ----- 12

foot Wd (ginsoil) V (co soil) (ginwater)

Using linear graph paper plot the probe readings in count ratio, versus

the volume samples in inches per foot.

Fit the graph to a straight Line. For a scatter diagram of 10 to 20

reading pairs do a Linear reoression on a hand calculator. For only twoL,_

pairs use the following eqL;ations to determine the slope and intercept.

• MH - ML

s lope = A = ---------

RH - RL

intercept = B = RL - A x RL

, then: m = (A x r) + g

"I

where:

m = moisture in inches per foot
r - count ratio

MH = high moisture value in inches per foot-
ML = low moisture value in inches per foot

RH = probe count ratio at the high moisture value

.... RL = probe count ratio at the low moisture value
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Example: A field capacity of 3.8 inlft gives a ratio of 1.500,
while 50 percent depletion gives a ratio of 0.77.

3.8- 1.90 --
A = ....... = Z.603 in/ft/countratio

1.5- 0.77

B = 1.9 - Z.603 x 0.7? = -0.1043
,....

OR

m = Z.603 x r -0.1043

Perform the following keystrokes to enter this calibration into calibra-
tion number 2.

KEY DISPLAY

READY
UNITS UNIT CT '-"
STEP UNIT RO ....
STEP UNIT IF
ENTER READY
CALZB CAL 1 IF
STEP CAL 2 IF
ENTER COEFFS?

" ENTER A *.*
2.603 A 2.603
ENTER B *.*

" -.1043 B -.1043
ENTER READY ....

The DR defines the slope and intercept with water on the vertical axis
and ratio on the horizontal axis as shown in Fig 3.1-2. If you data has
been plotted with the axis .reversed as shown in Fig 3.1-3, it will be
necessary to transpose the slope and intercept terms before entering in
the DR. i

_J

A = 1/A'

B = B'IA' .. -
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CALIBRATION

For a laboratory calibration two known calibration points are needed. A

high calibration standard might be a barrel of sand saturated with water

(typically 0.32 gm/cc, i.e. 0.32 grams of water per cubic centimeter of

soil or 32% water by volume or 3.84 inches of water per foot of soil). A

low standard of dry sand would be 0.0 gm/cc.

Set the gage to the desired units and select a 256 sec count time. Use

the SLFCAL feature of the probe. Place the probe in one of the two known

moisture standards. The display will prompt Tot the known moisture den-
sity of the standard. Enter it in the units selected e.g. 3.88 ENTER. If

count or ratio has been selected as the units, an error message will be

displayed.

.... Pressing START will cause the gage to take and store a Z56 second

reading. When the count is completed move the probe to the second mois-

ture standard. The display will prompt for the moisture density of that

standard. Press START to take a 256 second reading in the second

standard. When the count is completed, the gage will calculate and store

the slope and intercept coefficients for the calibration in the selected
units. Use "COEFF ?" ENTER to view them. Record them in your note book

for future reference.

This is how the factory calibration was determined. It will be applica-

for sandy soils with no significant minerals or organics. It can

Iso be used for relative measurements, e.g. measuring a field before

and after a known irrigation will allow determining how much was applied

versus how much the probe measures .before and after, thus calibrating

the probe to that field.

RANGE

The linear calibration supplied with the DR is useful over the most

commonly used mositure range, 0 to 33%. For special operation in mois-

ture percentages higher than this it is necessary to have a special

calibration. Fig 3.1-4 shows a high range calibration. If field data is
not available, a count in a water barrel can be used.

ii i ii i ii i

I

t- _2- "j/

J:
r I

_" _,,TI_

FIG 3.1-4 .
• . '

=,
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3.2 ERROR MESSAGES

If an error occurs in the DR, then the function that was being performed

is aborted, and an error description or number is displayed (the gage is
actually in the READY mode). Errors that may occur in the normal opera-

tion of the gage, will display a descriptive message. You should take

corrective action as appropiate.

EQuipment errors that should seldom occur will display a descriptive

message or "ERR" followed by a number of 100 or above. If such an error -_
number occurs, contact the factory or Local service center.

TABLE -- ERROR MESSAGES

-. ,

Operating errors:

NO STDCT No moisture standard count. Take a new standard. -_

FULL Record log full, PRINT-out record log, and clear viz FORMAT.
NOT HERE ID entered into RECALL does not exist. Enter correct ID.

EMPTY Record log empty when RECALL pressed. Load record(s) via LOG.

NO DATA Record log empty when PRINT pressed.

SET UNIT Calibration coefficients underlined for CT or RO unit. Change UNIT.

Internal Check (hardware) errors:

RAM XXXX Non-destructive ram test failure at address XXXX.

ROH XXXX Program memory checksum error. XXJ(X is the non-zero sum.
EEP XXXX EEPROM read after write Failure at address XXXX.

CK X.XXXX Timer clock test period e_ot. I 1 - X.XXXX I > 0.01 seconds
MCTR ERR Moisture counter failure.

Prod-am traps:

I DIV O Integer divide by zero.

DIV BY 0 Real divide by zero.

NEG ROOT Square root of negative number.
PBUS ERR Pcode buss error.

EEP XXXX EEPROM read after _rite failure at address XXXX.

ERR 100 Computer bus error, underFined £estart.

ERR 102 Hesssge number too big.

ERR lOB Real _isplay roundup exponent underflow.

ERR 109 Onclear pstack pointer greater than current pstack pointer.

ERR 110 Onclesr machine stack pointer greater than current machine stack pointe
ERR 113 Undefined pcoOe.
ERR 116 Spurious timeout.

ERR 117 Pcode pointer underFlow (machine stack running pcode).
ERR 120 Onclear stack underflow.

ERR 201 Depth index too big.

ERR 20} Record index too big.

ERR 204 Count _oo big to store in record.

ERR 217 Spurious initialization.
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COUNTING STATISTICS

1.0 General

Radioactive decay is a chance process. For Cesium-137 which has at

half-life of 30 years, it can be expected that in 30 years one-half of
the material will have decayed, but in the next minute exactly which

; atoms will decay and exactly how many will decay is only by chance.
• Repeated measurements with the gage will thus most likely result in a

different count for each measurement. A typical set of 32 such ,

measurements is shown in Fig A-I.

Fig A-2, shows the distribution of these
counts. The two characteristics of inter- _ 4G_0

est are: 1)The average value (also called

measure of central tendency or mean) and -STAT_T-

2)How wide the counts spread around this 32-4398

average. _I-446!
30-4469

Mathmatically the average value is defined 29-42&7
as : 28-4572

27-434?

25-44_7
" 24-43_

The width of the spread is defined by a 23-4407
term called standard deviation. 22-449B

21-4481

20-4497

................. I'i'-43_

S _ ..... t. 17-4513

1_,-4471
1,5-4407

14-4390

Or an alternate form useful on calculators 1_-.441I.
I2-4457
11-4463i i l

I I ,o.,,,
"S= ,n(_x=)-(_]x)z 9- 4'414

n (n- i) 6- 450B
7- 4452

_ IL i

{,-444{

where : 5-44_

s = standard deviation of the sample 4-4410
x = count (value of each sample) 3-4454
"_ = average of the sample 2-4479

n = number of measurements in the sample 1-4423

The above describes the average value and AV8 4444
the standard deviation of a sample from a _IR 0.95

population. They are an approximation to _T_ 8B?.'5fAY6, Ib16)
the true average value and true standard

deviation of the population.

FIG A- 1
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J4 = average of the population
0"= standard deviation of the population /x"_x \

:x x xx XXXXXX X%' "'"
/kxxxxx x x _',.

"x xx_<xx xx x xx

The distribution from measurement samples E

of any process can be classified into FIG A-2
expected shapes that have been previously

___ _. I I III I

observed. Three are applicable to radioac-
tive decay; Binominal, Poisson and Normal ...... _ -
(also called Gaussian). ""

The BinominaL distribution applies when --

the measured event can take one of two
states. Tossing a coin is an obvious case.
It can also be applied to a given atom ..
either decaying or not in a time period.
It is difficult to deal with

comput ationa Ily.

Since the number of atoms is very large

and the expected probability of a decay
occuring is very low (source life in years
and measurement time in minutes), we can FIG A-3
use the Poisson distribution which is a

special case of the binominal distribution
for these conditions. A special property

of C the Poisson distribution is that the

expected standard deviation is equal to

the square-root of the average value.

I
If the sample is Large enough we can ap-

proximate for the standard deviation of FIG'A'-4
the sample. • . -

This is an important relationship. Zt 1
me'ans that if repeated measurements are // I _,,_
taken without moving the gage and the

detector electronics are working properly, .._

then the spread of the counts will only be -_s -zs -s i s _.s _s

dependentupontheaveragecountrate- li I
This is in contrast to most measurements I _=_..I

where the spread will depend upon the ;_ _s_"_ I
process. Fig A-3 shows the diameter of a _- _.7-_ _-.
part turned on a new lathe while Fig A-4

shows the same part turned on an old FiG A-5
lathe. Both lathes produce a part with the .....
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: same average diameter but a loose bearing caused the wider spread for
parts manufactured on the older lathe.

The Poisson distribution applies to discrete measurements e.g. count or

no count. Provided the average value is large enough (20 or greater),
the Poisson distributions can be approximated by the Normal
distribution.

Using the Normal distribution simplifies things even further. It is a

continuous distribution. It is symmetrical about the average, and most

important it can be completely described by its average and standard
deviation.

As shown in Fig A-5, for a Normal distribution, 68.3% of all counts will

be within one standard deviation, 95.5% of all counts will be within two

standard deviations, and 99.'7% of all counts will be within three stan-
dard deviations.

Thus these three distribution models become identical for the case with

a small individual success probability but with a large number of trials

so that the expected average number of successes is large. This allows
the use of the best features of each distribution for three statistical

situations concerning the gage:

1) Single measurement precision

2) Expected spread of measurements
3) Expected difference between two measurements

1.1 Single Measurement Precision

The expected variation for one standard deviation (68.3%) of a single

count can be expressed as a percent error as follows;

_,_ERROR = I00__ - I00 -
• o_ i i i i

This expression reveals that the only way to improve the count precision

(e.g. reduce the percent error) is to increase the size of x (e.g. the

-- gage manufacture selects components for a higher count rate while the

gage user counts for a longer period of time).

The following table demonstrates that a minimum of 10,000 counts is

required to achieve a count precision of 1.0 percent or better 68.3% of
the time.

COUNT COUNT

COUNTS SR RT PRECISION PRECISION

(68.3%) (95.5%)

w

I I 100.0
10 3.16 31.6 63.2

100 10 10.0 20.0

1,000 31.62 3.16 6.32

10,000 100 1.00 2.0
100,000 316.22 .32 .63
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The count precision improves with the square of the count. Thus taking

four times the counts improves the count precision by a factor of two.

To provide a consistant frame of reference to the operator, the count
displayed in the DR is always an equivalent 16 second count regardless

of the time base selected. It is necessary to correct a precision deter-
mination for other time base selections as follows. -

i IIIII"l

"/.ERR =lO0 ...
i

where t is the selected time in seconds -

_r 7

Example: A 64 second direct count is taken and displays 3000. The I

precision of the count is PCT=100/(SQR(30DOw64/16) or 0.913%.

The direct reading is 2.0 gm/cm3. To determine the end measurement ii
precision it is necessary to multiply the count precision by the slope
of the calibration curve. Assuming a slope of 0.0416 gm/cm3 per percent, .

the 2.0 gm/cm3 reading varies by +/-0.038 gm/cm3 (68% of the time

representing one standard deviation).

If_ you take repeat measurements but move the gage between reading then

t_e standard deviation of that set of readings will include both the ..

source random variation and the variation due to re-positioning the

gage, and thus be larger.

1.2 Expected spread of measurements

An accepted quality control procedure for a random counting device is to

record a series of 2D to 50 successive counts while keeping all

conditions as constant as possible. By comparing the distribution of
this sample of counts with the expected Normal distribution, abnormal

amounts of fluction can be detected which could indicate malfunctioning

of the gage.

The "Chi-squared test" is a quantitative means to make this comparsion.
It can be used when a calculator is available to determine the standard

deviation of the sample.
.

(n-1) s2

where _;_2is from the Chi-squared tables.

By substituting that the expected standard deviation is equal to the

square-root of the average count ((_=_'_, re-_rranging terms and taking
the square-root of both sides:
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Ideally the ratio on the right hend side of this expression should be

1.00. The degree to which this ratio departs from unity is an indicator
of the extent to which the measured standard deviation differs from the

expected standard deviation.

On the left hand side of the expression, the degree to which x2 differs
from (n-l) is a corresponding allowance for the departure of the data

from the predicted distribution (e.g. we flip a coin ten times and ex-

pect five heads and five tails but accept other distributions for a

given sample). Chi-squared distribution tables are found in texts on
statistics. The table values depend upon the degrees of freedom (one

less than the number of counts) and the probability that a sample of

counts would have a larger value of x2 than in the table. The x2 values
for 2.5% and 97.5% (a 95% probability range) and _I degrees of freedom

are 17.54 and 48.23 Substituting these value into the left hand side of

the expression gives ratio limits between 0.75 and 1.25 for 32 samples

and a 95% probabi lity.
t

If the ratio on the right side is between these limits then there is no

reason to suspect the gage is not performing properly. If the ratio is

outside these limits then the gage is suspect and further tests are in

order (even a properly working gage will fall outside the Chi-squared
limits 5% of the time).

If a calculator is not available which can easly determine the standard

deviation, a qualitative method to compare the observed standard devia-

tion with the expected standard deviation is to take a series of 10

counts and determine their mean and the square-root of their mean (guess

the square-root to 2 digits if not available on the simple calculator).

.... Zf their distribution is normal then 68.3% of the readings will be with-

in the mean +/- the square-root of the mean (e.g. 7 out of 10).
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EXAMPLE:
9668
9797 H
9691
9562 L This example has three counts outside the
9684 +I- square-root Limits. Two are high and
9783 H one is Low. This is an acceptable dist-
9687 ribution. There is no reason to suspect
9585 this gage.
9651 " -!
9599

96707 TOTAL

96707
----- = 9671 AVG

10 -
f

SQ-RT = 98

AVG + SQ-RT = 9769
AVG - SQ-RT = 9573 '

Since this test onLy invoLves a sample of ten counts it is not very
predictable. Even a properly operating gage wiLL onLy pass this test one
out of four times. If the test fails repeat it to see if any adverse
:rends exi st •

1.3 Expected difference between two readings

The standard count or some other reference count should be recorded on a
reguLar basis to aLLow observing if it stays the same or if any adverse
trends are present. If enough counts have been used to determined the
average and thus also the standard deviation of the population, then the
Normal distribution may be used•

ull

x-j_
Z -_ =_"

_m

sq-rt (n) .,

.Expressing the _ value in terms of the_ value plus a factor of the
deviation.

x =j_+I-K * 4"

Z = +/-K * sq-rt(n)

From the Normal tables, for 95% confidence, the Z value is 1.96.

Z 1.96
K = +/..... = +/...... = +/- 1.96

gr
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: Thus the new reading should be equal to the average of the old reading
plus/minus 1.96 times the square root of the old average.

This is true for the 16 second count which is direct, For another time

base the K term must be reduced by the square-root of the count
' pre-scaling, e.g. for a 64 second count which is 4 times as long as the

direct 16 second count the new reading should be Dlus/minus 0.98. A

special case is the standard count which involves 32 each (n=32) 8 sec-
ond counts. A new standard count should be equal to the old standard

i count plus/minus 0.49 times the square-root of the old standard count 95

" percent of the time.

EXAMPLE:

The average of the daily standard count for the last month is 10,000.

The square-root of this average is 100. A new standard count (32 each at
8 seconds but displayed as 16 seconds) should be between 9,951 and

_ 10,041 (95% probability).

2.0 TROUBLE SHOOTING

CONDITZON POSSIBLE CAUSE

i

.- Chi ratio too high, no Look for a drift in the counts

change in the average over the measurement time. e.g.
count over _revious. the average of the first five

counts is significantly different

than the average of the last• five counts.

Chi ratio too Low with an Periodic noise occuring. Possibly _.
increase in the average an open filter capacitor in the
count over previous. HV power supply.

Chi ratio too low, no Procedure error. Possibly analyzing

change in the average normalized counts. The standard
count, deviation must be determined on

direct counts.

• Chi ratio OK but change in Change in gage geometry. A change

average count, in counting efficiency will be
normalized out by ratio technique.

A change in gage geometry must
- either be corrected or the gage

recalibrated.
.m
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INTERFACING THE 5(]3DR TO flZCROCORPUTER DEVICES -.

One of the features of the 503DR is to communicate with other computers

as a remotely activated device or to download its Logged data records to _
a disk or printer. There are two parts to this process; downloading
software, and RS-2]2C serial communication hardware.

DCWNLOADZNGRECORDED DATA -

Using the logging feature the gauge can record many records of site
readings for recaLL Later. It is extremely convenient if that data can _

be used in a program that can manipulate the data for the users needs.

To get the data from the probe to the computer you may use the PRINT CD
feature which stands for PRINT Computer Dump. Computer to computer

communication requires a matched standard means of data communication

implemented on both ends of the transfer. The gauge is capable of serial
communication in an RS_2 ASCII format which is standard for many

computers and communication packages written to be used on them. One

problem of serial communication is that it is not fool-proof and some

form of error checking must be preformed on the data to insure that it
is valid. The gauge uses a format where at the end of each line that is ,-.
transmitted the computed checksum of the ASCII values of each character
in the Line is sent as the Last data field. The receiving program
must compare this value with the value it computes as the data is being
received and send back an appropriate response. This format of communi-
cation is styled after ACK and NACK types of communication. The re-
sponse is either ACK the line was received correctly and it is

ACKnowledged or the response is NACK the line was not received correctly
and it is Not ACKnowledged. The gauge receives the response and either
transmits the Line again or transmits the next line. The data records
received are stored as a file on the current storage medium.

The program specifications that pertain to the gauge are: -

RS232 type serial communication (TXD,RXD,GND).
1 start, bit, 8 data bits, no parity, and 2 stop bits.

Baud rates; 110,300,1200,2400,4800,9600 (programs in basic may not

operate at speeds higher than 300 baud).
ACK character ASCII value 6 decimal. __

NACK character ASCII value 21 decimal (any unrecognized character

is treated as a NACK character).

Checksum computed by ASCII values up to and including the comma
before the checksum field.

'p' is the ASCII character (value 112 decimal) that will remotely

activate the PRINT feature of the gauge.
CR is the ASCII character (value 13 decimal) that will remotely

acknowledge the PRINT CD prompt.

Included here are the descriptions and program listings for several

types of computers that compose a fairly good cross-section of the
microcomputers that are currently available. Even if the computer that

you are currently using does not directly correspond to one of the ones

listed, there is a good chance that with the information provided in the

listings and a careful study of the programmers manual for your computer

that you could write a downloading program of your own. The last list-

ing DRIN2DMP.BAS will convert the download file from the standard format
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to the format used by the IRRIGATION WATER MANAGEMENT system software
from CPN CORP. It will operate as is on most of the microcomputers
using variations of MIRCOSOFT BASIC for computers with disk drives.

LISTING #1

' This version of DRDUMPwill operate on most IBM pc's and their close
compatibles. It has been used on an IBM PC, HEATH/ZENITH 100 or 150,
TELEVIDEO 1605, and with the replacement of line number 310 with the one

Listed below it will also operate on the APPLE MACINTOSH with MICROSOFT
• BASIC.

310 OPEN "COMl:300,N,8,2" AS #1 ' Set port 500 baud, no parity,
8 bits, 2 stop bits

The requirement for this program to work is the inclusion of the OPEN
"COMI:... statement in the BASIC language used.
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LISTING #2

This version of DRDUMP was written for a CP/M based microcomputer that ..
uses the port method of Z/O addressing. It was specifically written to
operated on a VECTOR GRAPHICS Model 4 as is or the following computers
with their associated Line modifications.

VECTOR GRAPHICS 3

No changes just use the printer port.

VECTOR GRAPHICS VSX !
160 STX = 6 ' Status port number
360 OUT STZ,&H18 ' Reset the port ....
562 OUT ST%,&H14 ' set port mode; (1 start), 8 data, no parity,

2 stop bits
364 OUT ST%,&H4C ' set por., for transmit and receive
366 OUT STX,&H15
568 OUT ST%,&HEA i
370 OUT ST%,&H11
57Z OUT ST%,&HOO ""
574 OUT STX,&H13
376 OUT STZ,&HC1
580 OUT ST%,&HIO

" 850 OUT ST%,&HIO: WHILE (INP(ST%) AND 4) = ZIP%: WEND ' Wait
• for transmitter ready

870 K% - 1000: OUT ST%,&HIO: WHILE ((INP(ST%) AND ONE%)=ZIP%)
- AND (K% > ZIP%): K% = K% - ONE%: WEND

970 OUT ST%,&HIO: WHILE (INP(ST%) AND 1) = ZIPS: WEND ' Wait
for Line feed character

• OSM ZEUS
_: 150 DP% = 2 ' data port number

" 160 ST% = 3 ' status port number -
220 PRINT CHR$(26) ' Clear screen

560 OUT, ST%,&H18 ' Reset the port

362 OUT ST%,&H14 ' set port mode; (I start), 8 data, no

parity, 2 stop bits
364 OUT ST%,&H4C ' set port for transmit and receive

566 OUT ST%,&H03

568 OUT ST%,&HE1

370 OUT ST%,&H05

572 OUT ST%,&HEA

574 OUT ST%,&H11

576 OUT ST%,&HO0

578 OUT &H61,&H05 _ Set to 500 baud
580 OUT &H61,&H34

655 IF PRNTRZ THEN LPRZNT CHR$(26) ' Send to printer

830 OUT ST%,&HIO: WHILE (INP(ST%) AND 4) - ZIP%: WEND ' Wait

for transmitter ready

870 K% -'1000: OUT ST%,&HIO: WHILE ((INP(ST%) AND ONE%)=ZIP%)
AND (K% > ZIP%): K% = K% - ONE%: WEND

970 OUT ST%,&H10: WHILE (INP(ST%) AND I) = ZIP%: WEND ' Wait
for line feed character

1155 IF PRNTR% THEN LPRINT CHR$(26) ' Dump printer file

°
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LISTING #3

This is an assembly Language upgrade to Listing #2 that will input data
at speeds up to 9600 baud. The assembly Language routine will have to
be Loaded at 40000 decimal before the basic program is run. The line
changes required to implement it with Listing #2 are"

. DELETE 750-820
DELETE 9DO
DELETE 970-980

4

250 PRINT "Set DR baud rate to 9600•"
383 OUT &HI I,&HDD ' Set to 9600 baud
386 OUT &H11,&HDO
520 WHILE NURLIN% <= NLINES
845 BUF = 45055. =
865 CALL 40000!
870 BUF = BUF + 1
890 CHAR = PEEK(BUF)

LISTING #4

The special characteristics of the OSBORNE 1 and it's memory-mapped I/O
that is page flipped with the program memory spawned this interesting

use of the CP/M I/O byte at location 3 to swap the console with the

serial port to input the data as though it was keyboard entry. It

requires the OSBORNEIs SETUP program to set the configuration of the

port to 300 baud before running the program•

LISTING #5 and #6

The APPLE II/II+/IZe/and IIc also have special considerations since in

the beginning when the APPLE II was first designed there was no such

thing as disk drives, serial communications, and printers available for
microcomputers,. The designers thought ahead enough to provide for

'plug-in' expansion that would include such things but INTEGER and

APPLESOFT BASIC did not provide for direct interface with them. The

result is a two part program in APPLESOFT BASIC and 6502 assembly lan-

guage that receives the data through a SUPER SERIAL CARD (from APPLE)

plugged in a card slot that is pointed to by the variable SLOT in the
basic portion Line 50.

Type in the BASIC listing #5 and save it as DRDUMP. Type in the HEXDUMP

for listing #6 by using the following steps:

CALL -151

*300:A9 84 .••

-370: 20"9C FC 60

*BSAVE INPUTDR.AMP,A$30D,L$74
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LISTING #7

This program is simular to the others but uses the ROM routines built ....
into the TRSSO MODEL III& 4 to input the data on the serial port. Zt
will run on the MODEL III with no modifications and it will work on the
MODEL 4 if it is brought up in MODEL III emulation mode (booted with a ..
MODEL III disk).

LISTING #8

This is the file converter that manipulates the data into the format •

expected by the IRRIGATION WATER MANAGEMENT program from CPN CORP. It

will operate on most computers that use MICROSOFT BASIC for disk drives. -..-,

J

i

° -!

_wJ

.. J

° •
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RS,.Z32C SERIAL COflHUNZCATION HARDWARE
!

5D3DR uses the RS-232C industry standard serial communication
method. The 503DR cable connector is a special CPN CORP. configuration

that can be linked to a 25 pin D-type connector on the opposite end of

• the cable. Most computers will have the DP25 S (25 pin D-type sockets)
connector built in although the IBM asynchronous communications card and

a few others have a DP25P (25 pin D-type pins) connector built in.

Here are a collection of some of the more popular cable configurations:
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10 ' DI_UI_.)AS21'51L_tor I]lHtype system,
20ONERROR60TOlO00 _.

40 'SSStSsStlNITI_.I1ATIO_StZsSSSS L I S T I N G 4, 1
50 '
60 BI:SP$=C_$(29)
70 KZ'IOO0
BOANSWERS="yesYES'
90 A_1:6 -
TO0HAI_=21
110 CX%.13
120 FF,,CHR$(12) -,
130 DK%'O
140'
150'ZsSS PROCEDUREzszs
160'
170 OPEN'D',_,'ORIN.I)AT':' openoutputdata file
180 PRINTFF$
190 PRINTTAD(_O)'DRDUHPuploadprobedata': PRINT:PRINT -
200 PRINT'Set DRbaudrate to _OObps.'
210 PRINT'Connectcableto DR.'
_0 IHPUT"Enterthe date (mo/dd)';DATE]$ ....
230 PRINTI_,DATEll
240 PRINT"])oyouwanta bardcopyo_probedata Y';STRING$iZ,DKSP$);:INPUTANR$' PRINTOUTOFPRDDEDATA
250 IF IHSTR(AHSHER$,AHS$)()OTHENPRNTK%,-IELSEPRNTR%,O'SETPRINTERFLAGDASE])ONANSWER
260-IF PRHTR%THEHLPRIHTTAD(45)j'PROBEDATAFRDH';DATED:LPRINT:LPRINT
270 PRIffT;PRINT:PRIHT'PRODE])AIA';TAD{60);'CHECKGUI_';TAD(70);'RESPOHS['
280 PRINTSTRINGS(78,"=')
290-.IFPRNTR'LTHEftLPRINT'PRODEDATA';TAD($O);'CHED'.SUI_';TAD(70);'P£SPDKSE'
ZOO!'IF PRNTR%THENLPRINTSTRINB$(TD,'='I . .

_I0 OPEH'_DMI:_OO,N,D,2,CR,I)S,_' AStl:' set port :300baudsnoparity| 8 bits, 2 stopbits
I20 ,_Remotelyactivate PRINTCDonDR.
3ZOPRIK"II,'p': FOR%= 1 TOleo0: l_II: PRINTII,'p'
_40 FORX= I TO1000:NEXT:PRINTtI,CHR$(CR%):FORX= I TO1000"HI%T:RESI_=CR% ....
350_ IF LOC(I)() 0 THENJUNK$:I_UTt(I,[)' Eat garbage_roaserial port,
360 6D_L_680 ' call _irst line in
_70 GDSUD950' PRIHTTLIHE ..
_eO'
390 HLINE_L=VAL(TLINES):' parse! o_transmittedlines
400 PRINTI;_,TLIHE$:' put headerline in output _ile -

410'
420'--'-- IHPLFTDATATO'DRII_.DAT"----
4_0 t_:lOO:NUI%IKZ=O'Set K%(or first passandinitialize NUbile.
440 HHI_ (K%()O)AK])(HOTDK%)' Loopas long as there is noerror or the timer doesn'ttime out
450 NUflLII{%=NUMLIN%+!
460 BDSUD680' eelrecords+romDRandputin (ileDRIN.DAT
470 iF IG=O) OROk'%THEN510' SLipto exit i( time is out or error
490 PRII(Ti_,TLIKE$
4?0 IF"NUMLI_) HLIKE_L-!THEETLINE$• TLIHE$+ "IIEXTRADATALI_¢X" ' t_arLdatathat exceedsoriginal numbero( lines
_00 BOS_%0 ' PRINTTLIE
510 WEN)
520 '
_0 PRIITTII,CHR$(AC_);
540'
E50'.--- QUIT--





o

, !

lo ' DReLm.SAS2/1_/e5FOeV[CTOP.4 TYPEsysTees. L I S T I N G . 2
20 ONERROR60TO1170
30 ' TRANSFERFRO_PROBETOFILE DRIN.DAT -"
40 '
50 ' tl:t tIttIINITIALIZATIONttStttZI
bO L"/.'IO00 "
70 ANSHER$• ' yesYES'
DO Bi:SP$• CHRs(2:_)
90 ACK%" 6 ....
100 NAFL=21
110 CA= 13
120 OH_'I
I30 THD%" 2
140 ZIP%• 0 ' nunericaI constants

J50 DP%• 4:' data port nueber
Ii_O ST%• 5:' status port nuaber -
170 OK%= 0
IBO'
190 'SSSS PRDCEI)URESltS
200 ' i

210 OPEN'0',_| 'DRIN.DAT':' openoutputdata _ile
220 PRINTCHR$(4}:' clear screen

250 PRINTTAD(_O)'DRDUHPuploadprobedata'
240 PRIHT:PRINT:PRINT

250 PRINT'Set DRbaudrate to _00."
260 _PRINT'Connectcable to DR.'

270 INPUT'Enter the date (ulddJ';DATE1$ i
280 PRINTtl, DATEI$

290 PRINT'Do you,eat a hard copyo_ probe data Y';STRIH6S(I,BKSPS);:INPUTAHSt'PRINTOUTOFPROBEDATA
500 IF INRTR(AHSHERS,AHS$)()0 THENPRNTR1.-IELSEPRNTR1=O' Set printer flag basedon arts,or.
510 IF PRNTR%THENLPRINTTAB(45);'PROBEDATAFRDM';])ATEI5: LPRIk'[:LPRIKT ....
_20: PRINT:PRINT:PRINT'PRO_EDATA'_TAB(60};' _.S_'; TAB(70};'RESPDH5._'
_0 PRINTSTRIN6S(TB,'=')
_40 IF PRNTR%TF_ LPRI_'PROD[DATA';TAB(60); "L'FECY.GUR';TAB(70};'R[SPOHK" - ..
_50 IF PRNTR%THENLPRINTSTRIHBS(TE,'=')
5bO 0_ _T%,_H40:' reset the port
$70 OUTST%,_IC[:' set port mode; (1 start), D data,no parity, 2 stop bits
500 OUT_T%,kH25:' set port (or transmit mndreceive
._qO' Remotelyturnonthe PRINTCDior data du!n.
400 OUTDP%,ASC('p'):FORI : 1 TO1000: I_IT: OUTD_,ASCt'p'}
410 FORI : I TD 1000: IEIT: OUTDP%,CR:FDR%• 1 TO 1000: NEI7: OUTDP%,CA " :
420 '

450 ' Input headerline
440 BOSU]3850 ' cell first line in
450 60S_ I120 ' PRI_ TLIN£
4bO'

470 NLII_S= VAL(TLINEt} ' parse ! o_ transaitted lines

460 PRINTI_,TLINE$. ' put headerline in output file
490 '

500 '----- Input date to "DRIN.DAT'----



i10 _ • 100: NU_II(t • 0 ' Set I:I_or, (irst pass and initialize NU_I_
!0 WHILE(KI<>O)AI(1)(NOTBK$)' Loopisl_G isthereisn_errororthetimerdoesn'ttimeout

NUMLIN_• NU)ILII(%+ I

540 60SUItRIO' letalltherecords+romtheI)Randputtheminthe(lleI)RIN.DAT
550 IF (Itt=O}OhBI(ITHEN5gO'Skiptoexitloopi(timeisoutorerror
560 PRINTII,TLINE$
_70 IFNUI%INZY NLINES-ITHENTLINEI= TLINE$+ 'IIEXTRAPATALINEII'' harkdatathatexceeds originalnumbero( lines
_BO 60SUB1120' PRINTTLINE
5_0 WEND
600 '
610 OUTDPI, A_%:' I)oonemDreACKto allow DRto (inish
620 '
630 '
640 '---- OUIT"--"
650 IFPRNTRXIHE_LPRINTFF$'Outputa +orm+eed
660 CLOSE¢3
670 PRINT'Isthis date satisiactory Y';STRINB$(3,BKSP$);:INPUIAXS$iIFINSTR(ANSWER$,AI(5$)• 0 THEN10: ' AS[USERFOR'OK'
6SO IF OK%THEN700 ' Skipconvertingdata i( error hasoccured
690 CHAIN'DRIN21)I_P.BAS',ALL' Convertdat_stringtoparsedinformation.
700 END
?iO '
720'$1$IIISUBROUTINESIII$_$
730 '
740' SLIt)---Inputfirstline-----
750 ' LINES860THRU920HAVETIlE CRITICALCDE,
760' LINEB&O:>WAITR}RCHARAr.TER70BERECEIVED(TIldEWAIT}

' LIE I)70-)CHECKFOROVER-RUNSTATUS
' LINEBBO-)BETCHARATER

790' LINEBgO-)R_URNIFTIMERR_ OUT
BOO' LINE?00=)ISIT'OR'IHENENDOFRECORD
BIO' LINE910=)CHECKFORKEYBDARI)INTERUPTION
B20' LINE920--)IIAKETLINE$,AHPCH£CKSUI_,6ONETNEXTCHARACTER
B30 WHILE(INP(ST%)_ I} = ZIPZ:WENJ)' Wait for trmnsmitterready
B40 OUlI)P_RESPI' ,.,Sendresponseto D_
150 TLINE$: "' ' Clearline recordbe.let
660 CKSUMI= ZIPZ' Resetchecksum+ornewrecord
B70 _ - I000:WHILE((INP(STZ)AN)TWDZ):IIP%)AND(IC%)ZIP'L):_ : IC%- OIE%:WEND
BOO IF (INP(ST[)AN)16)()lIP)THENOLIlSTT.,EH_5:PRINT"llI}-RI_'
B?OCHAR= INP(])PI)
_OO IF _ - 0 THENR£TURN
710 IF CHAR= CRTHEN970
920 IF INKEY$()" THEEERROR
930 TLINE$= TLINE$+ CHR$ICHAR):_SUE%= CRaig%+CHAR:60TOETO
940 '
950' F.H])OFRECORDprocessing
%0 '
_70 WHILE(INPIST%}AND2)=ZIP%:WENI)' wait(orline feedchar
960 CHAR= IKP(I)PI):' getthelinefeed
990 LASTCHAR: LEN(TI:INE$)'' get len(Itho_datastring
1000 L_TCDI_B= LASTCHAR:' initializecommapointer
iOIO CO,iS=BIDS(TLINE$,LSTCO_IMA,ONEZ}





4

' _o_,R;o osBonHE_LO_ER2/Z_/S_ L I S T I N G . 4
ONERROR6DTD900

_0 IOPORT%,_
40 IONORM%=PEEK(IOPORT%}
50 IOCDII_=kH41
60 ACY.S=CHR$(6)
70 NACKS=CHR$(21)
80 CR$=CHR$(1._)
90 BKSPt'-CHR$(B)

TO0ANSNERI"yesYES'
1IO ZIPZ=O:ONE%=t:TIIOZ=2
120 SKi=O:ERRFLAS%= 0
130 '
]40 ' SETUPPDRTANDPROMPTUSER
150 '
160OPEN"O',Z_'DRIfl.DAT'' OPENOUTPUTDATAFILE
170PR%NTCHR$(26)' CLEARTHESCREEN
%BOPRINTTAB(IS}'])RDUIIPuploadprobedztz':PRINT:PRINT
190PRINT'Set DRbiud rate to 300bps."
200 PRINT'Connectthe cable to the DR.'
210 INPUT'Enter the date ma/dd'iDATEI$
220 PRINTIZ,DATEI$
230 PRINT:PRIHT
240PRINT"PROBEDATA';TAB(4_);°RESPONSE"
250 PRINTSTRINGS(52_'-'}

d_ml[60 ' R,oteIy ,:tivate PRINT:D on DR,
PDY_IDPDRTZ,IOCO_II_Z:PRINT'p':FOR ! = I TO 1000:NE!T: PRINT'p'

280FOR! : I TO1000: NEIT.*PRINTCAt:FOR%= 1 TOlO00: NEZI: _SP$ = CR$
290 JUNKt-]NKEYt' Collect garbageoff serial port. r "

300 '
ZIO' ----" INPUTDATATO 'DRIN.DAT'"----"

_20'

330WHILEBK%: 0 _ SETP_CDR])STILL TIMEDUT
_540 60SUB540 ' SETALLTHERECORDSFROMTHEDRAN])PUTTH_ IN THEFILE DRIN.DAT
_50 IF B_ = I THE)(3SO' CHECKFORTIBEOUT
;_60 PRINTI;3tTLINEI
_0 SOSLI]3B30: PRINTTLINE
_BONE_

;590'

400 PDKE]OPDRTZ,IOCDMKZ:PR]NTACKS:POKEIOPORTZ,IONORK%' DOONEt_OKEACKTOAll.ONDRTOFINISH
410 '
420 '
4;30' ------ QUIT-----
440CLOSE|3

450 PRINT"Is this data satisizctery Y';STRI_I(_,BKSPS};:INPLITANSI:IF INSTR(ANSNERI,ANSI): 0 THENRUN' ASKFDRUSER'DR'
460 IF ERRFLA_THENEND
470 CHAIN"DRIK2J)MP.BAS',ALL' CONVERTDATASTRINGTDP_SEDINFDRBATIDN.
4SOEN_
490 '
500' "---'- INPUTSlJBRO_INES-----



lO REM DRDUMP 3/b/85 FOR APPLE II LISTING .5
w/ SUPER SERIAL CARD NO 80-COL CARDS

20 REM
.30 REM INITIALIZATION ....

40 REM
45 RS = b: REM SET RESPONSE DEFAULT
4_: DIM TL$(279): REM MAX # OF RECORDS 279
50 SLOT - 3: REM SLOT # OF SSC
60 DK$ " CHR$ (4): REM DISK COMMAND
b5 GOSUB 1000
70 CM$ = CHR$ (1): REM SSC COMMAND -,
80 PRINT DK$; "PR# ";SLOT: REM ACCESS SERIAL CARD
90 PRINT CM$; "6 BAUD": REM SET BAUD RATE TO 300 BPS
I0('_ PRINT CM$;"4 DATA": REM 8 DATA BITS, 2 STOP BITS -_
110 PRINT CM$; "0 PARITY ": REM NO PARITY
120 PRINT CM$;"LF DISABLE": REM NO AUTO LINE FEEDS
121 F'RINT CM$ "ECHO ENABLE" : REM F'RINT TO SCREEN
1_,..,.PRINT CM$"MASK ENABLE": REM MASK OUT IN COMING LINEFEEDS
125 PRINT CM$"ZAP": REM DISABLE COMMAND CHARACTERS
130 PRINT DK$;"PR#O": REM RESET TO SCREEN
140 REM r_
150 REM PUT UP HEADERS
160 REM
170 HOME
180 HTAB 7: PRINT "DRDUMP UPLOAD PROBE DATA"
190 PRINT : PRINT -.
200 PRINT "SET DR BAUD RATE TO 300 BPS. "
210 PRINT "CONNECT THE CABLE TO DR. "
_._,.omr_INPUT "ENTER DATE = > ","Dl"$
230 PRINT : PRINT "DATA "",: HTAB 32: PRINT "RESPONSE": PRINT
II = II

24c'_ POKE 34, 9: REM SET SCROLLING WINDOW
497 REM ""
49B REM START DUMPING DATA
499 REM

500 F'RINT DK$"PR#"; SLOT: F'RINT DK$"IN#"; SLOT -
504 REM. TURN ON PRINT CD REMOTELY

505 PRINT CHR$ (112).:: FOR X = 1 TO 1000: NEXT : PRINT CHR$
(112);: FOR X = 1 TO 1000: NEXT : PRINT CHR$ (13);: FOR X =
I TO 1000: NEXT : PRINT CHR$ (13);: FOR X = I TO 300: NEXT

506 L = O: & INPUT TL$(L): @OSUB 1500: IF RS = 21 THEN PRINT
CHR$ (RS) ;: GOTO 506: REM GET FIRST LINE

507 FOR L = 1 TO VAL (TL$(O)) - 1

508 PRINT CHR$ (RS) ;: REM SEND RESPONSE
510 &. INPUT TL$(L): REM GET DATA FROM PROBE

520 GOSUB 150Q: REM COMPUTE CHECKSUM & RESPONSE -
525 IF RS = 21 THEN 508: REM IF NAK GET AGAIN
5._.5 NEXT
536 F'RINT CHR$ (b) : REM TURN OFF PROBE
537 PRINT DK$"PR#O": PRINT DK$"IN#O": REM RETURN APPLE TO
NORMAL
5.-.",9GOSUB 5000: REM WRITE DATA TO DISK
54_:_ TEXT : END

• .

997 REM
998 REM LOAD AMPERSAND ROUTINE



m_? REM

1000 PRINT DK$'_BLOAD INPUTDR. AMP": REM GET AMPERSAND ROUTINE

TO INPUT SERIAL DATA
1010 PRINT DK$"BLOAI) INF'UTDR. AMF'"

04.0 POKE I01_,76" POKE I014.0: POISE I015,_. REM POINT '

VECTOR TO PAGE s300(76B DECIMAL)

1050 RETURN

IZ;97 REM

1498 REM CDMF'UTE CHECKSUM & DETERMINE RESPONSE

1499 REM

15C)0 C)( = O: FOR X = I TO LEN (TL$(L)):CK = CI::. ASC ( MID$

(TL$(L>.X,I)): NEXT
1509 REM LOOK FOR LAST _DMMA
1510 FOR LK = LEN (TL$(L)) TO 0 STEP - I

1520 IF MIDS (TL$(L),LK:I) = "," THEN CS = VAL ( RIGHTS (TL$(L):
LEN (TL$(L)) -LK)):LK = O: GOTO 1550

1530 CK = CK - ASC ( MII)$ (TL$(L),LK.. I))
1550 NEXT

1559 REM IF CHECKSUMS MATCH SEND AN ACK

1560 IF CK = CS THEN RS = 6: BOSUB 2000

1569 REM IF CHECKSUMS DON'T MATCH SEND A NAK

1570 IF CK < > CS THEN RS = 21: GOSUB 2100

15SO RETURN

1997 REM

1998 REM SENB ACI,'TO SCREEN

1999 REM

2000 OH = F'EEK (40) . PEEK (41) _ 256
2010 CH = CH . 37

20!I POKE CH, ASC ("A'') . 12S

."_01_._ POKE CH . I, ASC ("C '°) . 128
2013 POKE CH . "_. ASC ("l(") + 12B-..
2020 CALL -- 926
20_0 RETURN

2097 REM

209B REM SEND NAK TO SCREEN

2(.')99 REM

2100 CH = PEEl:: (40) . PEEl( (41) _ ?56

2110 CH = CH . _7

2111 POKE CH, ASC ("N") . 12B

2112 POKE CH . I, ASC ("A") . 12B

2113 POKE CH + 2. ASC ("K") . 12B
2120 CALL -- 926
I_.0 RETURN

4997 REM

499S REM WRITE DATA TO DISK FILE DUMP. DATA
4999 REM

500CJ PRINT "WRITING DATA TD DISK..."

5005 PRINT DK$"OPEN DUMP. DATA"

5010 PRINT DK$"WRITE DUMP.DATA"

5015 PRINT DTs

50?0 FOR X = 0 TO VAL (TL$(O)) - I: PRINT TL$(X): NEXT
5030 F'RINT DK$ "CLOSE"

504C) RETURN



j i

' 1 ,,**,*******,Z*****,,,,,,,***,**
2 , ,
3 , INPUTDR. AMP 3/7/85
4 , , LISTING +6
5 * WORKS WITH APPLE II'S *
a , THAT HAVE A SUPER-SERIAL *
7 * CARD AND IN THE 4C) COL ,
8 * MODE ONLY. *
9 * *
10 * BY RANDY ANGLE FOR : ....
11 , CPN CORP• *
12 * * "
13 ********************************
14
15 IN = $0200
16 BDBUFS = $D539
17 SYNCHR = $DECO

i

18 PTRGET = SDFE3 •
19 GETSPA = $E452
20 MOVSTR = $E5E2
21 CLREOL = $FC?C
_ RDCHAR - $FD35 I
23 COUTI = $FDFO
24 BELL = $FF3A
25 LENINS = $FD
26 FRETOP = $bF
27 VARPNT = $B3
28 INPTOK = $84
29 INVFLB = $32 '
30
31
5.2 ORB $0300
33

0300: A? 84 34 LDA #1NPTOK
0302:20 CO DE 35 JSR SYNCHR ..,
0305:20 E3 DF 36 JSR PTRBET
0308:A2 O0 37 LDX #$00 "
030A: 2C) 5A 03 38 JSR NXTCHAR
030D: 86 FD 39 STX LENINS -
03OF: 20 39 D5 40 JSR BDBUFS
0312:A5 FD 41 LDA LENINS
0314:20 52 E4 42 JSR GETSPA .-,
0317:A2 O0 43 LDX #$00
0319: AO 02 44 LDY #$02
0319:20 E2 E5 45 JSR MOVSTR ._
031E: AO O0 46 LDY #$00
0320:A5 FD 47 LDA LENINS
0_o. 91 B3 48 STA (VARPNT)_Y
0324: CB 49 INY
0325:A5 bF 50 LDA FRETOP

m

0327:91 83 51 STA (VARPNT),Y
0329: C8 52 INY ...
032A: A5 70 53 LDA FRETOP.I
032C: 91 83 54 STA (VARPNT),Y
C)_2E: 60 55 RTS
032F'. A5 3_.- 5b NOTCR LDA INVFLB
0331:48 57 PHA
0_- A9 FF 5B LDA #$FF -
0_4: $5 __- 59 STA INVFLB



0_.36: 9D O0 02 bO LDA IN, X

: 0_.39: 20 FO FD b! OSR COUT1
0._.3C: 6B 62 PLA
"_ B5 -'_ 63 STA INVFLB

I_.3F: BD O0 02 64 LDA IN°X

: C9 BB 65 CMF' _B8

•0344: FO I0 b6 BEQ BCF:SP_

', 0346:C9 9B 67 CMF' #$9B

• 434B: FO OA 6B BEQ CANCEL

034A: EO FB 69 CF'X #$FB

' 034C: 90 03 70 BCC NOTCRIi

' 034E: 20 3A FF 71 OSR BELL
0351: EB 72 NOTCRI INX
C_.=,_- DO 06 73 BNE NXTCHAR-_.e q,a-_-•

0354: FO ID 74 CANCEL BEQ EXIT

0356: BA 75 BCKSF'C TXA

0_57: FO IA 76 BEQ EXIT
' 0359: CA 77 DEX

, 0_,5A: 20 _.5 FD 78 NXTCHAR OSR RDCHAR

035D: C9 95 79 CMF' #$95

035F: DO 02 80 BNE CAPTST

0361: B1 28 BI LDA ($2B),Y

0363: C9 EO B2 CAPTST CMP #$EO

0365: 90 02 B3 BCC ADDINP

0367:29 DF B4 AND #$DF

0369: 9D O0 02 B5 ADD_NF' STA IN, X

036C: C9 BD B6 CMP #$BD

036E: DO BF B7 BNE NOTCR -

0370: 24 9C FC 8B OSR CLREOL
0_,7_.: bO B9 EX IT RTS

--End assembl y--

i i_ bytes

_.$

.LISTING ,P6 HEX DUMP

0_.00- A9 B4 20 CO I}E 20 E3 DF

O.-.',OB-Am- O0 20 5A 03 B6 FD 20

OZ.IO- Z.9 I)5 A5 FI) 20 5 _.'E4 A2

0.-.',IB-O0 AO C)2 20 E2 E5 AO O0

032C)- A5 FD 91 B3 CB A5 bF 91

O_.2B- B3 CB A5 70 91 B3 bO A5

-' C)_._.C)-_,2 4B A9 FF B5:2 BD O0
033B- 02 20 FO FD 6B B5 32 BD

C)340- O0 02 1:9 BB FO l C) C9 9B
O_,4B- FO OA EO FB 90 03 20 3A

" C)_,50- FF EB DO 06 FO If) BA FC)

O_5B- 1A CA 20 _5 FI} E9 95 DO

O.-_',bO-02 BI 2B [:9 EO 90 02 29
'_ O..-',bB- DF 9D O0 02 C9 BD DO BF

C)37C)- 20 9C FC bO



LISTING . 7

IO ' DROOPFORTRS90NODE].fill4 3/16/65
20 ' ....
30 ' INITIALIZATION
40 '
50 DEFI_A-Z ....
60 CLEARIO000
70TH,500: NU,O
BOACK,6: NAK,21; CR, 13: NO,O: NI, 1:N2 -2

...

90 C] = 16872:CO" 16990
100'
110' SETLIPSCREENANDSETCOI_UNICATIONMODES
120 ' • ',
130CLS
140PRINTTAD(20}|'DRDUNPFRONHYDRDPROBE';PRINT:PRINT
150PRINT'CONNECTCABLETODR'
160PRINT'SETDRTO300BAUD'
170INPUT'ENTERTHEDATE';DATEI$ .-_
180INPUT'DOYOUMAWrA HARDCOPY';ANS$

o _,

190IF AHS$= 'Y' ORANS$= 'y' THENPRNT= (1=1)
200PRINT:PRINT'DATA';TAB(SB)'RESPONSE' .,
210PRINTSTRINB$(65,'-')
220 IF PRNTTHENLPRINTTAB(25)'PRDBEDATAFROM';DATEI$
230 IF PRNTTHENLPRIWr'DATA'iTAB(SB)'RESPONSE'
240 IF PRNTTHENLPRINTSTRIN65(65t'-') _
250OPEN"O',i31"DRIN.])AT"
260PRINT13tDATE]$
270POKE16999t!19 ' 8 DATA2 STOPNDPARITY - .
280POKE1699B,(16Z5)+5' 300BAUD
290POKE16990_0' DON'TMAlT
300bEFUSRO: kH5A:I,.,=USR(O) _.
310DEFUSRI= kH50:DEFUS_: kH55
320 '
330 ' TURNONDU_tP=P3JIDTELY
340 ' '

350POKECO,ASC{'p'):!= USR2(O),FDR! = I TOZOOO:NEIT:PDKECOtASC('p'):FORX= I TOIO00:NEZT
360POKECO,CR:!=USR2(O):FDR! = I TOIO00:NEI1:R• CR
370 ' -
380 ' EETTHEFIRSTLINEOFDATA
390 '
40060S_ 660
4106DSU9920
420PRINTI_,TL$
430CT"-VAL(TL$)

450' GETTHERESTOFT_ DATA
460 '
470FORCD= CT-I TO1 STEP-!
480 BOSUN660
490 60SUB920
500 PRINTI_tTL$



510EIT
_20POKECO,ACK
530! = USR2(O)
540'
550 ' I;LOEFILES_NI)QUI'I'
560'
5"70L"LOSE13
5BO%FPRHTTHENLPR]NTCHRi(I2)
590PR]NT°%STHISDATASATISFACTORY']
600AHS$= INKEY$:IF ANS$• "' 'THEN600ELSEPRINTANS$
610IF ARS$()°Y' ANDAHS$()"y' THENlO
620END
630'.
640' DDNF.LOA9DATAIEI;DR])DIELINEA1A 'TIRE
650'
660PDKECD,R
6"/0I = USR2(O)
6BOTL$= "
690NU= 0
700I:K= NO
710i .=USRI(O):CN= PEEK(C1}
720IF CN=OTHENNiI=NU4 1
730IF NU) TI_TEKNU= O: R= NAK:60SUB¢20: 6OTO660
740IF CN: 0 6DTD710
750IF CN= 1;R6DTD620
760TL$= TL$+ CHR$(I;N)
770L"[= CK+ I;N "
?BO6OTO710
?qO'
BOO' ;DMPRECE£:KSUMFINDRESPDNE
1310'
1320! = USR!(O):I;N'=PEKiCI): IF £N= 0 6DTD1320
1330LC= L:EN(TL$)
B40_P= L£
B50L't'lt= I'ITD${TLt,CP,NS)
1360IF MS (> 't' THENCK= CK- AS_IL't'I$):[;P= CP- 1: 6OTO1350
BTOIF CK= VAL(RIEHTI(TL$,LC-CP))THENR= A_I:ELSER= NAY.:BI_TDb60
13B0FEIIJRN
EgO'
900'PRINT]);;T_I]EDD_
910'
920PRINTTLt; T_(_3);:IF R= AI;KTFENPRINT"AM' ELE PRINT"NAK'
930IFP_T THENL.PEINTTL$;TAB(63};:IFR = A:KTHINLPI_]h'T'A_K'_E _RINT'NAK'
940R_URN



10 ' I)RIN2D_.BAS _/111B5
20 '

30 DIRKDZII00),DP[100) LISTING .840 ',=,! PROCEDUREl**!
50 ' CONVERTDRIN.DATTODRDURP.DAT
60 '

70 OPEN'I',3_'DRIN.DAT' ' openprobeinfo File
BO INPUTt3,DATElS
90 INPUTt_,NR,CDStSN,UN$,STEtKDATAZ,DEPTHSZICKSU_' get headerinfo
100 DASHI=INSTR(CD$_'")' FINDVERSION ...
110 IF DASH%= 0 THENLNSZ= (l'l) ELSELN_%= (1=2) ' SETLINESNUMBERSFLAGFORINPUT

120 IF LNSZTHENNUNCALS[= 9 ELSENUBC_ = 17 ' SETNUMBEROFC_IBRATIONSI
i30 FORI[=2 TONUMCALS%
140 IF LNS%THENINPUTI],CALZ,SL_YINT,CKSUM:ELSEINPUT13tLNZ,CALZ,SL,YINT_CKSUMZ' get all the calibration inFo -
150 NEIT

lbO OPEN'O',2,'DRDUMP.DAT'' openthe output file
170 PRINT12,DATEI$

190 PRINT12,DEPTHSZ'_'KDATA%-I' write I of data records_.! of depthsper record
190 NHILENOTEOF(]) ' transfer info

200 IF LHS%THENINPUTIZtIDZ,CALZELSEINPUTIZ,LNZ,IDZ,CAL% ._
210 FORI%=KDATA%TOI STEP-1

220 INPUTI_,KDZ(I%) ' get all key fields ....
230 HEIT
240 FORI%=DEPTHS%TO l STEP-!

250 INPUTI_DP(I%) ' get the depthreadings
260 NEXT
270 IHPUTI_,CKSUM%' get the checksum
280 FARMZ=INT(ID%/IO0)' parse the Farmt
290 FLJ)%=ID%-(IOOIFAR_)' parse the field !
300 SITE%=_%(KDATA%)' get the site I
310 PRINTt2_FARM%;',';FLDZI',';SITEZ;','; ' output farm_field,site info .

_20 FORI%=I TOKDATA%-I .-

_30 PRINT12_KD1(I%)'1'|
340 NEIT

350 FORI%=lTO DEPTHS%

3bO "?RI_ 12,DP(I%);',';' outputdepthreadings
_70 NEXT

380 PRINT12_CKSUM%' outputchecksum(endof record)
_90 N_D

400 CLO_E
410 RUN'DRNORKI'' ORRUNWHATEVERPROSRAMYOUNISH
420 END



CABLE, GENERAL PURPOSE
CABLE RS2.32 conn. DP25S

I PROTECTIVE GROUND

SERIAL INPUT 4 <.... BLU .... 2 TXDi

SERIAL OUTPUT 3 .... GRN.... > 3 RXD

ENABLE 7 <.... YEL.... 4 REQUEST TO SEND

+10 V 1 .... OR--+---> 5 CLEAR TO SEND .

J---> 6 DATA SET READY

GROUND 2 <-----"BLK ..... > 7 GROUND

CABLE, GENERAL PURPOSE
i ORS03 conn. CABLE RS232 conn. DP25P

I PROTECTIVE GROUND

SERIAL INPUT 4 <.... BLU------- 2 TXD

SERIAL OUTPUT 3 -------GRN------> _ RXD

ENABLE 7 <.... YEL------- 4 REQUEST TO SEND

+10 V 1 ----OR--+---> 5 CLEAR TO SEND

I----> 6 DATA SET READY

GROUND 2 <-----BLK-----> 7 GROUND

CABLE, VECTOR GRAPHICS 4, J1 MODEM CONNECTOR, _00 BAUD
DR503 conn. CABLE RS2_2 conn. DP25P

I PROTECTIVE GROUND

SERIAL INPUT 4 <------BLU------ 2 TXD

SERIAL OUTPUT _ ------GRN-----> _ RXD

NC <----- 4 REQUEST TO SEND

+10 V 1 .... OR--+-----> 5 CLEAR TO SEND

I---> 6 DATA SET READY

GROUND 2 <--------BLK------>7 GROUND

NC <--- 20 DATA TERMINAL READY

ENABLE 7 -------YEL NC
*********************************************************************

March 4, 1985 APPENDIX C PAGE CI



i a '

CABLE., D-CAT MODEM,300 BAUD. -....
DR503 conn. CABLE RS2.52 conn. DP25P

SERIAL OUTPUT 3 -------GRN-----..> 2 TXD
SERIAL INPUT & <'------BLU------ 3 RXD

NC <--- 5 REQUESTTO SEND
NC <---- 6 DATA SET READY

GROUND 2 <-------BLK .... > 7 GROUND

NC <--- 8 CARRIER DETECT

+10V I ------OR--->NC
ENABLE 7 <..------YEL NC . --_

March 4, 1985 APPENDIX C PAGE C2



f

, SIGNALMAN MODEM, 300 BAUD
conn. CABLE RS232 conn. DP25S

m= almUllm==,_m= um elm,ira,imu= ,==llm_qm=_i=_ im==m,___M,= 0=malm rob,mml=,_ _ gmb_NmD_ lmNmm.ml_ lm mB_= _ ='I

I SERIAL OUTPUT 3 .... GRN------> 2 TXDi

SERIAL ZNPUT 4 <------BLU------- 3 RXD

" NC <--- 5 REQUEST TO SEND
NC <--- 6 DATA SET READY

, GROUND 2 <-----BLK .... > 7 GROUND

NC <--- 8 CARRIER DETECT

+10V 1 -----OR-->NC
ENABLE 7 <.... YEL NC .

CABLE, %BMPC ASYNC COMMADAPTER, 3DO BAUD
DR503 conn. CABLE RS232 conn. DP25S

1 PROTECTIVE GROUND

SERIAL INPUT 4 <-----BLU----- 2 TXD
SERIAL OUTPUT 3 ------GRN-------> 3 RXD

NC <--- 4 REQUEST TO SEND

NC ---> 5 CLEAR TO SEND
NC ----> 6 DATA SET READY

GROUND 2 <-------BLK-----> 7 GROUND

NC <---- 20 DATA TERMINAL READY

+IOV 1 -----OR-> NC

ENABLE 7 <------YEL NC

March 4, 1985 APPENDIX C PAGE C3



















SHIPPER'S DECLARATION FOR DANGEROUS GOODS

I . .......... , , ,,,,. " " Sh,,:,,:,,r ............. II
A,,Wavb,,No |1CPN COMPANY

!

2830 HOWE ROAD Page of P,ges |'.

_b_.RT!NEZ, CA 94553 9998 Sh,PDer's Reterence Number li

I coo ,,o.e /////////
'| =PN ')

////////A |'_..|
COMPANY

Two com;_/ere#an# $,gnedco,p,e._olth,sDecl,t..,onmust I WARNING I"_
handed fo fhe Operator

be
• ,

---.------- Dangerous Goods Regulations may be in breach of
Th,s shipment Is w.hm the Atrport of Departure the applicable law. subject to legal penalties. This
hmwtal_onsprescrmbedfor: Declaration must not, in any circumstances, be

,. {_atele. non #DDhcRDleJ
" " _ completed and/or signed by a consolidator, a

PASSENGER I CARGO I forwarder or an IATA cargo agent

A,RCRAFTIONL_.2.____J
• -_ ....._ ... ' ........... S'h,pmen_iypei lCe1.,e.o..'oO/,:,Dle/.........

_IrportO1uestlna_,on: __ RADIOACTIVE

Proper Shipping Name. C/ass. UN Number or Identification Number. number of packages, packing instructions and 1_"
all other required information as detailed in sub.Section 8. 1 of/A TA Dangerous Goods Regulatmns

Additional Handling Information

I I II [ ill I ! IIII I I I I

hereby declare t.at the contents of this consignment are fully and Name/'r=tle of Swgnatory
accurately described above by proper shipping name and ere classified.

sacked, marked and labelled, and are in all respects in the proper Place and Date
condition .*ortransport by air according to the applicable International and Q

National Government Regulations. S,gnature _JIL

/See warning aOove/

.................

b



t

U.S.DeOonrnerll 4o0se_n,ns.eel,sw
0_' l'l_l't_:ltTCfflOfl WaShington, D,C. 20590

Research ancl
Special Programs
Aclrninistrot_on IAEA CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENT AUTHORITY

SPECIAL FORM RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS ENCAPSULATION

CERTIFICATE NUMBER USA/0115/S, REVISION 5

This certifies that the encapsulated source, as described, when loaded

with the authorized radioactive contents, has been demonstrated to meet

the regulatory requirements for special form ra_ioactlve material as
prescribed in IAEA Regulations and USA regulations for the transport -i
of radioactive materials. J

i. Sourc.___eDescriptio _ - The source described by this certificate is
identified as Gulf Nuclear, Inc., Model VL-I which is a doubly

encapsulated 17-4 or 304 stainless steel welded capsule measuring ...
3.2 mm (0.125") to 12.7 mm (0.5") diameter and 6.35 mm (0.25")to
19.05 mm (0.75") in length. -_

': 2. Radioactive Contents- The authorized radioactive contents of
-

:his source consist of not more than a total of 18.5 GBq (500

mCi) of Americium-241 oxide in Beryllium metal powder and/or

Cesium-137 in the form of Cesium chloride.

3. Exoiration Date - This certificate expires October 10, 1992.

This certificate is issued in accordance with paragraph 803 of the IAEA

• Regulations and Section 173.476 of Title 49 of the Code of Federal

Regulations, and in response to the September 29, 1988 petition by CPN

Corporation, Martinez, CA, and in consideration of the associated
information therein.

Certified by:

Michael E. _ran_ler /_- (DATE) "
Chief, Radioactive Mate_fials Branch

Office of Hazardous Materials Transportation

Revision 5 - issued to extend e::pirauiou daze and to chanBe capsule dimensions
and radioac=ive con=en_.

I "Safety Series No. 6, Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioact

, n.e. na.ional Atomic EnergyMaterials I_73 Revised Edition" published by the I _ -

Agency (_AEA), Vienna, Austria. -.

2 Title _9, Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 100 - 199, USA.
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Ac_ministratJoo _AEA CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENT AUTHORITY

SPECIAL FORM RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS ENCAPSULATION

CEET!PICATE NUMBER USA/04001S, REVISION 0

This certifies that the encapsulated source, as described, when loaded

with the authorized radioactive contents, has been demonstrated to meet

the regulatory requirements f_r special form radioactive material as
prescribed in IAEA Regulations and USA regulations for the transport
of radioactive materials.

I. Source Description - The source described by this certificate is

identified as CPN Corporation Model No. T200156 neutron gamma

source. The doubly encapsulated type 316L stainless steel welded

capsule measures 9.0 mm (.356") in diameter by 14.5 mm (.572") in

length.

2. Radioactive Contents - The authorized radioactive contents of

this source consist of not more than 0.37 CBq (10 mCi) of

Cesium-137 in the form of a ceramic and 1.85 GBq (50 mCi) of

Americium oxide in a Beryllium metal powder pressed to form a

pellet.

3. Expiration Date - This certificate expires April 30, 1990.
i

This certificate is issued in accordance with paragraph 803 of the IAEA

Regulations and Section 173.476 of Title 49 of the Code of Federal

Regulations, and in response to the August 31, 1988 petition by CPN

Corporation, Martinez, CA, and in consideration of the associated
..... information therein.

.. Certified by :

Micna_l E. Wangler /// (DATE)
Chief, Radioactive Mater_6_!s Branch

Office of Hazardous Materials Transportation

k

I "Safety Series No. 6, Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive

Materials, 1973 Revised Edition" published by the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA), Vienna, Austria.

2 Title _9, Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 100 - 199, USA.
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Research and
_ecialProgmm$ IAEA CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENT AUTHORITY

AaministrationSPECIAL FORM RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS ENCAPSULATION

CERTIFICATE NUMBER USA/0399/S, REVISION 0

This certifies that the encapsulated source, as described, when loaded 'i
with the authorized radioactive contents, has been demonstrated to meet

the regulatory requirements f_r special form radioactive material as
prescribed in IAEA Regulations and USA regulations _ for the transport
of radioactive materials.

I. Source Description - The source described by this certificate is I

identified as CPN Corporation Model No. TI00405 neutron source.

The doubly encapsulated type 316L stainless steel welded capsule

measures 9.0 mm (.356") in diameter by 12.7 mm (.500") in length. -

2. Radioactive Contents - The authorized radioactiv_ contents of

this ....source .....consist of not more than 3.7 GBq (100 mCi) of

Americium-2_1 oxide in a Beryllium metal pressed to form a

pellet.

3. Expiration Date - This certificate expires May 31, 1990.

This certificate is issued in accordance with paragraph 803 of the IAEA

Regulations and Section 173.476 of Title 59 of the Code of Federal

Regulations, and in response to the August 31, 1988 petition by CPN

Corporation, Martinez, CA, and in consideration of the associated
information therein.

Certified by:

Michael E. Wangler /_ (DATE)
Chief, Radioactive Mat_a!s Branch

Office of Hazardous _teria!s Transportation

I "Safety Series No. 6, Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive

Ma _e.--_=_s, 1973 Revised Edition" published by the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAZA), Vienna, Austria.
-.

2 Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 100 - 199, USA. -.
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IAEA CERTIFICATZ 07 COM2ETENT AUTSOR/TY

SPECIAL FORM KADIOACTI'VE MATZRIALS

_--.RTIFICATZ NUM3ER USA/0398/S, REVISION 1

This certifies thaz the source described has been demonstrated to meet the

re=uiatory requirements for special form radioactive _aterial as
prescr:bed in IAEA Regulations and USA requiations _or the transport

of radioactive materials.

i. Source Description - The source described by this certiflcate is

identlfied as CPN Corporation Model No. 131, Part No. T400521.

The doubly encapsulated Type 316L s_ainless steel welded capsule

measures 9.0 mm (._56") in diameter by 12.7 mm (.500 ° ) in length.

2. Radioactive Contents - This source consists of not more than

0.D0185 TBq (50 mCi) of Americium-241 oxide in a _eryllium me:el

powder pressed to form a pellet.

3. Expiration Dat____e- This certificate expires July 31, 1992.

This certificate is issued in accordance with paragraph 803 of the ZAEA

Re?ulauions and Sect!on 173.476 of Title 49 cf the Code of Federal

Regulations, and in response to the August 3, 1989 petition by CPN

Corpcrat:on, Zartine:, CA, and in consideration of the associated

information therein, and ocher info.-mation filed wi_h this office.

Ce=:ifie by: AUG 8

Michael Z. Wamgler (DATE)
Chief, Radioac=ive Materials Branch

Office of Hazardous Materials Transportatlcn

Revision i - Issued to clarify _he source modal identificasion and to

extend the expiration date.

1 "Safety Series No. 6, Regulations for _he Safe Transport of Radioactive

Materials, 1973 Revised Edi=ion" published by _he International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAZA), Vienna, Austria.

_t]- z_ Co_e c_ ?ed-ral _ecu!ations ?a_.s I00 - 199, USA
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__/$;_'_ECYAL FORM RADIOACTIVE MATERXAhS ENCAPSULATION

This certifies that the encapsulated source, as described, when loaded
with the authorized radioactive contents, has been demonstrated to meet

the regulatory requirements f?r special form ra_ioactive material as
prescribed in IAEA Regulations and USA regulations" for the transport
of radioactive materials. .-.

I. Sourc__..._eeDescriDtio n - The source described by this certificate is
identified as CPN Corporation Model No. T400378 gamma source. The

doubly encapsulated type 316L stainless steel welded capsule

measures 7.1 mm (.281") in diameter by 13.3 mm (.525") in length.
-I

2. Radioactive Contents - The authorized radioactive contents of ;
i _ m J l mml -- --

this source consist of not more than 0.37 " GBq (10 mCi)

Cesium-137 in the form of a ceramic. :

3. ExDiratio n Dat_.__e-This certificate expires October 10, 1992.

This certificate is issued in accordance with paragraph 803 of the IAEA

Regulations and Section 173.476 of Title 29 of the Code of Federal

Regulations, and in response to the August 31, 1988 petition by CPN

Corporation, Martinez, CA, and in consideration of the associated
information therein.

CertifieC by: _ , OCT 18 1988
Michael E. Wangler // ("DATE)

Chief, Radioactive Mat6_.ials Branch

Office of Hazardous Materials Transportation

||m_mmmm#|_||||

1 "Safety Series No. 6, Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive

Materials, 1973 Revised E._ion" published by the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA), Vienna, Austria.

2 Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 100 - 199, USA. •
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_'TATE OF CALIFORNIt,

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTP. J,t" J " - •O6.........J=._=. Be 9 !

ILADI_ACTIVE MATERIAL LICZNSE

0/I IIIRINq_IN_tl #_ fqq_qPBIlfJOn' _O_tJlql R_ OV m# I_, • t_ Pl It_W IMO dN4f/_CN*i**#ri_ rill d_i_m_lliWO|0 tllPClPl_ I_dl$ &W_WII_ii,

_l_ Thl! IH_# _ _l_blCf t"0 #II _I_IOIII_IBt_Q r_m| fll_m|_l 4#_ or_rl Of _ I_ll_B_tft_Rf Cf MSeItR _ _i' I_e_Ot_P _#t ILP1$¢1 alt_ 01__V

_ _''" ACME SOILS [_iGI/_[[P.II;GCO, I _'_''_
I I000-_0 ........ O_.T.-'.:_::,L_

I 2/15/B0
Mini)it,s, CA 94:.55 _ .............. - ...............

I J, _**mmm_ og'**P
,,, ,l ,,. _, , . ,

A. Sealed source (Canp_el] A. 5 source pairs not to

A. Cesiua-13?, Pacific Nuclear Cor_. exceed IO a_l_icuries of

Americium-2_,l/Be Model CPN-131) Cesium-f37 and 50 milli-
curies ofAmericium-2z,I/Be

B, Sealed source (Camobell each.

Pacific Nuclear Corp. B.. 1 source not to exceed

E. Aaericium-2_,I/Be Model CPN-131) SO =ill_curles of
Amerlc':um-2z,I/Be.

- l_ ,, , ,,, - ,.

k. To be used as a component of a Campbell Pacific Nuclear Corp. gauge

Model A, B(R) C, M(C), or 500 ser_es for determination of

moisture/densit_ _n eng_neer_n 9 materials.

B. To be used in CPNModel 5D3 for determination o? moisture measurement..
i ill i t __ il iii t ialt in t ...... _ ...............

_0. F,_diozc_v¢ m=tc_J _:v b¢ used z: t_por_u'v job .,'i_= o_ _= _iccnse¢in _'¢=_ not unocr ¢_xczusw¢
fcd=d jur_sdic_on _zo_'l_hou¢t.hc SrJ_t¢of C..=._fomix.R=diozc'cJvcm=:cri=_m=y o¢ pc_mu_cnuy stored
onJ.v=_ 1000 _ain S:reet, P,ilpi'cas,(A,B, & C.)

500 SuburbanAvenue, Placervil_e,Calif.(C.)

11. R=dio=c:_'¢ mztrzu_ may be u_cd o_)' by, or m_d¢':T.'_¢_o_-'visson and Ln :he phvsh:_Jprcs_ o[.
ma,-via=zL_who: (1) h=v¢sa:_._=cto_y completed = course,ac_-.:_tcd_v _¢ De_sJ-_mc_t= :ocu=at¢. in
r_f¢ use of so_]_z_ ¢on_=.mm__dma_'dv¢ =_¢c:_d; and _Jo (3) h=ve bccn ocs_Lm=¢¢=_,vL'_¢r=aZauon
uic'r'," of5¢= =_ o==_LEmdto us, _dioac-_v¢ ma¢c_,_luriah.._ Uccns=.The ii.c=_.,:ecsh;_;: (1) _zzn=sn
aw.Lt_blcfor LrLspcct_onz current _isI of mdividuz_ =o d_JL_'_Jcd;u_d (2)pro_i_¢_cn such tndivld=d
w_= = _:cmc_L au_no_g use of ndioact_ve mz:='6_ una= =U li=_:, s=_¢d by me radizUon
_¢_' o_t_c=. (l_fo."_z_on on which cou_J h=v¢ b_._ _c:_=ed bv the Dcp_.-c_cnt =_ =¢qu-'_¢ zor
d1¢ pu_os¢ o[ _u condiuon may b¢ obt_cd f_om _¢ D_. a.,-'_,ont.)

12. The r=d=_Jon=f¢_ ofSc_ m =U pro_,_ sha_ bc

F01' '1_ ,_MItl DtDtf'tRteflt ot Mlllt_l

tl. |lil_*li lll'7|l F=,J_IO4OK_IC M(lllll'l _lClton

2a.il p 56"_,%.5,m¢_lnn_nt¢, E._]i,_. gSB14
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$11.t Ot _l.totml_.Melwtf_ I._ _#i0ate &VI_, _.,tDidrlmlmt O! I,qe_lltl_

0.,_., . _ ...,

IU_DIOAGTIVE MATERIAL LICENSE _-,.,..--.._._=.1._

_ntlnulrd _wpl)_menm_ _eCl _ _m,m,,--0r "i¢..

This license u su.meet Io Ill numbered c_ndil_Ons belov..

Condmons Io which this tlCl:nS_is nm sm=)cct iN marked NI_.

Y '_'hiSil_n_ rl Su|sN_CfIn in Innual let u( .'_RZ;£ HU,_£_ ...... ouiiars ouc and pavibt¢

nn the &/lhlVefl_l'_' itl th¢ Oil¢ 01"ISJ.UCI11'lnt_ ,ictll.l_. m.....

in s¢co,czin_ wtth Scct_un e)lU] at thc C_itfurn_ G_wernmens CcxJc.rnis |scenic ts not sut_)ccttn payment ul an innu,Ll license fec.

,,..,,_Y* $c=icd source1 cone.linealin scliipu|_ sniJl he tesltd ior ic=ka_Cand/or conslmlnltlOn a! tnte,.'v|tsnot tu czrecct onf _'czt.

kcroras o( tczX test r¢_uiu t_;ii br _e_ m umts o[ m,cro_urirl and mi_ns|incd |or mso¢ctior_.._n_' Ic=k trSTrt'vca,n_ the prescn_'c

O| U,_S m_i_f_C'Ul'ICJOr mUIPCO_ t_fllsV'iUl¢ r'aklisJ_C'_SYtmltcr_ai snlil oc teportc¢l fo fn¢ $[=zc Dc=zrlmrnt o( _cilt_. P,adio_oct¢

)'iI:IUU1SCcuOh. ;.b._P ._(rce1.._lc'13r_er_to, _.._itorttQI. 9_|4. within _ cll'vs o( the tes_. Thb fcpot't shOUldIncluo¢ a Q¢l._rlpitOh _,_

_C ais'cctwe Source or aeVlCC,b_c rrs_j(.t ol the ics_. and thc cor_ccuve iCtlUh _l_(eh.

-- Trsts (or lcskqtc ,nd/or cont_mmit_un o( tcsiccl sources shall bc performed onty h_' persons suec_hc=JIysuthonzca to p_rtorm
those serytccs.

)" The fotlo_qn; mci_du_js zr_ lutnorlzcd to collect wipe Cell u mp|_ 0_ sc=lcd sources po,cu¢._ UhOCrU_SSi_cinsc, usm r icik trs!

k_u sccepu_Je to znc Suit Depu_mcnt of Heath:

A_exanaer Benow_:2

._ain_nance LnO _="r o_ _ pulses sh_J|b_ p_form_d only by preens mc_J_=aJI), zuzhor,,cc_ to p_orm those sea,ties.

..,...,_._ Az an'v. urn© _ licensee _ cnr_d in ma,kih[' mcz.s,_r_-mmntsby.suzhorirv....of th_ iicrns_, it either i _rmzncnt or z t_mporzry _nb ,

,to. ne m_J hzvc # c_rrcnt copy o( c_¢n m"the _o_Jowm| ooc_mcnl_ Ivzg_bl¢ _or mstx'ct_on sc in_ job s,¢¢;

_i) s_tcmcnt su_honz_nf mdn,ic;u_Jzo use nd;o_ct_vc material (See Condiaon ! 1)
(b) tn=_ccnsc

tc) ht=nutsc_r_'s insn'_cz_onma.nu_ with a.p.prt_z'zzte e_'mlc'ncy procedures

£x¢'=_[ U saccJ[icaJJvpruv_ae_ ozJlcT'w_s¢by T,,_ )_ccns¢, the hccn.s_'¢sJ_[l pOS,l_ &nd v_scnalo_,_ mazm_ o=s_iO_c _n Items _,

_"dhCi8 O{ T_U jiCl:n/d:In accoraznce wi_ it.lit'menu, rcpr_scnrstlons _nd proceaur_s ¢onu.ine_ tn [hc 1"oilowm_ao¢_.tmcflu:

A_pl_c_ion en_ _:'_e_"d_e_ 1/_3/77 anc_s_gnec_by A_exz_n_erEenov:i_._.

For _nc Stzzc Dc_zrtmcn_ o_ _czl_ \

' _, S_,"_ ,z_.
DiIC" __ _ = by. ....

';'.,_,-__'_crcc:. _ac_.,',cn_o. C_i_._. 9_ I.:.

"I-10
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USEFUL NUMBERS AND TERMS

Recitation ts similar to Light,

It INCREASESIn strength by a factor of FOUR each time the distance from the source is out In HALF.

It DECREASESin strength by a factor of ONE/FOURTH each time the distance from
the source DOUBLES.

W t' _' 'J" W

Millicurie: Small QUANTITYof radioactive material

Milliroentgen: Small EXPOSUREof gamma radiation

Mlllirad: Small DOSE of ABSORBED radiation

Millirem: Small DOSE of ABSORBED radiationCORRECTED for its EFFECTon MAN

MIIlirem/hour: The DOSE RATE of a radiationfield

'll W _' t W

100 torero: Weekly alloweddose for an industrialworker
(5 rein per year is maximum work dose)

1/2 torero: Average heavywork week dose for a PORTAPI:E)I_ user
(0.5% of allowedweekly dose)

3 torero: AverageheaW workweek dose for a HYDROPFIOBEuser
(3% of allowedweekly dose) This is more than for a PORTAPROBE
due to longer closecontact during field carryingof the HYDROPROBE

1/4 torero: Average heavy work week dose for a HYDROTECTORuser
(0.25% of allowed weekly dose)

t W II1' 'It w

5 mrem/hr: Averagedose rate at surface where hands must touch

1/2 mrem/hr: Average GAMMAdose rate at 2 feet from PORT_

1/3 mrem/hr: Average NEUTRONdose rate at 3 feet from PORTAPROBE or
HYDROPROBE (sourceto midtrunk distance when carrying gauge)

I'l II.g

EMERGENCY Minor (Sourceintact)

1) Returnthe gauge to the storage container
2) Call the RSO and CPN factory

Major (Sourcedamaged or Lost)

1) Stop the vehicle,if involved,get the driver out of the way,
2) Ropeoff area
3) Call RSO and CPN factory
4) Call PublicHealth. They have the trainingand equipment required
5) Do not be unduly bold and brave.

RESPONSIBILITY: You are responsiblefor the safe and legal use, transportationand storageof the gauge.

You are responsiblefor the protectionof the unwary general publicfrom unnecessaryexposure.



: N U.S.A.

_..,,_//_ ,._/...... RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
a division of Bnllnar_ Ktlman

LICENSING AUTHORITIES
2830 Howe Road
Man_nez. California 94553

Telephone (510) 228-9770
Telex 17-1289 CPN-UD
FAX (510) 228-3183

GEORGIA HARYLAND

ALABAMA Radiactive Haterials Pgrm. Office of Toxics, Envirorunental
Div. of Rod. Control Department of Natural Resources Science & Health (TESH)
State Dept of Public Health 4244 International Pkwy, Ste 114 Radioactive Health Program
State Office building Atlanta, GA 30354 2500 Broening Highway
572 East Patton Avenue (404) 362-2675* (day) Baltimore, MD 21224
Montgomery, At 36130-1701 (404)656-4300" (after hrs.) (410)631-3300
(205)242-5315 FAX: (404) 362-2654 (410)247-8700" (24 hr.)
(205)242-4378" (2_ hr.) FAX: (410)631-3198 '
FAX: (205)242-5000 HAWAII

USNRC Region V HASSACHUETTS
ALASK____._A USNRC Region I
USNRC REGION V

IDAH..._.,O00 MICHIGAN
USNRC Region IV US_RC Region Ill

ARIZONA
Arizona Rod. Reg. Agency ILLINOIS MINNESOTA
4814 South 40th St. Illinois Dept. of Nuclear Safety USNRC Region Ill
Phoenix, AZ 85040 Oiv.of Radioactive Materials
(602)255-48_5" (day) 1035 A Outer Park Dr. MISSISSIPPI
(602)262-8011" (after hrs.) Springfield, lL 62704 Div. of Rod. HLth.
FAX: (602)437-0705 (217)785-98(>8 State Dep:. of Health

(217)785-9900" (24 hr.) P, 0. Box 1700
ARKANSAS FAX: (217)782-9762 Jackson, MS 39215-1700
Div. of Rad. Contt.& Enter. Mgt. (601)354-6657
Arkansas Dept. of Hlth. INDIANA (601)352-9100" (24 hr.)
4815 _est Markham, Slot #30 USNRCRegion IZl FAX: (601)354-6167
Little Rock, AR 72205-3876
(501)_1-2301" (day) IO_...._A HISSOURI
(501)661-2136" (24 hr.) Ioua Dept. of Public Health USNRCRegion Ill
FAX: (501)6_1-2468 Bur. of Environmental Hlth.

Lucas State Off. Bldg., 4th Floor MONTANA
CALIFORNIA Des Moines, %A50319 USNRCRegion IV
Dept. of Health Services (515)281-3478" (day)
Raoiologic Health Br. . (515)281-3561 pager #32* (after NEBRASKA
601 North 7th St. hrs.) State Dept. of Hlth.
P.O. Box 942732 FAX: (515)242-6284 Div. of Rod. Hlth.
Sacramento, CA 94234-7320 301 Centennial Hail South
(916) 322-3482 KANSA........._S P.O. Box 95007
(510)540-2014" iN. CAL. day) Bureau of Env. Htth. Svc. Lincoln, NE 68509
(818)782-4625" (S. Cal. day) Radioactive Nat'l Control Program (402)471-2168
(916);45-3035" (24 hr.) 109 S. g. 9TH St. Suite 602 (402)471-4545" (State Patrol)
FAX: (916)324-3610 Topeka, KS 66612 FAX: (402)471-0169

(913)296-1562" (day)
- COLORADO (913)296-3102* (Highway Patrol) NEVADA

Rod. Control Oiv. FAX: (913)296-098_ Radiological Hlth. Sec.
Dept. of Health Htth. Division
4210 E. 11th Ave. KENTUCKY 505 E. King St.
Denver, CO 80220 Rod. Control Branch Carson City, NV 89710
(303)331-8480" (day) Dept. of Hlth. Svcs. & Human Res. (702) 687-5394
(303)370-9395* (after hrs.) 275 East Main St. (702)687-5300" (Hwy. PtnL.
FAX: (304)320-1529 Frankfort, KY 40621-1000 Dispatch)

(502)564-3700 FAX: (702)687-5751
CONNECTICUT (502)564-7815" (24 hr.)
USNRC Region % FAX: (502)564-6533 NEU HAMPSHIRE

RadioLogica Health Bur.
DELAWARE LOUISIANA Oiv. of Pub Hath Services
USNRC Region I State of Louisana 6 Hazer Drive

Radiation Protection Div. Concord, NH 03301-6527
FLOR?DA Off of Air Otly.& Rod. Prot. (603)271-4588
Office of Rod. Control P.O. Box 82135 (603)271-3636" (State Police)
Dept. of Hlth. & Rahab. Svc. Baton Rouge, LA 70884-2135 FAX: (603)225-2325
1317 _inevood BLvd. (504)765-0160
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0700 FAX: (50_)926-1903 NE_ JERSEY
(904)487-1004 _ (day) USNRCRegion I
(407)297-2095 = (after hrs.) MAIN__E
FAX: (904)487-0435 USNRC Region I



NEWMEXICO SOUTH CAROLINA U.S NUCLEARREGULATORYCOMMTSST,ON
Bur. Hazardous & Red. Met'Is Bureau of Red. Htth.
Water & Waste Management Div. Delft. of Nlth & Env. Cntl. EMERGENCY (all regions)
P.O. Box 26110 2600 Bull Street (301) 951-0550" (24 hr.)
Santa Fe, HM 87502 CoLumbia, SO 29201
(505)827-4300 (803)73_-4700 USNRC, ReQ|on 1
(505)827-9329" (after hrs.) (803)253-6497" (24 hr.) Nuclear Material Section
FAX: (505)827-2736 FAX: C803)799-6726 475 Allendale Rd.

(803-T34-4588 King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415
NE_ YORK Jerry Johansen
N. Y. State Dept. of Labor SOUT_ DAKOTA (215)337-5000
Div. of Safety & Htth. USNRC Region IV FAX: (215)337-5324
Radiotogical Htth. Unit
1 Main Street, Room813 TENNESSEE
Brooklyn, NY 11201 Div. Red. Hlth. USNRC, Re_ion II
(718) 797-7641 Dept. of Htth. and Env. Material Red. Prot. Sec.
(518) 457-2200* (24 hr.) TERRA Building, Sixth Floor 101 Marietta St., NW, Suite 2900
(212) 340-4495" (24 hr.) 150 - 9th Avenue, North Atlanta, GA 30323
FAX: (718)797-7016 Nashville, TN 37219-5404 Earl Wright

(615)741-7812 (404)331-4503
NORTH CAROLINA (800)262-3300" (24 hr.) FAX: (404)331-4449
Dept. Env., Htth., & Natrl. Res. FAX: (615)741-4608
Div. of Red. Protection USNRC_ Region llI ;
P. O. Box 27687 TEXAS Material License Section
Raleigh, NC 27611-7687 Bureau of Red. Cntl. 799 Roosevelt Road
(919)571-4141 Texas Dept. of Health Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
(800)662-7956" (24 hr.) Exchange Building Mike McCann
(919)733-3861" (out of state) 8407 Wall Street (708)790-5500
FAX: (919)T_3-0312 Austin, TX 78756-3189 FAX: (708)790-5693

(512)834-6688 (708)790-5665
NORTH DAKOTA (512)458-7460" (after hrs.)
Dept. of Health FAX: (512)835-8109 USNRC. Region IV
Div. of Enviro. Engineering Material Rad. Prot. Sec.
1200 Missouri Ave., Rm 304 UTAH 611Ryan PLaza Drive, Ste 400
P. O. Box 5520 Div. of Radiation Cntl. Arlington, Tx 76011-8064
Bismarck, ND 58502-5520 Dept. of Env. Health Jack Uhitten
(701)221-25188 288 North 1460 West (817)860-8100
(800)472-2121" (after hrs.) Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4850 FAX: (817)860-8210
FAX: (701)258-0052 (801)538-6734 (817)860-8211

(801)538-6333" (24 hr.)
OHIO FAX: (801)531-8128 USNRC, Region V
USNRC Region IIt Material Rad. Prof. Sec.

VERMONT 1450 Maria Lane, Ste 210
OKLAHOMA USNRC Region I Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368
USNRC Region IV Beth Prange

VIRGINIA (510)975-0200
OREGON USNRC Region II FAX: (510)975-0350
State Health Division (510)975-0351
Radiation Control Section WASHINGTON
800 NE Oregon #21, Ste 705 Dept. of Health LE-13 Canadian Atomic Energy Commission
Portlarw_,OR 97232 DIv. of Rad. Protection (613)995-0479" (24 hr.)
(503)731-4279"(after hrs) Airdustrial Center Bldg. #5
(503)731-4014 P.O. Box 47827 * Emergency Asst. Phone Number
FAX: (503)731-4081 Olympia, WA 98504-7827

(206)586-8949
PENNSYLVANIA (206)686-0463" (after hrs.)
USNRC Region I FAX: (206)_3-1496

PUERTORICO WEST VIRGINIA
USNRC Region II USNRC Region II

RHODEISLAND WISCONSIN

Div. of Occ. Hlth. &Rad. Hlth. USNRC Region Ill
Dept. of Health
206 Cannon BLdg. tJYO_ING
3 Capitol Hill USNRC Region IV
Providence, RI 02908-5097
(401) 277-2438
(_01)647-3311" (State Police)
FAX: (401)277-6953
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1.1INTROI)U_ION

_ctionIllof this503l"anualsuPPliesbasic .
informationto allowPerforminsmaintenance If the cableis de_ectiveit shouldbe
ona fieldlevelbasis.The only required replaced.Iti_reco_ndedthata spare ca-
toolsare the screwdriverandthessanner bIebekeptonhandtominimizedownti_.
wrenchwhicharesuPPliedwiththe gauge.A If the SurfaceElectronicAssemblyorthe
voltletercapableof readin9to15vdcis ProbeAssemblyareFoundtobedetectivefor
reco_nded, reasonsotherthanbatterycells,thenthey

require test equi_nt includin_an
1.2I)ES_IPTION oscilloscope,signal9eneratoranda dieital

voltmeter.As suchtheyshouldbereturnedto
The model503 consistsof four uajor the factoryforrepair.Asdescribedinsec-
assemblies: tion3.3theProbeElectronicAssemblycanbe

easily separatedfrom the SourceTube
I)SurfaceMechanicalAssembly Assemblymakin9iteasy to ship the Probe
2)SurfaceElectronicAssembly EiectronicAssemblybY UPSorotherconve-
3) Cable nient_ans.
4)ProbeAssembly

1.311_ISICI_II#TE;iclt£E 1.4EII]_I_IfEPOLICY

Usin_thetroubleshootingguideinsection2, Alternatelythefactorykee_sonhandan in-
isolatethe_obleuto one of thesemajor ventorYofexchangepart_,Whereminimumdovn

tim_isimportantCPtlwillshipan exchange_semblies.If a secondgaugeisavailable
thepartscanbe interchangedtoeasilyiso- assemblyuponYourrequest.Theti_ andma-
latethedefectiv_assembly, terialcosttorepairis_eneralIYless than

lheexchansecost,butwiththeexchangeunit' here_airtim_andtheone_aYshi,Pinsti_.TheSurfaceMechanicalAssemblyisa Pureme- areeliuinate_.chanicalassemblY.Otherthanthelatchmech-
ii anisuwhichcan berepairedbYreplacement 1.5_ PRIC_LI_ & VI_

_arts,no serviceotherth_n occasional
cleanin_i_required, seefigures1.5-iand1.5-2

i PROBEASY
PROBE ELECTRONICASY| | SURFACEELECTRONICASY

SOURCE] HV POWERSUPPLY __ CABLE L._ BATTERY PACK

DETECTOR TIMEBASECOUNTER
AMPLIFIER DISPLAY

i

J SURFACE MECHANICAL ASY I

503 August_9,19130 Pase III-I
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CORPORATION

2830 Howe Road "
Ivilrlimmz. Calilorrdl 94553

Telephone (415) 228-9770
Telex 17-1289 CPN-UD

+ .

NOOEL 503 I_LJORSUII.ASSEHBI.XES PARTS LXST

PART MO DES_]PT]O_ W[IGHT(tb)

|lOl0BS _ution SIDn 1:11: .4
A101156 Surface AcLmater 3.0
T101158 Surface kclap=er, 1.5" 3.0
k/.01197 Leak 1eli: I:i£ .0Z
BS0002J Lztch Lever .1

MSODD69 I_anu4L, I_aintenance, S_=Jon IV .,_
|50009/. t;ab[e Hotoer CLip .0Z
M$OO1Z1 kenualf O=eratio% 503 ./,
B$00101 Gl=ket w Front .OZ
=500195 Gasket;+ Rear .0Z
B500267 Wretch, S_nr_r, Probe .6
BS0031Z A==e== _oL tar .3

B50031$ k==e== Cottar, 1.5" .3
B501107 kou= i nQ-Asy 10.1
T$OI11Z Stop-Pmir .OZ
501176 Surf=== ELectron{= ksy 3.7
_011; Probe ELec=Pmni¢ Asy 1.4
T5017._$ Pro_ Electronic _y, 1.5" 1.1
_501265 16meir_-/u=y, 1.5" 10./.

kS01ZT0 ProJ_e Sour:e kaY" .B
_012_ Probe S_Pce Asy, I.S_ .6
/J;O1329 _:abl e ¢rmb_r ./,

£501331 $_eaker' Panel _ksy ./,
_D13_ D_ Probe .9
T5013_6 D_ Pr=_, 1.5" .6
B501_39 ;mbLe-Asy, 12 F_ ._
T501_.I,1 CabLe-_y, 10 mt'e'r_; "l.Z
.:.7_;: Eatt-EelL, NX_._D, /_k, .S_ .0Z
3/3Zx1-1/¢ RoLL Pin .OZ

:;ZZB • 13 Sari ng .OZ
WB'SD-B$ =harper, 8 AA NXr..,U:)'S .5
7'560 DispLay, L=:, Digital .0S
_c:.118 eu=e, 118 _ ._Z

" These _mr_s con:sin a radioac:{ve tc,Jr=e. They are replaceable x_
t:he factory ¢x_ty.

m _=I_AWGE PRO;RJU( m

PART NO E:X=HAW=E%TE_¢

=501176 $_rface ELec1:rcx_i¢ kay
C5011_. Prooe £te-J.tronic Asy
TSOIZE¢S Pro_: ELectronic Asy, 1.5"
" Detec.tor Tuo¢ _i:ionaL cos: if re-jlaceme_: re,JaPed..

The a:x_ve _ar=s are lva_ Labia freer CPW =or'_ on an exchan.oe =rice basis.
If ':he retu_ _e.m is nor in good :onoi:io_ or is n:_ returne_: _o the
_a:tc=ry vi:hin 30 :ays, _he cu=_c_er riLL :>e ={ilec_ :re full price.

_,:_51_I
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2.0_ING OUI_

FIIOELE)I,.

H-_,+_ CIRC_JIT_HHHH_

NO displayandnoaudiOlehulattopofprobe Blownfuse
OPenor dir_ b_tterY cell contact

' Defectivebattery cell

NodisPlaYanda 6 kHzhumcanbe heardat Display defective
top of the erobe.

C_ugeblows Fuses Stack defective (shorted cavacitor, I.C.etc)
Shorted c_ble

C,_u_edoesnot run for longafter a Full charge Openor dirty cell contact
Battery cell defective
Charserdefective
Excessive.load in surface or erobe electronics

DiselaY reads0 and the decimalwoint flashes Probedefective
at a onesecondrate durins the count anda Cabledefective
6 kHzhumc_nbeheard

Sameexceptno6 kHzhum, Cabledefective
Probedefective

OisP1avreads0 andthedecimal_ointto left Timebaseswitchnotsetoropen
of displayF]ashesonceeachtJ_ thestart
suitchisPressed

DisPlayreads0 andnoFla.shingdecim_1Point Oscillatorcircuitdefective
•

BacksroundsesementsindisPlav L_ defective

Statisticstestresult_inhishratiodueto _ suPPlYnoisy
oneormorewildcounts

Statistics test resui_s in hish ratio due to HVsupelv driftin9
shiftofmea_duringthetestperiod Detectordriftins

Statisticstestresultsin]o_ratiowithan Periodicnoisebein_counted,mostlikely
increaseinthestandardcount duetoopenbYp_Scapacitorin_ _u_PIY

++,H PE_QVCE ,H**

Moisturereadshishco_aned_ithothermethods Causeisreadinsbothfreewaterandbound
(_d sause,ovendryetc)whilestati_ticmtest _aterofhydration.A_plYconnectbias
standardcountandallotherFunctionsareO.K. _lJbrationnota_plicabletothesoiltYPe

ortotheaccesstubetYPe

exceptmoisturereadslow Calibrationnota_Plicabletothesoil tYpe
ortotheaccesstubet'n=e

_. exceptaccompaniedby a shiftinstandard Probe9eo_terYcha_sed
fount Defectivedetector

503 Ausust99, 1980 P_se 111-4



Fieldm_inten_nceof thirunitwill normally
3 _AII.E])_I_ be Izmltedto rePlaczn.atheb_tter_cellsor

theFuse,
3.1CAB.E

The c_ble is constructed usin: _ central
stainlesssteel_essinsersurroundedbY four TheSurfaceElectronicAssemblycaneaslY be
insulated stranded copper wires, The removedfromtheSurface_chanicalAs._embIY
messLngeris firmlyclam_edto the connector Forconvenienceofreturnto the factoryFor
shell at each end to supportthe_.ishtof repairor exchan.QebY removinsthescrew5o_
theProbe.The Four copper conductorsare eachsideof theassemblY.
wiredPointto Pointas shownin fig3.1-i,

3.2.3_TI_TY ACCESS

To _ainaccessto thePrintedcircuitassem-
bly and thebatterycells,Firstremovethe
S,eakenPanelAssemblyvia the Four corner
screws.The speakeris connectedto the
PC-Assemblyviaa twoPinconnector.Polarity
of this connectoris not importantwhen
rePlacin._theSPeakerPanel Assesbl_'.With

PROBE ASY SURFACE ASY the speaker Panel removedthe Surface

A_ I0 V _ A PC-AssemblYwillbeexposed,The two bottom
standoffsare hinged._ usinsa s_ll tool
suchasa flatbladedscrewdriveras shownin

B> 501 DEN..SITYPULSE _ B figure 3.2-I,the Plasticcatchat thetop(505 NOT USED) center of the PC-_ssemblTm_Y be compressed
C_ GROUN_ _.- / C allo_ingthePC-AssemblYto hinsedown,This

Provideslimitedaccessto thebatterycells.

-..__MOISTURE PULSE -_. IFmoreaccessisdesireditm_ybe morecon-D - / D venient to first remove the Surface
Electronic Assembly From the Surface
MechanicalAssemblY,ThenthebackPanel c_
be removed From the SurfaceElectronic '
AssemblY.

FIG 3,I-I _-"'-,._-'-_,'-'_,,mm,--___ .........., ,

Unduestressor extendedusasemay causesoP-- I:_:.:...:, : .__ __
arationof the coPPer conductors.IF the W_:=-, "_:: :l_--_.___.;_l_a_v._
break is intermittenit _Y be locatedby I_.._.:...:_"_E.:._ __ _--=_"_ _i_

_._'. :'_ , _ _ __?,,_ _----------',_'_-_,_T.,-._oPeratin_thesau.,,eand Flexthecable _hile ,. ,_,.-__-_.:--_-.----_--= -_,

observins the displaY. "ostoften the break , "_ _PN__.
wil]occurat theendnearthe Probe.The ca- .. - _ ~ _,
ble is _adeas a separateassemblyso thatit • ..... . ,....

can be repairedbY shortenin_thecableand _-. ..........,._,jr. .....
resolderinsthe coPPerconductors,The inner ....._ ":.._'! "_:':_:_G;__r:.__ ___. _J_-_--_

chuber of the connectorshouldbe Filled L,.:.-.,-........-c___ ;_"_:_:_:_ .,'_E_...'
withRTV or an equivalentinsulatinscompound ):': _:-._.-:-...:IL____/_,.._'::P_:,;:-__'_?._

thecoPPerconductors, ___m__ll__ II __

3.2..II}ESCRIPTION

The SurfaceElectronicAssemblyconsistsof: FIO3.2-I

I) SurfacePC-AssemblY
Whenhinsin_theSurfacePc-AssemblYback to

2) BatteryCells(8) its lockedPosition,it m_YFirstbe neces-
3) Display_-Assembl_' sar_to useYourrinserto form the locking
4) FuseHolder andFuse Plastic standoff_o_nso thatit_illali_n
5) _arser Connector
6} CableConnector withthehole.
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storue ca_ci_ they shouldbe _Jt thru a
3.2.4 MTTERY¢_t.S -. couple oFdeepch,_s_isc_e cycles, This

cu beaccom,lished_' leavznsthe _u_e on
3.2.4.1 _01i . ................. until the L ape.ears,char_insJt overnight

• and repeatirmuntil the sau_e will o,erate
The Model 503+-Ls supplied with 500 for 50 hoursor more.
lilliuere-hournickel-caduium(NICAD)AA
size rechar_eablebattery ceils. The lause ,3.2.4.3CEIJ.REDIARGIIG
dra_ approximately 5 millaupres whenon.
Assumins50"L deratJnl this meansa fully The AAcells havea ratedenergystoraseca-
charted_a_e canoperate50hours,ormake pacifyof500milliamere-hours.The charger
3000 tests(one/halfminute count with suPPliedwiththegaugechargesata rateof
one/halfminutedisplaY)beforerequiring 50mA,NominallythisClIOchargerateshould
charging, take I0 hoursto reci_ the batterY.

Howeverifthe individualcellsmere then
3.2.4.2_ TESTING examinedsome wouldbefullychar_edwhile

somewouldbeundercharged.The undercharged
To testthecellsremovethe speakerPanel cellswouldlimitthebatterY'scapabilities.
and drop the PC-AssemblYto the service A techniquetobalancethe cellsstateof
Positionasdescribedin section3.2.3. chargeisto deliberatelyoverchargethem140

to 160_.Tofullyrechargethecellsleaveit
NICAI]Sshouldnormallybetestedunderload. onthechar_er14to16hoursorovernight,
The best time to test thevoltageofthe
cellsisafterthegaugehas been operating AFtercharsinlthecellsshouldfeel,armto
for a longtimeandtheL is flashing(theL thetouchindicatingthattheyhavegoneonto
starts flohins when the battery voltage the overchargedstate (seesect. 3.2.3.4)
drops to 9.0 vdc. TheL seeson Permanently
andthegaugegoesintocutoutwhenthevolt- _Lle the _auge is char_insanditsON-OFF
aJe dropsto 8.4 vdc).Atthistimecells switchisONa barwillaPPearin the upper
whichstillhavecapacitywillmeasure1.2 left-handPortionofthedisplay.
vdc while_ cellswillshowvoltagesI.I
vdc or less. Asshorn in figure 3.2-2 the 3.2.4.4 CElL_ING
NICA9cell has a flatvoltuecurveduring
itsuseandthendropsofffast.In contrast Once a NI_I)isFullycharmedanyadditional
to thisan Alkalinecellstartshigherand enereYsuPPliedwillbedissipateda_ heat.
keepsdroopingdurinlitsuse. AttheClIOratethecellscanbeoverchar+ed

forseveralweekswithoutit beirma major
causeof endof life. Thereis howevera ten-
dencYtodryouttheelectrolytesoitshould

v notbedoneona routinebasis.
1.5 _, CIZ_rlON

IA _____ Overchargingwitha char_er

thatchar,sosata greaterthan
ClIO ratemaycauseventi_of
thecellsresultingin daJ_a_e

1.3 to the cellsandsurrounding

1.2 NICAO _ circuitry.

Vc =_m_v,v .__'"- 3.2.4.5 CELL
o-' __-

I.I ANICA# Ls rated for aPProximatelY1000deep
charge-dischargecycles. Usins Your gause

t
duringtheu_eekandthenchar_in_it over-

i.O -HRS. nighteveryweekortwoshouldresultinae--
o z_ 50 ?5 _oo _?..5 _roxiuatelY5 Yearsofcellservice.

Wi_atis suspectedasa badcellis so,Primes
reallya contactProblem.Beforereplacinga

FIG3.2-2 celltrycleaninlitsterminals.Oftenjust
rotatingthe cell in its holderis
sufficient.

NICAI)'swhennotu_ed for long_eriodsof
time or are subjectto only shallow Intheeventof thefailureofonecellin a
dzschar_smaydevelopa memory_hichonly relativelyne_setofcells,thesinglecell
alloess'torinsa partialuountofenergy shouldl)ere_lacedandthecellsbalancedby
eventhoughtheyarechar_edfor16hoursor a 1602overcharge,Theolderthecellsetthe
more.To returnthe cellstofullenergy lessJustificationfor rePlacin_individual ,
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cells since the resultine battery is nobet- 3.3.2
ter than the wrst remainingcell.

TheNude is equJ_,,edinitially with indus-
trial_raae,500BAh,recnar_eableNIC_,
mi:ecells,RePlacementcellsof t_is tY_e
areavailablefromCPI_,radio-electronicsuP-
Ply storesand many PhotograPnYsu_IY The ProbeElectronicAs._embIYiseasilyre--
stores.Alternatelyin anemer.=encYoneor movedfroltheSourceTubeA.ssembIY.A5sho_

,,.-I,_rasPthe+opof theSource_re cells may_ replacedbYflashlighttYPe in fisure'__ .
_A cells availablein dru9storesand TubeAssemblyinthelefthandandusin.Qthe
supermarkets,Normallythesewillbe of the spannerwrenchintherishthandrotatethe

ProbeElectronicAssemblycounter-clockwise.carbon-zincor alkalinetYPeS.Theseare
throwaw_ycellaridshouldbediscardedafter Afterthe threadsare disen._agedPullthe
discharged, ProbeElectronicAssemblyoutof the SourceTubeAssembly.

CAUTION

Do not chargecarbon-zincor
alkalinecells, :..

e

Therelativecapacitiesof the threecell

tYPesareas follows: _ __Wm,m,-

in BAh _:-,,_
NIC_D 1.2 500 .....:-:"
Garbon-Zinc i.5 i000 ' '_ " '

• .Alka]ine 1,5 IBO0 ' _ .......

Thus a set of freshalkalinesshouldallo_ ----. . ,L.:.__.*
hours of operation or IO,BO0counts, ' ":':_.... . ' '..,.. _. . . ,,

enoughfor a full season. _'-_,,.; _.._,.

Individual ceils I_Y be replaced thru the i _i___ _ ____ _,: I

frontofthe_au_ebY removin_the speaker .L i_'__.___'_.,_ t_'
PanelandhinsinsthePC-AsseiblYtoitsser- ,_ :,_ ;_-:"
vice Positionas P.scribedin section 3.2.3, _; :_,_;
The cellholdersareveryfir=.Itwillnor- . ;-
sally benecessaryto use a fusePuller or . :'".',:,_-,_ "
short screwdriver to _'Y the cells out of _ I._.._theirholders. ::,." - -- -

Wheninstallinethe new cellsobservethe FI_3.3-I
Poiari_ indication.The cellsshouldbe
_unted with their+ terminalto the' -
operatorsleftas hevie_sthefrontofthe
gau_4_•

The radioactivesource is
_.2.4.6STORA()E _unted in the base of the

Fullychafedgl_l)'s_tandin_idleat 20 _urce Tube Assembly.Oo not_ras_,sthebasewithYourhand,
desreesCelsiusloseaboutIgof theircharge TheSourceTubeAssemblyshould
Perdaybecauseof chemicalself-discharge, bePlacedbackin the Surface
Thus if a _au_eisnotusedfora _nth or _c_nical _ssemblYdurin_re-,re itwillhavelost_OZormoreof itsca-
Paci_ _d shouldberechargedbeforeusin_ _ir of the ProbeElectronic
thesaul.Theself_.isct_'_e rate increases Assembly.

withambienttemperature, 3.3.3_ B.I_'IRO#I_ASS81BLY

3,3PROBEA£_IBI.Y TheProbeElectronicAssemblyconsistsofthe
connector,brassPlu_ housin_a ferrite

3.3.1l_(_ll_TlO# transformer,an amplifierPC-assemblY,an

TheProbeAssemblyconsistsof: HVP_PC-assemblebothmountedona tray_nd
I)SourceTubeAssembly the detectortube itself.Theseitemsare
2)ProbeElectronicAssembly showninfigure:3.3-2.
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FIG3.3-2. •
., .

Field re_ir of the erobeelectronic usem_lv
will senera11Ybe limited to _ eh_sical exaJr-
JnatJonfor looseitems. The connector e,ins
at each end oF thePC-usemblJesshouldbe

• en_ed andthebrassrinsson e_cb end of
thetru shouldbe tLght,

If m_LstureLsobserved_nsLdetheerobea_d
noear.antclausehas occuredJt cam be
dryadbYe]acLn_Lnt householdovenforone
houron_r_ (60-70de_C}.

3.3,4 PROEIG-INST_I._TION

Whenr_inst_11Ln_there_Lnedon excha_eed
I_'obe Electronic Assemb]vLn the Source
_smb)v insure that the threadsare _'o_er)_'

' ' encased.IF the mrobehu beenroushl_'h_n-
died in shLmmLnm_t m_' benecess_ to bend
the tra_' s|Jsht]_ to insurea correct fit.
Threadt_etber the use_blLes_lmost,_11the
_' b_h_d amdthenae_1_i thinco_tin_of
silicon_neuetotheO-rjn_,Usethes_amner
m'enchto co_ress the O--rin,Jto insurea
m_istureseal.
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WHAT]S RADIATION?
iiii ii i

Radiation in a variety of forms is familiar to
all of us. Lightis radiationwe cansee.ile_t

is radiationwe can feel.Ultravioletand X-Ray __. t._._.l .__._ _-_j_

we neithersee nor feel.Noneof the fourcan
be heardor smelled.All are likelightbecause

theydo not continueafterthesource(bulb)iSturnedoff or removed. /" I I__

Radiationis as old as the universe.Starsare
intenselyradioactive;our earthnow onlysli- '
ghtlyso. Eversincehis firstappearance,man
hasbeen exposedto bothvisibleand invisible
radiationfromthe sun. Likesunshineand rain,
thunderand lightning,radioactivesubstances
untilveryrecentlyoccurredonlyin nature.

Radiationfromradioactivematerialis a stream
of fast flyingparticlesor waveswhichcome
from tinyunitsof mattercalledatoms.Atoms
of a singleelementoftenconsistof different
kindswhichbehavealikechemically,yet have
slicl_tlydifferentweights.Thesevarietiesare
called"isotopes".The atomsof stableisotopes
are not radioactive,but thoseof unstableor
radioactivesubstanc.:sgiveoff portionsof SUNLIGHT IS A FORM OF RADIATION
themselves,and changeintootherisotopesin
the process.

UNSTABLE STABLE

Withinthe pastsixty-fiveyearswe havelearn-
ed much aboutradiation.Man-maderadiationin
:he formof X-rayswas discoveredin Germanyin Gaz::u_

1895. In France,a year later,naturalradioac- I_aTe
tivitywas firstidentifiedwith uranium.With-
in twoyears,one of its main sourceswas iso-
lated--thenaturallyradioactiveelement,rad-
ium. Invisiblerays fromthis elementwere soon ,_

foundto be of threekinds:(I)heavyparticles • Betawhichtravelbut an inchor so in air, (2)li-
ghterparticleswhich:ravela f_.vfeet,and, ; l:ar_Icle=

(3)wavessimilarto thoseof light,but too ; /
_hortto be seen by the humaneye,whichpane-

"rateto cor,siaera_ledistances,eventhrough ; / Alpha
severalinchesof lead.These:braefor_,sof in- Pax'I:::LcleI
visibleradia:ionare calledAlpha,I_eta,and
Gar.,a Rays.

"2-



Shortlyafterthediscoveryof radium,man lear- phere,and thatif we wereto livein Der.ver,
ned :hat formillionsof yearsanotherformof Colorado,or else_'herea'.high elevation,c_s-
nvisi._leradiationhad been c_mingat him from mic radiationwouldbe :_'oto fourtimesas in-

ide tne earth'satr.os_nere.The sourceof tenseas it is at sealevel.This is wny scion-
hose particles,called"cosr..icray",is still fistsinvestigatingcosmicrays employ_alloons
unkno:Yn.V_edo know,however,thattheyare andaircraftto collectinformationat highal-
stoppedto someextentby the earth'satmos- titudes.

\ ',\\\

San Franc isco

Naturalradioactlvesubstancesarewidelydistri- f_,,_,
They existin minutequantitiesin our bo- (,,_r__'*_"_

es, in the waterwe drink,the airwe breathe,
the soilwe cultivate,even in thematerialswe
use for building.Alongwith the cosmicradiation , ,, -

fromouter space,thesetinysourceshavebeen _')_ ,_._'_

sendingout invisibleradioactivesignalsfor II_m_:_ _I
millionsof years.It is againstthi,.backround
of naturalradiationthatman has livedin the

pa.R,and livestoday.This so-called"backround "_"l'__..I i--___,f_.radiation"variesslightlyfromone Iocali=y
another,andalsowith rain or snowfalls, i......

Withinten yearsof theirdiscovery,practical
useswere foundfor both X-raysand radium.X-rays
provedvaluablein locatingbonefractures,in
identifyingdiseases,and as a supplcm_entto ra-
dium in the treatmen:of cancer.You probablyhad
aches: X=rayrecentlyor a pietur_of yourteeth.
If so, you havebeenexposedto a relativelyharm-
less amountof X-radia:ion=dminis:eredby :/our
ow_ doctoror dentist.
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Withinthe past.fifteenyears,man has learned +.heamountis extremelysmall.Theirlocation
to takenaturallystableatomsandmaketh_, ar pr movement_'ithintheplantor animaltissues,
tificiallyradioactive.It is theseradioactive and in indutrialandchemicalprocesses,can,
varieties,or "radioisotopes",_hichare proving therefore,be tracedby sensitiverecording
to be amongthemost usefultoolsin the entire instruments.Usedin thism,.nner,radioi._otopes
historyof science.Becausethe7are radioactive, are spokenof as "tracers".
theirradiationtellsvlheretheyare, even if

ISRADIAT]O, IDArlGEROUSTOYOU?

It can be: it may be; but it neednot be. We all use electricity,but we do ngt take ch=n-
ces.We havelearnedto livewith theseagents,

Dangerfromradiationdependsuponthe degreeof andwe ca, learnto livewithradiation,too.
exposure.How dangereusis fire,or exposureto
the sun? How dangerousis electricity?It de- The chancesof receivingan overexposure_re
pendsuponyour exposure, slight.This dependsupon how muchyou knowabout



radimtion and the common methods for protecting _!th this unit of measurement,we are able to com-
,'ourselfc.e_instit , and upon whether you are pare radiationexposur_ with its cffe:1_son living
rea._onaL,le person. You c_,_9et quite a burn tissue. Years of experimenCswitr,X-rays and ra-

a _tch, DL:_ yOU ITUSt be close tc it. So dium and thousandsof ex_r_mer,_svitF,animals
with radiation.There is little eanger if you have maae it possible Zo judg_ how much radiation
knov:v:i:atyou are doing, and if you follow the we can stand or tolerate _itt:cu_r,arm. This tol-
safety rules, erance level is cvnsiderablyhi_herthan the a-

mount of exposure which _he Atomic Energy Co,is-
Radiation effects on people were noticed short- sign Employeesarc p_rmit*.edte receive. (Now the
ly after the discovery of X-rays. These effects NuclearRegulatoryCcm=ni._-,i_n,Ed.) The standard
resulted from extrcme exposuresdue to ignor- operatin.glimit is a continuingexposure of no more
ance. We nov.,have special instrumentsto detect than lO0 mr per week, not to be received in amour,is
and measure all types of radiation.The "Roent- greaterthan 1/20 r'(50 mr) per day, except for un-
gen" has been adopted as the basic unit for ra- usual cases.Extensive experienceindicatestha_ an
diation measurement. It is simply a label for a exposureof this amount can be given every v'_ekof
certain amount of radiation,just as the word, your lifewithout producingany detectable change
"inch", is the label or word used to describe a whatsoever.This daily average is I/'30the wartime
certain distance. Roentgensare commonly refer- operatinglimit establishedfor the atomic bomb
red to as "r's" milliroentgens,or thousandths project.

'of a roentgen,as "mr's".

How much radiation can you stand?The important ___ _

thing is that you do not take too much at one
time. Small exposureswith intervals in between
can add up to a fairly high amountwithout harm-

ful effec:s because coils either recover by them- .-'<_L _ i
selves or can be replaced by other cells. Fur- i _ - -
thermore,you may safely expose a portion of I
your body to a mcch higher amount than is per- I
Rapidly growin_ cells _re somewhatmore sensi- |

tire to radiationthan normal cells. Upon this i __-

principle is based the treatmentby radiation
of certain types of cancel.

l ,"'i,, i

Radioactivematerialscan be harmful if

within or on the body. You should,there-
fore, avoid inhaling radioactivesubstances
or gettingth_ into your food or drin;.,
just as you avoid taking in arsenic, load,
or other poisonous substances.

_,' _ The amountmight be harmless,but there
_uM is no need to take chances.

,¢ I
, ,,

i |1 i
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rate at v;hichthey lose their radioactivity. N tNC=
The length of time they are kept in the boay
also varies. Radium and plutoniumremain ac-

tive for thousanosof years and may be re- I/ _ }_ _.); SMOKING
tained for long periods in the body, which IK "
such elements as radiosodiumvlillbe ouickly
eliminated and decay in a few days. l(atural-
l)',you must be careful tc avoid taking even
small ar._untsof tbe more poisonousmaterials

intoyour mouth or lungs. This is why eatino
or smoking is forbidden in some radiation

areas. /_
When you have a chest X-ray taken with the //-_
curanontupe of automatic equipment,you re-
ceive approximately0.3 r. As far as the me-
dical profession knows,this is harmless. Du- ...............
ring an examinationof the stomach or inzes-
tines, patients frequently receive a series of
exposures over a period of a few hours which,_ay
total 15 Or 20 r. To render a person sterile,
the sex organs alone would have to receive a
single dose of 400 - 800 r, and even more if
the total amountwere not given at one time.

prove fatal. This, hey.ever,is _ terrific an_unt,
Bet_.,een300 and 500 r of X or gamma radiation a fe_vthousand times the maximum permissibledail_'
given to the whole body at once would probably occupational exposure or tolerance.

As one radiation expert put it, "Toleranceis a poor word.
Dneratino limit is better. )Jecan tolerate a lot more ra-

b_at_on tnet _s_eamountv;hich_'ehave set as our operating
limit".

...... _ i As a general precaution,sources of radiation.
bAN_EI_ . _,A_,_ I are confined to special "radiation areas" in

which they are either roped off or are clearly

No __ indicated. All radiation arezs arc mark.=d_uithsigns bearing the purple radiation symbol on a

_..O_ ,,o_(j,,'_)NG__./'_ white backround, t_e_rthe source itself _;illbe

__y_j. a warning sign with the purple symbol on a yei-

_,,%&IATIO(,J low backround and a card stating tne tupe of
• radiation, its strength, and the precautionsto

be taken.

):e ._
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ure to radiatlor,can be limitec in three way_:

(I) in time, (2) by distance, and (3) by shielding.

4\

.... ............ i llm II II I _ -

Shield Ing T_me Dis =ance

If you must work near radiation, the simplest Shieldingvaries in nature and thickness,depen-
way to limit your exposure is to stay in the vi- ding upon the enrgy .,ndt-,pcof particlesor
cir.ityas short _ time as possible. If there is waves. Alpha particlesare stopped by a sheet of
a time lib.iton your job, observe it. paper or the surface layer of skin on cur bodies;

beta particles by _ quarter of _n inch of wood
A second method is to maintain a safe distance or an eighth of an inch of metal; gan?narays
.he_4een}'ouand the source of radiation.If in and neutrons by subst:ntiala._©untsof lead or

as to _.,hatdist.'nceis safe, corlsultyour concrete.
supervisor or the RadiologicalHealthunit. In : i
general, the effectof radiationfalls of sharp-: Special shieldingmaterials such cs paraffin
ly as you increaseyour _istance fro_,its sour- and cadmium,can also be used effectivelyto slow
co. Double the distance aridyour exposure is down and stop neutronradiation.
cut to one-quarter.

CONTAMII'IATION
l l _ I

Contaminationis a _re serious problem than ex-
posure because it involves actual contact between
you and a radioactivesub_tance.An external source
of radiationcan be removed or shielded,but you
cannot run away from somethinginside of you or on
you. If by accident you get a small amount of radio-
active material on your hands, feet, or street clothes,
it might possibly be depositedin your body from the
end of a c.igarette,through a rut, or in your food.

The longer lived materials, if r,ot easily eliminated,
might then cause trouble.

Fortunately.ho:ve_er,some isotopeswith short half-
lives, or o,es which are easily elimina'_ed,are valu-
able in the treatment of disease. Radioiodine, for

example, is ta!:enby mouth for treaT_n._n:of certain
thyroid conditions;radioscdiu_ !s use_ ir.measurin.o
the circulationof the blood;and r=diophosphorous
in treating some types of leukemia.

You can _ake i_ with you

ea _7 _'



To guardagainstcontamination,specialpro-
tectiveclothingis availablein radiation r "-- .....

P.reas.It use protectsthe wearerand helps _ _I(/_._!_]0_/_

to confineradioactivecontaminationwithin
theseareas.Laboratorycoatsor coveralls f____,
are widelyused; in somelocationscaps,

shoecovers,canvasor rubbergloves,masks, _._"_"'iO_R_ _
or respiratorsare alsoused.Protective
clothingwornwhereradioactivematerials '.-_c_

are presentis speciallymarkedand washed. __'-_..,-"---

Alpha,beta,and gammaradiationis not "catching"like
a cold.Unlessyour h_nds,feet,or clothingare actually
contaminatedwithmaterialswhichgiveoff r_diation,you

are quitesafe.However,in workingwith radioactivema-
terialswearprotectiveclothingand uponremovalof this
clothing,washwithsoap,checkyour hands,feet,etc.,
with instruments.
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TECH MANUAL TM-1
Radiation Safety, Operating Procedures

and Technician Maintenance

Applicable to
All forms of GeophysicalTesting

Equipment Utilizing Radioactive Sources

CAMPBELL PACIFICNUCLEARCORPORATION

[ III I __ III IIII II II

NUCLEAR

OPERATOR TRAINING

COURSE
" I I I I l I II I I II II Ill I I I II

This course is a simple one day course designed to permit a soil gauge operator to
use his gauge safely, in accordance with applicable legal restrictions, and accurately
to abtain the desired field results. Completion of the course qualifies the operator to
met NRC or agreement State licensing requirements. Operators are encouraged to
attend other available radiation courses at local universities, highway departments or
other agencies.

AGENDA

Morning: * Principles of Nuclear Physics of Soil Measurement
• Health Safety Regulationsand Emergency Measures
• Application of Radioisotopes of Soil Gauge Design

Afternoon: * Field Use of Nuclear Gauges
• Calibration and Statistical Evaluation of Results
• Quiz
• Demonstration and Work Sheet Preparation



!PRINCIPLESOF NUCLEARPHYSICSRELATIVETO SOIL MEASUREMEI,T I

!l.OO General! Various element,, both natur- Gamma radiation is emitted in several energy le-
ally occur_ng (Radium)and re- vels by a sealed Radium source ant in a single

actor produced (Ces_tur.and A_nericium) are unsta- energy _evel Dy a Cesium source. The Cesium le-
ble and are slowly decaying to a more stable st- vel is 0.66 hlZVant recuires less shielding than
ate. The act of decay produces emlssions el en- the multi-lev_l output of the Radium source. The
ergy upcn disintegratlon of the atoms. These e_- fi_eo spectrum emission i_ also suDerior for soil_smions are either "rays" of electromaonetic ra-

diation (Garm_a Rays) or are ac=ual parEicles of density oetermination purposes. Cesium, a reactor
material (neutrons, for example). Other emi_- produced isotope requires a license for use any-
a_ona are produced from various radioactive me- wnere in the U.S. and in foreign countries.
terlals, however, we are concerned with only the

gamma and neutron radiation for purposes of nu- _ 02 Neutron Radiatic_:I Neutron radiation con-clear soil gauging.
sists of small, ncn-

c_arged particles emitted from the source a: an
average energy level of approximately 5.0 MEV.

Gamma radiation occurs spontaneouslyfrom the This is known as "fast" neutron emission. Neu-
Cesium or Radium source material, iron detectors "see" only slow, or "thermal" neu-

trons, therefore, the fast neutrons must slow
Neutron emission occurs when an alpha particle down or they will be ignored by the _etectors.
_Itter (Americium,Plutonium,or Radium) is mi- Neutrons slow down by colliding with other ob-
xed with Beryllium powder in a tightly compres- jects much like a rifle bullet richocheting from
sed pellet. The alpha particles strike the Ber- rock to rock.
yllium atoms to produce fast neutrons of an av-
erage energy of 5 million--'_'Fectronvolts (MEV). Collision of the fast neutrons with the nuclei
The suffix "Be" is attached to the alpha source of large atoms results in rebounding of the neu-
name to denote its use as a neutron source when trons with little loss of energy. Collision with
it is mixed v_th Beryllium (RaBe,AmBe, PuBe). the orbiting electrons (approximately I/IB40th

the weight of a neutron produces little loss of
These emissions are detected by appropriate de- energy. However, collision with an object of the
tectors (GeigerMueller tubes) for gamma and same mass will produce a major loss of energy or
(Boron Tri-fluoride-BF3or Helium-3 H3 tubes) slowing down.
neutron measurements. The resultant signals are
displayed electronicallyas an index of soil The only atom which can markedly slow down a fast
density and moisture, neutron, and wnich we would likely see in soil,

is hydrogen. The hydrogen nucieous is the same
Radioactivity, beth gamma and neutron, may be mass as the neutron and slows down the neutron
thought of as being similar to light from an immensely compared to collis_ons with other nu-
incandescent bulb. The light rays diminish rap- clei. The greatest loss of energy in any colli-
idly as we move away from the bulb (by the in- sion is when two similar mass objects collide.
verse square of the distance from the lamp),
and they have the ability to penetrate various A simple analogy is that of a golf ball collid-
materials to some degree, rangingfrom nearly ing with a bowling ball. The golf ball would're-
complete penetration (glass) to nearly complete bound with little loss of energy. The golf ball
blockage (metal shield), colliding with BB's (electrons floating around

a nucleous) would push them aside. However, two

I_diatlon o):_-/m the same rulem, although Its 901f balls colliding would produce a strong loss
penetration capabilitiesare generallymuch of energy in each of them, or a transfer of en-
greeter than light. The farther we are from the ergy from one to the other,
source, the safer we are, and the more absorb-

ing material (shieldi_) we place between our- This is what happens when a fast neutron hits a
selves and the source, the safer we are. It is

theoretically impossibleto shieldany radioac- hydrogen atom. The neutron is markedly slowed
tire source completely, however, careful gauge down. A few collisions with hydrogen atoms re-
design and appropriate choice of shielding ms- duces a fast neutron to the slow or "thermal"
terials can reduce t_le radiation to an accept- energy at which the moisture detectors in the

able level with negligible absoz'ption by "r.he soilgauge can "see" the slow neutron.
user under proper operating procedures.

Thus, the moisture channel is in reality a "Hy-
drogen Analyser" and is responsive to any form

h..OlGamma Radiation_ Gamma radiation is elec- of hydrogen present whether it be in the form of
tromagnetic"photon" en- water, or of some organic matter. It is possible

ergy capable of penetration of several inches of to measure water on a construction site because
most materials. It is essentiallyhigh energy the only form of hydrogen we normally see on a
"light ray" energy. It is useful for the total soil site is free water, the very feature we are
mass measurement of heavy materials and is used trying to measure. However, bound water within
to determine total density of soil. the mineral matrix, organic matter, roots, or

1
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asphaltin an asphaltpavementwouldalso pro- Becausewe deal withsmallsources,and because
vide hydrogenmoderationand the neutrongauge CPN PORTAPROBESand HYDROPROBESuse small,well
would "read"it accordingly.Ifwe knowthe qua- shieldedsources,we willbe involvedwithonly
ntityof extraneoushydrogen,we can accountfor Milliremsof radiationand with levelswhichare
it in calibrationand the gaugecan stillbe onlyin the Millirem/Hourrange.
use_for moisturedetermination.

FLUXIs a term properlydescribingthe strength
Neutronradiationis emittedby any alphapro- o-T-a'neutronfield.It properlydescribesthe
ducingsourcewhenmixedwith Beryllium.CPN numberof neutronsper squarecentimeterper se-
usesAmericium/Beryllium(AmBe)sourcein its condfallingon a surface.CPN surveyformsin-
soilgauges, cludethe neutronreadingsin the formof MREM

readingsfor easeof comparisonand for deter-
2.00 Source Nomenclature: Certainterms minationof potentialradiationlevelsor accu-

are used to des- mulation.
crlberadiationfectorsimportantto us as users
and we willexplainthemherein. A conventionalsurveymeterwill readonlythe

gammaor betaoutputof a device.Onlyspecial
CURIEis a termusedto describethe size of a neutronmeterswillreadneutronoutput.The CPN
_active source.It tellsus thatwe have a profilesin the manualsincludethe neutronle-

quantityof,_aterialdisintegratingat the rate velsconvertedto MREMreadings.
of 3.7 x lO_ disintegrationsper second,or the
samerateas one gram of Radium.This is not an 3.00 DoseCalculations: Radiationdosecal-
indexof howdangerousthe sourcemightbe, on- culationsare easily
ly an indexof quantityof the materialin ques- doneif the operatorknowsthe radiationlevel
tion. in which he is workingand the time or duration

of exposure.Merelymultiplythe HREM/HRvalue
We dealin smallquantitiesof materialand use timesthe durationof exposure.The resultis
onlymillicuriesof radioactivematerial. MR_ dose accumulated.

The potentialdangerof a sourceis not only a An acceptedlevelfor maximumoccupationalac-
factorof the Curiesize,but alsoof the type cumulation,by edictof the NuclearRegulatory
of rzterialand the typeof emissionsit is pro- Commission,is 5.0 REM/Year.This is approxi-
ducing, matelylO0 F,P_K/Weekallovlingfor vacations.

RDEI_GEFiisa termdescribingthe amountof ra- We are alwaysinterestedin minimizingradiation
_accumulaied, or dose,or _posure. A of any sort, however,the abovelevelis a level
roentgenof radiationcouldbe accumulatedby establishedby statuteas a legal limit.
standingneara largeradioactive,unshielded
sourcefor a shorttimeor neara small,unsh- 3.01 PORTAPROBECalculations:The averagera-
ieldedsourcefor a longtime. diationlevelat

2' fromthe PORTAPROBEis less than0.5 NREM/HR.
REM is'asuperiorterm for humanexposureaccu-
mu--'ul'ationthanRoentgenbecauseit has beencor- The averagelevelon the surfacesis 5 HREM/HR.
rectedto providea conT_onbasefor effectson
mankind.Someradiationis highlypenetrating We are primarilyinterestedin wholebodydose
and would bemore potentiallydangerousthan not just the fingersandfeet. (Extre_,,itiescan
otherforms.The descriptionbecomeseoualwhen absorb15 timesthe wholebodyallowances.)Ac-
we correctthemall to the con_r.onF_l base. cordingly,the 2' distancerepresentsthe prob-

ablepositionof the bodyfrom the gaugewhen we
We deal in smallamountsof radiationand shall are usingthe device.
workwithmillirems.

Normaloperatingproceduresrequirethe userto
MILLIRE),I/HOUR(MREI.I/HR)is a termusedto des- hanClethe gauge for approximatelylO secondsper
crudetne _bFiontness_ of a radioactivegamma testand a busyday wouldnormallyresultin ap-
source. It is the strengthof the radiation proximately30 testsper day beingtaken.Some
fieldat the pointof measurement.This term is dayswill be heavierin work loaoand otherswill
similarto footcandlesof lightwhendiscussing be lighter.An operatorcan probablyaveragethe
light. 30 tes_figure.If he worksat the testingfor

fivedaysa week, thenhow much radiationwould
The brightnessof a radiationfieldwill be dic- he absorb?
tate_by the typeof radioactivematerialinvol-
ved,the sizeof the source,the amountof shiel- lO secondsx 30 tests= 300 seconds/day= 5 Min.
ding present,and the distancewe are fromthe
source.The totalamountof radiationwe would 5 Minutes/dayof closegaugecontactx 5 days
accumulatewouldthen becomea factoralsoof - 25 minutes/week......roundit off :o ½ hour.
how longwe remainedinthat field.

2
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hourx 0._ MRL.-H/HR- 0.2S_R_ accu_ulatlon. The FederalLicenseappliesfor the reactorpro-
, du=ed_4teri:Is(C.etit_r,and A,'nericiu_.)it.all

This is only _ the alloweddose', statesnot dolng t,_eirown ;icensingand on all
Federalpropertyregardlessof Iocatior,.

It is app_rer,t thatthe operator,followingthe Accordingly,a RadW,_Sourcegauge couldbe used
prescribe:operatingprocedu-es,wouleno: ac- an Federalproperty1"-'-"-r.an Agre_ent State,alth-
cumulateamy excessiveexposure.The gaugeis ough it couldnot be takenoff the FederalPro-
safefor the intendedpurpose, perryand used an_.,in thisinstance,no licen_e

wouldbe requiredin that sta:_.
The operatormustnot sit the gaugein his lap,
nor attemptto repairthe radioactivesourcein The licensespellsout the conditionsunderwhich
any fashion, thematerialcan be usedand strictlylimits_che

user.
NEVEREXPOSETHE SOURCEUI(t([CESSARILY:

IT IS _SSEHTIALTHATTHE OPERATORREADAND UNDER-
DO NOT TOUCHTHE EXPOSEDSOURCE' STANDTHE LICENSEUI(DERWHICHHE PROPOSESTO USE

RADIOACTIVE MATERI'AL_.
4.0.3 SoilGaugeSources: The most co4_n soil

gaugesourcesare: The licensedlctatesthe use of the materials
and thlsmust not vary.Yourllcensewillstipu-

Cesl_ 137 for gamma_nlsslon latethatthe materialis to be usedfor the
Lmeasurementof moistureand densityof const.

Amerlci_ 241/Befor neutrone_,,islon ructionmaterials".It cannotbe used for other
purposes.An att_pt to X-Rayan objectwith the

Radiu_226/BEfor combinedgaJTrr_and wlth the gaugemightbe moderatelysuccessful,
neutronemission, but it is also patentlyillegalunlessyour li-

censespecificallyallowssuchactions.
All sourcesare suppliedin a sealedstainless
steelcapsule,doublyencapsulatedand further The licensewill requirethatone personbe de-
weldedintoa stainlesssteelsourcerod or Io- slgnatedas RadiationSafetyOfficer(_0). He
cotedpermanentlyin the gaugehousing, is responsiblefor the generaladherenceto the

license,the m_intenanceof the requiredre:ord
Sourcesare manufacturedfor CP)(by a numberof files,and is the personwho shouldbe contacted
_anufacturersto CPN specifications.They are immediatelyin the eventof an e_rgency.
all identical.Theyhavebeenapprovedfor menu.
factureby CP_('slicensingJurisdiction,the S.Ol AD)llcatlonfor License:
Stateof CaliforniaPublicHealthDeoartment,
as well as for specificuse in CPN products. Formsan availablefromCPN for NRC or Agreement

Stat_swith the requiredn_enclature preprinted.
_ourceshouldneverbe removedfromtheirmoun.

tingsandno att_pt shouldeverbe made to re- Additionalinfor_lon is filledin for the spe-
pairthem.Advisethe factoryimmediatelyIn the clficapplicantand this is submlt)edto the ap-
eventof oa_ge to a source.See the sectionre- propriateagencyfor the )eographiclocation.
gardingEmergencyProceduresin the Radiation
PreCautionSection(RedSection)of your gauge Uponreturn,the licensemust be followedr.othe
manual, letter.

._.OOLlcensln_: The primarylicensingagency ContactCPN for assistancein obtalnln)an appll-
_nthe _J.S_-i_sthe NuclearRegulatoryCon:nission cationor a license.
whichhas jurisdictionoverreactorproducediso-
topes,but not Radlu_. 5,O2 Transferof RadioactiveHate_ialto Others

As of thiswriting,2B stateshaveundertaken Radioa_Ivematerialcan only be transferredto
theiro_ licensingandare knownas Agreement othersif the otherpartyis appropriatelyli-
States.'Theyhave"agreed"to licensein accor- tensedto receiveand possessor use the mater-
dancewiththe NRC,can be somewhatmore restric- lal.The only sureproof is a copyof the other
tlve,but not less restrictive.In all cases "party'slicense.That is why CPK requestsa copy
theylicenseRadiumas wellas othermaterials, of our customer'slicensesbeforewe shipout a
Theyalso includeX-Raymachinesas wellas any productto the_.
ot_erionizingdeviceor material.

).O3 Reciprocity: Licenseescan generallyuse
Therefore,it is possibleto use Radiumsources theirdevicein anotherli-
in s_nestateswhereonlythe FederalLaw pre- censejurisdictionfor a periodnot to exceed
vails,but thisis onlydue to a quirk of law IBO days providedthe otherjurisdictionis no-
and doesnot connotethatRadiumis saferthan tlfiedof the intrusionand is notifiedof the
othermaterials, natureof material,the devicein which it is to
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be used, the duration of the use, and the loca- 7.00 Storaoe: The CPNGaugesshould be sto- '
Lion.Notifythe otherjurisdictionat least5 red in theirshippingcases
dayspriortoyour intendeduse.CPNTechnical in a lockedareawithkey accessonly by the li-
DataSheet_ 5 liststhe agreementstates, censedoperators.CPN recommendsthatpermanent

storagebe TO feetfromthe nearestpointof
Use for a periodof longerthan180 dayswill fulltimework requirements.
requirethe obtainingof a licensein the other
Jurisdiction. Posta permanentCAUTION-RADIOACTIVEMATERIAL

signon the storageareadoor.These are avail-
The new jurisdictionmay requiresubmissionof ablefromCPN.
a localreciprocityformwithproofof your pre-
sentlicense.It is wiseto contactthe other CPN recommendsthata sketchof the proposed
Jurisdictionalofficewell in advanceof your storagearea be furnishedthe licensingagency
planneduse. upon submissionof the initialapplication.The

agencymay be ableto commenton the proposalto
6.00 TransDor_llalltion___: U.S. GovernmentD.O.T. insurecompliancewith localrequirements.An

Regulationscontrol _ppropriatesketchform is includedwithall CPN
the transportationof radioactivematerialson licenseapplications.
publicaccessways.All CPN productsare furni-
shedin D.O.T.YellowLabelI!,Type7A ship- CPN recommendsthatthe localfiredepartmentbe
pingand storagecontainers.Yellow!I labeling calledin for a reviewof the storagelocation
meansthatthe outsideof the containerhas less and of the natureof the devicestoredtherein.
thanTO MREH/HRon any surfaceand lessthan0.5 Thismay precludefranticphonecallsshoulda
HREM/HRat 3' fromany surface.Underthesecon- fireoccurand the firedepartmentnot know the
dltlons,no placardingof the vehicleis requi- natureof the radioactivematerial.
red.The devicesthemselveswillgenerallynot
meetthe YellowII requirementswhennot in the 8.00 HealthSafetyConsiderations:
shippingcasesand,if transportedon public
roadways,wouldrequirea placardstating,"RA- Two majorconsiderationsare:
DIOACTIVE",in 4" highletters,front,back,
andl$idesof the vehicle. I. Protectionof the operat'or

The caseshouldbe lockedduringtransportation 2. Protectionof the GeneralPublic
to preventunauthorizedentryto the device.

Protectionof the operatoris achievedthrough
Anyonecan transportthe gauge,however,only adherenceto the manufacturer'sinstructions,
properlytrainedand licensedoperatorscan successfulcompletionof the Operator'sTrain-
use the gauge, ing Course,and goodgaugedesignby the CPN

factory.
When transportedon commercialcarriers,a
"SHIPPER'SCERTIFICATIONFOR RADIOACTIVEF_-. Protectionof the GeneralPublicis achieved
TERIALS"formshouldbe affixedto the outside throughthe factorsin itemI. combinedwith re-
of the case.A copyof a suitablecertification strictionof accessto the deviceby untrained
is includedin the RadiationPrecautionsSac- and uninformedindividuals.The responsibility
tionof thismanualand in all gaugemanuals, for thisliesprimarilywiththe licensedoper-

atorswho keepthe gaugesafelyawayfromunau-
Many airlineswill not carryradioactivemater- thorizedpeople.
ialson passengeraircraft.Checkbeforeyou
shipor att_tptto takea unitwithyou. 8.01 FilmBadoes: Most licenseswill require

the operatorsto wear film
Contactthe factoryfor assistance, badges.Theseare similarto dentalbadges,car-

ried in a smallplasticholder,and processed
The referencefor DOT Regulationsis Title49, monthly.Theyrecordthe gan_,0aabsorptionof the
Parts17 through173.350. user withexcellentaccuracy.The neutronrecord

is not so accurateand faoeswithtime.The re-
Yourvehicleshouldalwaysbe lockedwhenthe cord is a lifetimeaccumulationrecordand a
gaugeis storedtherein,and the gaugeshould copyof the accumulationto dateshouldbe ob-
be securelyfasteneddownto the bed in an open tainedby eachoperatoruponleavinghis employ-
pickuptruc):, ment. He shouldpresentthisrecordto the next

employer,if nucleardevicesare to be used,and
The CPN gaugesare designedfor easyfield ser- the recordcan be continuedin unbrokenform.
viceand do not requireshipmentof the radio-
activeportionsto the factory.All CPN elec- A typicalfilmbadgeserviceis:
tronicsmay be removedfor servicewithoutin-
terferingwiththe radioactivesources. R.S. Landauer Jr., & Co.

999 N. Sepu!veda Blvd.

E1 Segundo, _A 902_5

4 21_-640-i0!5
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E.D? ,rtelC Sa,,,,fetyPrccc_ure:: II.0_ CuZ_CP,'::ES.

The .oaugeis to be unoer cor,trol _f a ilcer,se_ The operator should a:-ern:tto r,'eventexpc_.ure
operator at all times, kltr,ouGh interesT.e_. par- t; b,_mseifant to ctners anc mu_, insure that
ties r_y wish !.oview the gauge in operation, the raoioa=:Ivematerials _o not escape the cap-
,theymay not use it themselves unless proper'_y su'lean¢ cor,ta_Inate the area.
traine_ to cioso,

Due tc the methoOs of en:apsulaticn, it would
k llcenseclo_erator max not :rain another per- require a very severe accider,:tc de_nage=he
s_ In the use of the device unless his license capsule and result in loss of _,aterials,
speciflcally pewits tb_s tr_ih_ng,

In the_.eventof oauoe damaee:
There are no general regulationsregarding er-
motion of barriers or siQns While tne gauge is l, I_rotectpeople....keeI_them away, keep
in use. Local recluiremen_.sof the e_,ployer_ay them out of the InTr,ediate area until you
differ, The gauge has a secure radiation labe_ are cer_in ever>,thingis alrighT..
and the presence of the licensed operator would
normally be deemed adequate protection of the 2. Protect the gauge from further dar,u_ge.
device from outsiders. CPI;ooes not recommend Get it back to its storage area v_henyou
the adoption of extraordinary precautions. It are oat'reinthat it is _veable,_
is the Intention of the safety regulations to 'be_un_u_vPO!_ or brav_,, -
protect all parties, not frig,htenthem with
unnecessar¥ restric=ions or rituals. 3. P,rote:tthe surroundlno area from con-

tarninatlon.Freeze the'site in the event
_e Section II._ on _ergencies. of a severe acci_er,t involving major gauge

destruction.
9.00 Leak Te_tlno: License regulations re-

quire that all sealed 4. Call for help from you. R.SOwho should
sources be "leak tested" c:casior,ally to insure have an irnm_iatel),available llst of lo-
that the radioactive _,ateri_lis all secure in cal emergency service offices, the nearest
the source and none has leaked out, This is ac- Public Health Office, the nearest hospital
complished by a swab test for CPI_products and or university where radiation specialists
Is generally performed annually by the P30 or may be located, and the CP_;factor¥ pnone.
any other authorized individual.Your license
may require a six months Interval. RF.ADYOUR A-DECISIOn( POIT_ may be exer.cised:
LICENSE.

k. The gauge is damaged, but is intact, and
Leak test kits are available from the CPN fac- the source is obviously in _lace an_ no'.
•tor_Kat a nominal cost. d_ged. (Dropped,minor runover, floo_.)

Your gauge instructionmanual will contain de- B. The gauge is damaged, is torn open or is
tal_eclinstru=tionsregardir,;leak testing of not in a condition to de:.o.rminesource in-
your device. Follow them closely. It is )lOTne- tegrity. (Fire, major run_ver, buried.)
cessarv to remove the source or open the shut-
tar _n CPIi,qaugesto effect leak testing. In the.event of A: The operator should close the

-snU:_ _f"p6ssic]e, place the gauge in its ship-
Up to date leak test certificatesmust be main- ping case, place the case in the storage location
rained in the Radiation License File for inspec- and call the factory for assls_nce.
tion at all times. This must certify that less
than 0.005 microcuries of removable contamina- In the event of B" The operator should freeze
tion was r_w_ved from the gauge at it_ last En_ s_i s_op_r.nevehicle if involved, get :he
test. driver off the vehicle, rope off the area around

the site, keep people from walking through the
10.00 Records: The Radiation Safety Officer site, and should call for help from a trained nu-

is responsible for maintenance clear investigatorwho KH01_SHOt1TO USE A SURVEY
of all records pertaining to the radioactive M_£R__._...:.Contrary to Ioca_ requ_r_en_s_-CP_ _
materia%_. CPN would reco_J_endthat a three not recommend that operators have their o_ sur-

fing notebook be maintained kith tabbed sac- vex meters for accident precautions. It is better
tlons for: to get an expert on the site rather than an ar,a-

teurifthe source should reallb'be clamaged.
_) licen=e and supporting documentation.

)I Personnel records, training, etc. Just keep peopl_ out of the dar,age area until itFilm Badge P.ecor_s. is cleared by the nuclear e_pert.
d) Leak Test Records.

Play it safe if there is any doubtI
This is to be available to license inspection
personnel'at all times,
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ll.O1 Theft: Call the police and the fac- 14.00 APPLICATIONOF RADIOISOTOPESTO SOIL
........- -- tory.Somebodyusually calls ' GAU_ES'...........- ......
the factorysooneror latertryingto establish
a pricefor thissortof commodity, l " 14.01 General: If a gammasourceis placed

nextto a geigertube, the
If.02 Fire.' Callthe firedepartmentand tubewill producea seriesof pulseswhichmay

advisethemof the natureof be countedelectronicallyand displayednumeri-
the radieactivematerialsinvolved,Inform,them cally.
thatit is a sealedsource,Yourproblemswill
be much simpler-i/_yOUhavealreadyhad them in If an absorbingmaterialis placedbetweenthe
to viewthe _eviceBEFOREyou had a fire.Call sourceand the Oesector,the countratewill be
the publichealthdepartmentfor assistancein reduced.If the absorberis thickand veryheavy,
preparingthe recoveredsourcefor shipmentto the count ratewillbe reducedto nearzero.
the factoryor to anotherauthorizeddisposal
service. DO NOT BURYIT OR OTHERk.IISEATTEMPT If the source,interveningshield(lead)and
TO DISPOSEOF THE SOURCE. the detectorare placedon a surface,thensome

radiationwill be reflectedor "scatteredback"
12.00 Serviceand Maintenance: to the detectorfromthe sourceand the system

will againproducecounts.These countswill be
Detailedservicesectionsare in the individual proportionalto the densityof the reflecting
gaugemanuals.For purposesof thiscourse: materialand we wouldhave a "BackscatterGauge".

I. The CPN productsare allfieldser- If the sourceweredroppedintoa hole in the
viceablewithoutremovingthe source, soiland the detectorslefton top slightly

awayfrom the hole,thenwe wouldhavea trans-
;!, The entireelectronicsand battery missiongaugewiththe radiationbeing"trans-

assembliescan be removedwithsim- mitted"throughthe soil.The signalis again
ple screwdrivers,Thesecan be re- proportionalto density.
turnedto the factoryfor service
withoutshippingthe source. Ifa neutronsourceanda slowneutrondetec-

tor are )lacedon a soilsurface,then t_e count
3. CP_(doesnot recommendperforming ratewill be proportionalto the amountof hy-

mechanicalserviceotherthanthe drogenpresentwhichshouldnormallybe pro-
authorizedcleaningof the shutter, portionalto moisture.

In the eventof a severelydamagedor Itmakes littledifferenceif the surfacefor
jammedshutter,contactthe factory, eitherformof measurementis flator is round

as a resultof beinga largerholedrilledin-
.?13,00 AdditionalTrainingHa..rlals: to the groundas in the caseof "Deptnprobes".

RadiationDosi_etry,(Hineand Brownell)Acade- 14.02 SurfactGauoes.E,,ModelA, _iodelBR,
mic Press,Inc.,125 E. 23rdSt.,)IYPlY ModelMC, etc.

l_ationalBureauof StandardsHandbooksavailable Backscatteris the techniqueof placingsource
fromthe Suptof Documents,VJashington,26, DC: anO oetectoron the surfaceof a flatmaterial.

Thistechniquemeasuresonlythe top 2" of soil
92 SAFEFIA)(DLI)(GDF RADIOACTIVEISOTOPES and is verysensitiveto surfaceroughnessor

qualityof sitepreparation.
@ 54 PROTECTIONAGAI)(STRADIATIO)'FRO)4R_A-

DIUH,COBALT60, A_(DCZSIUM137. Transmissionis the techniqueof pre-drillinga
a small-holein the groundand then inserting

@ 59 PERV,!SSIgLEDOSEFRO)!r-=r,,,m,.^,_r_,_SOURCE the radioactivesourcein the groundvia the
OF IOr(IZlI(GRADIATIOr(. moveablesourcerod.Thistechniquepermits

measurementto specificdepthsto 12" and is
Manyotherexcellentreferenceswillbe found in insensitiveto surfaceroughness.It is very
_'ourpubliclibraryor technicalbook:stores.Most accurateand is the preferredmethodof mea-
publichealthdepartmentshave_.phlets avail- sure_entfor soils.
ableon the subjectof radiation.An excellent
reprintof sucha handbookis in the back of all DE)'S)TYis measuredby eitherof the two above
CPN Instructionhlanuals,and thistrainingmanual, tecnniques.

h_any'collegeshaveshortcourseson nuclear MOISTUP.Eis measuredby back:scatteronly. It is
_atters,s_fety,etc. not a transmissionphenomenon.The h_odelht.C

Seriesgaugesuse a separatesourcein the bo_-
CP);recor_enosan occasionalrefresherOperator tom castingto insureconstantback:scatterop-
Trainin@Coursefor all operators, er_tionand pQrmitsimultaneouscountingof both

densityand moisture.
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Moi_'," _._ ts re- Che_'_ ...u,e ottains aDDro×imaCel_..... ct,H I_ OC _..l Ztfec. on McisCu-e:
turr,edt_er_,alneutrons from tn_ clo_¢_: C" of

s_il, Thi_ is n_t control,_: may be ex_e-ier,:edin
soils baying a nigh capture cross section for

_-l_'O__--__begth-_Gau°es- _oo_l,., ._:_Series, tne_al neutrons, Such soils wou1_ nave a lot
HYDROPRS_Z,et_. of Boron in them or Cacmium. Tnese soils would

absorb the tner_,aineutrons before :hey can get
The informationunder surface gauges has Qener- to tne aetectors and a low rea_ing moisture
al application to _e_th gauge: as well. Depth error would resul:. Tnese are uncommon an_ are
gauges require a predrilled hole approximately found in salt flats or specific areas.
2" in ciameter, cased with thin wall aluminum
or steel, into _ich the probes are lowere¢. They are not a problem in agricultural soils.

All depth gauge moasurements are backscatter of I_.07 Bound Water Effect onMoisture:
nature and are subject to the surface rouenness .......
effect of the wal_s of the access tube. This This is very comrn,on......it creates a major er-
will nave little effect on moisture, but is in- ror in all moisture gauges, whether surface or
fluential in the density mode. Deoradation of depth.
the hole wall during drilling and casing will
influence She accuracy of the density channel. Various mineral combinations, largely silicates,

have a water of hydration characteristic wherein
l__O_._ Chemical Composition Response they combine with water molecules in other than

free water form. The hyorogen analyser neutron
All density gauges are influenced to some extent gauge correctl_ r,easures this bound water al-
by the varying outer electron orbit arrangement though this may not nave any value whatsoever
of the dlfferent soil elements. The major ale- for either constructioncompaction or agricul-
meats in soil are al_inum, silicon, calcium, ture grow_.h.
o_vgen, and some hyerogen where moisture is pre-
sent. Agriculturalsoils will also have carbon Correction for this error is made by measuring
and :race elements of other materials in excess the desired water fraction by conventional means
of those found in constr-otionso;Is, an_ tnen correcting .h. factory curve accoroinoIv.

Gan_naabsorption is primarily effected by the In agricultural measure,ants, additional sources
mass of the atoms, thus :he oensity channel is of hydrogen from hyoro:ar:on com_ouncs in the
a mass channel. However, low energy gan_narays hu_s and root structuresmay also incorporate
below 200 KEV are also influenced strongly by errors. These are a%so easily corrected my drawing
the atomic number of the atom _s oppose_ to its a correction to the factory curve based on soil
weight. T_us, the different atoms moderate the measurements, or tensiome_erreadings.
high energy gar_nasapproximately in proportion
to the weight cf the atoms (somethingw_ are Moisture gauges all tend to read higher than they
trying _o measure). However, the low energy, should due to this m;isture error.
'ga,_s are influencedby :he or_i:ing electron
arrangementsproportionalto atomic number. 15.00 Calibration Va.iations:
This is also a factor to the 5th pov:erof the - --
atomic number, something we could well _o with- The user should vim_ nit nuclear gauge as a tool
o_ _nd should not De reluctant to change its cali-

bration to suit his needs if required in the
To avoid this, CPN uses special platinum,cathode fiel_.
geiger tubes, internal filtering, and special
geometricaldesign of the shutter arrangement CPN feels that its calibration stamdards are ac-
to cancel this potential error. It is no longer curately prepared and calibrateQ, however, we re-
a serious factor in density gauges manufactured cognize that our standards to not exactly agree
by CPN, at least where the soils are the usual with those of other manufacturers or of major
mix of silicon and calcium, users. We also recognize that other manufacturers

do not agree with major users, either. In thor:,
]4.D5 Density effect on Moisture: there is no universal stanaard at this time and

any calibration is subject to change by the ulti-
Thermal neutrons are eventually captured by one #ate gauge buyer.
atom or another and they disappear. This is ac-
companied, usually, by emission of a strong gam- Our MC-2 series gauge even has a Bias provision
ma ray which can then be detected by the density to pen_it a_jus_ment of the curve where this is
channel. This error is very small, if noticeable felt necessary.
at all, and is not a soil measurement problem.

CPN would counsel the user, however, to be very
It has no bearing on Depth Probes due to the sure in changing a calibration. The gauge is
geometry of these aevices as comparec to the usuall_ right.
surface devices.

7
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15.01 Calibration Field Check using to insure even compactionto a depth'
Compaction Box : of,_O" fco_._he top of the box.

Sometimes a surface unit will provide results" 4) Repeat this layer compaction until I0"
in disagreementwith conventionalmethods of of compacted soil is obtained.
testing (sandconesor baleen tests) and a dis-
pute arises regarding accuracy of the nuclear Note_
test.

Each layer MUST be exactly l" thick. If you
While complicated calibration programs have be- over compact by 1/16", this represents a 6%
en developed for nuclear gauges, the only final error in THAT lift, or an error of 8 PCF out
answer must be based on actual field testing on of 130 PCF: That is unacceptable and tne box
real soil materials, should be dumped out and started over.

CPN products are chemically corrected for the 5) Take nuclear gouge readings on the box.
usual soil elements of silicon, calcium, alumi-
num, and oxygen. However, the presence of a new The gauge should read the box weight car-
element of substantial _uantity could introduce rectly and will do so .5, of the time_
an error of significant (measureable) amount.

The other 5% of disagreement will goner-
(Fortunately, this new element, if in sufficient ally be due to miscalibration of the de-
quantity to produce an error, would then incre- vice and not due to some peculiarity of
ase the value of the soil to the point where we the soil.
would be mining the material for its intrinsic
value and would not be building a freeway or a 6) Take conventional tests on the box, in-
housing development on it.) cluding taking of sanocones in the box.

Where a dispute arises, however, there is a me-' The usual result will be a disagreement
thod of proofing of the calibration of the nu- between the sandcone and the box weight.
clear gauge, or of the conventionaldevice, to
produce an accurate sample of the soil suitable 7) Since the box is a simple device from an
for testing, engineering standpoint, there can be little

daub: as to its correctness if the opera-

This technique revolves around the use of a co._- tar used care in preparation of the sam-
)actign box. ple. Any disagreementmust be in the de-

vices.
The user should build a sturdy, wooden or metal
box measuring IB.6 x 18.6 x If" inside dimen- For further information,write or call for
sion.'Allowing the last inch as _oard" to CPN Technical Data Sheet i 4 ACCUF_.Y VERIF!-
retain loose material during preparation,the CATION USlt(GCOMPACTIOt_BOX AI(DHAMSTER.
finished box will be lO" :eep and the volume is
2.00 CuSic Feet.

15.02 DeothDrobe Calibr_tior:

I) When a dispute arises,we will compact a
boxful of material at a very specific den- Density depthprobes tend to read low in the
sity......a density appropriate for the field due to abrasion of the access tube wall
material maximum weight. Choose a oensity during drilling and casing. Unfortunately, the
of approximately 95_ of Proctor for the depthprobe measurement is a backscatter me_s-
typical sample. Any density can be comoac- urement with the same errors as a surface unit.
ted in the box, however, from pour point
to 100% compaction. Relative readings from one level to another,

however, will tend to be accurate.
2) Presume we select a density of 130 PCF for

the sample. The box holds two cubic feet, Moisture deptllprobesare more accurate than the
therefore, the final box weight will be density depthprobes due to the de,her reading of
2 x 130 PCF or 26D pounds total weight, moisture as opposed to density. Adjustments of

the moisture calibration to ac:omoaate bound wa-
We will compact this into a ten inch thick- ter conditions, roots, or other organic hydrogen
ness, therefore, each inch will contain inclusions may be necessary.
26 pounds of soil.

For irrigation management, a tensiometer readin_
_. Weigh out exactly 26 pounds of the mater- is generally used for this starting point deter-

ial, spread it around uniformly, and cam- mination.
pact it with a fiat ra,'r=n_rha\'inca souare
bottom of approximately 4 x 4 or 5 x 5".

Measure dcHn from the top at all points

E
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Field Sampling Method

for

Well Deviation Logging

Well deviation logging at the INEL will be performed by a subcontractor. Their standard

practices and procedures will be implemented. Subcontractor personnel will follow the health and

safety practices being implemented for the RI (see the Addendum to the Health and Safety Plan

in this Work Plan). Copies of the well deviation logs will be made part of the End-of-Well

reports and will be incorporated into the RI report as an appendix.
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_1 Designation: D 2922 - 81

Standard Test IViethodsfor
Density of Soil and Soil-Aggregate in Place by Nuclear
Methods (Shallow Depth)1

Thisstandardtsissuedunderthefixeddes'.:-nanonD 2922:thenumber mrnediatelvfollowingthedesi=natlonindicatestheyearof
onginal adoption or, in the case of revision. :Re!ear of last revision. A number in parentheses ind=catesthe )'ear of last reappro:'al. A
superscript epsdon (_) indicates an edltonai -,',anBesince the last revlslon or reapproval.

These methods have been approved rbr use "" :ze.,wte_ of/he Department o[ Dew,r,e and/or hstmt' in the DoD Inder ot Spect/iCaltons
and Standards

INTRODUCTION

These methods describe determination of the density of soil and soil-aggregate in place using
nuclear equipment. In general, the total or wet density of the material under test is determined b v
placing a gamma source and a gamma detector either on. into, or adjacent to the material under
test. These variations in test geometry, are prc,ented as the backscatter, direct transmission, or
optional air gap approaches. The intensity of radiation detected is dependent in pan upon the
density of the material under test. The radiation intensity reading is converted to measured wet
density b.va suitable calibration curve. Principles of the nuclear test are discussed in the Appendix,
as are some of its advantages and disadvantages. It should be noted that the density determined by
these methods is not necessarily the average density within the volume involved in the measurement
and that the equipment utilizes radioactive materials which may be hazardous to the health of
users unless proper precautions are taken.

I. Scope 3. Significance and Use

1,I These methods cover the determination of the total or 3.1 The methods described are useful as rapid, nonder,
wet density of soil and soil-aggregate in place b.v the atten- tructive techniques for the in-place determination of wet
uation of gamma rays where the gamma source or gamma density of soil and soil-aggregate. The fundamental assump-
detector, or both. remain at or near the surface. The methods tions inherent in the methods are that Compton scattering is
described are normally suitable to a test depth of approxi- the dominant interaction and that the material within the
mately 2 to 12 in. (50 to 300 ram). depending on the test zone of influence for each test is homogeneous,
geometrT' used. 3.2 Test results may be affected by chemical composition.

1.2 Three methods are described as follows: sample heterogeneity, and the surface texture of the material
section being tested. The techniques also exhibit spatial bias in that

Method A--Backscaner O the apparatus is more sensitive to certain regions of the:
Method B_DIrect Transm|sston 10 material under test. _'
Method C--AirGap (Optional) I I

4. Calibration1.3 The values stated in inch-pound units are to be re-
garded as the standard, The memc equivalents of inch-pound 4.1 kaborator2,.' calibration of the gage is established by •
units may be approximate, determining the nuclear count rate of each of several materials

at different and known densities and establishing a relation- it
2. Referenced Documents ship be_veen count rate and density. Sufficient data should !i

2. I .4ST.',I Standards. be taken at each density to ensure a precision of at least twice ,!
D 1556 Test _lethod for Density of Soil in Place by the the normal precision obtained in field use. Calibration can

Sand-Cone Method-" be accomplished by either laborator'3.' or field methods. Lab- :
D 216' Test Method for Density and Unit \\eight of Soil oratora methods are recommended due to the hi_er inherent i

in Place by the Rubber-Balloon Method: accuracv of laborato_' standards and instruments as opposed [
D 2216 Method for Laborator3.' Determination of Water to field methods which require the volume measurement of i

(Moisture) Content of Soil, Rock. and Soil-Aggregate an excavated hole. a
Mixtures: NOTE i_Different chemical compositions of the blocks or other _l

D301-Test Method for Moisture Content of Soil and Soil- materials :an affect the count rate, Calibration curves may not be
Aggregate in Place by Nuclear Methods (Shallow Depth/-" applica01e to materials not represented in establishing the calibrauon

CLII'VC. [

' These methotas are under the junsdicuon o!"-_STMCommmee D-I8 on Soil 4.1. I Laborato_' calibration should involve the use ot a I
",ndRo_. minimum of five "homogeneous blocks sufficiently large to I

Current :c_:monapproved Ma', 29. 1981. Published Selgtemt_er !981 Onamail_ ii_,,t_lisheaas D 2922 - "t. Last previous edition D 2922 - '_ " " represen: an infinite volume to the nuclear instrument. The
:. lmma: B,,,,,, ,,t .-IST_/Standard,. Vol O-l.()S densit,, of these standards shall be determined to an accurac: ",



_ D 2922

of +_0.2% (__.0.3lb/fl 3 at 160 lb/fl 3or -'-5 kg/m 3 at 2565 kg/ difference.
m_). Three of the standards shall be constructed of matena.is 4.2.3 The average difference found in 4.2.2 may be used
having gamma mass attenuation coefficients _Sti:tin-,-1.0 % to determine a new calibration response. Either rotation
of each other over the range of gamma energy utiiized b.vthe about a zero point or constant offset from the original calf-

gage for density measurement. These standards _-ill be used bration may be used.
to establish the gage response to density variations in me NOTE3wAdjustingcalibrationcurvesis a complextaskand it should
range from 100 to 170 lb/ft _ (1600 to 2725 kg/m>). The t_t be attemptedonly bythose knowledgeablein this field.Most manufac-
two standards shall be materials that equally bracket me turers eitherprovidethissev¢iceor willoffer assistanceto the user.
gamma mass attentuation coefficient of soils. Suggested ma-
terials are limestone and granite. The gage response will then 5. System Specifi_tions

be rotated about the zero density point on a plot or graph_=al 5.1 Any equipment that is used under the requirements of
representation such that it falls halfway between the limestone this method shall satisfl" the following specifications:
and granite data. This final response will be used in the field 5.1.1 PrecisionwPrecision of the system is determined
for measurement, from the slope of the calibration response and the statistical

4.1.2 Field calibration may be used where laborator3' calf- deviation of the count for the recommended period of mea-
bration facilities are not available or where it becomes nec- surement, which shall be a_ least 1 mine
essary to calibrate the instrument for materials that chemi-
rally are different than soils. A minimum of ten field tests P = a/S (1)
should be used for establishing calibration by the field method where:
so that a range of densities and materials will be represented. P = precision,
The sand-cone method in accordance with Test Method a = standard deviation, counts per measurement period, and
D 1556 or the rubber-balloon method in accordance with S = slope. _ counts per measurement period/(Ib/fv _) or (kg/
Test Method D 2167 may be used to determine the wet range m_).
of density of carefully selected field sites on which densiLv 5.1.I.1 Determine the slope of the counts per measure-
data have been previously determined. As an ahemauxe, ment period at a unit wei_t of 125 lb/ft _(2000 kg/m3). This
nuclear data can be obtained on prepared containers of soil can usually be determined from the calibration response and
and soil-aggregate compacted to known densities. The con- must be the true counts from the detector system before the
miners must be sufficiently large to represent an infinite display. Determine the counts per measurement period at the
volume to the nuclear instrument. Data from either of these same density by the same method. The precision can be

,. methods may be used to establish a new gage response by calculated by:

-:: nsually fitting a line to a plot ofgage response to densit._ over P = , C/P---'C/S _2)
-_ _ the range of densities found in the samples, It is more d:sir-
: able to use the lauer data, to rotate the laboratoD calibration where:
.: m4.1.1. or a constant offset from this laboratory calibrauon, P - precision.

to fit _e field dam. Extreme care must be exercised ;: the C - counts per measurement period.
" determinauon of wet density in either the field sites or vre- S -- slope. _ counts per measurement period/(lb/fl _)or (kg/
:- ' paredcontainers. Because of the vanability and scatter inher- m-_).and
:: ent in field tests and container preparation and compac:Jon. PC - amount of prescale (Note 41 applied to the detector
:': , :h_smethod is considered less accurate than techniques using counts prior to dlspiay. The manufacturer will supply

:alibranon blocks, this value, If no prescale is built into the equipment.

NOT__2--Use of blocksIs advantageousbecausethe._are durabieand the value is 1.
=rOv_rstabledens't> references.Blocksand prepared containersmust NOTZ_--The value of prescaie is the nurr,_,erb_ _vhlchthe tmal

- "-:largeenough not to changemeo_servedceunt rate _o,counl rz':e_if count rate of the delector_ S__sdivided befored_spla>on the readou_to
•"n.,a0e_argelinan_ d_mensmns.Dlmensmnsofapproxima_el._1_ in 300 clime.ate the need for d_snia:,:ngnon.slgmficantd_g_tsThe value of P

... _rn__dli_ i,,, I-; m '360 mm_depth b>"_ m /560 ram) teng'r,aa_e at a densn>of ',25 lb'fl (2t,Y',i.grn_) shallbe nogreater than =l.0lb
r:ovensauslactor3 far eampment no_ available. For calibrauan of fl'i=lO kg/m'l tor the backs=aqermelhods nor greaterthan _0.35 lb
,_,_:_s=aueronly. a aev,h of not lessthan c_m. :230mm_ _sadequ,_'.e fi (=6 kg/m;Ifor d_recttransm_ssmnmethod.

- :.2 Ciw&_,',': a',:d .4dnt_nng Cahi,a:mn Da;a'--The :'ati- 5.1.1.2 IfS. 1.1 cannot be performed as above, the precision
-- _.'ationdata for nex_lx acquired _nstruments. instrumen:s for can be computed bx determining the standard deviation of
.... ._:c_.in.: caii_ra_on _s more than one year old. or _:,s',ru- at least 20 repetitive mcas',_remems _gage not mo_ed after the
. - :.':,_.s'hat ha_ e p:en damaged and repaired max be checked first measurement t of matenal having, densit.v of 125.0 - 5 (I

us:n_ the me;_,od of 4.1.2..-_ m;n_mum of ten field ,,ests lb/fl: (2(100 -,-gO kg.'m:_ In order to perform this procedure.
'.zv _e used _o compare _v_h the ex_sung caiibratior, data the resolution of the coum displa.',, calit_ration response, or
" "_rderto iustif'., changing the calibrauon, other method ofdispla.v:ng densit_ mus_ be equal to or better

-, -'.".', If each o: :ne field tests vanes h\ nol more than ".,C( than--,-(L1 lb/fl"(=l.okg ml.
"-'::'."he nuclear dens_x and some of the field densiues are 5.1.2 ('heroical £rr, ,,-- The error due to changes in c em-
•"::_'.e7and some iess than the nuclear dense1\, then aC_usl- lea] composition of matenais hax_ng _amma mass attenua-

.-'.-.:of ti_e calibration _sno: n-'cessaE,, tion coefficients les', tha:: those of gran_te or greater than
".2.1 If all of :he field tests are more or al! less that. the those of limestone ,,hal', _,' not greater than "-2.5 % of back-
-..':-atdcnsit', ::n,.ith-" avcr::ge ofti_e dilTercncc cxceeos ' _:. scatter meth_ds and - ' ' % for d_recl transm_ss_r, \_.llh lhc

" :_:_'.uqieach: 5:::,s:auen; nuL'tear d,,'nMt', b', tilk' L:'.'r,_":' sourc:.' ;_i u dc'pth of ¢, _= ' .-;l_mm _
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5.1.2.1 If the instrument was on,nail.. calibrated by the ratusfor Method C--Air Gap (optional) is detailed in Sectic:
method described in 4.1.I. then the chemical error can be l l.

easily determined by using the standard block data which was 7.2 Gamma Source--An encapsulated and sealed radiv J
taken to determine the gage response. Using the gage count active source meeting the specific form requirements ofTitl: ; .
rate on the limestone standard and the calibrated gage re- 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
sponse, determine the gage density of the limestone standard. 7,3 Gamma Detector--Any suitable type. '
This will normally be higher than the true density. Compute 7.4 Readout Device--A suitable scaler with a resolutioa ',
the percent error. Repeat the same procedure for the granite and range to display, counts over the ran_,e, of density for _:
standard. This will normally be lower than the true density, which the apparatus will be used. Usually the scaler will al_.,
The difference between the two percent errors (taking into contain other electronic devices and the necessary, electrica,
account the sign of the error) divided by two _ill equal the power for operation.
chemical error. ".5 Housing--The source, detector, readout device, etc..

5.1.2.2 If the gage was calibrated by some means other shall be in housings of rugged construction that are moisture.
than 4.1.1 or if the original calibration data are not available, and dustproof. For Method B use, the housing shall contain
then other mealas must be used to determine the chemical a means oflocating either the source of detector at a distance
error. Using the procedure of 5.1.2.1, the relative densities of of 2 to 12 in. (50 to 300 mm) into a preformed hole in the
the limestone and granite standard blocks were not impor- material to be tested. The probe containing the source or
tank but using this procedure the standards should preferably detector shall be sufficiently rigid so as to maintain a constant
be within 5 lb/ft _ (80 kg/m _) of each other in order to distance along the measuring path length and also contain
eliminate the possibility of an improper calibration which markings to indicate the depth to which the probe has been
could cause good accuracy and small chemical error at the placed.
limestone and granite density but with large errors at all other Yore 5--The gamma source, detector, readout device, and power
densities. A high-density limestone or marble standard is supply,may be housed separately or combined and integrated with._
suggested. First measure the density' and compute the percent nuclearmoisture-measunngsystem.
error on each standard. The chemical error is then the differ-
ence between the two errors divided by two. The sum of the 7.6 Reference Standard--A device that isolates the instru.ment and provides a means of allowing the instrument to
two errors represents the calibration accuracy, make a measurement that is constant within the reproduci.

5.1.3 Surface Roughness Error--The error caused by a
0.050-in. (1.3-mm) air gap introduced between the base of bility of the system. All calibrations will be made as a ratio
the gage and the surface of the material being measured to the reference standard count and all field measurements
should cause an error of no more than 4 % in the backscatter will be taken as a ratio to the reference standard count.
method nor more than 1% in the direct-transmission method -.7 Site-Preparation Devices:
with the source placed at a 6-in. (150-ram) depth. Older .".7.1 Method A equipment shall include a flat plate
models of instruments currently in use may not meet this straightedge, or other suitable tool to be used to level the test
requirement. The users can minimize the effects of surface site to the required smoothness.
roughness by careful site preparation. 7.7.2 Method B equipment shall, in addition to the above.

5.1.3.1 The effect of surface roughness can be measured include a hole-forming device such as an auger or pin having
by placing the instrument on a smooth flat surface after a nominal diameter equal to or up to z/s(3 mm) larger than
cleaning both the surface and the gage base and measuring the probe and also a guide to ensure that the hole is perpen-
the density. Next, elevate the gage by placing 0.050-in. (1.3- dicular to the test site surface.
ram) spacers between the gage base and the material surface ".8 Transport Case--Each system shall include a shipping
in such a way as to not interfere with the gage measurement and transport case to house the equipment and shall meet
zone. Remeasure the apparent density; the difference repre- the U.S. Department of Transportation requirements in Title
sents the gage error. 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations. The exterior of the

case shall contain all labels required by the regulations and
6. Safe_" Precaution radiation levels shall meet the "'Yellow II" standards.

6.1 This equipment utilizes radioactive materials which 8. Standardization
may be hazardous to the health of the users, unless proper
precautions are taken. Users of this equipment must become 8.1 All nuclear density instruments are subject to long-
compietel.v familiar with possible safety hazards and with all term aging ofthe radioactive source, detectors, and electronic
applicable government regulations. Effective operator in- sygems, which may change the relationship between count
struction together with routine safety procedures such as rate and density. To offset this aging, all instruments are
source-leak tests, recording and elevation of film badge data. calibrated as a ratio of the measurement count rate to a count
use ofsurvey meters, etc.. are an essential part of the operation rate made on a reference standard. The reference count rate
of equipment of this type. should be in the same order of magnitude or higher than the

_ range of measurement count rates over the useful density
7. Apparatus range of the equipment.

7.1 The apparatus may consist of items to pefform Method $.2 Standardization of equipment on the reference stan-
A--Backscatter. Method B--Direct Transmission. or a corn- d_d is required at the start ofeach day's use and a permanent
bination of both. Items listed are common to both apparatus record of these data should be retained.
except where noted as Method A or Method B only. Appa- _.3 Turn on _he equipment and allow for stabilization of

22"
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_: equipment in accordance with the manufacturer's rec- gageand the surfaceof the materialbeingtested. This is not possiblein
_mmendations. allcases.To correctsurfaceirregularities,useof nativefinesor sand as a

SA Take at least four repetitive readin_,s at the normal fillerisnecessar3'.Thedepthofthe fillershouldnot exceedapproximately- .n,in. (3 mm) and the totalarea filledshould not exceed I0 % of the
'z_asurement period and obtain the mean. Ifavailable on the bottomareaofthe gage.Severaltrial seatingsmaybe requiredto achieve
.jagrument, one measurement at a period of four times the theseconditions.
,monna]period is acceptable. This constitutes one standard-
-jzation check. 9.4 Proceed with the test in the following manner:

tL5 If the value obtained above is within the limits set by 9.4.1 Seat the gage firmly.
Iuq3. the equipment is considered to be in satisfacto_ con- 9.4.2 Keep all other radioactive sources away from the
-tbtionand may be used. If the value obtained is outside the gage to avoid affecting the measurement
bruits set by Eq 3. another standardization check should be 9.4.3 Secure and record one or more readings for the
i_ade. If the second standardization check is within the limits, normal measurement period,
_e equipment may be used: but if it also fails the test. the 9.4.4 Determine the ratio of the reading to the standard
equipment should be checked as recommended by the man- count (9,1). From this ratio and the calibration, determine
_acturer and the calibration checked (4.2) or recalibrated, or the in-place wet density.

._th. NOTE10--Some instrumentshavebuih-inprovisionsto computethe
, 1_;= No± 2.0 ,,/NoPC (3) ratio, compute the in-placewet density,and displayit to the operator

_.here: automatically.
b', = value of current standardization check (8.4) on the
. reference standard (7.6). 10. Procedure, Method B -- Direct Transmission

,/_'..= average of the past four values of .\', taken for prior 1O.1 Standardize the instrument (Section 8).
- useage, and 10.2 Select a test location where the gage in test position
t'C= amount of prescale applied to the detector counts prior will be at least 9 in. (230 ram) awa.v from any vertical

to display. The manufacturer will supply this value. If projection.
no prescale is built into the equipment, the value is 1. 10.3 Prepare the test site in the following manner:

8.6 The value of N, (8.4) will be used to determine the 10.3.1 Remove all loose and disturbed material, and re-

mum ratios for the current da.v's use of the equipment. If. move additional material as necessar3' to expose the top of
_r any reason, measured densities become suspect during the material to be tested.
m,_day's use. another standardization should be performed. 10.3.2 Prepare a horizontal area. sufficient in size to ac-

NOTE6--If the instrument is to be used either continuous]._or commodate the gage. by planing the area of a smooth con-
_rmittently dunng theday. it isgenerallybest to ieaven in the "power dition so as to obtain maximum contact between the gage
er,"or "szandb._"condmon dunng the day to prevent havingto repem and material being tested .... "--,_,,,
_sLandardizauon.Thiswi]l providemore stable,cons]stentresuhs. 10.3.3 The maximum void beneath the gage shall not

NOTE,'--Standardization shallbe performed in accordance_th the exceed approximately J/_in. (3 ram). Use native fines or finemnufaczurer'srecommendations and away from other radioact)ve
murces,large masses of metal or verticalobjects, free water, or other sand to fill these voids and smooth the surface with a rigid
z_rnsthat can affectthe gagereadings, plate or other suitable tool. The depth of the filler should not

exceed approximately )/_in. (3 ram).
_. Procedure, Method A_Backscatter 10.3.4 Make a hole perpendicular to the prepared surface

9.1 Standardize the instrument (Section S/. using the guide and the hole-forming device (7.6.2). The hole
_.2 Select a test location where the gage in test position shall be of such depth and alignment that insemion of the

_l probe will not cause the aa_,e to tilt from the plane of the_;!I be at least 9 in. (_.0 mm) awax from any vertical _ -
t':t_lection, prepared area. The depth of the hole must b_ at least 2 in.

(50 ram) deeper than the depth to which the probe will be_.3 Prepare th,c test site in the following manner:
_.3.1 Remove all loose and d_sturbed material and addi- placed. The guide shall be the same size as the base of the

_:_na}material as necessar)to expose the top of the material gage. with the hole in the same location on the guide as the
probe on the gage. The corners of the guide are marked b:,

c,etested, scoring the surface of the soil.
',t_TE g--The spatial bias sh(,u]dbe con_lderec_no_e;er'mTn_ngthe t0.4 Proceed with testin,_' in the followlnL' manner:

2:.:: a_whichthegage_sto be sca_.,:d. 10.4.1 Set the gage on the soil surface, carefullx alignin_ it
3.2 Prepare a inonron:a! urea suffic_e.'.,' '.n s;ze tc accom, v,lti_ the marks so that the probe, _ ill be dirccti_ over the pro-

" Ja_e ti_e gage. h'., planing :hearea _,:_a :mo,9:h conailio'- Io:-rn.ed hole.
; as _o obtain maximum conzact bet\_c'_'n ti_e gagr and I(L.I.2 Insert ti_e probe ill the hole.

"=:,"hal being tested. 10.4.3 S,.'at the gage firml', bx rotatinL: It about the probe
".: - The maximum void beneath thegaFe shall not exceed with a ba-'l, and forth motion.

:..... _x]mate]) _. in. (, ram). Ls C'nat_',e '-"-' fine sand _o 1(!.4.; Pull eentl\ on the ,,:a,_,vin lhc. direction ti_at _i]!
• :b,t'se voids and smooth ii:: surface v.;"_"a rigid plate: or brln g ttw sid_ of the prf,ht' aga_nsi tno siJc' of t!lc' hole' c'lo<.:st
::':.'::sultabl_' tool i_ tile doteClor (or SOklrC_l]()2allon Ill lllC ('L'('" hf_u'.iln2.

"; : I'_.gL'p:el _IP.C'Fracil_uc'it\c S,_LIF,.'L',,dv,Ll'. Ir.._n. ';_:
' '_i '_Til;' p;il;.'t'R!L'rll O' Ill: fla.:'..' 0:', tli'." SL;7:...':.' c'; 'II_ IIlLI'CFILIi 1,

' :':!,!:,2 I'. ,?F:N.'.:: 1, ill: hb.'.'..'.::L. ,If:J7':l!,_:!: ';' ,, .'.'.'TIM' ",rl!. :z.!_L' i(_ L;',{_l( _. 11',).',.'ti17:.2"Ill" _IJL'.'<LI!'L'FI,:-'I!'.
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normal measurement period, the ordinate vcr_u,_each air gap (in inches or millimetres) ant
10.4,- Determine the ratio of the readin_ -o the standard draw a smooth curve through the resulting points, Retort

count (10.1). From the ratio and the calibrazton, determine the peak air gap determined at the peak ofthe curve.
the in-place wet density. 11.3.7 Repeat procedures 11.3.2 through l 1.3.6 over two

or more additional areas of matenals of different density, anc
11. Procedure, Method C--Air Gap (.Optional) record the peak air gap tbr each area.

I I.I If the nuclear gage errors due to cNibration using 11.3.8 Determine the average of the peak air gaps deter.
mined on all areas. This is the optimum air gap. Use th_materials with different chemical composition are in excess

of maximum errors listed in 5.2. the air-gap method should optimum air gap for establishing the calibration cur','e for th,.
be employed. It should be noted that the required use of two air-gap method, and for all determinations of density by th_
different site measurements may decrease the precision due air-gap method.
to the statistics of the air gap measurement, l 1.4 Procedure:

11.2 Apparatus: 11.4,1 Standardize the instrument.
11.2.1 All apparatus described in Section " 11.4.2 Select a test location where the gage in test positior.
11.2.2 Cradle or Spacers, to support the gage at the opti- will be at least 12 in. (300 ram) away from any vertica.

mum air gap above the material being tested. The cradles or projection. Plan sufficient area to accommodate the gage ant
spacers shall be so designed as to support the gage at optimum cradle.
height without shielding the base of the gage. Figure 1 shows 11,4.3 Prepare the test site in the following manner:
a typical air-gap cradle that demonstrates the principle. The 11.4.3.1 Remove all loose and disturbed material, ant
cradle shown in Fig. 1 is not the only satisfactory, method, additional material as necessa_' to expose the top of th.,
Other methods which support the gage at the optimum air material to be tested. (See Note 8.)
gap without shielding the base of the gage are satisfactory.. 11.4.3.2 Prepare a horizontal area, sufficient in size t0

accommodate the gage and cradle, by planing the area to a
NOTEl l--Air-gap calibration cu_'es and optimum air gap may be smooth condition so as to obtain maximum contact betweer,

furnishedfor eachgageb.vthe manufacturerand canbe readilychecked
bythe user. " the gage and material being tested.

11,4.3.3 The maximum void beneath the gage shall no_
11.3 Determination of Optimum Air Gap--To determine exceed approximately V8in. (3 ram). Use native fines or fin",

the optimum air gap for use in the air-gap method, proceed sand to fill these voids and smooth the surface with a rigi_
as follows: plate or other suitable tool.

11.3.1 Use three or more different areas on which to make
de_'::,"minations, These areas may be either blocks (4.1.1) or NOTE12--The air-gap method requires takingone or more readin._
fie_dsites of compacted soil or soil-aggregate on which density in boththe backscatterpositionand the air-gapposition.Theplaceme,-.:" of the gageon the surfaceof the matenal to be tested is cntical to tn_
data have been previously determined (4.1,2) or alternative successfuldetermination of density. The optimum condition is tot_
prepared containers of soil or soil-aggregate compacted to contact betweenthe bottom surfaceof the gageand the surfaceof tht
known densities (4.1.2). The density of materials at the se- matenal being tested. This is not possible in all cases and to correct.
lected areas should vaD' through a range including the den- surfaceirregularities use of,sandor similarmaterialasa fillerisnecessan
sities of the materials which will be tested. The depth of the fillershould not exceedapproximately '/_in. (3 mm_

1 1.3.2 Place the density gage over the test area. Support and the total area filledshould not exceed 10% of the bottom areaor'
" the gage.Severaltrial seatingsmay be required to achievethese condi.

the gage by blocks placed at the extreme edges of the gage so tions.
as not to obstruct the space between the bottom of the gage
and the surface of the test area. 11,4,4 Proceed with the test in the following manner:

11.3.3 Take and record readings for two normal measure- I 1.4.4.1 Seat the gage firmly. ,
ment periods in counts per minute and determine the average 11.4.4.2 Keep all other radioactive sources away from the
of the readings, gage to avoid affec'ing the measurement so as not to affect

11.3.4 By adding additional blocks or spacers, increase the the readings.
air gap by V, in. (6.3 ram). Take and record, and average 11.4.4.3 Secure and record one or more readings for the
readings for two additional normal measurement periods, normal measurement period in the backscatter position,

11.3,5 Continue increasing the air gap by increments of V-. ! 1.4.4.4 Pk.ce the cradle, set at optimum air gap. on the
in., securing average readings for each air gap (I 1.3.3) until test site, and place the gage on the cradle so that the gage L:
there is a decrease in the counts per minute readings with an directly over the same site used for backscatter reading. Whet,
increase in air gap. a direct-transmission type gage is used. set the probe in th,_

I 1.3.6 On an arithmetic scale, plot counts per minute as retracted or backscaner position for this reading.
11.4.4.5 Take the same number of readings for the normal

measurement period in the air-gap position as in the back-

scatter position (11.4.4.3).

11.4.4.6 Determine the air-gap ratio by dividing coun'-'

_,_,3_ L_+---, per minute obtained in the airgap position (11.4.4.5) ['._

counts per minute obtained In backscatter position ( 11.4.-."-
11.4.4.7 Determine the in-place wet density by use of ;n."

we,pepmmalap_rox10y1by ',e,n (25.4by 254 Dy3.2ram)angm applicable calibration curve previously established.
FIG. 1 TypicalAir-GapCradle .NOTE13--The mr-gaprauo may be deterrmnedby dividingcount_
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r_r minuteobtained in the backscatterposition by counts per minu:a 13.1.3 Visual description of material.
obtainedin theair-gappositionor viceversa.Whicheverrauo isuse,:-a 13.1.4 Identification of test equipment (make, model, and
calibrationcurveusingthe same ratio mus_alsobe used, serial number),

13.1.5 A'o, average of the past four values of N, taken for
12. Determination of Dry Densit3.' prior usage,

12.1 To obtain dry. density, use one ofthe follovring alter- 13.1.6 A'_,value ofthe current standardization check (8.3)
native methods: on the reference standard (7.5)• and the method and date of

12.1.1 If the water content is determined by nuclear mech,- standardization,

ods, Test Method D 3017. subtract the pounds per cubic foe: 13.1.7 Count rate for each reading,
(kg/m 3)of moisture from the pounds per cubic foot (kg/rr.:l 13.1.8 Count ratio,
of wet density, and obtain dry density' in pounds per cubit' 13.1.9 Wet density.
foot (kg/m3) • NOTE14--The count rate for each reading {13,1.7)and the count

12.1.2 If the water content isdetermined by other methods, ratio (13.1.8)may be omitted from the report for instruments that have
buih-in provisionsto take the ratio• compute the in-placewet density,

such as oven drying, Method D 2216, carbide method, ez:.. and displayit to the operatorautomatically.
and is in the form of percent, proceed as follows:

_ = [p.,/(., + 100)]x 100 ..,_ 14. Precision and Accuracy
14.1 The precision and accuracy of this standard has not

_.here: been determined. No methods are available that provide
0_ = dr3.'density, lb/ft 3(kg/m3). absolute values of the density of soil or soil-aggregate mixtures
p,, = wet density, lb/ft 3 (kg/m_). and in place against which these methods can be compared. The
,. = percent moisture in the specimen, variability of soil does not permit duplication of test results

for obtaining a meaningful statistical evaluation. Accuracy is
13. Report a function ofthe care exercised in performing the calibrations

13.1 The report shall include the following: and steps of the test and of the variability of the material
13.1.1 Location, being tested.
13.1.2 Elevation of surface,

APPENDIX
!

XI. NOTES ON THE NUCLEAR TEST

' X 1.1 The equipment used in this method is of the surface and some are deflected at reduced energy back to the detector,
type as opposed to that designed for use in deep borings. In largely b.v Compton scattering. In direct transmission the
general, and neglecting the associated electronics, this equip- source or detector is inserted in the test materials and. in
mentconsists of three principal elements: (1) a nuclear source contrast to the backscatter method, some of the emitted andi
emitting gamma rays. (2) a detector sensitive to these rays ,-.s unshielded rays can presumably follow a straight-line path to
they are modified by passing through the material heir'4 the detector. In either source-detector arrangement, the hum-
tested, and I3) a counter or scaler with provisions for amo- ber of rays reaching the detector is, over.all, a nonlinear
matte and precise timing, for determining the rate at which function of the density of the mate,'-ial being tested. For the

, memodified gamma rays arrive at the detector. While r'ale usual range ofsoil and soil-aggregate densities the relationship

metersare suitable, in principle, sealers are commonly use2. is such that the higher the density of a given material, the
, in general, an}' source of gamma rays that are sufficienzi._ lower the count rate,
, numerous and properl.v energetic can be used in measunng X1.3 The determination of density by the nuclear means

:he densit.v of soil and soil-aggregate. Source stability w_zh of this method is indirect, To date no theoretical approach
' :zme.in terms of half-life, is an important design considera- has been developed that predicts the count rate for given

:ran and the sources most commonl._ used are cesium-i3" equipment, geometry, material, and density. As a result, the
• _') 2,"_• andradium-__6. The two detectors most commonly used relationsip between material density and nuclear-count rate

;a>filled tubes of the Geiger-Nluller t.vpe and scintillauen is determined b_ correlation tests of materials al known
-r.,stais. usually of sodium-iodide. De_ectors ofthe latter t:.pe average densities. Individual equipment manufacturers sup-
!Terthe potential of electronica!i:, var3ing the range e:" pl._ a calibration curve with each sel of their equipment. It

i :r,_rgiesof the gamma rays tna_ are counted. With detec_ers has been lound that these curves do not necessarily hold lc_r
' the Geiaer-Muller type. this ranee is fixed in the des_cn, all soils and soil-aeereuates because ofdiflerences in chemical

' ;or mos, available equipment, the source-detector geome::-: composition. Apparenl ','ariat_ons _nc:-libration may also beI

! fixed for backscatter gages and is adjustable to vanc,:,s induced b\ differences in seating, in background count, and
; ::._selezteddepths of direct transmiss_,m gages, ozher Iesi varmtions. Because oi these considerations, pro_ i-
I ._1.2 Measurements are made uslng gamma rays t:.:" sions are _ncludcd in rials mclhod tot checking for varlat_ons
' ._:gei:,reflect al reduced energy b', s:,_:,erlng in. or bx. d;rc:" or ci_u'nges, l)ifferen_ :_pprt_aches rn:_._be used in chcci, lng

"-'nsm_ssionthrough the malerlai U.",,!crlC<. In backscai::: calibrztIlOl? algolIll(}<;. ' ill more gvnc:a_ t,sv :'r-" g_xcn. For g,.,<_d
• ra',< ,'re untilled ITIIO l}1;.' rll2_.',':.. [,",,:l- II',.':!F ItS hUT[..., pF:;:l;_.'_.. :llCh-' caiip:ali(_!; :wt'.vtiurcs _.J_<_k;i.{ 'D. I:.'I]_V,L'C \',iIil
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_T_ Designa_ion_ D 2325 w 68 (Reapproved 1981 )_1

Standard Test Method for
Capillary-Moisture Relationships for Coarse- and Medium-
Textured Soils by Porous-Plate Apparatus1

This standard is issuedunder the fixed designationD 2325: the number immediately lbllo_tng the designatmnindicates the year of
original adoption or. in thecaseof revision, the yearof last revision.A number in parenthesesindicatesthe )earof last reappro_al.A
supcrsc'nplepsilonl_) indicatesan editorial changesincethe last re_Islonor reapproval.

'_Ncrrl_Section 2 wasaddededitoriallyandeditorial changesweremadethroughoutin October I_84,

I. Scope (indicating equilibrium for that particular tension), the topis

I. 1 This test method covers the determination ofcapillar2¢- ture content of each sample is determined. A series of thes,
moisture relationships tbr coarse-and medium-textured soils tests at various tensions is required to prepare a complet_
as indicated by the soil-moisture tension relations tbr tensions curve of the capillary-moisture relationship for any particular
between 10 and 101 kPa (0.1 and I arm). Under equilibrium soil.
conditions, moisture tension is defined as the equivalent
negative gage pressure, or suction, corresponding to a soil 4. Apparatus
moisture content. This lest method determines the equilib- 4.1 An assembly of the apparatus is shown in Fig. I.
rium moisture content retained in a soil subjected to a given 4.1.1 Porous Plate Apparatus, consisting of the following:
soil-water tension. This test method is not suitable for very 4.1. I. 1 Pressure Container, (such as a pressure cooker), 0J
fine-textured soils, approximately 15-L (16-qt) capacity.

NoTE l--For determination of capillary-moisturerelationshipsfor 4.1.1.2 Porous Ceramic Plates, l to 4 (see Fig. 2), approx.
fine-texturedsoils,refer to Test Method D 3152. imately 280 mm (11% in.) in diameter and 6 mm iV4in.)in

thickness, with an air entry, value of 203 kPa (2 arm).
2. Referenced Documents 4.1.1,3 Brass Spout---The brass spout (one per porous

2.1 ASTMStandards: plate) shall consist of a brass tube and associated washers,

D 421 Practice for Dry. Preparation of Soil Samples for gaskets, and brass nuts. It shall provide an airtight joint when
Particle-Size Analysis and Determination of Soil inserted through the porous plate 38 mm (1.5 in.) from the
Constants: edge of the plate. The length of the unthreaded portion of the

D 698 Test Methods for Moisture-Density Relations of brass tube shall be 9.5 mm (3/sin.); the length of the threaded
Soils and Soil-Aggregate Mixtures Using 5.5-1b (2.49-kg) portion shall be 15.8 mm (% in.); the inside diameter ofthe
Rammer and 12-in. (305-ram) Drop: tube shall be 1.7 mm ('A6 in.); the outside diameter of the

D 3152 Test Method for Capillary Moisture Relationships upper unthreaded portion shall be 4 mm (¾_ in.); the outside
for Fine-Textured Soils by Pressure-Membrane Ap- diameter of the lower threaded portion shall be 4.8 mm (¥,6
paratus-" in.). The tap size for the hole through the porous plate shall

be 5.5 mm (%: in.).
3. Summary of Method 4.1.1.4 Disks of lO-mesh Brass Screen, from 1 to 4, of

3.1 Saturated soil samples are placed in contact with a slightly smaller diameter than bottom of porous ceramic
saturated porous plate installed within a pressure chamber, plates.
The bottom of each plate is covered by a rubber membrane, 4.1.1.5 Rubber Membrane--The membrane shall consist
or otherwise sealed to be airtight, The bottom of each plate of sheet neoprene, 0.79 mm (t/n in.) in thickness, with a
is maintained at atmospheric pressure by means of a small hardness of 35 by the Shore Durometer. Place a disk ofbrass
drain tube or opening through the side of the pressure chain- screen over the bottom of each porous ceramic plate to
bet. A desired air pressure admitted to the pressure chamber, provide space for the flow of water between the membrane
and consequently to the top of the porous plate, creates a and the ceramic plate (see Fig. 2). Then place the rubber
pressure drop across the porous plate. The saturated soil membrane snugly over the brass screen, glue it securely to
samples on the plates establish equilibrium with the water in the outer edge of the ceramic plate, and wrap the edge tightly
the plate. The water, held at a tension less than the pressure v,ith wire (see Fig. 2).
drop across the porous plate, will then move out of the soil, 4.1.1.6 Tubing--A flexible tubing tube, 3 mm (% in.) in
through the plate, and out through the drain tube. When diameter, to carry the outflow water from the brass spout on
water has ceased to flow from the sample and porous plate each porous plate to a short length of rigid tubing passing

through a rubber stopper installed in the wall of the pressure

' This re.stmethod is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee D-18 on Soil container.
and Rock and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee DI8.04 on Hydrologic 4.1.1.7 Assembly_Support and separate plates by means
PropertiesofSoilsand Rocks. of plastic plugs approximately 15 mm (0.6 in.) in diameter

Current edition approved Sept. 13. 1968. Onginally issued as D 2325- 64 T.
Last previous edition D 2325 - 64 T. by 25 mm( 1 in.) in length.

:Annual Book _f.4STM Standards, Vo104,08. 4.1.2 Sample Retainer Rings_Rigid plastic rings, 10 mm
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10.4in.)in height by' 50 mm (2 in.)in inside diametez with a sharp cutting edge on one end. The inside diameter shall be_. 0: wall thickness of approximately 3 mm (_/_in.), capable of 50 mm (2 in.) and the height shall be 20 mm (0.8 in.). A
ami; ? holding approximately 25 g of disturbed sample. The same metal blank 50 mm (2 in.) in diameter by 10 mm (0.4 in.)

nngs shall be used to contain the undisturbed samples. The thick with a detachable handle, shall be available.
,nsis:i nngs shall be numbered in pairs (A 1 and A' 1, A2 and A'2, 4.1.7 Spatula_A short, wide-blade spatula (or small pan-

;th : i etc,), cake turner) for removing samples from pressure plates.
_ras, '. 4.1.3 Manometer. mercury' type for measuring pressures 4.1.8 Test Specimen Packer Disk_A fiat steel disk, 50
'e I, ', of 34 to 101 kPa (t/: to 1 atm): water type for measuring mm (2 in.) in diameter and 3 mm (_/8in.) thick, that can be
-ran: pressures below 34 kPa. loaded to 9000 g.
ON" 4,1,4 Pressttre Reeulator_A sensitive control valve or reg- NOTE2--A pocket-typepenetrometerhasbeenfoundconvenientfor

t. ulator for fine pressure control, loading, the disk,
_hi', 4.1.5 Water Trap and Humidity Control_A transparent 4.1,9 Plate Hook_A three-pronged hook assembly for
" atastic cylinder approximately 100 mm (4 in.) in outside lifting porous plate.
.,_ :. _Jmmeter by 150 mm (6 in.) high with a wall thickness 4.1.10 Moisture Sample C(mtamer._--Suitable containers
:t 0: approximately 6 mm/_/a in.). /he cylinder shall be sealed on made of material resistant to corrosion and not subject to
.,sln; _th ends with an air inlet and outlet near the top of the change in weight or disintegration on repeated heating, and
,sur, :'._linderand a drain outlet approximately 25 mm( 1 in. J from cooling. Containers shall have close-fitting lids to prevent loss

the bottom. (This cylinder traps water ifback pressure draws of moisture from samples before initial weighing and to
:eae ',_aterout of the pressure container, and the 25 mm (1 in. _of prevent absorption of moisture from the atmosphere follow-
.n_etC' ,_ater in the bottom maintains a humid atmosphere for the ing drying and before final weighing. One container is needed

azrto passthrougt',.) for each moisture content determination. Containers should
mr 4,1.6 Test SIw_'tmen (.'utler--.A cylindrical ring with a be 6(1 or 90-cm" (2 or 3-oz) capaci'>. The containers are
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i _ D 2325
• numbered in pairs to coincide with the retainer tings, 8. Preparation of Test Specimens from Compacted Samples

4.1. l I Saturation Tray--A waterproof tray about 30 mm 8.1 Compact the sample to a density and moisture content

i (1.2 in.) in depth, large enough to hold at least 4 porous plates desired for anticipated service conditions in accordance withwhile samples are being saturated thereon. Test Methods D 698.

i 4.1.12 Balance--A balance with a capacity of at least 200 8.2 After the compacted sample has been ejected from the

_g and sensitive to 0.01 g. compaction mold, cut the test specimen by the process used4.1.13 Desiccator--A desiccator of suitable size to hold for undisturbed samples as described in 7.1 through 7,4,

samples for cooling after removal from the oven. Record on the report form, the sample type, compacted, and, 4.1.14 Oven--A thermostatically controlled drying oven the numbers of the paired sample retainer rings containing
i capable of maintaining temperatures at 110 + 5°C (230 __ the duplicate samples.

9"F).

I 4.1,15 Trimmers--Wire saw, bevelled straightedge, spat- 9, Saturating and Testing of Porous Plates
ula, and other small tools for trimming the test specimen.

, 9.1 Install, by stacking with plastic plugs for spacers, as
t 5, Samples many porous plates in the pressure container as are to be

5.1 Make tests in duplicate on specimens cut from undis- used in the test. Fill the container with water, place the lid, turbed or remolded samples or on specimens packed from on the container and lock it in the closed position.
loose disturbed samples. Place duplicates in paired retainer 9.2 Close valves C and E, open valves A and B, and set
rings diametrically opposite each other on the pressure plate, the pressure at 101 kPa or 776 mmHg (1 atm or 15 psi) by

i adjusting the control valve on the pressure regulator and
• 6, Preparation of Test Specimens from Disturbed Samples noting the pressure on the mercury manometer. Open valve

6.1 Take a sample weighing approximately 25 g from the C on the water trap cylinder. The measured rate of water
; thoroughly mixed portion of the air-dried soil passing the outflow from the porous plates should be at least 10 mL/min
" 2.00-ram (No. 10) sieve, which has been obtained in accord- for satisfactory operation of the plates.

ance with Practice D 421. 9.3 Check the plates for air-entry value, as follows: release
6.2 Pour each sample into a retainer ring, pack, and level the air pressure by closing valve C, and by opening valve D

on the lid, and empty the excess water from the pressureto fill the ring by pressing the top surface with the test
container and plates. Close and lock the lid of the containerspecimen packer disk, using an applied force of 9000 g.

Record on the report form the sample type. disturbed, and and apply the desired pressure. After approximately 10 rain
the numbers of the paired sample retainer rings containing at this pressure, the outflow of water from the plate outlets
the duplicate samples, should cease and there should be no bubbling of air from

these outlets. This will indicate that the entry, values for the

7. Preparation of Test Specimens from Undisturbed Samples plates are above the value of the applied pressure.

7.1 Cut a block of the material, from which the test speci- 9,4 If trouble is encountered in air-pressure control, sub-
men is to be prepared, with two plane faces. Determine and merge the pressure container in water, with the pressure still _.._
record the natural moisture content and dr3.'unit weight of on, to check for leaks in the lid gasket or container connec-
the sample block. Also record the direction (perpendicular or lions.
transverse) of the sampling in relation to the structural or 9.5 Exercise care that the pressure is released by means of
depositional layers, valve D before the lid is opened or injury may occur to the

7.2 Place the test specimen cutter, with the cutting edge operator or damage to the container.
downward, on top of one of the plane faces and force the
cutter down lightly and gradually as excess material is 10, Procedure
trimmed from the outside, using the minimum pressure 10.1 Place the required number of saturated porous plates
required on the cutter. The trimming motions shall be from in the saturation tray, one porous plate for approximately 12
the cutter outward and downward, leaving a column of soil sample retainer tings. Place the retainer rings containing
slightly larger than the outside diameter of the cutting edge. duplicate samples prepared as described under Sections 6, 7
When the cutter is more than half full of soil, remove the and 8, on a porous plate, locating duplicate samples diamet-
excess at the bottom with the wire saw, invert the cutter and rically opposite each other.
use a straightedge to make the soil flush. Invert the cutter 10.2 Place a control sample retainer ring in the cer_ter of
again, place it on the smooth face of the metal blank, and the porous plate. In this retainer ring insert a disk of porous
carefully force it downward until the blank is flush. Remove stone with standard sample dimensions, or pour and pack
the excess soil at the top with the wire sa_v.true the end with into this retainer ring a control sample consisting of a me-
the straightedge, and remove the blank by means of the dium-textured soil with approximately equal parts of sand-,
detachable handle, silt-, and clay-size panicles. Record on the report form the

7.3 Place the specimen cutter with the specimen down- number of the sample retainer ring containing the centrol
Ward,over a retainer ring, and use the metal blank to gently sample.
insert the test specimen into the ring. Record on the report lr 3 Thoroughly saturate the samples by pouring 3 mm
the sample type, undisturbed, and the numbers of the paired (z/ ,n.) of water on each plate and gradually increasing the
Sample retainer rings containing the duplicate samples. ._:pth of water over a minimum period of several hours until

7.4 Maintain the samples in closed containers until time ,he water is at the top edge of the sample. Hold the water at
for testing, this depth for at least 24 h. Place surcharge weights equivalent

271
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TABLE I Pressure Conversion Factors

EquivalentPressure CapillaryHeaO ""

Tension(atmosphere)" Poundsper square Millimetresof Centimetresof
inch(PSi) mercury Millimetresof water Kllopascals Feetof water water

0.1 1.5 76 1 033 10 3.4 103.3
0.2 2.9 152 2 066 20 6.8 206.6
0.3 4.4 228 3 099 30 10.2 309.9
0.33 5.3 253 3 440 33 11.3 340.9
0.4 5.9 304 4 132 40 13.6 413.2
0.5 7.4 380 5 165 51 16.9 516.5
0.6 8.8 456 6 198 61 20.3 619.8
0,7 10.3 532 7 231 71 23.7 723.I
0.8 11.8 608 8 264 81 27.1 826.4
0.9 13.2 684 9 297 91 30.5 929.7
1.0 14.7 760 10 330 101 33.9 1 033.0

A1 atmosphere=, 760 mm mercury(O*C)= 14.7 psi= 406.8 in.water(39.2°F)= 1033cm water(4*C) = 33899 ft water(39.?.*F)= 101kPa.

to field overburden weight on top of the samples during the 10.9 Dry the samples to constant weight in an oven at I1(
soaking period. :t: 5"C (230 __9*F). Weigh the samples and record weights ol

10.4 Remove the excess water from the plates with a oven-dry samples plus containers (H/_)on the report form.
suction hose or syringe. Place the plates in the pressure lO.10 Follow the above procedure until moisture content_
container with each plate supported by the 25-mm (l-in.) have been obtained for at least 5 different tensions between
high plastic blocks. In.sen the outflow tubes in perforated 10and lOl kPa (0.1 and l atm).
rubber stoppers in outlet holes where the plates are used;

11. Calculationsinsen solid rubber stoppers in the holes where plates are not
used, Place the container lid in position and lock it in the l l.l Calculate the moisture content of the soil, w, in
closed position, percent as follows:

10.5 Close valve D on the container lid and valve Eon the w = [(H/cs.. - H'_.,)/(Wc,- I4",.)]x 100 = (W../W_) x 100
water-trap outlet. Open air-control valves A and B, and adjust where:

the pressure regulator until the desired pressure (Table 1) is W,,, -- weight of container, ring and wet sample, g,
observed on the mercury or water manometer. W, --. weight of container, ring and dry sample, g,

10.6 Open valve C on the water trap outlet and admit the Wc = weight of container and ring, g,
pressure to the pressure container. Allow the water from the Ww _- weight of water, g, and
outflow tubes to flow into 10-mL graduates so it can be noted W, -- weight of dry soil, g.
when moisture equilibrium is obtained, at which time the 11.2 Obtain the moisture content in volume percent b.,,
test is discontinued. It may take 18 to 48 h for some soils to multiplying the moisture content by the dry unit weight (g/
reach this equilibrium. Consider equilibrium to be reached cmJ).
when no water flows out of the outlet tubes during a, t/2-h
period. As each plate of samples reaches equilibrium, place a 12. Report

pinch clamp on each outflow tube to prevent backflow of 12.1 Report the moisture content, tension data. and cal-
water to the samples when the pressure is released, culations on the form "Capillary-Moisture Relations for

10.7 Close valve Cand release the air pressure by opening Soils" (Fig. 3).
valve D on the lid of the pressure chamber and remove the 12.2 Plot the moisture content and tension data on a graph
lid. similar to that shown in Fig. 4. Extrapolate the curve to the

; 10.8 Lift each plate out by means of the plate hook. By total porosity (converted to percent of dry weight) on the zero
means ofthe wide-blade spatula, quickly transfer the samples tension line. If desired, the moisture data can also be con-
to the sample containers, and immediately weigh them on a verted to moisture content in volume percent or to degree ol
balance. Record the weight of moist sample plus container saturation, but this should be clearly identified on the grapl_
(W,w) on the report form. (Fig. 4).

TheAmericanSociety for Testingand Materials takes nopositionrespecting the validity of anypatent rightsasserted in connection
with any item menttoneclin this stanclarcl.User8of this stanclarclareexDresstyedvise¢lthat cletermlnationof the validity of any such
patentrights, anclthe riskof infringementof such rights,areentirely theirown responsitJtlity.

Thisstandarclis subject to revisionat any timeby the responsibletechnicaJcommitteeanclmustbe reviewed every five yearsand
if notrevised, either reepproveclor withdrawn. Yourcommentsare inwtecleitl_r for revisionof this stancterc/or for ec/dittonalstanclerds
anclshould be acldre,_ed to ASTMHeadquarters,Yourcommentswill recerve careful consiclerationat a meeting of the resl_onsible
technk;alcommittee,which you may attend, If you feel that your comments havenot receivecla fair hearing you shouM make your
viewsknownto the ASTMCommitteeonStandards, 1916RaceSL Philadelph_ PA 19103.
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Standard Test Method for

Permeability of Granular Soils (Constant Head) 1

Thisstandardisissuedunderthefixeddesil_nationD243,4:thenumberimmediatelyfollowingthedesignationindicatestheyearof
originaladoptionor,inthecaseofrevision,theyearoflaz;trevision.Anumberinparenthesesindicatestheyearoflastreapproval.A
superscriptepsiion(e)indicatesaneditorialchangesmcethelastrevisionorreapproval.

f)NoTE_Section2wasaddededttonallyandsubsequem_ctionsrenumberedinJuly1984.

1. Scope suitable reinforced screen at the bottom with a permeability
I.l This test method covers the determination of the coef- greater than that of the soil specimen, but with openings

_ ficient of permeability by a constant-head method for the sufficiently small (not larger than 10 % finer size) to prevent
laminar flow of water through granular soils. The procedure movement of particles', (2) manometer outlets for measuring
is to establish representative values of the coefficient of the loss of head, h, over a length, 1,equivalent to at least the
pcrmeabifity of granular soils that may occur in natural diameter of the cylinder; (3) a porous disk or suitable rein-

0 deposits as placed in embankments, or when used as base forced screen with a spring attached to the top, or any otherof
courses under pavements. In order to limit consolidation device, for applying a light spring pressure of 22 to 45-N (5
influences during testing, this procedure is limited to dis- to l O-lb0 total load, when the top plate is attached in place.

ts turbed granular soils containing not more than 10 % soil This will hold the placement density and volume of soil
:n passing the 75-tam (No, 200) sieve, without significant change during the saturation of the spec.

irnen and the permeability testing to satis_' the requirement
2. Referenced Documents prescribed in 3.1. i.

2,1 ASTMStandards; 4,2 Constant-Head Filter Tank, as shown in Fig. l, to

in D 422 Method for Particle-Size Analysis of Soils: supply water and to remove most of the air from tap water,
D2049 Test Method for Relative Density of Cohesionless fitted with suitable control valves to maintain conditions

i Soils3 described in 3.1.2.
' NOTEl_De-aired watermay be usedif preferred.
I 3. Fundamental Test Conditions

3.1 The following ideal test conditions are prerequisites for 4.3 Large Funnels, fitted with special cylindrical spouts 25
mm (1 in.) in diameter for 9.5-rnm (_/_-in,) maximum size_elaminar flow of water through granular soils under con-

conditions: panicles and 13 mm (_/2in.)in diameter for 2.00-mm (No,
10) maximum size panicles. The length of the spout should

3.1.1 Continuity offlow with no soil volume change during be greater than the full length of the permeability chamber--"_v a test,
at least 150 mm (6 in.),__.,/ 3.1.2 Flow with the soil voids saturated with water and no

' air bubbles in the soil voids, 4.4 Specimen Compaction Equipment"--Compaction
3.1,3 Flow in the steady st.'.te with no changes in hydraulic equipment as deemed desirable may be used. The following

gradient, and are suggested: a vibrating tamper fitted with a tamping foot
jI- 3,1.4 Direct proportionality of velocity of flow with hv- 51 mm (2 in.) in diameter: a sliding tamper with a tamping
:_r draulic gradients below certain values, at which turbulent foot 51 mm (2 in.) in diameter, and a rod for sliding weights

flowstarts, of 100 g (0.25 lb) (for sands) to 1 kg (2.25 lb) (for soils with

"I_, 3.2. All other types of flow involving partial saturation of a large gravel content), having an adjustable height of drop
ne soil voids, turbulent flow, and unsteady state of flow are to 102 mm (4 in.) for sands and 203 mm (8 in.) for soils with
r0 transient in character and yield variable and time-dependent large gravel contents.

4.5 l'acuum Pump or Vl'aler-Faucel Aspirator, for evacu.r,- coefficients of permeability: therefore, they require special
0f testconditions and procedures, ating and for saturating soil specimens under full vacuum
_ , (see Fig, 2].

4, Apparatus 4.6 /ttanometer Tubes, with metric scales for measuring

' 4.1 Permeameters, as shown in Fig. 1, shall have specimen head of water.
4.7 Balance, of 2-kg (4.4-1b) capacity, sensitive to 1g (0.002•;,iinders with minimum diameters approximately 8 or 12

v,rnes the maximum particle size in accordance with Table 1. lb).
Thepermeameter should be fitted with: (1) a porous disk or 4,8 Scoop, with a capacity of about I00 g (0,25 lb) of soil.

4,9 Miscellaneous Apparatus_Thermometers, clock with
-__- sweep second hand, 250.mL graduate, quart jar, mixing pan,
Ihistestmethodisunderthe.lunsd_ctlonof ASTMCommitteeD-18onSod elc.

a-:Rockand=sihedlreclresponsibiht.xofSubcommitteeDI8.04on tt.xdrologlc
"' '_rl_esofSoilandRocks.

CurrenteditionapprovedSept.13. 196_Originallyissued1965 Replaces 5. Sample
'.;_4- 65T.

J'ml,al B,,,,_ ,,/.IST.I[ Standard, \(,I (J4.()8. 5, I A representative sample of air-dried granular soil, con-
- L_sconttnued---SeeIvS.¢.ImmulB,,,,i,,, ISF_I._mmhml,.\'ol()4.t)X raining less than I0 % of the material passing the 75-p m (No,

!
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TABLE 1 Cylinder Diameter
I

MinimumCylinder Diameter
Maximum j

ParticleSize Lessthan35 % of TotalSoil More then35 "-:oqTota S: i
Lies Between Retainedon SieveOpening Retainedon S,eveOl_er "; I

Sieve Openings
2.00-ram {No, 10) 9,5-mm(_/a-in,) 2,00-mm (No 10) 9 .=.-"m(_!."

2.00-ram (No, 10)and 9.5-ram (_e. 76 mm (3in,) .., 114 mm _4,5in.)
in.)

9,5-ram (3/0-in.)and 19.0-ram (_. 152 mm (6 in,) 2_._ '_rn r9 "
in,)

I_CONSTANT- HEAD FILTERTANK

' _ L._ (To smoller stole)

rI h'¢_. _.,"_,., II INLET VALVE

[--=_1 __ _, Hol _ I
_11 _ E II '=" ";'1 ] I I

MANOMETER II _ a. I I t I /
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/_-"_ r_ SGREEN _tl ,.=, II _ l_
('k 11  olI

, I J JI _11 _/ I CYLINDER

_.-_ _.oRousos. o. _1[ . / /
I f _ r_ SCREEN'-,,..-..rl r _ /

'- :I . /

FIG. 1 Constant-Head Permeameter

200) sieve and equal to an amount sufficient to satisfy the 6.2 Make the following initial measurements in centi-
requirements prescribed in 5.2 and 5.3, shall be selected by metres or square centimetres and record on the data sheet
the method of quartering. (Fig. 3); the inside diameter, D, of the permeameter: the

5.2 A sieve analysis (see Method D 422) shall be made on length, L, between manometer outlets; the depth, H=, meas-
a representative sample of the complete soil prior to the ured at four symmetrically spaced points from the upper
permeability test. Any particles larger than 19 mm (a/_in.) surface of the top plate of the permeability cylinder to the
shall be separatedout by sieving(Method D 422). This over- top of the upper porous stone or screen temporarily placed
size material shall not be used for the permeability test, but on the lower porous plate or screen. This automatically
the percentage of the oversize material shall be recorded, deducts the thickness of the upper porous plate or screen

NOTE 2--In order to establish representative values of coefficients of from the height measurements used to determine the volume
permeabilities for the range that may exist in the situation being inves.
tigated, samples ofthe finer, average, and coarser soils should be obtained of soil placed in the permeability cylinder. Use a duplicate
fortesting, top platecontaining four largesymmetrically spacedopenings

5.3 From the material from which the oversize has been through which the necessary measurements can be made to
removed (see 5.2), select by the method of quartering, a determine the average value for H_. Calculate the cross-
sample for testing equal to an amount approximately twice sectional area, A, of the specimen.
that required for filling the permeameter chamber. 6.3 Take a small portion of the sample selected as

scribed in 5.3 for water content determinations.
6. Preparation of Specimens weight of the remaining air-dried sample (see 5.3),

6.1 The size of permeameter to be used shall be as pre- unit weight determinations.
scribed in Table 1. 6.4 Place the prepared soil by one of the following proce-
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_' FIG. 2 DeviceforEvacuatingandSaturatingSpecimen

: =. duresinuniform thin ]ayersapproximate]yequal in thickness foot, thus tending to loosen the layer. Make a sumcient
aftercompaction to the maximum size of particle, but not number of coveragesto produce maximum density, as evi-

._ lessthan approximately 15 mm (0.60 in.). denced by practically no visible motion of surface particles
6.4.1 For soils having a maximum size of 9.5 mm (3/sin.) adjacent to the edges of the tamping foot.

- or less, place the appropriate size of funnel, as prescribed in 6.5.2.2 Compaction by Sliding Weight Tamper--Compact
4.3, in the permeability device with the spout in contact with each layer of soil thoroughly by tamping blows uniformly
the lower porous plate or screen, or previously formed layer, distributed over the surface of the layer. Adjust the height of
and fill the funnel with sufficient soil to form a layer, taking drop and give sufficient coverages to produce maximum
soil from different areas of the sample in the pan. Lift the density, depending on the coarseness and gravel content of
funnel by 15 mm (0.60 in.), or approximately the uncon- the soil.

dated layer thickness to be formed, and spread the soil 6.5.2.3 Compaction bj, Other Methods--Compaction may
a slow spiral motion, working from the perimeter of the be accomplished by other approved methods, such as by

toward the center, so that a uniform layer is formed, vibratory, packer equipment, where care is taken to obtain a
:mix the soil in the pan for each successive layer to reduce uniform specimen without segregation of particle sizes (see

segregation caused by taking soil from the pan. Test Method D 2049). -,_
6.4.2 For soils with a maximum size greater than 9.5 mm 6.5.3 Relative Density Intermediate Between 0 and

13,_in.), spread the soil from a scoop. Uniform spreading can 100 %_By trial in a separate container ofthe same diameter
be obtained by sliding a scoopful of soil in a nearly horizontal as the permeability cylinder, adjust the compaction to obtain
position down along the inside surface of the device to the reproducible values of relative density. Compact the soil in
bottom or to the formed layer, then tilting the scoop and the permeability cylinder by these procedures in thin layers
drawing it toward the center with a single slow motion: this to a height about 2.0 cm (0.80 in.) above the up,.,er manom-
allowsthe soil to run smoothly from the scoop in a windrow eter outlet.

_ithout segregation. Turn the permeability cylinder suffi- NOTE3--In order tobracket,systematicallyand representatively,the
ciently for the next scoopful, thus progressing around the relativedensity conditions that may govern in natural deposits or in
reside perimeter to form a uniform compacted layer of a compactedembankments,a seriesof permeabilitytestsshouldbe made
thickness equal to the maximum particle size. to bracketthe rangeof field relativedensities.

6.5 Compact successive layers ofsoil to the desired relative 6.6 Preparation of Specimen for Permeability Test."
density by appropriate procedures, as follows, to a height of 6.6.1 Level the upper surface of the soil by placing the
about 2 cm (0.8 in.) above the upper manometer outlet, upper porous plate or screen in position and by rotating it

6.5.1 Minimum Density (0 % Relative Densit)')--Con- gently back and forth.
tmue placing layers of soil in succession by one of the pro- 6.6.2 Measure and record: the final height of specimen. Hj
cedures described in 6.4.1 or 6.4.2 until the device is filled to - H__,by measuring the depth. H._, from the upper surface of
the proper level, the perforated top plate employed to measure H_ to the top

6.5.2 /tla.vimztm Density (!00 % Relative Density). of the upper porous plate or screen at four symmetrically
6.5.2.1 Compaction h.r l'Tbt'ating Tamper_Compact each spaced points after compressing the spring lightly to seat the

ia}erofsoil thoroughlywilh the vibrating tamper, distributing porous plate or screen during the measurements: the final
t_, light tamping action uniformly over the surface of the weight ofair-dried soil used in the tesl ( H'_- H_) by weighing
ia}er,in a regular pattern. The pressure of contact and the the remainder of soil. H' left in the pan. Compute and

of time of the vibrating action at each spot should not record the unit weights, void ratio, and relative density of the
soil to escape from beneath the edges of the tamping test specimen.

..7.
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PERMEABILITYTEST ONGRANULARSOIL

Test No Dateof Test

Location of Sample DateSamplecl Report

Bonng-- Sample-- Depth--

(a) DESCRIPTIONOFSOIL

MaterialsUsed:

(b) UNIT WEIGHT DETERMINATION:

Diameter.D, cm Height Before,H_ WeightBefore,W,
Area,A, cm2 HeightAfter, H2 WeughtAfter, W2
Length,L, cm HeightNet, cm WeightNet,g

MoistureContent(air-dried)

W(max) DryUnitWeight,Ib/ff_ W

W(rain) VoidRatio,e

RelativeDensity,RD

(C) PERMEABILITY TEST (DEGREE OF COMPACTNESS)

Manometers Tempera.
Test No. Head,h cm Q cm3 t s Q/At h/L ,C k crn/sH, H2 ture,

1

t ! I ; -

3 t i i

T T ,
i I I

5

! ....... i

i .............. i .....
6 t

i ,,,

....... i ...... i ,,, ! l,

FIG. 3 Permeability Test Data Sheet

6.6.3 With its gasket in place, press down the top plate on the report form (Fig. 3). This satisfies the condition '-
- against the spring and attach it securely to the top of the described in 3.1.2 for saturation of soil voids. .

permeameter cylinder, making an air-tight seal. This satisfies NOTE 4---Native water is the water occurring in the rock or soil in

the condition described in 3.1.1 of holding the initial density situ. It shouldbe used if possible,but it (as wellas de-airedwater)may
without significant volume change during the test. be a refinement not ordinarily feasible for large-scale production testing.

6.6.4 Using a vacuum pump or suitable aspirator, evacuate
the specimen under 50 cm (20 in.) Hg minimum for 15 min 6.6.5 After the specimen has been saturated and the per- i
to remove air adhering to soil particles and from the voids, meameter is full ofwater, close the bottom valve on the outlet
Follow the evacuation by a slow saturation of the specimen tube (Fig. 2) and disconnect the vacuum. Care should be
from the bottom upward (Fig. 2) under full vacuum in order taken to ensure that the permeability flow system and the
to free any remaining air ;n the specimen. Continued satu- manometer system are free of air and are working satisfac-
ration of the specimen can be maintained more adequately torily. Fill the inlet tube with water from the constant-head
by the use of(l) de-aired water, or (2) water maintained in tank by slightly opening the filter tank valve. Then connect
an in-flow temperature sufficiently high to cause a decreasing the inlet tube to the top of the permeameter, open th
temperature gradient in the specimen during the test. Native valve slightly and open the manometer outlet cocks
water or water of low mineral content (Note 4) should be to allow water to flow, thus freeing them ofair. C( e
used for the test, but in any case the fluid should be described water manometer tubes to the manometer outlets and fill
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with water to remove the air. Close the inlet valve and open 8. Calculations

the outlet valve to allow the water in the manometer tubes to 8.1 Calculate the coefficient of permeability, k, as follows:
reach their stable water level under zero head.

k = QL/Ath

Procedure where:

7.1 Open the inlet valve from the filter tank slightly for k = coefficient of permeability,
the first run to conditions described in 3.1.3, delay measure- Q = quantity of water discharged,
ments of qua_tity of flow and heat until a stable head L = distance between manometers.
condition without appreciable drift in water manometer levels A = cross-sectional area of specimen,
is attained. Measure and record the time, t, head, h (the t = total time of discharge,
difference in level in the manometers), quantity of flov,. Q, h = difference in head on manometers.
and water temperature, T. 8.2 Correct the permeability to that for 20"C (68"F) by

7.2 Repeat test runs at heads increasing by 0.5 cm in order multiplying k (see 8.1) by the ratio of the viscosity of water
to establish accurately the region of laminar flow with veloc- at test temperatui_ to the viscosity of water at 20"C (68"F).
it.v, v (where v= Q/At), directly proportional to hydraulic
gradient, i (where i = h/L). When departures from the linear 9. Report
relation become apparent, indicating the initiation of turbu- 9.1 The report ofpermeability test shall include the follow-
lent flow conditions, l-cm intervals of head may be used to ing information:
carry,the test run sufficiently along in the region of turbulent 9.1.1 Project, dates, sample number, location, depth, and
flow to define this region ifit is significant for field conditions, any other pertinent information,

NOTE 5--Much lower values of hydraulic gradient, h/L. are required 9. 1.2 Grain size analysis, classification, maximum panicle
than generally recognized, in order to ensure laminar flow conditions, size, and percentage of any oversize material not used,

The following values are suggested: loose compactness ratings, h/L from 9.1.3 Dry. unit weight, void ratio, relative density as placed,
0.2 to 0.3, and dense compactness ratings, h/L from 0.3 lo 0.5, the lo_er and maximum and minimum densities,
values of h/L applying to coarser soils and the higher values to finer 9.1.4 A statement of an3' departures from these test con-

soils, ditions, so the results can be evaluated and used,
7.3 At the completion of the permeability test. drain the 9.1.5 Complete test data, as indicated in the laboratory

specimen and inspect it to establish whether it was essentially form for test data (see Fig. 3), and
homogeneous and isotropic in character. Any light and dark 9.1.6 Test curves plotting velocity, Q/At, versus hydraulic
alternating horizontal streaks or layers are evidence of segre- gradient, h/L, covering the ranges of soil identifications and
gation of fines, of relative densities.

TheAmericanSociety for Testingand Matersalstakes no positionrespectingthe validity of anypatent rightsasserted in connection
wtth any itemmentioned m this standard. Users of this stanaarclare expressly advised that determinationof the validityof any such
patent rights,and the rtsk of infringementof such rights,are entirelytheir own responsibihty. ....

Thisstandard ts SUblectto revisionat any timeoy the resfJonsibletechnical committeeand mustbe rewewed every hveyearsand
if not rewsed, eitherreapDrovedor withdrawn. Yourcommentsare invited eitherfor revisionof thisstandard or foradditional standards
and should be addressed to ASTM Headquarters.Your commentswill receive careful considerationat a meettngof the responsible
technical committee, which you may attend. If you feel that your commentst_avenot recewed a fair hearingyou should make your
wews knownto the ASTMCommitteeon Standards, 1916 RaceSt,, Philadelphia,PA 19103.
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StandardMethodfor
Laboratory Determination of Water (Moisture) Content of Soil,
Rock, and SoU-Aggregate Mixtures1

..16. the num_rThis standard is issued under the fixed designation D "_'_ • Irnmediately following the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or, in thecaseof revision, the year or'last revision -_number in parenthesesindicatesthe yearof last reapproval,A
superscriptepsilon(_) indicatesan editorial changesincethe lastre_islon or reapproval.

1. Scope 3.4 The term "water" as used in geotechnical engineering

1.1 This method covers the laboratory, determination of is typically assumed to be "pore" or "free" water and not
the water (moisture) content of soil, rock. and soil-aggregate that which is hydrated to the mineral surfaces. Therefore, the
mixtures by weight. For simplicity, the word "material" _vater content of materials containing significant amounts ol
hereinafter refers to either soil, rock, or soil-aggregate mix- hydrated water at in-situ temperatures or less than 110*Ccar.
tures, whichever is most applicable, be misleading.

1.2 The water content of a material is defined as the ratio, 3.5 The term "solid particles" as used in geotechnical
expressed as a percentage, of the mass of "pore" or "free" en_neering, is typically assumed to mean naturally occurring
water in a given mass of material to the mass of the solid mineral particles that are not readily soluble in water. There.
material particles, fore. the water content of materials containing extraneous

1.3 This method does not give true representative results matter (such as cement, etc), water-soluble matter (such as
for: materials containing significant amounts of halloysite, salt) and highly organic matter typically require special treat.
montmorillonite, or gypsum minerals; highly organic soils; ment or a qualified definition of water content.
or, materials in which the pore water contains dissolved solids
(such as salt in the case of marine deposits). For a material 4. Apparatus
of the previously mentioned types, a modified method of 4.1 Dr3'ingOven, thermostatically-controlled, preferably of
testing or data calculation may be established to give results the forced-draft type, and maintaining a uniform temperaturt
consistent with the purpose of the test. of ll0 __.5"C throughout the drying chamber.

-).2 Balances, having a precision (repeatability) of _0.01 g

2. Summary of Method for specimens having a mass of 200 g or less. 4-0.1 g for
specimens having a mass of between 200 and 1000 g, or ± I

2.1 The practical application in determining the water g tbr specimens having a mass greater than 1000 g.
content of a material is to determine the mass of water 3.3 Specimen Containers--Suitable containers made of
removed by drying the moist material (test specimen) to a material resistant to corrosion and a change in mass upon
constant mass in a drying oven controlled at 110 +_.5"C and repeated heating, cooling, and cleaning. Containers with
to use this value as the mass of water in the test specimen, close-fitting lids shall be u:_edfor testing specimens having a
The mass of material remaining after oven-drying is used as mass of less than about 230 g; while for specimens having a
the mass of the solid particles, mass greater than about 200 g, containers without lids may

be used (Note 1). One container is needed for each water
3. Significance and Use content determination.

3.1 For many soil types, the water content is one of the .NOTEl--The purposeofclose-fittinglids isto preventlossofmoistur¢
most significant index properties used in establishing a cor- from specimensbefore initial weighingand to prevent absorptionof
relation between soil behavior and an index property, moisture from the atmosphere following dr3"ing and before final weigh-

3.2 The water content of a soil is used in almost every ing
equation expressing the phase relationships of air, water, and -).4 Desiccator--A desiccator of suitable size (a convenient
solids in a given volume of material, size is 200 to 250-ram diameter) containing a hydrous silica

3.3 In fine-grained (cohesive) soils, the consistency of a gel. This equipment is only recommended for use when
given soil type depends on its water content. The water containers having close-fitting lids are not used. See 7.4.1.
content of a soil, along with its liquid and plastic limit, is
used to express its relative consistency or liquidity index. 5. Samples

5. l Keep the samples that are stored prior to testing in
)This method is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee D-18 on Soil and noncorrodible airtight containers at a temperature between

Rock and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee DI8,03 on Texture, Plasticity approximately 3 and 30"C and in an area that prevents direct
and Density Charactenstics of Soils.

Current edition approved May 30, 1980. Published July 1980. Originally pub- contact with sunlight.
lished as D 2216-63 T. Last previous edition D 2216-71. ._.2 The water content determination should be done as
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soon as practicable after sampling, especially if potentially NOTE 3--To assist in the oven-drying of large test specimens, they

corrodible containers (such as steel thin-walled tubes, paint should be placed in containers having a large surface area (such as pans)

cans,etc.) or sample bags are used. and the material broken up into smaller aggregations.
NOTE 4-The time required to obtain constant mass will vary. depend.4

6. Test Specimen ing on the type of material, size of specimen, oven type and capacity,
and other factors. The influence of these factors generally can be estab-

6.1 For water contents being determined in conjunction lished by good judgment, and experience with the materials being tested

_jth another ASTM method, the method of specimen selec- and the apparatus being used. in most cases, drying a test specimen over

ti0nspecified in that method controls, night (about 16 h) is sufficient. In cases where there is doubt concerning
the adequacy of drying, drying should be continued until the mass after

6.2 The manner in which the test specimen is selected and two successiveperiods(greaterthan 1/2h) of dryingindicatean insignifi-
itSrequired mass is basically dependent on the purpose tap- cant change (less than about 0.1%). Specimens of sand may often be

plication) of the test, type of material being tested, and the dried to constant mass in a penod ofabout 4 h. when a forced-draft oven

_.peof sampJe (specimen from another test, bag, tube. split- is used.
t_'el, etc.). In all cases, however, a representative portion of NOTE5--Oven<lryingat 110_+5°Cdoesnot alwaysresult in water

content values related to the intended use or the basic definition especially
'eering the total sample shall be selected. If a layered soil or more for materials containinggypsum or other minerals having significant
nd no: than one soil type is encountered, select an average portion amountsof hydratedwateror forsoilcontaininga significantamount of
_re,th_ orindividual portions or both, and note which portion(sl was organicmaterial. In manycases,and dependingon the intendeduse for
unts of tested in the report of the results, these types of materials, it might be more applicable to maintain the

i°Cca_ 6.2.1 For bulk samples, select the test specimen from the drying oven at 60 ± 5"C or use a vacuum desiccator at a vacuum of
approximately 133 Pa ( 10 mm Hg) and at a temperature ranging between

material after it has been thoroughly mixed. The mass of 23 and 60°C for drying. If either of these d_'ing methods are used, it
:hni_ moistmaterial selected shall be in accordance with the follow- should be noted in the reportof the results.
:urfin[ ing table: NOTE 6--Since some dry. materials may absorb moisture from moist

rhere. ._eveRetaining More Than About 10 % of Recommended Minimum Mass of specimens, dried specimens should be removed before placing moist
:,neom Sample Moist Specimen, g specimens in the oven. However, this requirement is not applicable if

.uch a_ 2.0 mm _No. 10)sieve 109 to 200 the previously dried specimens will remain in the dr3'ing oven for an

' treat. 4.75 mm IfNo. 4}sieve 300 to 500 additional time penod of about 16 h.

19mm 500to J000 7.4 After the material has dried to constant mass remove38 mm 1500 to 3000

76 mm 5000 to l0 ooo the container from the oven and replace the lid. Allow the
material and container to cool to room temperature or until6.2.2 For small (jar) samples, select a representative por-

ably( u0nin accordance with the following procedure: the container can be handled comfortably with bare hands
ratur: 6.2.2.1 For cohesionlesssoils, thoroughly mix the material, and the operation of the balance will not be affected by

then select a test specimen having a mass of moist material convection currents. Determine the mass of the container
).0l._ maccordance with the table in 6.2.1. See Note 2. and oven-dried material using the same balance as used in
e fe" 6.2.2,2 For cohesive soils, remove about 3 mm of material 7.2. Record this value.

,r ± ' from the exposed periphery, of the sample and slice it in half 7.4.1 If the container does not have a lid, weigh the con-
(tocheck if the material is layered) prior to selecting the test tainer and material right after their temperatures are such

+dec s_cimen. If the soil is layered see 6.2. The mass of moist that the operation of the balance will not be affected by
upo: material selected should not be less than 25 g or should be in convection currents or after cooling in a desiccator.
xn_i"[ accordance with the table in 6.2.1 if coarse-grained particles NOTE7--Cooling in a desiccatoris recommendedsince it prevents

vin_" i arenoted. (Note 2). absorption of moisture from the atmosphere dunng cooling...inf. 6.3 Using a test specimen smaller than the minimum mass
:. m, i indicated previously requires discretion, though it may be 8. Calculatien
,vat,-"+ adequate for the purpose of the test. A specimen having a 8.1 Calculate the water content of the material as follows:

! massless than the previously indicated value shall be noted It'
" :,",thereport of(he results, w = [(14', - _',)/(W. - _+',)]x 100 = -- x 100_stu- i + ll"I r+

_on, , Note 2--In manycases,when workingwitha smallsample contain-+ " where:
,_e_g" i _ a relatively large coarse-grained particle, tt is appropriate not to

include this panicle in the test specimen. If this occurs, it should be w = water content. %,

.met ! _ted in the report ofthe results. H't = mass of container and moist specimen, g,
. W: = mass of container and oven-dried specimen, g,

_tl::-! Procedure H;. = mass of container, g.
: =.1 Select representative test specimens in accordance v,ith H',,= mass of water, g. and

. .',

_ction 6. H'_= mass of solid particles, g.
".2 Place the moist specimen in a clean, d_' container of

L,nownmass (Note 3), set the lid securely in position, and 9. Repor!

ng '" :"-(erminethe mass of the container and moist material using 9.1 The report (data sheet) shall include the following:
-.,_e:+ ,a appropriate balance (4.2). Record these values. 9.1.1 Identification of the sample Imaterial/ being tested,
+i_r_. ".3 Remove the lid and place the container with moist by boring number, sample number, test number, etc.

•",aterial in a drying oven maintained at 110 +_ 50C and dr', 9.1.2 Water content of the specimen to the nearest 0.1%
".:- -a constant mass (Notes 4, 5, and 6). or 1 5"+.depending on the purpose of the test.
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9,1.3 Indication ot" test specimen having a mass less than 9.1.6 Indication of any material (size and amount) e_,i
the minimum indicated in Section 6. cluded from the test specimen.

9.1.4 Indication of test specimen containing more than
one soil type (layered, etc). 10. Precision and Accuracy r

9.1.5 Indication of the method of drying if different from 10.1 Requirements for the precision and accuracy of the,I
oven-drying at 110 +_5°C. test method have not yet been developed, i

t
The American Society for Testing and Materials takes no position respecting the validity of any patent rights asserted in connection t

with any item mentioned in this standard. Users of this standard are exr3ressly advised that determmatton of the vahdity of any such l
patent rights, and the risk of infringement of such rights, are entirely their own responsibility.

This standard is subject to revision at any time by the responsible techmcal committee and must be reviewed every five years and
if not revised, either reapproved or withdrawn. Your comments are mvlted either for revision of this standard or for additional standards
and sl_ould be addressed to ASTM Headquarters. Your comments w_ll receive careful consideration at a meeting of the responsible

technical committee, which you may attend. If you feel that your comments have not received a fair hearing you should make your
views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103.
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_ DeJignatior_ D 422 m 63 (Reappr°ved 1972) _1

Standard Method for

Particle-Size Analysis of Soils 1

4,._. the number immediately following the designation indicates the year ofThis standard is issued under the fixed designation D "_"'
original adoption or, in the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscript epsilon (_) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.

_ NOTE--Section 2 was added editorially and subsequen! sections renumbered in July 1984.

1. Scope replaceable stirring paddle made of metal, plastic, or hard

I. l This method covers the quantitative determination of rubber, as shown in Fig. I. The shaft shall be of such length
the distribution of particle sizes in soils. The distribution of that the stirring paddle will operate not less than 3/4in. (l 9.0
particle sizes larger than 75 p.m (retained on the No. 200 mm) oor more than l_h in. (38.1 mm) above the bottom of
sieve) is, deterrqined b'y sieving, while the distribution of the dispersion cup. A special dispersion cup conforming to
particle sizes smaller than 75 ktm is determined by a either of the designs shown in Fig. 2 shall be provided to hold
sedimentation process, using a hydrometer to secure the the sample while it is being dispersed.
necessary, data (Notes 1 and 2). 3.2.2 Apparatus B shall consist of an air-jet dispersion

NOTE l--Separation may be made on the No. 4 (4.75-mm), No. 40 cup 5 (Note 3) conforming to the general details shown in Fig.
(425-p.m), or No. 200 (75-p.m) sieve instead ofthe No. 10. For whatever 3 (Notes 4 and 5).
sieve used, the size shall be indicated in the report.

NOTE 2mTwo types of dispersion devices are provided: (1) a NOTE 3raThe amount of air required by an air-jet dispersion cup is
high-speed mechanical stirrer, and (2) air dispersion. Extensive investi- of the order of 2 fta/min; some small air compressors are not capable of

gallons indicate that air-dispersion devices produce a more positive supplying sufficient air to operate a cup.

dispersion of plastic soils below the 20-p.m size and appreciably less NOTE 4_Another air-type dispersion device, known as a dispersion
degradation on all sizes when used with sandy soils. Because of the tube, developed by Chu and Davidson at Iowa State College, has been

definite advantages favoring air dispersion, its use is recommended. The shown to give results equivalent to those secured by the air-jet dispersion

ff,esults from the two types of devices differ in magnitude, depending cups. When it is used, soaking of the sample can be done in the

_on soil type, leading to marked differences in particle size distribu-pn, especially for sizes finer than 20 p,m. sedimentation cylinder, thus eliminating the need for transferring theslurry. When the air-dispersion tube is used, it shall be so indicated in

2. Referenced Documents the report.
NOTE 5_Water may condense in air lines when not in use. This

2.1 ,4STM Standards." water must be removed, either by using a water trap on the air line, or by

D421 Practice for Dry. Preparation of Soil Samples for blowing the water out of the line before using any of the air for

Particle-Size Analysis and Determination of Soil dispersion purposes.

C°nstants2 3.3 Hydrometer_An ASTM hydrometer, graduated to
E 11 Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for Testing read in either specific gravity of the suspension or grams per

Purp°ses3 litre of suspension, and conforming to the requirements for
E 100 Specification for ASTM Hydrometers'* hydrometers 151H or 152H in Specifications E 100. Dimen-

3. Apparatus sions of both hydrometers are the same, the scale being the

3.1 Balances_A balance sensitive to 0.01 g for weighing only item of difference.
the material passing a No. 10 (2.00-mm) sieve, and a balance 3.4 Sedimentation Cylinder_A glass cylinder essentially
sensitive to 0. 1% ofthe mass ofthe sample to be weighed for 18 in. (457 mm) in height and 2'/2in. (63.5 ram) in diameter,
weighing the material retained on a No. l0 sieve, and marked for a volume of 1000 mU The inside diameter

3.2 Stirring Apparatus_Either apparatus A or B may be shall be such that the 1000-mL mark is 36 +_2 cm from the
used. bottom on the inside.

3.5 Thermometer_A thermometer accurate to l°F3.2.1 Apparatus A shall consist of a mechanically oper-
ated stirring device in which a suitably mounted electric (0.5°C) .
motor turns a vertical shaft at a speed of not less than 10 000 3.6 Sieves _A series of sieves, of square-mesh woven-wire
rpm without load. The shaft shall be equipped with a cloth, conforming to the requirements of Specification Ell.

A full set of sieves includes the following (Note 6):

This method is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee D-18 on Soil and
Rock and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee DI8.03 on Texture, _ Detailed working drawings for this cup are available at a nominal cost from
Plasticity,and Density Characteristics of Soils. the American Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA

_rrent edition approved Nov. 21, 1963. Originally published 1935. Replaces 19103. Order Adjunct No. 12-404220-00.
62.

Book of ASTM Slandards, Vol 04.08,
nnua/ Book of,4STM Standards, Vol 14.02.
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Chrome PIo_

(al (b)

MetricEquivalents

in. 0.001 0.049 0.203 V2 3/,
mm 0.03 1.24 5.16 12.7 19.0

FIG. 1 Detail of Stirdng Paddles

3-in. (75-mm) No. 10 (2,00-mm)
2-in. (50-ram) No. 20 (850-p.m) _ _..7,._"d/'a_._ _ _. 75"
IV2-in.(37.5.mm) No. 40 (425-pm)
l-in. (25.0-ram) No. 60 (250-1xm)
)/,-in. (19.0-ram) No. 140 (106-p.m)
_/s-in.(9.5-ram) No. 200 (75-_m)
No. 4 (4.75-mm) Permanent Pernovable

Baffle Baffle
NOTE 6--A set of sieves giving uniform spacing of points for the Rods I_od5

graph, as required in Section 17, may be used ifdesired. This set consists

of the following sieves: 7"

3-in, (75-mm) No. 16 (l,18-mm)

lib-in. (37.5-mm) No. 30 (600-1am) A B
3/,.in.(I 9.0-ram) No. 50 (300-I.tm) Baffle
_/s-in.(9.5-mm) No. 100 (150-tam)
No. 4 (4.75-mm) No, 200 (75-1am) Location
No, 8 (2.36-mm) Plan

3.7 Water Bath or Constant-Temperature Room--A
water bath or constant-temperature room for maintaining
the soil suspension at a constant temperature during the
hydrometer analysis. A satisfactory water tank is an insulated
tank that maintains the temperature of the suspension at a B/ass

convenient constant temperature at or near 68"F (20"C). _----26"d/am.----t
Such a device is illustrated in Fig. 4. In cases where the work

is performed in a room at an automatically controlled be_
constant temperature, the water bath is not necessary. MetricEquivalent= ..... _ g fo

3.8 Beaker--A beaker of 250-mL capacity, in. 1.3 2.5 3.75- - 5

3.9 Timing Device--A watch or clock with a second mm 33 66 95.2 .... . Wei_

hand. FIG. 2 Dispersion Cups of Apparatus _Pa

4. Dispersing Agent be brought to the temperature that is expected to prevail fetal

4.1 A solution of sodium hexametaphosphate (sometimes during the hydrometer test. For example, if the sedimenta- Pete,

called sodium metaphosphate) shall be used in distilled or tion cylinder is to be placed in the water bath, the distilled or _CL

demineralized water, at the rate of 40 g of sodium demineralized water to be used shall be brought to the 1%

hexametaphosphate/litre of solution (Note 7). temperature of the controlled water bath; or, if the sedime,- _lver
;tsSin

NOTE7--Solutions of this salt, if acidic, slowlyrevertor hydrolyze tation cylinder is used in a room with controlled tempera- _ o_
backto the orthophosphateform witha resultantdecreasein dispersive ture, the water for the test shall be at the temperature of the
action. Solutions should be prepared frequently (at least once a month) . room. The basic temperature for the hydrometer test is 68'1: Sl

or adjusted to pH of 8 or 9 by means of sodium carbonate. Bottles (20'C). Small variations of temperature do not
containing solutions should have the date of preparation marked on
them. differences that are of practical significance and do

prevent the use of corrections derived as prescribed. 6.14.2 All water used shall be either distilled or
demineralized water. The water for a hydrometer test shall s

88 1
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?

CUP B

CUP A CROSS SECTION
CUP B

FIG. 3 Air-Jet Dispersion Cups of Apparatus B

5. Test Sample i[_"_ --- i'-_ I--_,
5.1 Prepare the test sample for mechanical analysis as Iii il . _.x • I ,

outlined in Practice D421. During the preparation proce- _l _ ( , .,

dure the sample is divided into two portions. Oneponion _[I ][ '_(_3 __
contains only particles retained on the No. 10 (2.00-am) --l'T--d" ...................... _"....... '¢_/_-'_
sieve while the other portion contains only particles passing I_" !--{ !--_
the No. 10 sieve. The mass of air-dried soil selected for _3"-_ ....._7........ "(_-J'-,l
purpose of tests, as prescribed in Practice D 421 shall be _:'!_:!_--f ............ _; '_

' ii_:i_---I........ c_/_n,zeash_ _././- --1 ..... " ;:_:_: ',sufficient to yield quantities for mechanical analysis as ,_ , ,. . :
.._---,--..........__oodCo_,.g.......q.......I'-_

follows: :;;; ' . i __::11---........... z'Co,k/.,_/oho_.... _--q....... _i
5.1.1 The size of the portion retained on the No. 10sieve _ _.:ii/_iCII_. t ! !::: _

_._i;:'L ,, I i:ii:depend on the maximum size of particle, according to .[ _:i:i],,.

he following schedule: _ !:_ L ) "_*,,Bm_r,O/o/e .L,L :;_ii!iilNominal Diameter of

Largest Panicles, Approximate Minimum _ >" '--_._ ----_ --_
in. (ram) Mass of Portion, g

% (9.5) 500 Metric Equivalantm
% (19.0) I000

i (25.4) 2000 in. r/e 1 3 6V, 14 37
1'h (38.1) 3000 mm 22.2 25.4 76.2 158.2 356 940
2 (50.8) 4OOO
3 (76.2) 5000 FIG, 4 Insulated Water Bath

5.1.2 The size of the portion passing the No. 10 sieve shall
be approximately l15 g for sandy soils and approximately 65 2-in. (50-mm), IV2-in. (37.5-turn), 1-in. (25.0-mm), 3/_-in.
g for silt and clay soils. (19.0-am), %-in. (9.5.am), No. 4 (4.75-mm), and No. 10

5.2 Provision is made in Section 5 of Practice D421 for sieves, or as many as may be needed depending on the
weighing of the air-dry soil selected for purpose of tests, the sample, or upon the specifications for the material under
separation of the soil on the No. 10 sieve by dry-sieving and test.
washing, and the weighing of the washed and dried fraction 6.2 Conduct the sieving operation by means of a lateral

all retained on the No. 10 sieve. From these two masses the and vertical motion of the sieve, accompanied by a jarring
:a- • percentages retained and passing the No. 10 sieve can be action in order to keep the sample moving continuously over

or i calculated in accordance with 12.1. the surface of the sieve. In no case turn or manipulate
he ! NOTE8--A check on the mass values and the thoroughness of fragments in the sample through the sieve by hand. Continue
,n- I pulverization of the clods may be secured by weighing the portion sieving until not more than 1 mass % of the residue on a

passing the No. 10sieve and adding this value to the mass ofthe washed sieve passes that sieve during 1 rain of sieving. When
ra- andoven-driedportion retainedon the No. 10sieve, mechanical sieving is used, test the thoroughness of sieving
.he by using the hand method of sieving as described above.
;*F i SIEVE ANALYSIS OF PORTION RETAINED ON NO. l0(2.00-ram)SIEVE 6.3 Determine the mass of each fraction on a balance

conforming to the requirements of 3.1, At the end of
6. Procedure weighing, the sum of the masses retained on all the sieves

6.1 Separate the portion retained on the No, 10 (2,00- used should equal closely the original mass of the quantity
ram) sieve into a series of fractions using the 3-in. (75-ram), sieved.

,,
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HYDROMETERAND SIEVEANALYSISOF PORTION 9.2 Place the sample in the 250-mL beaker and cover Ar
PASSINGTHE NO. I0 (2.00-ram)SIEVE 125 mL of sodium hexametaphosphate solution (40 itu_

Stir until the soil is thoroughly wetted. Allow to soak for at in
7. Determination of Composite Correction for Hydrometer least 16 h.

Reading 9.3 At the end of the soaking period, disperse the sample _ ca

7.1 Equations for percentages of soil remaining in suspen- further, using either stirring apparatus A or B. If stirring _ re:
sion, as given in 14.3, are based on the use of distilled or apparatus A is used, transfer the soil - water slurry from the th
demineralized water. A dispersing agent is used in the water, beaker into the special dispersion cup shown in Fig. 2, re_
however, and the specific gravity of the resulting liquid is washing any residue from the beaker into the cup with in
appreciably greater than that of distilled or demineralized distilled or demineralized water (Note 9). Add distilled or
water, demineralized water, if necessary, so that the cup is more

7.1.1 Both soil hydrometers are calibrated at 68'F (20"C), than half full. Stir for a period of 1 min. forafl
and variations in temperature from this standard tempera- NOTE9--A largesize syringe isa convenientdevicefor handling the sec
ture produce inaccuracies in the actual hydrometer readings, water in the washingoperation. Other devicesinclude the wash-water
The amount of the inaccuracy increases as the variation bottleand a hose withnozzleconnectedto a pressurizeddistilledwater
from the standard temperature increases, tank. su:sio

7.1.2 Hydrometers are graduated by the manufacturer to 9.4 If stirring apparatus B (Fig. 3) is used, remove the
be read at the bottom of the meniscus formed by the liquid cover cap and connect the cup to a compressed air supply by
on the stem. Since it is not possible to secure readings of soil means of a rubber hose. A air gage must be on the line I1
suspensions at the bottom of the meniscus, readings must be between the cup and the control valve. Open the control
taken at the top and a correction applied, valve so that the gage indicates 1 psi (7 kPa) pressure (Note tht

7.1.3 The net amount of the corrections for the three 10). Transfer the soil- water slurry from the beaker to the wa
items enumerated is designated as the composite correction, air-jet dispersion cup by washing with distilled or the
and may be determined experimentally, demineralized water. Add distilled or demineralized water, if 23I

7.2 For convenience, a graph or table of composite necessary, so that the total volume in the cup is 250 mL, but pot
corrections for a series of 1" temperature differences for the no more. for

range of expected test temperatures may be prepared and NOTE10--The initialair pressureof I psi is requiredto preventthe un_
used as needed. Measurement of the composite corrections soil- watermixturefrom enteringthe air-jetchamberwhen the mixture
may be made at two temperatures spanning the range of is transferredto the dispersioncup.
expected test temperatures, and corrections for the interme-
diate temperatures calculated assuming a straight-line rela- 9.5 Place the cover cap on the cup and open the 2.
tionship between the two observed values, control valve until the gage pressure is 20 psi (140 kPa).

7.3 Prepare 1000 mL of liquid composed of distilled or Disperse the soil according to the following schedule: 1
demineralized water and dispersing agent in the same DispersionPeriod, div
proportion as will prevail in the sedimentation (hydrometer) PlasticityIndex rain
test. Place the liquid in a sedimentation cvclinder and the Under5 5 Ol'i_• 6 to 20 10 by
cylinder in the constant-temperature water bath, set for one Over20 _5 the
of the two temperatures to be used. When the temperature of
the liquid becomes constant, insert the hydrometer, and, Soils containing large percentages of mica need be dispersed 1
after a short interval to permit the hydrometer to come to the for only 1 rain. After the dispersion period, reduce the gage ' 14._
temperature of the liquid, read the hydrometer at the top of pressure to 1 psi preparatory to transfer of soil - water slurry Noanc
the meniscus formed on the stem. For hydrometer 151H the to the sedimentation cylinder, soil
composite correction is the difference between this reading soil
and one; for hydrometer 152H it is the difference between 10. Hydrometer Test the
the reading and zero. Bring the liquid and the hydrometer to 10.1 Immediately after dispersion, transfer the soil - water re_
the other temperature to be used, and secure the composite slurry to the glass sedimentation cylinder, and add distilled ma)
correction as before, or demineralized water until the total volume is 1000 mL. 1

10.2 Using the palm of the hand over the open end of the sie_

8. Hygroscopic Moisture cylinder (or a rubber stopper in the open end), turn the ma:cylinder upside down and back for a period of 1 min to
8.1 When the sample is weighed for the hydrometer test, complete the agitation of the slurry (Note 11). At the end of

weigh out an aaxiliary, portion of from 10 to 15 g in a small 1 min set the cylinder in a convenient location and take 13,
metal or glas_ container, dry. the sample to a constant mass in hydrometer readings at the following intervals of time 1
an oven at 230 _ 9*F (110 ± 5"C), and weigh again. Record (measured from the beginning of sedimentation), or as many ratio
the masses, as may be needed, depending on the sample or the specifica- air._

tion for the material under test: 2, 5, 15, 30, 60, 250, and excc

9. Dispersion of Soil Sample 1440 rain. If the controlled water bath is used, the sedimen-

9.1 When the soil is mostly of the clay and silt sizes, weigh tation cylinder should be placed in the bath between the 2 4.
out a sample of air-dry soil of approximately 50 g. When the and 5-rain readings. I,
soil is mostly sand the sample should be approximately 100 NOTEl l--The number of turns during this minute should be hyd

g. approximately60. countingthe turn upsidedownandbackas two turns. /hygl

L90
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"ith AnYsoil remaining in the bottom of the cylinderduring the first few TABLE1 ValuesofCorrectionFactor,a, forDifferentSpecific
L). turnsshouldbe loosenedby vigorousshakingof the cylinder whileit is Gravitiesof Soil Particles4

in the inverted position. S_llic Gravity CorrectionFactor*
10,3 When it is desired to take a hydrometer reading, 2.95 0.94

carefully insert the hydrometer about 20 to 25 s before the 2.90 0.952.85 0,96
mg ,. reading is due to approximately the depth it will have when 2.80 0.97
the : the reading is taken. As soon as the reading is taken, carefully 2.75 0.96

2, remove the hydrometer and place it with a spinning motion 2.70 0.992.65 1,00
ith i in a graduate of clean distilled or demineralized water. 2.80 1.01
or 2.55 1.02

;)re NOTE12_It is importantto removethehydrometerimmediately 2.50 1.03
altereach reading. Readingsshallbe taken at the top of the meniscus 2.45 1.05
formedby the suspensionaround the stem, since it is not possibleto

* Foruseinequationforpercentageofsoilremaininginsuspensionwhenusing
the securereadingsatthebottomof themeniscus. Hydrometer152H.

lter 10.4 After each reading, take the temperature of thetier
suspension by inserting the thermometer into the suspen- 14.2 Calculate the mass of a total sample represented by
sion. the mass of soil used in the hydrometer test, by dividing the:he

oven-dry mass used by the percentage passing the No. 10
by 11. Sieve Analysis (2.00-ram) sieve, and multiplying the result by 100. Thisne
rol l l.l After taking the final hydrometer reading, transfer value is the weight W in the equation for percentage
_te the suspension to a No. 200 (75-1am) sieve and wash with tap remaining in suspension.
he water until the wash water is clear. Transfer the material on 14.3 The percentage ofsoil remaining in suspension at the
or the No. 200 sieve to a suitable container, dry in an oven at level at which the hydrometer is measuring the density of the
• if 230 -+ 9*F (1 10 _+ 5"C) and make a sieve analysis of the suspension may be calculated as follows (Note 13): For
_ut portion retained, using as many sieves as desired, or required hydrometer 15IH:

for the material, or upon the specification of the material P = [(100000/W) x G/(G - Gs)](R - Gj)
under test. NOTE13---Thebracketed portion of the equation for hydrometer

the 151His constant fora seriesof readingsand maybe calculatedfirst andare
CALCULATIONSAND REPORT then multipliedbythe portion in the parentheses.

For hydrometer 152H:

iir 12. Sieve Analysis Values for the Portion Coarser than the P = (Ra/W) x 100
a) No. l0 (2.00-ram) Sieve where:

12.1 Calculate the percentage passing the No. l0 sieve by a = correction faction to be applied to the reading of
dividing the mass passing the No. l0 sieve by the mass of soil hydrometer 152H. (Values shown on the scale are
originally split on the No. l0 sieve, and multiplying the result computed using a specific gravity of 2.65. Correction
by 100. To obtain the mass passing the No. l0 sieve, subtract factors are given in Table 1),
the mass retained on the No. l0 sieve from the original mass. P = percentage of soil remaining in suspension at the level

ed 12.2 To secure the total mass of soil passing the No. 4 at which the hydrometer measures the density of the
ge (4.75-mm) sieve, add to the mass of the material passing the suspension,

No. 10 sieve the mass of the fraction passing the No. 4 sieve R = hydrometer reading with composite correction ap-
and retained on the No. 10 sieve. To secure the total mass of plied (Section 7),
soilpassing the 3/s-in.(9.5-ram) sieve, add to the total mass of W = oven.dry mass of soil in a total test sample repre-
soil passing the No. 4 sieve, the mass of the fraction passing seated by mass of soil dispersed (see 14.2), g,
the J/s-in. sieve and retained on the No. 4 sieve. For the

er G = specific gravity of the soil particles, and
.,d remaining sieves, continue the calculations in the same G1 = specific gravity of the liquid in which soil particles are

manner, suspended. Use numerical value of one in both
12.3 To determine the total percentage passing for each instances in the equation. In the first instance any

_e sieve, divide the total mass passing (see 12.2) by the total.e possible variation produces no significant effect, and
massof sample and multiply the result by 100. in the second instance, the composite correction for R

is based on a value of one for G_.
13. Hygroscopic Moisture Correction Factor 15. Diameter of Soil Particles

13.1 The hydroscopic moisture correction factor is the 15.1 The diameter of a particle corresponding to the
ratio between the mass of the oven-dried sample and the percentage indicated by a given hydrometer reading shall be
Lu'-dry mass before drying. It is a number less than one, calculated according to Stokes' law (Note 14), on the basis
eXceptwhen there is no hygroscopic moisture, that a particle of this diameter was at the surface of the

suspension at the beginning of sedimentation and had settled
14. Percentages of Soil in Suspension to the level at which the hydrometer is measuring the density

14.1 Calculate the oven-dry mass of soil used in the of the suspension. According to Stokes' law:
analysis by multiplying the air-dry mass by the D ---_/[30n/980(G - G_)]x L/T
moisture correction factor.
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where: TABLE 2 Values of Effective Depth Based on H'

D = diameter of particle, ram, SedimentationCylinder of Specified Sizes A

n = coefficient of viscosity of the suspending medium (in Hydrometer151H Hydrometer 152H

this case water) in poises (varies with changes in Actual Effective Actual Effective Actual Effective ,

temperature of the suspendingmedium), Hydrometer Depth, Hydrometer Depth, Hydrometer Depth, i
L = distance from the surface of the suspensionto the Reading L,cm Reading L,cm Reading L,cm

level at which the density of the suspension is being 1.000 16.3 0 16.3 31 11.2
measured, cm. (For a given hydrometer and sedimen- 1.0021"001 15.816'0 21 16.016'1 3332 10.911'1 _,
tation cylinder, values vary according to the hydrom- 1.003 15.5 3 15.8 34 10.7

eter readings. This distance is known as effective 1.004 15.2 4 15.6 35 10.6
depth (Table 2)), 1.005 15.0 5 15.5

T = interval of time from beginning of sedimentation to 1.006 14.7 6 15.3 36 10.4

the taking of the reading, min, 1.oo7 14.4 7 15.2 37 10.2
G - specific gravity of soil particles, and 1.008 14.2 8 15.0 38 10.11.009 13.9 9 14.8 39 9.9
GI = specific gravity (relative density) of suspendingme- 1.010 13,7 10 14.7 40 9,7 !

dium (value may be usedas 1.000 for all practical I

purposes). 1.011 13.4 11 14.5 41 9,6 II
, 1.012 13.1 12 14.3 42 9.4 !

NOTE 14--Since Stokes' law considers the terminal velocity of a 1.013 12.9 13 14.2 43 9,2 _=

single sphere falling in an infinity of liquid, the sizes calculated represent 1.014 12.6 14 14.0 44 9.11.015 12.3 15 13.8 45 8.9 ¢

the diameter of spheres that would fall at the same rate as the soil [
panicles. 1.016 12.1 16 13.7 46 8.8

1.017 11.8 17 13.5 47 8.6
15.2 For convenience in calculations the above equation 1.o18 11.5 18 13.3 48 8.4 f

may I:_written as follows: 1.019 11.3 19 13.2 49 8.3 !
1.020 11.0 20 13.0 50 8.1 ,

D = K.,/L/T _ r
1.021 10.7 21 12.9 51 7.9

where: 1.022 10.5 22 12.7 52 7.8 -':
K = constant depending on the temperature of the suspen- 1.023 10.2 23 12.5 53 7.6

sion and the specific gravity of the soil particles. Values 1.024 10.0 24 12.4 54 7.4
of K for a range of temperatures and specific gravities 1.025 9.7 25 12.2 55 7.3
are given in Table 3. The value of Kdoes not change for 1.026 9.4 26 12.0 56
a series of readings constituting a test, while values of L 1.027 9.2 27 11.9 57 7.0
and T do vary. 1.028 8.9 28 11.7 58 6.81.029 8.6 29 11,_ 59 6.6

15.3 Values of D may be computed with sufficient accu- 1.030 8.4 30 11.4 60 6.5
racy, using an ordinary 10-in. slide rule.

1.031 8.1
NOTE 15--The value of L is divided by T using the A - and B-scales, 1.032 7.8

the square root being indicated on the D-scale. Without ascertaining the 1.033 7.6
value of the square root it may be multiplied by K, using either the C- or 1.034 7.3
Cl-scale. 1.035 7.01.036 6.8

1.037 6.5

16. Sieve Analysis Values for Portion Finer than No. 10 1.038 6.2
(2.00-mm) Sieve A Valuesof effectivedepthare calculatedfromthe equation: (

16.1 Calculation of percentages passing the various sieves L = L, + '/2 [L2 - (Vs./A)] s
where:

used in sieving the portion of the sample from the hydrom- L = effective depth,cm, r
eter test involves several steps.The first stepis to calculate L, = distancealongthe stemof the hydrometerfromthe top of the bulbto t_ i_
the mass of the fraction that would have been retained on the mark forahydrometerreading,cm,
No. l0 sieve had it not been removed. This mass is equal to L2 = overall_-<jthofthehydrometerbulb,cm,

Va = volumeof hydrometerbulb,crna, and S]
the total percentage retained on the No. 10 sieve (100 minus A = cross-sectionalareaof sedimentationcylinder,cn_ SJ
total percentagepassing) times the mass of the total sample v=uesusedin caJculating the values in Table 2areasfollows: S_"
representedby the massof soil used(as calculatedin 14.2), Forbothhydrometers.151Hand152H:

and the resultdivided by 100. L2 = 14.0 omVs = 67.0 crna SIC
16.2 Calculate next the total mass passingthe No. 200 A = 27.8c_

sieve.Add together the fractional massesretainedon "allthe Forhydrometer151H:
sieves,including theNo. 10sieve,andsubtractthissumfrom L, = 10.5 crnforareadingof1.000= 2.3 om for a readingof 1.031
the massof the total sample (as calculatedin 14.2). Forhydrometer152H:

16.3 Calculate next the total massespassingeach of the L, = 10.5crn for a readingof0 g/litre
other sieves, in a manner similar to that given in 12.2. = 2.3 om for a readingof 50 g/litre

16.4 Calculate last the total percentages passing by di-
viding the total mass passing (as calculated in 16.3) by the 17. Graph

total mass of sample (as calculated in 14.2), and multiply the 17.l When the hydrometer analysis is performed, a grapla|
result by 100.

-1
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TABLE 3 Values of K for Use in Equation for Computing Diameter of Particle in Hydrometer Analysis

Temperature, SpecificGravit'yof SoilParticles
*C 2.45 2.50 2.55 2.60 2.65 2.70 2.75 2.80 2.85t-
16 0.01510 0,01505 0.01481 0,01457 0.01435 0.01414 0.01394 0.01374 0.01356
17 0,01511 0,01486 0.01462 0.01439 0.01417 0.01396 0.01376 0,01356 0.01338
18 0.01492 0.01467 0.01443 0.01421 0.01399 0.01378 0.01359 0.01339 0.01321
19 0.01474 0,01449 0.01425 0.01403 0.01382 0.01361 0.01342 0.1323 0.01305
20 0.01456 0.01431 0.01408 0.01386 0.01365 0.01344 0.01325 0.01307 0.01289

r

21 0.01438 0,01414 0.01391 0.01369 0.01348 0.01328 0.01309 0.01291 0.01273
22 0.01421 0.01397 0.01374 0.01353 0.01332 0.01312 0.01294 0.01276 0.01258

i 23 0.01404 0.01381 0.01358 0.01337 0.01317 0.01297 0.01279 0.01261 0.01243
{ 24 0.01388 0.01365 0.01342 0.01321 0.01301 0.01282 0.01264 0.01246 0.01229
T 25 0.01372 0.01349 0,01327 0.01306 0.01286 0.01267 0.01249 0.01232 0.01215
t
I 26 0.01357 0.01334 0,01312 0.01291 0.01272 0.01253 0.01235 0.01218 0.01201
i 27 0.01342 0.01319 0.01297 0,01277 0.01258 0.01239 0.01221 0.01204 0.01188

28 0.01327 0.01304 0.01283 0.01264 0,01244 0.01255 0.01208 0.01191 0.01175

f 29 0.01312 0.01290 0.01269 0.01249 0.01230 0.01212 0.01195 0,01178 0.0116230 0.01298 0.01276 0.01256 0.01236 0.01217 0.01199 0,01182 0.01165 0.01149

j of the testresults shall be made, plotting the diameters ofthe almost entirely of panicles passing the No. 4 (4.75-mm)
i particles on a logarithmic scale as the abscissa and the sieve, the results read from the graph may be reported as
.' percentages smaller than the corresponding diameters to an follows:

arithmetic scale as the ordinate. When the hydrometer (]) Gravel, passing 3-in, and retained on No. 4 sieve ........... %
analysis is not made on a portion of the soil, the preparation (2) Sand, passing No. 4 sieve and retained on No, 200 sieve .......... %

of the graph is optional, since values may be secured directly (a) Coarse sand,passingNo. 4 sieve and retained on ........... %
No. 10 sieve

from tabulated data. (b) Medium sand, passing No. 10 sieve and retained on ........... %
No. 40 sieve

18.Report (c)Finesand,passingNo.40 sieveandretainedon No ............ %
200sieve

18. l The report shall include the following: is) Silt size, 0.074 to 0.005 mm ........... %
18.I.I Maximum sizeofpanicles, (4)naysize,smaUermano.oo5mm ...........%

18.1.2Percentagepassing(orretainedon) each sieve, Colloids,smallerthan0.001mm ...........%

which may be tabulated or presented by plotting on a graph 18.4 For materials for which compliance with definite
(Note 16), specifications is not indicated and when the soil contains

18.1.3 Description of sand and gravel particles: material retained on the No. 4 sieve sufficient to require a
18.1.3. l Shapemrounded or angular, sieve analysis on that portion, the results may be reported as
18.1.3.2 Hardness--hard and durable, soft, or weathered follows (Note 17):

and friable, StEvEANALYSIS

18.1.4 Specific gravity, if unusually high or low, Percentage
18.1.5 Any difficulty in dispersing the fraction passing the Sieve Size Passing

NO. I0 (2.00-ram) sieve, indicating any change in type and 3-in................
amount of dispersing agent, and 2-i.................

18.1.6 The dispersion device used and the length of the il/_.in................
-- dispersion period. I-in................

_/,-in................

NOTE 16--This tabulation of graph represents the gradation of the _/,-in................
sample tested. If particles larger than those contained in the sample were No. 4 (4.75-turn) ...............
removed before testing, the report shall so state giving the amount and No. 10 (2.00-ram) ...............

the t maximum size. No. 40 (425-1am) ...............
i No. 200(75_m) ...............

t 18.2 For materials tested for compliance with definite HYDROMETER ANALYSIS

specifications, the fractions caged for in such specifications o.o74,am ...............
• shall be reported. The fractions smaller than the No. 10 sieve 0.005mm ...............

shallbereadfromthegraph, o.ool mm ...............

18.3 For materials for which compliance with definite NOTE 17--No. 8 (2.36-mm)and No. 50 (300-1am)sieves may be

• specifications is not indicated and when the soil is composed substitutedfor No. 10and No. 40 sieves.

TheAmericanSocietyfor Testingand Materialstakes nopositionrespectingthe validityof anypatent rightsasserted in connection
with any Itemmentionedin this standard,Usersof this standardare expresslyadvised that cleterminationof the validity ofany such

, patent rights, and the risk of infringement of such rights, areentirely their own responsibility.

:, Thisstandard is subject to revisionat anytime by theresponsibletechnical committeeand mustbe revk_wedevery five yearsand
if not revised,eitherreepprovedor withdrawn. Yourcommentsare invitedeitherfor revisionof this standard or for eclditionalstart(lares
and should be addressed to ASTM Headquarters,Yourcommentswill receive careful considerationat a meeting o! the responsible
technical commfftee,which you mayattend. If you fee/that your commentshave not receiveda fair hearing you should makeyour
views knownto the ASTMCommitteeon Standards, 1916Race St., Philadelphia,PA 19103.
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_T[_) Designation:D 1587- 83

Standard Practice for

Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of Soils 1

This standard is issued under the fixed designation D 1587: the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or. in the case of revision, the year of last re_is_on.A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscript epsiion (_) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.

This practice has been approved.for use by agencies o.f the Department of Defense and for listing in the DOD Index of Specifications
and Standards.

1. Scope 5.3 Thin- Walled Tubes, should be manufactured as shown

1.1 This practice covers a procedure for using a thin-walled in Fig. 1. They should have an outside diameter of 2 to 5 in. .,t
metal tube to recover relatively undisturbed soil samples and be made ofmetal having adequate strength for use in the
suitable for laboratory tests of structural properties. Thin- soil and formation intended. Tubes shall be clean and free of
walled tubes used in piston, plug, or rotary-type samplers, all surface irregularities including projecting weld seams.
suchas the DenisOn or Pitcher, must comply with the portions 5.3.1 Length of TubesmSee Table 1 and 6.4.
of this practice which describe the thin-walled tubes (5.3). 5.3.2 Tolerances, shall be within the limits shown in Table

2.
NOTE l--This practice does not apply to liners used within the above 5.3.3 Inside Clearance Ratio, should be 1% or as specified

lamplers, by the engineer or geologist for the soil and formation to be
2. Referenced Documents sampled. Generally, the inside clearance ratio used should

2.1 ASTMStandards: increase with the increase in plasticity of the soil being
D 2488 Practice for Description and Identification of Soils sampled. See Fig. 1 for definition of inside clearance ratio.

(Visual-Manual Procedure): 5.3.4 Corrosion Protection--Corrosion, whether from gal-
D3550 Practice for Ring-Lined Barrel Sampling of Soils: vanic or chemical reaction, can damage or destroy both the
D4220 Practices for Preserving and Transporting Soil thin-walled tube and the sample. Severity of damage is a

Samples: function of time as well as interaction between the sampleand the tube. Thin-walled tubes should have some form of
of Practice protective coating. Tubes which will contain samples for more

i A relatively undisturbed sample is obtained by pressing than 72 h shall be coated. The type of coating to be used may
thin-walled metal tube into the in-situ soil, removing the vary, depending upon the material to be sampled. Coatings

_oil-filledtube, and sealing the ends to prevent the soil from may include a light coal of lubricating oil, lacquer, epoxy,
n:mg disturbed or losing moisture. Teflon, and others. Type of coating must be specified by the

engineer or geologist if storage will exceed 72 h. Plating of
4. Significance and Use the tubes or alternate base metals may be specified by the

4.1 This practice, or Practice D 3550, is used when it is engineer or geologist.
"-,=essaryto obtain a relatively undisturbed specimen suitable 5.4 Sampler Head, serves to couple the thin-walled tube
.',_:laboratory, tests of structural properties or other tests that to the insertion equipment and, together with the thin-walled
_)ght be influenced by soil disturbance, tube, comprises the thin-walled tube sampler. The sampler

head shall contain a suitable check valve and a venting area
: Xpparatus to the outside equal to or greater than the area through the

I Drilhng Equipment_Any drilling equipment may be check valve. Attachment of the head to the tube shall be
concentric and coaxial to assure uniform application of force,,,.-dthat provides a reasonably clean hole: that does not

:zs:urbthe soil to be sampled: and that does not hinder the to the tube by the sampler insertion equipment.

•"_..."trationof the thin-walled sampler. Open borehole di- 6. Procedure
t_.-ter and the inside diameter of driven casing or hollow
"'-'..'=auger shall not exceed 3.5 times the outside diameter of 6.1 Clean out the borehole to sampling elevation using
":- :bin-walled tube. whatever method is preferred that will ensure the material to

: _ Sampler Insertion Equipment, shall be adequate to be sampled is not disturbed. If groundwater is encountered,
.,_dca relatively rapid continuous penetration force. For maintain the liquid level in the borehole at or above ground

':': formations it may be necessary, although not recom- water level during the sampling operation.
"':._,_ed,to drive the tl_in-walled tube sampler. 6.2 Bottom discharge bits are not permitted. Side discharge

bits may be used, with caution. Jetting through an open-tube
-------- sampler to clean out the borehole to sampling elevation is

": Practice is under the iunsdiction of ASTM Committee D-I_ on Soil and

• " a'd tS the direct responsibility of Subcomm)Itee D18.02 on Sampling and not permitted. Remove loose material from the center of a
• " :: _)_tdTesting forSoilInvestigations. casing or hollow stem auger as carefully as possible to avoid

i _ '""': edillon approved Aug 17, Iq83. Published Oclobe, 1t)83. Onginalb disturbance of the material to be sampled./' "_- _sD 1587- 58T. Last previous edition D 15,R7-74
'"".. B.ok Of.4STM Standard_, \'ol 04.t18. NOTI 2_Roller bits arc available in downward-jetting and diffused-
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NOTE1--Minimum of two mounting holeson o_Dos_tesidesfor 2 to 31/2in_sampler,
NOTE2--Minimum of four mountingholes spaced at 90° for samplers4 in.and larger
NOTE3--Tube heldwith hardenedscrews.
NOTE4--Two-inch outside-diameter tubes are specifiedwith an 18-gage wall th_c_.nessto comply with area ratio criteria accepted for "undisturbedsamples." Use_
advisedthat suchtubing is difficult to locate and can be extremely expenswein smallquantities. Sixteen-gagetubes aregenerallyreadilyavailable.

MetricEquivalents

in. mm

•T_ 6.77
V2 12.7
1 25.4
2 50.8
3v2 88.9
4 101.6

FIG. 1 Thin-Walled Tube for Sampling

TABLE 1 Suitable Thin-Walled Steel Sample Tubes_ of the tube in clays.

Outsidediameter: NOTE 3--Weight of sample, laboratory, handling capabilities, tr,
in. 2 3 5 ponation problems, and commercial availability of tubes will gener
mm 50.8 76.2 127 limit maximum practical lengths to those shown in Table iWall thickness:

awg 16 t6 11 6.5 When the formation is too hard for push-type in.,• in, 0.049 0.065 0.120
mm 1.24 1.65 3.05 tion, the tube may be driven or Practice D 3550

Tube length: Other methods, as directed by the engineer or ge(
in. 36 36 54 be used. Ifdriving methods are used, the data
m 0.91 0.91 1.45

Clearanceratio,% 1 .1 1 and fall of the hammer and penetration achieved must
shown in the report. Additionally, that tube must be prorAThe three diametersrecommendedin Table 1 are indicatedfor purposesof

standardization,andarenot intendedto indicatethat samplingtubesof intermediate nently labeled a "driven sample,"
or larger diameters are not acceptable. Lengthsof tubes shownare illustrative. 6.6 In no caseshall a Lengthof advancebegreater than t
Properlengthsto be determinedas suitedto fieldconditions, sample-tube lengtl: minus an allowance for the sampler he

and a minimum of 3 in. for sludge-end cuttings.

TABLE2 DimensionalTolerancesforThin-WalledTubes NOTE4_The tubemaybe rotatedto shearbottomof thesam
NominalTube DiametersfromTable 1ATolerances,in. after pressing is complete.

6.7 Withdraw the sampler from the formation as carefuSize Outside 2 3 5
Diameter as possible in order to minimize disturbance of the sample

Outside diameter +0.007 +0.010 +0.015
-o.ooo -o.ooo -o.ooo 7. Preparationfor Shipment

Insidediameter +0.000 +0.000 +0.000
-0.o07 -0.010 -ore5 7.1 Upon removal of the tube, measure the length

Wallthickness ±0.007 -.0.010 +0.015 sample in the tube. Remove the disturbed material in t
Ovality 0.015 0.020 0.030
Straightness 0.030/ff o.o3o/ff 0.030/, upper end of the tube and measure the length again. Seal t

upper end of the tube. Remove at least l in. of material fro
AIntermediateor larger diametersshouldbe proportional.Tolerancesshownare the lower end of the tube. Usethis material for soil descripticessentiallystandardcommercialmanufacturingtolerancesfor seamlesssteel me-

chanicaltubing.Specifyonly two of the first threetolerances;that is, O.D.and I,D.. in accordance with Practice D 2488. Measure the over;
or o.a. and Wall,or I.D. and Wall. sample length. Seal the lower end of the tube. Alternativel

after measurement, the tube may be sealed without remov

jet configurations. Downward-jettingconfigurationrock bits are not of soil from the ends of the tube if so directed by the engine,
acceptable.Diffuse-jetconfigurationsaregenerallyacceptable, or geologist.

6.3 Place the sample tube so that its bottom rests on the NOTE5--Field extrusionand packagingof extrudedsamplesund
bottom of the hole. Advance the sampler without rotation by thespecificdirectionofa geotechnicalengineeror geologistis
a continuous relatively rapid motion. NOTE6--Tubes sealedover the ends as opposedto

6.4 Determine the length of advance by the resistance and expandingpackersshouldcontain e1_dpaddingin end
condition of the formation, but the length shall never exceed preventdrainageor movementof thesample within the
5 to 10 diameters of the tube in sands and 10to 15 diameters 7.2 Prepare and immediately affix labels or apply markint



o 1sat
.o

as necessary to identify the sample. Assure that the markings 8.1.7 Method ofsampler insertion: push or drive,
or labels are adequate to survive transportation and storage. 8.1.8 Method of drilling, size of hole, casing, and drilling

fluid used,
tort 8.1.9 Depth to groundwater level: date and time measured,

l The appropriate information is required as follows: 8. I. l 0 Any possible current or tidal effect on water level,
8.1.11 Soil description in accordance with Practice

8.1. l Name and location of the project, D 2488,
8.1.2 Boring number and precise location on project, 8. I. 12 Length of sampler advance, and
8.1.3 Surface elevation or reference to a datum, 8. I. 13 Recover3': length of sample obtained.
8.1.4 Date and time of boring--start and finish,
8.1.5 Depth to top of sample and number of sample, 9. Precision and Bias

8.1.6 Description of sampler: size, type of metal, type of 9.1 This practice does not produce numerical data; there-
coating, fore, a precision and bias statement is not applicable.

"_:_

The American Society for Testing and Materials takes no position respecting the validity of any patent rights asserted in connection

with any item mentioned in this standard. Users of this standard are expressly advised that determination of the vafidity of any such

patent rights, and the risk of infringement of such rights, are entirely their own responsibility.

This standard is subject to revision at any time by the responsible technical committee and must be reviewed every five years and

if not revised, either reapproved ¢, withdrawn. Your comments are invited either for revision of this standard or for additional standards

and should be addressed to ASTM Headquarters. Your comments will receive careful consideration at a meeting of the responsible

technical committee, which you may attend. If you feel that your comments have not received a fair hearing you should make your

views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103.
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StandardTest Methodfor

Moisture Content of Soil and Soil-Aggregate in Place by
Nuclear Methods (Shallow Depth)1

This standard is issuedunder the fixed desigaationD 3017;the number immediately Ibllowing the designationindicates the year of
original adoption or, in the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscript epsilon (_) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.

This method has been approved liaruse by agenctes of the Department of DeJbnse and for hsttng tn the DoD Index of Speclilicattons
and Standard_.

INTRODUCTION

This test method covers determination of the moisture content of soil and soil-aggregate in place
through the use of nuclear equipment. The equipment is calibrated to determine moisture content,
as weight of water per unit volume of material (pounds per cubic foot or kilograms per cubic
metre). Moisture content as normally used is defined as the ratio, expressed as a percentage, of the
weight of water in a given soil mass to the weight of solid particles. It is determined with this
procedure by dividing the moisture content (pounds per cubic foot or kilograms per cubic metre)
by the dry. unit weight of the soil (pounds per cubic foot or kilograms per cubic metre). Therefore,
computation of moisture content using the nuclear equipment also requires the determination of
the dry unit weight of the material under test. Most available nuclear equipment has provision for
measuring both moisture content (pounds per cubic foot or kilograms per cubic metre) and wet
unit weight. The difference between these two measurements gives dry unit weight.

The moisture content determined by this test method is not necessarily the average moisture
within the volume of sample involved in the measurement for reasons discussed in the Appendix.
The principles of this test method as well as the advantages and limitations are also discussed in
the Appendix.

The equipment utilizes radioactive materials which may be hazardous to the health of the users
unless proper precautions are taken.

1. Scope dependent upon the moisture content of the material under

I. 1 This test method covers determination of the moisture test. Moisture is determined by the relationship of nuclear
count to weight of water per unit volume of soil.content of soil and soil-aggregate in place by moderation or

slowing of fast neutrons where the neutron source and the
thermal neutron detector both remain at the surface. 4. Significance and Use

4.1 The test method described is useful as a rapid, nondes-:
2. Referenced Documents tructive technique for the in-place determination of moisture

2.1 ASTM Standards." content of soil and soil-aggregate. The fundamental assurnp-i
D 1556 Test Method for Density of Soil in Place by the tions inherent in the method are that the hydrogen present is

Sand-Cone Method 2 in the form of water as defined by Method D 2216, and thatI

D2167 Test Method for Density and Unit Weight of Soil the material under test is homogeneous.
in Place by the Rubber-Balloon Method 2 4.2 The test method is suitable for control and acceptance'

D 2216 Method for Laboratory Determination of Water testing of soils and soil-aggregate for construction, research.
(Moisture) Content of Soil, Rock, and Soil-Aggregate and development. Test results may be affected by chemical
Mixtures 2 composition, sample heterogeneity, and, to a lesser degree.

material density and the surface texture of the material being
3. Summary of Method tested. The technique also exhibits spatial bias in that the

3.1 The moisture content of the material under test is apparatus is more sensitive to certain regions of the material
determined by placing a fast neutron source and a thermal under test.
neutron detector on or adjacent to the material under test.

The intensity of slow or moderated neutrons detected is 5. Safety Precaution i
5.1 This equipment utilizes radioactive materials which

' This test method is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee D-18 on Soil may be hazardous to the health of the users, unless proper
and Rock and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee DI8.08 on Special and precautions are taken. Users of this equipment must beconae
Construction Control Tests. completely familiar with possible safety hazards and with all

Current edition approved Jan. 27, 1978. Published April 1978. Originally
published as D 3017 - 72. Last previous edition D 3017 - 72 (1977). applicable government regulations. Effective operator in"

2,4nnualBook of ASTM Standards, Vo104.08. struction together with routine safety procedures such as
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source-leak tests, recording and evaluation offilm badge data. 18 in. deep (approximately610 by 457 by 457 mm) have proven
use ofsurvey meters, etc., are an essential pan of the operation satisfactoryfor equipmentnowavailable(1971).
of equipment of this type. 7.2 Checking Calibration Curves--The calibration curves

for newly acquired instruments and repaired instruments
6. Apparatus should be checked. Calibration curves should be checked

6.1 Fast Neutron Source--A sealed isotope material such prior to tests in materials that are distinctly different from
as americium-beryllium, radium-beryllium, or an electronic material types previously used in obtaining the calibration
device such as a neutron generator, curves. Calibration curves may be checked using the proce-

6.2 Slow Neutron Detector--Any type of slow neutron dures given in 7.1.1.
detector such as boron trifluoride, a scintillator cr3.'stal, or a 7.3 Adjusting Calibration Curves--When prepared con-
fission chamber, tainers of ma)erial of known moisture are being used to check

6.3 Readout Device--A suitable scaler. Usually'the readout the calibration, plot the count rate (or count ratio) versus
device will contain the high-voltage supply necessary to op- each known moisture content as described in 7.1. If the points
crate the detector, and low-voltage power supply to operate do not fall in a random manner on each side of the previously
the readout and accessory, devices, established calibration curve, replace the original calibration

6.4 Housing--The source, detector, readout device, and curve with a curve through the plotted check points.
power supply shall be in housings of rugged construction 7.3.1 If the moisture content of each of the comparison
which shall be moistureproof and dustproof, tests determined by any of the above calibration methods is

random about the previously established calibration curveNOTEl--The neutron source, detector, readout device, and po_er
supplymay be housed separatelyor may be combined and integrated and the average deviation does not exceed ±0.5 lb/ft 3(8 kg/
_ithanuclear densitymeasuringsystem, m 3) of soil from the moisture content determined by the

6.5 Reference Standard, for checking equipment operation nuclear method, then adjustment of the calibration curve is
and background count, and to establish conditions for a not needed and should not be made.
reproducible count rate, 7.3.2 If each of the moisture content determinations made

6.6 Site Preparation Device--A steel plate, straightedge, or by any of the above calibration methods is more than the
other suitable leveling tools may be used to plane the test site corresponding moisture content by the nuclear method, ad-

' to the required smoothness, just each subsequent nuclear determination by adding the
average difference.

' 7. Calibration 7.3.3 Ifeach of the moisture content determinations made

7.1 Calibration curves are established by determining bx by any of the above calibration methods is less than the
corresponding moisture content by the nuclear method, ad-

test the nuclear count rate of each of several samples of just each subsequent nuclear determination by subtracting
different known moisture content, plotting the count rate (or the average difference.
count ratio)rersus each known moisture content and placing 7.3.4 The average difference obtained by 7.3.2 or 7.3.3

i_t a curve through the resulting points. The method and test may be used to plot a corrected calibration curve which shallprocedure used in establishing the curve must be the same as be parallel to the original calibration curve and offset by the
i used for determining moisture content of the material to be amount and direction as indicated in 7.3.2 or 7.3.3.
I tested. The moisture content of materials used to establish

I the calibration curve must vary through a range to include 8. Procedure
j :he moisture content of materials to be tested. The materials

"! used for calibration must be of uniform density as well as 8.1 Standardization--Standardization of equipment on
; uniform moisture content, a reference standard is required at the start of each day's use

.... as follows:

., NOTI_2--Due to theeffectofchemicalcomposition,somecalibration 8.1.1 Warm up the equipment in accordance with the'. ._es suppliedwith theapparatusmay notbe applicableto all materials
" ) .nclertest.Therefore,calibration curvesmust be checked,and adjusted manufacturer's recommendations.

t necessary,in accordancewith7.2 and "7.3. 8.1.2 Take at least four repetitive readings ofat least 1 rain
:_ . each with the gage on the reference standard. This constitutes._ .l.l Calibration curves can be established using the fol-
'_.., ..,v,ing•methods: one standardization check.8.1.3 If the mean of the fou," repetitive readings is outside
.i:! ".1.1.1 Prepared containers of compacted soil and soil- the limits set by Eq 1 below, repeat the standardization check.

• -_--regateof known moisture content. Prepared containers If either the first or the second attempt satisfies Eq 1, the
• .-'ast be large enough to not change the observed count rate equipment is considered to be in satisfacto_ operation con-

.. '" count ratio) if made larger in any dimension (Note 3). If dition: continue with the procedure in 8.2. The empirical
•:.' hydrogen density of a material can be calculated from its relationship for the standardization check is as follows:

I >::ific gravity and chemical formula, provided these are ,_
--_urately known, a much more reliable calibration point A'_= _\'o_* 1.96,,;A',, (1)
•-"=be obtained in comparison to oven drying methods, where:

:ii • " 1.1.2 Volume determined by the sandcone (Test Method A'_= mean of repetitive readings (see 8.1.2) and
", _ '5561 or rubber balloon (Test Method D 2167) and weight A',,= previously established count for the reference standard
"I ',,aterby oven drying in conjunction with field compaction (mean of ten repetitive readingsl.
'i - '_'cts. 8.1.4 If the second attempt in 8.1.3 does not satist_ Eq 1.
! ' '_J 3--Dimensions of approximateb 2a in. longb._1_in. v,'id,eI',', check the system and repair the instrument if necessary. It is

t
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possible to use the instrument in this condition ifa satislhc- 8.3.4 Place the source in tile use position and take one,_:
toO calibration relationship can b,: established, more l-rain readings.

8.1.5 Establish a new N, by computing the mean of ten 9. Calculations
repetitive readings on the reference standard.

8.1.6 Check the calibration curve in accordance with 7.2 9.1 Average the readings obtained in 8.3.4.
and, if necessary, adjust the calibration curve in accordance 9.2 Determine the moisture content by use of an applicable i

with 7.3. calibration curve, i
8.2 Test Site Preparation--Select a location tbr test where 9.3 Calculate the moisture content, w. in percent of d_ I

the gage in test position will be at least 6 in. (approximately weight of soil as tbllows:
152 ram) av,ay from any vertical projection. _,= (n,,/IIh) x Ioo

8.2.1 Prepare the test site in the tbllowing manner: where:
8.2.1.1 Remove all loose and disturbed material, and re- II_ = moisture content of soil, lb/ft 3(or kg/m:) and

move additional material as necessary to reach the top of the II_ = dry. weight of soil, lb/ft 3 (or kg/m").
vertical inter_ al to be tested (Note 4).

10. Report -_8.2.1.2 Prepare a horizontal area. sufficient in size to ac-
commodate the gage. by planing to a smooth condition so as 10.1 The report shall include the following:
to obtain maximum contact between the gage and material 10.I.1 Location.
being tested. 10.1.2 Elevation of surface.

8.2.1.3 The maximum depressions beneath the gage shall 10.1.3 Visual description of material,
not exceed approximately t/s in. (3.2 ram). Use native fines 10.1.4 Identification of test equipment (make, model, and
or fine sand to fill voids and level the excess with a rigid plate serial number),

10.1.5 Count rate for each reading,
or other suitable tool. 10.1.6 Moisture content in pounds per cubic foot (kilo.

NOTE4_The spatial bias should be considered in determining the grams per cubic metre),
depth at which thegage is to be seated. I0.1.7 Wet unit weight,

NOTE5--The placementof the gageon the surfaceof the material to I0.1.8 Dry. unit weight, andbe tested is critical to the successfuldetermination of moisture. The 10.1.9 Moisture content in percent of d_' weight.optimum condition is total contact between the bottom surfaceof the
gageand the surfaceof the materialbeing tested. This is not practically 11. Precision
possible in all casesand therefore it becomes necessaryto use a sand
filler or similar material,l'ae depth ofsand fill shouldnot exceed _/8in. 11.1 Determine the precision of the system. P, from the
(approximately3.2ram) an-,',the total areafilledshouldnot exceed10% slope of the calibration curve, S, and the standard deviation.
of the bottom area of the gage.Severaltrial seatingsmaybe required to a. of the signals (detected neutrons) in counts per minute, as
achievethese conditions, follows:

8.3 Testing--Proceed with testing in the following man- P = ,r/S

her: 11.2 Where the slope ofthe calibration curve is determined
8.3.1 Seat the gage firmly, at the 10-1b/ft 3(160-kg/m 3)point and the standard deviation
8.3.2 Keep all other radioactive sources away from the is determined from ten repetitive readings of I rain each (the

gage (as recommended by the manufacturer) so as not to gage is not moved after the first seating) taken on material
affect the readings, having a moisture content of 10.0 + 0.6 lb/ft 3( 160 _+ 10 kg/

8.3.3 Use sufficient warm-up time as in standardization m_ the value of P shall be less than 0.30 lb/ft 3(4.8 kg/m3),
(8.1._).

APPENDIX

(Nonmandatory Information)

XI. NOTES ON THE NUCLEAR TEST

X I. 1 The equipment used in this method is of the surface properly energetic neutrons can be used in measuring the
type as opposed to that designed for use in deep borings. In moisture content of soil and soil-aggregate. The sources most
general, and neglecting the associated electronics, this equip- commonly used, however, are americium-beryllium and rad-
ment consists of three principal elements: (1) a suitable ium-beryllium with the latter normally being used in dual-
nuclear source emitting fast neutrons: (2) a detector sensitive purpose instruments that are designed to also determine wet
to these neutrons after they are modified by passing through or total density of soil and soil-aggregates. Detectors used are
the material being tested: and (3) a counter, with provisions gas filled tubes of boron trifluoride and scintillation crystals
for automatic and precise timing, for determining the rate at or fission chambers. Detectors of the latter type offer the
which the modified neutrons arrive at the detector. While potential of varying the range of energies of the neutrons that
rate meters are suitable, in principle, counters are commonly are counted.
used. In general, any source of sufficiently numerous and X I.2 Measurements are made using fast neutrons that
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reflect modification by backscattering through the matenal ment used and with the characteristics of the material tested.
under test. When high-energy neutrons are scattered into the In general, and with all other conditions constant, the greater
soil a loss in velocity of each neutron occurs as it collides the moisture content of the material, the smaller the volume
with the nuclei of the atoms of the soil. The rate at which involved in the measurement. Unlike oven d_'ing tests, the
this slowing down process occurs depends upon: ( 1) the mass moisture content so determined is not necessarily the average
of the nucleus in collision with the neutron, and (2) the moisture within the volume involved in the measurement.

probability that the two will collide. For the usual surface test equipment and materials, for ex-
X 1.2.1 The mass of the hydrogen nucleus is nearly equal ample, about 50 % of the measured count rate is determined

to the neutron mass. Collision with hydrogen atoms therefore, by the upper 3 to 4 in. (76 to 101 ram) of soils and soil-
reduces the velocity of neutrons more quickly than collision aggregate.
with heavier nuclei. The large difference between the masses X I.5 The number of fast neutrons emitted from a given
of hydrogen atoms and those normally encountered in soils source over a given time period are statistically random and
means that the relative effectiveness of hydrogen atoms in follow a Gaussian distribution. Because of this, the actual
slowing down neutrons is verb.'pronounced, number of modified neutrons that are detected and counted

X 1.2,2 The probability that a neutron will collide with the in the moisture measunng process should be sufficiently large
nucleus of an atom is dependent on the atom's scattenng to minimize the probability that the observed count reflects
cross section. For most elements, this value is low. usually unacceptable variations. This is reflected in the standard
increasing with decrease in neutron energy. The scattenng deviation which is the square root of the total count. The
cross section of the hydrogen atom for high energy neutrons, over-all system accuracy in determining moisture is also
however, is larger than for most of the other atoms present statistical in nature and appears to vary. with equipment used,
in soils, test conditions of laboratory versu._ field, materials, and op-

X1.2.3 These two features in combination make hydrogen erators. Because of these vanables it is not possible to give
the most effective medium for reducing the velocity of fast precise numbers for system accuracy and precision for these
neutrons. If a detector of thermal (slow) neutrons is placed test methods. It is believed, however, that if the procedures
near a neutron source in a soil containing hydrogen, the herein are carefuny followed, the standard deviation of the
activity registered is due almost entirely to neutrons that have nuclear measured values, in terms of accuracy, will not be
been slowed down by hydrogen atoms. Other atoms present greater than on the order of some 0.5 to 1.0 lb of v`'ater per
m the soil play a negligible part in this process. In natural cubic foot (8 to 16 kg/m _) of soil. Precision, determined
soilshydrogen may be present in several forms but. with some without moving the test equipment, should be better than 0.3
exceptions, it occurs pnncipally in the v`'ater held by the soil Ib of water per cubic foot (5 kg/m _) of soil.
particles. Therefore. the "slow neutron" activity registered by X 1.6 One of the fast neutron sources used, americium, is
a suitable detector can be related to the concentration of manmade and as such its use is regulated by the Federal
water in a soil bx calibration, government through the Atomic Energy Commission as well

X I.3 The determination of moisture content by the nu- as bv some State and local governments. Because radium and
clear means of this method is indirect. To date no theoretical beryllium are naturally occurring materials, their use is not
approach has been developed that predicts the count rate for nov,' regulated by the Federal government but is regulated bv
given equipment, geometry, material, density, and moisture some State and local governments, Among others, the objec-
content. As a result the relation between soil moisture and tires of these regulations are the use of radioactive materials
nuclear count rate is determined by correlation tests of ma- in a manner safe to the operator and all others.
terials at known moisture content Individual equipment X I.7 The in-place nuclear moisture tests of this method
manufacturers supply a calibration cur_e with each set of offer several advantages over conventional methods, such as
their equipment. It has been found that these cur_'es do not oven do'ing of samples, particularly in tests performed for
necessarily hold for all soils and soil-aggregates because of the continuing control of cc,nstruction. Its greatest advantage
differences in chemical composition. Apparent vanations in is perhaps the short time required to obtain a moisture
:'alibration curves may also be induced by differences in content. An answer is available on the spot in a matter of
seating, in background count, and other test variations. Be- minutes after completing the test. When conducting both
causeof these considerations, provisions are included in this moisture and density tests many more tests per dab can be
method for checking for vanations or changes. Different conducted than bv older methods in current use. In addition,
approaches ma} be used in checking calibration curves and apparently erratic measurements can be immediately detected
',nosein more general use are given. For good practice these and checked since the nuclear tests are more nearl} nondes-
',hould be tbllo_cd with newl.v purchased equipment and tructive. These advantages accrue to organizations that are
.'.uh major componem replacement of in-service equipment, engaged in moisture measurements on a more or less contin-

X 1.4 The moisture content determined by this method is uous basis, Organizations that make infrequent or occasional
:n,:,amount of moisture that is contained in a given volume moisture determinations max find that the advantages of the
f soil. It should be noted that the _olume of soil and soil- nuclear methods can be offset by maintenance and start up

qgregate represented in the measurement is indeterminate considerations such as periodlcall\ charging batteries, main-
_:_d_ill vary _ith the source-detector gcometr} of the equip- raining radiation exposure records, etc.

!
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TheAmerican Society for Testing and Materials takes no position respecting the validity of any patent rights asserted in connection

with any item mentioned in this standard, Users of this standard are expressly advised that determination of the validity of any such
patent rights, and the risk of infringement of such rights, are entirely their own responsibility.

This standard is subject to revision at any time by the responsible techmcal committee end must be reviewed every five years and
ff not revised, either reapproved or withdrawn. Your comments are invited either for revision of this standard or for additional standards
and should be addressed to ASTM Headquarters. Your comments will receive careful consideration at a meeting of the responsible

technical committee, which you may attend. If you feel that your comments have not received a fair hearing you should make your
views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103.
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Field Logbooks
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Field Logbooks

1. Field Team Leader's Daily Logbook

2. Field Instrument Calibration/Standardization Logbook

3. Sample Logbook

4. Sample Shipping Logbook
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INEL RCRA/CERCLAINVESTIGATIONS,

FIELD TEAM LEADER'SDAILY LOGBOOK

DATE START , 19 _ ,,,

DATE END , 19 __

LOGBOOKNO: ......._

LOGBOOKASSIGNEDTO:

SITE:

WHENCOMPLETEDRETURNTO: D. KIRCHNER
MS: 3900

C-4



INSTRUCTIONSFOR COMPLETING
FIELD TEAM LEADERSDAILY LOGBOOK

In some very large samplingactivitiese.g. where there is a drilling
crew, a samplecollectioncrew, a shippingcrew etc. and a field team
leader that overseesall of the activitiesit may be necessaryto record
informationon the daily activitiesof each of these crews. The size of
the site and the preferenceof the field team leaderwill dictatewhether
or not this logbook is needed. This logbookshouldnot be confusedwith
the Sample Logbook. The purposeof the SampleLogbookis to record
activities and conditionssurroundingcollectionof a physicalsample.
This logbook is restrictedto activitiesof a "samplingcrew". The
purpose of the Field Team Leader'sDaily Logbookis to record information
on field activitieswhen severaldifferentcrews are involved.

On the first page of the logbookrecordthe name and signatureof all
field team members. You may wish to restrictthis list to field workers
whose name may appearon any field documentatione.g. field tags, labels,
etc. The purposeis to be ableto comparethe handwritingon a field
document to the signaturein this logbookin the eventa questionshould
arise on the authenticityor reliabilityof an entry.

Should any visitorse.g. representativesfrom the State of Idaho or EPA or
any auditors visit a site duringfield activitiestheir name and purpose
of visit shouldbe recorded.

C-S



I FIELDTEAM LEADER'SDAILY LOGBOOK I

SAMPLINGTEAM

NAME (Print) SIGNATURE

VisitorsName Reasonfor Visit
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I FIELD TEAM LEADER'SDAILY LOGBOOK I
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INEL RCRA/CERCLAINVESTIGATIONS

DATE START , 19

DATE END , 19

LOGBOOKNO:

LOGBOOKASSIGNEDTO:

WHEN COMPLETEDRETURNTO: D. KIRCHNER
MS: 3900

C-8





, i

FIELD INSTRUMENTCALIBRATION/STANDARDIZATIONLOG

Instrument Property or Serial Number:

EG&GCalibration Class" _._ EG&GCalib. Date" _/_/_._ Expires- ___/._.._/m

DATE TIME METHODOF STANDARDIZATION/CALIBRATION
AND SIGNATUREOF CALIBRATOR

,,
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INEL RCRA/CERCLAINVESTIGATIONS i

SAMPLELOGBOOK

rE START , 19

DATE END , 19

LOGBOOKNO:

LOGBOOKASSIGNEDTO:
I

SITE:

WHEN COMPLETED RETURNTO: D. KIRCBNER
MS: 3900
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PrRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING SAMPLE LOGBOOK

Table of Contents" The TOC will be entered into a computer database
to quickly retrieve and locate information from all sample logbooks.
Therefore, the TOC must be complete.

SamDlinq.Date" Enter the date the samples were collected.

Location: Enter the location (and when appropriate the ID
number} of sample collection.

Description of Sample: Enter the media of the sample e.g.
groundwater, soil

Paae Number of Samp.leLoqsheet: Enter the first page number of
the Sample Logsheet

Narrative Sheet" The narrative section contains a description of the
days activities of the sampling crew.

Team Members: Print the names of all sampling crew members.

Weather: Enter.a description of weather conditions at the
start of sampling. If conditions change before sampling is
complete then record the change under Narrative.

Narrative: Enter times and locations of the sampling crew.
Enter a description of the sampling points identified on the
map page of the logbook.

Map of Samplina Locat.ions" Complete the orientation arrow on the rOD
of the page. Draw a picture of sample collection points.
Include the location Of reference points.

Sample Loqsheet: This logsheet was pre'paredfor a sampling activity
that collects samples from one media e.g. pond or soil at several
locations using one sampling method. The two pages of the sample
logsheet will be entered into a computer database to perform a
completeness check on the number and kinds of samples collected
compared to the number and kinds stated in a sampling and
analysis plan. It is important that these logsheets be completed
fully. If a section does not apply to a particular activity then
draw a single line and write NA through the section.
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i SAMPLE LOGBOOK j

Date (mm/dd/yy): .._ __/__ J__ .-.

Field Team Members"

Weather: i i ii i ii

,i i i i ii ii iii.i i

Narrative (descriptionof field samoling activities with time and location,
description of sampling point, and samples collected.):

- i i i i i iii.

RECORDED BY" (Signa:ure)QA CHECK BY" (Signa'ure)
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SAMPLELOGBOOK

DATE(MM/DD/YY): / ./...__ LOCATION: .......

SAMPLETYRE: (0)Normal (I) E:uip.Blank (PRIOR)(Z)Trip Blank (3) Replicate(4)Split
(5) Equip.Blank (POST) (6) Spike (7)Other .....................

ID NO. CODE POINT(LOCATION) DEPTH
......... FROM TO._.__(UNITS)BELOWSURFACE

, i i . ill i ii i ii i ,illii ii ii i =_

,=,=====m=m ,=.===._=,=-

,m=,=.=.i

i i i, i i,i,ill,i i i ii ii,i,,,l,,,i =m==,,.immm

I ii i Li,,,, i i i====,==,=

i i i ill,H IllI , i ,i mimi,mlb

, i i iii illiH,ll i liHi, iii um,=m=mm=, i

SAMPLEMETHOD:CODE: (,, )
(0) Gr-_b(I)SpatialComp. (2)Time Comp. (3)Other

SAMPLEDESCRIPTION:CODE (__._)
SOIL/ROCK SEDIMENT/SLUDGE LIOUIDS
(00)Surf.Soil (05)Pona/Impoundment (OB)Pond/Impoundment
(01)Sub.Surf.Soil (06)Drum/Tank (Og)Drum/Tank
(OZ)Basalt (07)Other (I0)PlantDischarge
(03)SedimentInterbed A)R/GA$ (11)Spring/Seep
(04)Other (15)SoilGas (12)PerchedAquifer

(16)Other. (13)RegionalAquifer
Other:_ , , (]4)Other

.F.T-_LDMEASUR_M.rNT$:(listfieldmeasurementsof the samples)
[D No. Measurement Units Instr.Make/Model Ins1:r._Io.

SAMPLINGAND ANALYSISPLAr_FOLLOWED:NO (.._.)YES (.___)IF I_OEXPLAI_IDEVIATIO_I-_'

RECORDEDBY" QA CHECYBY'
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RE':ORO£DBY' OA CH-:C,<BY' ,..,
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INEL RCRA/CERCLAINVESTIGATIONS

SAMPLESHIPPINGLOGBOOK

ATE START ......... , 19 ..................

DATE END , 19

LOGBOOK NO:

LOGBOOKASSIGNED TO:

WHEN COMPLETEDRETURNTO: D. KIRCHNER
MS: 3900

C-17



P!FlECTIOHSFOil COHPLETItiGSAHPLESIIIPPItlG EOGDOOK

One line must. be complet,ed for each sample. HoLe t,hat drilling cores are considered samples.

SAIIPLE IDEHTIFICATIOII /tUIII3ER: Ent,er the sample identification number.

I)ATE COLLECTED: Ent,er the date the sample was collect,ed. 1his should correspond with the date entered on the sample label,
Lag, and in the Sample Logbook.

LAB OR STORAGEAIIE/_: Enter the name of the analyt,lcal laborat,ory or core storage area that the sample was shipped to.

DA]A SIIIPPED: Enter the date the sample was shipped to the analytical laboratory. HoLe: 1his includes both on-site
(within IHEL) and off-site laboratories.

,_ Every cooler or container must be Identified with a unique number Enter number of the cooler In parent,hesisi...a

oo after the dale shipped.

CIIAIH-OF-CUSIODY-/tUHI3EE: Chain-of-custody .form(s) must accompany each sample. Every COC form must have a serialized
number. Enter the unique serialized number of the EOC form.

SAHPLE$111PPiItGCLASSIFICATION: Enter the DOT or EPA classification of the sample.

SItlPPED BY: The qualified shipper responsible for the classification, packaging, and shtpping
of the sample should sign the sheet.

QA CIIECKBY: A second person who can at,Lest to tile correctness of the Information should sign the sheet.



5AI.tLEIDEi'ITIFICATIOII DATE LADORSTORAGE DATESIIIPPED CIIAlfI-OF-CUSTODY COHFIEHTSAND5Af.IPLE
ItUIIUEfl COLLECTED AREASIIIPPEDTO {COOLEDHO.) ttUFIDEfl SIIIPPIHGCLASSIFICATIOII

..... :,, ,

SIIIPPEDUY: (SlgnaLure) Q.ACIIECKUY: . (SIu,laLtire)
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3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

3.1 Introduction

This document presents the Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPjP) for the remedial
investigation of Operable Unit (OU) 4-12: Central Facilities Area (CFA) Landfills II and III at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) near Idaho Fails, Idaho. The QAPjP is
written documentation of procedures that ensure precision, accuracy, representativeness,
completeness, and comparability (PARCC) of data generated during an investigation. The QAPjP
was prepared using the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) guidelines, including Interim
Guidelines and Specifications for Preparing Quality Assurance Project Plans (EPA 1983a) and the
Quality Program Plan for the Environmental Restoration Program (ERP) (EG&G Idaho 1991a).
The ERP Quality Program Plan is utilized for all Environmental Restoration Program work. This
QAPjP is developed specifically for OU 4-12 RI/FS activities. The QAPjP also addresses
requirements set forth in 40 CFR 30, including procedures to ensure the PARCC of groundwater
and field chemistry data collected during field investigations. The QAPjP is used by field,
laboratory, and management personnel in all aspects of data collection, management, and control
while onsite or offsite.

This QAPjP accompanies a set of other documents that constitutes background and guidance
for performing the investigation. Specific issues that control data quality are found in a number
of documents. Data quality objectives, sample location and frequency, and numbers of samples
are described in the Field Sampling Plan (FSP). Quality control (QC) samples generation, chain
of custody (COC), preservation and shipping, instrument calibration, quality assurance (QA)
objectives, internal QC checks, audits, preventive maintenance, measurement of PARCC,
corrective actions, and QA reporting are presented in this QAPjP.

Analytical procedures are presented in the FSP. Data reduction and reporting are described
in the Data Management Plan (DMP) (EG&G Idaho 1992). Data validation is discussed in
Section 10 of this QAPjP.

The purpose of the Sampling and Analysis Plan is to guide the collection and analysis of
samples for a remedial investigation (RI) of OU 4-12. This route of investigation has been
chosen to facilitate data development in this remedial investigation/feasibility study (RI/FS) as a
result of a Federal Facility Agreement/Consent Order (FFA/CO) between the Department of
Energy (DOE), the EPA, and the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare (IDHW). This
FFA/CO guides the overall Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA) response at the INEL.

The Sampling and Analysis Plan consists of three parts: the FSP, the QAPjP, and the DMP.
These plans have been prepared pursuant to the National Contingency Plan (EPA 1990a) and
Guidance for Conducting Remedial Investigations and Feasibility Studies Under CERCLA (EPA
1988a).
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The FSP describes the field activities that will occur as part of the RI and the QAPjP
describes the processes and programs that will be used to ensure the data generated will be

suitable for its intended use. The guiding DMP for the OU 4-12 RI/FS will be the Data
Management Plan for the EG&G Idaho Environmental Restoration Department (EG&G Idaho

1992). The DMP describes the flow of data from generation to use. Background information on
CFA and the OU 4-12 RI/FS is found in Section 2 of the Work Plan.

3.2 Operable Unit 4-12 Regulatory History

Information on the regulatory history for OU 4-12 at CFA is contained in Section 1 of the
Work Plan.

3.3 Site Description

The history of CFA operations that have an impact on OU 4-12 are discussed in detail in
Section 2.2 of the RI/FS Work Plan. The reader is referred to this section for information on

waste generation, processes, and disposal.

3.4 Project Location

OU 4-12 at the INEL is located approximately 42 mi (68 kin) west of Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Additional information on CFA facilities is given in Section 2 of the RI/FS Work Plan.

3.5 Schedule

A detailed schedule of RI/FS activities for OU 4-12 as proposed in the RI/FS Work Plan can

be found in Section 6 of the Work Plan. RI/FS activities essentially started in August 1992 with

development of the Scope of Work for OU 4-12, and will continue until approval of the Record
of Decision, proposed for June 1995.

3.6 Data Use

The intended end uses of data gathered as part of the RI/FS are to determine the overall

nature and extent of contamination, aid in the understanding of the hydrogeoiogic system at CFA,

and ultimately to aid in the selection of an appropriate remedial alternative for the site.
Information needed to fill data gaps for the RI/FS has been identified in Section 4 of the Work

Plan. Tasks planned to provide necessary data have been generally discussed in Section 5 of the
Work Plan and are detailed in the FSP.
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4. PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITY

4.1 Ownership

The INEL is managed by the U.S. Department of Energy, Idaho Field Office (DOE-ID).

EG&G Idaho, Inc., is the site contractor responsible for operations where the sampling unit is
located. DOE-ID has primary responsibility and authority for Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA)/CERCLA EPA Regulatory Compliance activities at CFA.

4.2 Organizationof Project Personnel

Figure 4-1 shows the project organizational structure and key personnel for the OU 4-12
Project.

Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Department Manager

The Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ER&WM) Department Manager

is responsible for incorporating and implementing the Environmental Restoration Quality
Program with this QAPjP and QPP-149. The ER&WM Department Manager provides technical

coordination and interface with the DOE-ID Technical Program Manager. The ER&WM

Department Manager ensures that all activities are conducted in accordance with program
requirements; monitors the project budget and schedule; and ensures the availability of necessary

personnel, equipment, subcontractors, and services.

Site Remediation Group Manager

The Site Remcdiation Group Manager is responsible for Waste Area Groups (WAGs) 1, 2,

4, 5, 6, 10, and the Decontamination and Decommissioning/Underground Storage Unit. Work

includes management and coordination of both FFA/CO and non-FFA/CO projects.

Unit Manager

The Waste Area Groups 1, 4, and 5 Unit Manager is responsible for WAGs #1, 4 and 5,

and for management and coordination of the operable units associated with these WAGs under
the FFA/CO.

ER Independent Review Committee

The Environmental Restoration (ER) Independent Review Committee (IRC) will review

initial planning documents, such as sampling and analysis plans (SAPs) and standard operating

procedures (SOPs), to ensure that the plans will produce data of the required level.
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Figure 4-1. Operable Unit 4-12 remedial investigation project organization.
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Waste Area Group 4 Manager

The WAG 4 Manager oversees WAG 4 projectsand coordinates progress within the
jurisdictionin which those projects are being investigated, includingthe OU 4-12 RI/FS.

Program and Project Managers

The Program Manager is responsible for the senior technical review of all project plans and
deliverables. The Project Manager is responsible for ensuring that investigation activities are
completed in accordance with the QAPjP, the QPP-149 document, the Health and Safety Plan
(HSP), and the FSP. In addition, the individual will keep the WAG Manager informed of project
status and any technical, administrative, contractual, and financial issues with the proposed
resolutions.

Prolect Quality Assurance Engineer

The Project QA Engineer reports to the Project Manager and is responsible to see that
project quality assurance requirements are met and that the QAPjP is implemented. The QA
Engineer's responsibilities include, but are not limited to, surveillances of field activities and audits
of laboratory activities.

Field Team Leader

The Field Team Leader (FTL) will oversee field operations and will report to the Project
Manager. The FTL is responsible for implementing the FSP, the QAPjP, and the DMP for field
activities (such as sampling).

The F'I'L has the primary responsibility for ensuring the fulfillment of technical and
operational requirements of the sampling plan and for coordinating field team members during RI
tasks. The FTL is also responsible to do the following:

• Locate support facilities outside of the areas where potentially contaminated samples
are to be collected

• Integrate contact with facility safety and operations personnel and ensure that field
team personnel are familiar with the location of the facility medical dispensary

• Instruct team personnel at a pretask briefing on technical, operational, quality, and
safety requirements of the task

. Observe all site activities and ensure that the team meets all safety, quality, and
operational requirements outlined in this document, the sampling plan, and the HSP
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• Ensure that all safety equipment is available and in good working order before any
potentially hazardous operation is initiated

• Control access to and departure from the working site

• Ensure compliance with field documentation, sampling methods, and COC
requirements

• Determine, in conjunction with the Site Safety Officer, the level of personal protection

necessary for the task being performed.

Field Team Members

Field Team Members perform the actual field data gathering in accordance with approved

plans and procedures under the direction of the FI].,.

Sample Custodian

The Sample Custodian is responsible for documenting, handling, packaging, preserving, and
shipping samples. This individual will document all sample descriptions and activity in a field

logbook and fulfill COC procedures as described in the QAPjP.

Health Physics Technician

The Health Physics Technician will be the primary source of information and guidance for

monitoring radiologicai hazards and will be on call and accessible by radio during sampling
activities.

Industrial Hygienist

The Industrial Hygienist (IH) will be responsible for the adherence to all site safety
requirements by the team members. The IH will assist in conducting briefings and in performing

the final safety check of the area prior to each sampling event. The IH will also be responsible
for ensuring that adequate health and safety monitoring is in place while field activities are being

performed.

Sample Management Office

The Sample Management Office (SMO) conducts data validation. Its responsibilities are

described in the Data Management Plan and in QPP-149. Data entry and manipulation are

performed by the Statistics and Reliability Unit. Its responsibilities are also in the Data
Management Plan and in QPP-149.
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Administrative Record and Document Control Coordinator

The Administrative Record and Document Control (ARDC) Coordinator for ER will

maintain a supply of all controlled documents and have a documented filing system for storing all

documents (e.g., reports, correspondence); all field laboratory data (e.g., field notebooks and raw
data), including laboratory Contract Laboratory Program (CLP) data packages; and all references

and final reports from the OU 4-12 RI/FS.

Statistics and Reliability Unit

The Statistics and Reliability Unit assists the Project Manager and the Sample Management

Office in analyzing field data for statistical values (means, standard deviations) and in analyzing
trends in the data.
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5. QA OBJECTIVES FOR MEASUREMENT DATA

The objective of this QAPjP is to ensure that the information collected for decision making

during the OU 4-12 RI/FS is of known and adequate quality, and is technically sound, statistically

accurate, and properly documented. By meeting this objective, these data will have the necessary

quality for use in making the best possible decisions for the RI/FS. These data quality elements
are essential for enforcement proceedings that may arise from RI/FS activities. QA is a

management system for ensuring that all information, data, and decisions are technically sound

and properly documented. QC is the mechanism by which the QA system is ensured. This
usually consists of tests performed on the system for which quality is being ensured, using

standards or known quantities. Specific QC procedures related to activities such as sampling,

analysis, and engineering calculations will ensure that data are appropriate for risk assessment and
enforcement use.

Data quality objectives (DQOs) are described in Section 4 of the Work Plan. Resulting QA
objectives for analytical data (PARCC parameters) are defined in Table 5-1 and Sections 5.1

through 5.5 of this QAPjP.

5.1 Precision

Precision measures the reproducibility of measurements under a given set of conditions.

Specifically, precision provides a quantitative measure of the variability of a set of measurements

compared to the average value of the set. Two basic activities are performed in the assessment of
precision: estimating sampling variability from the observed spatial variation of the sample

population and estimating the measurement reproducibility attributable to the data collection

process.

5.1.1 Sampling Variability

Three critical statistical performance measures are evaluated in the examination of sampling

variability: confidence level, power, and minimum detectable relative difference. The minimum

requirements for confidence level, power, and minimum detectable relative difference provided in
Section 5.6 of Guidance for Data Useability in Risk Assessment (EPA 1990) are used in this

I investigation.
Confidence level (CL) will be 80% [i.e., the probability of a Type I error (taking action

when no action is required) is 1 - CL or 100% - 80% = 20%].

The minimum value for power (P) will be 90% [i.e., the probability of a Type II error

(taking no action when action is required) is 1- P or 100% - 90% = 10%].
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Table 5-1. Analytical precision and accuracy.

Analytical
Support

Parameter Matrix Method Level Precision Accuracy

Volatiles Groundwater EPA 524.2 IV <20% RSD 80-120% spike
recovery

Volatiles Soil gas EPA 601 llI .._a a

Volatiles Surface soil CLP SOW IV Analyte Analyte
specific specific

Volatiles Subsurface CLP SOW IV Analyte Analyte
soil specific specific

Semivolatile Organics Surface soil CLP SOW IV Analyte Analyte
specific specific

Semivolatile Organics Subsurface CLP SOW IV Analyte Analyte
soil specific specific

Metals Groundwater CLP SOW IV _+20% RPD 75-125% spike
recovery

Metals Surface soil CLP SOW IV -4-35% RPD 75-125% spike
recovery

Metals Subsurface CLP SOW IV +_35% RPD 75-125% spike
soil recovery

Hexavalent Groundwater SW846-7195 IV -- --
Chromium

FI" Groundwater EPA 340.2 IV 0.03 mg/L SD 99% mean
recovery

Alkalinity Groundwater EPA 310.1 IV 1.27-5.36 mg/L + 22.29 to
SD -8.19% bias

Anions Groundwater EPA 300.0 IV na ..a

Gravimetric Water Soil/rock ASTM D-2216 III NA NA
Content

Particle Size Soil/rock ASTM D-421 III NA NA

Hydraulic Soil/rock ASTM D-2434 III NA NA
Conductivity

Capillary Pressure- Soil/rock ASTM D-2325 III NA NA
Moisture Content

Density (in situ) Soil/rock ASTM D-2922 II NA NA
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Table 5-1. (continued).

Analytical

support
Parameter Matrix Method level Precision Accuracy

Moisture Content Soil/rock ASTM D-3017 II NA NA

(in situ)

Magnetic Field Soil/rock _b II +_I0 gamma/m (Spatial) one

(vertical gradient) half the station

spacing

Induced Electro- Soil/rock _b II _1 mmho/m (Spatial) one

magnetic Field half the station

(terrain conductivity) spacing

Seismic refraction Soil/rock _b II 0.01% (Spatial) one

(time units) half the station

spacing

a. Precision and accuracy values for this method are analyte-specific and are provided in the

Appendix.
b. Geophysical methods are performed in accordance with owner's manuals and manufacturers

specifications.

ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials

CLP SOW - Contract Lab Program Statement of Work for lnorganics (EPA 1988c and 1990b)

CLP SOW - Contract Lab Program Statement of Work for Organics (EPA 1990c)

EPA 601 - 40 CFR 136 Appendix A Method 601 Purgeable Halocarbons

EPA 524.2 - Methods for the Determination of Organic Compounds in Drinking Water (EPA
1988b)

EPA 300.0 - Test Method: The determination of Inorganic Anions in Water by Ion

Chromatography (EPA 1989)

EPA 310.1 - Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes (EPA 1983b)
EPA 340.2 - Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes (EPA 1983b)

The minimum detectable relative difference (MDRD) is the percent difference required

between observed site concentrations and action levels before the difference can be statistically

detected. For this investigation, action levels are background concentration levels. The minimum

detectable relative difference will be 20%. Table 5-2 shows the number of samples necessary to

achieve MDRD values ranging from 5 to 20%. Table 5-3 gives the MDRD performance of the

chemical analyses to be performed in this investigation. At moderately increased variability in the

sample population (i.e., where the coefficient of variation is 35%), the number of samples for

each parameter remains sufficient to exceed the minimum requirement of a 20% MDRD

(Table 5-3).
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Table 5-2. Relationships between statistical performance indicators and number of samples

required (EPA 1989).

Number of samples required to meet MDRD a

Coefficient of variation Power Confidence

(%) (%) (%) 5% 10% 20%

10 95 90 36 10 3
15 95 90 78 21 6
20 95 90 138 36 10
25 95 90 216 55 15
30 95 90 310 78 21
35 95 90 421 106 28
10 90 80 19 5 2
15 90 80 41 11 3
20 90 80 73 19 5
25 90 80 114 29 8
30 90 80 163 41 11
35 90 80 222 56 15

a. The number of samples is that required in a one-sided sample t-test to achieve a MDRD at
the confidence level

Table 5-3. MDRD performance of analytical parameters.

MDRD a

Parameter Matrix Samples (%)

Volatiles Groundwater 36 10< MDRD < 20

Volatiles Soil gas 214 5 < MDRD < 10
Volatiles Surface soil 27 10< MDRD < 20
Volatiles Subsurface soil 16 10<MDRD <20

Semivolatile organics Subsurface soil 16 10<MDRD<20
Semivolatile organics Surface soil 16 10<MDRD<20
Metals Groundwater 36 10< MDRD < 20
Metals Surface soil 27 10< MDRD < 20
Metals Subsurface soil 16 10< MDRD < 20
Cr6+ Groundwater 36 10 < MDRD < 20
FI Groundwater 36 10< MDRD < 20
Anions Groundwater 36 10< MDRD < 20

a. MDRD is at a 35% coefficient of variation, which corresponds to a power of 90% and a
confidence of 80%.
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5.1.2 Measurement Reproducibility

Variation attributed to the data collection process (i.e., measurement system) has four basic

sources: sample collection procedures, sample handling and storage procedures, analytical
procedures, and data processing procedures. Duplicate samples (a pair of collocated samples)

allow estimation of measurement variability and will be collected during sample collection.

Reproducibility of measurement will be expressed as relative percent difference (RPD) between
duplicates or relative standard deviation (RSD).

Control limits for measurement variability at the OU 4-12 investigation sites are generated
from Methods for the Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes (EPA 1979), Test Methods for

Evaluating Solid Waste Physical/Chemical Methods (EPA 1986a), Methods for the Determination

of Organic Compounds in Drinking Water (EPA 1988b), Contract Laboratory Program Statement
of Work for Organic Analysis (EPA 1990c), and the Contract Laboratory Program Statement of

Work for Inorganic Analysis (EPA 1988c and 1990b).

Measurement variability will also be evaluated using site comparison samples. These samples

consist of soil media that were spiked with semivolatile organic and metal analytes by the EPA in
1992.

A laboratory precision statement will be developed from laboratory duplicate analysis (split

samples, split extractants/digestants, duplicate analyses, etc.). Precision goals for each method are
listed in Table 5-1. The overall precision of the sampling and analysis program may be lower due

to sampling error and matrix interference.

5.2 Accuracy

Accuracy measures the bias in a measurement system. Typically, it is difficult to completely

measure accuracy for the entire data collection process. Errors of measurement are introduced
through sampling methods, field contamination, methods of sample preservation and handling,

sample matrix, and analytical procedures. Control limits for accuracy can be generated from
Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes (EPA 1979), Test Methods for Evaluating

Solid Waste Physical/Chemical Methods (EPA 1986a), Methods for the Determination of Organic

Compounds in Drinking Water (EPA 1988b), CLP SOW for Organics (EPA 199(k:), and the CLP

SOW for Inorganics (EPA 1988c and 1990b). Accuracy will be monitored with the use of

surrogate recoveries, internal standard recoveries, and blank spike recoveries. Bias (i.e., accuracy)
will be estimated for the measurement process by computing percent recovery of compounds

spiked into the samples at known concentrations.

Blanks will be utilized to determine the introduction of artifact contamination into the

sampling and analysis process. Field blanks will be prepared at a frequency of 1 per 20 samples
collected. Equipment blanks will also be prepared at a frequency of 1 per 20 samples collected.

Analysis of blanks will allow estimation of bias introduced from artifact contamination. This is not
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a true estimate of accuracy but will indicate whether artifact contamination resulted in bias. This

parameter will be expressed as percent bias. Spikes will be utilized to determine the accuracy of

positive results and no-detects in the analytical process.

QC samples will be used to assess laboratory accuracy. Laboratory matrix spikes are spikes

prepared in the laboratory by splitting a sample and spiking one portion with a known amount of

the analyte(s) of interest. The spiked sample result and sample result are compared, and the
amount of spike recovered is calculated. The spike recovery is the measure of accuracy. Accuracy

goals are presented in Table 5-1. Site comparison samples will also be used to assess laboratory
accuracy. These samples were spiked with known concentrations of semivolatile and metal

analytes by the EPA in April 1992. They will be submitted to the analytical laboratory along with

the subsurface soil samples from Landfill II. The analytical results for these samples will be r
compared to the spike concentrations. The spike recovery is a measure of accuracy. The overall

accuracy for the project may be less due to contributions of error.

5.3 Representativeness

Representativeness expresses the degree to which sample data accurately and precisely
represent a population characteristic, parameter variation at a sampling point, or an
environmental condition. Representativeness is a qualitative attribute and is a function of the

proper design of the sampling strategy. The use of standard procedures for the collection and

analysis of samples will help ensure representativeness.
0

The minimum requirements for representativeness are that the data are representative of the

exposure area and that sample preparation procedures do not affect representativeness. This

requires that sampling locations are truly representative of the site, and sample collection and

preparation procedures do not affect representativeness by introducing bias. Representativeness
during planning stages of this investigation was addressed in the DQO process described in
Section 2 of the FSP and Section 4 of the Work Plan.

5.4 Completeness

Completeness is the amount of valid data obtained compared to the amount that was
expected under normal conditions. Completeness can be expressed as the percentage of valid

measurements. To achieve adequate completeness, a sufficient amount of valid data must be

generated.

Completeness for this project will be assessed by comparing the number of planned sample

analyses to the number of samples collected, analyzed, and validated. The completeness goals for

various sampling activities are listed below:
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Completeness Goal
Data Collection Activity (%)

Sampling and analysisof 100
wells

Shallow soil gas survey 90

Borehole soil gas survey 90

Surface and subsurface soils 90

Geophysical surveys 80

Cover material 80

5.5 Comparability

Comparability is the confidence with which one data set can be compared with another.
Comparability is a qualitative parameter and is attained by using standard methods for collecting
and analyzing data as well as using standard units for reporting analytical results.

To assist in comparing data, all analyses will be accomplished utilizing an EPA-accepted
method. These methods include the EPA CLP SOW for Organics (EPA 1990c), EPA CLP SOW
for lnorganics (EPA 19884:and 1990b), methods for the Determination of Organic Compounds in
Drinking Water (EPA 1988b), Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste Physical/Chemical
Methods (EPA 1986a), Index to EPA Test Methods (EPA 1988c), Methods for Chemical
Analysis of Water and Wastes (EPA 1983b), or those listed in 40 CFR 136 (1984), or approved as
an alternative test procedure in accordance with 40 CFR 136. All analytical results will be
reported in the concentration values and units required for entry into site-specific data bases and
those values and units needed for use in models. In addition, so that data from subsequent
sampling at the same site or facility can be compared, the specific sampling points will be
established and documented.

Comparability will be assessed by comparing the following information on each data set:

• Field collection methods

• Field and laboratory QA/QC procedures (in accordance with previously established
protocols)

• Laboratory detection limits

• Matrix.
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6. SAMPLING PROCEDURES

The objective of sampling procedures is to obtain samples that represent the environment

being investigated. Trace levels of contaminants from external sources must be eliminated

through the use of experienced field personnel, good sampling techniques, proper sampling

equipment, and adequate decontamination.

Field measurements shall be performed in accordance with EPA-accepted procedures and

the procedures listed and described in Appendix B of the FSP.

Details of sampling procedures are described in the FSP, Part I of the SAP. The standard

operating procedures have been developed, and they are referenced and appended to the FSP
(Appendix B).

All samples will be transported to the analytical laboratories in accordance with Department

of Transportation (DOT) regulations (49 CFR) governing the shipment of hazardous materials

and substances and EPA regulations governing the shipment of samples from hazardous waste site
investigations. Originators of hazardous or radioactive shipments must be qualified and certified

as Hazardous Material Shippers. Source documents for sample handling may include the User's
Guide to the Contract Laboratory Program (EPA 1986b). Chain of custody and shipping

requirements are detailed in ER Program Directive 5.7, "Chain of Custody Record," and in
Section 6.2 of the FSP.

Project Managers or their delegated substitutes (such as field team leaders) are responsible

for determining, to the best of their knowledge, whether samples planned for collection are
environmental (contain hazardous or dangerous substances) or hazardous (per RCRA subtitle C)

in nature. After collection (and prior to packaging and shipping), each sample will undergo an

identification and classification process. A review of the Field Sampling Logbook, in which field

measurements were recorded (radioactivity, pH, organic vapors, explosivity, etc.) and other
relevant information concerning the material within the sample container, will be conducted by

the shipper and the Project Manager (or delegated substitute).

Most radioactive samples will meet the definition of limited-quantity radioactive material and

are, therefore, exempt from the more stringent DOT requirements for greater activities of

radioactive material. All samples will be screened for radioactivity before they are shipped to an

analytical laboratory. The screening procedure is described in Section 6.2.3.1 of the FSP and will

ensure that the samples are classified correctly and within DOT packaging and shipping
requirements. Results from the screening will then be used to classify, package, and ship the

samples to the appropriate analytical laboratory. Requirements for containers, procedures, and

preservatives used for sample collection are detailed in Sections 5.3.3 and 6.2 of the FSP.

Requirements for field records/documentation are detailed in Section 6.1 of the FSP and in
ER PD 4.2, "Logbooks."
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7. SAMPLE CUSTODY

7.1 DocumentControl

The procedures that govern document control for this project are ER Program Directives
(PDs) 4.1, "Document Control," 1.8, "Administrative Record," 1.9, "Records Management, and 4.2,
"Logbooks." Controlled documents will receive review and concurrence as directed by
ER PD 4.8, "Internal and Independent Review of Documents."

7.2 Chain of CustodyDocumentation

A required part of any sampling and analytical program is the integrity of the sample from
collection to data reporting. This includes the ability to trace possession and the handling of
samples from the time of collection, through analysis and final disposition. This documentation of
the sample's history is referred to as chain of custody (COC). Components of the sampling/field
COC, which include a field logbook, sample labels, and custody seals, and of components the
laboratory COC, which include a COC record, a laboratory sample log-in/log-out logbook,
laboratory sample storage records, and laboratory sample disposal records are discussed in the
following sections. Sample custody procedures will follow EPA CLP SOW for Organics (EPA
1990c), EPA CLP SOW for Inorganics (EPA 1988c and 1990b), National Enforcement
Investigations Center (NEIC) procedures (NEIC 1980), and ER PD 5.7, "Chain of Custody
Record."

A sample is considered to be under a person's custody if it is in that person's physical
possession, in view of the person after he has taken possession, or secured by that person so that
no one can tamper with it. A person who has samples under custody must comply with the
procedures described in the following sections.

7.3 Chain of Custody Record

To establish documentation necessary to trace sample possession from the time of collection,
a COC record will be completed and accompany every sample. The COC record to be used is
exhibited in the FSP (Figure 6-4) and is distributed by ARDC. The record will be completed in
ink by the sample custodian and shall contain the following minimum information:

• Sample number (traceable to a sampling location)
• Signature of collector
• Date and time of collection

• Signatures of people involved in the chain of possession
• Inclusive dates and times of possession
• Analyses requested.
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To maintain the COC, each person in custody of the sample will sign the form. Samples will
not be left unattended unless placed in a secured and sealed container (custody seals) with the
COC record inside the container.

7.4 Field Logbook

The field logbook is the written record of all field data, observations, field equipment
calibrations, samples, and the COC, and is considered to be a legal document. The logbook will
be site-specific and bound. The logbook sheets to be used are exhibited in Appendix C of the
FSP, and the logbooks will be distributed by ARDC. Pages will be sequentially numbered and
firmly attached to the book. All entries will be made in ink. Any mistakes will be lined out with
a single line and initialed and dated by the person making the correction. At a minimum, entries
in the logbook include the following:

• Reference to the SOP used
• Purpose of sampling
• Location and description of sampling point
• Identification of sampling crew
• Type, number, preservative, and volume of sample
• Date and time of sampling
• Date and time of shipping
• Weather
• Field measurements
• Deviations from SOPs
• COC numbers.

7.5 Sample Label

All samples are identified by a sample label. The sample label to be used is exhibited in
Figure 6-1 in the FSP. All sample labels shall be filled out using ink. Each sample shall be
designated by a unique alphanumeric code that identifies the sample. When samples are
transported from the sample location to the contract laboratory by common carrier, they shall be
packaged and labeled according to procedures specified by the DOT (49 CFR) and as described
in Section 6.2 of the FSP.

As appropriate, information recorded on the sample label shall include the following:

,, Unit facility
• Location

• Sample type
• Sample date/time
• Sample number
• Sampling person
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* Radiation level (if applicable)
, Analysis requested.

7.6 Custody Seals

Custody seals are used to detect unauthorized tampering with samples prior to analysis.
Gummed paper seals will be used for this purpose. The seal will be dated and signed, which

makes it unique, and attached so that it must be broken to open the sample container/cooler. If

samples are not contained in a shipping container with a custody seal, seals will be affixed to
containers before the samples leave the custody of sampling personnel. Shipping containers will

also contain seals to detect tampering.

7.7 Document Corrections

Documentation in logbooks, custody seals, and other accountable serialized documents will
be completed with permanent ink. None of these documents will be destroyed or thrown away,

even if they are illegible or if they contain inaccuracies that require they be replaced. They will
be marked VOID and maintained in a file. A record of all voided documents will be maintained

by ARDC.

If an error is made on an entry into an accountable document, the individual in error will

draw a single line through the error, enter the correct information, and initial and date the
i change. This procedure also applies to words or figures inserted or added to a previously

recorded entry.

If a COC record is lost in shipment or was never prepared for a sample, or if a properly

labeled sample was not transferred with a formal COC record, a written statement will be

prepared by the Field Team Leader detailing how the sample was collected. A copy of the
statement will be sent to the project files.

7.8 Photographic Records

A photographic record will be made during field projects. When photographs are taken, the
name of the photographer, date, time, sampling site or laboratory location, description of site or

activity being photographed, and weather conditions (if appropriate) will be entered in the Field

Team Leader's logbook. Special lens, film, filter, or other image-enhancement techniques will be

noted in the photographer's logbook; however, the use of such techniques should be avoided
because they can affect the admissibility of the photographs as evidence. Once developed, slides

or photographic prints will be serially numbered (corresponding to logbook descriptions) and
labeled. The ARDC Officer will maintain a supply of photograph logbooks and a file of all

photographs taken. All photograph logbooks, slides, and prints will be controlled documents.
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7.9 Laboratory Custody

Laboratory custody will conform to procedures established in ER PD 5.7, "Chain of Custody
Rec_rd," and ER PD 5.5, "Obtaining Laboratory Services." These procedures include:

• Designation of a sample custodian

• Correct completion by the custodian of the COC record and laboratory request sheet,
including documentation of sample condition upon receipt

• Laboratory sample tracking and documentation procedures

• Secure sample storage.

The sample will be delivered to the laboratory so requested analyses can be performed

within the specified allowable holding time. The sample will be accompanied by the COC with an
appropriate sample analysis request. The sample will be delivered to the person in the laboratory

who is authorized to receive samples (Laboratory Sample Custodian). Samples will be packaged

and shipped according to DOT and EPA regulations.

7.10 Final Evidence Files

The WAG Manager or Project Manager is responsible for active project files. At an

appropriate time, the WAG or Project Manager will transfer files to ARDC. Final evidence files
include all information and documentation developed in the field and laboratory.

Original final reports and analytical data will be maintained by ARDC and dispositioned in

accordance with DOE Order 1324.2A, "Records Disposition." Copies of all analytical data and
final reports will be retained in the laboratory files and stored on computer disk for a minimum of

one year. Additional guidance on establishing administrative record data and data control is
contained in the DMP.
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8. CALIBRATION PROCEDURES AND FREQUENCY

Field sampling procedures outline calibration procedures and the calibration frequency for
field instruments. Guidance of the EPA CLP SOW for Organics (EPA 1990c), EPA CLP SOW

for lnorganics (EPA 1988c and 1990b), Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste (EPA 1986a),

Methods for the Determination of Organic Compounds in Drinking Water (EPA 1988b), and
40 CFR 136 Appendix A, Method 601 shall be followed in determining laboratory instrument

calibration procedures and frequency for chemical analysis. Measuring and testing equipment

calibration may be performed internally using standards traceable to the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, where applicable, or externally by the equipment manufacturer or

approved calibration facility. If no nationally recognized standard exists for the equipment to be
calibrated, the basis for calibration shall be documented.

Responsibility for calibrating laboratory equipment rests with the Laboratory Manager for
onsite and offsite laboratories. The Field Team Leader is responsible for ensuring that equipment

used by the sampling crew in the field is calibrated. Field calibration records will be collected by
the Field Team Leader for the final evidence files where lab calibration records will also be

maintained. The radiological and industrial hygiene equipment calibration responsibility rests with
health physics and industrial hygiene personnel, respectively.

It is the responsibility of personnel using the equipment to check the calibration status prior
to using it and to ensure that the equipment is operational prior to taking it to the sampling
locations.

Documented and approved procedures shall be used to calibrate all measuring and testing

equipment. Whenever possible, widely accepted procedures such as those published by EPA

(1986a), or procedures provided by the equipment manufacturer shall be used.

Each piece of equipment shall be identified so that the pertinent calibration information can
be retrieved. The equipment shall have an individual calibration log and be

calibrated/standardized prior to use or as part of the operational use following the manufacturer's
recommended calibration/standardization procedure(s). The frequency of calibration shall also be

based on the requirements of the analytical method.

Measuring and testing equipment shall be calibrated at prescribed intervals or prior to use.

Frequency shall be based on the type of equipment, inherent stability, manufacturer's
recommendations, intended use, and experience.

Records shall be prepared and maintained for each piece of calibrated equipment to indicate
that established calibration procedures have been followed. Calibration records for the equipment

controlled by the various laboratories, offices, and groups shall be maintained by the respective

organization. A copy of the instrument logbook shall be provided for the period the instrument
was used for OU 4-12 samples.
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Equipment that fails calibration or becomes inoperable during use shall be removed from

service and segregated to prevent inadvertent use or shall be tagged to indicate it is out of

calibration. Such equipment shall be repaired or recalibrated prior to further use.

Data generated during downtime, failure of the instrument, or an instrument that requires

adjustment during recalibration shall be evaluated by the Laboratory QA Officer for acceptability.
Results of the evaluation shall be documented and retained in the project files.
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9. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

One or more analytical laboratories may be used. The choice of laboratory depends upon

the DQOs for the task, the ability of the laboratory to perform a method, the acceptance criteria

of a sample's radionuclide content, and the ability of the laboratory's QA/QC program to meet

the RI/FS objectives. The analytical laboratory shall be approved prior to bid award based on
audit results by ER prior to use. Audit procedures are described in Section 12 of this QAPjP.

Analytical methods and respective analytical support levels are listed in Table 5-1.
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10. DATA REDUCTION, VALIDATION, AND REPORTING

Data reduction and reporting procedures are described in detail in the Data Management

Plan, which describes management of field- and laboratory-generated data from point of

generation to point of use (EG&G Idaho 1992). The DMP is consistent with EPA Guidance or

requirements per specific method and the EG&G Idaho Sample Management Office SOPs for
validating data (EG&G Idaho 1991b). EG&G Idaho ER SMO SOPs for the validation of

inorganic and organic data are consistent with the requirements of the EPA functional guidelines
for data validation.

Data from the chemical analysis of groundwater, surface soil, soil gas, and subsurface soil
samples collected from the remedial investigation wells will be validated at Level A as defined in
SMO-SOP-12.1.1. The data from the analysis of geotechnical samples will all be validated at
Level B as defined in SMO-SOP-12.1.1.

Under level A validation, analytical data are reviewed for the following:

• Data package completeness

• Requested versus reported analyses

• Analytical holding times
• Method blank criteria

• Matrix spike/matrix spike duplicate recoveries/precision

• Duplicate sample precision
• Surrogate spike recoveries

• Laboratory control sample recoveries (radiological methods)

• Any other method-specific quality control criteria.
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11. INTERNAL QUALITY CONTROL CHECKS

Several types of internal QC checks will be utilized during sampling. These include, but are

not limited to the following:

• Decontamination (equipment rinsate) blanks

• Volatile organic analysis (VOA) trip blank--one per cooler shipped for groundwater
samples

• Field and laboratory duplicates or replicates.

Amounts of each of the control samples listed above are specified in the FSP and EPA
protocols. Internal QC check samples will be analyzed along with site samples.

11.10ffsite Laboratory QA/QC

The laboratory QA/QC procedures used will be those submitted by the laboratory in its

written QA plan. The submitted plan should provide for use of standards, laboratory blanks,
duplicates, and spiked samples for calibration and the identification of potential matrix

interferences. Laboratory results of matrix spike (MS) and matrix spike duplicate (MSD) sample
analyses shall be provided in a manner that will allow assessment of accuracy and precision.

Adequate statistical procedures will be used to monitor and document performance and to

implement an effective program to resolve testing problems (e.g., instrument maintenance and

operator training).

For soil gas samples carrier gas blanks will be analyzed prior to sample batch analysis and

after every tenth sample analysis. Standards will be analyzed prior to sample batch analysis and at

regular intervals during analysis. Duplicate samples will be run every tenth sample.

Specific routine procedures used to assess data precision, accuracy, and completeness are

described in Section 14 of this QAPjP.

11.2 Field QC Samples

Blind QC samples listed below will be either collected in the field or generated in the lab
and sent to the field, then shipped to the laboratories with other samples.

For groundwater sampling, QC samples will include:

• Trip blank--Trip blanks provide a measure of potential sample contamination from the
presence of contaminants in the reagent water source, from preservative contamination
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of the blank itself during blank preparation, from the shipment of the prepared blank

to the field, and from the shipment from the field to the laboratory. The trip blank will
be prepared using the lab's reagent water, with the addition of all appropriate
preservative chemicals. Trip blanks accompany the sample shipping container and will
remain unopened until after the laboratory receives them for analysis.

Trip blanks will be collected at a minimum frequency of one per shipping container for

VOA and will be shipped blind to the laboratory(ies) with other samples and analyzed

for volatile organics only.

• Decontamination (equipment) blank--A decontamination blank will be prepared and
submitted for analysis at a minimum frequency of 1 per every 20 samples. This blank
will consist of deionized rinse water collected after the water has rinsed decontaminated

equipment and will be analyzed for the same parameters as the sample group it checks.

• Field blank--Field blanks provide a measure of potential errors that can be introduced

from sources other than the sample. A field blank will also measure input from

contaminated dust or air into the sample. A field blank is prepared in the field by
pouring deionized or reagent-grade (analyte-free) water into the appropriate sample

containers and includes all appropriate preservative chemicals. Field blanks are
prepared at a minimum frequency of 1 per 20.

• Field replicates--Field replicates are collocated samples collected identically and

consecutively over a minimum period. Field replicates provide a measure of the total
analytical bias (field and laboratory variance), including bias resulting from the

heterogeneity of the replicate sample set itself. Field replicates will be collected at a

minimum frequency of 1 per 20 samples or 1 per sampling round. Samples collected
for VOA will not be homogenized because this increases volatilization.

For soil gas samples, ambient air filtered with an organic cartridge filter will be drawn

through the sampling apparatus with the sampling probe attached at the following times:

• Prior to each day's sampling activities

• After every twentieth sample

• At the conclusion of each sampling day.

For surface soil samples, one field replicate and one decontamination (equipment) blank will
be collected from each landfill and submitted for analysis. For subsurface soil samples, one field

replicate and one decontamination blank will be collected and submitted for analysis.
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12. SYSTEM AND PERFORMANCE AUDITS

Audits and surveillances are systematic checks to determine whether or not personnel on a
project are adhering to the requirements outlined and referenced in the QAPjP and the SAP.
Audits of laboratory activities and surveillance of field activities are the responsibility of the ER
Quality Engineer.

The Quality Engineer, in conjunction with the ER Project Manager, will determine the
frequency of quality monitoring for this project. Checklists will be developed to accomplish the
review of necessary items and to document results of the audit/surveillance.

Two types of audits will be performed: systems audits and performance audits. Details of
these are contained in the following subsections.

12.1 Systems Audits

Systems audits consist of evaluating all components of the applicable measurement systems
to determine their proper selection and use. At least one systems audit will be performed before
or shortly after systems are operational to do the following:

• Verify that the QA organization is operational

• Verify that correct sampling methodologies have been chosen and that written
procedures for sampling are available and being followed.

Systems audits of laboratories are qualitative audits of the measurement systems, ensuring
they are properly maintained and used. These audits are performed before approval of a
contract. A laboratory will be audited, and its QA plan will be reviewed and accepted by the ER
Compliance Assurance Unit prior to being awarded a contract. The laboratory approval process
is detailed in ER Program Directive 5.6, "Conducting Audits of Laboratories."

Technical experts will be assigned to the audit teams for laboratory audits. Audits of
laboratories will be announced and planned. All audits will be conducted in accordance with
approved project directives and an enhanced checklist modified from the checklist developed by
EPA's CLP.

12.2 Performance Audits

Laboratory performance audits and field surveillance normally will be conducted after data
production systems are operational and generating data.
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Field Operations

Surveillances will be conducted on field activities as field data are generated, reduced, and

analyzed. The procedure for conducting field surveillance is detailed in ER PD 5.14, "Quality
Monitoring and Surveillance." Items examined will include, but are not limited to, calibration

records of field equipment, daily entries in logbooks, decontamination procedures, photographs,

data logs, and sampling. At a minimum, one field surveillance will be performed every month
while field activities are in progress.

After completion of the surveillance, any deficiencies will be discussed with the field staff,
and corrections will be identified. If any of these deficiencies could affect the integrity of the

samples being collected, the Program Manager will inform the field staff immediately so that

corrective action can be implemented immediately. The Program Manager will submit a
surveillance report to the Project Manager of the task and to the organization or subcontractor

that was surveyed.

The Field Team Leader or the Project Manager will respond to findings listed in the

surveillance report, in writing, to the ER WAG 4 Manager. The response will clearly state the

corrective action taken or planned. If corrective actions have not been completed prior to
issuance of the audit response, a scheduled date for completion will be provided. Requests for
corrective action must be addressed to the satisfaction of the ER WAG 4 Manager.

Completion of the corrective action will be verified by the Program Manager through written

communication, follow-up surveillance, or other appropriate means. After acceptance and
verification of the corrective action, a surveillance closure will be issued to the same individuals

receiving the surveillance report.

12.3 Reports

Following completion of an audit or surveillance, the Quality Engineer or Lead Auditor will
prepare and submit a post-audit/surveillance report in accordance with ER PD 5.14, "Quality

Monitoring and Surveillance."

The report will include the following information, when appropriate:

• Date(s) of the audit/surveillance

• Identification of audit/surveillance participants
• Identification of activities audited/surveyed
• Audit/surveillance results

• Description of items requiring corrective action

• Due date for completion of corrective actions and/or audit/surveillance response

• Means for audit/surveillance response (in writing).
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A corrective action plan will then be prepared by the program being auditcd/surveyed. This
will include a list of solutions or corrective actions that were taken to resolve problems identified
by the auditors/quality engineers. When appropriate, a schedule for implementing corrective
actions will be included in the corrective action report. Copies of the audit/surveillance report
and corrective action responses will be sent to the Project Manager and Program Manager by the
Quality Engineer.
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13. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Measuring and test equipment used in the field and laboratory will be controlled by a

calibration program in compliance with "Control of Measuring and Test Equipment" (QP-12) of

EG&G Idaho (1990). Equipment of the proper type, range, accuracy, and precision will provide

data compatible with project requirements and desired results. Calibration of measuring and test
equipment may be performed internally using reference standards, or externally by agencies or

manufacturers (see Section 8).

Equipment that fails calibration or becomes inoperable during use will be removed from

service and segregated to prevent inadvertent use or will be tagged to indicate that it is out of

calibration. Such equipment will be repaired and calibrated to the satisfaction of the manager of
the laboratory or manager of the task, as appropriate, before further use. Equipment that cannot

be repaired will be replaced.

Data generated from equipment that has failed calibration shall be evaluated and qualified
for use on the project. The evaluation/qualification process is the responsibility of the cognizant

manager and the Quality Engineer. The method of qualification and the results of the data
evaluation will be documented.

Documented and approved laboratory procedures will be used to calibrate analytical
instruments. These procedures will include, as a minimum:

I

• Type of equipment to be calibrated
o Calibration method and sequential actions

• Calibration data recording form/format

, A list of critical or replacement parts.

The information above will, in general, conform to the manufacturer's recommended

procedures or explain the deviation from these procedures.

Laboratory equipment requiring routine maintenance will have an individual instrument file

indicating the frequency of required maintenance history, spare parts maintained by the
laboratory, directions for maintenance, and any external service contracts.

Analytical laboratory preventive maintenance will be the responsibility of the laboratory.
However, at a minimum, the laboratory will be required to have the following:

• Service contracts on major instruments, when necessary

• Spare parts, as recommended by the instrument manufacturer

• Delineation of the above items in the laboratories' written QA/QC plan.
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14. DATA ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

Procedures to assess precision, accuracy, and completeness of data collected from sampling
and analysis are different for field and laboratory data. Field and laboratory procedures are
described in this section.

14.1 Field Data

Field data include all data recorded in field logbooks during field sampling activities. Field
precision and accuracy will be assessed by conducting field audits to ensure use of uniform sample

collecting, handling, and shipping procedures and by evaluation of field blanks.

Procedures to Assess Field Data Precision

Field precision will be assessed by field audits and checklists performed on a routine basis.
These audits will document use (or nonuse) of uniform sampling methods and handling and

shipping procedures. Field sampling precision will be assessed by analytical results of collocated
(duplicate), split, or field blank samples, and through use of equipment blanks. These blanks will

identify compounds inadvertently introduced onto the samples from contaminated sampling

equipment.

Procedures to Assess Field Data Accuracy

Accurate sample collection will be evaluated from the results of field systems audits that

include onsite evaluations of sample collection procedures, instrument performance, and

calibration procedures. Field sampling accuracy cannot be assessed quantitatively because the
"true" value is not available.

Procedures to Assess Field Data Completeness

Completeness of field data will be assessed by calculating the ratio of samples analyzed to
the total number of samples planned, stated as a percentage.

14.2 Laboratory Data

The QAPjP and analytical laboratory methods describe precision, accuracy, and

completeness. Accuracy and precision of data will be assessed for each sample lot using percent

recovery and relative percent difference of MS/MSD pair analysis.
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Procedures to Assess Laboratory Precision

Precision of laboratory data will be measured by analysis of duplicates. Laboratory reagent
blanks will be analyzed to monitor introduction of artifacts into the process. If data obtained are

not within the control limits specified in EPA CLP SOW for lnorganics (EPA 1988(: and 1990b),
in EPA CLP SOW for Organics (EPA 1990c), in EPA (1988a), and in EPA (1986a), corrective
action will be taken.

Procedures to Assess Laboratory Accuracy

Accuracy of chemical laboratory data will be assessed by examining the percent recovery of

the MS/MSD and analytical spikes for organics, and surrogates and internal standards for
inorganics. Accuracy of radiological laboratory data will be assessed by measuring the activity of

known QC check samples and by demonstrating reasonable agreements (e.g., plus or minus three

standard deviations) and demonstrating instances in which the known is traceable to a reputable
standard (e.g., National Institute of Standards and Technology).

Procedures to Assess Laboratory Completeness

Completeness of laboratory data will be measured by the ratio of samples received at the
laboratory to the total number of samples analyzed, stated as a percentage.

ill, I IIIII
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15. CORRECTIVE ACTION PROCEDURES

Corrective action procedures are implemented when samples do not meet QA specifications.

In all cases, corrective action procedures will be approved by the Project QA Engineer.

Limits and corrective actions for all analyses will be as specified in the laboratory analytical
Statement of Work, as well as in Methods for the Determination of Organic Compounds in

Drinking Water (EPA 1988b) and in the Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste (EPA 1986a).

Limits and corrective action for organic and inorganic analyses will be as specified in the EPA

CLP SOW (EPA 1988c and 1990b, EPA 1990c). Other corrective actions may have to be
implemented based on performance, system, or evidence audits performed. These will be

developed on a case-by-case basis.

Corrective action procedures that might be implemented from audits or detection of

unacceptable data are developed on a case-by-case basis. Such actions may include altering
procedures in the field, resampling or retesting, using a different batch of containers, or

recommending an audit of laboratory procedures. The requirements identified in ER PD 5.13,
"Corrective Action" will be followed. Corrective actions to any major nonconformances associated

with field activities will be incorporated in addenda to field sampling plans.

Data will be validated as discussed in the DMP, which follows EPA procedures. Data that

cannot be validated using procedures outlined in the DMP will be reviewed in detail in an

attempt to evaluate each measurement.

Contract-required detection limits for parameters analyzed with the CLP SOW for
Inorganics (EPA 1988c and 1990b), contract-required quantitation limits for parameters analyzed

with the CLP SOW for Organics (EPA 1990c) and method detection limits for organics (524.2

and 601) (EPA 1988b, 1986a) are presented in Appendix A.
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16. QUALITY ASSURANCE REPORTS

A periodic performance report of the QA Program will be prepared by the Project QA

Officer and presented to the Project Manager. When appropriate, analytical laboratory QA/QC

reports will be included. At task completion and after data verification and validation, all QC
data will be sent to ARDC to become part of the program files.

QA reports will include:

• Results of any systems and performance audits conducted during the period

,, Assessment of precision, accuracy, representativeness, completeness, and comparability

of data collected during the period

• Noi._conformance reports issued during the period, related corrective actions
undertaken, and an assessment of action results

• Significant QA problems and recommended solutions

• Summary of personnel training and QA objectives met.

The final report will have a section that summarizes the periodic reports.

IH I
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Appendix A

1. Contract required detection limits for metals.

2. Method detection limits for volatile organics (EPA Method 524.2).

3. Parameters and method detection limits. EPA Method 601.

4. Practical quantitation limits.

5. Method accuracy and precision as functions of concentration - EPA Method 601.

6. Method detection limits for standard anions - EPA Method 300.0.

7. Single-operator accuracy and precision of standard anions - EPA Method 300.0.

8. Single-operator accuracy and precision of by-products - EPA Method 300.0.

9. Contract required quantitation limits for volatile organics.

10. Contract required quantitation limits for semivolatile organics.
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Table A-2. Method detection limits for volatile organics (EPA Method 524.2).

MethodDetectionLimitsb

Wide Bore NarrowBore
Column Column

Volatiles CAS Number (_g/L) (_g/L)

I. Dichlorodifluoromethane 75-71-8 0.10 0.11
2. Chloromethane 74-87-3 0.13 0.05
3. Vinyl Chloride 75-01-4 0.17 0.04
4. Bromomethane 74-83-9 0.11 0.06
5. Chloroethane 75-00-3 0.10 0.02

6. I,1-Dichloroethene 75-35-4 0.12 0.05
7. MethyleneChloride 75-04-2 0.03 0.09
8. trans-i,2-Dichloroethene 156-60-5 0.06 0.03
9. I,1-Dichloroethane 75-34-3 0.04 0.03
10. 2,2-Dichloropropane 590-20-7 0.35 0.05

11. cis-I,2-Dichloroethene 156-69-4 0.12 0.06
12. Chloroform 67-66-3 0.03 0.02
13. Bromochloromethane 74-97-5 0.04 0.07
14. I,I,1-Trichloroethane 71-55-6 0.08 0.04
15. Carbon Tetrachloride 56-23-5 0.21 O.OB

16. I,1-Dichloropropene 563-58-6 0.10 0.02
17. Benzene 71-43-2 0.04 0.03
18. 1,2-Dichloroethane 107-06-2 0.06 0.02
19. Trichloroethene 79-01-6 0.19 0.02
20. 1,2-Dichloropropane 78-87-58 0.04 0.02

21. Bromodichloromethane 75-27-4 0.08 0.03
22. Dibromomethane 74-95-3 0.24 0.03
23. trans-1,3-Dichloropropene 10061-02-6 ND ND
24. Toluene IOB-88-3 0.11 0.08
25. cis-1,3-Dichloropropene 10061-01-5 ND ND

26. I,I,2-Trichloroethane 79-00-5 0.10 0.03
27. Tetrachloroethene 12.7-18-4 0.14 0.05
28. 2,3-Dichloropropane 142-2B-9 0.04 0.04
29. Dibromochloromethane 124-48-I 0.05 0.07
30. I,2-Dibromoethane 106-93-4 0.06 0.02

31. Chlorobenzene 108-90-7 0.04 0.03
32. i,I,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 630-20-6 0.05 0.04
33. Ethylbenzene 100-41-4 0.06 0.03
34. Xylene (totalmeta & para) 1330-20-7 0.13 0.06
35. Xylene (ortho) 95-47-6 0.11 0.06
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Table A-2. (continued).

MethodDetectionLimitsb

Wide Bore Narrow Bore
Column Column

Volatiles CAS Number (_g/L) I_g/Ll

36. Styrene 100-42-5 0.04 0.06
37. Bromoform 75-25-2 0.12 0.20
38. Isopropylbenzene 98-82-8 0.15 0.10
39. 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 79-34-5 0.04 0.20
40. Bromobenzene 108-86-I 0.03 0.11

41. 1,2,3-Trichloropropane 96-18-4 0.32 0.03
42. n-Propylbenzene 103-65-I 0.04 0.06
43. 2-Chlorotoluene 95-49-8 0.04 0.05
44. I,3,5-Trimethylbenzene 108-67-8 0.05 0.02
45. 4-Chlorotoluene 106-43-4 0.06 0.05

46. tert-Butylbenzene 98-06-6 0.14 0.33
47. 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 95-63-6 0.13 0.04
48. sec-Butylbenzene 135-98-8 0.13 0.12
49. 1,3-Dichlorobenzene 543-73-I 0.12 0.05
50. 1,4-Dichlorobenzene 106-46-7 0.03 0.04

51. n-Butylbenzene 104-51-8 0.11 0.03
52. 1,2-Dichlorobenzene 95-50-i 0.03 0.05
53. 1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane 96-12-8 0.26 0.05
54. 1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 120-82-I 0.04 0.20
55. Hexachlorobutadiene 87-68-3 0.11 0.04

56. Naphthalene 91-20-3 0.04 0.04
57. I,2,3-Trichlorobenzene 87-61-6 0.03 0.04

a. Method detectionlimitsare those publishedin the methodand may not be
achievablein all laboratories(see the Introductionto this section).

b. Method 524.2 s applicableto water samplesonly. The MethodDetection
Limits are liste_for wlde bore and narrowbore capillarycolumns. A wide
bore capillaryculumnis definedas havingan internaldiameterof greater
than 0.32 mm. The data for the narrowbore column was obtainedusing the
cryogenictrappingoptionin the method.

ND = Not Determinedfor this compound. Use the laboratorydeterminedMDL
for reporting.
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Table A-3. Parameters and method detection limits - EPA Method 601.

Retenuon time (m_n) Method detec:zon
Parameter limit (/_g/L)Column 1 Column 2

Chloromethane ............................................................................................ 1.50 5.28 0.08
8romomethane ............................................................................................ 2.17 7.05 1.18
Dichlorodifluorom ethane ............................................................................ 2.62 nd 1.81

Vinyl chloride ................................................................................................ 2.57 5.28 0.18
Chloroethane ............................................................................................... 3.33 8.(58 0.52
Methylene cnlonde ...................................................................................... 5.25 10.1 0.2.5
Trichlorofluorcmethane .............................................................................. 7.18 nd nd
1,1-DichlorGethene ..................................................................................... 7.93 7.72 0.13
1,1 -Oichloroethane ..................................................................................... 9.30 12.6 0.07
trans- 1,2.Oichloroethene ........................................................................... 10.1 9.38 0.10
Chloroform ................................................................................................... 10.7 12.1 0.05
1,2.Dichloroethane ..................................................................................... 11.4 15.4 0.03
1,1,1 .Tdchloroeth ane ................................................................................. 12.6 13,1 0.03
Ca_on tetrachlodde ................................................................................... 13.0 14.4 0.12
Bromodichloromethane .............................................................................. 13.7 14.6 0.10
1,2-Dichloroprcpane ................................................................................... 14.9 16.6 0.04
cis-1,3-Dichloropropene ............................................................................. 15.2 16.8 0.34
Tnchloroethene ............................................................................................ 15.8 13.1 0.12
Oibromochloromethane .............................................................................. 16.5 16.6 0.09
1,1,2-Tdchloroe than e .................................................................................. 16.5 18.1 0.02
trans-1,3-Oichloropro p.en e .......................................................................... 16.5 18.0 0.20
2-Chloroe_ytvinyt e_er ............................................................................. 18.0 nd 0.13
Etromofo_m .................................................................................................. 19.2 19.2. 0.20
1,1,2.2-Te tracnloro-.,Lr'han e.......................................................................... 21.6 nd 0.03
Te_achloroe_ene ...................................................................................... 21.7 15.0 0.03
Chlorobenzene ............................................................................................ 24.2 18.8 0.25
1,3-Dichlorobenzene ................................................................................. 34.0 22.4 ..0.32
1,2.Dictflorobe_ene .................................................................................. 34.9 2"3.5 0.15
1,4.Oichlorobenzene .................................................................................. 35,4 22.2 0.24

Column 1 conditions: Ca_opac_, B (60/80 mesh) cc:ated with 1",£ SP-1000 pacXed in an 8 tt x 0.1 in. ID stainless steel or
glass column with helium canner gas at 40 mL/min flow rate. Column temperature helcl at 45 'C tor 3 rain then programmed at
8 "C/rain to 22.0 "C and held for 15 rain.

Column 2 conditions: PonsiI-C (100/120 mesh) coated with n-octane packed in a 6 I1 x 0.1 in. ID stainless steel or glass
column ,adth helium canner gas at 40 mL/min flow rate. Column temperature held at 50 "C for 3 rain then programmed at 6 "C/
mm to 170 "C and held for 4 rain.

nd = not determined.

t

Note: Acetone, benzene, and methane will be analyzed according to F_,PAMethod 601 using a flame ionization detector. The method
detection limit for these three constituents is 1.0 i_g/L.
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Table A-4. Practical quantitation limits.

Ma_'ix Factor b

Groundwater 10
Low-level soil 10
Water miscible liquid waste 500
High-level soil and sludge 1250
Non-water miscible waste 1250

a. Sample PQLs are highly matrix-dependent. The PQLs listed herein are
provided for guidance and may not always be achievable.

b. PQL : Method detection limit (Table A-I) X Factor (Table A-2). For
nonaqueous samples, the factor is on a wet-weight basis.
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Table A-5. Method accuracy and precision as functions of concentration - EPA Method 601.

Accuracy, as Single analyst Overall precision,
Parameter recovery, X' (/.tg/ precision, st' S' (_.g/L)

L) (_IIL)
...................

Bromodichloromeihane ........................................................................... 1.12C- 1.02 0.11 ,X+ 0.04 0.20,_+ 1.00
Bromo/orm ................................................................................................ 0..c-.-6C-2.05 0.12_+0.58 0.21)(+ 2.41
Bromomethane ......................................................................................... 0.76C- 1.27 0.28,_+ 0.27 0.36X + 0.94
3arbon tetrachloride ................................................................................. 0.98C- 1.04 0.157,+0.38 0.20,X+0.39
C,hlorobenzgne ......................................................................................... 1.00C- 1.23 0.15)(-0.02 0.18X+ 1.21
Choroethane ............................................................................................. 0.99C- 1.53 0.14X-0.13 0.17)?,+0.63
7.Chloroethylvinyl ether" ....................................................................... 1.00C 0.20X 0.35X
Chloroform ................................................................................................ 0.93C-0.39 0.13240.15 0.19X-0.02
,.,hlorom,,mane ......................................................................................... 0.77C+0.18 0.28X-0.31 0.52X + 1.31
Dibromochloromethane ........................................................................... 0.94C+ 2.72 0.11X+ 1.10 0.247, + 1.68
1,2-Oicnlorobenzene ................................................................................ 0.93C-;- 1.70 0.202+0.97 0.132+6.13
1,3-Dichlcrobenzene ................................................................................ 0.95C + 0.43 0.147, + 2.33 0.2 C,_+ 2.34
1,4-Dichlorobenzene ................................................................................ 0.93C-0.09 0.152+0.29 0.202+0.41
,1-Oichloroethane ................................................................................... 0.95C - 1.08 0.09,_+ 0.17 0.14,_ + 0.94
,2-Dichloroemane .................................................................................... 1.04C- 1.06 0.11,_ +0.70 0.152+ 0.94
,1-Oichloroemene ................................................................................... 0.98C -0.87 0.212 -0.23 G.297,--0.40

-ans-l,2-Dichloroethene ......................................................................... 0.97C- 0.16 0.11X + 1.46 0.17X + 1.46
.2-Oichloroprog}ane ° .............................................................................. 1.00C 0.132 0.23X

:is-l,3-Oichloropropene ' ....................................................................... 1.00C 0.18;( 0.37._
rans-l,3-OicMIoropropene ' ................................................................... !.00C 0.18_ 0.32X
_ethylene chlonde .................................................................................. 0.91C-0.93 0.11,'(+0.33 0.21,_+ 1.43
,1,2,2.Tetrachloroethene ....................................................................... 0.95C+0.19 0.14X+2.41 0.23X+2.79

Fetrachloroethene .................................................................................... 0.94C+0.06 0.14X+0.38 0.18,X+ 2.21
,1,1-Tric_l_roe_ane ............................................................................... 0.90C-0.16 0.15240.04 0.20)(+ 0,37

I, 1,2-Trichloroethane ............................................................................... 0.86C+0.30 0.13X-0.14 0.192+0,67
rrichloroethene ........................................................................................ 0.87C + 0.4.8 0.137,-0.03 0.23X+0.30
rdchlorofluoromethane ........................................................................... 0.89C- 0.07 0.15)( +0.67 0.26,_ +0.91

/inyl chloride ............................................................................................ 0.97C-0.36 0.12,.X+0.65 0.27X+0,40
....

7,'= E.,-'Dec',edrecovery for one or more meas,Jrements of a sample contaJning a concentration of C, in p.glL
.s_--E.xl_:ted single analyst stand.".r_ dewatlon of measurements at an average ccncentra_on found of X', in F.g/L.
St=Extracted intedal:_ratory standard dev_at=on of measurements at an average concentration found of X, in Fg/L
C--True value for the concentration, in _g/L
X=Average recovery found for measurements of samples containing a concentration of C, in pg/L
• Estim.ales based upon the performance in a single laboratory, t°
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Table A-6. Method detection limits for standard anions - EPA Method 300.0.

Retention time MDL

Analyte Peak #a (minutes) (mg/L)

Chloride 2 1.7 13.02
Nitrate-N 3 2.0 0.004
Bromide 4 2.9 0.01
Nitrate-N 5 3.1 0.002

o-Phosphate-P 6 5.3 0.003
Sulfate 7 6.8 0.02

Standard conditions:

Columns: as specified in 6.2.2.1
Detector: as specified in 6.2.4
Eluent: as specified in 7.3.1
Pump rate: 2.0 mL/min.
Sample loop: 50/_L

Retention time MDL

Analyte Peak #a (minutes) (mg/L)

Chloride 1 2.8 0.01
Bromate 2 3.2 0.02
Chlorate 3 7.1 0.003

Standard conditions:

Columns: as specified in 6.2.2.2
Detector: as specified in 6.2.4
Eluent: as specified in 7.3.2
Pump rate: 1.0 mL/min.
Sample loop: 50/zL
Attenuation: 1
Y-axis: 500 ns

a. The MDL is calculated from data system using a y-axis selection of 1000 ns and with a
stripchart recorder with an attenuator setting of 1.
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Table A-7. Single-operator accuracy and precision of standard anions - EPA Method 300.0.

Known Number Mean Standard
Sample Conc. of Recover)' Deviation

Analvte ...... ,Type Imc_/L) Replicates % (mqZL)

Bromide RW 5.0 7 99 0.08
DIJ 5.0 7 105 0.i0
SW 5.0 7 95 O. 13
WW 5.0 7 105 0.34
GW 5.0 7 92 O.34
SD 2.0 7 82 0.06

Chloride RW 20.0 7 96 0.35
DW 20.0 7 108 I. 19
SW I0,0 7 86 0.33
WW 20.0 7 I01 5.2
GW 20.0 7 114 i .3
SD 20.0 7 90 0.32

Nitrate- N RW I0.0 7 103 0.21
DW 10.0 7 104 0.27
SW 10.0 7 93 0.17
WW 10.0 7 i01 0.82
GW I0.0 7 97 0.47
SD 10.0 7 82 0.28

Nitrite- N RW 10.0 7 97 0.14
DW 10.0 7 121 0.25
SW 5.0 7 92 0.14
WW S.O 7 91 O.50
GW 10.0 7 96 0.35
SD 2.0 7 98 0.08

o-Phosphate- P RW 10.0 7 99 0.17
DW I0.0 7 °9 0.26
SW 10.0 7 98 0,22
WW I0.0 7 106 0.85
GW 10.0 7 95 0.33

Sulfate RW 20.0 7 99 0.40
DW 50.0 7 105 3.35
SW 40.0 7 95 I.7
WW 40.0 7 102 6.4
GW 40,0 7 112 3.2

RW = Reagent Water WW = Mixed Domestic and IndustrialWastewater
DW = Drinking Water GW : Groundwater
SW : Surface Water SD = USEPA QC Solid (shale)
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Table A-B,, Single-operator accuracy and precision of by-products - EPA Method 300.0.

Number Mean Standard
Sample Spike of Recovery Oeviation

Analyte Type (mg/L) Replicates % (mg/L)

Bromate 'RW 5.0 7 103 0.07
1.0 7 g8 O.O4
0.1 7 155 0.005
0.05 7 122 0.01

DW 5.0 7 g5 0.04
1.0 7 85 0.02
0.1 7 98 0.005
0.05 7 g8 0.005

Chlorate RW 5.0 7 101 0.06
1.0 7 97 0.01
0.1 7 100 0.01
0.05 7 11g 0.05

DW 5.0 7 I01 0.04
1.0 7 115 0.01
0.I 7 121 0.005
0.05 7 110 0.01

Chlorite RW 5.0 7 100 0.04
1.0 7 98 0.01
0.1 7 86 0.01
0.05 7 g4 0.01

DW 5.0 7 g6 0.03
1.0 7 100 0.02
0.1 7 76 0.00
0.05 7 96 0.01

RW : Reagent Water
DW = Drinking Water
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Table A-9. Contract required quantitation limits for volatile organics a.

Quantitation Limits b

Water Low soil/sediment c

Volatiles CAS number (ug/L) (ug/Kg)

1. Chloromethane 74-87-3 10 10

2. Bromomethane 74-83-9 10 10

3. Vinyl Chloride 75-01-4 10 10

4. Chloroethane 75-00-3 10 10

5. Methylene Chloride 75-09-2 5 5

6. Acetone 67-64-1 10 10

7. Carbon Disulfide 75-15-0 5 5

8. 1, 1-Dichloroethene 75-35-4 5 5

9. 1, 1-Dichloroethane 75-34-3 5 5

10. 1, 2-Dichloroethene (total) 540-39-0 5 5

11. Chloroform 67-66-3 5 5

12. 1, 2-Dichloroethane 107-06-2 5 5

13. 2-Butanone 78-93-3 10 10

14. 1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 71-55-6 5 5

15. Carbon Tetrachloride 56-23-5 5 5

16. Vinyl Acetate 108-05-4 10 10

17. Bromodichloromethane 75-27-4 5 5

18. 1, 2-Dichioropropane 78-87-5 5 5

1!9.cis- 1, 3-Dichloropropene 10061-01-5 5 5

20. Trichloroethene 79-01-6 5 5

21. Dibromoehloromethane 124-48-1 5 5

22. 1, 1, 2-Trichloroethane 79-00-5 5 5

23. Benzene 71-43-2 5 5

24. trans-1, 3-Dichloropropene 10061-02-6 5 5

25. Bromoform 75-25-2 5 5
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Table A-9. (continued).

Quantitation Limits b

Water Low soil/sediment c

Volatiles CAS number (ug/L) (ug/Kg)

26. 4-Methyl-2-pentanone 108-10-1 10 10

27. 2-Hexanone 591-78-6 10 10

28. Tetrachloroethene 127-18-4 5 5

29. Toluene 108-88-3 5 5

30. 1, 1, 2, 2-Tetrachloroethene 79-34-5 5 5

31. Chlorobenzene 108-90-7 5 5

32. Ethyl Benzene 100-41-4 5 5

33. Styrene 100-42-5 5 5

34. Xylenes (Total) 1330-20-7 5 5

a. Specific quantitation limits are highly matrix dependent. The quantitation limits listed
herein are provided for guidance and may not always be achievable.

b. Quantitation limits listed for soil/sediment are based on net weight. The quantitation limits

calculated by the laboratory for soil/sediment, calculated on dry weight basis as required by the
contract, will be higher.

c. Medium Soil/Sediment Contract Required Quantitation Limits (CRQL) for Volatile TCL

Compounds are 125 times the individual Low Soil/Sediment CRQL.
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Table A.IO. Contract required quantitation limits for semivolatile organics.

Quantitation Limits a

Low

Water Soil/Sediment b

Semivolatiles CAS Number ug/L ug/Kg

1. Phenol 108-95-2 10 330

2. bis(2-Chioroethyl) ether 111-44-4 10 330

3. 2-Chlorophenol 95-57-8 10 330

4. 1,3-Dichlorobenzene 541-73-1 10 330

5. 1,4-Dichiorobenzene 106-46-7 10 330

6. Benzyl alcohol 100-51-6 10 330

7. 1,2-Dichlorobenzene 95-50-1 10 330

8. 2-Methylphenol 95-48-7 10 330

9. bis(2-Ch!oroisopropyl) ether 108-60-1 10 330

10. 4-Methylphenol 106-44-5 10 330

11. N-Nitroso-di-n-dipropylamine 621-64-7 10 330

12. Hexachloroethane 67-72-1 10 330

13. Nitrobenzene 98-95-3 10 330

14. Isophorone 78-59-1 10 330

15. 2-Nitrophenol 88-75-5 10 330

16. 2,4-Dimethylphenol 105-67-9 10 330

17. Benzoic acid 65-85-0 50 1600

18. bis(2-Chloroethoxy) methane 111-91-1 10 330

19. 2,4-Dichlorophenol 120-83-2 10 330

20. 1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 120-82-1 10 330

21. Naphthalene 91-20-3 10 330

22. 4-Chloroaniline 106-47-8 10 330

23. Hexachlorobutadiene 87-68-3 10 330

24. 4-Chloro-3-methylphenol 59-50-7 10 330

(para-chioro-meta-cresol)
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Table A-IO. (continued).

Quantitation Limits a

Low

Water Soil/Sediment b

Semivolatiles CAS Number ug/L ug/Kg

25. 2-Methylnaphthalene 91-57-6 10 330

26. Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 77-47-4 10 330

27. 2,4,6-Trichlorophenol 88-06-2 10 330

28. 2,4,5-Trichlorophenol 95-95-4 50 1600

29. 2-Chloronaphthalene 91-58-7 10 330

30. 2-Nitroaniline 88-74-4 50 1600

31. Dimethylphthalate 131-11-3 10 330

32. Acenaphthylene 208-96-8 10 330

33. 2,6-Dinitrotoluene 606-20-2 10 330

34. 3-Nitroaniline 99-09-2 50 1600

35. Acenaphthene 83-32-9 10 330

36. 2,4-Dinitrophenol 51-28-5 50 1600

37. 4-Nitrophenol 100-02-7 50 1600

38. Dibenzofuran 132-64-9 10 330

39. 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 121-14-2 10 330

40. Diethylphthalate 84-66-2 10 330

41. 4-Chlorophenyl-phenyl ether 7005-72-3 10 330

42. Fluorene 86-73-7 10 330

43. 4-Nitroaniline 100-01-6 50 1600

44. 4,6-Dinitro-2-methylphenol 534-52-1 50 1600

45. N-nitrosodiphenylamine 86-30-6 10 330

46. 4-Bromophenyl-phenylether 101-55-3 10 330

47. Hexachlorobenzene 118-74-1 10 330

48. Pentachlorophenol 87-86-5 50 1600
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Table A-IO. (continued).

Quantitation Limits a

Low

Water Soil/Sediment b

Semivolatiles CAS Number ug/L ug/Kg

49. Phenanthrene 85-01-8 10 330

50. Anthracene 120-12-7 10 330

51. Di-n-butylphthalate 84-74-2 10 330

52. Fluoranthene 206-44-0 10 330

53. Pyrene 129-00-0 10 330

54. Butylbenzylphthalate 85-68-7 10 330

55. 3,3'-Dichlorobenzidine 91-94-1 20 660

56. Benzo(a) anthracene 56-55-3 10 330

57. Chrysene 218-01-9 10 330

58. bis(2-Ethylhexyl)phthalate 117-81-7 10 330

59. Di-n-octylphthalate 117-84-0 10 330

60. Benzo(b)fluoranthene 205-99-2 10 330

61. Benzo(k)fluoranthene 207-08-9 10 330

62. Benzo(a)pyrene 50-32-8 10 330

63. Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 193-39-5 10 330

64. Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 53-70-3 10 330

65. Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 191-24-2 10 330

a. Quantitation limits listed for soil/sediment are based on wet weight. The quantitation limits

calculated by the laboratory for soil/sediment, calculated on dry weight basis as required by the

contract, will be higher.

b. Medium Soil/Sediment Contract Required Quantitation Limits (CRQL) for SemiVolatile

TCL Compounds are 60 times the individual Low Soil/Sediment CRQL.
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ABSTRACT

This document constitutes the generic health and safety plan for the Environmental
Restoration Program (ERP). It addresses the health and safety requirements of the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA);
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 29 CFR 1910.120 standard; and EG&G
Idaho, Inc. This plan is a guide to individuals who must complete a health and safety plan for a
task performed for the ERP. It contains a task specific addendum that, when completed,
specifically addresses task specific health and safety issues. This health and safety plan reduces
the time it takes to write a task specific health and safety plan by providing discussions of
requirements, guidance on where specific information is located, and specific topics in the
Addendum that must be discussed at a task level. This format encourages a complete task
specific health and safety plan and a standard for all health and safety plans written for ERP.
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ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, and DEFINITIONS

ALARA As Low As Reasonably Achievable
ANSI American National Standards Institute
ARDC Administrative Record and Document Control
antic Anti-contamination

CA Compliance Assurance
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation, and Liability Act
CFA Central Facilities Area

CFR Code of Federal Regulations
COCA Consent Order and Compliance Agreement
CPR Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
DOE Department of Energy
DOE-ID Department of Energy - Idaho Operations Office of DOE
DOP Detailed Operating Procedure
DOT Department of Transportation
DRD Direct Reading Dosimeter
DRR Document Revision Request
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
ERP Environmental Restoration Program
FTL Field Team Leader

H&S Health and Safety
HAZMAT Hazardous Materials Response
HPT Health Physics Technician
HSO Health and Safety Officer
HW Hazardous Waste

lAG Interagency Agreement
IH Industrial Hygienist
INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
LEL Lower Explosive Limit
MSDS Material Safety Data Sheets
NEPA National Environmental Policy Act
NIOSH National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
NRTS National Reactor Testing Station
OMP Occupational Medical Program
OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration
PD Program Directive
PM Project Manager
PPE Personal Protective Equipment
QE Quality Engineer
QPP Quality Program Plan
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QAPjP Quality Assurance Project Plan
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RE Radiological Engineer
SAP Sampling and Analysis Plan
CBA Self-contained Breathing Apparatus
SE Safety Engineer
SOP Standard Operating Procedure
SSWP Special Safe Work Permit
SWIMS Solid Waste Information Management System
SWP Safe Work Permit
TLD Thermoluminescent Dosimeter
TRU Transuranic
USCG United States Coast Guard

Abbreviations:

NIOSH, 10/85---NIOSH/OSHA/_SCG/EPA Occupational Safety and Health Guidance Manual for
Hazardous Waste Site Activities, October 1985.

Definitions:

Action Limit--Any physical, chemical, or radiological limit set by a regulatory agency, EG&G
Idaho, Inc., or safety individual at the task site.

Area--A geographic subdivision of the INEL or a location outside the INEL dependent on the
INEL for logistical or administrative support (e.g., TAN, TRA, CFA, IF).

Facility--The minimum complete and usable unit of Real Property designed to contain an
organizational unit or operational function (e.g., building, central steam station).

Hazardous Material Response (HAZMAT) employee--Member of a group of employees,
designated by management, who is expected to perform work to handle and control actual or
potential leaks or spills of hazardous substances requiring possible close approach to the
substance. The HAZMAT Team performs responses to releases or potential releases of
hazardous substances for the purpose of control or stabilization of an incident. A HAZMAT
Team is not a fire brigade nor is a typical fire brigade a HAZMAT Team. A HAZMAT Team,
however, may be a separate componez:t of a fire brigade or fire department.

Task Site--Immediate working area where ERP task operations are being performed.
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J

Health and Safety Plan
for Operations Performed for the

Environmental Restoration Program

1. INTRODUCTION

This Health and Safety (H&S) Plan for operations performed for the EG&G Idaho, Inc.

Environmental Restoration Program (ERP) establishes the procedures and provides general

guidelines to minimize health and safety risks to the worker and public. This plan, in conjunction
with associated task specific information required by this plan, shall be used during selected

activities aimed at assessing and remediating past hazardous waste and/or hazardous substance
disposal at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).

This H&S Plan and the associated task specific addendum required by this plan shall be in

accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), 29 CFR 1910.120

standard governing hazardous waste operations. It has been prepared in recognition of and is
consistent with the .N!.OSH/OSHA/USCG/EPA Occupational Safety and Health Guidance Manual
for Hazardous Waste Site Activities, October 1985 (hereafter referenced as NIOSH, 10/85); the

EG&G Idaho Company Procedures Manual; the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual; and the EG&G

Idaho Radiological Controls Manual.

This H&S Plan shall be used when work is performed at ERP task investigation sites by

employees of EG&G Idaho, subcontractors to EG&G Idaho and employees of other firms, and

Department of Energy (DOE) Laboratories. Occasional visitors and oversight personnel [DOE, J
State of Idaho, and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) representatives] are subject to the j
requirements of Section 2.16 of this plan. I

1.1 H&S Plan Task Specific Addendum

This H&S Plan must address the many diverse conditions encountered for each task included
in the ERP investigations. Therefore, an addendum shall be written for each task that requires

an H&S Plan. The task addendum shall include any additions, omissions, or modifications to the

main body of this H&S Plan that can individualize this plan into a task specific plan. The task

specific plan need not repeat EG&G Idaho or ERP procedures for safety and health. However,
these procedures shall be referenced in the Addendum.

NOTE: If an existing document meets the intent of the task specific plan [e.g., Detailed

Operating Procedure (DOP)], it may be attached as the Addendum to this H&S Plan.

The following statement must then be included at the beginning of the task specific
addendum: "The information contained in this document contains all the elements
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required by the task specific addendum and therefore replaces the stated addendum."
If an existing document is used for the addendum, it does not have to be in the
specified format of the addendum. The task specific H&S Plan will be considered
complete when the H&S Plan task addendum is reviewed and approved per ERP
Program Directive (PD) 2.2.

Upon request, a copy of this generic H&S Plan and an electronic copy of the generic H&S
Plan task specific addendum may be obtained from the ERP Administrative Record and
Document Control Office (ARDC, 526-2650). At a minimum, the generic H&S Plan shall be
reviewed annually and revised as required; therefore the requester shall verify the revision
number of the generic H&S Plan with ARDC. The electronic copy of the task specific addendum
is provided as a guide in producing a task specific H&S Plan. Pertinent topics referencing the
main body of this H&S Plan are provided in the electronic copy of the blank H&S Plan task
specific addendum to aid the author in writing a complete task specific H&S Plan.

When the electronic guide is used to produce a task specific addendum, each topic must be
evaluated to determine how it applies to the specific task requiring the addendum. If the topic
does not apply to the subject task, "N/A" shall be written in that portion of the task specific
addendum. If additional information is required to make a complete task specific H&S Plan,
additional blank pages may be added at the end of the task specific addendum. All technical
information requested in the addendum must be obtained from knowledgeable individuals
associated with the specific task [e.g., monitoring equipment information should be obtained from
the task radiological engineer (RE) and/or industrial hygienist (IH)]. Once a task specific
addendum is completed in accordance with ERP PD 4.4 and reviewed and approved in
accordance with ERP PD 2.2, it shall be sent to ARDC, appended onto the generic H&S Plan
and processed. ARDC is responsible for maintaining the electronic copy and originals of the task
specific H&S Plans.

Any modifications to an approved task specific plan shall be implemented through a
Document Revision Request (DRR), as described in ERP PD 4.1. If the change is made in an
existing document used as a task specific plan but the document is not an ERP document, the
changes will be made in accordance with the directives of the program/facility responsible for the
document. Documentation of any changes made to documents external to ERP must be provided
to ARDC.

1.2 Site Description

INEL is a multipurpose laboratory originally established in 1949 by the U.S. Government,
under the direction of the Idaho Operations Office of the Department of Energy (DOE-ID).
The primary mission of INEL is to support the engineering and operations efforts of DOE and
other federal agencies in areas of nuclear safety research, reactor development, reactor operations
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and training, nuclear defense materials production, waste management and technology
development, and energy technology/conservation programs.

INEL, formerly the National Reactor Testing Station (NRTS), encompasses 890 square
miles and is located approximately 20 miles west of ldah_ Falls, Idaho (Figure 1-1). The United
States Atomic Energy Commission, now DOE, established the NRTS in 1949 as a site for building
and testing a variety of nuclear facilities. INEL has also been the storage facility of transuranic
(TRU) radionuclides and low-level radioactive wastes since 1952. DOE-ID has responsibility for
the INEL and designates authority to operate the INEL to government contractors. The primary
contractor for DOE-ID at INEL is EG&G Idaho, Inc. which provides managing and operating
services to the majority of INEL facilities. Other contractors who operate facilities at the INEL
but are not covered by this H&S Plan include Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company, Argonne
National Engineering Laboratory, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, and Rockwell Corporation.

Tasks being performed for the ERP are scattered throughout INEL, and detailed facility or
task site descriptions are too numerous to include in this generic portion of the H&S Plan.
Therefore, specific facility and/or task site descriptions shall be provided in the task specific
addendum.

1.3 Scope of Work

ERP supports the following objectives identified in Chapter 2 of the Management Plan for
the EG&G Idaho Environmental Restoration Program:

• Identify and remediate all past waste units presenting a potential threat to human
health or the environment.

• Comply with the Consent Order and Compliance Agreement (COCA), which will be
the integration document for INEL cleanup activities, by implementing the COCA
Action Plan. Comply with the Interagency Agreement (IAG) when approved by DOE,
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 10, and the State of Idaho.

• Comply with the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA) and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) as
established in an IAG among DOE-ID, EPA, and the State of Idaho.

• Support the DOE Environmental Restoration Program, as directed by DOE
Headquarters in Washington, D.C.

A detailed work scope shall be included in the task-specific addendum.
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Figure 1-1. Map of INEL showing location of the major facilities.
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Field activities conducted during investigations may result in an exposure to hazardous
and/or radioactive materials or wastes resulting from direct contact with contaminated soil, rock,
groundwater, airborne particulates, and vapors. Protecting task site personnel from occupational
health and safety hazards will be of major concern during the field activities. To this end, the
ERP has identified a number of subjects that will provide protection to personnel and the
environment. The following major subjects are addressed:

• Health and safety responsibilities
• Personnel training
• Medical surveillance program
• Hazard evaluation

• Levels of protection and use of personal protective equipment (PPE)
• Safe work practices
• Establishment of work zones, site entry, and security procedures
• Personnel and environmental monitoring and record keeping requirements
• Decontamination procedures
• Emergency procedures, equipment, and information.

Each subject is detailed in the following sections.
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2. HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES

Direct implementation of the H&S Plan is the responsibility of the Field Team Leader
(FTL). The FTL and/or Project Manager (PM) shall determine the task organizational structure

and expertise required to perform the task while minimizing any risks to personnel health and

safety. Expertise that may be required for the task includes but is not limited to industrial
hygiene, health physics, industrial safety, and essential technical skills. The FFL shall develop a

ta_k organizational chart that identifies all key personnel. Both lines of command and lines of

communication shall be identified by the task organizational chart (see Figure 2-1). The task

organizational chart shall be located in the addendum. A qualified person may act in dual

positions for a task [e.g., IH and health and safety officer (HSO)i. An HSO shall always be

identified for a task per the requirements of OSHA 1910.120. The following subsections outline

the responsibilities of the most common key personnel. If warranted by the requirements of the

task, additional specialized positions may be necessary.

2.1 Field Team Leader

The FTL, the individual overseeing task activities, has ultimate responsibility for the safe and
successful completion of task activities and for all phases of safety at the task site. If operations

have been halted due to a potentially hazardous health and safety issue, the FTL will confer with

the IH, HSO, RE, PM, health physics technician (HPT), safety engineer (SE), and facility

representative, as required by the situation, to provide a safe solution to the problem. In
addition, the FTL must remain responsive to health and safety issues raised by task operations

personnel.

The FFL will ensure an orientation meeting is conducted before the start of a task to review

and discuss operating procedures and the Task Specific H&S Plan (including any attachments)

with task operations personnel. If new team members arrive at the task site after initiation of the

task, the FI'L shall ensure this orientation is presented to them.

At the beginning of each work day, the FTL (or alternate) will meet with task operations

personnel to discuss the day's activities and address any health and safety issues that may have

arisen or potentially could arise that day.

The FTL will ensure that all task operations personnel have received the appropriate

training as required by Section 3 of this H&S Plan and that records of training for ERP personnel

(including a copy of the signed Health and Safety Certification form as shown in the addendum)

are submitted to the Training and Emergency Action Unit of the Waste Management Operations

Support Group.
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Additional responsibilities of the FTL include:

• Halting or modifying any task and/or evacuating the task site if work conditions are

considered unsafe. This decision will he made after consulting with the HSO, IH, SE,

and/or RE, as appropriate

• Reporting any accident, illness, or safety.related occurrence in accordance with
Section 3 of the EG&G Idaho Safety Man.ua!.

• Notifying the facility representative (if applicable) of any modifications or suspension of
the task

• Ensuring that an interface exists with the analytical laboratories regarding any analyses
of personnel monitoring and/or ambient air samples and provisions are made with the

laboratory for a 24 to 48-hour turnaround for analysis in the event of an exposure

suspected of being above an action level.

• Ensuring that all task site personnel understand and comply with all safety requirements

• Initiating corrective action for observed safety violations

• Ensuring that safety training is implemented as described in this plan (Section 3).

An FTL not at the task site must appoint an appropriate alternate to act as FTL. This
change must he communicated to the facility representative, when necessary, and recorded in the

FTL logbook. Appropriate alternates shall be listed in the task specific addendum.

2.2 Health and Safety Officer

The HSO is responsible for ensuring compliance with and the execution of the health and

safety procedures described in this plan and the associated task specific addendum. The HSO will

be supported by those personnel necessary to effectively implement the task specific H&S Plan

and verify compliance (e.g., SE, IH, HPT, RE, and facility representative).

Responsibilities of the HSO include:

• Ensuring that all necessary safety equipment is located on or near the task site and

properly maintained and calibrated by the appropriate personnel.

• Observing task site activities and reporting any deviations from the H&S Plan to the
FFL
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• Initiating contact with the INEL emergency response agencies (security, fire, medical)
at the beginning of the task, ensuring personnel and environmental monitoring
requirements are established by the IH and RE (Section 9), and testing the emergency
phone numbers to ensure accuracy.

2.3 Industrial Hygienist

The IH is the primary source of information regarding health issues at the task site. The IH
is responsible for operations and maintenance of all monitoring equipment with the exception of
radiological equipment and will maintain a daily logbook of monitoring activities. The IH will
conduct task site health hazard assessments and advise the FrL on adequate health protection for
task operations personnel. The IH will advise the FTL on changes to monitoring or PPE
requirements throughout task activities and on any conditions necessitating task site evacuation
and permitting personnel reentry to the task site.

The IH is responsible for designing a practical monitoring program to determine worker
exposures to hazardous substances. The IH will also log results from field samples and
observations.

NOTE: Much uncertainty is involved as to the chemical hazards that may be encountered. Not
everything can be monitored, and professional judgment must be exercised at all times.

The IH shall aid the FTL in identifying employees experiencing adverse health effects that
may have resulted from exposure to hazardous substances and environments and identifying such
workers to the Occupational Medical Program (OMP).

2.4 Health Physics Technician

The HPT is the primary source of information and guidance with regards to radiological
hazards. The HPT will be present at the task site before operations begin and at any point
during task operations when a radiological hazard to operations personnel may exist or is
anticipated.

Responsibilities of the HPT include:

• Ensuring radiological equipment is calibrated and functioning properly

• Radiological surveying of the task site, equipment (before and after dccontamination),
and samples

• Collecting and analyzing smears
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• Providing guidance and monitoring decontamination of equipment (radiological
contaminants)

• Providing the FTL, OMP, and RE with radiologieal monitoring information as
requested

• Immediately notifying the FTL of any radiological occurrence that must be reported as
directed by the EG&G Idaho .Safety Manual, Section 3, Appendix II.

• Accompanying victim to the nearest INEL Medical Facility for evaluation if significant
radiological contamination occurs. I

2.5 Radiologlcal Engineer

The RE is the primary source of information and guidance for radiological controls imposed
on a task. The RE will make recommendations to minimize health and safety risks of task
operations personnel if a radiological hazard exists or occurs at a task site.

The responsibilities of the RE include:

• Performing radiation exposure estimates using information provided by cognizant
engineers, area HPTs, history of past work evaluations, bioassays, FTLs, etc.

• Identifying the type(s) of radiologicai monitoring equipment necessary to maintain safe
working conditions for task operations personnel

• Attending pre-job briefings if required by the FTL

° Advising FFL and HPT of changes in monitoring or PPE and task site evacuation and
reentry.

2.6 Administrative Record and Document Control Office

The ARDC is responsible for organizing and maintaining data and reports (safety, sampling,
and operations) generated by ERP investigations. ARDC maintains a supply of all controlled
documents and provides a documented checkout system for the control and release of controlled
documents, reports, and records. A copy of the H&S Plan and the associated electronic copy of
the task specific addendum are available upon request by calling 526-2650.
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I 2.7 Occupational Medical Program

The OMP is mandated by DOE 5480.8 and uses the sciences related to preventive medicine
and environmental health to determine the effects of environmental stress on human health or
disease.

The OMP has responsibilities in the following areas:

• Review and comment on INEL emergency plans and operations

• Provide diagnosis, medical opinion, and treatment for INEL employees with
occupational or nonoccupational illness or injuries

• Assist in the documentation and investigation of work-related illnesses or injuries

• Provide medical opinion whenever there is doubt by the FIT,, advisors, or employee of
the ability of the employee to perform assigned work or work being considered for
assignment

• Plan and provide emergency medical care in support of individuals and Area emergency
actions

• Maintain and operate a radiation and chemical decontamination facility at Central
Facilities Area (CFA)

° Provide medical surveillance of workers who are identified by an IH as having been or
are likely to be exposed over action levels to specific hazardous environments or
substances.

I 2.8 Facility Representative

The facility representative serves as the Area Landlord representative and is responsible for
the safety of personnel and safe completion of all project activities conducted within his/her Area.
Therefore, the facility representative will be kept informed of all activities performed in the Area.
Where applicable, the facility representative and FTL shall agree upon a schedule for reporting
task progress and plans for work. The facility representative will serve as advisor to task
operations personnel with regard to the Area operations when the task is performed in his/her
Area.
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2.9 ERP Group Manager I

The ERP Group Manager is responsible for investigation and remediation activities
performed by ERP. This manager provides technical coordination and interfaces with the
DOE-ID Environmental Support Office. The ERP Group Manager ensures that all activities are
conducted in accordance with DOE, EPA, and State of Idaho requirements and agreements;
monitors and approves program budgets and schedules; ensures the availability of necessary
personnel, equipment, subcontractors, and services; and provides direction for the development of
tasks, evaluation of findings, development of conclusions and recommendations, and production of
reports. The ERP Group Manager has primary responsibility for the technical quality of all
projects and safety of personnel. I

2.10 Project Manager I

The PM has the responsibility for ensuring that all tasks conducted during the project are in
compliance with the Management Plan for the EG&G Idaho Environmental Restoration Program
and all applicable OSHA, EPA, DOE, Department of Transportation (DOT), and State of Idaho
requirements. The PM is responsible for ensuring tasks comply with the ERP Quality Program
Plan (QPP) (QPP-149), Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPjP), H&S Plan, PDs, and Sampling
and Analysis Plans (SAPs) of ERP. The PM coordinates all field, laboratory, and modeling
activities.

2.11 Facility Manager I

The Facility Manager is responsible for managing all aspects of the Area in his charge. The
Facility Manager must be cognizant of work being conducted in the Area.

2.12 Environmental Hazardous Waste Engineer I

The Environmental Hazardous Waste (HW) Engineer oversees, monitors, and advises
EG&G Idaho organizations performing field activities at the INEL. Responsibilities include
ensuring compliance with DOE Orders, EPA regulations, and other regulations concerning effects
of activities on the environment. Additional responsibilities of the HW Engineer include:

• Acting as advisor for environmental concerns associated with ERP task activities
• Maintaining a library of applicable environmental information
• Disseminating applicable environmental information where/when needed.
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I 2.13 Safety Engineer

The SE offers guidance on all safety issues arising at the task site, observes tasks and advises
the FFL on required safety equipment necessary to promote a safe work environment, advises
FTL and HSO about safety concerns arising during task operations, and recommends solutions to
any concerns.

I 2.14 Quality Engineer

The Quality Engineer (QE) provides guidance on task site quality issues when requested.
The QE observes task site activities and verifies that task operations comply with quality
requirements pertaining to these activities. The QE identifies activities that do not or have the
potential for not complying with quality requirements and suggests corrective actions for such
activities.

I 2.15 Task Operations Personnel

All task operations personnel, including EG&G and subcontractor personnel, are responsible
for understanding and complying with requirements of the task specific H&S Plan. Task
operations personnel will be briefed by the FTL before starting each day's activities. They should
identify and discuss potentially unsafe task site activities or conditions with the FI'L for corrective
action. If unsafe conditions develop, task operations personnel are authorized to halt work and
notify the FTL of the unsafe condition.

I 2.16 Oversight Personnel and Visitors

Oversight personnel (i.e., DOE-ID, EPA, and State of Idaho representative) and visitors
shall be considered "workers on site only occasionally." To minimize risks that may result from
task site activities, "workers on site only occasionally" must have official business and notify the
FTL before entering the task site. All "workers on site only occasionally" shall follow the
requirements of OSHA 1910.120(d)(3)(ii) which states:

Workers on site only occasionally for a specific limited task (such as, but not limited to,
groundwater monitoring, land surveying, or geo-physical surveying) and who are
unlikely to be exposed over permissible exposure limits and published exposure limits
shall receive a minimum of 24 hours of instruction off the site, and the minimum of

one day actual field experience under the direct supervision of a trained, experienced
supervisor.

If these individuals meet the requirements stated above, they may not proceed beyond the
support zone without receiving a safety briefing and wearing the appropriate protective
equipment.
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3. PERSONNEL TRAINING
i

Task operations personnel classified by the PM and/or FTL as hazardous material workers

shall receive hazardous material worker training as specified by OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120 and the

EG&G Idaho Safety Manual, Section 8. Specific training requirements for each hazardous
material worker may vary depending on the hazards associated with the job assignment (e.g.,

noise, radiation). All hazardous material workers must obtain OSHA Hazardous Waste Operator

training. Additional training to be considered for hazardous material workers includes but is not
limited to:

• Respirator Fit Test Qualification
• Radiation Worker

• Hearing Conservation.

In addition to the above mentioned training, at least one worker with Medic 1st

[Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and First Aid] training :_hali be present at the task site

when task operations personnel are present. Managers of hazardous material workers (e.g., PM,
FTL) shall obtain Hazardous Waste Worker Supervisor Training. Additional safety training
courses may be required as dictated by the job assignment. Section 8 of the EG&G Idaho Safety

Manual contains course numbers and descriptions for all EG&G safety training courses.

Employees who attend training classes requiring an annual refresher course must attend the

annual courses for as long as they remain active hazardous material workers. Proof of completion

of all required training courses by employees and visitors must be provided to the Training and

Emergency Action Unit of the Waste Management Operations Support Group. ERP personnel

can also obtain information regarding ERP personnel training records (e.g., due dates of refresher

courses) from the Training and Emergency Action Unit of the Waste Management Operations

Support Group.

The FTL will ensure that all task operations personnel und,zrstand the specific site hazards

associated with each task at the daily briefings. Each FTL will also design and ensure

i implementation of a task specific training orientation to inform task operations personnel about

I the unique hazards or procedures, task specific H&$ Plan, DOPs, etc. associated with the task at

hand. Table 3-1 summarizes the above mentioned training requirements.

The following outline shall be used as a guideline for training and orientation before the

start of a task. Personnel working at the task site shall be informed of the information listed in

this outline, as applicable to the specific task.
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Table 3-1. Training topics for ERP hazardous material workers,a

Task

Personnel job operations Field
Training topicb description personnel managers

OSHA hazardous waste Cleanup or operations of R R
operator hazardous waste sites

Respirator Fit Test Work area requires use of R R
Qualification respirator

Radiation Worker Level of radiation exposure R R
determines training category

Medic 1st First Aid, CPR R* O

Personal Protective Required to wear Chemical R R
Clothing and Equipment and/or Radiological

Site Specific Hazards Encounters task specific R Develop
(FTL develops this potential hazards
training)

Decontamination Chemical and/or R R
Radiologicai Procedures

Hearing Conservation IH determines exposure to R t
noise above 8-hour

time-weighted average of
85 decibels

Emergency Training Knowledge of Area drills, R R
rescue, response,
information

R: Required
O: Optional
*: At least one worker with Medic 1st Training shall be at task site when task

operations personnel are present.

a. Additional training may be required for each task or individual and should
be listed in the addendum.

b. These training topics include both the initial and refresher training
(See EG&G Idaho Safety Manual, Section 8 for specific safety training course
descriptions and numbers).
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A. WORK PLAN (SAP, Test Plan, etc.)

B. HEALTH AND SAFETY ITEMS

1. Personnel responsibilities

2. Medical program

3. Task site work zones

4. Vehicle operation and parking

5. Task site air and radiological monitoring

a. Monitoring equipment (task site and personal)
b. Calibration

c. Maintenance and decontamination procedures

6. Potential hazardous contaminants and chemical hazards (toxicity and symptoms) present
at the task site

7. Potential radiological contaminants

8. Task Specific Hazard Communication (in addition to the General Hazard I
Communication) training I

a. Inventory of hazardous agents
b. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs)
c. Container labeling
d. Informing visitors
e. Contractor inventory and MSDSs !

9. Contingency plans and responses

a. Spill control
b. Work stoppage

10. Use of field equipment and supplies

a. Drilling equipment
b. Work tools

c. Sampling equipment
d. Decontamination of equipment and supplies
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B. HEALTH AND SAFETY ITEMS (continued)

11. Task site control and security

12. Buddy system and hand signals

13. Work limitations

a. Weather

b. Fatigue
c. Heat stress
d. Cold stress
e. Hours of work
f. Illumination

g. Lightning

C. PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING

1. General

2. Availability

3. Level D PPE and clothing, as defined by OSHA, including limitations of protection

a. Work clothing
b. Eye protection
c. Foot protection
d. Head protection
e. Hearing protection

4. Level C PPE and clothing, as defined by OSHA, including limitations of protection

a. Respiratory protection
b. Work clothing
c. Eye protection
d. Foot protection
e. Head protection
f. Hearing protection
g. Skin/hand protection
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C. PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING (continued)

5. Level B PPE and clothing, as defined by OSHA, including limitations of protection

a. Air supplied hood or self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA)
b. Disposable, chemically resistant coveralls
c. Anti-contamination (anti-c) clothing as recommended by the RE
d. Chemically resistant safety shoes with steel toe
e. Chemically resistant shoe covers
f. Hard hat

g. Inner and outer chemically resistant gloves
h. Hearing protection, as required by IH

6. Level A PPE and clothing, as defined by OSHA, including limitations of protection

a. SCBA

b. Fully encapsulating, chemically resistant suit
c. Additional anti-c clothing, as recommended by the RE
d. Chemically resistant safety shoes with steel toe
e. Chemically resistant shoe covers
f. Hard hat

g. Inner chemically resistant gloves
h. Hearing protection, as required by IH

7. Zone I anti-c clothing minimum requirements

a. One pair cloth anti-c coveralls (or disposable) (as required by HPT)
b. One yellow cloth hood (or disposable) I
c. Two pair shoe covers I
d. One pair latex gloves and cloth glove liners I

8. Zone II anti-c clothing minimum requirements

a. One pair yellow cloth anti-c coveralls (or disposable)
b. One yellow cloth hood (or disposable)
c. Three pairs shoe covers (two pairs must be vinyl)
d. One pair latex gloves and cloth glove liners
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C. PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING (continued)

9. Zone III anti-c clothing minimum requirements

[ a. One pair yellow cloth anti-c coveralls and head cover (hood)
b. One pair disposable anti-c coveralls (or plastic anti-c suit) with disposable hood
c. Three pairs shoe covers (two pairs must be vinyl)
d. Two pairs gloves and cloth glove liners
e. Respiratory protection commensurate with the contamination levels

10. Decontamination procedures

a. Chemical contaminants

b. Radiological contaminants
c. Mixed contaminants

D. EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE

1. Availability of emergency services and location of telephone and telephone numbers,
MSDSs, and other emergency information

2. Transportation of emergency cases and accompanying medical monitoring procedures

3. Emergency assistance and review of hand and audible signals

E. SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS DURING TASK SPECIFIC OPERATIONS

1. Most dangerous times

2. Most dangerous conditions

3. Specific task checklist.

In addition, the FTL will conduct safety briefings (a) at the beginning of each shift, (b)
whenever new personnel arrive at the task site, and (c) as significant changes to task site or work
conditions occur.
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4. MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM

Employees identified as hazardous waste workers as defined by OSHA (29 CFR 1910.120)

require medical surveillance examinations prior to beginning duties, annually, and at the
termination of hazardous waste duties (if they have not had such an examination within a year).

This includes (a) employees who are or who may be exposed to hazardous substances at or above
established permissible exposure limits, without regard to respirator use, for 30 or more days per

year; (b) those who wear a respirator for 30 or more days per year; and (c) all HAZMAT
employees. In addition, employees who must use a respiratc, r in their job or are required to take

training to use a respirator to perform their duties under this plan must be medically evaluated for

respirator use at least annually.

The OMP is responsible for evaluating the physical ability of a worker to perform the task

assigned. The OMP provides medical clearance to the worker for the work to be performed.

The OMP may impose restrictions on the employee by limiting the amount or type of work

performed. The PM (or the IH and/or HP with the apprcwal of PM) must prcwidc the job related

background information listed below to the OMP for each hazardous material worker. This
information must be submitted to the OMP before work begins and annually, one month before

birth date of the employee to maintain hazardous waste/hazardous material worker medical

clearance. It may be submitted on EG&G Form 3044, "Hazardous Material Worker Job Related

Background Information;" EG&G Form 735, "Industrial Hygiene Identification Of An Employee

For A Medical Surveillance Program To OMP;" or by other means acceptable to the OMP.

• Medical history and physical examinaticm

- Preemploymcnt medical cxaminatic_n, for full-time employees

- Current comprehensive medical examinations, for full-time empl¢_yccs, in an INEL

medical facility

Records and reports from employees' private physicians, as required by the Site

Occupational Medical Director

Medical evaluation by OMP on return to work following an absence in excess of
one work week (40 consecutive work hours) resulting from illness or injury

- Medical evaluation in the evc,,L a supervisor questions the physical condition of an

employee

i
- Medical evaluation in the event the employee questions his/her physical condition

• Job related background information (Form EG&G-3044)
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- What type of job does the individual perform?

- When was the individual first exposed to hazardous substances or working in an
environment with potential hazardous exposure at the INEL?

- Relevant environmental monitoring (IH and HPT) data including sample dates
and places (if the employee has been exposed to substances or physical agents
above an action level)

- How and when was/will the employee (be) trained in PPE including respirators?

- What type of respiratory protective device is to be used?

- How many days per month is respiratory protection to be used?

- How long is this work to continue?

The above information and examinations are used to determine the following for each
employee:

• Ability to perform routine occupational tasks
• Work in protective equipment and/or heat stress environments
• Use of respiratory protection
• Need to be entered into additional specific medical surveillance examination programs.

Employees are cleared as hazardous material workers with or without specific restrictions relating
to heat stress, certain job tasks, and/or use of respirators. If the OMP does not have sufficient
information at the time of request for clearance for respirator training, the supervisor is notified
and clearance is withheld until the needed information is provided and any necessary additional
examination or testing is completed.

Results of the following tests shall be made available to the OMP when any abnormal
exposure is noted or a radiological contamination incident occurs:

• Whole body count (baseline, annual, and on actual or suspected radiological
contamination incident)

• Bioassay (baseline, as required to assess internal radiation dose, and on actual or
suspected radiological contamination incident).

Subcontractors are responsible for being in compliance with health and safety requirements
as stated in 29 CFR 1910.120. All medical data collected pursuant to hazardous material worker
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qualification of a subcontractor worker shall be made available to the OMP. Background
information about the subcontractor worker will assist the OMP in assessing the medical ability of
the subcontractor worker to work should doubt arise during task operations. This information is
also required fi'om the subcontractor in order for the OMP to clear the subcontractor worker as a ]
hazardous material worker. Subcontractor past radiation exposure history shall be submitted to I
the Operational Dosimetry Unit of EG&G Idaho (Section 3.5 of Chapter 2 in the Radiological I
Controls Manual). I

It is the policy of the OMP to examine all workers, including subcontractors, when they are I
injured on the job or there is reason to believe that they have been exposed, over an action level, I
to toxic substances or physical agents. I

I
Before initiation of any task where a chemical/radiological hazard exists, the appropriate

medical facility will be notified of the start of the task, anticipated schedules, and task site
locations by the HSO. In addition, the OMP shall be supplied with an inventory of the known
hazardous constituents located at the task sites.

In the event of an IH and/or RE documented exposure to a hazardous substance or physical
agent over an action level, the worker(s) shall be transported to the nearest medical facility for
evaluation. Further medical evaluation will be in accordance with the symptoms, specific hazard
involved, exposure level, medical surveillance requirements, current health and safety directives,
and sound medical practices.

The following information shall be provided to the OMP:

• Name, job title, work location, supervisor's name, and supervisor's phone number

° Substances/physical agents (e.g., noise) involved

° Date the employee was first exposed to the substance/physical agent on this task

° Monitoring data including locations of samples and dates samples were taken, if
exposed over action level

° PPE in use during this task

• Number of days per month PPE has been in use

• How long this employee will be exposed to the substance or physical agent

° Training the employee has received in the use of PPE

° Type of respirator, if any, being used.
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5. HAZARD EVALUATION

Personnel may be exposed to a variety of substances and physical agents while working at
the task site. Exposures may be a result of contacting materials stored, handled, or disposed;
equipment being used; weather conditions or time of day; environmental surroundings; and/or task
specific working conditions. The FTL should asterisk all suspected hazardous materials pertinent
to the task on the list provided in the task specific addendum. Any additional stress agents should
also be listed in the task specific addendum. A job hazard analysis using EG&G Idaho_Company
Procedure, Number 11.9 shall be used as appropriate to perform portions of the task site hazard
evaluation. All personnel working at a task site should be aware of existing hazards.

The following sections provide general information on the types of potential exposures that
may be encountered while working at task sites.

5.1 Chemical Agents

Exposure to chemical agents may result when personnel come in contact with gaseous,
liquid, or solid materials encountered at the investigation sites. Personnel shall make every effort
to avoid direct contact with disposed or hazardous materials. Task operations personnel may be
exposed to contamination through inhalation, ingestion, absorption (skin/eye), and injection
(puncture wound).

• Inhalation of hazardous materials can occur due to lack or improper use of respiratory
equipment, malfunctioning monitoring equipment, presence of undetected chemicals, or
chemicals in quantities greater than the respiratory equipment protection limits.

• Digestive system may be affected by hazardous substances when workers do not
practice good personal hygiene habits (e.g., washing hands thoroughly after completion
of work and before smoking, eating, drinking, and chewing gum or tobacco). Inhaling
or swallowing airborne hazardous substances may also produce adverse effects to the
digestive system.

• Skin absorption of solid, liquid, or gaseous hazardous substances can occur through cuts
or abrasions. Skin absorption can occur when a worker does not wear proper
protective clothing or when a breach of protective clothing has occurred.

• Eye irritation may develop from solid, liquid, gaseous contaminants. This irritation may
occur when a worker does not wear proper eye protection or when unwashed hands
come in contact with the eyes.

• Hazardous substances may be injected into the body through puncture wounds
occurring from contaminated equipment with sharp edges or protrusions.
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5.2 Fire and Explosion

I Explosions and fires may occur as a result of activities such as moving drums, accidentally
mixing incompatible chemicals, introducing an ignition source into an explosive or flammable
environment, or refueling equipment. Intense heat, open flame, smoke inhalation, flying objects,
and the release of toxic chemicals into the environment can result.

5.3 Oxygen Deficiency

Oxygen deficiency can result from the displacement of oxygen by another gas or the
consumption of oxygen by a chemical reaction. Confined spaces or low-lying areas such as pits or
trenches are particularly susceptible to oxygen deficiency. The EG&G Idaho Safety Manual,
Section 20 Appendix A and the EG&G Idaho Company Procedures Manual, Number 11.3, should
be reviewed by those working in a confined space.

5.4 Radlological Hazards

The potential exists for radiation exposure and radiological contamination to task operations
personnel. Contamination is the presence of uncontained radioactive material on any object or
surface or in the atmosphere, especially where the presence of radioactive material may be
harmful or could be spread if disturbed by an outside agent.

I
Types of contamination are discussed below.

• Loose contamination is easily spread to adjacent areas and can be ingested or inhaled.

• Fixed contamination is the presence of uncontained radioactive material on surfaces
which cannot be easily removed by normal decontamination techniques.

• Airborne contamination is normally in particulate form and is of concern because it can
be ingested or inhaled. When inhaled, airborne particulate can deposit in the lungs

[ and diffuse to other parts of the anatomy causing an internal exposure hazard
(respiratory protection must be worn when entering an airborne contamination area.)

Contamination may enter the body through

• Absorption
• Injection
• Ingestion
• Inhalation.
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Radiation is energy emitted from a source that travels in electromagnetic waves or very small
particles at various speeds or energies. Ionizing radiation is energy emitted from an unstable
atom in the form of particles (alpha, beta, neutron) and/or electromagnetic wave or photons
(gamma and x-ray) which has enough energy to interact with ot aer atoms and change their
charge. Personnel may be irradiated without contamination but cannot be contaminated without
being irradiated.

5.5 Biological Hazards

Waste from research facilities, garbage, and animal feces may contain disease-causing
organisms. If these agents are present, they could infect task operations personnel and be
dispersed in the environment by water and wind. It is recommended (not required) that
operations personnel be immunized against tetanus bacteria, which live in the soil, to minimize
the effects of possible exposure.

Encounters with wildlife may be possible at the task site. Snakes, insects, and other animals
can and will bite if disturbed and avoidance is the best solution. Prompt first aid should be
performed if this type of injury occurs.

' 5.6 Industrial Safety Hazards

Numerous unsafe conditions or actions may be encountered. These may include:

• Existing objects and terrain
• Elevated work areas

• Lifting heavy objects
• Moving machinery and falling objects
° Personal protective equipment
• Task related equipment J
• Excavation, trenching, and shoring. [

Task operations personnel should look for potcntial hazards and immediately inform the
PTL of those hazards so that action can be taken to minimize injury due to an unsafe condition
or action.

5.6.1 ExistingObjects or Terrain

Existing obiects and terrain can present safety hazards such as:

° Holes and ditches

• Precariously positioned objects (e.g., drums or boards that may fall)
• Sharp objects (e.g., nails, metal shards, and broken glass)
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• Slippery surfaces
• Overhead power lines
• Steep grades
• Uneven terrain

• Unstable surfaces (e.g., walls that may collapse or flooring that may give way)
• Ladders/stairs.

Additional safety hazards introduced by the task should be listed in the task specific addendum.

5.6.2 Elevated Work Areas

During the course of task activities, personnel may be required to work on elevated
equipment. When such work must be performed, the provisions stated in Section 16 of the
EG&G Idaho .Safety Manua! shall be followed. In addition, personnel required to work under
these conditions shall be trained on the use of elevated equipment.

5.6.3 Lifting Heavy Objects

Operations personnel may risk injury by lifting heavy objects. All operations personnel
should be trained in the proper method of lifting heavy equipment and cautioned against lifting
objects that are too heavy. Mechanical and hydraulic assists will be used whenever possible to
minimize lifting dangers.

i

5.6.4 Moving Machinery and Falling Objects

Task operations personnel may be subject to lacerations and contusions (cuts and bruises)
when activity involves contact with moving machinery and falling objects. Injury can be minimized
by wearing protective clothing, hard hats, steel-toed boots, and using mechanical assists whenever
possible. Loose clothing or neck chains for security badges should not be worn and hair should
be secured when personnel work around equipment with moving parts or any other potentially
hazardous piece of equipment. All moving and rotating machinery must be properly guarded and
guarding must remain in place.

5.6.5 Personal Protective Equipment

Wearing PPE may reduce a worker's ability to move freely, see clearly, and hear directions
and noise that might indicate a hazard. Also, PPE can increase the risk of heat stress. Personnel
must adjust their work activities to accommodate limitations.
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5.6.6 Task Related Equipment

Hazardous equipment and/or situations not mentioned above shall be listed in the task

specific addendum. The FFL shall make all personnel aware of possible dangers associated with

use of hazardous equipment and/or situations.

5.6.7 Excavation, Trenching, and Shoring

Work at hazardous waste sites may involve excavations for purposes of positioning

equipment, removal of contaminated soils, removal of underground tanks, or retrieval of
containers such as drums, piping systems, or other buried materials. Tasks which involve work in

any excavation present serious potential hazards to personnel; personnel protective systems,
barricades, signs, and daily inspections are some of the safeguards required for excavation work.

For more detail, see the OSHA requirements outlined in 29 CFR 1926, Subpart P - Excavations.

In addition, EG&G Idaho Safety Manual Section 20.0, Appendix B, contains additional

requirements which may be more restrictive than those of the OSHA standard.

5.7 Electrical Hazards
I

Overhead power lines, downed electrical wires, and buried cables all pose the danger of
shock or electrocution of workers. Electrical equipment may also pose a hazard to workers.

Careful observation for overhead electrical hazards will be performed by operating personnel

before raising masts on drill rigs or using cranes. Underground utility clearances must be obtained

before drilling or excavating operations by contacting Telecommunications (526-1591/526-2512).

The EG&G Idaho Safety Manual, Supplement 2.2 "Safe Work Permits (SWPs)/Special Safe Work

Permits (SSWPs)," and Section 10, "Electrical Safety," shall be followed for all work performed
near overhead electric lines and electrical work.

5.8 Heat Stress

Workers may be required to wear protective clothing that could prevent the body from

cooling naturally, thus causing a rise in body temperature. High body temperatures can result in

heat fatigue, physical discomfort, and death. The IH must inform the FFL of signs and symptoms
of heat stress to preserve safe work conditions at the task site. Work scheduled for summer

months is subject to higher ambient temperatures than in winter. Radiant heat can create a

hazard in the summer. EG&G Idaho Company Procedures Manual, Number 11.10 discusses the
hazards of heat stress.
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5.9 Cold Exposure

Exposure to low temperatures may be a factor if work is done in the evening hours, if winds
are high, if unpredictable weather moves in, and in the winter months (e.g., at 50°F, with a 25
mph wind, the equivalent chill temperature is 32*F). EG&G Idaho Company Procedures
Manual, Number 11.10 discusses the hazards of cold stress.

5.10 Noise

Task operations personnel may be exposed to high levels of noise generated by heavy
equipment and other sources.

5.11 Decontamination

The chemical and radiological decontamination processes for tools, equipment, clothing, and
personnel to remove contaminant generated by the task site activities have the potential for
spreading contamination and increasing the exposure to personnel if care is not exercised when
decontamination activities are taking place. High pressure hot water and steam used in the
process can present a hazard if blasts of either agent rebound into the face or onto the body. In
addition, airborne contaminants may result from this process. Decontamination procedures shall
be followed and appropriate personal protectior, shall be used during decontamination activities.
Good housekeeping measures will be followed, so that decontamination liquids do not present a
hazard.

5.12 Work Stress

Hazardous activities that rely on a high degree of personal alertness shall be performed
under controlled conditions of job performance as outlined in Section 20 of the EG&G Idaho
Safety Manual. The FTL assumes responsibility of good judgment in the assignment of personnel
fatigued by excessive hours of work in psychologically and possibly physiologically stressful
environments.
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6. LEVELS OF PROTECTION AND PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT

Selection of PPE is based on the recommendations contained in NIOSH, 10/85. Each work
location will be evaluated for potentially hazardous contaminants by the SE, IH, and HPT before
entry. Due to the types of known contaminants and the likelihood of unknown contaminants
being present, several recommended levels of PPE are described in this section. The levels are
Level A, Level B, Level C, and Level D. Radiological control levels include Zone I, Zone II, and
Zone III. The required level for PPE will depend on the IH and RE task site hazard assessment,
physical conditions, and monitoring data. The level of PPE used at the task site shall be specified
by the IH and RE. Changes in PPE level shall be documented in the FTL logbook.

Without compromising the protection from chemical and radiological exposure, and
considering the comfort of the workers, Level B and Level C clothing may be modified as stated
in Chapter 8 of the referenced NIOSH, 10/85. That decision will be made by the IH and HPT
and documented by the FH., in the task specific addendum.

6.1 Respiratory Protection

All personnel shall wear only those respirators for which they have been trained and
acceptably fit-tested. Respirators shall be used under the recommendation of the IH and HPT.
Also, guidelines for respirator use, emergency use, storage, cleaning, and maintenance, as stated in
EG&G Idaho Company Procedures Manual, Number 11.1, shall be followed.

!qspection procedure performed before respiratorsare used:

• Check to ensure that bag containing respirator is intact and that expiration date
stamped on bag has not expired.

° Check to make sure respirator is clean.

• Look for breaks or tears in the headband material. Stretch the bands to ensure

sufficient elasticity.

• Ensure that all headbands, fasteners, and adjusters are in place and not bent.

• Check the facepiece for dirt, cracks, tears, or holes. Ensure that the rubber is flexible,
not stiff.

• Check the shape of the facepiece for possible distortion that may occur if the respirator
is not properly stored.
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• Check the exhalation valve located near the chin between the cartridge holders by:

- Unsnapping the cover,

- Lifting the flexible rubber valve and the valve seat to check for cracks, tears, dirt,
and distortion, and,

- After replacing the cover, ensuring that it spins freely.

• Check both inhalation valves located under the respirator cartridges for the same items
listed above.

• Check the cartridge holders to ensure that they are clean, necessary gaskets are in
place, threads are not worn, and there are no cracks or other visible signs of damage
and ensure that they are the correct type of cartridge required for the job.

• Check cartridges (especially the threaded portions) for dents or other damage.

6.2 Level D Personal Protective Equipment

Personnel working inside the task site and wearing Level D PPE shall wear, as appropriate:

• Safety glasses (see Section 16 of EG&G Idaho Safety Manual)

• Safety shoes as described in Supplement 16.4 of the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual

• Hard hat (see Section 16 of the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual)

° Hearing protection as required in the EG&G Idaho Company Procedures .Manua.!,
Number 11.7.

6.3 Level C Personal Protective Equipment

Personnel working inside the task site and wearing Level C PPE shall wear, as appropriate:

• Full-face or half-face air-purifying respirator (with appropriate filters and eye
protection) as required by INEL Health Physics and the IH.

NOTE: The use of half-face respirators is not permitted in a radiological environment
without authorization of the program/facility manager in consultation with a
radiological engineer per EG&G Idaho Company Procedures Manual,
Number 11.1.
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• Disposable chemical-resistant coveralls

i
• Anti-c clothing as recommended by RE if radiological hazards exist (see Section 6.6

below)

• Safety shoes as described in Supplement 16.4 of the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual

• Chemically resistant shoe covers

• Hard hat (see Section 16 of the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual)

• Inner chemically resistant gloves

• Outer chemically resistant gloves

• Hearing protection as required in the EG&G Idaho Company Procedures Manual,
Number 11.7

• Eye protection as required by SE (see Section 16 of the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual)

• Emergency egress respirator.

6.4 Level B Personal Protective Equipment

Level B is the same as Level C except the respiratory protection is upgraded to air supplied
hood or SCBA. Personnel working inside the task site with designated Level B PPEs shall wear,
as appropriate:

• Air supplied hood or SCBA

• Emergency egress respirator

• Disposable chemically resistant coveralls

• Anti-c clothing as recommended by the RE if radiological hazards exist (see Section 6.6
below)

• Safety shoes as described in Supplement 16.4 of the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual

• Chemically resistant shoe covers

• Hard hat (see Section 16 of the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual)
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• Inner chemically resistant gloves

• Outer chemically resistant gloves

• Hearing protection as required in the EG&G Idaho Company Procedures Manual,
Number 11.7.

6.5 Level A Personal Protective Equipment

In rare circumstances, it may be necessary for operating personnel to wear Level A PPE.
Level A has the same maximum respiratory protection as Level B; however, the highest available
skin and eye protection are required for Level A. All personnel required to wear Level A PPE
should include, as appropriate:

• SCBA

• Escape SCBA

• Fully encapsulating, chemically resistant suit

• Additional anti-c clothing as recommended by the RE if radiological hazards exist (see
Section 6.6 below)

• Safety shoes as described by Supplement 16.4 of the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual

• Chemically resistant shoe covers (if applicable)

• Hard hat (if applicable)

• Inner chemically resistant gloves

• Hearing protection as required in the EG&G Idaho Company Procedures Manual,
Number 11.7.

6.6 Personnel Protection in RadioactivelyContaminated Areas

Anti-c clothing shall be worn in contamination control zones. Personal clothing other than
underwear and shoes shall not be worn in Zones II and III. Health Physics personnel (HPT and
RE) shall define the anti-c requirements for working in areas on the basis of contamination levels
determined by surveys and the guidelines below. For entry into Zones II and III, all openings
between the coveralls and shoe covers, gloves, and hood shall be taped. Anti-c clothing shall be
donned only at or near the contamination control point of the area to be entered. Guidelines for
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personnel protection in radioactively contaminated areas are contained in the EG&G Idaho J
Radiologic.al Controls Manual, Chapter 4, Section 3.5.1. The minimum anti-c personal protection
for each contamination zone is presented below.

6.6.1 Zone I - Low Level Contamination

The minimum requirements for Zone I anti-c personal protection include:

• One pair of cloth anti-c coveralls (or disposable)

Note: This requirement may be deleted by the HPT for walk-through entries or
health physics surveys.

• One pair of shoe covers

• One pair of latex gloves.

6.6.2 Zone II - Moderate Level Contamination

The minimum requirements for Zone II anti-c personal protection include:

• One pair yellow cloth anti-c coveralls (or disposable)
• One yellow cloth hood (or disposable)
• Three pairs of shoe covers (two pairs must be vinyl)
• One pair latex gloves.

6.6.3 Zone III - High Level Contamination

The minimum requirements for Zone III anti-c personal protection include:

• One pair yellow cloth anti-c coveralls and hood
• One pair disposable anti-c coveralls (or plastic anti-c suit) with disposable hood
• Three pairs of shoe covers (two pairs must be vinyl)
• Two pairs of latex gloves
• Respiratory protection commensurate with contamination levels.
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7. SAFE WORK PRACTICES

An SWP or SSWP may be required for a task as described in Section 2.4 of the EG&G
Idaho Safety Manual. That section along with Supplement 2.2 describe the types of work that
require an SWP or SSWP.

Several factors may affect the safe working environment in the field (e.g., inclement weather,
confined work space, extended working schedules, work in heavy PPE, temperature, and work
done under artificial illumination). These factors can compromise the work performance of task
operations personnel. The FTL is responsible for communicating with task operations personnel
to ensure safe and efficient work conditions.

7.1 Working In Confined Spaces

If work is to be performed in a confined space, the FTL will ensure the area is safe for
entry, work, and egress in accordance with EG&G Idaho Company Procedures Manual,
Number 11.3. If appropriate, specific task site instructions for working in confined spaces shall be
presented in the task specific addendum. Task operations personnel shall not enter the confined
space until safety personnel and the FTL can ensure it to be safe and the SWP is approved.

7.2 Extended Working Schedules

If work schedules must be extended, Section 20 in the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual offers

the guidelines and managerial approval needed for personnel working more than a 48-hour week.
The FTL is responsible for the safety of task operations personnel; however, when work weeks
are in excess of 48 hours, the FFL must realize that physiological and psychological stresses
reduce the safety and efficiency of the field operations. Ultimate responsibility for safety of
operations belongs to the FTL.

7.3 Working in Heavy PPE

Work performed in heavy PPE creates additional stresses which severely limit the ability of
operations personnel to work long shifts. The FTL should be aware of such limitations and adjust
schedules accordingly. The IH and HPT will advise the FTL on this issue.

7.4 Working with Artificial Illumination

If hot and/or windy conditions exist during the regular work shift, schedules may be changed
to perform operations at night. Artificial illumination, although a necessity, can create an
environment of reduced visibility for the workers. Task operations personnel must be alert and
cautious as they maneuver around work areas.
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7.5 Buddy System

The buddy system is an effective way to ensure each worker is monitored as to his mental
and physical well being during the course of a work day. By using the buddy system, task
operations personnel can reduce the chance of being ill or injured and not be noticed. This is
particularly crucial for workers in the exclusion zone (Section 8.1 of this H&S Plan). The FTL
will pair workers to regularly check on one another during the day's activities. Each member of
the pair will observe the other for alertness, motor functions, and coherence.

7.6 Handling Drums and Containers

Drums and containers handled during the task shall be addressed in the task specific
addendum. Each drum or container shall meet the appropriate DOT, OSHA, and/or EPA
regulations for the wastes they contain. The addendum shall address inspection, labeling, handling
operations, waste characterization, spill containment, and transportation. EG&G Idaho Company
Procedures Manual, Numbers 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 address many of the above items. In addition, if
the work plan associated with the task addresses the handling and disposing of waste, the work
plan shall be referenced in the addendum.

7.7 ALARA Goals

The as low as reasonable achievable (ALARA) policy objective is to reduce personnel and
environmental radiation exposures and doses to the lowest levels in keeping with good operating
practices. The ALARA program establishes annual radiation dosage goals and management
commitments to assist in meeting these goals.

Personnel working at the task site must strive to keep his or her radiation exposure ALARA
through the following practices:

• Adhere to all written radiological requirements and verbal guidance

• Be aware of personal radiation exposure history

• Work within ALARA guidelines and make suggestions as needed

I • Minimize the production of all radiological waste

• Minimize personal radiation exposure by these basic protection techniques:

- Time - exposure is minimized as time is minimized
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- Distance - maintain a maximumdistance from radiation source

- Shielding - use any solid material (e.g., lead, steel, concrete) as a shield (Exposure
amounts will vary depending on thickness and type of material.)

- Limits - radiation exposure limits are contained in the EG&G Idaho Radiologj_q_
Controls Manual, Chapter 2, Section 3.2

• Adhere to general safe work practices discussed in Section 7.9 of this plan.

7.8 Radioactive Spill Control

Contamination in uncontrolled areas is designated as a "spill"; if a spill is noticed, task
operations personnel shall initiate the SWIMS approach:

• Stop the spill

• Warn area personnel and notify Health Physics

• Isolate the area

• Minimize exposure to the spill

• Secure any ventilation paths and Health Physics surveys the extent of the spill.

Radioactive spill response is discussed in greater detail in the EG&G Idaho Radiologicai
Controls Manual, Chapter 4, Section 3.8.2.

7.9 General Safe Work Practices

The following are general safe work practices to be followed on each task (if work practices
vary from those described below, the FTL must record changes in the task specific addendum):

• Contact lenses shall not be worn in company designated eye-hazard areas unless they
are essential to correct a vision defect not correctable by prescription safety glasses.
Additional restrictions apply as per the EG&G Idaho Safety Manwal, Section 16,
paragraph 3.7.

• Eating, drinking, chewing gum or tobacco, smoking, and any other practice that
increases the probability of hand-to-mouth transfer and ingestion of material are
prohibited within the work/radiation zones. Approved eating areas shall be established
or are designated at each Area facility.
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• Do not perform work where contaminated substances may be present with an open
wound. If a wound is received, report to the HPT and/or IH for further direction.

• Avoid contact with potentially contaminated substances. Do not walk through puddles,
pools, mud, etc. Avoid kneeling, leaning, or sitting on equipment or the ground.

• Task operations personnel should watch for dangerous situations (the presence of
strong, irritating, and/or nauseating odors, high airborne concentrations of dust,
breached drums, etc.). Personnel should report all potentially dangerous situations to
the FI_.

• Prevent releases of oil or hazardous materials used in task operations to the extent
possible. If spillage occurs, contain it; report it to the facility representative, where
applicable; and immediately clean it up in accordance with the Emergency Preparedness
Procedures for the Area. Guidelines in Appendix III of the EG&G Idaho Company
Procedures Manual, Number 11.6 for spill cleanup may be useful.

• Prevent splashing of contaminated materials during decontamination.

• Keep all potential ignition sources at least 50 ft from an explosive or flammable
environment and use non-sparking, explosion-proof equipment.

• Task operations personnel will familiarize themseh,es with the physical characteristics of
the task site including but not limited to:

- Wind direction

- Accessibility to fellow workers, equipment, and vehicles

- Communications at and near the task site

- Exclusion zones (areas of known or suspected contamination)

- Site access (both Area and Task)

- Nearest water sources

- Warning devices

- Nearest emergency assistance.
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• At all times, a worker in the exclusion zone shall be in line-of-sight contact with his
partner.

• Observe your coworker. Look for signs of exhaustion, heat or cold stress, or exposure
to harmful vapors. Ask regularly if he/she is okay. Talk to your partner.

• All wastes generated during the task site investigation shall be managed in accordance
with the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual, Section 15.

• Adhere to strict personal hygiene practices such as washing face, neck, and hands
before eating, drinking, smoking, or using the restroom. Keep hands away from mouth
and eyes when working in an exclusion zone or after handling samples or sample
containers. A complete shower may be required at the end of a work shift (IH or HPT
discretion).

• Proceed directly to a survey station upon leaving a radiological contamination zone.
Care should be taken not to touch the face, mouth, and eyes before a survey has been
performed.
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8. WORK/RADIATION ZONES, SITE ENTRY, AND SECURITY

Based on the expected levels of contamination and work activity anticipated by each task,
several work/radiation zones may be established for the task site. If it is determined that specific
zones must be established for a particular task, then entry shall be controlled. Unnecessary
personnel shall be excluded. Visitors must (a) notify the FFL in advance of the visit, (b) obtain
the required training as specified in Section 3 of this H&S Plan, and (c) have business at the task
site to obtain access.

Figure 8-1 provides an example of an approved work site and its established work zones as
recommended by NIOSH, 10/85. If work zones are deemed necessary by the FTL upon the
advice of the HPT, SE, and/or IH, each project's established work zones should be documented in
the task specific addendum. Several work zones required for Levels A, B, C, and D work
activities are:

• Exclusion zone
• Contamination area
• Contamination reduction corridor
• Contamination reduction zone

• Support area.

Radiological control zones will be established or incorporated into the work zones as
required by the RE. Task site areas with radiological contamination in excess of the limits
established in Chapter 4 of the EG&G Idaho Radiological Controls Manual shall be posted or
labeled as specified in that chapter of the manual.

8.1 Work Zones

8.1.1 Exclusion Zone

The exclusion zone includes the immediate work area around the contamination area. The

minimum number of personnel required to safely perform the required operations will be allowed
into the exclusion zone. The cordon around the exclusion zone is called the "Hot Line."

8.1.2 Contamination Area

The contamination area is the immediate area inside the exclusion zone where investigation
activities are taking place. In this area, operations personnel may be subject to the hazards listed
in Section 5 of this H&S Plan.
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8.1.3 Contamination Reduction Corridor

The contamination reduction corridor is a transition area between the exclusion zone and

the support zone. This area will serve as a decontamination area for equipment and a PPE

removal area for task operations personnel. In addition, this area may contain emergency

response equipment, equipment resupply, and a worker temporary rest area. Due to potential

contamination, sample packaging and preparation equipment should no__!tbe stored here, but
rat_ ._r,in a contamination free area.

8.1.4 Contamination Reduction Zone

The contamination reduction zone is an area that surrounds the exclusion zone and

contamination reduction corridor. This area may consist of several work stations (i.e., sampling,
handling, and record keeping) as well as staging areas for equipment. The cordon around the
contamination reduction zone is called the "contamination control line."

8.1.5 Support Area

The support area is the area outside the contamination reduction zone. It may contain the

equipment trailer, command post, vehicle parking, equipment staging, or any support activity
related to the task at hand. All personnel not trained in hazardous material work and visitors are
restricted to this area.

8.2 Radiological Control Zones

External radiation control areas and radioactive contamination zones are identified and

posted as radiological hazards through the use of barriers and postings. Barriers are used to help

confine radiological hazards to a specific area. Yellow and magenta ribbons, ropes, tags, and signs

are used to keep unauthorized personnel out of the area. External radiation control areas and

radioactive contamination zones shall be posted in accordance with the EG&G Idaho Company
Procedures Manua!, Number 10.10 and the EG&G Radiological Controls Manual, Chapters 2 and

4. Task specific radiation control areas and contamination zones shall be determined by the RE
and HPT and documented in the addendum.

8.2.1 External Radiation Exposure Control

External exposure control is accomplished by identifying areas containing sources of
radiation and controlling personnel access into these areas. Section 2 of the EG&G Idaho

Radiolo_ical Controls Manual discusses external radiation exposure control requirements. These

areas shall be posted in accordance with the provisions stated above. External exposure control is

achieved through the following:
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a. Controlled Area - Any area where radioactive materials or elevated radiation fields may
be present shall be clearly and conspicuously posted as a controlled area.

b. Radiation Area - Any area within a controlled area where an individual can receive a
dose equivalent greater than 5 mrem but less that 100 mrem in 1 hr at 30 cm from the
radiation source.

c. High Radiation Area - Any area within a controlled area where an individual can
receive a dose equivalent of 100 mrem or greater but less than 5 rein in 1 hr at 30 cm
from the radiation source.

d. Very High Radiation Area - Any area within a controlled area where an individual can
receive a dose of 5 rein or greater in I hr at 30 cm from the radiation source. Access
to these areas shall be maintained, locked, or physically guarded.

8.2.2 Radioactive Contaminstion Control

Radioactive contamination controls limit the amount of radioactive surface contamination

which individuals are exposed to minimize possible inhalation, ingestion, or absorption of
radioactive material; to minimize the potential for release of radioactivity to the environment; and
to prevent external contamination of personnel. Contamination limits are set primarily to define
"detectability" or the lower limit of detection under ideal conditions. The fundamental philosophy
is that no "detectable" contamination will be released to uncontrolled areas. The limits are not

based on hazards to personnel but to maintain a high degree of control, restricting radioactive
contaminants by engineered barriers. Chapter 4 of the EG&G Idaho Radiological Controls
Manual discusses radioactive contamination control in more detail.

Contamination is classified as Zone I, II, or III based on contamination levels as follows:

• Zone I Limits of Contamination

- 200 to 5,000 dpm/100 cm2 beta-gamma
20 to 50 dpm/100 cm2 alpha

i
• Zone II Limits of Contamination

- >5,000 to 20,000 dpm/100 cm2 beta-gamma
>50 to 250 dpm/100 cm2 alpha

• Zone III Limits of Contamination

- >20,000 dpm/100 cm2 beta-gamma
>250 dpm/100 cm2 alpha.
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9. ENVIRONMENTAL AND PERSONNEL MONITORING

Employee exposure to contaminants and physical hazards will be monitored during all task
site activities using an appropriate combination of techniques. The FTL in conjunction with the
appropriate personnel (e.g., IH, HSO, RE, SE, and HPT) for each task shall list any monitoring
equipment requirements for specific potential hazards in the task specific addendum. An example
of items that may be monitored is:

1. Organic vapor using an organic vapor monitor

2. Combustible gas using a combustible gas indicator

3. Heat or cold stress using field measurements and observations and, if necessary, body
temperature measurements

4. Radiation and contamination surveys using radiological monitoring equipment

5. Personal exposure to organic vapors, particulate contamination (heavy metals) using
personal monitoring pumps and appropriate filter collection media (active sampling)

6. Personal exposure to radiation using thermoluminesent dosimeters (TLDs) and direct
reading dosimeters (DRDs)

7. Mercury vapors using a mercury vapor detector

8. Noise levels using a sound level meter and/or noise dosimeter

9. Loose radiological contamination using smears or large area wipes. I

9.1 Chemical Exposure Monitoring

Selective monitoring of high-risk task operations personnel at the chest or face level tor
organic vapors may be recommended by the IH. The monitoring devices used, frequent,3' of
monitoring, designated high-risk jobs to be monitored, and action levels tbr hazardous
contaminants shall be discussed in the task specific addendum.

Equipment for monitoring organic vapors at the task site shall be identified by the IH. The
equipment, monitoring schedule, and calibration methods shall be discussed in the task specific
addendum. The monitoring activities shall be initially based on the job hazard analysis results.
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9.2 Combustible Gas Monitoring

If deemed necessary by the SE, the task site will be monitored for combustible gases at time
intervals recommended by the SE. Elevated readings from the organic vapor detector might
indicate the presence of combustible gases. The SE and IH will advise the FTL on circumstances
when work at the task site will be suspended and the course of corrective action, and ensure the
task site is safe before work continues. Action levels for combustible gases shall be documented
in the task specific addendum.

9.3 Radiological Monitoring

The RE and HPT will be responsible for radiological monitoring in accordance with the
EG&G Idaho Radiological Controls Manual, Chapters 2 and 4; and Section 10 of the EG&G
Idaho Company Procedures Manual.

9.3.1 External Radiation Exposure Control

Personnel exposures are monitored by TLDs and DRDs. Personnel are responsible for

properly wearing the specified dosimetry while in radiologicaily controlled areas. If the TLD (or q
other dosimetry) is lost, task operations personnel shall immediately notify the FTL and HPT.
TLDs are supplied and processed by the Operational Dosimetry Unit.

Radiation surveys shall be performed by the HPT to determine the extent and magnitude of
radiation levels and to enable posting of radiation areas. Surveys shall be performed in
accordance with the EG&G Idaho Radiological Controls Manual, Chapter 2, Section 3.8.

9.3.2 Radioactive ContaminationControl

All surfaces or areas with contamination levels in excess of those levels stated in Section 8.2

of this plan shall be monitored and controlled to prevent the spread of contamination.
Contamination surveys shall be performed by the HPT in accordance with the EG&G Idaho
Radiological Controls Manual, Chapter 4, Section 3.3.

All personnel shall obtain a whole body survey after exiting a contamination zone; the whole
body survey must be done for two to three minutes. The following portable instruments are most
commonly used to detect personnel contamination: (a) Ludlum 2a, (b) Eberline RM-14, and (c)
Ludlum 177 with pancake probe (frisker), for beta-gamma contamination; and (d) Ludlum
Model 61 and (e) Eberline Pac-4s, for alpha contamination. In addition to portable field
instruments, the following personnel contamination monitors may be used: (a) large area
detectors, (b) portal monitors, (c) personnel contamination monitors, and (d) hand and foot
monitors.
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9.4 Heat and Cold Stress Control and Monitoring

The FTL will set work/rest schedules as recommended by the IH. Depending upon the
ambient weather conditions or work conditions and physical response of task operations
personnel, the IH will suggest adjustments of the work/rest cycle to the FTL. The FTL, HSO,
and/or IH will ensure that operations personnel follow established work and break schedules,
adequately replace body fluids, and keep body temperatures in a normal range in accordance with
the EG&G Idaho Company Procedures Manual, Number 11.10.

Workers will be interviewed by the IH and/or HSO periodically to ensure that the controls
are effective and excessive heat exposure is not occurring. Workers will be encouraged to
monitor their body signs and take a break if symptoms of heat stress occur.

Task operations personnel shall be aware of the following signs and symptoms of heat stress:

• Confusion

• Fainting
• Slurred speech
• Clammy skin
• Dizziness

• Fatigue
• Nausea

• Profuse sweating
• Skin color change
• Vision problems.

Task operations personnel who exhibit any of these symptoms will be immediately removed
from the task site. An individual who shows any of the symptoms that are capitalized and
underlined, or any other evidence of change in level of consciousness, will be transported to an
OMP facility for medical evaluation. Mental confusion and decreased level of consciousness must
always be considered an emergency requiring medical evaluation and treatment. Transportation
to a medical facility or use of an ambulance should be considered normal procedure in this
situation. Individuals showing any of the remaining symptoms listed will be provided cool water
and allowed to rest. On any occasion when the FTL, worker experiencing the heat stress
symptoms, or IH believes the heat stress is severe or desires medical evaluation, the employee
may be brought to an OMP medical facility.

Rest breaks shall include the following preventive measures:

• Drink adequate liquids
• Rest in a cool, shaded area
• Remove protective clothing to allow evaporative cooling
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• Do not perform other work during the break.

If personnel are wearing semipermeable or impermeable PPE, the work/rest schedule may be
adjusted and monitoring of individual personnel temperatures may be required by the IH. If
ambient temperatures are considered excessive by the IH and/or symptoms outlined above
exhibited, workers must be monitored for heat stress and recovery. This includes measuring heart
rates and temperatures. Temperatures can be obtained using disposable thermometers. The
HSO will ensure that sufficient liquids (electrolyte replacement fluids such as Gatorade) are
provided and that they are consumed only in the designated and approved eating/drinking area.

Adequate protective clothing as required by IH should be worn to protect against the cold.
Extra care must be exercised while working in this environment. Workers should observe each
others facial extremities (ears and nose) for signs of frostbite (whitening of the skin surface).
Decreased mental coherence and body movements are signs of hypothermia. Individuals with
suspected hypothermia or other significant cold injury (e.g., frostbite) will be taken to an OMP
medical facility.

Finally, the FTL or IH will refer a worker to the OMP for medical evaluation whenever
there is doubt concerning the medical ability of an employee to continue in the assigned task.

9.5 Noise-Level Monitoring

If high noise levels are encountered by operations personnel at the task site, worker
exposure will be assessed by the IH. A hearing conservation program must be developed by the
IH when the sound levels exceed an 8-hour time weighted average of 85 dBA. Noise level
monitoring, PPE requirements, and audiometric tests shall be outlined in the hearing conservation
program for the task or employee. Requirements shall be imposed by the PM based on the
advice of the IH and the requirements stated in the EG&G Company Procedures Manual,
Number 11.7 and the EG&G Industrial Hygiene Manual, Section 26.

9.6 Physical Hazard Control and Monitoring

The FFL will have the primary responsibility for ensuring the task site is maintained in a
safe condition by requiring maintenance of barriers and signs, correction of unsafe conditions, and
cleaning of debris and trash. The appropriate personnel (e.g., IH, SE, and HPT) will inspect and
recommend changes in work habits to the FTL.

Individuals working on a task have a specific responsibility to use safe work techniques,
report unsafe working conditions, and exercise good personal hygiene and housekeeping habits
throughout the course of their job.
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9.7 Record Keeping Requirements

ERP is required to maintain the following information in the ARDC program file in
accordance with 29 CFR 1910.120:

• Copies of the Management Plan for the Environmental Restoration Program,Task
Specific H&S Plan, QPP, QAPjP, and work plan.

In addition, ERP shall track the following information for each ERP hazardous material
worker through the Training and Emergency Action Unit of the Waste Management Operations
Support Group:

• Proof of training in health and safety hazard recognition, radiation worker training,
respirator training, and any other training specific to the employee

• Required training and updates

• Copy of the signed Health and Safety Certification Form.

The IH is required to maintain a logbook of air monitoring data, personal sampling data,
times of sampling intervals, calibration of instruments, and identity of personnel wearing the
monitoring equipment. Instrumentation detection ranges and uncertainties should also be
recorded in the IH logbook. The HPT is required to keep a logbook of all radiological
monitoring, daily operational activities, and instrument calibrations. All project records and
logbooks, except HPT logbooks, shall be forwarded to ARDC within 30 days after completion of
the task.
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10. DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES

Decontaminationproceduresfor personnelandequipmentarenecessaryto control
contaminationandto protectoperationspersonnel.Both chemicalandradiologicai
decontaminationarediscussedin thissection. However,combinedchemicalandradiation
decontaminationproceduresarenot discussedhereandmusthe developedby the Ill andRE if
required for a specific task. Decontamination procedures shall be presented in the task specific
addendum. These procedures can be amended upon recommendations by the IH, RE and/or
HPT. When chemically hazardous material decontamination or radiological decontamination is
required, the following procedures are suggested.

10.1 Modified Level A and B Decontamination Procedures

If Level A or B PPE is required, then two decontamination stations will be used at the task
site--one at the hotline between the exclusion zone and the contamination reduction corridor and

one at the contamination control line, which is the personnel access point to the support zone
from the contamination reduction corridor. Decontamination Station A supports personnel and
equipment exiting the exclusion zone. Figure 10-1 lists the recommended decontamination
procedures. Steps 1 through 8 shall be completed at Station A. Coveralls shall be removed at
Station B.

10.2 Modified Level C Decontamination Procedures

Decontamination Station B should be located at the personnel access to the contamination
reduction corridor. It is to be used by personnel working in the contamination reduction corridor.
Figure 10-2 lists the modified Level C decontamination procedures. If Tyveks are worn (if
recommended by the IH), they are decontaminated and removed at Station A.

10.3 Radiological Decontamination

Radiological decontamination shall be done under the direct supervision of Health Physics
(RE and/or HPT) and in accordance with the EG&G Idaho Company Procedures Manual,
Number 10.4. Figures 10-3, 10-4, and 10-5 provide the anti-c removal steps for the three
contamination control zone designations. Any personnel and personal property contamination
may be removed with tape, vacuuming (vacuum must be equipped with a high efficient,3'
particulate air filter), washing with soap and water, or by mechanical means (grinding, etc.).
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1. Remove equipment EXCLUSION

2. Wash and rinse boot covers and gloves ZONE

3. Remove tape

4. Remove boot covers, outer gloves, and hood

5. Disconnect air hose and tape end
I I I.ll I.lll ,,, I, HOT LINE

6. Wash and rinse suit and boots (STATION A)

7. Remove suit CONTAMINATION
REDUCTION

8. Wash, rinse, and remove inner gloves CORRIDOR

9. Remove coveralls

,llill ,,, I CONTAMINATION

10. Field wash/shower CONTROL LINE
(STATION B)

11. Put on personal clothing SUPPORT ZONE

Fi0uro 10-1. Recommended modified Level A and B PPE hazardous chemical decontamination
steps.
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1. Remove equipment CONTAMINATION
REDUCTION

2. Wash and rinse boot covers and gloves (if worn) CORRIDOR

3. Remove tape

4. Remove boot covers and outer gloves

5. Wash, rinse, and remove boots and suit (if worn)

6. Remove and drop respirator

7. Wash, rinse, and remove inner gloves

8. Remove coveralls

- - i i, i II i Ill ) CONTAMINATION

9. Field wash/shower CONTROL LINE
(STATION B)

10. Put on personal clothing SUPPORT ZONE

Fiflure 10-2. Recommended modified Level C PPE hazardous chemical
decontamination steps.
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1. Remove outer shoe covers

2. Remove gloves

3. Remove coveralls

4. Remove shoe covers (during the process of stepping through
barrier)

i _ _ II llllllllHillllll llll llll EGRESS POINT
5. Remove cloth glove liners

Figure 10.3. Anti-c removal steps for radiological control Zone I.
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Zone II Removal Steps

1. Remove outer shoe covers

2. Remove latex gloves

3. Remove hood, coveralls, and shoe covers (remove shoe covers
during process of stepping through barrier)

.i ii, EGRESS POINT
4. Remove cloth glove liners

Figure 10-4. Anti-c removal steps for radiological control Zone II.
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Zone III Kemoval Barrier

1. Remove outer shoe covers

2. Remove latex gloves

3. Remove disposable hood, coveralls, and shoe covers (remove
shoe covers during process of stepping through barrier)

I ill EGRESS POINT A

4. Pull inner hood back and remove respirator

5. Remove inner latex gloves

6. Remove cloth hood, coveralls, and shoe covers (remove shoe
covers during process of stepping through barrier)

i i EGRESS POINT B
7. Remove cloth glove liners

Figure 10-5. Anti-c removal steps for radiological control Zone III.
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10.4 Equipment Decontamination and Disposal of Contaminated
Materials

Decontamination procedures for equipment shall be recorded or referenced in the task
specific addendum. All waste generated by performing decontamination must be disposed in
accordance with Section 15 of the EG&G Safety Manual for hazardous nonradioactive waste and
radioactive mixed waste. Radioactive waste shall be handled in accordance with the EG&G Idaho

Radiologieal Controls Manual, Chapter 6. Disposable clothing, tools, buckets, brushes, and other
contaminated equipment shall be secured and disposed as stated in the task specific addendum.
Unused contaminated equipment that can be used at a later time shall be placed in plastic bags
and stored at the task site. Decontamination of monitoring equipment should also be addressed.

Radioactive waste shall be handled in accordance with the EG&G Idaho Radiological
Controls Manual, Chapter 6. Decontamination operations for equipment and areas shall be
performed in accordance with approved procedures.

10.5 Decontamination During Medical Emergencies

If a person is injured or becomes ill and lifesaving care is required, the situation will be
evaluated by the appropriate personnel (e.g., first aid personnel) on a case-by-case basis.
Emergency care will be initiated in accordance with the emergency preparedness procedure for
the facility at which the task is being performed. Medical care necessary to save life or limb is not I
delayed for decontamination. In such cases, decontamination may be performed at the medical I
facility. The IH and/or HPT will accompany the employee to the medical facility and relay !
information requested by medical personnel.
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11. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES, EQUIPMENT, AND INFORMATION

Work at hazardous waste sites makes emergencies a continuous possibility, no matter how
infrequently emergencies may occur. Emergencies happen quickly, unexpectedly, and require
immediate response. The reporting requirements of Section 3 of the EG&G Idaho
Manual shall be followed by personnel at the task site. Locations and telephone numbers of
emergency personnel and facilities will be posted at places specified in the task specific
addendum. The appropriate emergency facilities will be notified by telephone at the beginning of
the task to inform personnel at the facilities that work has begun at the task site. The following
sections describe the procedures used during emergency sitL_ations;equipment that will be
available for emergency situations; and agencies, facilities, and personnel who must be notified in
case of emergency.

11.1 Emergency Procedures

The following procedures will be used if an emergency arises:

• FTL will be notified of accidents or conditions that have the potential for adversely
affecting or threatening personnel safety, property, or environment. The FrL is
responsible for ensuring that the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual and the emergency
action procedure for the facility are followed in the event of an accident or unusual
condition.

• All safety related occurrences will be recorded in a field logbook and reported as
indicated in Section 3 of the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual.

11.1.1 Personnel Occupational Injury or Illness inthe ExclusionZone

In the event of an occupational injury or illness in the exclusion zone, an assessment of the
situation shall be made by the FTL using the advice of appropriate personnel (e.g., IH, SE,
personnel trained in first aid). If the situation is deemed reportable as described in Section 3 of
the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual, the FTL is responsible for initiating reporting procedures. In
addition, task personnel shall act in accordance with the emergency preparedness procedures for
the facility at which the task is being performed. In the event that the task site is shut down due
to an injury, task operations per,';onnel shall not reenter the exclusion zone until the cause of the
injury or illness is identified and corrective action implemented. Decontamination shall be
performed in accordance with the above mentioned emergency procedures and with
recommendations made by the IH, HPT, and/or first aid personnel.
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11.1.2 Personnel Occupational Injury or Illness in the Support Zone

If an occupational injury or illness occurs in the support zone, the same procedures as
described in Section 11.1.1 shall be followed. If the FTL determines the cause of the

occupational injury or illness and the absence of the injured or ill party does not affect the
performance of other personnel, task operations will continue.

11.1.3 Transportation and Followup of Injury

An injured worker transported to a medical facility will be accompanied by at least one
worker (preferably the IH and/or HPT) to inform medical personnel of the level of
decontamination performed before leaving the task site and provide specific details about the
illness or injury.

11.1.4 Fire/Explosion

Before initiating task activities, brush and grass will be cleared from the task site to eliminate
the risk of fire. The EG&G Idaho Safety Manual, Section 11 and any applicable facility
emergency preparedness procedures shall be reviewed.

In the event of a fire or explosion, all personnel not essential to controlling the situation will
be evacuated from the task site, and fire and/or explosive experts will be notified. In addition,
Section 11 of the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual and applicable emergency action procedures for
the facility at which the task is being performed shall be followed.

11.1.5 Personal Protective Equipment Failure

If any task site worker experiences a failure or alteration of PPE, that person and his
workmate shall immediately leave the exclusion zone. The HPT and IH will assess the situation
and determine if exposure to hazardous substance or radiological uptake has occurred. Reentry
will not be permitted until the equipment has been repaired or replaced.

11.1.6 Other Equipment Failure or Hazardous Material Spill

If task site equipment fails to operate properly, the FFL will be notified and will determine
the effect of the failure on continuing operations. If the failure affects the safety of personnel or
prevents completion of the tasks,described in the SAP or other work plan, operations personnel
shall leave the task site until the situation is evaluated and appropriate actions are taken.

If hazardous or potentially hazardous material is spilled, refer to the emergency preparedness
procedure for the Area in which the task is being performed and report the spill to Area
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personnel as directed. Spillage of petroleum products, decontamination solutions, calibration
material, equipment fuels, and other liquids containing hazardous materials must be assessed.

11.1.7 Hand Signals

Hand signals shall be used if an emergency situation arises and communication becomes
impossible or unsafe. The following hand signals will be used in an emergency:

• Hand gripping throat - signals that the person is out of air or cannot breathe
• Grip partner's wrist or both hands around waist - means leave area immediately
• Hands on top of head - signals that assistance is needed
• Thumbs up - okay, I am all right, I understand
• Thumbs down - no, I am not all right, I do not understand.

11.1.8 Emergency Escape

In cases of life-threatening emergencies such as fire or explosion, personnel should leave the
vicinity using the shortest possible route without regard for decontamination at that time and
move upwind of the affected area. When the situation has stabilized, personnel will take
necessary steps to decontaminate themselves, equipment, and other affected areas.

11.1.9 Task Operations Shutdown

Task operations may be suspended for several reasons as indicated below. However, the
reasons for operations shutdown are directly related to the degree of hazard each task possesses.
Specific reasons for suspending task operations should be listed in the task specific addendum.
Examples include excessive vapor/gas concentrations, radiologicai hazards, uncovering waste,
inclement weather, etc.

• If a combustible gas indication > 10% of the lower explosive limit (LEL) occurs
indicating a buildup of explosive vapors, work shall stop. Evaluation of the situation
will be made and a course of action determined by the FTL in conjunction with the IH
and/or SE.

• When significant radiological hazards are identified by an HPT at the sampling site.

• When unexpected hazardous material is uncovered or found in soil samples, even when
the appearance of such material may not be associated with a rise in detected
contamination levels.
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• In addition, drilling, sampling, instrumentation, and other weather sensitive activities
will stop during consistent high winds (i.e., >25 mph), electrical storms, or other
inclement weather that may affect the work.

11.1.10 Task Site Reentry

In all situations, when a task site emergency results in evacuation of the task site, personnel
shall not reenter until authorized to do so by the FTL. The FTL will ensure that:

1. The hazards have been reassessed by the HSO, IH, SE, and/or the RE.

2. The conditions resulting in the emergency have been corrected.

3. The task specific H&S Plan, SAP, Operational Safety Requirements/Safety
Assessments, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), DOPs, and the Facility
Emergency Action Plan have been reviewed as appropriate.

4. Site personnel have been briefed on any changes in the ERP task specific H&S Plan.

Reentry into an evacuated zone to monitor or collect air samples requires the more
restrictive of Level C PPE or the level used by those individuals who evacuated the task site. The
IH may upgrade to Level B or A if deemed necessary.

11.2 Warning Devices

Warning lights and/or audible alarms shall be installed in areas where needed to warn
personnel against remaining in or entering a hazardous area. An explanatory sign or tag shall be
posted immediately adjacent to a warning device to describe the hazardous condition and indicate
the action to be taken. Table 12.1 in Section 12 of the EG&G Idaho Safety Manual lists various
audible warning devices, their meanings, and the required personnel action. Specific warning
devices for the task shall be listed in the task specific addendum. Warning devices for radiological
hazards (e.g., remote air monitors) shall also be listed.

11.3 Emergency Equipment

The following emergency equipment shall be available at the task site during field operations
as appropriate. (A complete emergency equipment list shall be provided in the task specific
addendum.)

Fire Extinguishers: Because of the potential threat of fire at hazardous waste sites, at least one
20-1b(minimum) ABC fire extinguisher will be readily available and at hand throughout the task
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activities. Additional fire extinguishers may be necessary. This should be indicated in the task
specific addendum.

SCBA: Two SCBAs will be available for emergen_ !es such as reentering a contaminated zone to
retrieve injured personnel.

First Aid Kits: An industrial first aid kit with sufficient supplies for five people shall be kept in
the support zone. The OMP will advise on the selection of first aid supplies to be included at
each task site. The HSO will be responsible for maintaining the proper level of first aid supplies
in the task site first aid kit.

I
Eye Wash: Portable eyewash fountains with sufficient potable water for flushing will be readily
available for the duration of the task. The location of the eyewash will be determined by the IH.

Communications: Emergency telephone numbers shall be included in the task specific addendum
and posted for all operations personnel. Emergency communication shall be discussed in the
safety training prior to initiation of site investigation activities. A two-way radio or telephone with
capability to contact emergency personnel shall be located on each task site.

Personal Hygiene: A sufficient supply of clean w:_ter,hand soap, and towels will be provided at
the task site.

Radiolo_icai Contamination Spill Kit: Depending on the location of the task and
recommendation from RE, a spill kit shall be prepared in advance and located in appropriate
work areas. These kits shall contain, at a minimum, the following radiological control equipment:

• Plastic Bags
• • Absorbent materials (e.g., paper or rags)

• Latex gloves and glove liners
• Plastic shoe covers and/or rubber overshoes

• Smear paper and holders
• Pencils, grease pencils, and paper
• Radiological tags and signs and radiation rope or ribbon
• Yellow plastic sheeting and duct tape.
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Addendum

Health and Safety Plan
for the CFA Landfills II and III

Remedial Investigation/FeasibilityStudy

A.1 Introduction

Task: CFA Landfill II and III RI/FS Project No. EGG-ERD-10453

DOE Operations Office: DOE-ID

Project Manager: S. H. McCormick Phone No.: 5-3941

Other Contact: G.J. Stormber_ Phone No.: 6-1241

Date Plan Requested: 11/1/92

Purpose of Task: The objective of this task is to adequately characterize OU 4-12 under the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act {CERCLA) process.

Proposed Dates of Work: January 1, 1993-December 8, 1995

A.1.1 Scope of Work

The scope of this project is to characterize CFA Landfills II and III and associated media at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The project will support the remedial

investigation/feasibility study (RI/FS) of CFA Landfills II and III, as required by the Federal

Facility Agreement/Consent Order (FFA/CO). Primary activities will include the collection of soil

gas samples, groundwater samples from the landfill monitoring wells, landfill cover material for

chemical, physical, and hydraulic properties, and subsurface soil (and leachate) soil samples. A

brief description of the tasks can be found as follows.

Task 1: Soil Cover Investigation. This task involves (a) collecting samples for chemical analysis
at Landfills II and III, (b) collecting samples for hydraulic and physical property analysis

at Landfill III, and (c) determining the thickness of the soil cover at Landfill IH. Up to

12 holes will be augered (using a gasoline-powered or hand auger) through the cover

material to determine cover thickness across the landfill if the planned geophysical

survey cannot determine this parameter. From these holes, field measurements of

density and moisture content will be taken, and samples will be collected tor physical

and hydraulic property analyses. Samples for chemical analysis for volatile organics,

semivolatile organics and metals will also be collected from both landfills (minimum of
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1 per acre) using a shelby tube or similar device. During sample collection activities,

boreholes will be surveyed periodically with field instruments (e.g., HNu, Ludlum 2A,

and combustible gas meter). Cover material mixed with bentonite will be used to
backfill the boreholes. Landfill waste will not be removed from the boreholes.

I ask 2: Geophysical Survey. This task involves performing seismic refraction, induced
electromagnetic, and magnetic field surveys across the surface of Landfill III to

(a) define the boundaries of the landfill and the topography of the basalt beneath the

landfill, (b) delineate concentrations of buried metal material, and (c) determine cover
thickness.

Task 3: Soil Gas Surveys. This task will involve collecting shallow soil gas samples (<5 It) and

collecting soil gas samples from existing, instrumented boreholes at both Landfills II
and III. Surface flux chambers will also be used to estimate soil gas flux across the

surface of Landfills II and III. Samples will be collected and shipped to an analytical

laboratory for volatile organic and methane analysis. During sample collection
activities, field instruments will be used to monitor site conditions (e.g., HNu,

Ludlum 2A, combustible gas meter).

Task 4: Monthly Water Level Measurements and Well Deviation Surveys. This task involves

removing groundwater sampling pumps from wells in the vicinity of the landfills,
performing well deviation surveys, and collecting water levels on a monthly basis as
defined in the FSP. Water level measurements will be taken with an electronic or steel

tape.

Task 5: Topographic Survey of Landfill III. A survey will be performed to define surface

topography at Landfill III. The topographic survey will not disturb landfill waste.

Task 6: Groundwater Sampling. This task will involve sampling existing wells after the

dedicated pumps have been removed to characterize the groundwater quality below
CFA Landfills II and III, as described in the FSP. Groundwater from a network of

approximately 10-15 wells will be sampled. Analyses may include volatile organics,
contract laboratory program metals, and inorganics. Well purge water will be managed

as described in the FSP. A portable groundwater sampling pump will be used to purge

the wells and collect samples.

Task 7: Moisture Monitoring. This task involves taking measurements for moisture using a

neutron probe via existing access tubes at Landfills II and III. Measurements will be

taken every 6 in. to the total depth of the access tube on a monthly basis. Personnel

performing these measurements will be radiation workers and will have been trained to

use the neutron probe instrument.
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Task 8: Subsurface Soil Sampling. Seven auger holes will be drilled and continuously split-
spooned in Landfill II. A minimum of two samples will be submitted for VOC, SVOC,
and metal analysis: one from within the waste unit and one beneath the waste. During
augering and sampling activities, field instruments (e.g., HNu, Ludlum 2A, combustible
gas meter) will be used to monitor site conditions.

A.1.2 Background

A.1.2.1 Task Site Description. CFA Landfills II and III are located north of the Central
Facilities Area. See Figure A-1 for additional information.

A.1.2.2 Waste Description (type and location). Both landfills receivedprimarily
cafeteria, office, and construction waste during their period of operation. Actual landfill waste
will be disturbed only during the Landfill II augering and subsurface sampling. Potential
contaminants encountered during this project will be in the form of soil, soil gas, and
contaminated groundwater. Primary contaminants expected to be encountered in the
groundwater may include metals (chromium) and tritium (documented in the groundwater and
sourced from ICPP). Contaminants in the soil gas may include chlorinated volatile organics and
methane. Contaminants in the soil may include metals, semivolatile organics, and volatile
organics. A list of contaminants, their concentrations, and applicable environmental parameters is
provided in Table A-1.

A.1.2.3 Unusual Features (e.g., containers, buildings, dikes, power lines, terrain).
Power lines are oriented east-west along the southern border of each landfill. An underground
fiber-optic cable runs parallel to the western edge of Landfill II. Although planned work will be
away from buildings, power lines, etc., clearance approvals will be obtained prior to the start of
field activities.

A.1.2.4 Status of Task Site (active, inactive, unknown). Landfill II is inactive. The
eastern portion of Landfill III is inactive and is the area to be investigated under this HSP. The
western portion of Landfill III is still active, and no work is planned in this area.

A.1.2.5 History (worker or nonworker injury, complaints from public, previous
agency action). None.

A.1.2.6 Previous Onsite Monitoring; Previous SamplingData. Previousgroundwater,
soil, and soil gas sampling data can be found in the Appendices to the RI/FS Work Plan.
Previous industrial hygiene and health physics measurements using field instruments have found
no detectable levels of radionuclides or organics in worker breathing zones during previous
characterization tasks. Level D protection has always been appropriate.
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Table A-3. Training required for task site personnel.

Operations Task/Project Industrial Health Field Team Leader/

Personnel Manager Hygienist Physicist Job Site Supervisor

Training a required required Required required required

Task site orientation X X X X X

Decontamination b X -- -- -- X

Hazard communication b X -- X X X

Signs, tags, warning devices b X -- X X X

Hazardous waste operator X -- X X X

Hazardous waste supervisor .... X

Medic 1st c'd X -- X -- X

Respirator fit test qualification Xe -- X X X

Radiation worker Xf -- -- X X

a. Training should be current through original or refresher certification and re.qualification. The field team leader will verify current training
prior to the start of each task.

b. May be pan of task site orientation.

c_ At least 2 people with medic/first aid training will be onsite during investigation activities. _ ._

d. Medic 1st training includes blood born pathogen training. _

e. Respirator fit test certification is required only for personnel involved with the soil gas survey and the subsurface sampling. _ N "

f. Radiation worker training is only required for operations personnel performing moisture monitoring with a neutron probe. ,_
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A.2 Responsibilities

Table A-2 shows the proposed site investigation team (see Figure A-2). It is the
responsibility of the Health and Safety Officer, the Job Site Supervisor, and the Field Team
Leader (FTL) to ensure that all requirements stated in the base Health and Safety Plan (HSP)
and this addendum are complied with and that the effectiveness of this HSP is evaluated. This
project will comply with all applicable Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
regulations, American National Standards Institute standards, and the American Conference of
Governmemal Irdustriai Hygienists threshold limit values for exposures to chemical and physical
agents as declared in Department of Energy (DOE) 5480.10, "Contractor Industrial Hygiene
Program," DOE/ID 5483.1A, "Occupational Safety and Health Standards," and DOE/ID 5480.4
"Environmental Protection, Safety, and Health Protection Standards (Industrial Hygiene Manual,
Section 3).

A.3 Personnel Training

The following is an outline of site orientation tasks based on the outline presented in
Section 3 of this Health and Safety Plan.

All field personnel will be trained per 29 CFR 1910.120 and the EG&G Company Procedures
Manual, Section 1.11, "Safety Certifications, Training, and Meetings." Additional required training
may include, but is not limited to, respirator fit test qualification and radiation worker training.

In addition to the training mentioned above, at least two workers with Medic First (CPR and
first aid) training shall be present at the task site when task site work is being performed. The
Field Team Leader/Job Site Supervisor shall have hazardous waste worker supervisor training.
Table A-3 shows the training required for task site personnel.

The Field Team Leader/Job Site Supervisor will ensure that all task site personnel
understand site-specific hazards through daily briefings. The Field Team Leader will also ensure
that task site personnel are trained about any unique hazards or procedures and this HSP.

A.4 Medical Surveillance Program

Tae requirements for medical surveillance are adequately discussed in Section 4 of the main
body of this HSP and in Section A.9.2.
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Table A-2. Site investigation team.

Personnel Disciplineffasks Assigned

S. H. McCormick Project Manager

C. F. Hersley Field Team Leader/Job Site Supervisor

To be determined (TBD) a Industrial Hygienist

TB_r)a Health Physicist

J. R. Lord Technician

D. Haney Technician

On-site IH/C. F. Hersley Health and Safety Officer

C. F. Hersley Geologist

J. F. Kaminsky/A. H. Wylie Hydrogeoiogist

TBD Soil Gas subcontractor

a. EG&G Idaho IndustrialHygienistsand Health Physicists(CFA Facilitiesand Maintenance Support)
will be used as available. Names of specificpersonnelwill be entered into the field logbooksand safe
work permit at the start of each task.
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Table A-1. Known onsite contaminants and their concentrations at CFA Landfills II and III. a

Environmental EPA weight of evidence

Concentration TLV classification for

Substance CAS No. (w/units) Media (mg/m 3) Route of exposure Symptoms carcinogenicity b

Trichloroethylene 794)1-6 12 mg/m 3 Soil gas 269 Inhalation/skin c B2

Tetrachloroethylene 127-18-4 111 mg/m 3 Soil gas 339 Inl-Jalation/sldn c B2

1,2-dichloroethylene 540-594) 1 mg/m 3 Soil gas 200 Inhalation/skin c D

Chloroform 67-66-3 357 mg/m 3 Soil gas 49 Inhalation/skin c B2

1,1,1-trichloroethane 71-55-6 60 mg/m 3 Soil gas 1,910 Inhalation/skin c D

Methylene chloride 75-09-2 300 mg/m 3 Soil gas 174 Inhalation/skin c B2
Benzene 71-43-2 130 mg/m 3 Soil gas 32 Inhalation/skin c A

1,1-dichloroethane 75-34-3 82 mg/m 3 Soil gas 810 Inhalation/skin c C

Safe risk-based

concentration

(mg/kg)

Acetone 67-64-1 <800 ppb Soil -- Ingestion Skin and D
eye irritant !

Xylene -- 4 ppb Soil 50,000 Ingestion -- D
2-butanone 78-93-3 73 ppb Soil 1,000 Ingestion -- D

Benzoic acid -- 90 ppb Soil 100,000 Ingestion -- D

4-mcthylphenol 1319-77-3 110 ppb Soil -- Ingestion -- --

Methylene chloride 67-56-1 73 ppb Soil -- Ingestion Skin and B2
eye irritant

MCL

Tritium -- 42,000 - 48,000 pCi/L Groundwater 20,000 pCi/L Ingestion/inhalatio_ -- A to
Chromium -- ND - 902 v.g/L Groundwater 50 v.g/L Ingestion/skin -- A (CrVI)

a. Low-levels of 1,2-dichloroethane, carbon tetracl'floride, 1,1-dichloroethylene, 1,1-dichloroethane, toluene, and chloroform were detected in some soil gas samples. As _ _.
a precaution, provisions have txmn made for onsite monitoring for organics by the onsite IH. Data were obtained from 1989-1991 sampling (see Appendices A-C of _ _

to _"
the RI/FS Work Plan). _ ta 5" -_

b. A - Human carcinogen ._ _]_B2 - Probable human carcinogen; sufficient evidence in animals, but inadequate or no evidence in humans

C- Possible human carcinogen _ [_ _ [_ 4_

D-Not classified as a human carcinogen _ it._ I_

c. Irritation of eyes or mucous membranes, di_Jness, nausea, lack of coordination, elevated feelings.
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A.5 Hazard Evaluation

A.5.1 Potential Onsite Hazards

Potential onsite hazards include those listed in Table A-1.

A.5.2 Hazards Analysis

Substances listed in Table A-1 have the hazard potentials listed below.

A.5.2.1 Chemical Agents. Hazards which may be encountered during the flux chamber

tests and soil gas survey consist of the potential inhalation of organic vapors from volatile organics
[such as trichloroethylene (TCE), benzene, and methylene chloride]. The hazard associated with

groundwater sampling is possible skin contact with various contaminants (e.g., chromium and
tritium). Hazards which may be encountered during surficial and subsurface soil sampling may

include metals and volatile organics.

A.5.2.2 Fire and Explosion Hazards. There is a possibility for the presence of
combustible gases in the landfills. The onsite industrial hygienist or designee will monitor the

atmosphere during the soil cover, subsurface augering and sampling, and soil gas sampling tasks.
The industrial hygienist will stop operations if combustible gases exceed 10% of the lower

explosive limit. Since these operations will be outdoors, natural ventilation will be used to reduce
the potential hazard.

A.5.2.3 Oxygen Deficiency/Confined Space. Based on available information, oxygen
deficiency and work in a confined spaceenvironment are not anticipated during this project.

A.5.2.4 Radiological Hazards. Based on previous well drilling and testing, sampling, and
logging activities at CFA, there are no radiation concernsat either landfill or any of the existing
groundwater wells.

The groundwater contamination includestritium. The concentration of tritium is
approximately 42 to 48 pCi/ml. Because there is not a "real-time" method for monitoring tritium,
site personnel will avoid skin contactwith the contaminated groundwater during the groundwater
sampling task. RI/FS activities will also be surveyed for gamma-emitting radionuclides,and if
radiation levelsexceed 100 cpm above background, operations will stop until the Health Physicist
(HP) can evaluate the situation and recommendappropriate personal protective equipment.

Moisture monitoring (via existing accesstubes) using a neutron probe will be conducted
monthly from June 1993 through December 1993. Personnel performing the measurementswill
have radiation worker and neutron probe training
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A.5.2.5 Biological Hazards. Biological hazards have not been a problem in the past and
based on the tasks described, should not be encountered during the performance of the field
activities.

A.5.2.6 Industrial Safety Hazards. Industrial hazardsassociatedwith auguringare
anticipated. Safetymeasuresin accordancewith Section5.6 of the main bodyof this HSP will be
taken. Becausethe augeringandsubsurfacesamplingtaskat Landfill II will involve drilling
throughthe waste unit, extracare will be taken due to the potential for drillinginto unknown
materials (concrete,steel,lumber,drums,etc.).

A.5.2.7 Electrical Hazards. The onlyelectricalhazardanticipatedis associatedwith the
useol portable generatorsto powerfield equipment. Ground-faultinterrupter circuitswill be
used on all outdoor connections. Care will be taken to keep the generator and associated
equipment out of and away from any water (if present at the work site). Although no work is
planned in the vicinity of power lines, clearance approvals will be obtained prior to starting field
activities.

A.5.2.8 Heat/Cold Stress. During extreme weather conditions, proper exposure
monitoring, clothing, fluid intake, and/or work/rest regiments will be implemented by the onsite
IH or the Field Team Leader (FTL) as directed by the IH per the Industrial Hygiene Manual,
Section 20. Some of the tasks in this project will probably be completed when there is a potential
for heat stress resulting from the ambient air temperature. The IH or designee will monitor the
temperature and adjust work/rest cycles according to the response of sampling personnel. Any
team member who exhibits heat stress symptoms such as dizziness, profuse sweating, skin color
change, vision problems, or confusion will be removed immediately from the work area and
allowed to rest. If symptoms persist the team member will be taken to the nearest medical
facility. The work schedule can be altered to take advantage of cooler ambient temperatures that
occur in the late night or early morning periods of the day.

Exposure to low temperatures may also be a factor if work is done in the evening hours, if
winds are high (e.g., at 50°F, with a 25 mph wind, the equivalent chill temperature is 32°F), if
unpredictable weather moves in, or in the winter months. EG&G Idaho Company Procedures
Manual, Number 11.10, discusses the hazards of cold stress. The FTL and the onsite IH will
monitor workers for symptoms of cold stress such as whitening of the skin, especially at the
extremities (nose, ears, fingers, etc.).

A.5.2.9 Noise Hazards. High noise levels are not anticipated during this project; however,
safety measures in accordance with Section 5.10 of the main body of the HSP will be taken. The
only activity with any hazard is during auguring activities. The IH will monitor this activity and
determine the appropriate level of hearing protection (if necessary).

A.S.2.10 Other Hazards. Based on available information, other hazards include snakes,
ticks, and spiders near the wells. Steam will be used to decontaminate sampling equipment.
Standard industrial procedures (e.g., work/exclusion zones) will be used to protect workers.
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A.6 Levels of Protection and Personal Protective Equipment

A.6.1 Personal Protection Used on Previous Site Visits

Level D personal protective equipment (PPE) was worn during previous field activities at

CFA that are similar to the proposed activities. Previous drilling, soil gas surveys, soil cover
investigations, subsurface sampling through the landfill, and groundwater sampling occurred in

FY-88, FY-89, FY-90, and FY-91. Level C PPE was not required based on field measurements
by the onsite IH and HP, and available lab data.

A.6.2 Personal Protective Equipment

Tasks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8: The level of protection for tasks 1 through 8 is Level D.

Sampling personnel must wear the following Level D PPE unless the project HP or IH
instructs otherwise:

• Safety glasses or goggles

• Latex gloves (optional inner cloth gloves)

• Steel-toed, leather boots or shoes (except for geophysical survey personnel)

• Suitable work clothing (coveralls or Tyvek if recommended)

• Thermo-luminescent detectors (TLD) badges (if specified by the HP).

A.6.2.1 Respiratory and Dermal Requirements--PPE. Personnel must wear Level D

PPE. Any upgrades or downgrades of PPE for work activities will be based on measurements

taken by the onsite HP and IH.

A.6.2.2 Selection Criteria. PPE selection is based on recommendations contained in the

Occupational Safety and Health Guidance Manual for Hazardous Waste Site Activities

(NIOSH, 1985) and 29 CFR 1910.120. PPE selection is based primarily on hazard assessment

data and work task requirements.

Based on INEL history, on types and quantities of known contaminants, and on the low

probability of encountering significant unknown contaminants at CFA Landfills II and III, the
recommended level of PPE is Level D.

A.6.2.3 Modification for Personal Protection Requirements. If photoionization

readings exceeding the levels listed in Section A.6.3 are encountered, work will stop, and detector

(Draeger) tubes for potential contaminants (TEE, benzene, methylene chloride) will be used to
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verify the presence or absence of those contaminants. The IH may recommend altered work
practices or PPE based on that information.

Similarly, the onsite HP will check radiation levels using the field instruments listed in
Section A.9.1. If readings exceed those listed in Section A.6.3, work will stop, and the HP may
recommend altered work practices or PPE. Dermal contact with tritium contaminated
groundwater will be prevented through the use of PPE.

Samples collected during field tasks, as well as the immediate work zone, will be monitored
using instruments such as photoionization detectors, radiation survey meters, and combustible gas
indicators in order to verify adequacy of personal protective equipment. Action limits requiring
PPE upgrade are given for sustained organic vapor readings in the parts per million (ppm) range
as listed in Section A.6.3. Sustained measurements in the breathing zone near or exceeding the
levels listed in Section A.6.3 will require continued monitoring with both the HNu and
combustible gas detector. If elevated levels do not dissipate, work will be stopped until the
Industrial Hygienist, the task area Health and Safety Officer, and the Field Team Leader decide
on a course of action that will allow safe operations.

In addition, all samples collected will be checked by an HP. Any samples exceeding the
levels listed in Section A.6.3 will be double bagged and handled as radioactively contaminated
samples.

Periodic sampling for organic vapors using sampling methods approved by NIOSH will be
conducted for the soil gas, groundwater, and soil sampling tasks in order to verify direct
instrument readings and to provide more accurate personnel exposure data. In addition, lapel air
samplers that indicate the presence of organic vapor may be used in the work zone breathing
space. If initial analytical results are negative, the continued use of lapel samplers will be
determined by the IH.

A.6.2.4 Levels of Protection. Engineering controls such as exclusion zone design and/or
administrative controls will be used whenever feasible to minimize use of personal protective
equipment. Each work location may be monitored for hazardous contaminants using appropriate
instruments such as an HNu photoionization detector, a combustible gas indicator, and radiation
survey meters.

A.6.3 Action Levels Regarding Limitationsin Tasks Assigned, PPE Requirements, and
Withdrawal from Site

If HNu readings exceed 5 ppm sustained for 5 minutes or 50 ppm for 2 minutes in the
worker's breathing zone, all work in the exclusion area will be stopped, and the situation will be
assessed by the IH, and the FFL. The values shown below in Table A-4 are for sustained
measurements using an 11.7 eV photoionization detector.
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Table A-4. Values using a photoionization detector."

Reading of Requires

0-5 ppm Level D PPE

5-10 ppm Level C PPE

10-500 ppm Level B PPE

500 ppm + Level A PPE

a. Some constituents (i.e., benzene, methylene chloride) should be monitored for using contaminant
specific instruments (i.e., draeger tubes) as the above action level of 5 ppm may not be protective of
worker health for contaminants such as benzene (PEL = 1 ppm).

If field radiation instruments exceed 100 cpm (beta/gamma) above background, all work will

be stopped, and the situation will be assessed by the IH, the HP, and the FTL. Dermal contact
with tritium contaminated groundwater will be prevented by the use of PPE.

If the combustible gas indicator exceeds 10% of the lower explosive limit, the onsite IH will

stop operations until the level drops.

If any worker faints, becomes dizzy or sick, or generally incoherent, all work in the exclusion

zone will be stopped. All workers will leave the exclusion zone, and the situation will be assessed

by the IH, and the FTL.

A.7 Safe Work Practices

A.7.1 Variations to Safe Work Practices Listed in Section 7 of the Main Body of the HSP

The safe work practices listed in Section 7 of the main body of the HSP are excellent

general practices. These safe work practices will be adhered to for all tasks.

A.7.2 Additional Safe Work Practices for the Task Site

A safe work permit will be obtained for all tasks. Drums and containers will be handled in

accordance with company procedures. Drums containing waste solids or any waste liquid will be
handled with care to avoid a release to the environment. The FTL will remind operating

personnel about the hazards associated with auguring.
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A.8 Work/Radiation Zones, Site Entry, and Security

A.8.1 Perimeter Establishment

Site secured: Containment zones mapped:
Perimeter identified: X Containment zones identified:

Requirements for work zones for field activities will be based on FTL, IH, and HP
recommendations for each task. Tasks 2, 4, and 5 will not use work or exclusion zones because

these tasks require frequent/continuous movement and no hazards have been encountered for
similar tasks at the CFA landfills in the past. Tasks 1, 3, 6, 7, and 8 will establish working zones
using cones or roped areas established a minimum of 15 ft from the sample/investigation site.

A.8.2 Descriptionof Work/Radiation Zones IncludingSite Entry and Security

Chapter 8 of this HSP will be followed. EG&G Idaho personnel will use site control zones
as established by the IH and the HP when doing all tasks.

A.9 Environmentaland Personnel Monitoring

A.9.1 Operations and Monitoring Equipment Checklist

Table A-5 shows the checklist used for operations and monitoring equipment.

Task 1: Periodic monitoring by the IH and HP or designees (FYL or jobsite supervisor) will
be performed during the soil cover investigation. If readings are above the levels discussed in
Section A.6.3, or if contaminant specific monitoring detects a contaminant above health-based
values, work will be stopped until the readings return to acceptable levels or appropriate
modifications to work practices are implemented.

Tasks 2, 4, and 5: The geophysical surveys and the topographic survey will not disturb the
ground surface and thus Health and Safety monitoring will not be required. Similarly, water level
measurements will not result in exposure to any known hazards and does not require Health and
Safety monitoring. Contact with the groundwater will be avoided through the use of PPE.

Tasks 3, 6, and..'/: All monitoring during groundwater sampling, soil gas sampling and flux
chamber tests, and neutron probe measurements will be intermittent (approximately 2 hours/day)
unless levels indicate otherwise. The IH and HP will open the field site daily, check the
calibration of instruments, perform periodic monitoring, and update the safe work permit and/or
the job hazard assessment as necessary. The intermittent monitoring at CFA will be done by field
personnel trained by the IH and HP. If readings are above the levels listed in Section A.6.3, or if
contaminant specific monitoring detects contaminants above health-based values, all work will be
shut down until readings return to acceptable levels. If high readings persist, work will not begin
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Table A-5. Operations and monitoring equipment checklist.

Type of Equipment Number Needed Calibrated a .Field-Ready

HNu or equivalent--with 1 Daily Yes
an 11.7 eV probe or lamp

Ludlum-2A or equivalent 1 Biannually Yes

LEL/O 2 meter 1 Weekly Yes

Pump/draeger tube 1 Annually Yes

a. Calibration methods are contained in the company procedures or are available from the IH or
HP personnel.

until IH and/or HP support is available. Dermal contact with tritium contaminated groundwater
will be prevented through the use of PPE. Training of the field personnel will be documented in
the project file.

Task 8: The IH and HP will continuously monitor augering and subsurface sampling at
Landfill II. Although similar activities performed in 1988 did not encounter any notable hazards,
the potential exists for encountering physical and chemical hazards and combustible gas.
Therefore, full-time monitoring is warranted as a best management practice.

A.9.2 Medical Surveillance Procedures

All workers at the site with the potential for ongoing exposures to hazardous substances or
some other hazard that requires medical surveillance will be entered by their managers into the
Occupational Medical Program (OMP) in accordance with company procedures. The files of
workers already in the OMP will be checked to see if the appropriate form (EGG-735) is
available. OMP will be contacted to see if any updates to the form are required.

When notified of the need for a hazardous waste worker or other specific medical
surveillance examination program, the OMP will cater the affected employee into the appropriate
surveillance program. The elements of these examinations can be tailored to the specific agent
involved, but all include at least annual occupational, medical, and exposure history; a complete
physical examination; and appropriate clinical laboratory studies.
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A.9.3 Personnel Monitoring

The following personal monitoring device(s) shall be used:

• Breathing zone samples will be taken using the HNu. Sampling pumps, draeger tubes,
or organic vapor badges may also be used if the IH deems additional monitoring to be
necessary. The IH will perform any additional monitoring.

• Combustible gas indicators, while not personal monitoring devices, will be used for
situations in which combustible gases may be built up. These situations may be
encountered during sampling/auguring during the soil c'aver investigation, the
subsurface sampling task, and during soil gas sampling.

A.9.4 Operating Procedures and Methods for Surveillance

The Field Team Leader will be responsible for following the guidelines set forth in the main
body of this HSP for (a) heat and cold stress (Section 9.4), (b) work stress (Section 9.4),
(c) barriers, signs, and tags (Section 9.6), and (d) physical hazard control and monitoring
(Section 9.6).

A.10 Decontamination Procedures

A.10.1 Personnel Decontamination Procedures

Decontamination for chemical and radiological contaminants will be handled in accordance
with Section 10 of the main body of the HSP. However, similar past activities have not required
personnel decontamination due to the low hazard level. All personnel will wash with soap and
water upon leaving the work zone.

A.10.2 Decontaminationof Sampling and Monitoring Equipment

Sampling equipment will be decontaminated as described in Appendix B of the FSP. Decon
water will be contained in car boys or polyethylene tanks depending on the volume of water
generated.

A.10.3 Decontamination Modification (e.g., personnel, surfaces, materials, instruments,
equipment)

If necessary, personal protective equipment will be cleaned of soil or decontaminated with
tap water before it is removed. The cleaned PPE will be surveyed for organic and radiological
contamination with field instruments and disposed of as cold waste if no contamination is
detected. Respirators will be surveyed with field instruments, bagged, and sent for cleaning. It
should be noted that contaminated PPE has not been generated during past landfill investigations.
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A.10.4 Disposal Procedures

Onsite:

Materials and equipment for which decontamination is not feasible shall be surveyed for
radiological contamination by the Project HP, and for organic contamination by the Project IH.
Hazardous nonradioactive contaminated materials, radioactive mixed contaminated materials, and
noncontaminated materials will be bagged separately, labeled, and stored in the corresponding
drums at the site to await final data results for disposal. All wastewater will be contained pending
analysis and then disposed depending on the analytical results according to the Investigation
Derived Waste Plan (see the FSP). Soil and landfill material will be returned to the boreholes
after sampling is completed.

Offsite:

There will be no offsite disposal.

A.11 Emergency Procedures, Equipment, and Information

A.11.1 Emergency Reference List

Table A-6 shows the emergency numbers currently in use.

A.11.2 Emergency Routes

During dayshift, Monday through Thursday, the CFA medical facility located at CF-603
(phone 526-2356) is staffed by a full-time nurse and physician. In addition, DOE-ID firemen at
CF-666 (phone 526-2212) are qualified to render first-aid assistance.

A requirement of this HSP is that workers not already familiar with the location of the
facilities mentioned above must tour the facilities before doing any work described in this plan.
The field team leader will conduct any necessary tours.

Figure A-3 shows the CFA Landfill areas and should be referenced for the location of
CF-603 (the CFA medical facility). This information will be posted at each site.

A.11.3 Emergency Procedures

In general, emergency procedures given in Section 11 of the main body of this HSP will be
followed. In case of a large-scale emergency or major personnel injury, the CFA Area Emergency
Plan will be implemented by the Facility Manager.
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Table A-6. Emergency reference list.

Warning Communications Center (WCC) 777
Area Emergency Action Director 6-6206
First Aid 6-2356

Occupational Medical Program 6-2356
Ambulance 777
Fire 777

Security 777
Safety Engineer Support 6-6004
CFA Industrial Hygiene 6-4369
Explosives expert (Richard Green) 6-2702
Health Physics 6-2284
Area Safety (Jim Southwick) 6-6347
CFA Landlord 6-2150
Field Team Leader (C. F. Hersley) 6-1917
Project Manager (S. H. McCormick) 5-3941

a. This emergencyreferencelist will be posted at each site.

A.11.3.1 Additional or Modified Emergency Procedures. The F-net radio

communication system will be available at the work site at all times, and will be provided by the
Field Team Leader. Additionally, a portable telephone will be available at the task site for
emergency notifications. A portable eye-wash station, a first aid kit, and a 20-1b ABC fire
extinguisher will be available at the work site at all times. A vehicle will also be in close proximity
and accessible during the entire project. Hand signals and the buddy system per Section 11.1.7 in
the main body of the HSP will be reviewed as part of the task site orientation and will be
followed in an emergency.

A.11.3.2 Requirements for Task Site Evacuation. The FTL will evaluate and establish
evacuation routes prior to the start of each task or sampling activity. The evacuation routes will
follow the shortest distance over accessible roads to the gathering point for an evacuation.
Notification will be performed by the FTL by notifying the medical dispensary directly, by calling
the warning communication center (WCC), or by contacting the shift manager. This information
will be posted in the field logbook, which will be at the task site during all investigation activities.

Prior to starting work, the FTL will brief site personnel -n the location of the emergency
equipment and the evacuation procedures and route. Evacuation routes and gathering points may
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vary depending on where activities are taking place on any given day. In the event of an
evacuation, WCC will be contacted to determine the evacuation route and/or gathering point.
The FTL will put a copy of emergency phone numbers and Figure A-3 in the field logbook.

A.11.3.3 Task Site Warning Devices.

• Portable two-way F-net radio (will be available at all times at each site)
• Facility sirens for general area emergencies
• Hand and voice signals for task specific emergencies.

A.11.3.4 Task Site Emergency Responsibilities. Table A-7 shows the responsibilities of
task site personnel.

A.11.3.5 Procedures for Inclement Weather. Operations will cease in the event of
winds exceeding 25 mph on a sustained basis, electrical storms, heavy rains, or heavy snow if the
activities are weather sensitive as determined by the Field Team Leader and onsite IH or HP.

A.11.3.6 Reentry Procedures. If a task site emergency results in the evacuation of the
task site, personnel shall reenter the task site only as directed by the F'FL as specified in
Section 11.1.10 of the main body of the HSP.

A.11.4 Emergency Equipment

Equipment will be inspected and maintained by the technicians. The FTL will check all
emergency equipment prior to starting operations (Tables A-8 and A-9).

Table A-7. Responsibilities of task site personnel.

Name Responsibility Action

C. F. Hersley Field Team Leader Direct Task Emergency Site

C. F. Henley Field Team Leader Direct evacuations

EG&G Idaho personnel HP/IH Recommend protective measures

J. R. Lord Technician Call for help as directed

W. N. Wyland Facility Manager Initiate large scale emergency
action as needed
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Table A-8. Emergency equipment.

Fire extinguishers -

Number Available: 1

Location: On the transportation vehicle/at the task site
Maintenance schedule: Monthly inspections

First Aid Kits (see Table A-9) -

Number Available: 1

Location: On the transportation vehicle/at the task site
Maintenance schedule: Inventoried prior to sampling and monthly thereafter

Portable eyewashes -

Number Available: 1

Location: On the transportation vehicle/at the task site
Maintenance schedule: Shall be stored empty. Prior to sampling activities, it shall be

filled with clean water.

Table A-9. First aid supplies.

Task Date Location Kit No.

All January 1993 Transport vehicle/at task site 1

Items:

2 boxes of triangular bandages 2 boxes of 4-in. bandage compress
1 box of gauze pads 1 box of knuckle bandages
3 boxes of 1-in. adhesive bandages 1 box of wound wipes
1 box of iodine wipes 1 box of burn compound
1 box of scissors and forceps 1 box of adhesive tape
1 box of eye pads 1 box of ammonia inhalers
1 microshield 2 pair of latex gloves
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A.12 Additional Information

Offsite personnel requiring entrance to the work zone for a limited time, but not performing
work that involves the potential disturbance of or contact with contaminated materials, will be
allowed access if escorted by the Site Health and Safety Officer or the FrL, but only during
periods when no hazardous substances can be encountered, no hazardous operations are
occurring, and hazardous operations have ceased.

Personnel with only incidental contact with the task will not be required to read this HSP
but will be briefed on site hazards and emergency procedures. The decision concerning incidental
classification will be made by the Field Team Leader in consultation with the Health and Safety
Officer. If the requirement of reading this HSP is waived, the worker will be escorted to the task
site while his job is being performed.

The Health and Safety Officer will not be required to be onsite whenever operations are
performed, except during the subsurface augering and sampling task. However, this individual or
designee will be available by at least radio or telephone for consultation concerning health and
safety matters whenever operations are ongoing. When the Health and Safety Officer is not
present, the FI'L will be responsible for site safety.
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A.13 Health and Safety Certification Form

Task Title:

Project Manager:

Field Team Leader:

I certify that I have been given a copy of the task-specific ERP Health and Safety Plan for
the CFA Landfill II and III RIFFSTask and agree to comply with the procedures described
therein. I further certify that I understand the potential health and safety hazards of the program
(as outlined in this Health and Safety Plan) and have been trained in the use of personal
protective equipment selected for this task.

Employee:

(Print) (Signature) (Date)

Company of Employment:

Field Team Leader:

(Print) (Signature) (Date)

Health and Safety Officer:

(Prin t) (Signature) (Date )
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i

i
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DOE-ID Department of Energy Idaho Field Office
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FFA/CO Federal Facility Agreement/Consent Order
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Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study
Community Relations Plan Supplement for

Operable Unit 4.12:
Central Facilities Area Landfills II and III

at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

1. OVERVIEWOF COMMUNITYRELATIONSPLANSUPPLEMENT

1.1 Introduction

This Community Relations Plan Supplement has been taken from the interim plan
developed by the Department of Energy Idaho Field Office (DOE-ID) in March 1991. This
supplement has been written specifically for the Central Facilities Area (CFA) Landfills II and III
remedial investigation/feasibility study (RI/FS) Work Plan. Activities conducted under this plan
will be integrated with activities being done under the installation-wide Community Relations Plan
where feasible. Both plans will be used to establish a process to help DOE-ID, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the State of Idaho Department of Health and
Welfare (IDHW) communicate information to the public and to help the public communicate
concerns back to DOE-ID, EPA, and IDHW. These communications are intended to inform and
involve interested citizens, public officials, agencies, groups, and organizations in the State of
Idaho on the CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS.

1.2 Objectives

The RI/FS-Specific Community Relations Plan includes the following specific objectives for
accomplishing remedial investigations at CFA:

• Address concerns expressed by the community during interviews and public meetings

• Comply with legal requirements of Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) and the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) as required by DOE-ID policy

• Provide the public with accurate and understandable information on the RI/FS and
related remediation work at CFA

• Establish two-way communication with the public to achieve community involvement

• Provide an opportunity for the public to become involved in key decisions regarding
the RI/FS and related remediation work.

Since the Community Relations Plan is intended to be a "working" document, it can be
amended to provide additional community relations activities as needed.
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1.3 Agency Contacts

A current list of officials from the DOE-ID Environmental Restoration Division, the INEL
Community Relations Plan Office, the INEL Public Affairs Office, EPA Region 10, and the
Idaho State INEL Oversight Program is shown in Appendix A. Representing various offices and
agencies, these individuals have a common interest in the activities described in this Plan, which is
to ensure public involvement in remedial activities at CFA.

Inquiries or comments concerning any aspect of these INEL environmental investigations,
including monitoring and remedial activities, or the content of this supplement, can be directed to
the Federal and state regulatory agency contacts listed in Appendix A or to the following address:

Environmental Restoration Division
DOE Idaho Field Office
P.O. Box 2047
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2047
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2. SITE OVERVIEW

2.1 Site Description

The INEL is located in southeastern Idaho. near the center of the eastern portion of the
Snake River Plain. The INEL encompasses 890 mi2 of semi-arid land near the Lemhi and Lost
River mountain ranges. The nearest city with a large population center is Idaho Falls, located
about 45 mi to the east. INEL employment at the present time is about 11,000 persons. Most
employees live in Idaho Falls. Others live in the surrounding areas of Pocatello, Blackfoot,
Rexburg, Arco, and other nearby towns. CFA Landfills II and III are located in the south central
section of the INEL. Disposal in Landfill II began in 1970 and continued until September 1982.
Disposal in Landfill III began in October 1982 and continued until December 1986, when part of
the landfill was closed. A more detailed description of the CFA area is found in Section 2 of the
RI/FS Work Plan.

The Eastern Snake River Plain is an area of complex geologic structure and history.
Studies show basaltic lava flows to a depth of at least 2,440 ft. The flows are interbedded with
cinders, silt, sand, and clay. The basalt has high permeability resulting from fractures and joints.
Age-dating techniques estimate the youngest basalt at INEL to be between 45,000 and 145,000
years old.

The principal groundwater feature at INEL is the Snake River Plain Aquifer, a continuous
body of groundwater underlying most of the Eastern Snake River Plain. The aquifer consists of
basalt flows with sedimentary interbeds. The depth from the surface of the ground to the top of
the aquifer at CFA is about 480 ft. Most of the water pumped from the aquifer in the CFA area
is used for domestic and industrial purposes.

2.2 Environmental Investigations

Several types of hazardous substances have been produced, stored, and disposed of at the
INEL during four decades of operation. Most waste treatment and disposal practices of the past
have proven to be adequate. However, some practices that were approved at the time have
released hazardous substances to the environment. At CFA Landfills II and III, sanitary and
construction waste as well as some hazardous wastes were buried in both landfills during their

operable periods. Consequently, one of the main objectives of the RI/FS is to determine if the
hazardous contaminants have been released from the landfills and, if so, does this release pose a
significant threat to human health and the environment.

Figure 2-1 is a map showing CFA Landfills II and III. More details on contaminant types
and other site-specific information can be found in Section 2 of the RI/FS Work Plan.
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3. REGULATORYOVERVIEW

3.1 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act,
and Consent Order and Compliance Agreement

Originally, the environmental investigation at CFA was conducted under the authority of
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 USC 6901 et. seq. RCRA is a law
that regulates the generation, transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous wastes.
Monitoring well systems were installed around each landfill, and closure plans and cap designs J
were prepared in order to close and monitor the landfills. These actions were implemented as
outlined in a Consent Order and Compliance Agreement (COCA) between DOE-ID, EPA
Region 10, and the United States Geological Survey.

3.2 National Priorities Listing and Federal Facility Agreement

On November 15, 1989, the INEL was added to the EPA's National Priorities List (NPL)
under CERCLA, 42 USC 9601 et. seq., also known as "Superfund," based on the detection of
contaminants in the environment at INEL sites. The NPL identifies sites of high priority for
investigation and remediation of hazardous materials.

Since INEL is a federal facility, CERCLA requires DOE, as the managing agency, to enter
into an agreement with EPA to coordinate the remedial effort. In order to avoid potential
conflict between CERCLA and RCRA and overlapping jurisdiction by different agencies, a
Federal Facility Agreement/Consent Order (FFA/CO) between DOE-ID, EPA Region 10, and
the State of Idaho was negotiated and became effective December 9, 1991.

This FFAJCO superseded COCA and outlined the remedial action process that
encompasses all investigations of hazardous substances and remedial activities at INEL sites. The
FFA/CO will integrate CERCLA response obligations with RCRA and State of Idaho Hazardous
Waste Management Act corrective action obligations. All investigations and remedial activities
being conducted under the FFA/CO will be conducted in accordance with the revised National
Contingency Plan (NCP), which implements CERCLA, as amended by the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA).

3.2.1 Response Actions

CERCLA Section 104 provides broad authority for a federal program to respond to
releases of hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants. There are two major types of
response actions: removal action and remedial action. A removal action is an immediate action
that is taken to protect public health and welfare and the environment from a release or
threatened release of a hazardous substance. A remedial action is a more permanent remedy
taken to prevent or minimize the release or threat of release of hazardous substances that present
current or future danger to public health or welfare, or to the environment. The objective of the
CFA RI/FS is to (a) evaluate the potential risk to human health and to the environment from the
CFA landfills, and (b) evaluate remedial action alternatives, if unacceptable risks are identified.
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3.2.2 Waste Area Groups

INEL is a large installation with a number of operating facilities, each containing a number
of potentially hazardous locations. For management purposes, INEL has been divided into ten
smaller parts called "waste area groups" (WAGs). WAGs 1 through 9 correspond to operating
facilities at INEL, while WAG 10 corresponds to site-wide concerns, including the Snake River
Plain Aquifer. WAG 10 also addresses miscellaneous surface and subsurface areas not included in
the other nine WAGs. WAG 4 includes all the facilities at CFA. The map shown in Figure 3-1
illustrates where CFA is located within the boundaries of INEL.

3.2.3 Operable Units

WAG 4 has been broken down into 13 working "operable units" (of which Operable
Unit 4-12 is CFA Landfills II and III) to focus investigation and remedial efforts. All potentially
hazardous areas identified under COCA were assigned to an operable unit. Each operable unit
may contain one or more potentially hazardous areas. The operable units under WAG 4 are
described in the FFA/CO.

3.3 National Environmental PolicyAct (NEPA)

As stated previously, all CFA investigations and remedial activities will be conducted in
accordance with the DOE-ID policy of integrating NEPA requirements with CERCLA
regulations. Such a practice is permitted and advocated by 40 CFR 1506.4, which states, "Any
environmental document in compliance with NEPA may be combined with any other agency
document to reduce documentation and paperwork."

Under NEPA, a more formal approach is required to inform the public earlier in the
process. Where appropriate, DOE-ID will coordinate public involvement activities prescribed by
NEPA, with the public participation requirements of CERCLA. In order to inform the public on
how compliance with NEPA and CERCLA requirements will be achieved, this Community
Relations Plan Supplement was prepared.
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4. COMMUNITY BACKGROUND

Detailed information on community backgroundcan be found in the September 1991
Community Relations Plan for Remedial Investigations at the INEL, Chapter 4, page 21.
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5. COMMUNITY RELATIONS ACTIVITIES

5.1 CERCLA Requirements For Community Relations

This Community Relations Plan Supplement, required under CERCLA, was developed
pursuant to the INEL-wide CRP prepared by DOE-ID. This Plan describes public involvement
requirements and public participation activities that will occur during the implementation of the
CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS. Table 5-1 provides a list of the key community relations
milestones.

Community relations activities outlined in this plan are intended to meet the following
needs:

• Understanding the complexity of environmental restoration issues

• Identifying problems and issues that should be addressed

• Identifying alternative solutions to those problems and issues

• Addressing conflicts and misconceptions

• Pursuing actions and decisions in the best overall interest of the public and
environment.

Interested citizens will be encouraged to look over Table 5-1 to find opportunities for
involvement such as reading reports, brochures, and fact sheets; attending an informal briefing;
visiting the nearest Information Repository; or sending in written comments or questions.

The following paragraphs add detail to some of the public involvement activities highlighted
in Table 5-1.

1. Information repositories. Information repositories have been established in the public
libraries of each of the following Idaho cities: Idaho Falls, Pocatello, Twin Falls, Boise, and
Moscow. Appendix B lists the address of each repository and the days and hours they are
open. Additional information repositories may be established if sufficient community
interest is expressed.

The following types of documents for the CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS (and other INEL
activities) will be put into the information repositories as the documents are completed:

• Index to the Administrative Record
• CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS Work Plan

• Remedial Investigation Report with Baseline Risk Assessment
• RI/FS Report
• Record of Decision

• Proposed Plan
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Table 5-1. Community relations activities for the CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS.

Activity Schedule

Place Scope of Work in Administrative Record January 1992

Publish and mail fact sheet on RI/FS Work Plan June-July 1993

Public briefing on RI/FS Work Plan May 1993

Prepare press release on RI/FS Report and publish Notice January 1995
of Availability on the RI/FS report and the Proposed Plan

Public comment period on RI/FS and Proposed Plan April-May 1995

Publish Notice of Availability on Record of Decision November 1995

• Brochures
• Press releases
• Fact sheets
• Newsletters.

The following types of documents have been completed for the CFA Landfills II and III
RI/FS (and other INEL activities) and are contained in the information repositories:

• Consent Order and Compliance Agreement
• Federal Facility Agreement/Consent Order and Action Plan
• DOE-ID Community Relations Plans
• DOE Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Five-Year Plan
• INEL Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Site-Specific Plan
• CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS Scope of Work.

2. Administrative Record. An Administrative Record containing all information used in the
decision-making process for remedial activities will be available for review and copying at
the Woodruff Avenue Complex, 200 South Woodruff Avenue, Idaho Falls. For convenient
public access in the future, a branch of the Administrative Record will be established at the
INEL Technical Library at 1776 Science Center Drive in Idaho Falls. Written and oral
comments received during public comment periods will become a part of the Administrative
Record. An index to the Administrative Record will be placed in information repositories
and updated regularly.

3. Public Comment Periods. A Public comment period will be held for the Proposed Plan
prior to the Record of Decision (See Table 5-1). The Plan will describe remedial
alternatives and the preferred alternative for the CFA project. When the Plan has been
completed, a public notice will be issued two weeks prior to the beginning of the comment
period. At a minimum, this notice will consist of display advertisements in local newspapers
describing procedures for submitting comments. Following that, a 30-day comment period
will be provided. Comments can be provided in writing or given verbally. The comment
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period may be extended an additional 30 days if a request is made in writing 10 days prior
to the close of the comment period.

Public meetings will be held during the comment period regarding final selection of a
remedial alternative. The number and location of these meetings for comments will be
determined before the scheduled start date of the public comment period. Public
notification will be provided through news releases and direct mailing of the meeting
schedule. Verbal comments received during those meetings and written comments received
during the comment period will be given equal consideration by DOE-ID, EPA, and IDHW
in selecting a remedial alternative. Transcripts will be prepared from the meetings and
made a part of the Administrative Record and information repositories.

4. Responsiveness Summary. Following a public comment period, comments will be compiled,
and a response to each comment will be documented in a Responsiveness Summary, which
will be part of the ROD. Comments received during the public comment period will be
considered in the remedial action decision for the CFA Landfills II and III RI/FS.

5. Record of Decision. Following the Responsiveness Summary and explanation of significant
changes to the plan (if any), a ROD specifying the selected remedial alternative will be
prepared by DOE. The ROD, which includes the responsiveness summary, is issued
ibllowing EPA approval and concurrence by IDHW. If the selected remedy is different
from alternatives listed in the RI/FS report and the Proposed Plan, the differences will be
explained in the ROD.

An additional public comment period will be provided if the selected remedial alternative is
significantly different from alternatives in the RI/FS Report and Proposed Plan.

5.2 Requests For Additional Activities

This part of the supplemental Community Relations Plan describes the extra public
involvement activities in Table 5-1 in greater detail.

1. Briefings, Presentations, or Discussions. Semiannual briefings, presentations, or discussions
will be conducted with interested individuals, groups, organizations, and agencies. More
frequent briefings or presentations will be provided as remedial efforts at CFA intensify.
The DOE-ID Environmental Restoration Division and INEL Public Affairs offices will

invite and seek group discussions, briefings, meetings, and presentations regarding
remediation issues.

2. Tours. Interested individuals and groups will be provided tours of facilities at CFA. For
example, some tours may be conducted to visit areas associated with environmental
restoration; waste technology demonstration; and waste treatment, storage, and disposal.

3. Public Involvement Meetings. Semiannually, or as requested, public involvement meetings
will be held in interested communities. Where possible, meetings will be held to inform the
public about the RI/FS process or to give an update on the status of the RI/FS.
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4. Newsletter. The INEL Environmental Restoration Program will publish the INEL Reporter
on a quarterly basis. Its purpose is to inform the public about environmental investigation
and remedial activities. The newsletter will be distributed via the mailing list described
below.

5. Brochures. Nontechnical brochures will be prepared and distributed via the mailing list and
through other means to give the public a better understanding of the Snake River Plain
Aquifer, facts about radiation, waste management, environmental monitoring, waste units
being remediated, and technology used to complete the work.

6. Fact Sheets. Fact sheets will be prepared and distributed via the mailing list to provide
summaries of environmental investigations and related technical reports or background
information helpful in understanding technical documents.

7. Press Releases. Press releases will be prepared and distributed to the news media
announcing public meetings and public comment periods, and to publicize the latest
developments of the RI/FS.

8. Mailing List. A mailing list will be developed to distribute information to the public and
the news media. That list will be developed by adding the names of those interviewed,
others expressing an interest in INEL, public officials, and names gathered during the
development of other Community Relations Plan activities. Persons interested in being
added to the mailing list can contact DOE-ID/INEL personnel listed in Appendix A.

9. News Media. DOE-ID will keep the news media informed of remedial activities by
providing brochures, press releases, newsletters, fact sheets, and final reports. In addition,
officials will meet with news media representatives to provide them with accurate
information. Reporters will be invited and encouraged to visit CFA.

10. Displays and Exhibits. The INEL Environmental Restoration Program will utilize public
gatherings, meetings, open houses, and other opportunities to set up displays and exhibits
covering topics requested by members of the general public. Officials from INEL will be
on hand to answer questions and listen to public concerns.

11. Employee Communications. The community relations activities described in this plan are
available to employees at INEL as well as the general public. In addition, employees will
be kept informed via the INEL Reporter, various company newsletters, computer mail
systems, and presentations by management.

These activities will be conducted routinely throughout the course of CFA Landfills II and
III RI/FS activities. Additional activities may be added to the list if requested by the community.
All comments received from the public concerning ways to improve communication and public
participation will be considered when updating this plan.
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Appendix A

List of Contacts

DOE-!D Environmental Restoration Program

Jerry L. Lyle (208) 526-1148
Acting Deputy Assistant Manager
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
DOE Idaho Field Office
P.O. Box 2047
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2047

Alice C. Williams (208) 526-0972
Director
Environmental Restoration Division
DOE Idaho Field Office
P.O. Box 2047
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2047

INEL CommuniW Relations Plan

Reuel Smith (208) 526-6864
CRP Coordinator

INEL Environmental Restoration Program
P.O. Box 2047
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2047

INEL Public Affairs

Kathy Whittaker (208) 526-9586
Chief of Public Affairs and Tribal Liaison
INEL Public Affairs
P.O. Box 2047

Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2047

Nick Nichols (208) 526-1693
Media Contact
INEL Public Affairs
P.O. Box 2407

Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2047
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U,S. En_ronmenl_a!Protection Agency

Wayne Pierre (206) 553-7261
Federal Facilities Superfund Branch
EPA Region 10, HW-124
1200 Sixth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101

Bub Loiselle (206) 553.1283
Community Relations Coordinator
EPA Region 10, HW-ll7
Park Place Building
1200 Sixth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101

State of Idaho Division of Environmen.talQualitya

Terry Smith (208) 334-5761
Public Information Officer

INEL Oversight Program
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare
1410 N. Hilton
Boise, ID 83706

Shawn Rosenberger, Remediation Technical Supervisor (208) 525-7300
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare
Division of Environmental Quality
900 North Skyline
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402

a. Toll-free calls can be made by calling 1-800-232-INEL.
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Appendix B

INEL Information Repositories

_Location,Days, and Hours Open:

INEL Technical Library, 1776 Science Center Drive,
Idaho Falls, ID 83415; (208) 526-1185

Hours:8:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Friday
9:00 a.m.-l:00 p.m. Saturday

Idaho Falls Public Library, 457 Broadway,
Idaho Falls, ID 83402; (208) 529-1450

Hours: 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday
9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Friday, Saturday

Twin Falls Public Library, 434 2nd Street East,
Twin Falls, ID 83301; (208) 733-2964

Hours: 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Monday, Friday
10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Saturday

Pocatello Public Library, 812 East Clark,
PocateUo, ID 83201; (208) 232-1263

Hours: 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Friday, Saturday

Boise Public Library, 715 South Capitol Blvd.,
Boise, ID 83706; (208) 384-4076

Hours: 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Monday, Friday
10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Saturday, Sunday
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University of Idaho Library, Government Documents
University of Idaho Campus
Rayburn Street
Moscow, ID 83843; (208) 885-6344

Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday
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Appendix C

Glossary

Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W) - INEL facility for testing breeder reactor
technology. ANL-W houses Experimental Breeder Reactor II, the first pool-type liquid-metal
reactor. The facility has four other reactors and two fuel examination facilities.

Central Facilities Area (CFA) - INEL facility serving as headquarters for environmental
laboratories, security, fire protection, medical, communications systems, warehouses, cafeteria,
vehicle and equipment pools, bus system, and laundry.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) - Also
known as Superfund, the Federal statute enacted in 1980 and reauthorized in 1986 that provides
the statutory authority for cleanup of hazardous substances that could endanger public health or
welfare or the environment.

Community Relations Plan (CRP) - A report that assesses and defines a community's
informational needs concerning potential hazards posed by conditions at hazardous waste sites.
The CRP also encourages and ensures two-way communications between an affected community
and the public agency overseeing cleanup.

Feasibility Study (FS) - The step in the CERCLA process in which alternatives for a remedial
action system are investigated and screened.

National Priorities List (NPL) - The EPA's list of the top priority hazardous waste sites eligible
for investigation and cleanup under the federal Superfund program.

Proposed Plan - A summary of the Agency's preferred cleanup strategy, the rationale for the
preference, a review of the alternatives presented in the detailed analysis of the RI/FS, and a
presentation of any waivers to cleanup standards, if any are proposed.

Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC) - INEL facility established in 1952 as a
controlled area for disposal of solid radioactive wastes generated in INEL operations. Since 1954,
the facility has received defense waste for storage.

Record of Decision (ROD) - The CERCLA report documenting the selection of remedial action
to be implemented at a site after the RI/FS and Proposed Plan have been completed. The ROD
is placed in the Administrative Record for the lead agency. The lead agency must 1. publish a
notice of the availability of the ROD in a major local newspaper of general circulation; and
2. make the ROD available for public inspection and copying at or near the facility at issue prior
to the commencement of any remedial action.
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Remedial Investigation (RI) - The CERCLA process that determines the extent of hazardous
substance contamination and includes, as appropriate, treatability investigations. The RI is done
in conjunction with the feasibility study.

Removal Action - An immediate action taken over the short-term to address a release or
threatened release of hazardous substances.

Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) - A Federal law enacted in 1976 (and
amended in 1980 and 1984) that regulates the generation, transportation, treatment, storage, and
disposal of hazardous wastes. In this Federal Facilities Agreement, RCRA is defined as being
"functionally equivalent" to CERCLA.

Responsiveness Summary - A summary of oral and written public comments received during a
comment period on key documents and DOE-ID responses to those comments. The
Responsiveness Summary is especially valuable during the decision process at a site because it
highlights community concerns about the proposed decisions.

Superfund - The common name used for the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), also referred to as the Trust Fund.
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